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Preface

Although there are many textbooks that deal with the formal apparatus of
quantum mechanics and its application to standard problems, before the ﬁrst
edition of this book (Prentice–Hall, 1990) none took into account the developments in the foundations of the subject which have taken place in the last
few decades. There are specialized treatises on various aspects of the foundations of quantum mechanics, but they do not integrate those topics into the
standard pedagogical material. I hope to remove that unfortunate dichotomy,
which has divorced the practical aspects of the subject from the interpretation and broader implications of the theory. This book is intended primarily
as a graduate level textbook, but it will also be of interest to physicists and
philosophers who study the foundations of quantum mechanics. Parts of the
book could be used by senior undergraduates.
The ﬁrst edition introduced several major topics that had previously been
found in few, if any, textbooks. They included:
–
–
–
–
–
–

–

–

A review of probability theory and its relation to the quantum theory.
Discussions about state preparation and state determination.
The Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect.
Some ﬁrmly established results in the theory of measurement, which are
useful in clarifying the interpretation of quantum mechanics.
A more complete account of the classical limit.
Introduction of rigged Hilbert space as a generalization of the more familiar
Hilbert space. It allows vectors of inﬁnite norm to be accommodated
within the formalism, and eliminates the vagueness that often surrounds
the question whether the operators that represent observables possess a
complete set of eigenvectors.
The space–time symmetries of displacement, rotation, and Galilei transformations are exploited to derive the fundamental operators for momentum,
angular momentum, and the Hamiltonian.
A charged particle in a magnetic ﬁeld (Landau levels).
xi

xii

–
–

–

Preface

Basic concepts of quantum optics.
Discussion of modern experiments that test or illustrate the fundamental
aspects of quantum mechanics, such as: the direct measurement of the
momentum distribution in the hydrogen atom; experiments using the single crystal neutron interferometer; quantum beats; photon bunching and
antibunching.
Bell’s theorem and its implications.

This edition contains a considerable amount of new material. Some of the
newly added topics are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

An introduction describing the range of phenomena that quantum theory
seeks to explain.
Feynman’s path integrals.
The adiabatic approximation and Berry’s phase.
Expanded treatment of state preparation and determination, including the
no-cloning theorem and entangled states.
A new treatment of the energy–time uncertainty relations.
A discussion about the inﬂuence of a measurement apparatus on the environment, and vice versa.
A section on the quantum mechanics of rigid bodies.
A revised and expanded chapter on the classical limit.
The phase space formulation of quantum mechanics.
Expanded treatment of the many new interference experiments that are
being performed.
Optical homodyne tomography as a method of measuring the quantum
state of a ﬁeld mode.
Bell’s theorem without inequalities and probability.

The material in this book is suitable for a two-semester course. Chapter 1
consists of mathematical topics (vector spaces, operators, and probability),
which may be skimmed by mathematically sophisticated readers. These topics
have been placed at the beginning, rather than in an appendix, because one
needs not only the results but also a coherent overview of their theory, since
they form the mathematical language in which quantum theory is expressed.
The amount of time that a student or a class spends on this chapter may vary
widely, depending upon the degree of mathematical preparation. A mathematically sophisticated reader could proceed directly from the Introduction to
Chapter 2, although such a strategy is not recommended.

Preface

xiii

The space–time symmetries of displacement, rotation, and Galilei transformations are exploited in Chapter 3 in order to derive the fundamental
operators for momentum, angular momentum, and the Hamiltonian. This
approach replaces the heuristic but inconclusive arguments based upon
analogy and wave–particle duality, which so frustrate the serious student. It
also introduces symmetry concepts and techniques at an early stage, so that
they are immediately available for practical applications. This is done without
requiring any prior knowledge of group theory. Indeed, a hypothetical reader
who does not know the technical meaning of the word “group”, and who
interprets the references to “groups” of transformations and operators as
meaning sets of related transformations and operators, will lose none of the
essential meaning.
A purely pedagogical change in this edition is the dissolution of the old
chapter on approximation methods. Instead, stationary state perturbation
theory and the variational method are included in Chapter 10 (“Formation of
Bound States”), while time-dependent perturbation theory and its applications
are part of Chapter 12 (“Time-Dependent Phenomena”). I have found this to
be a more natural order in my teaching. Finally, this new edition contains
some additional problems, and an updated bibliography.
Solutions to some problems are given in Appendix D. The solved problems
are those that are particularly novel, and those for which the answer or the
method of solution is important for its own sake (rather than merely being
an exercise).
At various places throughout the book I have segregated in double
brackets, [[ · · · ]], comments of a historical comparative, or critical nature.
Those remarks would not be needed by a hypothetical reader with no
previous exposure to quantum mechanics. They are used to relate my
approach, by way of comparison or contrast, to that of earlier writers, and
sometimes to show, by means of criticism, the reason for my departure from
the older approaches.
Acknowledgements
The writing of this book has drawn on a great many published sources,
which are acknowledged at various places throughout the text. However, I
would like to give special mention to the work of Thomas F. Jordan, which
forms the basis of Chapter 3. Many of the chapters and problems have been
“ﬁeld-tested” on classes of graduate students at Simon Fraser University. A
special mention also goes to my former student Bob Goldstein, who discovered
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a simple proof for the theorem in Sec. 8.3, and whose creative imagination was
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for Fig. 0.4 was taken by Jeﬀ Rudd of the SFU teaching laboratory staﬀ. In
preparing Sec. 1.5 on probability theory, I beneﬁtted from discussions with
Prof. C. Villegas. I would also like to thank Hans von Baeyer for the key idea
in the derivation of the orbital angular momentum eigenvalues in Sec. 8.3, and
W. G. Unruh for point out interesting features of the third example in Sec. 9.6.
Leslie E. Ballentine
Simon Fraser University

Introduction

The Phenomena of
Quantum Mechanics

Quantum mechanics is a general theory. It is presumed to apply to everything, from subatomic particles to galaxies. But interest is naturally focussed
on those phenomena that are most distinctive of quantum mechanics, some
of which led to its discovery. Rather than retelling the historical development of quantum theory, which can be found in many books,∗ I shall illustrate
quantum phenomena under three headings: discreteness, diﬀraction, and
coherence. It is interesting to contrast the original experiments, which led
to the new discoveries, with the accomplishments of modern technology.
It was the phenomenon of discreteness that gave rise to the name “quantum mechanics”. Certain dynamical variables were found to take on only a

Fig. 0.1 Current through a tube of Hg vapor versus applied voltage, from the data of
Franck and Hertz (1914). [Figure reprinted from Quantum Physics of Atoms, Molecules,
Solids, Nuclei and Particles, R. Eisberg and R. Resnick (Wiley, 1985).]
∗ See,

for example, Eisberg and Resnick (1985) for an elementary treatment, or Jammer
(1966) for an advanced study.
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discrete, or quantized, set of values, contrary to the predictions of classical
mechanics. The ﬁrst direct evidence for discrete atomic energy levels was
provided by Franck and Hertz (1914). In their experiment, electrons emitted
from a hot cathode were accelerated through a gas of Hg vapor by means of an
adjustable potential applied between the anode and the cathode. The current
as a function of voltage, shown in Fig. 0.1, does not increase monotonically,
but rather displays a series of peaks at multiples of 4.9 volts. Now 4.9 eV is
the energy required to excite a Hg atom to its ﬁrst excited state. When the
voltage is suﬃcient for an electron to achieve a kinetic energy of 4.9 eV, it is
able to excite an atom, losing kinetic energy in the process. If the voltage is
more than twice 4.9 V, the electron is able to regain 4.9 eV of kinetic energy
and cause a second excitation event before reaching the anode. This explains
the sequence of peaks.
The peaks in Fig. 0.1 are very broad, and provide no evidence for the
sharpness of the discrete atomic energy levels. Indeed, if there were no better
evidence, a skeptic would be justiﬁed in doubting the discreteness of atomic
energy levels. But today it is possible, by a combination of laser excitation
and electric ﬁeld ﬁltering, to produce beams of atoms that are all in the same
quantum state. Figure 0.2 shows results of Koch et al. (1988), in which

Fig. 0.2 Individual excited states of atomic hydrogen are resolved in this data [reprinted
from Koch et al., Physica Scripta T26, 51 (1988)].
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the atomic states of hydrogen with principal quantum numbers from n = 63
to n = 72 are clearly resolved. Each n value contains many substates that
would be degenerate in the absence of an electric ﬁeld, and for n = 67 even
the substates are resolved. By adjusting the laser frequency and the various
ﬁltering ﬁelds, it is possible to resolve diﬀerent atomic states, and so to produce
a beam of hydrogen atoms that are all in the same chosen quantum state. The
discreteness of atomic energy levels is now very well established.

Fig. 0.3 Polar plot of scattering intensity versus angle, showing evidence of electron diﬀraction, from the data of Davisson and Germer (1927).

The phenomenon of diﬀraction is characteristic of any wave motion, and is
especially familiar for light. It occurs because the total wave amplitude is the
sum of partial amplitudes that arrive by diﬀerent paths. If the partial amplitudes arrive in phase, they add constructively to produce a maximum in the
total intensity; if they arrive out of phase, they add destructively to produce
a minimum in the total intensity. Davisson and Germer (1927), following a
theoretical conjecture by L. de Broglie, demonstrated the occurrence of diﬀraction in the reﬂection of electrons from the surface of a crystal of nickel. Some
of their data is shown in Fig. 0.3, the peak at a scattering angle of 50◦ being
the evidence for electron diﬀraction. This experiment led to the award of a
Noble prize to Davisson in 1937. Today, with improved technology, even an
undergraduate can easily produce electron diﬀraction patterns that are vastly
superior to the Nobel prize-winning data of 1927. Figure 0.4 shows an electron

4
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Fig. 0.4 Diﬀraction of 10 kV electrons through a graphite foil; data from an undergraduate laboratory experiment. Some of the spots are blurred because the foil contains many
crystallites, but the hexagonal symmetry is clear.

diﬀraction pattern from a crystal of graphite, produced in a routine undergraduate laboratory experiment at Simon Fraser University. The hexagonal
array of spots corresponds to diﬀraction scattering from the various crystal
planes.
The phenomenon of diﬀraction scattering is not peculiar to electrons, or
even to elementary particles. It occurs also for atoms and molecules, and is a
universal phenomenon (see Ch. 5 for further discussion). When ﬁrst discovered,
particle diﬀraction was a source of great puzzlement. Are “particles” really
“waves”? In the early experiments, the diﬀraction patterns were detected
holistically by means of a photographic plate, which could not detect individual
particles. As a result, the notion grew that particle and wave properties were
mutually incompatible, or complementary, in the sense that diﬀerent measurement apparatuses would be required to observe them. That idea, however, was
only an unfortunate generalization from a technological limitation. Today it is
possible to detect the arrival of individual electrons, and to see the diﬀraction
pattern emerge as a statistical pattern made up of many small spots (Tonomura
et al., 1989). Evidently, quantum particles are indeed particles, but particles
whose behavior is very diﬀerent from what classical physics would have led us
to expect.
In classical optics, coherence refers to the condition of phase stability that
is necessary for interference to be observable. In quantum theory the concept
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of coherence also refers to phase stability, but it is generalized beyond any
analogy with wave motion. In general, a coherent superposition of quantum
states may have properties than are qualitatively diﬀerent from a mixture of
the properties of the component states. For example, the state of a neutron
with its spin polarized in the +x direction is expressible (in a notation that will
be developed in detail in later chapters) as a coherent sum of states
that are
√
polarized in the +z and −z directions, | + x = (| + z + | − z)/ 2. Likewise,
the state with the spin polarized in the +z direction is expressible
in terms of
√
the +x and −x polarizations as | + z = (| + x + | − x)/ 2.
An experimental realization of these formal relations is illustrated in
Fig. 0.5. In part (a) of the ﬁgure, a beam of neutrons with spin polarized
in the +x direction is incident on a device that transmits +z polarization and
reﬂects −z polarization. This can be achieved by applying a strong magnetic
ﬁeld in the z direction. The potential energy of the magnetic moment in the
ﬁeld, −B · µ, acts as a potential well for one direction of the neutron spin,
but as an impenetrable potential barrier for the other direction. The eﬀectiveness of the device in separating +z and −z polarizations can be conﬁrmed by
detectors that measure the z component of the neutron spin.

Fig. 0.5 (a) Splitting of a +x spin-polarized beam of neutrons into +z and −z components;
(b) coherent recombination of the two components; (c) splitting of the +z polarized beam
into +x and −x components.

In part (b) the spin-up and spin-down beams are recombined into a single
beam that passes through a device to separate +x and −x spin polarizations.

6
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If the recombination is coherent, and does not introduce any phase shift
between the two beams, then the state | + x will be reconstructed, and only
the +x polarization will be detected at the end of the apparatus. In part (c)
the | − z beam is blocked, so that only the √
| + z beam passes through the
apparatus. Since | + z = (| + x + | − x)/ 2, this beam will be split into
| + x and | − x components.
Although the experiment depicted in Fig. 0.5 is idealized, all of its
components are realizable, and closely related experiments have actually been
performed.
In this Introduction, we have brieﬂy surveyed some of the diverse phenomena that occur within the quantum domain. Discreteness, being essentially
discontinuous, is quite diﬀerent from classical mechanics. Diﬀraction scattering of particles bears a strong analogy to classical wave theory, but the element
of discreteness is present, in that the observed diﬀraction patterns are really
statistical patterns of the individual particles. The possibility of combining
quantum states in coherent superpositions that are qualitatively diﬀerent from
their components is perhaps the most distinctive feature of quantum mechanics, and it introduces a new nonclassical element of continuity. It is the task
of quantum theory to provide a framework within which all of these diverse
phenomena can be explained.

Chapter 1

Mathematical Prerequisites

Certain mathematical topics are essential for quantum mechanics, not only
as computational tools, but because they form the most eﬀective language in
terms of which the theory can be formulated. These topics include the theory
of linear vector spaces and linear operators, and the theory of probability.
The connection between quantum mechanics and linear algebra originated as
an apparent by-product of the linear nature of Schrödinger’s wave equation.
But the theory was soon generalized beyond its simple beginnings, to include
abstract “wave functions” in the 3N -dimensional conﬁguration space of N
paricles, and then to include discrete internal degrees of freedom such as spin,
which have nothing to do with wave motion. The structure common to all
of those diverse cases is that of linear operators on a vector space. A uniﬁed
theory based on that mathematical structure was ﬁrst formulated by P. A. M.
Dirac, and the formulation used in this book is really a modernized version of
Dirac’s formalism.
That quantum mechanics does not predict a deterministic course of events,
but rather the probabilities of various alternative possible events, was recognized at an early stage, especially by Max Born. Modern applications seem
more and more to involve correlation functions and nontrivial statistical distributions (especially in quantum optics), and therefore the relations between
quantum theory and probability theory need to be expounded.
The physical development of quantum mechanics begins in Ch. 2, and the
mathematically sophisticated reader may turn there at once. But since not
only the results, but also the concepts and logical framework of Ch. 1 are
freely used in developing the physical theory, the reader is advised to at least
skim this ﬁrst chapter before proceeding to Ch. 2.
1.1 Linear Vector Space
A linear vector space is a set of elements, called vectors, which is closed
under addition and multiplication by scalars. That is to say, if φ and ψ are
7
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vectors then so is aφ + bψ, where a and b are arbitrary scalars. If the scalars
belong to the ﬁeld of complex (real) numbers, we speak of a complex (real)
linear vector space. Henceforth the scalars will be complex numbers unless
otherwise stated.
Among the very many examples of linear vector spaces, there are two classes
that are of common interest:
(i) Discrete vectors, which may be represented as columns of complex
numbers,
 
a1
 a2 
 . 
 . 
 . 
..
.
(ii) Spaces of functions of some type, for example the space of all diﬀerentiable functions.
One can readily verify that these examples satisfy the deﬁnition of a linear
vector space.
A set of vectors {φn } is said to be linearly independent if no nontrivial linear

combination of them sums to zero; that is to say, if the equation n cn φn = 0
can hold only when cn = 0 for all n. If this condition does not hold, the set of
vectors is said to be linearly dependent, in which case it is possible to express
a member of the set as a linear combination of the others.
The maximum number of linearly independent vectors in a space is called
the dimension of the space. A maximal set of linearly independent vectors is
called a basis for the space. Any vector in the space can be expressed as a
linear combination of the basis vectors.
An inner product (or scalar product) for a linear vector space associates a
scalar (ψ, φ) with every ordered pair of vectors. It must satisfy the following
properties:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(ψ, φ) = a complex number,
(φ, ψ) = (ψ, φ)∗ ,
(φ, c1 ψ1 + c2 ψ2 ) = c1 (φ, ψ1 ) + c2 (φ, ψ2 ),
(φ, φ) ≥ 0, with equality holding if and only if φ = 0.

From (b) and (c) it follows that
(c1 ψ1 + c2 ψ2 , φ) = c∗1 (ψ1 , φ) + c∗2 (ψ2 , φ) .

1.1
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Therefore we say that the inner product is linear in its second argument, and
antilinear in its ﬁrst argument.
We have, corresponding to our previous examples of vector spaces, the
following inner products:
(i) If ψ is the column vector with elements a1 , a2 , . . . and φ is the column
vector with elements b1 , b2 , . . . , then
(ψ, φ) = a∗1 b1 + a∗2 b2 + · · · .
(ii) If ψ and φ are functions of x, then

(ψ, φ) = ψ ∗ (x)φ(x)w(x)dx ,
where w(x) is some nonnegative weight function.
The inner product generalizes the notions of length and angle to arbitrary
spaces. If the inner product of two vectors is zero, the vectors are said to be
orthogonal.
The norm (or length) of a vector is deﬁned as ||φ|| = (φ, φ)1/2 . The inner
product and the norm satisfy two important theorems:
Schwarz’s inequality,
|(ψ, φ)|2 ≤ (ψ, ψ)(φ, φ) .

(1.1)

||(ψ + φ)|| ≤ ||ψ|| + ||φ|| .

(1.2)

The triangle inequality,

In both cases equality holds only if one vector is a scalar multiple of the other,
i.e. ψ = cφ. For (1.2) to become an equality, the scalar c must be real and
positive.
A set of vectors {φi } is said to be orthonormal if the vectors are pairwise orthogonal and of unit norm; that is to say, their inner products satisfy
(φi , φj ) = δij .
Corresponding to any linear vector space V there exists the dual space of
linear functionals on V . A linear functional F assigns a scalar F (φ) to each
vector φ, such that
F (aφ + bψ) = aF (φ) + bF (ψ)
(1.3)

10
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for any vectors φ and ψ, and any scalars a and b. The set of linear functionals
may itself be regarded as forming a linear space V  if we deﬁne the sum of two
functionals as
(F1 + F2 )(φ) = F1 (φ) + F2 (φ) .
(1.4)
Riesz theorem. There is a one-to-one correspondence between linear
functionals F in V  and vectors f in V , such that all linear functionals have
the form
F (φ) = (f, φ) ,
(1.5)
f being a ﬁxed vector, and φ being an arbitrary vector. Thus the spaces V and
V  are essentially isomorphic. For the present we shall only prove this theorem
in a manner that ignores the convergence questions that arise when dealing
with inﬁnite-dimensional spaces. (These questions are dealt with in Sec. 1.4.)
Proof. It is obvious that any given vector f in V deﬁnes a linear functional,
using Eq. (1.5) as the deﬁnition. So we need only prove that for an arbitrary
linear functional F we can construct a unique vector f that satisﬁes (1.5). Let
{φn } be a system of orthonormal basis vectors in V , satisfying (φn , φm ) = δn,m .

Let ψ = n xn φn be an arbitrary vector in V . From (1.3) we have
F (ψ) =

xn F (φn ) .
n

Now construct the following vector:
[F (φn )]∗ φn .

f=
n

Its inner product with the arbitrary vector ψ is
(f, ψ) =

F (φn )xn
n

= F (ψ) ,
and hence the theorem is proved.
Dirac’s bra and ket notation
In Dirac’s notation, which is very popular in quantum mechanics, the
vectors in V are called ket vectors, and are denoted as |φ. The linear
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functionals in the dual space V  are called bra vectors, and are denoted as
F |. The numerical value of the functional is denoted as
F (φ) = F |φ .

(1.6)

According to the Riesz theorem, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
bras and kets. Therefore we can use the same alphabetic character for the
functional (a member of V  ) and the vector (in V ) to which it corresponds,
relying on the bra, F |, or ket, |F , notation to determine which space is
referred to. Equation (1.5) would then be written as
F |φ = (F, φ) ,

(1.7)

|F  being the vector previously denoted as f . Note, however, that the Riesz
theorem establishes, by construction, an antilinear correspondence between
bras and kets. If F | ↔ |F , then
c∗1 F | + c∗2 F | ↔ c1 |F  + c2 |F  .

(1.8)

Because of the relation (1.7), it is possible to regard the “braket” F |φ as
merely another notation for the inner product. But the reader is advised that
there are situations in which it is important to remember that the primary
deﬁnition of the bra vector is as a linear functional on the space of ket vectors.
[[ In his original presentation, Dirac assumed a one-to-one correspondence
between bras and kets, and it was not entirely clear whether this was a
mathematical or a physical assumption. The Riesz theorem shows that
there is no need, and indeed no room, for any such assumption. Moreover,
we shall eventually need to consideer more general spaces (rigged-Hilbertspace triplets) for which the one-to-one correspondence between bras and
kets does not hold. ]]

1.2 Linear Operators
An operator on a vector space maps vectors onto vectors; that is to say, if A
is an opetator and ψ is a vector, then φ = Aψ is another vector. An operator
is fully deﬁned by specifying its action on every vector in the space (or in its
domain, which is the name given to the subspace on which the operator can
meaningfully act, should that be smaller than the whole space).
A linear operator satisﬁes
A(c1 ψ1 + c2 ψ2 ) = c1 (Aψ1 ) + c2 (Aψ2 ) .

(1.9)

12
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It is suﬃcient to deﬁne a linear operator on a set of basis vectors, since everly
vector can be expressed as a linear combination of the basis vectors. We shall
be treating only linear operators, and so shall henceforth refer to them simply
as operators.
To assert the equality of two operators, A = B, means that Aψ = Bψ for
all vectors (more precisely, for all vectors in the common domain of A and B,
this qualiﬁcation will usually be omitted for brevity). Thus we can deﬁne the
sum and product of operators,
(A + B)ψ = Aψ + Bψ ,
ABψ = A(Bψ) ,
both equations holding for all ψ. It follows from this deﬁnition that operator
mulitplication is necessarily associative, A(BC) = (AB)C. But it need not be
commutative, AB being unequal to BA in general.
Example (i). In a space of discrete vectors represented as columns, a
linear operator is a square matrix. In fact, any operator equation in a space
of N dimensions can be transformed into a matrix equation. Consider, for
example, the equation
M |ψ = |φ .
(1.10)
Choose some orthonormal basis {|ui , i = 1 . . . N } in which to expand the
vectors,
|ψ =
aj |uj  , |φ =
bk |uk  .
j

k

Operating on (1.10) with ui | yields
ui |M |uj aj =
j

ui |uk bk
k

= bi ,
which has the form of a matrix equation,
Mij aj = bi ,

(1.11)

j

with Mij = ui |M |uj  being known as a matrix element of the operator M .
In this way any problem in an N -dimensional linear vector space, no matter
how it arises, can be transformed into a matrix problem.
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The same thing can be done formally for an inﬁnite-dimensional vector
space if it has a denumerable orthonormal basis, but one must then deal with
the problem of convergence of the inﬁnite sums, which we postpone to a later
section.
Example (ii). Operators in function spaces frequently take the form of
diﬀerential or integral operators. An operator equation such as
∂
∂
x=1+x
∂x
∂x
may appear strange if one forgets that operators are only deﬁned by their
action on vectors. Thus the above example means that
∂ψ(x)
∂
[x ψ(x)] = ψ(x) + x
∂x
∂x

for all ψ(x) .

So far we have only deﬁned operators as acting to the right on ket vectors.
We may deﬁne their action to the left on bra vectors as
( φ|A)|ψ = φ|(A|ψ)

(1.12)

for all φ and ψ. This appears trivial in Dirac’s notation, and indeed this
triviality contributes to the practival utility of his notation. However, it is
worthwhile to examine the mathematical content of (1.12) in more detail.
A bra vector is in fact a linear functional on the space of ket vectors, and
in a more detailed notation the bra φ| is the functional
Fφ (·) = (φ, ·) ,

(1.13)

where φ is the vector that corresponds to Fφ via the Riesz theorem, and the
dot indicates the place for the vector argument. We may deﬁne the operation
of A on the bra space of functionals as
AFφ (ψ) = Fφ (Aψ)

for all ψ .

(1.14)

The right hand side of (1.14) satisﬁes the deﬁnition of a linear functional of
the vector ψ (not merely of the vector Aψ), and hence it does indeed deﬁne a
new functional, called AFφ . According to the Riesz theorem there must exist
a ket vector χ such that
AFφ (ψ) = (χ, ψ)
= Fχ (ψ) .

(1.15)

14
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Since χ is uniquely determined by φ (given A), there must exist an operator
A† such that χ = A† φ. Thus (1.15) can be written as
AFφ = FA† φ .

(1.16)

From (1.14) and (1.15) we have (φ, Aψ) = (χ, ψ), and therefore
(A† φ, ψ) = (φ, Aψ)

for all

φ and ψ .

(1.17)

This is the usual deﬁnition of the adjoint, A† , of the operator A. All of this
nontrivial mathematics is implicit in Dirac’s simple equation (1.12)!
The adjoint operator can be formally deﬁned within the Dirac notation by
demanding that if φ| and |φ are corresponding bras and kets, then φ|A† ≡
ω| and A|φ ≡ |ω should also be corresponding bras and kets. From the fact
that ω|ψ∗ = ψ|ω, it follows that
φ|A† |ψ∗ = ψ|A|φ

for all

φ and ψ ,

(1.18)

this relation being equivalent to (1.17). Although simpler than the previous
introduction of A† via the Riesz theorem, this formal method fails to prove the
existence of the operator A† .
Several useful properties of the adjoint operator that follow directly from
(1.17) are
(cA)† = c∗ A† , where c is a complex number,
(A + B)† = A† + B † ,
(AB)† = B † A† .
In addition to the inner product of a bra and a ket, φ|ψ, which is a scalar,
we may deﬁne an outer product, |ψ φ|. This object is an operator because,
assuming associative multiplication, we have
(|ψ φ|)|λ = |ψ( φ|λ) .

(1.19)

Since an operator is deﬁned by specifying its action on an arbitrary vector to
produce another vector, this equation fully deﬁnes |ψ φ| as an operator. From
(1.18) it follows that
(|ψ φ|)† = |φ ψ| .
(1.20)
In view of this relation, it is tempting to write (|ψ)† = ψ|. Although no real
harm comes from such a notation, it should not be encouraged because it uses
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the “adjoint” symbol, † , for something that is not an operator, and so cannot
satisfy the fundamental deﬁnition (1.16).
A useful characteristic of an operator A is its trace, deﬁned as
uj |A|uj  ,

Tr A =
j

where {|uj } may be any orthonormal basis. It can be shown [see Problem (1.3)] that the value of Tr A is independent of the particular orthonormal
basis that is chosen for its evaluation. The trace of a matrix is just the sum
of its diagonal elements. For an operator in an inﬁnite-dimensional space, the
trace exists only if the inﬁnite sum is convergent.

1.3 Self-Adjoint Operators
An operator A that is equal to its adjoint A† is called self-adjoint. This
means that it satisﬁes
φ|A|ψ = ψ|A|φ∗
(1.21)
and that the domain of A (i.e. the set of vectors φ on which Aφ is well deﬁned)
coincides with the domain of A† . An operator that only satisﬁes (1.21) is called
Hermitian, in analogy with a Hermitian matrix, for which Mij = Mji ∗.
[[ The distinction between Hermitian and self-adjoint operators is relevant only for operators in inﬁnite-dimensional vector spaces, and we shall
make such a distinction only when it is essential to do so. The operators
that we call “Hermitian” are often called “symmetric” in the mathematical
literature. That terminology is objectionable because it conﬂicts with the
corresponding properties of matrices. ]]
The following theorem is useful in identifying Hermitian operators on a
vector space with complex scalars.
Theorem 1. If ψ|A|ψ = ψ|A|ψ∗ for all |ψ, then it follows that
φ1 |A|φ2  = φ2 |A|φ1 ∗ for all |φ1  and |φ2 , and hence that A = A† .
Proof. Let |ψ = a|φ1  + b|φ2  for arbitrary a, b, |φ1 , and |φ2 .
Then
ψ|A|ψ = |a|2 φ1 |A|φ1  + |b|2 φ2 |A|φ2 
+ a∗ b φ1 |A|φ2  + b∗ a φ2 |A|φ1 
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must be real. The ﬁrst and second terms are obviously real by hypothesis, so
we need only consider the third and fourth. Choosing the arbitrary parameters
a and b to be a = b = 1 yields the condition
φ1 |A|φ2  + φ2 |A|φ1  = φ1 |A|φ2 ∗ + φ2 |A|φ1 ∗ .
Choosing instead a = 1, b = i yields
i φ1 |A|φ2  − i φ2 |A|φ1  = −i φ1 |A|φ2 ∗ + i φ2 |A|φ1 ∗ .
Canceling the factor of i from the last equation and adding the two equations
yields the desired result, φ1 |A|φ2  = φ2 |A|φ1 ∗ .
This theorem is noteworthy because the premise is obviously a special case
of the conclusion, and it is unusual for the general case to be a consequence of
a special case. Notice that the complex values of the scalars were essential in
the proof, and no analog of this theorem can exist for real vector spaces.
If an operator acting on a certain vector produces a scalar multiple of that
same vector,
A|φ = a|φ ,
(1.22)
we call the vector |φ an eigenvector and the scalar a an eigenvalue of the
operator A. The antilinear correspondence (1.8) between bras and kets, and
the deﬁnition of the adjoint operator A† , imply that the left-handed eigenvalue
equation
φ|A† = a∗ φ|
(1.23)
holds if the right-handed eigenvalue equation (1.22) holds.
Theorem 2. If A is a Hermitian operator then all of its eigenvalues
are real.
Proof. Let A|φ = a|φ. Since A is Hermitian, we must have φ|A|φ =
φ|A|φ∗ . Substitution of the eigenvalue equation yields
φ|a|φ = φ|a|φ∗ ,
a φ|φ = a∗ φ|φ ,
which implies that a = a∗ , since only nonzero vectors are regarded as nontrivial
solutions of the eigenvector equation.
The result of this theorem, combined with (1.23), shows that for a selfadjoint operator, A = A† , the conjugate bra φ| to the ket eigenvector |φ is
also an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue a: φ|A = a φ|.
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Theorem 3. Eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator must be orthogonal.
Proof. Let A|φ1  = a1 |φ1  and A|φ2  = a2 |φ2 . Since A is Hermitian, we
deduce from (1.21) that
0 = φ1 |A|φ2  − φ2 |A|φ1 ∗
= a1 φ2 |φ1  − a2 φ1 |φ2 ∗
= (a1 − a2 ) φ2 |φ1  .
Therefore φ2 |φ1  = 0 if a1 = a2 .
If a1 = a2 (= a, say) then any linear combination of the degenerate
eigenvectors |φ1  and |φ2  is also an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue
a. It is always possible to replace a nonorthogonal but linearly independent
set of degenerate eigenvectors by linear combinations of themselves that are
orthogonal. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, we shall assume that
such an orthogonalization has been performed, and when we speak of the set
of independent eigenvectors of a Hermitian operator we shall mean an
orthogonal set.
Provided the vectors have ﬁnite norms, we may rescale them to have unit
norms. Then we can always choose to work with an orthonormal set of eigenvectors,
(φi , φj ) = δij .

(1.24)

Many textbooks state (conﬁdently or hopefully) that the orthonormal set
of eigenvectors of a Hermitian operators is complete; that is to say, it forms a
basis that spans the vector space. Before examining the mathematical status
of that statement, let us see what useful consequences would follow if it were
true.
Properties of complete orthonormal sets
If the set of vectors {φi } is complete, then we can expand an arbitrary

vector |v in terms of it: |v = i vi |φi . From the orthonormality condition
(1.24), the expansion coeﬃcients are easily found to be vi = φi |v. Thus we
can write
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|φi ( φi |v)
i

|φi  φi | |v

=

(1.25)

i

for an arbitrary vector |v. The parentheses in (1.25) are unnecessary, and are
used only to emphasize two ways of interpreting the equation. The ﬁrst line
in (1.25) suggests that |v is equal to a sum of basis vectors each multiplied
by a scalar coeﬃcient. The second line suggests that a certain operator (in
parentheses) acts on a vector to produce the same vector. Since the equation
holds for all vectors |v, the operator must be the identity operator,
|φi  φi | = I .

(1.26)

i

If A|φi  = ai |φi  and the eigenvectors form a complete orthonormal set —
that is to say, (1.24) and (1.26) hold — then the operator can be reconstructed
in a useful diagonal form in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors:
ai |φi  φi | .

A=

(1.27)

i

This result is easily proven by opeating on an arbitrary vector and verifying
that the left and right sides of (1.27) yield the same result. One can use the
diagonal representation to deﬁne a function of an operator,
f (ai )|φi  φi | .

f (A) =

(1.28)

i

The usefulness of these results is the reason why many authors assume, in
the absence of proof, that the Hermitian operators encountered in quantum
mechanics will have complete sets of eigenvectors. But is it true?
Any operator in a ﬁnite N -dimensional vector space can be expressed as
an N × N matrix [see the discussion following Eq. (1.10)]. The condition for
a nontrivial solution of the matrix eigenvalue equation
M φ = λφ ,

(1.29)

where M is square matrix and φ is a column vector, is
det |M − I| = 0 .

(1.30)
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The expansion of this determinant yields a polynomial in λ of degree N , which
must have N roots. Each root is an eigenvalue to which there must correspond an eigenvector. If all N eigenvalues are distinct, then so must be the
eigenvectors, which will necessarily span the N -dimensional space. A more
careful argument is necessary in order to handle multiple roots (degenerate
eigenvalues), but the proof is not diﬃcult. [See, for example, Jordan (1969),
Theorem 13.1].
This argument does not carry over to inﬁnite-dimensional spaces. Indeed,
if one lets N become inﬁnite, then (1.30) becomes an inﬁnite power series
in λ, which need not possess any roots, even if it converges. (In fact the
determinant of an inﬁnite-dimensional matrix is undeﬁnable except in special
cases.) A simple counter-example shows that the theorem is not generally true
for an inﬁnite-dimensional space.
Consider the operator D = −id/dx, deﬁned on the space of diﬀerentiable
functions of x for a ≤ x ≤ b. (The limits a and b may be ﬁnite or inﬁnite.) Its
adjoint, D† , is identiﬁed by using (1.21), which now takes the form


b

∗



†

b

φ (x)D ψ(x)dx =

∗
∗

ψ (x)Dφ(x)dx

a

a


=

b

φ∗ (x)Dψ(x)dx + i[ψ(x)φ∗ (x)]|ba .

(1.31)

a

The last line is obtained by integrating by parts. If boundary conditions are
imposed so that the last term vanishes, then D will apparently be a Hermitian
operator.
The eigenvalue equation
−i

d
φ(x) = λφ(x)
dx

(1.32)

is a diﬀerential equation whose solution is φ(x) = ceiλx , c = constant. But in
regarding it as an eigenvalue equation for the operator D, we are interested only
in eigenfunctions within a certain vector space. Several diﬀerent vector spaces
may be deﬁned, depending upon the boundary conditions that are imposed:
V1. No boundary conditions
All complex λ are eigenvalues. Since D is not Hermitian this case is of no
further interest.
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V2. a = −∞, b = +∞, |φ(x)| bounded as |x|→∞
All real values of λ are eigenvalues. The eigenfunctions φ(x) are not normalizable, but they do form a complete set in the sense that an arbitrary
function can be represented as a Fourier integral, which may be regarded as a
continuous linear combination of the eigenfunctions.
V3. a = −L/2, b = +L/2, periodic boundary conditions φ(−L/2)
= φ(L/2)
The eigenvalues form a discrete set, λ = λn = 2πn/L, with n being an
integer of either sign. The eigenfunctions form a complete orthonormal set
(with a suitable choice for c), the completeness being proven in the theory of
Fourier series.
V4. a = −∞, b = +∞, φ(x)→0 as x→±∞
Although the operator D is Hermitian, it has no eigenfunctions within this
space.
These examples suﬃce to show that a Hermitian operator in an inﬁnitedimensional vector space may or may not possess a complete set of eigenvectors, depending upon the precise nature of the operator and the vector space.
Fortunately, the desirable results like (1.26), (1.27) and (1.28) can be reformulated in a way that does not require the existence of well-deﬁned eigenvectors.
The spectral theorem
The outer product |φi  φi | formed from a vector of unit norm is an example
of a projection operator. In general, a self-adjoint operator p that satisﬁes
p2 = p is a projection operator. Its actionis to project out the component
of a vector that lies within a certain subspace (the one-dimensional space of
|φi  in the above example), and to annihilate all components orthogonal to
that subspace. If the operator A in (1.27) has a degenerate spectrum, we may
form the projection operator onto the subspace spanned by the degenerate
eigenvectors corresponding to ai = a,
|φi  φi |δa,ai

P (a) =

(1.33)

i

and (1.27) can be rewritten as
A=

aP (a) .

(1.34)

a

The sum on a goes over the eigenvalue spectrum. [But since P (a) = 0 if a is
not an eigenvalue, it is harmless to extend the sum beyond the spectrum.]
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The examples following (1.32) suggest (correctly, it turns out) that the
troubles are associated with a continuous spectrum, so it is desirable to rewrite
(1.34) in a form that holds for both discrete and continuous spectra. This
can most conveniently be done with the help of the Stieltjes integral, whose
deﬁnition is
 b
n
g(x)dσ(x) = lim
g(xk )[σ(xk ) − σ(xk−1 )] ,
(1.35)
a

n→∞

k=1

the limit being taken such that every interval (xk − xk−1 ) goes to zero as
n → ∞. The nondecreasing function σ(x) is called the measure. If σ(x) = x,
then (1.35) reduces to the more familiar Riemann integral. If dσ/dx exists,
then we have
 


dσ
g(x)dσ(x) =
g(x)
dx .
dx
(Stieltjes)
(Riemann)
The generalization becomes nontrivial only when we allow σ(x) to be discontinuous. Suppose that
σ(x) = hθ(x − c) ,
(1.36)
where θ(x) = 0 for x < 0, θ(x) = 1 for x > 0. The only term in (1.35) that
will contribute to the integral is the term for which xk−1 < c and xk > c. The
value of the integral is hg(c).

Fig. 1.1

A discontinuous measure function [Eq. (1.36)].

We can now state the spectral theorem.
Theorem 4. [For a proof, see Riesz and Sz.-Nagy (1955), Sec. 120.] To
each self-adjoint operator A there corresponds a unique family of projection
operators, E(λ), for real λ, with the properties:
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(i) If λ1 < λ2 then E(λ1 )E(λ2 ) = E(λ2 )E(λ1 ) = E(λ1 )
[speaking informally, this means that E(λ) projects onto the subspace
corresponding to eigenvalues ≤ λ];
(ii) If ε > 0, then E(λ + ε)|ψ → E(λ)|ψ as ε → 0;
(iii) E(λ)|ψ → 0 as λ → −∞;
(iv) E(λ)|ψ
→ |ψ as λ → +∞;
∞
(v) −∞ λdE(λ) = A.
(1.37)
In (ii), (iii) and (iv) |ψ is an arbitrary vector. The integral in (v) with respect
to an operator-valued measure E(λ) is formally deﬁned by (1.35), just as for
a real valued measure.
Equation (1.37) is the generalization of (1.27) to an arbitrary self-adjoint
operator that may have discrete or continuous spectra, or a mixture of the two.
The corresponding generalization of (1.28) is
 ∞
f (A) =
f (λ)dE(λ) .
(1.38)
−∞

Example (discrete case)
When (1.37) is applied to an operator with a purely discrete spectrum,
the only contributions to the integral occur at the discontinuities of
|φi  φi |θ(λ − ai ) .

E(λ) =

(1.39)

i

These occur at the eigenvalies, the discontinuity at λ = a being just
P (a) of Eq. (1.33). Thus (1.37) reduces to (1.34) or (1.27) in this case.
Example (continuous case)
As an example of an operator with a continuous spectrum, consider
the operator Q, deﬁned as Qψ(x) = xψ(x) for all functions ψ(x). It is
trivial to verify that Q = Q† . Now the eigenvalue equation Qφ(x) =
λφ(x) has the formal solutions φ(x) = δ(x − λ), where λ is any real
number and δ(x − λ) is Dirac’s “delta function”. But in fact δ(x − λ)
is not a well-deﬁned functiona at all, so strictly speaking there are no
eigenfunctions φ(x).
a It can be given meaning as a “distribution”, or “generalized function”. See Gel’fand and
Shilov (1964) for a systematic treatment.
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However, the spectral theorem still applies. The projection operators for
Q are deﬁned as
E(λ)ψ(x) = θ(λ − x)ψ(x) ,
(1.40)
which is equal to ψ(x) for x < λ, and is 0 for x > λ. We can easily verify
(1.37) by operating on a general functionh ψ(x):
 ∞
 ∞
λdE(λ)ψ(x) =
λd[θ(λ − x)ψ(x)]
−∞

−∞

= xψ(x) = Qψ(x) .
(In evaluating the above integral one must remember that λ is the integration
variable and x is constant.)
Following Dirac’s pioneering formulation, it has become customary in
quantum mechanics to write a formal eigenvalue equation for an operator such
as Q that has a continuous spectrum,
Q|q = q|q .

(1.41)

The orthonormality condition for the continuous case takes the form
q  |q   = δ(q  − q  ) .

(1.42)

Evidently the norm of these formal eigenvectors is inﬁnite, since (1.42) implies
that q|q = ∞. Instead of the spectral theorem (1.37) for Q, Dirac would
write
 ∞
Q=

q|q q|dq ,

(1.43)

−∞

which is the continuous analog of (1.27).
Dirac’s formulation does not ﬁt into the mathematical theory of Hilbert
space, which admits only vectors of ﬁnite norm. The projection operator (1.40),
formally given by
 λ
E(λ) =
|q q|dq ,
(1.44)
−∞

is well deﬁned in Hilbert space, but its derivative, dE(q)/dq = |q q|, does not
exist within the Hilbert space framework.
Most attempts to express quantum mechanics within a mathematically
rigorous framework have restricted or revised the formalism to make it ﬁt
within Hilbert space. An attractive alternative is to extend the Hilbert space
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framework so that vectors of inﬁnite norm can be treated consistently. This
will be considered in the next section.
Commuting sets of operators
So far we have discussed only the properties of single operators. The next
two theorems deal with two or more operators together.
Theorem 5. If A and B are self-adjoint operators, each of which possesses
a complete set of eigenvectors, and if AB = BA, then there exists a complete
set of vectors which are eigenvectors of both A and B.
Proof. Let {|an } and {|bm } be the complete sets of eigenvectors of A
and B, respectively: A|an  = an |an , B|bm  = bm |bm . We may expand any
eigenvector of A in terms of the set of eigenvectors of B:
|an  =

cm |bm  ,
m

where the coeﬃcients cm depend on the particular vector |an . The eigenvalues
bm need not be distinct, so it is desirable to combine all terms with bm = b
into a single vector,
cm |bm δb,bm .
|(an )b =
m

We may then write
|an  =

|(an )b ,

(1.45)

b

where the sum is over distinct eigenvalues of B. Now
(A − an )|an  = 0
(A − an )|(an )b .

=

(1.46)

b

By operating on a single term of (1.46) with B, and using BA = AB,
B(A − an )|(an )b = (A − an )B|(an )b
= b(A − an )|(an )b ,
we deduce that the vector (A−an )|(an )b is an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue
b. Therefore the terms in the sum (1.46) must be orthogonal, and so are linearly
independent. The vanishing of the sum is possible only if each term vanishes
separately:
(A − an )|(an )b = 0 .
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Thus |(an )b is an eigenvector of both A and B, corresponding to the eigenvalues an and b, respectively. Since the set {|an } is complete, the set {|(an )b}
in terms of which it is expanded must also be complete. Therefore there exists
a complete set of common eigenvectors of the commuting operators A and B.
The theorem can easily be extended to any number of mutually commutative operators. For example, if we have three such opeators, A, B and C,
we may expand an eigenvector of C in terms of the set of eigenvectors of A
and B, and proceed as in the above proof to deduce a complete set of common
eigenvectors for A, B and C.
The converse of the theorem, that if A and B possess a complete set of
common eigenvectors then AB = BA, is trivial to prove using the diagonal
representation (1.27).
Let (A, B, . . .) be a set of mutually commutative operators that possess a
complete set of common eigenvectors. Corresponding to a particular eigenvalue
for each operator, there may be more than one eigenvector. If, however, there
is no more than one eigenvector (apart from the arbitrary phase and normalization) for each set of eigenvalues (an , bm , . . .), then the operators (A, B, . . .)
are said to be a complete commuting set of operators.
Theorem 6. Any operator that commutes with all members of a complete
commuting set must be a function of the operators in that set.
Proof. Let (A, B, . . .) be a complete set of commuting operators, whose
common eigenvectors may be uniquely speciﬁed (apart from phase and normalization) by the eigenvalues of the operators. Denote a typical eigenvector
as |an , bm , . . .. Let F be an operator that commutes with each member of
the set (A, B, . . .). To say that F is a function of this set of operators is to
say, in generalization of (1.28), that F has the same eigenvectors as this set
of operators, and that the eigenvalues of F are a function of the eigenvalues
of this set of operators. Now since F commutes with (A, B, . . .), it follows
from Theorem 5 that there exists a complete set of common eigenvectors of
(A, B, . . . , F ). But since the vectors |an , bm , . . . are the unique set of eigenvectors of the complete commuting set (A, B, . . .), it follows that they must
also be the eigenvectors of the augmented set (A, B, . . . , F ). Thus
F |an , bm , . . . = fnm · · · |an , bm , . . . .
Since the eigenvector is uniquely determined (apart from phase and normalization) by the eigenvalues (an , bm , . . .), it follows that the mapping
(an , bm , . . .) → fnm . . . exists, and hence the eigenvalues of F maybe regarded
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as a function of the eigenvalues of (A, B, . . .). That is to say, fnm · · · =
f (an , bm , . . .). This completes the proof that the operator F is a function
of the operators in the complete commuting set, F = f (A, B, . . .).
For many purposes a complete commuting set of operators may be regarded
as equivalent to a single operator with a non-degenerate eigenvalue spectrum.
Indeed such a single operator is, by itself, a complete commuting set.

1.4 Hilbert Space and Rigged Hilbert Space
A linear vector space was deﬁned in Sec. 1.1 as a set of elements that
is closed under addition and multiplication by scalars. All ﬁnite-dimensional
spaces of the same dimension are isomorphic, but some distinctions are necessary among inﬁnite-dimensional spaces. Consider an inﬁnite orthonormal set
of basis vectors, {φn : n = 1, 2, . . .}. From it we can construct a linear vector space V by forming all possible ﬁnite linear combinations of basis vectors.

Thus V consists of all vectors of the form ψ = n cn φn , where the sum may
contain any ﬁnite number of terms.
The space V may be enlarged by adding to it the limit points of convergent
inﬁnite sequences of vectors, such as the sums of convergent inﬁnite series. But
ﬁrst we must deﬁne what we mean by convergence in a space of vectors. The
most useful deﬁnition is in terms of the norm. We say that the sequence {ψi }
approaches the limit vector χ as i → ∞ if and only if limi→∞ ψi − χ = 0.
The addition of all such limit vectors to the space V yields a larger space,
H. For example, the vectors of the form
i

ψi =

cn φn
n=1

are members of V for all ﬁnite values of i. The limit vector as i → ∞ is not a

member of V , but it is a member of H provided n |cn |2 is ﬁnite. The space H
is called a Hilbert space if it contains the limit vectors of all norm-convergent
sequences. (In technical jargon, H is called the completion of V with respect
to the norm topology.)
A Hilbert space has the property of preserving the one-to-one correspondence between vectors in H and members of its dual space H , composed of
continuous linear functionals, which was proved for ﬁnite-dimensional spaces
in Sec. 1.1. We omit the standard proof (see Jordan, 1969), and proceed
instead to an alternative approach that is more useful for our immediate needs,
although it has less mathematical generality.
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Let us consider our universe of vectors to be the linear space Ξ which
consists of all formal linear combinations of the basis vectors {φn }. A general

member of Ξ has the form ξ = n cn φn , with no constraint imposed on the
coeﬃcients cn . We may think of it as an inﬁnite column vector whose elements
cn are unrestricted in either magnitude or number. Of course the norm and
the inner product will be undeﬁned for many vectors in Ξ, and we will focus
our attention on certain well-behaved subspaces.
The Hilbert space H is a subspace of Ξ deﬁned by the constraint that


h = n cn φn is a member of H if and only if (h, h) = n |cn |2 is ﬁnite. We

now deﬁne its conjugate space, H× , as consisting of all vectors f = n bn φn
 ∗
for which the inner product (f, h) =
n bn cn is convergent for all h in H,
and (f, h) is a continuous linear functional on H. It is possible to choose the
vector h such that the phase of cn equals that of bn , making b∗n cn real positive.

Thus the convergence of (f, h) = n b∗n cn will be assured if |bn | goes to zero

at least as rapidly as |cn | in the limit n → ∞, since n |cn |2 is convergent.

This implies that n |bn |2 will also be convergent, and hence the vector f (an
arbitrary member of H × ) is also an element of H. Therefore a Hilbert space
is identical with its conjugate space,b H = H× .
Let us now deﬁne a space Ω consisting of all vectors of the form ω =

n un φn , with the coeﬃcients subject to the inﬁnite set of conditions:
|un |2 nm < ∞ for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
n

The space Ω, which is clearly a subspace of H, is an example of a nuclear space.

The conjugate space to Ω, Ω× , consists of those vectors σ = n vn φn such
 ∗
that (σ, ω) = n vn un is convergent for all ω in Ω, and (σ, ·) is continuous
linear functional on Ω. It is clear that Ω× is a much larger space than Ω, since
a vector σ will be admissible if its coeﬃcients vn blow up no faster than a
power of n as n → ∞.
Finally, we observe that the space V × , which is conjugate to V , is the entire
space Ξ, since a vector in V has only a ﬁnite number of components and so
b The conjugate space H× is closely related to the dual space H . The only important
diﬀerence is that the one-to-one correspondence between vectors in H and vectors in H is
antilinear, (1.8), whereas H and H× are strictly isomorphic. So one may regard H as the
complex conjugate of H× . Our argument is not quite powerful enough to establish the strict
identity
with H× . Suppose that cn ∼ n−γ and bn ∼
n−β for large n. The convergence
 of H
2 requires that γ > 1/2. The convergence of
of
|c
|
b∗ c requires that β + γ > 1.
n n
n n n
Thus β > 1/2 is admissible and β < 1/2 is not admissible. To exclude the marginal case
of β = 1/2 one must invoke the continuity of the linear functional (f, ·), as in the standard
proof (Jordan, 1969).
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no convergence questions arise. Thus the various spaces and their conjugates
satisfy the following inclusion relations:
V ⊂ Ω ⊂ H = H× ⊂ Ω× ⊂ V × = Ξ .
The important points to remember are:
(a) The smaller or more restricted is a space, the larger will be its conjugate, and
(b) The Hilbert space is unique in being isomorphic to its conjugate.
Of greatest interest for applications is the triplet Ω ⊂ H ⊂ Ω× , which
is called a rigged Hilbert space. (The term “rigged” should be interpreted
as “equipped and ready for action”, in analogy with the rigging of a sailing
ship.) As was shown in Sec. 1.3, there may or may not exist any solutions
to the eigenvalue equation A|an  = an |an  for a self-adjoint operator A on an
inﬁnite-dimensional vector space. However, the generalized spectral theorem
asserts that if A is self-adjoint in H then a complete set of eigenvectors exists in
the extended space Ω× . The precise conditions for the proof of this theorem are
rather technical, so the interested reader is referred to Gel’fand and Vilenkin
(1964) for further details.
We now have two mathematically sound solutions to the problem that a
self-adjoint operator need not possess a complete set of eigenvectors in the
Hilbert space of vectors with ﬁnite norms. The ﬁrst, based on the spectral
theorem (Theorem 4 of Sec. 1.3), is to restate our equations in terms of projection operators which are well deﬁned in Hilbert space, even if they cannot
be expressed as sums of outer products of eigenvectors in Hilbert space. The
second, based on the generalized spectral theorem, is to enlarge our mathematical framework from Hilbert space to rigged Hilbert space, in which a complete
set of eigenvectors (of possibly inﬁnite norm) is guaranteed to exist. The ﬁrst
approach has been most popular among mathematical physicists in the past,
but the second is likely to grow in popularity because it permits full use of
Dirac’s bra and ket formalism.
There are many examples of rigged-Hilbert-space triplets, and although the
previous example, based on vectors of inﬁnitely many discrete components, is
the simplest to analyze, it is not the only useful example. If Ξ is taken to be the
space of functions of one variable, then a Hilbert space H is formed by those
functions that are square-integrable. That is, H consists of those functions
ψ(x) for which

∞

(ψ, ψ) =
−∞

|ψ(x)|2 dx is ﬁnite .
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A nuclear space Ω is made up of functions φ(x) which satisfy the inﬁnite set
of conditions,
 ∞
|φ(x)|2 (1 + |x|)m dx < ∞ (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) .
−∞

The functions φ(x) which make up Ω must vanish more rapidly than any inverse
power of x in the limit |x| → ∞. The extended space Ω× , which is conjugate
to Ω, consists of those functions χ(x) for which
 ∞
χ∗ (x)φ(x)dx is ﬁnite for all φ in Ω .
(χ, φ) =
−∞

In addition to the functions of ﬁnite norm, which also lie in H, Ω× will
contain functions that are unbounded at inﬁnity provided the divergence is no
worse than a power of x. Hence Ω× contains eikx , which is an eigenfunction
of the operator D = id/dx. It also contains the Dirac delta function, δ(x − λ),
which is an eigenfunction of the operator Q, deﬁned by Qψ(x) = (x)ψ(x).
These two examples suﬃce to show that rigged Hilbert space seems to be
a more natural mathematical setting for quantum mechanics than is Hilbert
space.

1.5 Probability Theory
The mathemetical content of the probability theory concerns the properties of a function Prob(A|B), which is the probability of event A under the
conditions speciﬁed by event B. In this Section we will use the shortened
notation P (A|B) ≡ Prob(A|B), but in later applications, where the symbol P
may have other meanings, we may revert to the longer notation. The meaning
or interpretation of the term “probability” will be discussed later, when we
shall also interpret what is meant by an “event”. But ﬁrst we shall regard
them as mathematical terms deﬁned only by certain axioms.
It is desirable to treat sets of events as well as elementary events. Therefore
we introduce certain composite events: ∼ A (“not A”) denotes the nonoccurrence of A; A&B (“A and B”) denotes the occurrence of both A and B; A ∨ B
(“A or B”) denotes the occurrence of at least one of the events A and B.
These composite events will also be referred to as events. The three operators
(∼, &, ∨) are called negation, conjunction, and disjunction. In the evaluation of complex expressions, the negation operator has the highest precedence.
Thus ∼ A&B = (∼ A)&B, and ∼ A ∨ B = (∼ A) ∨ B.
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The axioms of probability theory can be given in several diﬀerent but mathematically equivalent forms. The particular form given below is based on the
work of R. T. Cox (1961)
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom

1:
2:
3a:
4:

0 ≤ P (A|B) ≤ 1
P (A|A) = 1
P (∼ A|B) = 1 − P (A|B)
P (A&B|C) = P (A|C)P (B|A&C)

Axiom 2 states the convention that the probability of a certainty (the occurrence of A given the occurrence A) is 1, and Axiom 1 states that no probabilties
are greater than the probalitity of a certainty. Axiom 3a expresses the intuitive
notion that the probability of nonoccurrence of an event increases as the probabitily of its occurrence decreases. It also implies that P (∼ A|A) = 0; that
is to say, an impossible event (the nonoccurrence of A given that A occurs)
has zero probability. Axiom 4 states that the probability that two events both
occur (under some condition C) is equal to the probabitily of occurrence of
one of the events multiplied by the probability of the second event given that
the ﬁrst event has already occurred.
The probabilities of negation (∼ A) and conjunction (A&B) of events each
required an axiom. However, no further axioms are required to treat disjunction because A ∨ B = ∼ (∼A & ∼B); in other words, “A or “B” is equivalent
to the negation of “neither A nor B”. From Axiom 3a we obtain
P (A ∨ B|C) = 1 − P (∼A & ∼B|C) ,

(1.47)

which can be evaluated from the existing axioms. First we prove a lemma,
using Axioms 4 and 3a:
P (X&Y |C) + P (X& ∼Y |C) = P (X|C)P (Y |X&C) + P (X|C)P (∼Y |X&C)
= P (X|C){P (Y |X&C) + P (∼Y |X&C)}
= P (X|C) .

(1.48)

Using (1.48) with X =∼A and Y =∼B, we obtain P (∼A& ∼B|C)= P (∼A|C)−
P (∼ A&B|C). Applying Axiom 3a to the ﬁrst term, and using (1.48) with
X = B, Y = A in the second term, we obtain P (∼A& ∼B|C) = 1 − P (A|C) −
P (B|C) + P (B&A|C), and hence (1.47) becomes
P (A ∨ B|C) = P (A|C) + P (B|C) − P (A&B|C) .

(1.49)
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If P (A&B|C) = 0 we say that the events A and B are mutually exclusive
on condition C. Then (1.49) reduces to the rule of addition of probabilities for
exclusive events, which may be used as an alternative to Axiom 3a.
Axiom 3b:

P (A ∨ B|C) = P (A|C) + P (B|C) .

(1.49a)

The two axiom systems (1, 2, 3a, 4) and (1, 2, 3b, 4), are equivalent. We have
just shown that Axioms 3a and 4 imply Axiom 3b. Conversely, since A and
∼A are exclusive events, and A ∨ ∼A is a certainty, it is clear that Axiom 3b
implies Axiom 3a. Axiom 3a is more elegant, since it applies to all events,
whereas Axiom 3b oﬀers some practical advantages.
Since A&B = B&A, it follows from Axiom 4 that
P (A|C)P (B|A&C) = P (B|C)P (A|B&C) .

(1.50)

If P (A|C) = 0 this leads to Bayes’ theorem,
P (B|A&C) = P (A|B&C)P (B|C)/P (A|C) .

(1.51)

This theorem is noteworthy because it relates the probability of B given A to
the probability of A given B, and hence it is also known as the principle of
inverse probability.
Independence. To say that event B is independent of event A means that
P (B|A&C) = P (B|C). That is, the occurrence of A has no inﬂuence on the
probability of B. Axiom 4 then implies that if A and B are independent (given
C) then
P (A&B|C) = P (A|C)P (B|C) .
(1.52)
The symmetry of this formula implies that independence is a mutual relationship; if B is independent of A then also A is independent of B. This form
of independence is called statistical or stochastic independence, in order to
distinguish it from other notions, such as causal independence.
A set of n events {Ak }(1 < k < n) is stochastically independent, given C,
if and only if
P (Ai &Aj & · · · &Ak |C) = P (Ai |C)P (Aj |C) · · · P (Ak |C) .

(1.53)

holds for all subsets of {Ak }. It is not suﬃcient for (1.53) to hold only for the
full set of n events; neither is it suﬃcient only for (1.52) to hold for all pairs.
Interpretations of probability
The abstract probability theory, consisting of axioms, deﬁnitions, and
theorems, must be supplemented by an interpretation of the term “probability”. This provides a correspondence rule by means of which the abstract
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theory can be applied to practical problems. There are many diﬀerent interpretations of probability because anything that satisﬁes the axioms may be
regarded as a kind of probability.
One of the oldest interpretations is the limit frequency interpretation. If
the conditioning event C can lead to either A or ∼ A, and if in n repetitions
of such a situation the event A occurs m times, then it is asserted that
P (A|C) = limn→∞ (m/n). This provides not only an interpretation of probability, but also a deﬁnition of probability in terms of a numerical frequency
ratio. Hence the axioms of abstract probability theory can be derived as
theorems of the frequency theory. In spite of its superﬁcial appeal, the limit
frequency interpretation has been widely discarded, primarily because there
is no assurance that the above limit really exists for the actual sequences of
events to which one wishes to apply probability theory.
The defects of the limit frequency interpretation are avoided without losing
its attractive features in the propensity interpretation. The probability P (A|C)
is interpreted as a measure of the tendency, or propensity, of the physical conditions describe by C to produce the result A. It diﬀers logically from the older
limit-frequency theory in that probability is interpreted, but not redeﬁned or
derived from anything more fundamental. It remains, mathematically, a fundamental undeﬁned term, with its relationship to frequency emerging, suitably
qualiﬁed, in a theorem. It also diﬀers from the frequency theory in viewing
probability (propensity) as a characteristic of the physical situation C that
may potentially give rise to a sequence of events, rather than as a property
(frequency) of an actual sequence of events. This fact is emphasized by always
writing probability in the conditional form P (A|C), and never merely as P (A).
The propensity interpretation of probability is particularly well suited for
application to quantum mechanics. It was ﬁrst applied to statistical physics
(including quantum mechanics) by K. R. Popper (1957).
Another application of abstract probabilty theory that is useful in science
is the theory of inductive inference. The “events”, about which we can make
probability statements, are replaced by propositions that may be either true
or false, and the probability P (α|γ) is interprtated as the degree of reasonable belief in α given that γ is true. Some of the propositions considered
in this theory are trivially related to the events of the propensity theory;
proposition α could mean “event A has occurred”. But it is also possible
to assign probabilities to propositions that do not relate to contingent events,
but rather to unknown facts. We can, in this theory, speak of the probability
that the electronic charge is between 1.60 × 10−9 and 1.61 × 10−9 coulombs,
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conditional on some speciﬁc experimental data. The theory of inductive inference is useful for testing hypotheses for inferring uncertain parameters from
statistical data.
The applications of probability theory to physical propensities and to
degrees of reasonable belief may be loosely described as objective and subjective interpretations of probability. (This is an oversimpliﬁcation, as some
theories of inductive inference endeavor to be objective.) A great deal of
acrimonious and unproductive debate has been generated over the question
of which interpretation is correct or superior. In my view, much of that debate
is misguided because the two theories address diﬀerent classes of problems.
Any interpretation of probability that conforms to the axioms is “correct”.
For example, probability concepts may be employed in number theory. The
probability that two integers are relatively prime is 6/π 2 . Yet clearly this
notion of “probability” refers neither to the propensity for physical variability
nor to subjective uncertainty!
Probability and frequency
Suppose that a certain experimental procedure E can yield either of two
results, A or ∼A, with the probability (propensity) for results A being P (A|E)
= p. In n independent repetitions of the experiment (denoted as E n ) the result
A may occur nA times (0 < nA < n). The probability of obtaining a particular
ordered sequence containing A exactly r times and ∼A exactly n − r times is
pr q n−r , where q = 1 − p. The various diﬀerent permutations of the sequence
are exclusive events, and so we can add their probabilities to obtain
P (nA = r|E n ) =

n!
pr q n−r .
r!(n − r)!

(1.54)

This is known as the binomial probability distribution.
The frequency of A in the experiment E n , fn = nA /n, is conceptually
distinct from the probability p; nevertheless a relationship exists. Consider
the average of nA with respect to the probability distribution (1.54),
n

nA  =

rP (nA = r|E n ) .
r=0

This sum can be easily evaluated by a generating function technique, using the
binomial identity,
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∞

n!
pr q n−r = (p + q)n .
r!(n
− r)!
n=0
It is apparent that
nA  = p



∂
= np .
(p + q)n 
∂p
q=1−p

Hence the average frequency of A is
fn  =

nA 
= p.
n

(1.55)

This result provides the ﬁrst connection between frequency and probability,
but it is not suﬃcient to ensure that the frequency fn will be close to p.
Consider next a more general experiment than the previous case, with
the outcome being the value of a continuous variable X, whose probability
density is P (x < X < x + dx|E) = g(x)dx. A discrete variable can formally be
included by allowing the probability density g(x) to contain delta functions, if
necessary.
Lemma. If X is a nonnegative variable [so that g(x) = 0 for x < 0], then
for any ε > 0 we have
 ∞
 ∞
X =
g(x)xdx ≥
g(x)xdx
0



≥ε

ε
∞

g(x)dx = εP (X ≥ ε|E) .

ε

Thus P (X ≥ ε|E) ≤ X/ε.
Applying this lemma to the nonnegative variable |X − c|, where c is a
constant, we obtain
P (|X − c| ≥ ε|E) ≤ |X − c|/ε .

(1.56)

Furthermore, by considering the nonnegative variable |X − c|α , with α > 0, we
obtain
P (|X − c| ≥ ε|E) = P (|X − c|α ≥ εα |E)
≤

|X − c|α 
.
εα

(1.57)
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This result is known as Chebyshev’s inequality. It is most often quoted in
the special case for which α = 2, c = X is the mean of the distribution,
|X − c|2  = σ2 is the variance, and ε = kσ:
1
.
k2

P (|X − X| ≥ kσ|E) ≤

The probability of X being k or more standard deviations from the mean is
no greater than 1/k 2 , regardless of the form of the probability distribution.
We now return to the experiment E n (n independent repetitions of a procedure E) to determine a closer relationship between the frequency of occurrence
of outcome A and the probability P (A|E) = p. We use (1.57) with α = 2 and
n
X = nA = i=1 Ji . Here Ji = 1 if the outcome of the ith repetition of E is
A, and Ji = 0 otherwise. We also choose c = X, which is now equal to np,
according to (1.55). Thus
P (|nA − np| ≥ ε|E) ≤

(nA − np)2 
.
ε2

Now we have


2

n

(nA − np)2  =

(Ji − p)

(Ji − p)(Jj − p) .

=

i=1

i

j

Since the various repetitions of E are independent, we obtain
(Ji − p)(Jj − p) = Ji − p Jj − p = 0 for i = j .


Hence



n

(nA − np)  =

(Ji − p)

2

2

≤ n.

i=1

Thus P (|nA − np| ≥ ε|E) ≤ n/ε2 . In terms of the relative frequency of A,
fn = nA /n, this result becomes P (|fn − p| ≥ ε/n|E) ≤ n/ε2 . Putting δ = ε/n,
we see that it becomes
P (|fn − p| ≥ δ|E) ≤

1
.
nδ 2

(1.58)

This important result, which is an instance of the law of large numbers, asserts
that the probability of fn (the relative frequency of A in n independent repetitions of E) being more than ε away from p converges to zero as n → ∞. It
is interesting to note that the proof of this theorem requires the independence
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condition (1.52) and Axioms 1, 2, and 3b. But it does not require Axiom 4,
provided that Axiom 3b is adopted instead of Axiom 3a.
It should be emphasized that the law of large numbers does not assert that
fn ever becomes strictly equal to p, or even that fn must remain close to p
as n → ∞. It merely asserts that deviations of fn from p become more and
more improbable, with the probability of any deviation becoming arbitrarily
small for large enough n. From probability theory one derives only statements
of probability, not of necessity.
Estimating a probability
In the preceding examples, the propensity p was supposed to be known, and
the argument proceeded deductively to obtain other probabilities from it. This
is methodologically analogous to quantum theory, many of whose predictions
are probabilities. But in order to test those theoretical predictions, we must
be able to infer from experimental data some empirical probabilities that may
be compared with the theoretical probabilities. For this we need the theory of
inductive inference.
Suppose that the propensity p for the result A to emerge from the procedure
E is unknown. By repeating E independently n times we observe the result A
on r occasions. What can we infer about the unknown value of p?
Let us denote E = (C, p = θ), where C symbolizes all conditions of the experiment except the value of p, and D = (nA occurrences of A in n repetitions)
are the data. Then, using Bayes’ theorem (1.51), we obtain
P (p = θ|D&C) =

P (D|p = θ, C)P (p = θ|C)
.
P (D|C)

(Strictly speaking, we should consider p to lie within a narrow range δ centered
on θ, and should deﬁne probability densities in the limit δ → 0.) Since we are
interested only in the relative probabilities for diﬀerent values of p, we may
drop all factors that do not involve θ, obtaining
P (p = θ|D&C) ∝ θr (1 − θ)n−r P (p = θ|C) .

(1.59)

As might have been anticipated, this result does not tell us the value of p,
but only the probabilities of the various possible values. But there is a further
indeterminacy, since we cannot compute the ﬁnal (or posterior) probability
P (p = θ|D&C) that is conditioned by the data D until we know the initial (or
prior) probability P (p = θ|C), which represents the degree of reasonable belief
that p = θ in the absence of the data D. If we choose the initial probability
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density to be uniform (independent of θ), then the most probable value of p,
obtained by maximizing the ﬁnal probability with respect to θ, is
r
(1.60)
p = θm = .
n
The justiﬁcation for the choice of a uniform initial probability is controversial, but it may be noted that if P (p = θ|C) is any slowly varying function of
θ, the location of the maximum of (1.59) will still be close to (1.60) provided
n is reasonably large. That is to say, the ﬁnal reasonable belief about p is
dominated by the data, with the initial belief playing a very small practical
role. Of course, (1.60) is just equal to the intuitive estimate of the probability
p that most persons would make without the help of Bayes’ theorem. Even so,
the systematic application of Bayes’ theorem has advantages:
(a) In addition to yielding the most probable value of p, (1.59) allows us
to calculate the probability that p lies within some range. Thus the
reliability of the estimate (1.60) can be evaluated.
(b) Depending upon the use that is to be made of the result, the most
probable value, θm , might not be the most appropriate estimate of p.
If, for example, the “cost” of a deviation of the estimate θ from the
unknown true value p were proportional to |θ − p|, or to |θ − p|2 , then
the best estimates would be, respectively, the median, or the mean, of
the ﬁnal probability density.
(c) Instead of wanting to obtain a purely empirical value of p from the
experiment for comparison with a theoretical value, we might want to
obtain the best estimate of p, taking into account both an imprecise
theoretical calculation of it and a limited set of experimental data.
The uncertain theoretical estimate could be expressed in the initial
probability density, and the most probable value would be obtained by
maximizing the ﬁnal probability density (1.59).

Further reading for Chapter 1
Full references are given in the Bibliography at the end of the book.
Vectors and operators
Dirac (1958): an exposition of the bra and ket formalism by its originator.
Jauch (1972): a reformulation of Dirac’s formalism in the mathematical framework of Hilbert space.
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Jordan (1969): a concise account of those aspects of Hilbert space theory that
are most relevant to quantum mechanics.
Bohm, A. (1978): the use of rigged Hilbert space in quantum mechanics.
Probability
There are a very large number of books on this subject, of which only a few of
special interest are listed here.
Cox (1961): a development of the quantitative laws of probability from more
elementary qualitative postulates.
Renyi (1970): a rigorous development of probability theory, based upon its
relationship to measure theory.
Fine (1973): a critical analysis of several approaches to probability theory.
Kac (1959): applications of probability to unusual subjects such as number
theory.
Problems
1.1 (a) Prove Schwartz’s inequality and the triangle inequality from the
axioms that deﬁne the inner product.
(b) Demonstrate the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for these inequalities to become equalities.
1.2 Consider the vector space that consists of all possible linear combinations of the following functions: 1, sin x, cos x, (sin x)2 , (cos x)2 , sin(2x),
and cos(2x). What is the dimension of this space? Exhibit a possible
set of basis vectors, and demonstrate that it is complete.

1.3 Prove that the trace of an operator A, Tr A = n un |A|un , is independent of the particular orthonormal basis {|un } that is chosen for
its evaluation.
1.4 Since a linear combination of two matrices of the same shape is another
matrix of that shape, it is possible to regard matrices as members of a
linear vector space. Show that any 2 × 2 matrix can be expressed as a
linear combination of the following four matrices.




1 0
0 1
I=
,
σx =
,
0 1
1 0




0 −i
1
0
σy =
,
σz =
.
i
0
0 −1
1.5 If A and B are matrices of the same shape, show that (A, B) = Tr(A† B)
has all of the properties of an inner product. Hence show that the
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four matrices of Problem 1.4 are orthogonal with respect to this inner
product.
1.6 Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix


0 1 0
M = 1 0 1 .
0 1 0
Construct the corresponding projection operators, and verify the spectral theorem for this matrix.
1.7 Show that the symmetrizer S, deﬁned for an arbitrary function φ(x)
as Sf (x) = 12 [φ(x) + φ(−x)], and the antisymmetrizer A, deﬁned as
Aφ(x) = 12 [φ(x) − φ(−x)], are projection operators.

1.8 Using the deﬁnition of a function of an operator, f (A) = i f (ai )|ai  ai |,
with A|ai  = ai |ai  and ai |aj  = δij , prove that the power function
fn (A) ≡ An satisﬁes the relation (An )(Am ) = An+m .
1.9 (a) Consider a Hilbert space H that consists of all functions ψ(x) such
that
 ∞
|ψ(x)|2 dx < ∞ .
−∞

Show that there are functions in H for which Qψ(x) ≡ xψ(x) is not
in H.
(b) Consider the function space Ω which consists of all φ(x) that satisfy
the inﬁnite set of conditions,
 ∞
|φ(x)|2 (1 + |x|n )dx < ∞ for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
−∞

Show that for any φ(x) in Ω the function Qφ(x) ≡ xφ(x) is also in
Ω. (These results are expressed by the statement that the domain
of the operator Q includes all of Ω, but not all of H.)
1.10 The extended space Ω× consists of those functions χ(x) which satisfy
the condition
 ∞
(χ, φ) =
χ∗ (x)φ(x)dx < ∞ for all φ in Ω .
−∞

The nuclear space Ω and the Hilbert space H have been deﬁned in the
previous problem. Which of the following functions belong to Ω, to H,
and/or to Ω× ? (a) sin(x); (b) sin(x)/x; (c) x2 cos(x); (d) e−ax (a > 0);
(e) [log(1 + |x|)]/(1 + |x|); (f) exp(−x2 ); (g) x4 e−|x| .
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1.11 What boundary conditions must be imposed on the functions {φ(x)},
deﬁned in some ﬁnite or inﬁnite volume of space, in order that the
Laplacian operator ∇2 be Hermitian?
1.12 Let ψ|A|ψ = ψ|B|ψ for all ψ. Prove that A = B, in the sense that
φ1 |A|φ2  = φ1 |B|φ2  for all φ1 and φ2 .
1.13 The number of stars in our galaxy is about N = 1011 . Assume that:
the probability that a star has planets is p = 10−2 , the probability
that the conditions on a planet are suitable for life is q = 10−2 , and
the probability of life evolving, given suitable conditions, is r = 10−2 .
(These numbers are rather arbitrary.)
(a) What is the probability of life existing in an arbitrary solar system
(a star and its planets, if any)?
(b) What is the probability that life exists in at least one solar system?
[Note: A naive argument against a purely natural origin of life is
sometimes based on the smallness of the probability (a), whereas it
is the probability (b) that is relevant.]
1.14 This problem illustrates the law of large numbers.
(a) Assuming the probability of obtaining “heads” in a coin toss is 0.5,
compare the probability of obtaining “heads” in 5 out of 10 tosses
with the probability of obtaining “heads” in 50 out of 100 tosses.
(b) For a set of 10 tosses and for a set of 100 tosses, calculate the
probability that the fraction of “heads” will be between 0.445 and
0.555.
1.15 The probability density for decay of a radioactive nucleus is P (t) =
αe−αt , where t ≥ 0 is the (unpredictable) lifetime of the nucleus, and
α−1 is the mean lifetime for such a decay process. Calculate the probability density for |t1 − t2 |, where t1 and t2 are the lifetimes of two such
identical independent nuclei.
1.16 Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be mutually independent random variables, each
of which has the probability density
(x ≥ 0)
P1 (x) = αe−αx
=0
(x < 0)
under some condition C. That is to say, Prob(x < Xj < x + dx|C) =
P1 (x)dx for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Show that the probability density for the sum
of these variables, S = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn , is
Pn (x) = α(αx)n−1 e−αx /(n − 1)! .
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Use this result to demonstrate directly (without invoking the law of
large numbers) that the mean, S/n, of these variables will probably be
close to Xj  = α−1 when n is large.
1.17 A source emits particles at an average rate of λ particles per second;
however, each emission is stochastically independent of all previous
emission events. Calculate the probability that exactly n particles will
be emitted within a time interval t.

Chapter 2

The Formulation of
Quantum Mechanics

2.1 Basic Theoretical Concepts
Every physical theory involves some basic physical concepts, a mathematical formalism, and set of correspondence rules which map the physical concepts
onto the mathematical objects that represent them. The correspondence rules
are ﬁrst used to express a physical problem in mathematical terms. Once the
mathematical version of the problem is formulated, it may be solved by purely
mathematical techniques that need not have any physical interpretation. The
formal solution is then translated back into the physical world by means of the
correspondence rules.
Sometimes this mapping between physical and mathematical objects is so
obvious that we need not think about it. In classical mechanics the position of
a particle (physical concept) is mapped onto a real number or a set of real numbers (mathematical concept). Although the notion of a real number in pure
mathematics is not trivial, this correspondence rule can be grasped intuitively
by most people, without any risk of confusion. The mathematical formalism
of quantum mechanics is much more abstract and less intuitive than that of
classical mechanics. The world does not appear to be made up of Hermitian operators and inﬁnite-dimensional state vectors, and we must give careful
and explicit attention to the correspondence rules that relate the abstract
mathematical formalism to observable reality.
There are two important aspects of quantum theory that require mathematical expression: the mechanical aspect and the statistical aspect.
Mechanical aspect
Certain dynamical variables, which should take on a continuum of values
according to classical mechanics, were found to take on only discrete or
“quantized” values. Some of the experimental evidence was reviewed in the
42
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Introduction. A good example is provided by atomic spectra. According to
classical mechanics and electromagnetism, an electron in an atom should emit
radiation at a continuously variable frequency as it loses energy and spirals
toward the nucleus. But actually only a discrete set of frequencies is observed.
From this fact N. Bohr inferred that a bound electron in an atom can occupy
only a discrete set of energy levels, with the frequency of the radiation emitted
during a transition between two such allowed energies being proportional to
the diﬀerence between the energies.
However, energy is not always quantized, since a free electron can take on a
continuous range of energies, and when accelerated can emit radiation with a
continuous frequency spectrum. Evidently we need some means of calculating
the allowed values of dynamical variables, and it should treat the discrete and
continuous cases on an unbiased footing. This is accomplished by:
Postulate 1. To each dynamical variable (physical concept) there corresponds a linear operator (mathematical object), and the possible values of the
dynamical variable are the eigenvalues of the operator.
The only justiﬁcation for this postulate, so far, is that there are operators that
possess discrete eigenvalue spectra and continuous spectra, or a combination
of discrete and continuous spectra. Thus all possibilities can be accounted for.
This postulate will not acquire much content until we obtain rules assigning
particular operators to particular dynamical variables.
Statistical aspect
We need some means of calculating the probability, or relative frequency
of occurrence, of the various allowed values of the dynamical variables in a
speciﬁc physical situation. This is also illustrated in atomic spectra, since the
observed intensity of a spectral line is proportional to the number of transitions
per unit time, which is in turn proportional to the probability of a transition
from one energy level to another. However, it is perhaps better illustrated by
a scattering experiment.
A particle is subjected to the preparation consisting of acceleration and
collimation in the apparatus shown schematically at the upper left of Fig. 2.1.
It scatters oﬀ the target through some angle θ, and is ﬁnally detected by one
of the detectors at the right of the ﬁgure. A single measurement consists in the
detection of the particle and hence the determination of the angle of scatter, θ.
If the same preparation is repeated identically on a similar particle (or even on
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A scattering experiment: apparatus (above); results (below).

the same particle), the angle of scatter that results will, in general, be diﬀerent.
Individual events resulting from identical preparations are not reproducible.c
However, in a statistical experiment, consisting of a long sequence of identical preparations and measurements, the relative frequencies of the various
possible outcomes of the individual measurements usually approach a stable
limit. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (bottom), where the relative number of
particles counted by each detector is plotted against the angle θ describing the
location of the detector. This is the characteristic feature of a statistical experiment: nonreproducibility of individual events but stable limiting frequencies
in a long sequence of such events.
Quantum mechanics mirrors this feature of the statistical experiment.
It has no means by which to calculate the outcome of an individual event.
In the scattering experiment it provides no way to calculate the scattering
angle of an individual particle. But it does provide a means to calculate the
c Whether this nonreproducibility is due to an indeterminism in nature, or merely to limitations (practical or fundamental) in the preparation procedure, is a question that we cannot,
and need not, answer here. The statistical approach is applicable in any case.
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probabilities of the various possible outcomes of a scattering event. The fundamental connection between probability and frequency (see Sec. 1.5) allows us
to compare the theoretical probabilities with the observed relative frequencies
in a statistical experiment.
It is useful to divide the statistical experiment into two phases: preparation
and measurement. In the scattering experiment the preparation consists of
passing a particle through the acceleration and collimation apparatus and
allowing it to interact with the target. The measurement consists of the
detection of the particle and the subsequent inference of the angle of scatter.
This subdivision of the experiment is useful because the two phases are essentially independent. For the same preparation one could measure the energy
instead of the position of the particle, by means of a diﬀerent kind of detector.
Conversely, the same array of detectors shown in Fig. 2.1 could have been used
to measure the positions of particles from some other kind of preparation,
involving a diﬀerent target or even an entirely diﬀerent preparation apparatus.
Having distinguished preparation from measurement, we need to be more
precise about just what is being prepared. At ﬁrst, one might say that it
is the particle (more generally, the object of the subsequent measurement)
that is prepared. While this is true in an obvious and trivial sense, it fails
to characterize the speciﬁc result of the preparation. Two identical objects,
each subjected to an identical preparation, may behave diﬀerently in the
subsequent measurements. Conversely, two objects that yield identical results
in measurement could have come from entirely diﬀerent preparations. In the
example of Fig. 2.1, the measurement determines only the direction from which
the particle leaves the scatterer. One cannot infer from the result of such a
measurement what the direction of incidence onto the target may have been
(supposing that the preparation apparatus is not visible). If we want to
characterize a preparation by its eﬀect, we must identify that eﬀect with
something other than the speciﬁc object that has experienced the preparation,
because the same preparation could lead to various measurement outcomes,
and the same measurement outcome could be a result of various preparations.
A speciﬁc preparation determines not the outcome of the subsequent measurement, but the probabilities of the various possible outcomes. Since a
preparation is independent of the speciﬁc measurement that may follow it,
the preparation must determine probability distributions for all such possible
measurements. This leads us to introduce the concept of a state, which is identiﬁed with the speciﬁcation of a probability distribution for each observable.
(An observable is a dynamical variable that can, in principle, be measured.)
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Any repeatable process that yields well-deﬁned probabilities for all observables may be termed a state preparation procedure. It may be a deliberate
laboratory operation, as in our example, or it may be a natural process not
involving human intervention. If two or more procedures generate the same set
of probabilities, then these procedures are equivalent and are said to prepare
the same state.
The empirical content of a probability statement is revealed only in the
relative frequencies in a sequence of events that result from the same (or an
equivalent) state preparation procedure. Thus, although the primary deﬁnition
of a state is the abstract set of probabilities for the various observables, it
is also possible to associate a state with an ensemble of similarly prepared
systems. However, it is important to remember that this ensemble is the
conceptual inﬁnite set of all such systems that may potentially result from
the state preparation procedure, and not a concrete set of systems that coexist
in space. In the example of the scattering experiment, the system is a single
particle, and the ensemble is the conceptual set of replicas of one particle
in its surroundings. The ensemble should not be confused with a beam of
particles, which is another kind of (many-particle) system. Strictly speaking,
the accelerating and collimating apparatus of the scattering experiment can
be regarded as a preparation procedure for a one-particle state only if the
density of the particle beam is so low that only one particle at a time is in
ﬂight between the accelerator and the detectors, and there are no correlations
between successive particles.
The mathematical representation of a state must be something that allows
us to calculate the probability distributions for all observables. It turns out to
be suﬃcient to postulate only a formula for the average.
Postulate 2. To each state there corresponds a unique state operator. The
average value of a dynamical variable R, represented by the operator R, in
the virtual ensemble of events that may result from a preparation procedure
for the state, represented by the operator ρ, is
R =

Tr(ρR)
.
Trρ

(2.1)

Here Tr denotes the trace. The state operator is also referred to as the
statistical operator, and sometimes as the density matrix, although the latter
term should be restricted to its matrix form in coordinate representation.
There are some restrictions on the form that a state operator ρ may have;
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these will be developed later. The wording of this postulate is rather
verbose because I have deliberately kept separate the physical concepts from
the mathematical objects that represent them. When no confusion is likely to
occur from a failure to make such explicit distinctions, we may say, “The
average of the observable R in the state ρ is ... (2.1).”
[[ The concept of state is one of the most subtle and controversial concepts
in quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics the word “state” is used to
refer to the coordinates and momenta of an individual system, and so early
on it was supposed that the quantum state description would also refer to
attributes of an individual system. Since it has always been the goal of
physics to give an objective realistic description of the world, it might seem
that this goal is most easily achieved by interpreting the quantum state
function (state operator, state vector, or wave function) as an element
of reality in the same sense that the electromagnetic ﬁeld is an element of
reality. Such ideas are very common in the literature, more often appearing as implicit unanalyzed assumptions than as explicitly formulated
arguments. However, such assumptions lead to contradictions (see Ch. 9),
and must be abandoned.
The quantum state description may be taken to refer to an ensemble
of similarly prepared systems. One of the earliest, and surely the most
prominent advocate of the ensemble interpretation, was A. Einstein. His
view is concisely expressed as follows [Einstein (1949), quoted here without
the supporting argument]:
“The attempt to conceive the quantum-theoretical description as
the complete description of the individual systems leads to unnatural
theoretical interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary
if one accepts the interpretation that the description refers to
ensembles of systems and not to individual systems.”
Criticisms of the ensemble interpretation have often resulted from a
confusion of the ensemble as the virtual inﬁnite set of similarly prepared
systems, with a concrete sequence or assembly of similar systems. These
criticisms, misguided though they are, may be alleviated by a slightly
more abstract interpretation in which a state is identiﬁed with the preparation procedure itself. “State” is then an abbreviation for “state preparation
procedure”. This deﬁnition has merit, but it is a bit too operationalistic. It does not, without modiﬁcation, allow for two procedures to yield
the same state. Moreover, it seems to restrict the application of quantum
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mechanics to laboratory situations, with an experimenter to carry out
preparations and measurements. But surely the laws of quantum mechanics must also govern atoms in stars, or on earth before the evolution of
life!
By identifying the state concept directly with a set of probability
distributions, it should be possible to avoid all of the old objections. This
approach also makes clear the fact that the interpretation of quantum
mechanics is dependent upon choosing a suitable interpretation of probability. ]]

2.2 Conditions on Operators
Postulates 1 and 2 of the previous section associate an operator with each
state and with each dynamical variable, but it is necessary to impose some
conditions on these operators in order that they be acceptable.
The ﬁrst condition imposed on state operators is a conventional normalization,
Tr ρ = 1 ,

(2.2)

which allows us to omit the denominator from (2.1).
The next two conditions are less trivial. Consider a hypothetical observable
represented by the projection operator, Pu = |u u|, where |u is some vector of
unit norm. This operator may be regarded as describing some dynamical variable that takes on only the values 0 and 1. Now the average of a variable that
takes on only real values must certainly be real. Hence Tr(ρPu ) = u|ρ|u must
be real. If this requirement is imposed for all vectors |u, then by Theorem 1
of Sec. 1.3, we have
ρ = ρ† .

(2.3)

Furthermore, the average of a variable that takes on only nonnegative values
must itself be nonnegative. Hence
u|ρ|u ≥ 0 .

(2.4)

If this holds for all vectors |u, then ρ is called a nonnegative operator.
If we knew that every projection operator onto an arbitrary unit vector
corresponds to an observable, then the necessity of (2.3) and (2.4) would be
proved. In fact, we have no justiﬁcation for supposing that all projection
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operators correspond to observables, so we shall have to be content to introduce
Postulate 2a (so labeled because it is a strengthened version of Postulate 2).
Postulate 2a. To each state there corresponds a unique state operator,
which must be Hermitian, nonnegative, and of unit trace.
Although this postulate has not been proven to be necessary, it is very strongly
motivated, and the possibility of proof remains open if the set of observables
turns out to be large enough.
From the fact that the values of dynamical variables are real, and hence
any average of them must be real, we can deduce a condition on the operators
that correspond to dynamical variables. Consider a special state operator of
the form ρ = |Ψ Ψ|, where |Ψ is a vector of unit norm. Clearly this ρ satisﬁes
the three conditions required of a state operator in Postulate 2a. The average,
in this state, of a dynamical variable represented by the operator R is
Tr (ρR) = Tr (|Ψ Ψ|R) = Ψ|R|Ψ .
If this expression is required to be real for all |Ψ, then by Theorem 1 of Sec. 1.3
we have
R = R† .
(2.5)
At this early stage of the theory we cannot justify the assumption that every
vector |Ψ corresponds to a physically realizable state, so we shall introduce a
strengthened version of Postulate 1:
Postulate 1a. To each dynamical variable there is a Hermitian operator
whose eigenvalues are the possible values of the dynamical variable.
The preceding argument, or some variation of it, is the most common reason
given for requiring the operators corresponding to observables to be Hermitian.
Unfortunately, the argument has less substance than it might appear to have.
The use of real numbers to represent the values of physical quantities is really a
convention. Two related physical variables could be represented by a complex
number; one physical variable could be described by a set of nested intervals,
representing its uncertainty as well as its value. Just because dynamical variables are “real”, in the metaphysical sense of “not unreal”, it does not follow
that they must correspond to “real numbers” in the mathematical sense.
In fact, the property of Hermitian operators that is essential in formulating
quantum theory is the existence of a spectral representation, in either the
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discrete form (1.27) or the continuous form (1.37). The probability calculation
in Sec. 2.4 depends essentially on the spectral representation. Whether the
eigenvalues are real or complex is incidental and unimportant. Problem 2.1
contains an example of an operator with purely real eigenvalues, but lacking
a complete set of eigenvectors, and thus having no spectral representation. If
reality of eigenvalues were the only relevant criterion, then that operator would
be acceptable. But no consistent statistical interpretation of it is possible
because its “average” calculated from (2.1) can be complex, even though all
eigenvalues are real.
[[ I have been careful to use the term observable as a physical concept,
meaning a dynamical variable that can, in principle, be measured, and
to distinguish it from the mathematical operator to which it corresponds
in the formalism. Dirac, to whom we are indebted for so much of the
modern formulation of quantum mechanics, unfortunately used the word
“observable” to refer indiscriminately to the physical dynamical variable
and to the corresponding mathematical operator. This has sometimes led
to confusion. There is in the literature a case of an argument about whether
or not the electromagnetic vector potential is an observable, one party
arguing the aﬃrmative on the grounds that the operator satisﬁes all of the
required conditions, the other party arguing the negative on the grounds
that the vector potential cannot be measured. ]]
2.3 General States and Pure States
As was shown in the preceding section, a mathematically acceptable state
operator must satisfy three conditions:
Tr ρ = 1 ,
ρ = ρ† ,
u|ρ|u ≥ 0

for all |u .

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

Several other useful results can be derived from these. Being a self-adjoint
operator, ρ has a spectral representation,
ρn |φn  φn | ,

ρ=

(2.9)

n

in terms of its eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenvectors (assumed, for convenience, to be discrete). To each of the three deﬁnitive properties of ρ there
corresponds a property of the eigenvalues:
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(2.6) implies

ρn = 1 ;

(2.10)

n

(2.7) implies ρn = ρ∗n ;

(2.11)

(2.8) implies ρn ≥ 0 .

(2.12)

Not only does (2.8) imply (2.12), as can be seen by choosing |u = |φn 
in (2.8), but conversely (2.12) implies (2.8). This is proven by using (2.9)

to evaluate u|ρ|u = n ρn | u|φn |2 for arbitrary |u. The result is clearly
nonnegative, provided that all ρn are nonnegative. Equation (2.12) provides
a more convenient practical test for the nonnegativeness of ρ than does the
direct use of (2.8). Combining (2.10) with (2.12), we obtain
0 ≤ ρn ≤ 1 .

(2.13)

The second inequality holds because no term in a sum of positive terms can
exceed the total.
The set of all mathematically acceptable state operators forms a convex set.
This means that if two or more operators {ρ(i) } satisfy the three conditions


(2.6)–(2.8), then so does ρ = i ai ρ(i) , provided that 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 and i ai =
1. Such an operator ρ is called a convex combination of the set {ρ(i) }.
Pure states
Within the set of all states there is a special class, called pure states, which
are distinguished by their simpler properties. A pure state operator, by deﬁnition, has the form
ρ = |Ψ Ψ| ,
(2.14)
where the unit-normed vector |Ψ is called a state vector. The average value
of the observable R, in this pure state, is
R = Tr (|Ψ Ψ|R) = Ψ|R|Ψ .

(2.15)

The state vector is not unique, any vector of the form eiα |Ψ with arbitrary
real α being physically equivalent. However, the state operator (2.14) is independent of this arbitrary phase.
A second, equivalent characterization of a pure state is by the condition
ρ2 = ρ .

(2.16)

This condition is necessary because it is satisﬁed by (2.14). That it is also
suﬃcient may be proven by considering the eigenvalues, which must satisfy
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ρ2n = ρn if (2.16) holds. The only possible eigenvalues are ρn = 0 or ρn = 1.
But since, according to (2.10), the sum of the eigenvalues is 1, it must be the
case that exactly one of them has the value 1 and all others are 0. Thus
the spectral representation (2.9) consists of a single term, and so is of the pure
state form (2.14).
A third condition for identifying a pure state, apparently weaker but actually equivalent, is
Tr (ρ2 ) = 1 .
(2.17)
Clearly it is a necessary condition, so we need only prove suﬃciency. Because


of (2.13) we have ρ2n ≤ ρn . Now Tr (ρ2 ) = n ρ2n ≤ n ρn = 1. Thus we have
Tr (ρ2 ) ≤ 1 for a general state. Equality can hold only if ρ2n = ρn for each n.
But, by the argument used in proving the second characterization, this can be
so only for a pure state.
A fourth way to distinguish a pure state from a general state is by means
of the following theorem:
Theorem. A pure state cannot be expressed as a nontrivial convex combination of other states, but a nonpure state can always be so expressed.
Proof. The latter part of the theorem is trivial, since the spectral representation (2.9) of a nonpure state has the form of a nontrivial convex combination
of pure states. To prove the former part we assume the contrary: that a pure
state operator ρ may be expressed as a convex combination of distinct state
operators,
ai ρ(i) , 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 ,
ai = 1 .
(2.18)
ρ=
i

i

We shall then use (2.17) to demonstrate a contradiction.
From (2.18) we obtain
ai aj Tr {ρ(i) ρ(j) } .

Tr (ρ2 ) =
i

(2.19)

j

Now each operator in the sum (2.18) has its own spectral representation,
 (i) (i) (i)
ρ = n ρn |φn  φn |. Thus
(i)

Tr {ρ(i) ρ(j) } =

(j)
(i)
(i) (j)
(j)
ρ(i)
n ρm Tr {|φn  φn |φm  φm |}
n

m
(j)
(i) (j) 2
ρ(i)
n ρm | φn |φm |

=
n

m

n

m

≤

(j)
ρ(i)
n ρm = 1 .
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(i)

(j)

Moreover, the inequality becomes an equality if and only if | φn |φm | = 1 for
(i) (j)
all n and m such that ρn ρm = 0. Since the eigenvectors have unit norm, the
(i)
(j)
Schwarz inequality (1.1) implies that |φn  and |φm  diﬀer by at most a phase
factor. But each set of eigenvectors is orthogonal, so the foregoing conclusion
is impossible unless there is only one n and one m that contributes to the
double sum above. The conclusion of this analysis may be stated thus:
Lemma. For any two state operators, ρ(i) and ρ(j) , we have
0 ≤ Tr{ρ(i) ρ(j) } ≤ 1 ,

(2.20)

with the upper limit being reached if and only if ρ(i) = ρ(j) is a pure state
operator.
Applying the lemma to (2.19), we obtain
ai aj Tr {ρ(i) ρ(j) }

Tr (ρ2 ) =
i

j

i

j

≤

ai aj = 1 .

But, by hypothesis, ρ represents a pure state, so according to (2.17) the upper
limit of the inequality must be reached. According to the lemma, this is possible only if ρ(i) = ρ(j) for all i and j. This contradicts the assumption that
we had a nontrivial convex combination of state operators in (2.18); in fact all
operators in that sum must be identical. Thus we have proven the theorem
that a pure state cannot be expressed as a nontrivial convex combination.
This theorem suggests that the pure states are, in a sense, more fundamental than nonpure states, and that the latter may be regarded as statistical
mixtures of pure states. However, this interpretation cannot be taken literally,
because the representation of a nonpure state operator as a convex combination
of pure state operators is never unique. A two-dimensional example suﬃces to
demonstrate this fact. Consider the state operator
ρa = a|u u| + (1 − a)|v v| ,

(2.21)

where 0 < a < 1, and where |u and |v are orthogonal vectors of unit norm.
Deﬁne two other vectors,
√
√
|x = a|u + 1 − a|v ,
√
√
|y = a|u − 1 − a|v .
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It is easily shown that


ρa = 12 |x x| + 12 |y y| .

(2.22)

In fact, there are actually an inﬁnite number of ways to represent any nonpure
state operator as a convex combination of pure state operators.
The convex set of quantum states is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
The points on the convex boundary represent the pure states, and the interior
points represent nonpure states. The nonpure state ρa can be mathematically
represented as a mixture of pure states u and v, as in (2.21), the relative
weights being inversely proportional to the distances of the points u and v
from a. It can also be represented as a mixture of the pure states x and y, as
in (2.22), or in many other ways.

Fig. 2.2

Schematic depiction of pure and nonpure states as a convex set.

Because the pure state content of a “mixture” is not uniquely deﬁnable, we
shall avoid using the common term “mixed state” for a nonpure state. The
physical signiﬁcance of this nonuniqueness lies in the fact that in quantum
mechanics the pure states, as well as the nonpure states, describe statistically
nontrivial ensembles. We shall return to this important point in Ch. 9.
Many examples of pure and nonpure states will be studied in the following
chapters, but it may be useful to indicate in very broad terms where the two
types of state may arise. A nondegenerate energy level of an atom, or indeed
of any isolated system, is an example of a pure state. The state of thermal
equilibrium is not a pure state, except at the absolute zero of temperature.
Polarized monochromatic light produced by a laser can approximate a pure
state of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Unpolarized monochromatic radiation and
black body radiation are examples of nonpure states of the electromagnetic
ﬁeld. Generally speaking, there are fewer ﬂuctuations in a pure state than in
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a nonpure state. The nature of the information needed to determine the state,
and hence to determine whether or not it is pure, will be studied in Ch. 8.
2.4 Probability Distributions
According to Postulate 2, the average value in the state represented by ρ,
of the observable R represented by the Hermitian operator R, is equal to
R = Tr (ρR) .

(2.23)

We have chosen the state operator ρ to be normalized as in (2.2). This formula
for the average is suﬃcient for us to deduce the entire probability distribution,
provided we may assume that the function F (R) is an observable represented
by the operator F (R), constructed according to the spectral representation
(1.28) or (1.38). This assumption is entirely reasonable because if the physical
quantity R has the value r then a function F (R) must have the value F (r),
and precisely this relation is satisﬁed by the eigenvalues of the operators R
and F (R).
Let g(r)dr be the probability that the observable R lies between r and
r + dr. Then, by deﬁnition,
 ∞
F (R) =
F (r )g(r )dr .
(2.24)
−∞

But the application of (2.23) to the observable F (R) yields
F (R) = Tr {ρF (R)} .

(2.25)

By choosing a suitable function F (R), it is possible to use these two equations
to extract the probability density g(r). We shall treat separately the cases of
discrete and continuous spectra.
Discrete spectrum. Let R be a self-adjoint operator with a purely
discrete spectrum. It may be expressed in terms of its eigenvalues rn and
orthonormal eigenvectors |rn  as
rn |rn  rn | .

R=
n

Consider the function F (R) = θ(r − R), which is equal to one for R < r and
is zero for R > r. The average of this function, according to (2.24), is
 r
θ(r − R) =
g(r )dr
−∞

= Prob (R > r|ρ) .
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This is just the probability that the value of observable R is less than r. But
from (2.25) we obtain
θ(r − R) = Tr {ρθ(r − R)}
= Tr

θ(r − rn )|rn  rn |

ρ
n

rn |ρ|rn θ(r − rn ) .

=
n

Hence the probability density is
g(r) =

∂
Prob (R < r|ρ)
∂r
rn |ρ|rn δ(r − rn ) .

=
n

The only reason for calculating the probability density for a discrete observable
is to show that g(r) = 0 if r is not an eigenvalue. The probability is zero that
a dynamical variable will take on a value other than an eigenvalue of the
corresponding operator. This is a pleasing demonstration of the consistency of
the statistical Postulate 2 with the mechanical Postulate 1.
The probability that the dynamical variable R will have the discrete value
r in the virtual ensemble characterized by the state operator ρ is
Prob (R = r|ρ) = lim {Prob (R < r + ε|ρ) − Prob (R < r − ε|ρ)}
ε→0

rn |ρ| rn δr,rn .

=

(2.26)

n

This result can be more concisely expressed in terms of the projection operator

P (r) =
n |rn  rn |δr , rn , which projects onto the subspace spanned by all
degenerate eigenvectors with eigenvalue rn = r,
Prob (R = r|ρ) = Tr {ρP (r)} .

(2.27)

In the special case of a pure state, ρ = |Ψ Ψ|, and a non-degenerate
eigenvalue rn , these results reduce to
Prob (R = rn |Ψ) = | rn |Ψ|2 .

(2.28)

Eigenstates. A particular dynamical variable will have a non-vanishing
statistical dispersion in most states. But in the case of a discrete variable it is
possible for all of the probability to be concentrated on a single value. If the
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dynamical variable R takes on the unique value r0 (assumed for simplicity to
be a nondegenerate eigenvalue) with probability 1, in some state, then from
(2.26) the state operator ρ must satisfy r0 |ρ|r0  = 1. Since any state operator
must satisfy Trρ2 ≤ 1, we must have
rn |ρ|rm  rm |ρ|rn  =
m,n

| rn |ρ|rm |2 ≤ 1 .
m,n

This limit is exhausted by the single term r0 |ρ|r0  = 1, so all other diagonal
and nondiagonal matrix elements of ρ must vanish. Therefore the only state
for which R takes on the nondegenerate eigenvalue r0 with probability 1 is the
pure state ρ = |r0  r0 |. Such a state, whether described by the state operator
ρ or the state vector |r0 , is referred to as an eigenstate of the observable R.
Continuous spectrum. Let Q be a self-adjoint operator having a purely
continuous spectrum:

Q = q  |q   q  |dq  .
Its inﬁnite length eigenvectors satisfy the orthonormality relation q  |q   =
δ(q  − q  ). Let g(q)dq be the probability that the corresponding observable Q
lies between q and q + dq. As in the previous case, we obtain
 q
g(q  )dq 
θ(q − Q) =
−∞

= Prob (Q < q|ρ) ,
which is the probability that observable Q is less than q. But we also have the
relation
θ(q − Q) = Tr {ρθ(q − Q)}
  ∞

= Tr ρ
θ(q − q  )|q   q  |dq 


−∞

q

=
−∞

q  |ρ|q  dq  .

Therefore the probability density for the observable Q in the virtual ensemble
characterized by the state operator ρ is
g(q) =

∂
Prob (Q < q|ρ)
∂q

= q|ρ|q .

(2.29)
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For the special case of a pure state, ρ = |Ψ Ψ|, this becomes
g(q) = | q|Ψ|2 .

(2.30)

Although these expressions for probability and probability density have
various detailed forms, they always consist of a relation between two factors:
one characterizing the state, and one characterizing a portion of the spectrum
of the dynamical variable being observed. We shall refer to them as the state
function and the ﬁlter function, respectively. In (2.27) these two factors are
the state operator ρ and the projection operator P (r). In (2.28) and (2.30)
they are the state vector Ψ and an eigenfunction belonging to the observable.
The symmetrical appearance of the two factors in these equations should not
be allowed to obscure their distinct natures. In particular, the state vector Ψ
must be normalized, and so belongs to Hilbert space. But the ﬁlter function
in (2.30) does not belong to Hilbert space, but rather to the extended space
Ω× of the rigged Hilbert space triplet (see Sec. 1.4).
Veriﬁcation of probability axioms. Several formulas for quantum probabilities have been given in this section. But we are not justiﬁed in asserting
that a formula expresses a probability unless we can show that it obeys the
axioms of probability theory. To do this, it is useful to construct a general
probability formula that includes all of the special cases given previously.
Associated with the any dynamical variable R and its self-adjoint operator R is a family of projection operators MR (∆) which are related to the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R as follows:
|rn  rn | .

MR (∆) =

(2.31)

rn ∈∆

The sum is over all eigenvectors (possibly degenerate) whose eigenvalues lie
in the subset ∆. (In the case of a continuous spectrum the sum should be
replaced by an integral.) The probability that the value of R will lie within ∆
is given by
Prob (R ∈ ∆|ρ) = Tr {ρMR (∆)} .
(2.32)
If the region ∆ contains only one eigenvalue, then this formula reduces to (2.26)
or (2.27). In the case of a continuous spectrum, (2.32) is equal to the integral
of the probability density over the region ∆.
It is easy to verify that (2.32) satisﬁes the probability axioms 1, 2, and 3
of Sec. 1.5. We note ﬁrst that since MR (∆) is a projection operator, the trace
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operation in (2.32) is eﬀectively restricted to the subspace onto which MR (∆)
projects. This fact, combined with the normalization (2.6) and nonnegativeness (2.8) of ρ, implies that 0 ≤ Tr{ρMR (∆)} ≤ Trρ = 1. This conﬁrms
Axiom 1.
The situation of Axiom 2 is obtained if we choose a state prepared in such
a manner that the value of R is guaranteed to lie within ∆. This will be so
for those states which satisfy
ρ = MR (∆)ρMR (∆) .

(2.33)

In the special case where ∆ contains only a single eigenvalue, this reduces to
the condition that ρ be an eigenstate of R. It is clear that (2.32) becomes
identically equal to 1 whenever (2.33) holds.
To verify Axiom 3b (from which Axiom 3a follows) we consider two disjoint
sets, ∆1 and ∆2 , so that R ∈ ∆1 and R ∈ ∆2 are mutually exclusive events.
Now (R ∈ ∆1 ) ∨ (R ∈ ∆2 ) is equivalent to R ∈ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 ), where ∆1 ∪ ∆2
denotes the union of the two sets. Since the sets ∆1 and ∆2 are disjoint it
follows that MR (∆1 )MR (∆2 ) = 0, and the projection operator corresponding
to the union of the sets is just the sum of the separate projection operators,
MR (∆1 ∪ ∆2 ) = MR (∆1 ) + MR (∆2 ). Hence in this case (2.32) becomes
Prob {(R ∈ ∆1 ) ∨ (R ∈ ∆2 )|ρ} = Tr {ρMR (∆1 ∪ ∆2 )}
= Tr {ρMR (∆1 )} + Tr {ρMR (∆2 )} ,
which satisﬁes Axiom 3b.
This last calculation may be illuminated by a simple example. Instead of
an arbitrary Hermitian operator R, let us consider the operator Q, deﬁned by
QΨ(x) = xΨ(x), which will be identiﬁed in Ch. 3 as the position operator.
Let ∆1 be the interval α ≤ x ≤ β, and let ∆2 be γ ≤ x ≤ δ. Then the eﬀect
of the projection operator MQ (∆1 ) is
MQ (∆1 )Ψ(x) = Ψ(x)

for α ≤ x ≤ β ,

MQ (∆1 )Ψ(x) = 0

for x ≤ α or β ≤ x .

A similar deﬁnition holds for MQ (∆2 ), with σ replacing α, and δ replacing β. The projection operator MQ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 ) yields MQ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 )Ψ(x) =
Ψ(x) for α ≤ x ≤ β or γ ≤ x ≤ δ, and MQ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 )Ψ(x) = 0 otherwise. If
α < β < γ < δ or γ < δ < α < β, so that ∆1 and ∆2 do not overlap, it is clear
that MQ (∆1 )Ψ(x) + MQ (∆2 )Ψ(x) = MQ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 )Ψ(x), and so the above calculation verifying Axiom 3b will be valid. But suppose, on the other hand, that
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α < γ < β < δ, so that the intervals ∆1 and ∆2 overlap and the events x ∈ ∆1
and x ∈ ∆2 are not independent. Then in the region of overlap, γ ≤ x ≤ β,
we will have MQ (∆1 )Ψ(x) + MQ (∆2 )Ψ(x) = 2Ψ(x), but MQ (∆1 ∪ ∆2 )Ψ(x) =
Ψ(x). Thus the probabilities of nonindependent events will not be additive.
The remaining Axiom 4 will be discussed in Sec. 9.6.

Further reading for Chapter 2
The interpretation of the concept of “state” in quantum mechanics, and
some of the related controversies, have been discussed by Ballentine (1970),
Rev. Mod. Phys. 42, 358–381. The article by Ballentine (1986), Am. J. Phys.
54, 883–889, examines the use of probability in quantum mechanics, and gives
some examples of erroneous applications of probability theory that have been
made in that context. References to many papers on the foundations of quantum mechanics are contained in the “Resource Letter” by Ballentine (1987),
Am. J. Phys. 55, 785–791.
Problems
2.1 (a) Show that the non-Hermitian matrix M =

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.5



1 1
0 1


has only real eigen-

values, but its eigenvectors do not form a complete set.
(b) Being non-Hermitian, this matrix must violate the conditions of
Theorem 1, Sec. 1.3. Find a vector |v such that v|M |v is complex.
(This example illustrates the need to represent real observables by
Hermitian operators, and not merely by operators that have purely
real eigenvalues. Since M  = v|M |v can be complex, it clearly
cannot be interpreted as an average of the eigenvalues of M .)
Show that Tr(AB) = Tr(BA); and, more generally, that the trace of
a product of several operators is invariant under cyclic permutation of
those operators, Tr(ABC · · · Z) = Tr(ZABC · · · ).
Prove that Tr(|u v|) = v|u.
The nonnegativeness property, (2.8) or (2.13), of a general state operator
ρ implies that Tr(ρ2 ) ≤ 1, as was shown in the course of proving (2.17).
Show, conversely, that the condition Tr(ρ2 ) ≤ 1, in conjunction with
(2.6) and (2.7), implies that ρ is nonnegative when ρ is 2 × 2 matrix.
Show that these conditions are not suﬃcient to ensure nonnegativeness
of ρ if its dimensions are 3 × 3 or larger.
Which of the following are acceptable as state operators? Find state
vectors for any of them that represent pure states.
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ρ1 =

ρ3 =

1
4
3
4

3
4
3
4

!
,

ρ2 =

9
25
12
25

12
25
16
25

!
,

√
√
2
2
2
1
|u u| + |v v| +
|u v| +
|v u| ,
3
3
3
3

where u|u = v|v = 1 and u|v = 0,
1
1

0 14
2
2



ρ4 =  0 12 0  , ρ5 =  0
1
1
0 0
4
4

0
1
4

0

1
4




0 .
1
4

2.6 Consider a dynamical variable σ that can take only two values, +1 or −1.
The eigenvectors of the corresponding operator are denoted as |+ and
|−. Now consider the following states: the one-parameter
family of pure
$
states that are represented by the vectors |θ =

1
2 (|+

+ eiθ |−) for

arbitrary θ; and the nonpure state ρ = 12 (|+ +| + |− −|). Show that
σ = 0 for all of these states. What, if any, are the physical diﬀerences
between these various states, and how could they be measured?


0

−i

2.7 It will be shown in Ch. 7 that the matrix operator σy = i 0 corresponds to a component of the spin of an
in units of /2. For a

 αelectron,
state represented by the vector |Ψ = β , where α and β are complex
numbers, calculate the probability that
2.8 Suppose that the operator

0 1

M = 1 0
0 1

the spin component is positive.

0

1
0

represents a dynamical variable. Calculate the probability Prob(M =
0|ρ) for the following state operators:
1

1

1

0 0
0 12
0 0
2
2
2






(a) ρ =  0 14 0  ; (b) ρ =  0 0 0  ; (c) ρ =  0 0 0  .
1
0 0 14
0 12
0 0 12
2
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6, −2
−2,
9
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represent a dynamical variable, and |Ψ =

a
b

be

an arbitrary state vector (with |a| + |b| = 1). Calculate R  in two
ways:
(a) Evaluate R2  = Ψ|R2 |Ψ directly.
(b) Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R,
2

2

2

R|rn  = rn |rn  ,
expand the state vector as a linear combination of the eigenvectors,
|Ψ = c1 |r1  + c2 |r2  ,
and evaluate R2  = r12 |c1 |2 + r22 |c2 |2 .
2.10 It was shown by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) that any nonpure state
operator can be decomposed into a mixture of pure states in at least
two ways. Show (by constructing an example depending on a continuous
parameter) that this can be done in inﬁnitely many ways.

Chapter 3

Kinematics and Dynamics

The results of Ch. 2 constitute what is sometimes called “the formal
structure of quantum mechanics”. Although much has been written about its
interpretation, derivation from more elementary axioms, and possible generalization, it has by itself very little physical content. It is not possible to solve a
single physical problem with that formalism until one obtains correspondence
rules that identify particular dynamical variables with particular operators.
This will be done in the present chapter.
The fundamental physical variables, such as linear and angular momentum,
are closely related to space–time symmetry transformations. The study of these
transformations serves a dual purpose: a fundamental one by identifying the
operators for important dynamical variables, and a practical one by introducing
the concepts and techniques of symmetry transformations.
3.1 Transformations of States and Observables
The laws of nature are believed to be invariant under certain space–time
symmetry operations, including displacements, rotations, and transformations
between frames of reference in uniform relative motion. Corresponding to each
such space–time transformation there must be a transformation of observables,
A → A , and of states, |Ψ → |Ψ . (We shall consider only pure states,
represented by state vectors, since the general case adds no novelty here.)
Certain relations must be preserved by these transformations.
(a) If A|φn  = an |φn , then after transformation we must have A |φn  =
an |φn . The eigenvalues of A and A are the same because A represents an observable that is essentially similar to A, diﬀering only by
transformation to another frame of reference. Since A and A represent
equivalent observables, they must have the same set of possible values.

(b) If a state vector is given by |ψ = n cn |φn , where {|φn } are the
eigenvectors of A, then the transformed state vector will be of the form

|ψ   = n cn |φn , in terms of the eigenvectors of A . The two state
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vectors must obey the relations |cn |2 = |cn |2 ; that is to say, | φn |ψ |2 =
| φn |ψ  |2 . These relations must hold because they express the equality
of probabilities for equivalent events in the two frames of reference.
The mathematical character of these transformations is clariﬁed by the
following theorem:
Theorem (Wigner). Any mapping of the vector space onto itself that
preserves the value of | φ|ψ | may be implemented by an operator U :
|ψ  → |ψ   = U |ψ  ,
|φ  → |φ  = U |φ  ,

(3.1)

with U being either unitary (linear) or antiunitary (antilinear).
Case (a). If U is unitary, then by deﬁnition U U † = U † U = I is the identity
operator. Thus φ |ψ   = ( φ|U † )(U |ψ ) = φ|ψ . A unitary transformation
preserves the complex value of an inner product, not merely its absolute value.
Case (b). If U is antilinear, then by deﬁnition U c|ψ  = c∗ U |ψ , where c
is a complex number. If U is antiunitary, then φ |ψ   = φ|ψ ∗ .
An elementary proof of Wigner’s theorem has been given by Bargmann
(1964).
Only linear operators can describe continuous transformations because
every continuous transformation has a square root. Suppose, for example,
that U (B) describes a displacement through the distance B. This can be done
by two displacements of B/2, and hence U (B) = U (B/2) U (B/2). The product of
two antilinear operators is linear, since the second complex conjugation nulliﬁes the eﬀect of the ﬁrst. Thus, regardless of the linear or antilinear character
of U (B/2), it must be the case that U (B) is linear. A continuous operator cannot change discontinuously from linear to antilinear as a function of B, so the
operator must be linear for all B. Antilinear operators are needed to describe
certain discrete symmetries (see Ch. 13), but we shall have no use for them in
this chapter.
The transformation of state vectors, of the form (3.1), is accompanied by a
transformation A → A of the operators for observables. It must be such that
the transformed observables bear the same relationship to the transformed
states as did the original observables to the original states. In particular,
if A|φn  = an |φn , then A |φn  = an |φn . Substitution of |φn  = U |φn ,
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using (3.1), yields A U |φn  = an U |φn , and hence U −1 A U |φn  = an |φn .
Subtracting this from the original eigenvalue equation yields (A−U −1 A U )|φn 
= 0. Since this equation holds for each member of the complete set {|φn },
it holds for an arbitrary vector, and therefore (A − U −1 A U ) = 0. Thus the
desired transformation of operators that accompanies (3.1) is
A → A = U AU −1 .

(3.2)

Consider a family of unitary operators, U (s), that depend on a single
continuous parameter s. Let U (0) = I be the identity operator, and let
U (s1 + s2 ) = U (s1 )U (s2 ). It can be shown that it is always possible to choose
the parameter in any one-parameter group of operators so that these relations
are satisﬁed. But the proof is not needed here because the operations that we
shall treat (displacements, rotations about an axis, Galilei transformations to
a moving frame of reference) obviously satisfy them.
If s is allowed to become very small we may express the resultant inﬁnitesimal unitary transformation as

dU 
U (s) = I +
s + O(s2 ) .
ds 
s=0

The unitarity condition requires that


dU † 
dU
†
UU = I + s
+
+ O(s2 )
ds
ds s=0
should simply be equal to I, independent of the value of s. Hence the coeﬃcient
of s must vanish, and we may write

dU 
= iK, with K = K † .
(3.3)
ds 
s=0

The Hermitian operator K is called the generator of the family of unitary
operators because it determines U (s), not only for inﬁnitesimal s, but for all
s. This can be shown by diﬀerentiating
U (s1 + s2 ) = U (s1 )U (s2 )
with respect to s2 and using (3.3):




∂
d

U (s1 + s2 )
= U (s1 )
U (s2 )
,
∂s2
ds2
s2 =0
s2 =0

dU (s) 
= U (s1 ) iK .
ds s=s1
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This ﬁrst order diﬀerential equation with initial condition U (0) = I has the
unique solution
(3.4)
U (s) = eiKs .
Thus the operator for any ﬁnite transformation is determined by the generator
of inﬁnitesimal transformations.
3.2 The Symmetries of Space Time
The symmetries of space–time include rotations, displacements, and transformations between uniformly moving frames of reference. The latter are
Lorentz transformations in general, but if we restrict our attention to velocities
that are small compared to the speed of light, they may be replaced by Galilei
transformations. The set of all such transformations is called the Galilei group.
The eﬀect of a transformation is
x → x = Rx + a + vt ,
(3.5)
t → t = t + s .
Here R is a rotation (conveniently thought of as a 3 × 3 matrix acting on a
three-component vector x), a is a space displacement, v is the velocity of
a moving coordinate transformation, and s is a time displacement.
Let τ1 = τ1 (R1 , a1 , v1 , s1 ) denote such a transformation. Let τ3 = τ2 τ1 be
the single transformation that yields the same result as τ1 followed by τ2 . That
is to say, if τ1 {x, t} = {x , t } and τ2 {x , t } = {x , t }, then τ3 {x, t} = {x , t }.
Carrying out these operations, we obtain
x = R2 (R1 x + a1 + v1 t) + a2 + v2 (t + s1 ) ,
t = t + s1 + s2 ,
and therefore

R3 = R2 R1 ,
a3 = a2 + R2 a1 + v2 s1 ,
v3 = v2 + R2 v1 ,

(3.6)

s3 = s2 + s1 .
The laws of physics (in the low velocity, or “nonrelativistic”, limit) are
invariant under these transformations, so the quantum-mechanical description
of systems that diﬀer only by such transformations must be equivalent. Therefore, corresponding to a space–time transformation τ , there must be a unitary
transformation U (τ ) on the state vectors and operators for observables:
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|Ψ  → |Ψ  = U (τ )|Ψ  ,
A → A = U (τ )AU −1 (τ ) .
Since τ2 τ1 and τ3 are the same space–time transformations, we require that
U (τ2 )U (τ1 )|Ψ  and U (τ3 )|Ψ  describe the same state. This does not mean
that they must be the same vector, since two vectors diﬀering only in their
complex phases are physically equivalent, but they may diﬀer at most by a
phase factor. Thus we have
U (τ2 τ1 ) = eiω(τ2 ,τ1 ) U (τ2 )U (τ1 ) .

(3.7)

One might suppose that the (real) phase ω(τ2 , τ1 ) could also depend upon |Ψ .
But in that case U would not be a linear operator, and we know from Wigner’s
theorem (Sec. 3.1) that U must be linear for a continuous transformation.

Fig. 3.1

Transformation of a function [Eq. (3.8)].

It is important to be aware that when the abstract vector |Ψ  is represented
as a function of space–time coordinates, there is an inverse relation between
transformations on function space and transformations on coordinates. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where a function Ψ(x) is transformed into a new function,
Ψ (x) = U (τ )Ψ(x). The original function is located near the point x = x0 , and
the new function is located near the point x = x0 , where x0 = τ x0 . The precise
relationship between the two functions is Ψ (τ x) = Ψ(x); the value of the
new function at the transformed point is the same as the value of the original
function at the old point. Writing τ x = x , we have Ψ (x ) = Ψ(x) = Ψ(τ −1 x ).
But Ψ (x ) = U (τ )Ψ(x ), by deﬁnition of U (τ ). Thus we have (dropping the
prime from the dummy variable)
U (τ ) Ψ(x) = Ψ(τ −1 x),

(3.8)
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which exhibits the inverse correspondence between transformations on function
space and on coordinates.
The transformation just described is in the active point of view, in which
the object (in this case a function) is transformed relative to a ﬁxed coordinate
system. There is also the passive point of view, in which a ﬁxed object is
redescribed with respect to a transformed coordinate system. The two points
of view are equivalent, and the choice between them is a matter of taste. (The
only danger, which must be carefully avoided, is to inadvertently switch from
one point of view to the other in the same analysis!) We shall generally adhere
to the active point of view in developing the theory. (Exceptions are Sec. 4.3,
where the passive point of view is used in a self-contained exercise, and Sec. 7.5,
where both active and passive rotations are discussed.)

3.3 Generators of the Galilei Group
As was shown in Sec. 3.1, any one parameter group of unitary operators can
be expressed as an exponential of a Hermitian generator. The set of space–time
symmetries described in Sec. 3.2, called the Galilei group, has ten parameters:
three rotation angles, three space displacements, three velocity components,
and one time displacement. The most general transformation of this kind is
equivalent to a sequence of ten elementary transformations, and the corresponding unitary operator can be expressed as a product of ten exponentials,
U (τ ) =

10
%

eisµ Kµ .

(3.9)

µ=1

Here sµ (µ = 1, 2, . . . , 10) denotes the ten parameters that deﬁne the transformation τ , and Kµ = Kµ † are the ten Hermitian generators. The properties
of the unitary operators are determined by these generators. Moreover, these
generators will turn out to be very closely related to the fundamental dynamical
variables, such as momentum and energy.
If we let all the parameters sµ become inﬁnitesimally small, we obtain a
general inﬁnitesimal unitary operator,
10

sµ Kµ .

U =I +i

(3.10)

µ=1

The multiplication law (3.7) for the U operators expresses itself as a set of
commutation relations for the generators.
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Consider the following product of two inﬁnitesimal operators and their
inverses:
eiεKµ eiεKν e−iεKµ e−iεKν = I + ε2 (Kν Kµ − Kµ Kν ) + O(ε3 ) .

(3.11)

Since any sequence of space–time transformations is equivalent to another
transformation in the group, it follows from (3.7) that the operator product in
(3.11) must diﬀer at most by a phase factor from some operator of the form
(3.9). That is to say, there must be a set of values for the 11 parameters {ω, sµ }
that will make eiω U (τ ) equal to (3.11). It is clear that all 11 parameters must
be inﬁnitesimal and of order ε2 so that (3.11) will be expressible in the form
10

eiω U = I + i

sµ Kµ + iωI .

(3.12)

µ=1

The equality of (3.11) and (3.12) requires that the commutator of two
generators be a linear combination of generators and the identity operator.
Hence we can write
cλµν Kλ + ibµν I .

[Kµ , Kν ] = i

(3.13)

λ

The constants cλµν are determined from the multiplication rules (3.6) for the
space–time transformations τ (R, a, v, s). The multiple of the identity, bµν ,
arises from the phase factor in (3.7), and would vanish if ω were equal to zero.
These general principles will be applied to each speciﬁc pair of generators.
It is convenient to introduce a more descriptive notation than (3.9) for the
unitary operators that correspond to particular space–time transformations.

Space–Time Transformation

Unitary Operator

Rotation about axis α (α = 1, 2, 3)
x → Rα (θα )x

e−iθα Jα

Displacement along axis α
xα → xα + aα

e−iaα Pα

Velocity along axis α
xα → xα + vα t
Time displacement
t→t+s

eivα Gα
eisH
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The ten generators {−Jα , −Pα , Gα , H}(α = 1, 2, 3) are speciﬁc forms of the
generic generators Kµ (µ = 1, . . . , 10). The minus signs are introduced only to
conform to conventional notations.
Evaluation of commutators
The method for evaluating the commutation relations of the form (3.13) is
as follows. We choose a pair of generators and substitute them into (3.11). We
then carry out the corresponding sequence of four space–time transformations
in order to determine the single transformation that results. The commutator of the chosen pair of generators must therefore diﬀer from the generator
corresponding to this resultant transformation by no more than a multiple of
the identity.
Several pairs of space–time transformations obviously commute. This is
the case for pure displacements in space and time, for which Eqs. (3.6) reduce
to a form that is independent of the order of transformations τ1 and τ2 : a3 =
a2 = a1 , s3 = s2 + s1 . The commutators of the corresponding generators must
vanish, apart from a possible multiple of identity, and hence
[Pα , Pβ ] = O + (?)I ,

(3.14)

[Pα , H] = O + (?)I .

(3.15)

The unknown multiples of identity, (?)I, will be dealt with later.
A similar argument applies for space displacements and velocity transformations, for which (3.6) reduce to a3 = a2 + a1 , v3 = v2 + v1 , and hence
[Pα , Gβ ] = O + (?)I ,

(3.16)

[Gα , Gβ ] = O + (?)I .

(3.17)

It is also evident that rotations commute with time displacements, and hence
[Jα , H] = O + (?)I .

(3.18)

Furthermore, a rotation commutes with a displacement or a velocity transformation along the rotation axis, and hence
[Jα , Pα ] = O + (?)I ,

(3.19)

[Jα , Gα ] = O + (?)I .

(3.20)
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Consider now a less trivial case,
eiεH eiεG1 e−iεH e−iεG1 = I + ε2 [G1 , H] + · · · ,
which corresponds (from right to left) to a velocity −ε along the x axis, a
time displacement of −ε, and their inverses. The eﬀect of these four successive
transformations is
(x1 , x2 , x3 , t) → (x1 − εt, x2 , x3 , t)
→ (x1 − εt, x2 , x3 , t − ε)
→ (x1 − εt + ε(t − ε), x2 , x3 , t − ε)
→ (x1 − ε2 , x2 , x3 , t) .
This is just a space displacement by −ε2 along the x axis, so the product of
the four unitary operators must diﬀer by at most a phase factor from
2

eiε

P1

= I + iε2 P1 + · · ·

A similar conclusion holds for each of the three axes, so we have
[Gα , H] = iPα + (?)I .

(3.21)

A rotation consists of the transformation
3

xj →

(R)jk xk .
k=1

For each of the three axes there is a rotation matrix:



1
0
0
cos θ
R1 (θ) =  0 cos θ −sin θ  , R2 (θ) =  0
0 sin θ cos θ
−sin θ


cos θ −sin θ 0
R3 (θ) =  sin θ cos θ 0  .
0
0
1


0 sin θ
1
0 ,
0 cos θ

The rotation matrices can be expanded in a power series,
Rα (θ) = I − iθMα + · · · ,
where Mα = idRα /dθ|θ=0 :


0 0 0
M1 =  0 0 −i  ,
0 i 0




0 0 i
M2 =  0 0 0  ,
−i 0 0



0
M3 =  i
0


−i 0
0 0 .
0 0
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To the second order in the small angle ε, we have
R2 (−ε)R1 (−ε)R2 (ε)R1 (ε) = I + ε2 (M1 M2 − M2 M1 )
= I + ε2 iM3
= R3 (−ε2 ) .
The corresponding unitary rotation operators must satisfy a similar relation
to within a phase factor,
2

eiεJ2 eiεJ1 e−iεJ2 e−iεJ1 = eiω eiε

J3

,

and so their generators must satisfy
[J1 , J2 ] = iJ3 + (?)I .
The corresponding relations for other combinations of rotation generators can
be deduced by cyclic permutation of the three axes, and by the antisymmetry
of the commutator under interchange of its two arguments. This allows us
to write
(3.22)
[Jα , Jβ ] = iεαβγ Jγ + (?)I ,
where γ is to be chosen unequal to α or β, with ε123 = ε231 = ε312 = 1,
ε213 = ε132 = ε321 = −1, and εαβγ = 0 if α = β.
Consider next
eiεG2 eiεJ1 e−iεG2 e−iεJ1 = I + ε2 [J1 , G2 ] + · · · ,
which corresponds to a rotation by ε about the x1 axis, a velocity −ε along
the x2 axis, and their inverses. The eﬀects of these transformations are
(x1 , x2 , x3 ) → (x1 , x2 cos ε − x3 sin ε, x2 sin ε + x3 cos ε)
→ (x1 , x2 cos ε − x3 sin ε − εt, x2 sin ε + x3 cos ε)
→ (x1 , x2 − εt cos ε, x3 + εt sin ε)
→ (x1 , x2 − εt cos ε + εt, x3 + εt sin ε)
→ (x1 , x2 , x3 + ε2 t) ,
to the second order in ε. This is equivalent to a velocity ε2 along the x3 axis,
so the operator product must diﬀer by at most a phase factor from
2

eiε

G3

= I + iε2 G3 + · · ·
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Hence we have
[J1 , G2 ] = iG3 + (?)I .
A similar treatment of other components yields
[Jα , Gβ ] = iεαβγ Gγ + (?)I .

(3.23)

The treatment of a rotation and a space displacement is very similar, and
the result is
[Jα , Pβ ] = iεαβγ Pγ + (?)I .
(3.24)
Multiples of identity
We must now deal with the undetermined multiples of identity in (3.14)–
(3.24), which result from the unknown phase factor in the operator multiplication law (3.7). The terms of the form (?)I are of three types:
(a) Those that can be determined by consistency conditions;
(b) Those that are arbitrary but may be eliminated by a suitable conventional choice of the phases of certain vectors; and
(c) Those that are irremovable and physically signiﬁcant.
We shall deal ﬁrst with the cases of type (a). All commutators are antisymmetric,
[Kµ , Kν ] = −[Kν , Kµ ] ,
and satisfy the Jacobi identity,
[[Kµ , Kν ], Kλ ] + [[Kν , Kλ ], Kµ ] + [[Kλ , Kµ ], Kν ] = 0 .
Antisymmetry implies that every operator commutes with itself, so when α = β
there can be no multiple of identity in (3.14), in (3.17), or in (3.22).
The Jacobi identity can be written more conveniently as
[[Kµ , Kν ], Kλ ] = [[Kλ , Kν ], Kµ ] + [[Kµ , Kλ ], Kν ] .

(3.25)

As an example of its use, let Kµ = J2 , Kν = P3 , and Kλ = H. With the help
of (3.24), (3.15), and (3.18), it yields
[[J2 , P3 ], H] = [[H, P3 ], J2 ] + [[J2 , H], P3 ] ,
[(iP1 +?I), H] =
i[P1 , H] =

[?I, J2 ]
0

+ [?I, P3 ] ,
+

0.
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A similar result holds for each axis, and hence
[Pα , H] = 0 .

(3.26)

The way to apply this method in general should be evident from this
example. Choose Kµ and Kν so that their commutator generates one of the
operators of interest, and choose Kλ as the other operator. The unknown
multiples of identity have no eﬀect inside the commutators. In this way we
can obtain the following:
[Pα , Pβ ] = 0 ,

(3.27)

[Gα , Gβ ] = 0 ,

(3.28)

[Jα , H] = 0 .

(3.29)

We next consider type (b), which consists of those multiples of identity
that remain arbitrary but can be transformed to zero by redeﬁning the phases
of certain vectors. Such a case is (3.22). Antisymmetry of the commutator
implies that the multiple of identity can be expressed thus:
[Jα , Jβ ] = iεαβγ Jγ + iεαβγ bγ I ,
where bγ(γ = 1, 2, 3) are real numbers. The multiple of identity can be removed
by the substitution Jα + bαI → Jα for α = 1, 2, 3. Then one obtains
[Jα , Jβ ] = iεαβγ Jγ .

(3.30)

This substitution has the eﬀect of replacing the unitary rotation operator
U (Rα ) = e−iθJα by eiθbα e−iθJα ; that is to say, we are replacing |Ψ  = U |Ψ 
by eiθbα |Ψ . Since the absolute phase of the transformed vector |Ψ  has no
physical signiﬁcance, this redeﬁnition of phase is permitted.
Similar considerations apply to (3.23) and (3.24), although the necessary
argument is somewhat longer. Using (3.25) for the generators J1 , J2 and G3
yields
[[J1 , J2 ], G3 ] = [[G3 , J2 ], J1 ] + [[J1 , G3 ], J2 ] ,
i[J3 , G3 ] = −i[G1 , J1 ] − i[G2 , J2 ] ,
[J3 , G3 ] = [J1 , G1 ] + [J2 , G2 ] .
The latter equation has the form
X3 = X1 + X2 .
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Since the three axes may be cyclically permuted we also have
X1 = X2 + X3 ,
X2 = X3 + X1 .
This set of homogeneous linear equations has only the solution zero, and
therefore
[Jα , Gα ] = 0 .
Using (3.25) with J3 , J1 and G3 yields
[[J3 , J1 ], G3 ] = [[G3 , J1 ], J3 ] + [[J3 , G3 ], J1 ] ,
i[J2 , G3 ] = i[G2 , J3 ] + 0 ,
[J2 , G3 ] = −[J3 , G2 ] .
This result, combined with the previous one, allows us to write
[Jα , Gβ ] = −[Jβ , Gα ] .
Therefore the multiples of identity in (3.23) must have the form
[Jα , Gβ ] = iεαβγ Gγ + iεαβγ bγ I .
The substitution Gα + bα I → Gα (α = 1, 2, 3), which is equivalent to redeﬁning
the phase of the transformed vector |Ψ  = eivα Gα |Ψ, then yields
[Jα , Gβ ] = iεαβγ Gγ .

(3.31)

A similar calculation yields
[Jα , Pβ ] = iεαβγ Pγ .

(3.32)

Having established the above result, we can now evaluate the commutator
of Gα and H, by using (3.25) with J1 , G2 and H:
[[J1 , G2 ], H] = [[H, G2 ], J1 ] + [[J1 , H], G2 ] ,
i[G3 , H] = −i[P2 , J1 ] + 0
= −P3 .
Since all three axes are equivalent, we conclude that
[Gα , H] = iPα .

(3.33)
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We now encounter a case of type (c), which involves an irremovable multiple
of identity. Using (3.25) with J1 , G2 and P1 , we obtain
[[J1 , G2 ], P1 ] = [[P1 , G2 ], J1 ] + [[J1 , P1 ], G2 ] ,
i[G3 , P1 ] = 0 + 0 .
Thus [Gα , Pβ ] = 0 for α = β. Next we repeat the calculation with P3 instead
of P1 :
[[J1 , G2 ], P3 ] = [[P3 , G2 ], J1 ] + [[J1 , P3 ], G2 ] ,
i[G3 , P3 ] = 0 − i[P2 , G2 ] .
Thus [Gα , Pα ] = [Gβ , Pβ ]. These results may be combined with (3.16) to yield
[Gα , Pβ ] = iδαβ M I ,

(3.34)

M being a real constant.
The value of M is not determined by any of the equations at our disposal. It
cannot be eliminated by adding multiples of I to any of the generators. (That
option is, in any case, no longer available to us, since we have already used up
such freedom for all generators except H.) It is mathematically irremovable,
and will turn out to have a physical signiﬁcance.
For convenience the ﬁnal commutation relations are summarized in the
following table.

Commutation Relations for the Generators
of the Galilei Group of Transformations
(a) [Pα , Pβ ] = 0

(f) [Gα , Pβ ] = iδαβ M I

(b) [Gα , Gβ ] = 0

(g) [Pα , H] = 0

(c) [Jα , Jβ ] = iεαβγ Jγ

(h) [Gα , H] = iPα

(d) [Jα , Pβ ] = iεαβγ Pγ
(e) [Jα , Gβ ] = iεαβγ Gγ

(i) [Jα , H] = 0

(3.35)

3.4 Identiﬁcation of Operators with Dynamical Variables
In the preceding Section we determined the geometrical signiﬁcance of the
operators P, J, G and H as generators of symmetry transformations in state
vector space. However, they have not yet been given any dynamical signiﬁcance as operators representing observables, although the notation has been
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suggestively chosen in anticipation of the results that will be established in
this section.
The dynamics of a free particle are invariant under the full Galilei group of
space–time transformations, and this turns out to be suﬃcient to completely
identify the operators for its dynamical variables. The method is based on a
paper by T. F. Jordan (1975).
We assume the position operator for the particle to be Q = (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ),
where by deﬁnition
Qα |x = xα |x (α = 1, 2, 3)
(3.36)
has an unbounded continuous spectrum. Two assumptions are involved here:
ﬁrst, that space is a continuum; and second, that all three components of the
position operator are mutually commutative, and so possess a common set of
eigenvectors. The ﬁrst assumption is unavoidable if we are to use continuous
transformations. Although it may need revision in a theory that attempts to
treat gravitation, and hence space–time, quantum-mechanically, there is no
reason to doubt it at the atomic and nuclear levels. The second assumption
will be discussed later in the context of composite systems (Sec. 3.5).
We now seek to introduce a velocity operator V such that
d
Q = V
(3.37)
dt
for any state. In particular, for a pure state represented by the vector |Ψ(t),
we want
d
Ψ(t)|V|Ψ(t) =
Ψ(t)|Q|Ψ(t)
dt




d
d
=
Ψ(t)| Q|Ψ(t) + Ψ(t)|Q
|Ψ(t) .
dt
dt
Corresponding to the time displacement t → t = t + s, there is a vector
space transformation of the form (3.8),
|Ψ(t) → eisH |Ψ(t) = |Ψ(t − s) .
Putting s = t, we obtain |Ψ(t) = e−itH |Ψ(0), and hence
d
|Ψ(t) = −iH|Ψ(t) .
dt
From this result we obtain
Ψ|V|Ψ = i Ψ|HQ|Ψ − i Ψ|QH|Ψ
= i Ψ|[H, Q]|Ψ .

(3.38)
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Therefore
V = i[H, Q]

(3.39)

fulﬁlls the role of a velocity operator for a free particle. But it is only expressed
in terms of H, whose form is not yet determined.
The space displacement x → x = x + a involves a displacement of the
localized position eigenvectors,
|x → |x = e−ia·P |x = |x + a .

(3.40)

(As in Fig. 3.1, we are using the active point of view, in which states are
displaced with respect to a ﬁxed coordinate system.) The displaced observables
bear the same relationship to the displaced vectors as the original observables
do to the original vectors, as was discussed in Sec. 3.1. In particular,
Q → Q = e−ia·P Qeia·P

(3.41)

with
Q α |x = xα |x

(α = 1, 2, 3) .

(3.42)

But since |x = |x + a, a comparison of (3.42) with (3.36) implies that
Q = Q − a I .

(3.43)

In view of (3.42) and (3.43), one may think of the operator Q as measuring
position with respect to a displaced origin.
Equating terms of ﬁrst order in a from (3.43) and (3.41), we obtain
[Qα , a·P] = iα I, which can hold for arbitrary directions of a only if
[Qα , Pβ ] = iδαβ I .

(3.44)

A rotation through the inﬁnitesimal angle θ about the axis along the unit
vector n̂ has the eﬀect x → x = x + θn̂ × x. There is a corresponding
transformation of the position eigenvectors,
|x → |x = e−iθn̂·J |x = |x  ,

(3.45)

and of the position operator,
Qα → Qα = e−iθn̂·J Qα eiθn̂·J
= Qα − iθ[n̂·J, Qα ] + O(θ2 ) .

(3.46)
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[The conceptual diﬀerence between the notations |x and|x  is that the former
is regarded as an eigenvector of Q , while the latter is regarded as one of the
eigenvectors of Q in (3.36). The distinction is only for emphasis, since the
two vectors are equal.] As in the previous argument for space displacements,
we have
Q α |x = xα |x .
But also
Qα |x  = x α |x  = (x + θn̂ × x)α |x 
= (Q + θn̂ × Q )α |x .
Since the vectors |x  = |x form a complete set, we have Q = Q + θn̂ × Q .
To the ﬁrst order in θ this yields
Q = Q − θn̂ × Q .

(3.47)

Comparing (3.47) with (3.46), we obtain [n̂·J, Q] = −in̂ × Q. This result
can be written in a more convenient form by taking the scalar product with a
unit vector û, to obtain
[n̂·J, û·Q] = i(n̂ × û)·Q .

(3.48a)

Expressed in terms of rectangular components, this becomes
[Jα , Qβ ] = iεαβγ Qγ .

(3.48b)

This relation of the components of Q to the generators of rotation is characteristic of the fact that Q is a 3-vector.d
The operator G generates a displacement in velocity space,
eiv·G Ve−iv·G = V − v I ,

(3.49)

much as P generates a displacement in ordinary space [cf. Eq. (3.43)]. The
analysis is simpliﬁed if we treat only the instantaneous eﬀect of this transformation at t = 0. [Since there is nothing special about the instant t = 0, there is
no real loss of generality in this choice. The general case is treated in Problem
d Any object that transforms under rotations in the same way as the coordinate x or position
operator Q is called a 3-vector, or simply a vector if there is no likelihood of it being confused
with a member of the abstract state vector space. Any operator that satisﬁes (3.48b) in place
of Q is a 3-vector operator. Thus (3.35c,d,e) imply that J, G and P are 3-vector operators.
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(3.7) at the end of the chapter.] In this case the position will be unaﬀected by
the instantaneous transformation, and hence
[Gα , Qβ ] = 0 .

(3.50)

The commutation relations of the position operator Q (the only operator so
far identiﬁed with a physical observable) with the symmetry generators have
now been established.
We shall next obtain more speciﬁc forms for the symmetry generators, and
their physical interpretations will be deduced from their relation to Q. Consider ﬁrst the generator G. In view of (3.44), we see that (3.35f), [Gα , Pβ ] =
iδαβ M I, will be satisﬁed by Gα = M Qα , but it is not apparent whether this
solution is unique. However, it is apparent that G−M Q will commute with P,
and because of (3.50) it also commutes with Q. Further analysis now depends
upon whether or not the particle possesses internal degrees of freedom.
Case (i): A free particle with no internal degrees of freedom
In this case the operators {Q, P} form an irreducible set, and according to
Schur’s lemma any operator that commutes with such a set must be a multiple
of the identity. Precise statement and proof of these mathematical assertions
are contained in Apps. A and B. Roughly speaking, the argument is as follows.
If an operator commutes with Qα then it must not be a function of Pα , since
the commutator of Qα and Pα never vanishes on any vector. Similarly, if
it commutes with Pα it must not be a function of Qα . If the operator is
independent of both Q and P, and if there are no internal degrees of freedom,
then it can only be a multiple of the identity.
Since G − M Q commutes with both Q and P, it must be a multiple of the
identity, and hence Gα = M Qα + cα I. But Gα must satisfy (3.35e); that is
to say, it must transform as a component of a 3-vector. Now the term M Qα
transforms as a component of a 3-vector because of (3.48b). But the term cα I
cannot do so because it commutes with Jα , and therefore the multiple cα must
vanish. Thus we must have
Gα = M Qα
(3.51)
for a particle without internal degrees of freedom.
One can readily verify, by using (3.44), that J = Q×P satisﬁes the relations
(3.35c,d,e) and (3.48). It then follows from (3.35d) and (3.48b) that J − Q × P
commutes with the irreducible set {Q, P}. Hence Schur’s lemma implies that
Jα = (Q × P)α + cα I. The constants cα must vanish in order to satisfy (3.35c).
Therefore we must have
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(3.52)

for a particle without internal degrees of freedom.
The form of the remaining generator H can be determined from (3.35h),
which, after we substitute (3.51) for Gα , becomes
[Qα , H] =

iPα
.
M

It is readily veriﬁed that this equation is satisﬁed by H = P·P/2M , but
this solution may not be unique. However, the above equation implies that
H − P·P/2M will commute with Q, and (3.35g) implies that it must commute
with P, and so by Schur’s lemma it is a multiple of the identity. Thus we have
H=

P·P
+ E0 ,
2M

(3.53)

where E0 is a multiple of the identity.
The velocity operator can now be calculated from (3.39) to be
V=

P
.
M

(3.54)

The appropriate physical interpretations of P, H and J follow from this
result . We now have
P = MV ,
1
M V·V + E0 ,
2
J = Q × MV ,

H=

where Q and V are the operators for position and velocity, respectively. If
M were the mass of the free particle, these would be the familiar forms of
the momentum, the energy, and the angular momentum. But since M is not
identiﬁed, we can only infer a proportionality:
P
H
J
M
=
=
=
mass
momentum
energy
angular momentum
= a fundamental constant
= −1 , say .

(3.55)

The parameter  is hereby by introduced into the theory as a fundamental
constant. Its value can only be determined from experiment. The accepted
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value, as of 1986, is  = 1.054573 × 10−34 joule-seconds. The ﬁrst example
that we shall consider that permits a measurement of  is the phenomenon of
diﬀraction scattering, or Bragg reﬂection, of particles by a crystal (see Ch. 5).
(The parameter  is sometimes referred to as “Planck’s constant”, but strictly
speaking, Planck’s constant is h = 2π.) We have now obtained the complete
quantum-mechanical description of a free particle without internal degrees
of freedom.
Case (ii): A free particle with spin
Internal degrees of freedom, by deﬁnition, are independent of the center of
mass degrees of freedom, and they must be represented by operators that are
independent of both Q and P. That is to say, they are represented by operators
that commute with both Q and P. The set {Q, P} is not irreducible in this
case because an operator that commutes with that set may be a function of
the operators of the internal degrees of freedom.
Spin is, by deﬁnition, an internal contribution to the angular momentum,
so that instead of (3.52) the rotation generators are of the form
J=Q×P+S

(3.56)

with [Q, S] = [P, S] = 0. These operators will be studied in greater detail in
Ch. 7.
The operator J must satisfy (3.35c) in order to be the rotation generator.
Since the ﬁrst term, Q × P, satisﬁes (3.35c), it is necessary that S must also
satisfy it, and hence
[Sα , Sβ ] = i εαβγ Sγ .
(3.57)
The relation (3.35f), [Gα , Pβ ] = iδαβ M I, is satisﬁed by G = M Q, and
as in case (i), the three components of G − M Q commute with Q and P.
But now there are operators, other than the identity, which commute with
Q and P, namely the operators describing the internal degrees of freedom.
Therefore G − M Q may be a function of S. The only function of S that is a
3-vector is a multiple of S itself. [It follows from (3.57) that S × S = iS, so no
new vector operator can be formed by taking higher powers of S.] Therefore
G = M Q + cS, where c is a real constant. According to (3.35b) the three
components of G commute with each other, and therefore we must have c = 0.
Hence we obtain G = M Q in this case too.
The argument that led to (3.53), H = P·P/2M +E0, goes through as in the
previous case, except that E0 may now be a function of S. Because of (3.35i),
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[J, H] = 0, we must have [S, E0 ] = 0, and so E0 can only be a multiple of
S·S. This has no eﬀect on the velocity operator, V = i[H, Q], (3.39), because
[E0 , Q] = 0, so the identiﬁcation V = P/M remains valid. The identiﬁcation
of the momentum and energy operators proceeds as in the previous case, but
with E0 now corresponding to an internal contribution to the energy.
Case (iii): A particle interacting with external ﬁelds
For simplicity we shall consider only a spinless particle. The interactions
modify the time evolution of the state (and hence the probability distributions
of the observables). We shall treat this by retaining the form of the equation
of motion for the state vector,
d
|Ψ(t) = −iH|Ψ(t) ,
dt

(3.38)

but modifying the generator H (now called the Hamiltonian) in order to
account for the interactions. This means that we must give up the commutation relations (3.35g,h,i), which involve H. The velocity operator is still deﬁned
as
V = i[H, Q] ,

(3.39)

since this form was derived from (3.38), but its explicit value may be expected
to change when that of H is changed to include interactions.
One may ask why only the time displacement generator H should be
changed by the interactions, while the space displacement generators P are
unchanged. If the system under consideration were a self-propelled machine,
we could imagine it displacing itself through space under its own power, consuming fuel, expelling exhaust, and dropping worn-out parts along the way.
If P generated that kind of displacement, then the form of the operators P
certainly would be altered by the interactions that were responsible for the
displacement. But that is not what we mean by the operation of space displacement. Rather, we mean the purely geometric operation of displacing the
system self-congruently to another location. This is the reason why P and
the other generators of symmetry operations are not changed by dynamical
interactions. However, H is redeﬁned to be the generator of dynamic evolution
in time, rather than merely a geometric displacement along the time axis.
The only constraint on H arises from its relation (3.39) to the velocity
operator V, whose form we must determine. Now V transforms as in (3.49)
under a transformation to another uniformly moving frame of reference.
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Expansion to the ﬁrst order in the velocity shift parameter v, yields [iv·G, V]
= −v I, and hence
[Gα , Vβ ] = i δαβ I .
(3.58)
The identiﬁcation of Gα = M Qα , (3.51), is still valid beacuse its derivation
did not make use of any commutators involving H.
Now the earlier result, Vα = Pα /M , still represents a possible solution
for V, but it is no longer unique. From (3.58) and (3.35f) it follows that
V − P/M commutes with G. But G = M Q, and since we have assumed that
there are no internal degrees of freedom, the three operators Q = (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 )
form a complete commuting set. Since V − P/M commutes with this complete
commuting set, it follows from Theorem 6 of Sec. 1.3 that it must be a function
of Q. Thus the most general form of the velocity operator is
V=

P
− A(Q) ,
M

(3.59)

where A(Q) is some function of the position operators.
We must now solve (3.39) to obtain H. One possible solution is
H0 =

{(P − A)}2
,
2M

as may be directly veriﬁed. From (3.39) it then follows that [H − H0 , Q] = 0.
Thus H − H0 commutes with the complete commuting set (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ), and
so it must be a function of Q. Therefore the most general form of the time
evolution generator, or Hamiltonian, for a spinless particle interacting with
external ﬁelds is
{(P − A)}2
H=
+ W (Q) .
(3.60)
2M
With this result, we have deduced that the only forms of interaction consistent with invariance under the Galilei group of transformations are a scalar
potential W (Q) and a vector potential A(Q). Both of these may be timedependent. As operators they may be functions of Q but must be independent
of P.
It is well known that the electromagnetic ﬁeld may be derived from a
vector potential and a scalar potential, so the electromagnetic interaction has
the form demanded by (3.60). But A and W cannot necessarily be identiﬁed
with the electromagnetic potentials because A(Q) and W (Q) are arbitrary
functions that need not satisfy Maxwell’s equations. For example, the Newtonian gravitational potential can also be included in the scalar W .
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Although we have treated only the interaction of a single particle with an
external ﬁeld, this does not restrict the generality of the theory. Interactions
between particles can be included by regarding other particles as the sources
of ﬁelds that act on the particle of interest. Thus the Coulomb interaction
between two electrons of charge e is described by the operator W = e2 /|Q(1) −
Q(2) |, where Q(1) and Q(2) are the position operators of the two electrons.
Conventional notation adopted
As a ﬁnal step, we adopt a more conventional notation by redeﬁning the
symbols M, P, J, and H so that they are equal to the mass, momentum, angular momentum, and energy of the system, instead of merely being proportional
to them as in (3.55). This means that wherever we previously wrote these four
symbols, we should henceforth write M/, P/, J/, and H/. In particular,
unitary operators for space displacement, rotation, and time evolution now
become exp(−ia·P/), and exp(−iθn̂·J/), and exp(−itH/). This changed
notation will be used in all subsequent sections of this book. When using
the equations of Sec. 3.3 in future, one should ﬁrst perform the substitutions
M → M/, P → P/, J → J/, and H → H/. Alternatively one may simply
think of them as being expressed in units such that  = 1.
3.5 Composite Systems
Having obtained the operators that represent the dynamical variables of
a single particle, we must now generalize those results to composite systems.
Consider a system having two components that can be separated. Let the
operator A(1) represent an observable of component 1, and let B (2) represent
an observable of component 2. If the two components can be separated so
that they do not inﬂuence each other, then it should be possible to describe
one without reference to the other. Moreover, the description of the combined
system must be compatible with the separate descriptions. In particular, it
must be possible to prepare states for the separate components independently.
(This is not to say that all states of the composite system must be of this
character, but only that such independent state preparations must be possible.)
It is possible to prepare a state in which the observable corresponding to
(1)
A has a unique value (with probability 1). As was shown on Sec. 2.4, the
appropriate state vector is an eigenvector of the operator A(1) . A similar state
vector exists for the operator B (2) . Since components 1 and 2 can be manipulated independently, there must exist a joint state vector for the combined
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system that is a common eigenvector of A(1) and B (2) , and this must be true
for all combinations of eigenvalues of the two operators. That is to say, if
A(1) |am (1) = am |am (1) and B (2) |bn (2) = bn |bn (2) , then for every m and n
there must be a joint eigenvector such that
A(1) |am , bn  = am |am , bn  ,
(3.61)
B (2) |am , bn  = bn |am , bn  .
These equations are satisﬁed if the joint eigenvectors are of the product form
|am , bn  = |am (1) |bn (2) .

(3.62)

This product is known as the Kronecker product, and is often denoted as
|am (1) ⊗|bn (2) . The Kronecker product between a vector in an M -dimensional
space and a vector in an N -dimensional space is a vector in an M N -dimensional
space. (M and N may be inﬁnite.) If the sets of vectors {|am (1) } and {|bn (2) }
span the state vector spaces of the separate components, then the product
vectors of the form (3.62) span the state vector space of the composite system.
(1)
(2)
Let {Ai } be the set of operators pertaining to component 1, and let {Bj }
be the set of operators pertaining to component 2. An operator of the ﬁrst set
acts only on the ﬁrst factor of (3.62), and an operator of the second set acts
only on the second factor:
(1)

(1)

Ai |am , bn  = (Ai |am (1) ) ⊗ |bn (2) ,
(2)

(2)

Bj |am , bn  = |am (1) ⊗ (Bj |bn (2) ) .
We can also deﬁne a Kronecker product between operators by the relation
(1)

(2)

(Ai ⊗ Bj )|am , bn  = (Ai |am (1) ) ⊗ (Bj |bn (2) ) .
In this notation an operator pertaining exclusively to component 1 is denoted
(1)
as Ai = Ai ⊗ I, and one pertaining exclusively to component 2 is denoted
(2)
as Bj = I ⊗ Bj . It is essential that the notation makes clear which factor
of a product vector is acted on by any particular operator. Whether this is
done by means of superscripts (A(1) , B (2) ) or by position in a “⊗” product
(A ⊗ I, I ⊗ B) is a matter of taste. We shall usually prefer the former notation.
Of course, not all important operators have this simple form; in particular,
interaction operators act nontrivially on both factors.
The common eigenvectors (3.62) form a complete basis set, and hence
the operators A(1) and B (2) must commute. Indeed it must be the case that
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(2)

[Ai , Bj ] = 0 for all i and j. In particular, the position, momentum, and
spin operators for particle 1 commute with the position , momentum, and spin
operators for particle 2.
These properties of operators that pertain to separable components also
hold for any operators that pertain to kinematically independent (not to be
confused with noninteracting) degrees of freedom, even if they are not physically separable. That this is so for the relation between orbital variables (position and momentum) and internal degrees of freedom (spin) emerged naturally
in Case (ii) of Sec. 3.4, and indeed it formed a part of the deﬁnition of internal
degrees of freedom. It is also true for the relation of the three components
of position between each other, having been introduced by assumption [see
Eq. (3.36)]. In physical terms, this is equivalent to assuming that it is possible
to prepare a state that localizes a particle arbitrarily closely to a point. (This
assumption may not be acceptable in relativistic quantum theory, but it will
not be examined here.)
Corresponding to the state preparations of a two-component system, there
must be joint probability distributions. If the preparations of components 1 and
2 are independent and do not inﬂuence each other, then the joint probability
distribution for the observables A and B, corresponding to the operators A(1)
and B (2) , should obey the condition of statistical independence (1.52). If the
state is represented by a vector of the factored form, |Ψ = |ψ(1) ⊗ |φ(2) , then
the joint probability distribution of A and B, obtained from (2.28), is
Prob{(A = am )&(B = bn )|Ψ} = | am , bn |Ψ|2
= | am |ψ(1) |2 | bn |φ(2) |2 ,

(3.63)

which satisﬁes (1.52). This factorization holds more generally if the state,
which need not be pure, is represented by an operator of the factored form
ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) . It should be emphasized that this factored, or uncorrelated,
state is a very special kind of state, corresponding to independent preparations
of the separate components. A full classiﬁcation of all the possible kinds of
states of composite systems is carried out in Sec. 8.3.
3.6 [[ Quantizing a Classical System ]]
[[ We may contrast the method of the preceding sections for obtaining the
operators that correspond to particular dynamical variables, with an older
method based on the Poisson bracket formulation of classical mechanics.
The Poisson bracket of two functions, r(q, p) and s(q, p), of the generalized
coordinates and momenta, qj and pj , is deﬁned as
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∂r ∂s
∂r ∂s
−
.
∂qj ∂pj
∂pj ∂qj

It possesses many formal algebraic similarities to the commutator of two
operators in quantum mechanics. In particular, the classical relation
{qα , pβ } = δαβ corresponds to the quantum-mechanical relation [Qα , Pβ ] =
iδαβ . This analogy suggests that there should be a rule for assigning to
every classical function r(q, p) a quantum-mechanical operator O(r) such
that the commutation relation
[O(r), O(s)] = iO({r, s})
is obeyed. Such a general substitution rule, r(q, p) → O(r), is referred to
as quantizing the classical system.
There are two kinds of objections to this quantization program. The ﬁrst
is an epistemological objection. If the quantum-mechanical equations can
be obtained from those of classical mechanics by a substitution rule, then
the content of quantum theory must be logically contained within classical
mechanics, with only a translation key, r(q, p) → O(r), being required
to read it out. This seems implausible. Surely quantum theory is more
general in its physical content than is classical theory, with the results of
the classical theory being recoverable as a limiting case of quantum theory,
but not the other way around.
By way of contrast, our method of obtaining operators for particular dynamical variables is not based on “quantizing” a classical theory.
Although analogies with classical expressions for the momentum and kinetic
energy of a particle were used to interpret certain operators, the derivation
of the operators was based entirely on quantum-mechanical principles, with
no use being made of the equations of classical mechanics.
The second objection is of a technical nature. The Poisson bracket
equations of classical mechanics are independent of the particular choice
of generalized coordinates, so one would like the operator substitution rule
to also be independent of the choice of coordinates. Moreover, if r(q, p)
is mapped onto the operator O(r), then for consistency one would like a
classical function f (r(q, p)) to be mapped onto the same function of that
operator, f (O(r)), as deﬁned by (1.28) or (1.38). That is, one should have
O(f (r)) = f (O(r)). But there are several theorems proving the impossibility of such general “quantization” rules that satisfy these conditions. For
details of these impossibility theorems, see Abraham and Marsden (1978),
Arens and Babbitt (1965), and Margenau and Cohen (1967).
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Our method, based on the symmetries of space–time, does not yield a
general rule for assigning an operator to an arbitrary classical function of
coordinates and momenta. But the theory does not appear to suﬀer from
the lack of such a rule, (3.60) being the most general case encountered in
practice. ]]

3.7 Equations of Motion
Time dependence was introduced into the theory when we deﬁned the
velocity operator (3.39), making use of a diﬀerential equation of motion, (3.38),
for the state vector,
 
d
i
|Ψ(t) = −
H(t)|Ψ(t) .
(3.64)
dt

If an initial state vector is given at time t = t0 , then the solution can be
expressed formally by means of a time evolution operator,
|Ψ(t) = U (t, t0 )|Ψ(t0 ) .
It satisﬁes the same diﬀerential equation as does |Ψ(t),
 
∂
i
U (t, t0 ) = −
H(t) U (t, t0 ) ,
∂t


(3.65)

(3.66)

with the initial condition U (t0 , t0 )=1. From (3.66) it follows that
 
∂
i
†
(U U ) =
(U † H † U − U † HU ) .
∂t

If H(t) = H † (t) then this time derivative vanishes, and we will have U † U =
1 for all time. Thus U (t, t0 ) is unitary (U † = U −1 ) provided that H(t)
is Hermitian.
If H is independent of t, then
U (t, t0 ) = e−i(t−t0 )H/ .
If H(t) is not independent of t, then, in general, no simple closed form can be
given for U (t, t0 ).
The corresponding equation for a state operator can be obtained directly
for the special case of a pure state,
ρ(t) = |Ψ(t) Ψ(t)| = U (t, t0 )|Ψ(t0 ) Ψ(t0 )|U † (t, t0 ) .
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ρ(t) = U (t, t0 ) ρ(t0 ) U † (t, t0 ) .

(3.67)

Therefore
Diﬀerentiating this expression with the help of (3.66) yields the diﬀerential
equation
dρ(t)
−i
=
[H(t), ρ(t)] .
(3.68)
dt

Equations (3.67) and (3.68), which have been derived for pure states, will be
assumed to hold also for general states.
[[ Some justiﬁcation can be given for this assumption. If non-pure states
are interpreted as mixtures of pure states, then (3.67) and (3.68) must
hold because they hold for each pure component of the mixture. But the
“mixture” interpretation is ambiguous, as was pointed out in Sec. 2.3, so
this argument is suggestive but not fully compelling. ]]
Physical signiﬁcance is attached, not to operators and vectors, but to the
probability distributions of observables, and in particular to averages. The time
dependence of the average of the observable R, represented by the operator R,
is given by
Rt = Tr{ρ(t)R} .
(3.69)
Substituting (3.67) into (3.69) and using the invariance of the trace of a product
with respect to cyclic permutation, we obtain two equivalent expressions:
Rt = Tr{U (t, t0 )ρ0 U † (t, t0 )R}
= Tr{ρ0 U † (t, t0 )R U (t, t0 )} .

(3.70a)
(3.70b)

Here the state operator at time t = t0 is denoted as ρ(t0 ) = ρ0 . From these two
expressions follow two diﬀerent formalisms for time dependence in quantum
theory.
Schrödinger picture. In this approach, which we have been implicitly
using all along, the time dependence is carried by the state operator. The ﬁrst
three factors inside the trace in (3.70a) are taken to be the time-dependent
state operator, as given by (3.67). The diﬀerential equation of motion is (3.68)
for the state operator ρ(t), and (3.64) for the state vector |Ψ(t) in the case of
a pure state.
Heisenberg picture. In this approach, we group the last three operators
in (3.70b) together and to write
Rt = Tr{ρ0 RH (t)} ,

(3.71)
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with RH (t) deﬁned as
RH (t) = U † (t, t0 ) R U (t, t0 ) .

(3.72)

(This is called the Heisenberg operator corresponding to the Schrödinger
operator R.) In this formalism, the state is independent of time, and the
time dependence is carried by the dynamical variables. Diﬀerentiating with
respect to t and using (3.66), we obtain
i
dRH
∂R
= (U † HRU − U † RHU ) + U †
U.
dt

∂t
This can be written in the standard form of the Heisenberg equation of motion,


dRH (t)
∂R
i
= [HH (t), RH (t)] +
,
(3.73)
dt

∂t H
where we have introduced HH = U † HU in analogy with (3.72). The last
term, (∂R/∂t)H = U † (t, t0 )(∂R/∂t)U (t, t0 ), occurs only if the operator R has
an intrinsic time dependence. This would be the case if it represented the
potential of a variable external ﬁeld, or if it were the component of a tensor
deﬁned with respect to a moving coordinate system.
In the Heisenberg picture the time development is carried by the operators of the dynamical variables, while the state function (ρ or Ψ) describes the
initial data provided by state preparation. In the Schrödinger picture the state
function must serve both of these roles. The two pictures are equivalent because
the physically signiﬁcant quantity Rt depends only on the relative motion of
ρ and R. It makes no diﬀerence whether ρ moves “forward” (Schrödinger
picture) or R moves “backward” (Heisenberg picture). It is the oppositeness
of these two possible motions that is responsible for the diﬀerence of sign
between the commutator terms of (3.68) and (3.73). It should be obvious that
those two equations are mutually exclusive and will never be used together.
One may use either the Schrödinger picture or the Heisenberg picture, but one
must not combine parts of the two.
The rate of change of the average value of an observable has a similar form
in the two pictures. From (3.69) of the Schrödinger picture, we obtain


d
∂R
∂ρ
Rt = Tr
R+ρ
dt
∂t
∂t


−i
∂R
= Tr
(HρR − ρHR) + ρ

∂t


−i
∂R
= Tr
(ρRH − ρHR) + ρ
.

∂t
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d
i
∂R
Rt = Tr
ρ(t)[H, R] + ρ(t)
dt

∂t

(3.74)

in the Schrödinger picture.
On the other hand, from (3.71) of the Heisenberg picture, we obtain


dRH
d
Rt = Tr ρ0
dt
dt


& ∂R '
i
= Tr
ρ0 [H, RH (t)] + ρ0
.
(3.75)

∂t H
For the special case of a pure state we can restate these results in terms of
the state vector. Let |Ψ0  be the initial state vector at time t = t0 . Then in
the Shcrödinger picture we have
Rt = Ψ(t)|R|Ψ(t) ,

(3.76)

with |Ψ(t) = U (t, t0 )|Ψ0 . Substitution of this expression into (3.76) yields
Rt = Ψ0 |U † (t, t0 )RU (t, t0 )|Ψ0  ,
which can be written in the Heisenberg picture as
Rt = Ψ0 |RH (t)|Ψ0  ,

(3.77)

with RH (t) given by (3.72). The equivalence of the two pictures is obvious.

3.8 Symmetries and Conservation Laws
Let U (s) = eisK be a continuous unitary transformation with generator K = K † . [This operator U (s) should not be confused with the time
development operator U (t, t0 ) of the previous Section.] Several examples of
such transformations were discussed in Sec. 3.3. To say that the Hamiltonian
operator H is invariant under this transformation means that
U (s)HU −1 (s) = H ,

(3.78)

or, equivalently, that [H, U (s)] = 0. By letting the parameter s be inﬁnitesimally small, so that U (s) = 1 + isK + O(s2 ), the condition for invariance
reduces to
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[H, K] = 0 .
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(3.79)

The invariance of H under the continuous transformation U (s) for all s clearly
implies invariance under the inﬁnitesimal transformation, and hence the commutation relation (3.79). The converse is also true. Since U (s) is a function
of K, it follows from (3.79) that H commutes with U (s) for all s. Thus
invariance under an inﬁnitesimal transformation implies invariance under the
corresponding ﬁnite continuous transformations.
In order to draw useful consequences from invariance in cases where H =
H(t) is time-dependent, it is necessary for (3.78) and (3.79) to hold for all
t. Usually H will be independent of t in the practical cases that we shall
encounter.
The Hermitian generators of symmetry transformations often correspond to
dynamical variables. The generator of space displacements is the momentum
operator, and the generator of rotations is the angular momentum operator.
The symmetry generators have no intrinsic time dependence (∂K/∂t = 0), so
(3.74) and the invariance of H under the transformation generated by K imply
that the average of the corresponding dynamical variable K is independent
of time:
d
Kt = 0 .
(3.80)
dt
Since H commutes with K it also commutes with any function f (K), and
hence not only is K independent of time, but so is f (K). For the particular
function θ(x − K), which is equal to 1 for positive arguments and is 0 for
negative arguments, we have θ(x − K) = Prob(K < x|ρ). (Similar arguments
were used in Sec. 2.4.) Therefore the probability distribution Prob(K < x|ρ) is
independent of time, regardless of the initial state. Such a quantity K is called
a constant of motion.
Speciﬁc examples of this theorem include the following. Invariance of H
under space displacements implies that momentum is a constant of motion.
Invariance of H under rotations implies that angular momentum is a constant
of motion. If H is independent of t — or, in other words, if H is invariant under
time displacements — then (3.74) implies that H itself represents a conserved
quantity, namely energy of the system.
The concept of a constant of motion should not be confused with the
concept of a stationary state. Suppose that the Hamiltonian operator H is
independent of t, and that the initial state vector is an eigenvector of H,
|Ψ(0) = |En  with H|En  = En |En . This describes a state having a unique
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value of energy En . The solution of the equation of motion (3.64) in this case
is simply
|Ψ(t) = e−iEn t/ |En  .
(3.81)
From this result it follows that the average of any dynamical variable R,
R = Ψ(t)|R|Ψ(t) = En |R|En  ,
is independent of t for such a state. By considering functions of R we can
further show that the probability distribution Prob(R < x|Ψ) is independent
of time. In a stationary state the averages and probabilities of all dynamical
variables are independent of time, whereas a constant of motion has its average
and probabilities independent of time for all states.
Further consequences can be deduced for a constant of motion in a
stationary state. If [K, H] = 0 then Theorem 5 of Sec. 1.3 implies that the
two operators possess a complete set of common eigenvectors. Since the eigenvectors of H describe stationary states, this means that it is possible to prepare
stationary states in which both the energy and the dynamical variable
described by K have unique values without statistical dispersion. The eigenvalues of such constants of motion are very useful in classifying stationary
states.

Further reading for Chapter 3
The principal sources for this chapter are T. F. Jordan (1969) and (1975).
Problems
3.1 Space is invariant under the scale transformation x → x = ec x, where
c is a parameter. The corresponding unitary operator may be written
as e−icD , where D is the dilation generator. Determine the commutator
[D, P] between the generators of dilation and space displacements. (Not
all of the laws of physics are invariant under dilation, so this symmetry
is less common than displacements or rotations.)
3.2 Use the Jacobi identity to show that there are no multiples of the identity to be added to the commutators [Pα , Pβ ], [Gα , Gβ ], and [Jα , H].
3.3 Prove the following identity, in which A and B are operators, and x is
a parameter:
exA B e−xA = B + [A, B]x +

[A, [A, B]]x2
[A, [A, [A, B]]]x3
+
+ ···
2
6

Problems

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
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Prove that eA+B = eA eB e− 2 [A,B] , provided the operators A and B
satisfy [A, [A, B]] = [B, [A, B]] = 0.
Verify the identity [AB, C] = A[B, C] + [A, C]B.
Verify that the operator Q×P satisﬁes Eqs. (3.35c,d,e) when it is substituted for J.
The unitary operator U (v) = exp(iv·G) describes the instantaneous
(t = 0) eﬀect of a transformation to a frame of reference moving at the
velocity v with respect to the original reference frame. Its eﬀects on
the velocity and position operators are:
U VU −1 = v − vI , U QU −1 = Q .
Find an operator Gt such that the unitary operator U (v, t) =
exp(iv·Gt ) will yield the full Galilei transformation:
U VU −1 = V − vI , U QU −1 = Q − vtI .

Verify that Gt satisﬁes the same commutation relation with P, J, and
H as does G.
3.8 Calculate the position operator in the Heisenberg picture, QH (t), for a
free particle.
3.9 Use the equation of motion for a state operator ρ(t) to show that a pure
state cannot evolve into a nonpure state, and vice versa.
3.10 If the Hamiltonian is of the form H = H0 +H1 , the so-called interaction
picture may be obtained by the following transformation of the states
and dynamical variables of the Schrödinger picture:
(
)
|ΨI (t) = exp i (t − t0 )H0 |Ψs (t) ,
(
)
(
)
ρI (t)
= exp i (t − t0 )H0 ρs (t)exp − i (t − t0 )H0 ,
(
(
)
)
RI (t) = exp i (t − t0 )H0 Rs exp − i (t − t0 )H0 .
Find the equation of motion for the state vector |ΨI (t) and the state
operator ρI (t), and show that their time dependence is due only to the
“interaction” term H1 . Show that the time dependence of the average
of the observable represented by the operator R, Rt , is the same in
the interaction picture as in the Schrödinger or Heisenberg pictures.
3.11 The Kronecker product of two matrices, M = A⊗B, is deﬁned in terms
of their matrix elements as Mαγ,βδ = Aαβ Bγδ , the rows of M being
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labeled by the pair αγ and its columns being labeled by βδ. Show that
the traces of the matrices satisfy the relation TrM = (TrA)(TrB).
3.12 If the Hamiltonian of a two-component system is of the form H =
H1 ⊗ I + I ⊗ H2 (i.e. no interaction between the components), show
that the time development operator has the form U (t) = U1 (t) ⊗ U2 (t),
where U1 (t) = exp(−itH1 /) and U2 (t) = exp(−itH2 /).

Chapter 4

Coordinate Representation and
Applications

4.1 Coordinate Representation
To form a representation of an abstract linear vector space, one chooses a
complete orthonormal set of basis vectors {|ui} and represents an arbitrary

vector |ψ by its expansion coeﬃcients {ci }, where |ψ = i ci |ui . The array
of coeﬃcients ci = ui |ψ can be regarded as a column vector (possibly of
inﬁnite dimension), provided the basis set is discrete.
Coordinate representation is obtained by choosing as the basis set the
eigenvectors {|x} of the position operator (3.36). Since this is a continuous set, the expansion coeﬃcients deﬁne a function of a continuous variable,
x|ψ = ψ(x). It is a matter of taste whether one says that the set of functions
forms a representation of the vector space, or that the vector space consists of
the functions ψ(x).
The action of an operator A on the function space is related to its action
on the abstract vector space by the rule
Aψ(x) = x|A|ψ, where ψ(x) = x|ψ .

(4.1)

For simplicity of notation we use the same symbol for the corresponding
operators on the abstract vector space and on the function space. Application of (4.1) to the position operator Qα , and using (3.36), yields x|Qα |ψ
= xα x|ψ, so the action of the position operator in function space is merely
to multiply by the position coordinate,
Qα ψ(x) = xα ψ(x) .

(4.2)

The form of the momentum operator is determined from its role as the
generator of displacements, exp(−ia·P/)|x = |x + a, (3.40). (The constant
 was introduced at the end of Sec. 3.4.) Thus we have
97
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* 

 +


i
x + a|ψ = x exp
a·P  ψ

* 
 +


i
= x  1 + a·P  ψ + O(a2 ) .

Therefore, according to 4.1, we have
ψ(x + a) = ψ(x) +




i
a·P ψ(x) + O(a2 ) .


Comparing this with the Taylor series in a for ψ(x + a) then yields
P = −i∇,

Pα = −i

∂
∂xα

(4.3)

as the form of the momentum operator in coordinate representation.
It should be noted that the second expression in (4.3) is valid only in
rectangular coordinates. The momentum conjugate to an arbitrary generalized coordinate q is, in general, not represented by −i∂/∂q. This may
be illustrated by expressing the scalar operator P·P = −2 ∇2 in spherical
coordinates and writing it in the form P·P = (Pr )2 + L2 r−2 , where the operator Pr involves ∂/∂r and the operator L2 involves ∂/∂θ and ∂/∂φ. In this way
we obtain Pr = −ir−1 (∂/∂r)r. The apparently privileged status of the rectangular components of the momentum operator is due to their role as generators
of symmetry transformations of space. The commutation relation [x, Px ] = i
is satisﬁed by any operator of the form Px = −i[g(x)]−1 (∂/∂x)g(x). But the
space is invariant under the displacement x → x + a, and so the generator Px
of that transformation should also be form-invariant under x → x + a. Hence
we must take g(x) = 1. No such argument can be made for an arbitrary generalized coordinate. In particular, for the radial coordinate r the transformation
r → r + a is not a symmetry of space, since it would tear a hole at the origin.
Thus there is no reason to expect Pr to have the simple form −i∂/∂r.
4.2 The Wave Equation and Its Interpretation
The equation of motion for a pure state has the form H|Ψ(t) = i(d/dt)
|Ψ(t). The most general form of the Hamiltonian H for a spinless particle,
given by (3.60), is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy operators. If
there is no vector potential (and hence no magnetic ﬁeld), the kinetic energy
operator for a particle of mass M is P·P/2M = (−2 /2M )∇2 . For a particle in the scalar potential W (x), the equation of motion in the coordinate
representation is Schrödinger’s wave equation,
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∂
−2 2
∇ + W (x) Ψ(x, t) = i Ψ(x, t) .
2M
∂t
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(4.4)

Because (4.4) has the mathematical form of a wave equation, it is very
tempting to interpret the wave function Ψ(x, t) as a physical ﬁeld or “wave”
propagating in real three-dimensional space. Moreover, it may seem plausible
to assume that a wave ﬁeld is associated with a particle, and even that a
particle may be identiﬁed with a wave packet solution of (4.4). To forestall
such misinterpretations we shall immediately generalize (4.4) to many-particle
systems.
Coordinate representation for a system of N particles is obtained by
choosing as basis vectors the common eigenvectors of the position operators
Q(1) , Q(2) , . . . , Q(N ) . As was discussed in Sec. 3.5, these eigenvectors have the
product form |x(1) , . . . , x(N )  = |x(1)  ⊗ · · · |x(N ) . The state vector |Ψ is then
represented by a “wave” function of many variables,
x(1) , . . . , x(N ) |Ψ = Ψ(x(1) , . . . , x(N ) ) .

(4.5)

The Hamiltonian is the sum of the single particle kinetic and potential
energies plus the interparticle interaction V (x(1) , . . . , x(N ) ). Thus the equation of motion becomes
!
N
N
−2 2
(n)
(1)
(N )
∇n +
W (x ) + V (x , . . . , x ) Ψ(x(1) , . . . , x(N ) , t)
2M
n
n=1
n=1
= i

∂
Ψ(x(1) , . . . , x(N ) , t) .
∂t

(4.6)

The N -particle equation (4.6) does not admit some of the interpretations
that may have seemed plausible for (4.4). If a physical wave ﬁeld were
associated with a particle, or if a particle were identiﬁed with a wave packet,
then corresponding to N interacting particles there should be N interacting
waves in ordinary three-dimensional space. But according to (4.6) that is not
the case; instead there is one “wave” function in an abstract 3N -dimensional
conﬁguration space. The misinterpretation of Ψ as a physical wave in ordinary
space is possible only because the most common applications of quantum
mechanics are to one-particle states, for which conﬁguration space and
ordinary space are isomorphic.
The correct interpretation of Ψ is as a statistical state function, a function
from which probability distributions for all observables may be calculated. In
particular, Eq. (2.30) implies that |Ψ(x(1) , . . . , x(N ) )|2 is the probability density
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Fig. 4.1 Expected results of a coincidence experiment according to interpretations (a),
(b), and (c) discussed in the text.

in conﬁguration space for particle 1 being at the position x(1) , particle 2 being
at x(2) , . . . and particle N being at x(N ) .
The need for a purely statistical interpretation of the wave function can
be demonstrated by the experiment shown schematically in Fig. 4.1, in which
particles are directed at a semitransparent, semireﬂecting barrier, with
transmitted and reﬂected particles being counted by detectors D1 and D2 ,
respectively. The potential W (x) of the barrier is such that an incident
wave packet [a solution of (4.4)] is divided into distinct transmitted and
reﬂected wave packets. [Such a potential is easy to construct in one dimension.
Schiﬀ (1968), pp. 106–9, shows a series of computer-generated images of the
development of the two wave packets.] For simplicity of analysis we assume
that the integrated intensities of the two wave packets are equal.
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We shall suppose that the action of the source S can be described by
the emission of identical, normalized wave packets at random times, at an
average rate of r per second, but no more than one in a small interval ∆t. The
probability of an emission in any particular interval of duration ∆t is p = r∆t.
In every such interval each of the detectors may or may not record a count.
If both D1 and D2 record counts in a particular interval, then the coincidence
counter C12 also records a count. We shall now examine the results to be
expected in three diﬀerent interpretations.
(a) Suppose that the wave packet is the particle. Then since each packet
is divided in half, according to the solution of (4.4), the two detectors will
always be simultaneously triggered by the two portions of the divided wave
packet. Thus the records of D1 , D2 , and C12 will be identical, as shown in (a)
of Fig. 4.1.
(b) Suppose the wave function of (4.4) is a physical ﬁeld in ordinary space,
but one that is not directly observable. However, it leads to observable eﬀects
through a stochastic inﬂuence on the detectors, the probability of a detector
recording a count being proportional to the integral of |Ψ(x, t)|2 over the active
volume of the detector. Since the emission probability within an interval ∆t is
p = r∆t, and since the wave packet divides equally between the transmitted
and reﬂected components, the probability of D1 recording a count during an
interval ∆t is p/2, as is also the probability for D2 . If the two detectors (and
hence also the two wave packets) are suﬃciently far apart, the triggering of
D1 and of D2 should be independent events. Therefore the probability of a
coincidence will be
p2
c=
,
(4.7)
4
as shown in (b) of Fig. 4.1.
(c) Suppose, ﬁnally, that the object emitted by the source S is a single particle,
and that |Ψ(x, t)|2 is the probability per unit volume that at time t the particle
will be located within some small volume about the point x. Since the particle
cannot be in two places at once, the triggering of D1 and of D2 at the same
time t are mutually exclusive events. Thus the probability of a coincidence will
be zero, as shown in (c) of Fig. 4.1.
Although this experiment is practicable and of considerable importance
for the interpretation of quantum mechanics, it does not seem to have ever
been performed for electrons or any massive particle. However, an analogous
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experiment has been done for photons by Clauser (1974), and the result is
consistent only with interpretation (c).
4.3 Galilei Transformation of Schrödinger’s Equation
Because the requirement of invariance under space–time symmetry transformations was used in Ch. 3 to derive the basic operators and equations of
quantum mechanics, there is no doubt that the form of Schrödinger’s equation
must be invariant under those transformations. Nevertheless it is useful to
explicitly demonstrate the invariance of (4.4) under Galilei transformations,
and to exhibit the nontrivial transformation undergone by the wave function.
For simplicity we shall treat only one spatial dimension. Let us consider
two frames of reference: F with coordinates x and t, and F  with coordinates
x and t . F  is moving uniformly with velocity v relative to F , so that
x = x + vt ,

t = t .

(4.8)

The potential energy is given by W (x, t) in F , and by W  (x , t ) in F  , with
W  (x , t ) = W (x, t) .

(4.9)

In F  the Schrödinger equation (4.4) has the form
∂   
−2 ∂ 2 Ψ
 
  
Ψ (x , t ) ,
 2 + W (x )Ψ (x , t ) = i
2M ∂x
∂t

(4.10)

where Ψ (x , t ) is the wave function in F  . In F the wave function will be
Ψ(x, t), and the equation that it satisﬁes must be determined by substitution
of (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.10). If it turns out to be of the same form as (4.10),
only expressed in terms of unprimed variables, then we will have demonstrated
the invariance of the Schrödinger equation under Galilei transformations.
The probability density at a point in space–time must be the same in the
two frames of reference (since the Jacobian of the transformation between
coordinate systems is 1),
|Ψ(x, t)|2 = |Ψ (x , t )|2 ,

(4.11)

Ψ(x, t) = eif Ψ (x , t ) ,

(4.12)

and hence we must have

where f is a real function of the coordinates. The diﬀerential operators
transform as
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
=
,
=
+v
,
(4.13)


∂x
∂x
∂t
∂t
∂x
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so the substitution of (4.9) and (4.12) into (4.10) yields


−2 ∂ 2 Ψ
 ∂f
∂Ψ
−
v
+
W
Ψ
+
i
2
2M ∂x
M ∂x
∂x
!


2
i2 ∂ 2 f
2 ∂f
∂f
∂f
∂Ψ
+
+
− v
−
Ψ = i
2
2M ∂x
2M ∂x
∂x
∂t
∂t

(4.14)

It will be possible for this equation to reduce to
∂
−2 ∂ 2 Ψ
+ W (x)Ψ(x, t) = i Ψ(x, t)
(4.15)
2M ∂x2
∂t
only if there exists a real function f (x, t) such that all of the extra terms vanish
from (4.14). Thus three conditions must be satisﬁed:


2M



 ∂f
−v = 0,
M ∂x

(4.16a)

∂2f
= 0,
∂x2

(4.16b)

∂f
∂x

2

−v

∂f
∂f
−
= 0.
∂x
∂t

(4.16c)

The ﬁrst two conditions are both satisﬁed by f = M vx/ + g(t), where g(t)
is an arbitrary function. The third condition then yields
M vx − 12 M v 2 t
,
(4.17)

apart from an irrelevant constant term. That one function could be found to
satisfy all three conditions was possible only because of the Galilean-invariant
quality of the Schrödinger equation. For a more general diﬀerential equation
it would not necessarily have been possible.
Levy–Leblond (1976) has pointed out that these results resolve a minor
paradox. If the potential W is identically zero, the solution of (4.10) is
f (x, t) =





Ψ (x , t ) = ei(kx −ωt ) .

(4.18)

This is an eigenfunction of both the momentum and energy operators, with
eigenvalues P = k and E = ω = 2 k 2 /2M . Now Eq. (4.18) has the form
of a wave with wavelength λ = 2π/k, so we obtain Louis de Broglie’s relation
between momentum and wavelength,
P =

2π
.
λ

(4.19)
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Upon transforming between the relatively moving frames F  and F , the
wavelength of an ordinary wave is unchanged, as can be demonstrated from
the relation between the wave amplitudes in F and F  ,
a(x, t) = a (x , t ) = a (x − vt, t) .

(4.20)

But the momentum undergoes the transformation P → P + M v. Thus it
appears as if the de Broglie relation (4.19) is incompatible with Galilean
invariance.
The paradox is resolved by the fact that the Schrödinger wave function is
not a classical wave amplitude, and the familiar properties of wave propagation
do not necessarily apply to it. In particular, it does not satisfy (4.20), but
rather (4.12). When applied to the particular function (4.18), the latter yields
Ψ(x, t) = eif (x,t) Ψ (x − vt, t)


i (k + M v)2
i
t ,
= exp (k + M v)x −


2M
which is in perfect agreement with the transformation of momentum under
a Galilei transformation, k → k + M v. Thus the particle momentum
transforms exactly as expected. The wavelength of Ψ is able to transform
and to maintain the relation (4.19) precisely because Ψ is not a wave in the
ordinary classical sense.
4.4 Probability Flux
For a one-particle state
the probability of the particle being located within

a region Ω is equal to Ω |Ψ(x, t)|2 d3 x. The rate of change of this probability
can be calculated from the rate of change of Ψ as given by (4.4),


 
∂
∂Ψ∗
∗
3
∗ ∂Ψ
Ψ Ψd x =
Ψ
+Ψ
d3 x
∂t Ω
∂t
∂t
Ω

i
=
(Ψ∗ ∇2 Ψ − Ψ∇2 Ψ∗ ) d3 x
2M Ω

i
=
div(Ψ∗ ∇Ψ − Ψ∇Ψ∗) d3 x .
2M Ω
Since the region Ω is arbitrary, this implies a continuity equation,
∂
|Ψ(x, t)|2 + div J(x, t) = 0 ,
∂t

(4.21)
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where
−i ∗
(Ψ ∇Ψ − Ψ∇Ψ∗ )
2M

=
Im(Ψ∗ ∇Ψ)
M

J(x, t) =

(4.22a)

is the probability ﬂux vector.
Expressing Ψ in terms of its real amplitude and phase, Ψ(x, t) = A(x, t)
exp[iS(x, t)/], we obtain another useful form for the ﬂux,
J(x, t) =

A2 ∇S
.
M

(4.22b)

Applying the divergence theorem, which relates the volume integral of the
divergence of a vector to the surface integral of the vector, we obtain


∂
2 3
|Ψ(x, t)| d x = −  J(x, t) · ds ,
(4.23)
∂t Ω
σ
where σ is the bounding surface of Ω. The rate of decrease of probability
for the particle to be within Ω is equal to the net outward ﬂux through the
surface σ.
The probability ﬂux vector can be expressed conveniently in terms of the
velocity operator (3.54), V = P/M = (−i/M )∇:
J(x, t) = Re[Ψ∗ (x, t)VΨ(x, t)] .

(4.24)


If the state function is normalized so that |Ψ|2 d3 x ≡ Ψ|Ψ = 1, then the
integral of J(x, t) over all conﬁguration space is equal to the average velocity
in the state

J(x, t) d3 x = Ψ|V|Ψ .
Since (4.4) omits any vector potential, the expressions (4.22) for the
probability ﬂux vector are valid only if there is no magnetic ﬁeld. However,
we shall see in Ch. 11 that (4.24) remains correct in the presence of magnetic
ﬁelds.
Example (i). Consider the state function Ψ = Ceik·x , which is an
eigenfunction of the momentum operator (4.3). The probability ﬂux vector,
J = |C|2 k/M , is equal to the probability density |C|2 multiplied by the
velocity. This is analogous to hydrodynamics, in which the ﬂuid ﬂux is equal
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to the density of the ﬂuid multiplied by its velocity. However this simple
interpretation applies only to quantum states that have a unique velocity.
Example (ii). Consider next the superposition state
Ψ = C1 exp(ik1 · x) + C2 exp(ik2 · x) .
The corresponding probability ﬂux vector is
J=

,
|C1 |2 k1 + |C2 |2 k2 + (k1 + k2 )
M

× {Re(C1 C2∗ ) cos[(k1 − k2 )·x] − Im(C1 C2∗ ) sin[(k1 − k2 )·x]} .
In general the ﬂux is not additive over the terms of a superposition state,
although an exception to this rule occurs if k1 = −k2 .
4.5 Conditions on Wave Functions
The equations of continuity, (4.21) and (4.23), require that the probability
ﬂux J(x, t) be continuous across any surface, since otherwise the surface would
contain sources or sinks. Although this condition applies to all surfaces,
implying that J(x, t) must be everywhere continuous, its practical applications
are mainly to surfaces separating regions in which the potential has diﬀerent
analytic forms.
Let us consider the constraint on Ψ imposed by continuity of J. The wave
function Ψ = C exp(ik · x) has associated with it a ﬂux vector J = |C|2 k/M .
Continuity of J would seem to allow discontinuities in C and k provided the
product |C|2 k remained constant. More generally, continuity of (4.22a) would
seem to permit compensating
 discontinuities in Ψ and ∇Ψ. But if we insist
on maintaining the relation (∂Ψ/∂x) dx = Ψ, then a jump discontinuity in
Ψ of magnitude ∆ at x = x0 implies a singular contribution of ∆δ(x − x0 ) to
∂Ψ/∂x. Therefore we need to require continuity of both Ψ and ∇Ψ in order
to keep J(x, t) continuous.
An exception occurs if the potential is inﬁnite in some region, which is
therefore forbidden to the particle. Consider the simplest example of such a
potential in one dimension: W (x) = 0 for |x| < 1, W (x) = +∞ for |x| > 1.
In the forbidden region, |x| > 1, one must have Ψ(x) = 0. The solution
to the Schrödinger equation in the allowed region, |x| < 1, must match at the
boundaries to the necessary result in the forbidden region. Since the diﬀerential
equation is second order in spatial derivatives, one may impose two boundary
conditions, usually chosen to be Ψ = 0 at x = ±1. But it is not possible to
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also impose the vanishing of ∂Ψ/∂x at x = ±1, and it is easy to verify that no
solutions exist for which both Ψ and ∂Ψ/∂x vanish at the boundaries.
This situation can be better understood by considering the inﬁnite potential
as the limit of a ﬁnite potential: W (x) = 0 for |x| < 1, W (x) = V∞ for
|x| > 1. The bound states in this potential are the stationary state solutions of
the Schrödinger equation, satisfying (−2 /2M )∂ 2 Ψ/∂x2 + W (x)Ψ = EΨ with
E > 0. Because the equation is invariant under the substitution x → −x, it
follows that if Ψ(x) is a solution then Ψ(−x) is also a solution for the same
E. So are the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations, Ψ(x) ± Ψ(−x), and
hence all linearly independent solutions can be found by considering only even
and odd functions.
For simplicity we shall treat only the symmetric case. For |x| ≤ 1 an even
solution has the form Ψ(x) = A cos(kx), with E = 2 k 2 /2M . For |x| ≥ 1
it has the form Ψ(x) = Be−α|x| , with 2 α2 /2M = V∞ − 2 k 2 /2M . The
condition that Ψ(x) be continuous at x = ±1 implies that A/B = e−α / cos(k).
The continuity of ∂Ψ/∂x at x = ±1 implies that Ak sin(k) = Bαe−α , which
simpliﬁes to k tan(k) = α. The solution of this latter equation determines
the allowed values of k, and hence allowed values of the bound state energy
E. The lowest energy wave function is shown in Fig. 4.2 for several values
of V∞ . (The particular values chosen correspond to k approaching π/2 from
below through equal increments of π/40.) It is apparent that in the limit
V∞ → ∞ the function Ψ(x) develops a cusp at x = 1. Thus Ψ(x) remains
continuous, but its derivative becomes discontinuous in the limit V∞ → ∞.
However the vanishing of Ψ at the inﬁnite potential step is suﬃcient to ensure
the continuity and vanishing of the probability ﬂux J. Thus the same physical
principle, continuity of the probability ﬂux, governs this limiting case.
Consider next the behavior at a singular point, assumed for convenience to
be the origin of coordinates. Let S be a small sphere of radius r surrounding
the singularity. The probability that the particle is inside S must be ﬁnite.
Suppose that Ψ = u/rα , where
 u is a smooth function that does not vanish at
r = 0. Then we must have |Ψ|2 d3 r convergent at the origin, which implies
that α < 3/2.
.
The net outward ﬂow through the surface S is F = S J·dS. It must vanish
in the limit r → 0, since otherwise the origin would be a point source or sink.
Now if Ψ = u/rα , one has ∂Ψ/∂r = r−α ∂u/∂r − αur−α−1 . The second term
does not contribute to the ﬂux (4.22), so we obtain

  

−i
∂u
∂u∗
F = r2−2α
 u∗
−u
dΩ ,
2M
∂r
∂r
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Fig. 4.2 Bound state wave functions in a step potential: W (x) = 0, |x| < 1; W (x) = V∞ ,
|x| > 1; with an expanded view near the step at x = 1. The curves (from top to bottom at
x = 1) correspond to V∞ = 9.48, 16.54, 32.7, 81.7, 361.7, and ∞. (Units:  = 2M = 1.)

where the integration is over solid angle. If the integral does not vanish, then
we must have α < 1 in order for F to vanish in the limit r → 0. This is
a stronger condition than that derived from the probability density. But if
u(r) is real, or if the above integral vanishes for any other reason, then this
argument does not yield a useful condition.
Since |Ψ|2 is a probability density, it must vanish suﬃciently rapidly at
inﬁnity so that its integral over
 all conﬁguration space is convergent and equal
to 1. The requirement that |Ψ|2 d3 x ≡ Ψ|Ψ = 1 is equivalent to asserting
that Ψ lies in Hilbert space (see Sec. 1.4).
The conditions that we have discussed apply to wave functions Ψ(x)
which represent physically realizable states, but they need not apply to the
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eigenfunctions of operators that represent observables. Those eigenfunctions,
χ(x), which play the role of ﬁlter functions in computing probabilities
(see Sec. 2.4), are only required to lie in the extended space, Ω× , of the
rigged-Hilbert-space triplet (Ω ⊂ H ⊂ Ω× ). As was shown in Sec. 1.4, a
function χ(x) belongs to Ω× if χ|φ ≡ χ∗ (x) φ(x)d3 x is well deﬁned for all
φ(x) in the nuclear space Ω. Since | χ|Ψ|2 is to be interpreted as a probability
(2.28) or probability density (2.30), and so should be well deﬁned, it has been
suggested that Ψ be restricted to the nuclear space Ω, rather than merely to
the Hilbert space H. In many cases this would amount to requiring that Ψ
should vanish at inﬁnity more rapidly than any inverse power of the distance,
for example like exp(−c|x|). We shall see that the common examples of bound
states do indeed satisfy that condition; however, it is not known whether the
condition is satisﬁed for all physically realizable states.
4.6 Energy Eigenfunctions for Free Particles
The calculation of energy eigenfunctions for free particles provides a
good illustration of the rigged-Hilbert-space formalism. The energy eigenvalue
equation for a free particle, H|Ψ = E|Ψ, becomes
−2 2
∇ Ψ(x) = EΨ(x)
2M

(4.25)

when expressed in the coordinate representation. The solutions of this equation
are well known. By separating variables in rectangular coordinates, we obtain
a set of solutions of the form
Ψk = eik·x .

(4.26)

By separating variables in spherical polar coordinates, we obtain another set
of solutions (linearly dependent on the ﬁrst),
Ψk3m = j3 (kr)Y3m (θ, φ) ,

(4.27)

where j3 (kr) is a spherical Bessel function and Y3m (θ, φ) is a spherical harmonic,
with B = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and m = −B, −B + 1, . . . , B. The energy eigenvalue is
E=

2 k 2
.
2M

(4.28)

The problem is that these are mathematically valid solutions of (4.25)
for all complex values of k, and hence all complex values of E. (Solutions
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for noninteger and complex values of B and m also exist, but they are
excluded by the theory of angular momentum in Ch. 6, and so will not be
considered.) Moreover, one cannot
select the acceptable solutions by imposing

2 3
the normalization criterion, |Ψ| d x = 1, because the integral is divergent
in all cases. Evidently none of the superabundant solutions belong to Hilbert
space.
Let us now consider the problem within the broader framework of a
rigged-Hilbert-space triplet (Ω ⊂ H ⊂ Ω× ). The nuclear space Ω is chosen
to be the set of functions {φ(x)} which satisfy an inﬁnite set of conditions:
that |φ(x)|2 (1 + r2 )n d3 x be convergent for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (Here r = |x|
is the radial distance.) The Hilbert space H consists of the larger set of
functions that need only satisfy this condition for the single case
 of n = 0. The
extended space Ω× consists of those functions χ(x) such that χ∗ (x)φ(x) d3 x
is convergent for all φ in Ω. Clearly Ω consists of functions that vanish at
inﬁnity more rapidly that any inverse power of r, whereas Ω× contains
functions that may be unbounded at inﬁnity provided that their divergence
is no more rapid than some arbitrary power of r.
The solutions (4.26) and (4.27) are bounded at inﬁnity if the components
of k are all real, and so Ψk and Ψk3m belong to Ω× in this case. But if any
component of k is not real, then Ψk (x) will diverge exponentially at large
distances for some directions of x. Similarly, if k is not real, then j3 (kr) will
diverge exponentially for large r. Such functions do not belong to Ω× , and
hence they are excluded. Thus we have determined that k must be real, and
so the energy (4.28) of a free particle must be nonnegative.
4.7 Tunneling
One of the most striking illustrations of the qualitative diﬀerence between
quantum mechanics and classical mechanics is the phenomenon of tunneling of
a particle through a region in which the potential energy function exceeds the
total energy of the particle. This would be impossible according to classical
mechanics.
We shall consider the simplest example of tunneling through a onedimensional rectangular potential barrier.
W (x) = 0 ,
= V0 ,
= 0,

x < 0,
0 < x < a,
a < x.

(4.29)
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If the energy is E, then the wave function Ψ(x) must be a solution of
−2 d2 Ψ
+ W (x) Ψ(x) = E Ψ(x) .
2M dx2

(4.30)

We shall consider only the case of 0 < E < V0 , for which crossing through
the barrier would be classically forbidden. The solution of (4.30) is of the form
Ψ(x) = A1 eikx + B1 e−ikx ,
Ψ(x) = C eβx + D e−βx ,

x ≤ 0,

0 ≤ x ≤ a,

Ψ(x) = A2 eikx + B2 e−ikx ,

a ≤ x.

(4.31a)
(4.31b)
(4.31c)

Here 2 k 2 /2M = E and 2 β 2 /2M = V0 − E. The probability ﬂux (4.22) of
this wave function does not vanish at inﬁnity, and so we must imagine that
there are distant sources and sinks, not described by (4.30), and that (4.30)
really describes the propagation of a particle within some ﬁnite region of space
between the distant sources and sinks.
The three pairs of unknown constants are restricted by two pairs of
equations that impose continuity of Ψ and dΨ/dx at x = 0 and at x = a.
These can most conveniently be written in matrix form. At x = 0 we obtain


 
 
1 , 1
A1
1 , 1
C
=
B1
ik , −ik
β , −β
D
and at x = a we obtain
 βa
    ika


e
, e−βa
, e−ika
C
e
A2
=
.
βeβa , −βe−βa
ikeika , −ike−ika
B2
D
For brevity let us write these two equations as


 
A1
C
= [M2 ]
,
[M1 ]
B1
D
 


C
A2
[M3 ]
= [M4 ]
.
D
B2

(4.32)
(4.33)

The transmission and reﬂection characteristics of the potential barrier are given
by the transfer matrix [P ], deﬁned by




A1
A2
= [P ]
,
B1
B2
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with
[P ] = [M1 ]−1 [M2 ] [M3 ]−1 [M4 ] .

(4.34)

The elements of the transfer matrix are



1
β
k
P11 = eika cosh(βa) + i sinh(βa)
−
,
2
k
β


1
β
k
+
,
P12 = i e−ika sinh(βa)
2
k
β


k
1
β
+
,
P21 = − i eika sinh(βa)
2
k
β



1
β
k
−
.
P22 = e−ika cosh(βa) − i sinh(βa)
2
k
β
This transfer matrix method can obviously be generalized to calculate the
transmission through any series of potential wells and barriers in one dimension.
There will always be one more pair of constants than the number of
equation pairs. The two remaining constants must be determined by the
boundary conditions that describe the conﬁguration of the distant sources and
sinks. The terms in Ψ(x) proportional to A1 and B2 describe, respectively,
ﬂux incident from the left and from the right. If there is a source on the left
but no source on the right of the potential barrier, then we must have B2 = 0.
The transmitted ﬂux on the right (x > a) is |A2 |2 k/M . The ﬂux on the left
(x < 0) is (|A1 |2 − |B1 |2 ) k/M , with the ﬁrst term being the incident ﬂux
and the second term being the reﬂected ﬂux. We deﬁne the reﬂection coeﬃcient
R as

 2 
 B1 
 P21 2




R=  =
(4.35)
A1
P11 
and the transmission coeﬃcient T as

 2 
 A2 
 1 2

 .


T =  =
A1
P11 

(4.36)

Flux conservation implies that R + T = 1, and indeed this can be veriﬁed from
the speciﬁc form of [P ] in (4.34).
Some examples of tunneling wave functions are shown in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b.
Contrary to the qualitative sketches that are sometimes seen, the behavior of
Ψ(x) inside the barrier is not simply an exponential decay. In Fig. 4.3a the real
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Fig. 4.3a Tunneling wave function for particle energy E = 0.16. The potential barrier is
V0 = 1.0, 0 < x < 1. (Units:  = 2M = 1.)

part of Ψ ﬁrst decreases, and then begins to increase. Figure 4.3b shows the
case E = V0 , for which Ψ(x) varies linearly with x. Nevertheless, |Ψ| always
decreases monotonically across the barrier.
The complex nature of Ψ(x) and the progressive increase of its phase are
essential for it to carry a nonzero ﬂux. The variation of the amplitude |Ψ|
for x < 0 is a consequence of interference between the incident and reﬂected
terms. The amplitude for x > a is, of course, constant. Since Ψ and dΨ/dx
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Fig. 4.3b Tunneling wave function for particle energy E = 1.0. The potential barrier is
V0 = 1.0, 0 < x < 1. (Units:  = 2M = 1.)

are continuous, so are |Ψ| and d|Ψ|/dx. Hence it is always the case that |Ψ|
has a zero slope at the exit surface of the barrier, which implies that the decay
can never be exactly exponential.
The transmission coeﬃcient (4.36) for this potential barrier is

−1
V02 [sinh (βa)]2
T = 1+
4E (V0 − E)

(4.37)
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Fig. 4.4 Natural logarithm of the transmission coeﬃcient versus the thickness of the barrier
for several energies. (Units:  = 2M = 1.)

with β 2 = (V0 − E)2M/2 . For βa  1 this reduces to

T ≈


4E(V0 − E) −2βa
e
V02

(4.38)

This exponential decrease of T with increasing barrier thickness a is evident
in Fig. 4.4. The nonexponential variation of T with the barrier thickness for
small a would be diﬀerent for diﬀerent forms of the barrier potential, but the
exponential variation for large values of a can be shown to be independent of
the detailed form of the potential.
The exponential dependence of (4.38) on distance has been experimentally
conﬁrmed in the phenomenon of vacuum tunneling (Binnig et al., 1982). The
energy of an electron inside a metal is lower than the energy of a free electron in
vacuum. Hence a narrow gap between a sharp metal tip and a metal plate acts
as a barrier potential through which electrons may tunnel. The diﬀerence
between the vacuum potential and the Fermi energy of an electron inside
the metal is called the work function, and it corresponds to the parameter
V0 − E = 2 β 2 /2M in our model. Thus the slope of log T versus a provides
a means of measuring the work funciton of the surface. Figure 4.5 illustrates
the veriﬁcation of the exponential distance dependence over four orders of
magnitude of T .
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Fig. 4.5 Tunnel resistance and current versus displacement of tip from surface. [From
G. Binnig et al. (1982), Physica 109 & 110B, 2075–7.]

The very sensitive dependence of the tunneling current on the distance
of the metal tip from the surface is utilized in the scanning tunneling
microscope, which is able to measure surface irregularities as small as 0.1
angstrom (10−9 cm) in height.

4.8 Path Integrals
The time evolution of a quantum state vector, |Ψ(t) = U (t, t0 )|Ψ(t0 ), can
be regarded as the propagation of an amplitude in conﬁguration space,

Ψ(x, t) = G(x, t; x , t0 ) Ψ(x , t0 )dx ,
(4.39)
where
G(x, t; x , t0 ) = x|U (t, t0 )|x 

(4.40)
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is often called the propagator. As well as giving an explicit solution to the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation, the propagator has a direct physical
interpretation. If at the initial time t0 the system were localized about the
point x , then the probability of ﬁnding it at the point x at a later time t would
be proportional to |G(x, t; x , t0 )|2 . (It is only proportional, rather than equal,
to that probability, because the position eigenvectors are not normalizable
state vectors.) Although we use the scalar symbol “x” to label a point in
conﬁguration space, and use one-dimensional examples for simplicity, all of
the equations can be simply generalized to a conﬁguration space of arbitrary
dimension.
R. P. Feynman(1948) showed that the propagator can be expressed as a sum
over all possible paths that connect the initial and ﬁnal states; however, our
derivation will not follow his. The ﬁrst step is to make use of the multiplicative
property of the time development operator,
U (tN , t1 ) = U (tN , tN −1 )U (tN −1 , tN −2 ) · · · U (t3 , t2 )U (t2 , t1 ) ,

(4.41)

with tN > tN −1 > · · · > t2 > t1 . It follows that the propagator can be
written as


G(x, t; x0 , t0 ) = · · · G(x, t; xN , tN ) · · · G(x2 , t2 ; x1 , t1 )
× G(x1 , t1 ; x0 , t0 ) dx1 · · · dxN .

(4.42)

The N -fold integration is equivalent to a sum over zigzag paths that connect
the initial point (x0 , t0 ) to the ﬁnal point (x, t), as shown in Fig. 4.6. If we now
pass to the limit of N → ∞ and ∆t → 0 (where ∆t = ti − ti−1 ), we will have

Fig. 4.6

Two paths from (x0 , t0 ) to (x, t).
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the propagator expressed as a sum (or, rather, as an integral) over all paths
that connect the initial point to the ﬁnal point.
To complete the derivation, we must obtain an expression for the propagator for a short time interval ∆t = ti − ti−1 :
G(x, ti ; x , ti−1 ) = x|U (ti , ti−1 )|x 
= x|e−iH∆t/ |x  .

(4.43)

(If the Hamiltonian H depends on t it may be evaluated at the midpoint of
the interval.) The Hamiltonian is the sum of kinetic and potential energy
operators, H = T + V , which do not commute. Nevertheless, we can write
eε(T +V ) = eεT eεV + 0(ε2 ) ,

(4.44)

where ε = i∆t/ is a very small number. The error term (which is proportional
to the commutator of T and V ) will become negligible in the limit ∆t → 0
because it is of the second order in ε. Thus (4.43) becomes
x|e−iH∆t/ |x  ≈ x|e−iT ∆t/ e−iV ∆t/ |x 


= x|e−iT ∆t/ |x e−iV (x )∆t/ ,

(4.45)

with the error of the approximatione vanishing in the limit ∆t → 0.
The kinetic energy factor of (4.45) can be evaluated by transforming to the
momentum representationf, where the operator is diagonal. Thus we obtain

x|e−iT ∆t/ |x  =
x|e−iT ∆t/ |p p|x  dp

=

2

x|pe−ip

= (2π)−1



∆t/2m

2

e−ip

p|x  dp

∆t/2m ip(x−x )/

e

dp .

(4.46)

Here we have used
x|p = (2π)−1/2 eipx/ ,

(4.47)

e The error estimates in our limiting processes have been treated very loosely. A rigorous
derivation is given in Ch. 1 of Schulman (1981).
f See Sec. 5.1 for the derivation of the momentum representation. The author apologizes for
this unavoidable forward reference.
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which is the one-dimensional version of Eq. (5.4). The Gaussian integral in
(4.46) is of a standard form,
 ∞
2
2
e−ay +by dy = (π/a)1/2 eb /4a ,
(4.48)
−∞

so (4.46) simpliﬁes to
x|e−iT ∆t/ |x  = {m/(i2π∆t)}1/2 exp



im(x − x )2
2∆t


.

(4.49)

We now take the limit of (4.42) as N , the number of vertices in the path,
becomes inﬁnite:

 %
N
G(x, t; x0 , t0 ) = lim
···
G(xj+1 , tj+1 ; xj , tj ) dx1 · · · dxN . (4.50)
N →∞

j=0

Here we denote x = xN +1 , t = tN +1 . Since ∆t becomes inﬁnitesimal in the
limit N → ∞, we may substitute (4.43), (4.45), and (4.49) into (4.50). Replacing the product of exponentials by the exponential of a sum, we then obtain

 /
m 0(N +1)/2
···
G(x, t; x0 , t0 ) = lim
N →∞
2πi∆t



N 
2
im(xj+1 − xj )
× exp 
− V (xj )  dx1 · · · dxN .
2∆t
j=0
(4.51)
The propagator is now explicitly expressed as an integral over all (N + 1)-step
paths from the initial point to the ﬁnal point. With a slight transformation,
the sum in the argument of the exponential can be interpreted as the Riemann
sum of an integral along the path, which remains well deﬁned in the continuum
limit (N → ∞):
i


N

∆t
j=0

m
2
i
→




xj+1 − xj
∆t



t

t0

1
m
2



2
− V (xj )
dx
dτ

2

− V (x)

dτ .

(4.52)

The integral on the right is over the path x = x(τ ), which is the continuum
limit of the (N +1)-step zigzag path. Now the integrand is just the Lagrangian
function of classical mechanics,
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1
m(ẋ)2 − V (x) ,
2
with ẋ = dx/dτ . The integral of L over the path x = x(τ ),

S[x(τ )] =
L(x, ẋ) dτ ,
L(x, ẋ) =

(4.53)

(4.54)

x(τ )

is the action associated with the path. Thus in the continuum limit the
quantum propagator is expressible as an integral over all possible classical
paths that connect the initial and ﬁnal points, the contribution of each path
having the phase factor exp(iS[x(τ )]/).
The result is often expressed in a disarmingly simple form:

(4.55)
G(x, t; x0 , t0 ) = eiS[x(τ )]/ d[x(τ )] ,
where the integral is a functional integration over all paths x = x(τ ) which
connect the initial point (x0 , t0 ) to the ﬁnal point (x, t). Some remarks about
this formula are in order.
(a) The class of paths to be included is very large, and includes some very
irregular paths. This is evident from the fact that xj = x(tj ) and xj+1
= x(tj + ∆t) were treated as independent variables of integration, regardless
of how small ∆t became.
(b) The measure d[x(τ )] over the set of all paths is diﬃcult to deﬁne in a
mathematically rigorous fashion. Furthermore, the convergence of the integral
is questionable, since the integrand has absolute value 1 for all paths. In
practice, to evaluate (4.55) we must revert to forms like (4.50) and (4.51),
which involve discrete approximations to the paths.
Classical limit of the path integral
The classical limit will be discussed in detail in Ch. 14, but it is useful
to brieﬂy consider its implications for the path integral formula. Roughly
speaking, we may expect classical mechanics to hold to a good approximation
when the classical action, S, is much larger than the quantum of action, .
Now, in that regime, the phase factor in (4.55) will be very sensitive to small
fractional changes in S due to small variations of the path, and so there will
be a high degree of cancellation in the integral. An exception occurs if the
action is stationary with respect to small variations of a particular path, in
which case all paths in a neighborhood of the path of stationary action will
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contribute to (4.55) with the same phase. Thus the integral will be dominated
by a narrow tube of paths.
The condition for S[x(τ )] to be stationary when the path suﬀers an
inﬁnitesimal variation, x(τ ) → x(τ ) + δx(τ ), is just Hamilton’s principle of
classical mechanics [see, for example, Goldstein (1980)], which leads to
Lagrange’s equation for the classical path. Thus, in the limit that the action
is large compared to , the path integral is dominated by the contribution of
the classical path. This fact is the basis for many useful approximations.
Imaginary time and statistical mechanics
If the Hamiltonian is independent of time then the propagator (4.40) can
be written as follows:
G(x, t; x , 0) = x|e−itH/ |x 
e−itEn / Ψn (x)Ψ∗n (x ) ,

=

(4.56)

n

where HΨn (x) = En Ψn (x). Substitution of t = −iβ then yields
G(x, −iβ; x , 0) =

e−βEn Ψn (x)Ψ∗n (x )
n

= ρβ (x, x ) .

(4.57)

This is the thermal density matrix, ρβ (x, x ) (coordinate representation of
the state operator), which describes the canonical ensemble for a system in
equilibrium with a heat reservoir at the temperature T , (β = 1/kT ). It is
the starting point for most systematic calculations in quantum statistical
mechanics.
In the limit β → ∞ (low temperature) the sum is dominated by the ground
state term, which allows us to extract the ground state energy and position
probability density from the diagonal part of the thermal density matrix,
ρβ (x, x) ≈ e−βE0 |Ψ0 (x)|2 .

(4.58)

Although none of these interesting relations require the path integral
formalism, it is possible to evaluate them by path integral summation. Let
t = −iu be an imaginary “time” variable. In terms of this imaginary time, the
classical Lagrangian becomes L = − 12 m(dx/du)2 − V (x), which has the same
form as the negative of the classical energy. Equation (4.55) then becomes an
integration over imaginary time paths,
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dx
du

2

!
+ V (x) du d[x(u)] .

(4.59)

This path integral has a major computational advantage over (4.55) in that
there are no subtle cancellations, since all contributions are real and positive.
Moreover, the path integral is expected to be convergent because paths of large
energy will make only an exponentially small contribution. Gerry and Kiefer
(1988) have used this method, along with (4.58), to calculate the ground state
energy and position probability density for several simple potentials, and their
results compare reasonably well with more accurate solutions obtained from
Schrödinger’s diﬀerential equation.
Discussion of the path integral method
The path integral method has few practical calculational uses in ordinary
quantum mechanics. There are some examples that can be solved by that
method, but the more traditional solutions, based on operator or diﬀerential
equation techniques, are usually simpler. Nevertheless, the path integral form
of quantum mechanics has some signiﬁcant merits.
The ﬁrst is its great generality. Although we have developed the method for
a one-dimensional conﬁguration space, it is obvious that for a system with n
degrees of freedom we would obtain very similar formulas involving a sum over
paths in n-dimensional conﬁguration space. The essence of the formula (4.55)
is a sum over all possible histories that can connect the initial and ﬁnal states
of the system. Each history carries the phase factor exp(iS/), where S is the
classical action associated with that particular history. The system need not
consist of particles, and need not have a ﬁnite number of degrees of freedom.
The system could be a ﬁeld, φ(x, t), in which case a history consists of any
continuous sequence of functions, {φ(x)}, arranged in a time order. It is clearly
impractical to sum over all such histories, each of which has inﬁnitely many
degrees of freedom. But it is possible to sum over a representative sample of
histories, and with the growth of computer power this is becoming a practical
technique.
Perhaps the most important consequence of the path integral formulation
is not its potential computational uses, but the point of view that it supports.
It is common to all formulations of quantum mechanics that the probability of
a process is given by the squared modulus of a complex amplitude. In the path
integral form it is clear that if a process can occur through two or more paths,
then the amplitudes along each path will generally interfere. Moreover, the
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phase associated with each partial amplitude is simply related to the action
along that path. Since path integrals are often dominated by the classically
allowed paths, it is often easy to gain insight into the essential features of an
experiment by summing the factor exp(iS/) over the classical paths.
Lastly, we raise the question of the physical status of the inﬁnity of
Feynman paths (as the possible histories are often called). Does the system
really traverse all paths simultaneously? Or does it sample all paths and
choose one? Or are these Feynman paths merely a computational device,
lacking any physical reality in themselves? In the case of imaginary time
path integrals it is clear that they are merely a computational device. This is
most likely also true for real time path integrals, although other opinions no
doubt exist.
Further reading for Chapter 4
Several detailed calculations of transmission through potential wells and
barriers are given by Draper (1979, 1980). The power of the transfer matrix
technique is illustrated by Walker and Gathright (1994), who also provide an
interactive Mathematica notebook.
Two good books about the path integral method are Feynman and Hibbs
(1965) and Schulman (1981). The former derives quantum mechanics from
path integrals; the latter derives path integrals from quantum theory. Both
contain many applications.
Problems
4.1 Show that the commutator of the momentum operator with a function
of the position operator is given by [f (x), Px ] = i ∂f /∂x.
4.2 Calculate the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for a particle in
one dimension conﬁned by the inﬁnite potential well: W (x) = 0 for
0 < x < a, otherwise W (x) = ∞. Calculate the matrices for the position and momentum operators, Q and P , using these eigenfunctions as
a basis.
4.3 The simplest model for the potential experienced by an electron at the
surface of a metal is a step:
W (x) = −V0

for x < 0 (inside the metal)

= 0 for x > 0 (outside the metal) .
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For an electron that approaches the surface from the interior, with
momentum k in the positive x direction, calculate the probability that
it will escape.
For a spherical potential of the form W (r) = C/r2 , obtain the
asymptotic form of the spherically symmetric solutions of the wave
equation in the neighborhood of r = 0, and hence determine the range
of C for which they are physically admissible.
For a spherical potential of the form W (r) = C/rn , n > 2, obtain
the asymptotic form of the spherically symmetric solutions of the wave
equation in the neighborhood of r = 0. For what range of n are they
physically admissible? Does the answer depend on the value of C?
The result (4.22) for the probability ﬂux J(x, t) is not uniquely determined by the continuity equation (4.21), since (4.21) is also satisﬁed
by J(x, t) + f (x, t), where div f (x, t) = 0 but f (x, t) is otherwise
arbitrary. Show that if the motion is only in one dimension this formal nonuniqueness has no eﬀect, and so the result (4.22) is practically
unique in this case.
Calculate the transmission and reﬂection coeﬃcients for an attractive
one-dimensional square well potential: W (x) = −V0 < 0 for 0 < x <
a; W (x) = 0 otherwise. Give a qualitative explanation for the vanishing
of the reﬂection coeﬃcient at certain energies.
Use the transfer matrix method to calculate the transmission coeﬃcient
for the system of two rectangular barriers shown, for energies in the
range 0 < E < V0 .

(a) Determine the condition on the state function Ψ(x) at the onedimensional deta function potential, W (x) = cδ(x). [Hint: this
can be done directly from the properties of the delta function;
alternatively the potential can be considered as the ε → 0 limit of
the ﬁnite potential: Wε (x) = c/ε for |x| < 12 ε, Wε (x) = 0 for
|x| > 12 ε.]
(b) Calculate the ground state of a particle in the one-dimensional
attractive potential W (x) = cδ(x) with c < 0.
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4.10 What is the action associated with the propagation of a free particle
along the classical path from (x1 , t1 ) to (x2 , t2 )? Use the result to
express the Feynman phase factor in Eq. (4.55) in terms of the de
Broglie wavelength.
4.11 Show, from its deﬁnition (4.40), that the propagator G(x, t; x , t0 ) is the
Green function of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,

 
∂
Hx − i
G(x, t; x , t0 ) = −iδ(x − x ) δ(t − t ) ,
∂t
where Hx is the Hamiltonian expressed as a diﬀerential operator in the
x representation. Calculate the propagator for a free particle by this
method.
4.12 Use the path integral method to calculate the propagator for a free
particle approximately, by including only the classical path. (Note: It
is not generally true that this approximation will always yield the exact
result.)

Chapter 5

Momentum Representation and
Applications

5.1 Momentum Representation
Momentum representation is obtained by choosing as basis vectors the
eigenvectors of the three components of the momentum operator,
Pα |p = pα |p (α = 1, 2, 3) .

(5.1)

Since the eigenvalues form a continuum, the orthonormality condition takes
the form
p|p  = δ(p − p ) ,
(5.2)
and the norm of an eigenvector is inﬁnite.
We must now determine the relation between the momentum eigenvectors
and the position eigenvectors by evaluating their inner product x|p. Using
(4.1) and (4.3), and writing the momentum eigenvector as p = k, we obtain
−i∇ x|k = x|P|k
= k x|k ,
which has the solution
x|k = c(k)eik·x .
The normalization factor c(k) is determined from (5.2):



δ(k − k ) = k|k  =
k|x x|k d3 x
= c∗ (k)c(k )



exp{i(k − k) · x}d3 x

= c∗ (k)c(k )(2π)3 δ(k − k ) ,
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whence c(k) = (2π)−3/2 . Thus (5.3) becomes
x|k = (2π)−3/2 eik·x .

(5.4)

The coordinate representation of a state vector |Ψ is a function of x,
x|Ψ = Ψ(x). In momentum representation, the same state vector is represented by

k|Ψ =
k|x x|Ψ d3 x
−3/2



= (2π)

e−ik·x Ψ(x)d3 x

= −3/2 Φ(k) .

(5.5)

Here Φ(k) = (2π)−3/2 e−ik·x Ψ(x)d3 x is the Fourier transform of Ψ(x).
Since the momentum operator Pα is diagonal in this representation, its
eﬀect is simply to multiply Φ(k) by the eigenvalue pα = kα . The eﬀect of
position operator Qα is

k|Qα |Ψ = (2π)−3/2 e−ik·x xα Ψ(x) d3 x
= −3/2 i

∂Φ(k)
.
∂kα

Thus in momentum representation the position operator is equivalent to
Qα = i

∂
∂
= i
.
∂kα
∂pα

(5.6)

The momentum eigenvectors have inﬁnite norm, and so do not belong to
Hilbert space. Although this does not really cause any diﬃculty, it is sometimes
avoided by the device of supposing space to be a large cube of side L, with
periodic boundary conditions imposed. If (5.3) is required to be periodic in xα ,
then the values of kα that are permitted by the boundary conditions will be
integer multiples of 2π/L. Hence there is one allowed k value for each (2π/L)3
of k space. We shall denote these “box” eigenvectors as |kL . They have unit
norm, and satisfy the orthonormality condition
k|k L = δk ,k ,

(5.7)

x|kL = L−3/2 eik·x .

(5.8)

L

so instead of (5.4) we have
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In the limit L → ∞ the results of the “box” method should agree with the
results for unbounded space. Now clearly (5.8) does not go into (5.4) in this
limit, but that is not necessary. What is required is that the average in state
|Ψ of some observable such as f (p) should have the same value according
to both methods of calculation. Now | p|Ψ|2 is the probability density in
momentum space, according to (2.30), so the ﬁrst method yields

f (p) = f (p)| p|Ψ|2 d3 p .
In the second (box) method, |L k|Ψ|2 is the probability that the momentum
takes on the discrete value k, where k is one of the values allowed by the
periodic boundary conditions. Hence
f (k)| k|Ψ|2 ,

f (p) =
k

where the sum is over the lattice of allowed values. As L becomes large the
allowed k values [one per (2π/L)3 of k space] become very dense, and if the
summand is a smooth function of k we may make the replacement
 3 

3 
L
L
3
d k=
d3 p
→
(5.9)
2π
2π
k

in the limit of large L. Comparison of (5.8) with (5.4) shows that

3
2π
|L k|Ψ|2 =
| k|Ψ|2 ,
L
and so the second method yields the same answer as the ﬁrst. We shall not
make much use of this “box normalization” technique, but it can be helpful if
the complications of a continuous eigenvalue spectrum and vectors of inﬁnite
norm are not essential to the physics of the problem.
5.2 Momentum Distribution in an Atom
According to the theory, the momentum probability distribution in the
state represented by |Ψ is

2


(5.10)
| p|Ψ|2 = (2π)−3  e−ik·x Ψ(x) d3 x ,
with k = p being the momentum of the particle. It is desirable to subject
this prediction to an experimental test.
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The analysis is simplest for the case of the hydrogen atom, which consists
of one electron and one proton. The experiment [see Lohmann and Weigold
(1981), and Weigold (1982)] involves the ionization of atomic hydrogen by a
high energy electron beam, and the measurement of the momentum of the
ejected and scattered electrons. Figure 5.1 shows the relative directions of the
momentum p0 of the incident electron, pa of the scattered electron, and pb of
the ejected electron. The equation of momentum conservation is
p0 + pe + pN = pa + pb + pN ,

(5.11)

Fig. 5.1 Relative directions of the momenta of the scattered and ejected electrons, pa
and pb , and of the incident electron p0 . In the ﬁrst diagram p0 lies in the plane of the
ﬁgure. The second diagram is an end view along p0 .

where pe and pN are the momentum of the atomic electron and of the nucleus
(proton) before the collision, and pN is the ﬁnal momentum of the nucleus after
ionization. The collision of a high energy electron with the atomic electron
takes place so quickly (at suﬃciently high energies) that the electron is ejected
without aﬀecting the nucleus, and so pN = pN . Thus we can solve for the
initial momentum of the atomic electron in terms of measurable quantities,
pe = pa + pb − p0 .

(5.12)

For reasons to be given later, the detectors were arranged so as to select
events for which pa and pb were of equal length and made the same angle θ with
respect to the incident momentum p0 . Because pe need not be zero, the three
vectors p0 , pa , and pb need not be coplanar. The dihedral angle between
the plane of pa and p0 and the plane of p0 and pb is π − φ. From these
geometrical relations, illustrated in Fig. 5.1, we can determine the magnitude
of the momentum of the atomic electron to be

 2 1/2
φ
2
pe = [2pa cos θ − p0 ] + 2pa sin θ sin
.
(5.13)
2
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In the experiment pe is varied by varying φ, the angle θ begin held constant.
The probability of occurrence of such a scattering event is proportional to
the electron–electron scattering cross-section, σee , for the collision of the incident and atomic electrons, multiplied by the probability that the momentum
of the atomic electron will be pe . Thus the observed detection rate for such
events will be proportional to
σee | pe |Ψ|2 .

(5.14)

The scattering cross-section σee for electron collision is a function of the
energies of the electrons and the scattering angle θ. But all of these are held
constant in the experiment, since only φ is varied. Thus the detection rate
should simply be proportional to the atomic electron momentum distribution,
| pe |Ψ|2 , and a direct comparison between theory and experiment is possible.
Some further remarks about the experiment are relevant. First, all electrons
are identical, so it is not possible to determine which is the scattered electron
and which is the ejected electron. But by choosing |pa | = |pb | and θa = θb = θ
this ambiguity does not complicate the analysis. Second, we have assumed that
the electron–atom collision can be regarded as an electron–electron collision,
with the proton being a spectator. An electron–proton collision is also possible,
but in that case a spectator electron would be left behind with very little
energy. By selecting only events with |pa | = |pb | such unwanted collisions
are eliminated.
The theory of the hydrogen atom will be treated in detail in Ch. 10. However, it is easy to verify that Ψ(r) = ce−r/a0 (c is a normalization constant,
and a0 = 2 /M e2 ) is a stationary state solution of Schrödinger’s equation for
a particle of mass M in the spherically symmetric potential W (r) = −e2 /r.
According to (5.10) the momentum probability distribution is proportional to
the square of the Fourier transform of Ψ(r), and thus
| pe |Ψ|2 = c (1 + a20 k 2 )−4 ,

(5.15)

where pe = k is the momentum of the electron in the atom, and c is another
normalization constant.
Figure 5.2 compares the theory with experimental data taken at three different electron energies (all of which are large compared to the hydrogen atom
binding energy of 13.6 eV). Since absolute measurements were not obtained,
the magnitudes of each of the three sets of data were ﬁtted to the theoretical
curve at the low k limit. It is apparent that the experimental conﬁrmation of
the theory is very good.
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Fig. 5.2 Measured momentum distribution for the hydrogen ground state, for several
incident electron energies. [From E. Weigold, AIP Conf. Proc. No. 86 (1982), p. 4.]

5.3 Bloch’s Theorem
This theorem concerns the form of the stationary states for systems that
are spatially periodic. It is particularly useful in solid state physics and crystallography. A crystal is unchanged by translation through a vector displacement
of the form
Rn = n1 a1 + n2 a2 + n3 a3 ,
(5.16)
where n1 , n2 , and n3 are integers, and a1 , a2 , and a3 form the edges of a
unit cell of the crystal. Corresponding to such a translation, there is a unitary
operator, U (Rn ) = exp(−ip·Rn /), which leaves the Hamiltonian of the crystal invariant:
U (Rn )HU −1 (Rn ) = H .
(5.17)
These unitary operators for translations commute with each other (as was
shown in Sec. 3.3), as well as with H, so according to Theorem 5, Sec. 1.3, there
must exist a complete set of common eigenvectors for all of these operators,
H|Ψ = E|Ψ ,

(5.18a)

U (Rn )|Ψ = c(Rn )|Ψ .

(5.18b)

The composition relation of the translation operators, U (Rn )U (Rn ) =
U (Rn + Rn ), implies a similar relation for the eigenvalues, c(Rn )c(Rn ) =
c(Rn + Rn ). This equation is satisﬁed only by the exponential function,
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c(Rn ) = exp(−ik·Rn ) .

(5.19)

Because U (Rn ) is unitary, we must have |c(Rn )| = 1, and hence the vector k
must be real. These results apply to a system of arbitrary complexity, provided
only that it has periodic symmetry.
If the system is a single particle interacting with a periodic potential ﬁeld,
the usual form of Bloch’s theorem may be obtained by expressing the eigenvector of (5.18) in coordinate representation, x|Ψ = Ψ(x). By deﬁnition,
we have U (Rn )Ψ(x) = Ψ(x − Rn ), and hence the theorem asserts that the
common eigenfunctions of (5.18) have the form
Ψ(x − Rn ) = exp(−ik·Rn )Ψ(x) .

(5.20)

The vector k is called the Bloch wave vector of the state. Note that the theorem
does not say that all eigenvectors of the periodically symmetric operator H in
(5.18a) must be of this form, but rather that they may be chosen to also be
eigenvectors of (5.18b) and hence have the form (5.20). A linear combination
of two eigenfunctions corresponding to the same value of E but diﬀerent values
of k will satisfy (5.18a), but it will not be of the form (5.20).
Let us now expand a function of the Bloch form (5.20) in a series of
plane waves,

Ψ(x) =
a(k )eik ·x .
(5.21)
k

Substitution of this expansion the into (5.20) yields






a(k )e−ik ·Rn eik ·x = e−ik·Rn
k

a(k )eik ·x ,
k

which is consistent if and only if a(k ) vanishes for all values of k that do not
satisfy the condition exp[i(k − k)·Rn ] = 1 for all Rn of the form (5.16). The
vectors that satisfy this condition are of the form
k − k = Gm ,

(5.22)

where Gm is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. A detailed theory of lattices and
their reciprocals can be found in almost any book on solid state physics [for
example, Ashcroft and Mermin (1976)]. For the simplest case, in which the
vectors {Rn } of (5.16) form a simple cubic lattice whose unit cell is a cube of
side a, the reciprocal lattice vectors {Gm } form a simple cubic lattice whose
unit cell is a cube of side 2π/a.
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In light of this result, we can rewrite (5.21) in the form
a(k + Gm )ei(k+Gm )·x .

Ψ(x) =

(5.23)

Gm

Since an expansion in plane waves is in fact an expansion in momentum eigenfunctions, it follows that the momentum distribution in a state described by
(5.23) or (5.20) is discrete, with only momentum values of the form (k + Gm )
being present. This result will be important in the next Section.
5.4 Diﬀraction Scattering: Theory
The phenomenon of diﬀraction-like scattering of particles was very
important in the historical development of quantum mechanics, and it remains
important as an experimental technique. In this Section we are concerned
with the theory of the phenomenon and its implications for the interpretation
of quantum mechanics.
Diﬀraction by a periodic array
Diﬀraction scattering from a periodic array, such as a grating or a crystal,
can be analyzed by two diﬀerent (though mathematically equivalent) methods,
which tend to suggest diﬀerent interpretations.
(a) Position probability density
The ﬁrst method is to solve the Schrödinger equation,
 2 

−
∇2 Ψ(x) + W (x)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) ,
2M

(5.24)

with boundary conditions corresponding to an incident beam from a certain
direction, and hence determine the position probability density, |Ψ(x)|2 , at the
detectors. An exact solution of this equation would be very diﬃcult to obtain,
but the most important features of the solution can be found by the method
of physical optics. A derivation of optical diﬀraction theory from a scalar wave
equation similar to (5.24) can be found in Ch. 8 of Born and Wolf (1980).
We may apply those methods of diﬀraction theory to (5.24) as a mathematical technique, without necessarily assuming the physical interpretation of the
equation and solution to be the same as in optics.
Figure 5.3 depicts an incident beam of particles, each having momentum
p = k, which is diﬀracted by a periodic line of atoms. The source and
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the detectors are so far away that the rays can be regarded as parallel. The
diﬀerence in path length from the source to the detector along the two rays
shown is a(sin θ2 − sin θ1 ). If this path diﬀerence is an integer multiple, n, of
the wavelength of the incident beam, λ = 2π/p = 2π/k, then the amplitudes
scattered by the separate atoms will interfere constructively, yielding a large
value of |Ψ|2 at the detector. Therefore diﬀraction maxima in the scattering
probability will be observable at angles that satisfy the condition
a(sin θ2 − sin θ1 ) = nλ .

Fig. 5.3

(5.25)

Diﬀraction by a periodic array of atoms.

The interpretation suggested by this analysis is best described by the phrase
wave–particle duality. It suggests that there is a wave associated with a particle, although the nature of the association is not entirely clear. Indeed, it
suggests that the Schrödinger “wave function” Ψ(x) might be a physical wave
in ordinary space. However, as was pointed out in Sec. 4.2, such an interpretation of Ψ does not make sense for other than one-particle states. Moreover, we
should not forget that it is only the particles that are observed. To “observe”
the diﬀraction pattern, we actually count the relative numbers of particles that
are scattered in various directions.
(b) Momentum probability distribution
The second method is to calculate the momentum probability distribution,
since the probability that a particle will have momentum p = k is also the
probability that it will emerge in the direction of k . It will not complicate
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our solution if we now regard the atoms in Fig. 5.3 as constituting a twodimensional crystal lattice in the xy plane. Moreover, the crystal need not
be restricted to a single layer, but rather it may be of arbitrary extent and
form in the negative z direction, provided only that it is periodic in the x and
y directions.
Because our system is periodic in the x and y directions, the twodimensional version of Bloch’s theorem applies. Hence the solutions of (5.24)
may be chosen to have a form that is the two-dimensional analog of (5.23),
ei(q+gn )·x bn (q, z) .

Φq (x) =

(5.26)

n

Here gn is a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector, and q is the twodimensional analog of the Bloch wave vector k in (5.23). Both gn and q
are conﬁned to the xy plane. Since the periodicity is only in the x and y
directions, we can infer the existence, for each ﬁxed value of z, of a solution
that is of the Bloch form in its x and y dependences, but nothing can be
inferred about the z dependence of Φ.
The general solution of (5.24) is a linear combination of functions of the
form (5.26), the particular combination being chosen to ﬁt the boundary conditions. These conditions require that in the region z > 0, above the crystal,
Ψ(x) should contain an incident wave eik·x , with kz < 0. The incident wave is
already of the Bloch form provided we identify q = kxy (the projection of k
into the xy plane). Therefore it is not necessary to combine functions Φq (x)
having diﬀerent q values in order to satisfy the boundary condition, since the
condition is satisﬁed by one such function alone. Hence the physical solution
Ψ(x) may be taken to have the form (5.26).
Above the crystal, the potential W (x) vanishes, and so the solution must
be of the form


r(k )eik x ,

Ψ(x) = eik·x +

(z > 0) ,

(5.27)

k

where E = 2 k 2 /2M , and |k | = k. For the incident wave (ﬁrst term) we have
kz < 0, and for the scattered waves we must have kz > 0. The probability that
a particle is scattered into the direction k is proportional to |r(k )|2 .
Now (5.27) must be of the form (5.26). This is possible if we identify
q = kxy , and hence the n = 0 (g0 = 0) term in (5.26) must be identiﬁed
with the incident wave in (5.27), and the gn = 0 terms in (5.26) must be
identiﬁed with the scattered waves in (5.27). Therefore in (5.27) we must have
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kxy = kxy + gn , where gn is a nonvanishing two-dimensional reciprocal lattice
vector. The remaining component, kz , is determined by the value of kxy and
the energy conservation condition |k | = k. Thus we see that the allowed values
of k are restricted to a discrete set, and so scattering can occur into only a
discrete set of directions.
The reason for the discrete set of scattering directions, according to this
analysis, is that the change in the x and y components of the momentum must
be a multiple of a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector,
(k − k)xy = gn .

(5.28)

Momentum transferred to and from a periodic object (the lattice) is quantized
in the direction of the periodicity. The z component of momentum is not
subject to any such quantization condition because the lattice is not periodic
in the z direction. (However, kz is ﬁxed by energy conservation.)
For comparison with the result from the ﬁrst method, we specialize to a
one-dimensional array of atoms along the y axis, and we consider only motion
in the yz plane. Then the reciprocal lattice vectors lie in the y direction, and
their magnitudes are gn = 2πn/a, where n is an integer and a is the interatomic
separation distance. Thus (5.28) yields
2πn
(5.29)
a
for the change of the particle momentum along the direction of the periodicity.
In the result (5.25) of the ﬁrst method, we may substitute λ = 2π/k and obtain
ky − ky =

k(sin θ2 − sin θ1 ) =

2πn
,
a

which is precisely the same as (5.29).
The two methods have thus been shown to yield the same results, but they
suggest diﬀerent interpretations. In particular, the explanation of diﬀraction
scattering by means of quantized momentum transfer to and from a periodic
object does not suggest or require any hypothesis that the particle should be
literally identiﬁed as a wave or wave packet.
The explanation of diﬀraction scattering by means of a hypothesis of quantized momentum transfer was ﬁrst proposed by W. Duane in 1923, before
quantum mechanics had been formulated by Heisenberg and Schrödinger.
That hypothesis is no longer needed, since it has now emerged as a
theorem of quantum mechanics. There are three common examples of the
relationship between periodicity and quantization:
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(i) Spatial periodicity, of period a, implies that
n2π
,
(5.30)
a
where p and p are the initial and ﬁnal momentum components in the
direction of the periodicity, and n is an integer.
(ii) Periodicity in time, of period T , implies that
p − p =

n2π
= nω ,
(5.31)
T
where ω = 2π/T , and E and E  are the initial and ﬁnal energies. This
fact is illustrated by the harmonic oscillator (Ch. 6), and by the eﬀect
of a harmonic perturbation (Ch. 12).
(iii) Rotational periodicity about some axis, of period 2π radians, implies
that
n2π
= n ,
(5.32)
J − J =
2π
where J and J  are the initial and ﬁnal angular momentum components
about the axis of rotation. This is demonstrated in Ch. 7.
E − E =

Some points to note are:
• The size of the quantum is inversely proportional to the period;
• This quantization is not a universal law, but rather it holds only in the
presence of an appropriate periodicity [which will always be present in case
(iii)];
• Only the changes in the dynamical variables are quantized by periodicity,
not their absolute magnitudes.
Double slit diﬀraction
The diﬀraction of particles by a double slit has become a standard example
in quantum mechanics textbooks. In it, we consider the passage of an ensemble
of similarly prepared particles through a screen that has two slits. If only one
of the slits is open, then the particles that are detected on the downstream side
of the screen will have a monotonic spatial distribution whose width is related
to the width of the slit. But if both slits are open, the spatial distribution of the
detected particles will be modulated by an interference pattern. The positions
of the maxima and minima can be calculated by considering the constructive
and destructive interference between the partial waves that originate from the
two slits.
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The double slit diﬀraction pattern of electrons has been measured by Tonomura et al. (1989), using a technique that allows one to see the interference
pattern being built up from a sequence of spots as the electrons arrive one at a
time. The electron arrival rate is suﬃciently low that there is only a negligible
chance of more than one electron being present between the source and the
detector at any one time. This eﬀectively rules out any hypothetical explanation of the diﬀraction pattern as being due to electron–electron interaction.
Nor can an electron be literally identiﬁed with a wave packet, for the positions of the individual electrons are resolved to a precision that is much ﬁner
than the width of the interference fringes. The interference pattern is only a
statistical distribution of scattered particles.
A remarkable result is that when both slits are open there are places
(diﬀraction minima) where the probability density is nearly zero — particles
do not go there — whereas if only one slit were open many particles would
go there. This is certainly a remarkable physical phenomenon with interesting
theoretical consequences. However, it has unfortunately generated a fallacious argument to the eﬀect that what we are seeing is a violation of “classical” probability theory in the domain of quantum theory. The argument goes
as follows:
Label the two slits as # 1 and # 2. If only slit # 1 is open the probability of
detecting a particle at the position X is P1 (X). Similarly, if only slit # 2
is open the probability of detection at X is P2 (X). If both slits are open
the probability of detections at X is P12 (X). Now passage through slit
#
1 and passage through slit # 2 are exclusive events, so from the addition
rule, Eq. (1.49a), we conclude that P12 (X) should be equal to P1 (X) +
P2 (X). But these three probabilities are all measurable in the double slit
experiment, and no such equality holds. Hence it is concluded that the
the addition rule (1.49a) of probability theory does not hold in quantum
mechanics.
This would appear to be a very disturbing conclusion, for probability theory
is very closely tied to the interpretation of quantum theory, and an incompatibility between them would be very serious. But, in fact, the radical conclusion
above is based on an incorrect application of probability theory.
One is well advised to beware of probability statements expressed in the
form P (X) instead of P (X|C). The second argument may safely be omitted
only if the conditional information C is clear from the context, and is constant
throughout the problem. But that is not so in the above example. Three
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distinctly diﬀerent conditions are used in the argument. Let us denote them
as
C1 = (slit # 1 open,
#

C2 = (slit 2 open,
#

#

2 closed, wave function = Ψ1 ) ,

#

1 closed, wave function = Ψ2 ) ,

#

C3 = (slits 1 and 2 open, wave function = Ψ12 ) .
In the experiment we observe that P (X|C1 ) + P (X|C2 ) = P (X|C3 ). But
probability theory does not suggest that there should be an equality. The
inequality of these probabilities (due to interference) may be contrary to
classical mechanics, but it is quite compatible with classical probability theory.
This, and other erroneous applications of probability theory in quantum
mechanics, are discussed in more detail by Ballentine (1986).
5.5 Diﬀraction Scattering: Experiment
Diﬀraction scattering from periodic structures (usually crystal lattices)
has been observed for many diﬀerent kinds of particles. Some of the earliest
discoveries of this phenomenon are listed in the following table.

Discovery of Diﬀraction Scattering for Various Particles
X-ray photons
Electrons
He atoms
H2 molecules
Neutrons

1912
1927
1930
1930
1936

M. von Laue
C. Davisson and L. H. Germer
O. Stern
O. Stern
D. P. Mitchell and P. N. Powers

Most important, from a theoretical point of view, is the universality of
the phenomenon of diﬀraction. The particle may be charged or uncharged,
elementary or composite. The interaction may be electromagnetic or nuclear.
(The neutron interacts with the crystal primarily through the strong nuclear
interaction.) The eﬀective wavelength λ associated with a particle can be
deduced from experiment by means of (5.25), and it is found to be related
to the momentum p of the particle by de Broglie’s formula, λ = h/p, where
h = 2π is Planck’s constant. Hence diﬀraction experiments provide a means
of measuring the universal constant , which was introduced into the theory
in Eq. (3.55).
It is conceivable that we might have found diﬀerent values of the empirical
parameter “h” for diﬀerent particles. Thus we might distinguish he , hn , etc.
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for electrons, neutrons, etc. We might also distinguish hγ for photons by
means of the Bohr relation, hγ ν = E2 − E1 , for the frequency ν of radiation
emitted during a transition between two energy levels. Although it is possible
to measure these “h” parameters by directly measuring the quantities in their
deﬁning equations, more accurate values can be obtained from a combination
of indirect measurements [Fischbach, Greene, and Hughes (1991)]. From them,
it has been shown that the ratios he /hγ and hn /hγ diﬀer from unity by no more
than a few parts in 10−8 .
The results for He atoms and H2 molecules are particularly signiﬁcant,
because they demonstrate that the phenomenon of particle diﬀraction is not
peculiar to elementary particles. Diﬀraction scattering of composite particles
is also relevant to the interpretation of quantum mechanics. The eﬀective
wavelength associated with a particle is λ = h/p, where p is its total momentum. Thus a particle of mass Mi moving at the speed vi (small compared to the
speed of light) exhibits the wavelength λi = h/Mi vi in a diﬀraction experiment.
If there were a real physical wave in space propagating with this wavelength,
then one would expect that a composite of several particles would be associated with several waves, and that all of the wavelengths {λi = h/Mi vi } would
appear in the diﬀraction pattern. But that does not happen. In fact only the

single wavelength λ = h/( i Mi vi ), associated with the total momentum of
the composite system, is observed. This result would be very puzzling from
the point of view of a real wave interpretation. On the other hand, according to interpretation (b) of Sec. 5.4, diﬀraction scattering is due to quantized
momentum transfer to and from the periodic lattice. The size of the quantum is determined entirely by the periodicity of the lattice, and is independent
of the nature of the particle being scattered. Thus the observed results for
diﬀraction of composite particles are exactly what one would expect according
to this interpretation.
The classic example of diﬀraction is that of light by a grating, which is a
periodic distribution of matter. The inverse of this phenomenon, i.e. the diﬀraction of matter by light, is known as the Kapitza–Dirac eﬀect. Gould, Ruﬀ, and
Pritchard (1986) demonstrated that neutral sodium atoms are deﬂected by
a plane standing wave laser ﬁeld, and have conﬁrmed that the momentum
transfer is given by Eq. (5.30). The atom interacts with the ﬁeld through its
electric polarization, the interaction energy being proportional to the square
of the electric ﬁeld. Thus the spatial period in (5.30) is that of the intensity
(square of the amplitude), which is half the wavelength of the light from the
laser.
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Atom interferometry is now a growing ﬁeld. Many experiments have
recently been performed that are the atomic analogs of earlier optical and
electron interference experiments. For example, the double slit experiment
has been carried out using He atoms with two slits of 1µm width and 8µm
separation [Carnal and Mlynek, (1991)]. (One µm is 10−6 m.) The de Broglie
wavelength in these experiments is typically much smaller than the size of the
atom, whereas in electron or neutron diﬀraction the de Broglie wavelength is
much larger than the diameter of the particle. Evidently, the de Broglie wavelength is in no sense a measure of the size of the particle. This is yet another
argument against the literal identiﬁcation of a particle with a wave packet.
In the future, we may expect atomic interferometry to provide new fundamental tests of quantum theory. But, so far, neutrons have been more useful.
Single slit and double slit neutron diﬀraction patterns have been measured, and
have accurately conﬁrmed the predictions of diﬀraction theory [see Zeilinger
et al. (1988), and Gäler and Zeilinger (1991)].
Very sensitive neutron interference experiments are now possible with the
single crystal interferometer . It is cut into the shape shown in Fig. 5.4(a) from
a crystal of silicon about 10 cm long. The crystal is “perfect” in the sense
that it has no dislocations or grain boundaries. (It may contain vacancies but
they do not aﬀect the experiment.) The various diﬀraction beams are shown
in Fig. 5.4(b). The incident beam at A is divided into a transmitted beam AC
and a diﬀracted (Bragg-reﬂected) beam AB. Similar divisions occur at B and
C, with transmitted beams leaving the apparatus and playing no further role
in the experiment. The diﬀracted beams from B and C recombine coherently
at D, where a further Bragg reﬂection takes place. The interference of the
amplitudes of the two beams is observable by means of the two detectors, D 1
and D2 . The amplitude at D1 is the sum of the transmitted portion of CD plus
the diﬀracted portion of BD, and similarly the amplitude at D2 is the sum of
the transmitted portion of BD plus the diﬀracted portion of CD.
To analyze the interferometer, we shall assume that the transmission and
reﬂection coeﬃcients are the same at each of the vertices A, B, C, and D, and
that free propagation of plane wave amplitudes takes place between those vertices. As is apparent from the ﬁgure, only two distinct propagation directions
are involved, and at each diﬀraction vertex the amplitudes are redistributed
between these two modes. Figure 5.4(c) depicts a general diﬀraction vertex.
Because the evolution and propagation are governed by linear unitary operators, it follows that the relation between the amplitudes of the outgoing and
incoming waves is of the form
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t r
s u


.

(5.33)

Here U is a unitary matrix. The elements t and u are transmission coeﬃcients,
and the elements r and s are reﬂection coeﬃcients.
Several useful relations (not all independent) among the elements of U
follow from its unitary nature. For example, U U + = 1 implies that |t|2 +|r|2 =
1 and |s|2 + |u|2 = 1. The determinant of a unitary matrix must have modulus
1, and therefore
|tu − rs| = 1 .
(5.34)
The relation U −1 = U † takes the form

  ∗
1
u
−r
t
= ∗
t
r
tu − rs −s

s∗
u∗


.

(5.35)
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From (5.34) and (5.35), it follows that |u| = |t| and |s| = |r|. Now complex
numbers can be regarded as two-dimensional vectors, to which the triangle
inequality (1.2) applies. Thus from (5.34) we obtain |tu| + |rs| ≥ 1. But since
|u| = |t| and |s| = |r|, it follows that |tu| + |rs| = 1. This is compatible with
(5.34) only if tu and −rs have the same complex phase, and thus rs/tu must
be real and negative.
If the amplitude at A is ΨA , then the amplitudes at B and C will be
ΨB = ΨA reiφAB and ΨC = ΨA teiφAC . Here φAB is the phase change occurring
during propagation through the empty space between A and B, and φAC is a
similar phase change between A and C. The amplitude that emerges toward the
detector D1 is the sum of the amplitudes from the paths ABDD1 and ACDD1 :
ΨD1 = ΨA (r eiφAB s eiφBD r + t eiφAC r eiφCD u)
= ΨA r(rs eiφABD + tu eiφACD ) .

(5.36)

Similarly the amplitude that emerges toward D2 is
ΨD2 = ΨA (reiφAB seiφBD t + teiφAC r eiφCD s)
= ΨA trs(eiφABD + eiφACD ) .

(5.37)

Here we have written φABD = φAB + φBD and φACD = φAC + φCD .
Any perturbation that has an unequal eﬀect on the phases associated with
the two paths, φABD and φACD , will inﬂuence the intensities of the beams
reaching the detectors D1 and D2 . Since the phase of rs/tu is negative, it
follows that if the interference between the two terms in (5.37) is constructive
then the interference between the two terms in (5.36) will be destructive, and
vice versa. The most convenient way to detect such a perturbation is to monitor
the diﬀerence between the counting rates of D1 and D2 .
In one of the most remarkable experiments of this type, Colella, Overhauser,
and Werner (1975) detected quantum interference due to gravity. The interferometer was rotated about a horizontal axis parallel to the incident beam,
causing a diﬀerence in the gravitational potential on paths AC and BD, and
hence a phase shift of the interference pattern. The phase diﬀerence between
the two paths is easily calculated from the constancy of the sum of kinetic and
gravitational potential energy, 2 k 2 /2M + M gz = E, where M is the neutron
mass, g is the acceleration of gravity, and z is the elevation relative to the incident beam. The accumulated phase change along any path is given by kds,
where ds is an element of length along the path. Since the potential energy is
small compared to the total energy, we obtain
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√
2M E
M 2 gz
− √
.

 2M E

.
The phase diﬀerence between the two paths is ΦABD − ΦACD = k ds, to
which the only contribution is .from the term above that contains z. Now the
integral around a closed path, z ds, is just the vertical projection of the area
bounded by the path. Hence the phase diﬀerence is
ΦABD − ΦACD =

M 2 g A sin α
λ M 2 gA sin α
√
,
=
2π2
 2M E

(5.38)

where A is the area of the loop ABDC and α is the angle of its plane with
respect to the horizontal. In the second equality, λ = 2π/(2M E)1/2 is the de
Broglie wavelength of the incident neutrons.
The interference pattern shown in Fig. 5.5 was the ﬁrst demonstration that
quantum mechanics applies to the Newtonian gravitational interaction, which
has now been shown to function in the Schrödinger equation as does any other
potential energy.

Fig. 5.5 Interference pattern due to the gravitational potential energy of a neutron. Here
Φ is the angle (in degrees) of rotation of the interferometer about its horizontal axis. [From
Colella, Overhauser, and Werner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 1472 (1975).]
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5.6 Motion in a Uniform Force Field
Whenever a physical system is invariant under space displacements, we may
expect momentum representation to be simpler that coordinate representation.
For example, consider the motion of a free particle in one dimension, with some
given initial state |Ψ(0). In coordinate representation, this problem requires
the solution of a second order partial diﬀerential equation. The momentum
representation of the state vector is the one-dimensional version of Eq. (5.5),
k|Ψ(t) = −1/2 Φ(k, t), and the Schrödinger equation becomes
2 k 2
∂Φ(k, t)
Φ(k, t) = i
.
2M
∂t

(5.39)

It has the trivial solution
Φ(k, t) = e−it  k

2

/2M

Φ(k, 0) .

(5.40)

The coordinate representation of the state function is then obtained by an
inverse Fourier transform,

2
−1/2
Ψ(x, t) = (2π)
e(ikx−it k /2M) Φ(k, 0) dk .
(5.41)
As an example, we consider a Gaussian initial state,
Ψ(x, 0) = (2πa2 )−1/4 e−x

2

/4a2

,

(5.42a)

whose Fourier transform is

Φ(k, 0) =

2a2
π

−1/4

2 2

e−a

k

.

(5.42b)



These are normalized so that |Ψ|2 dx = |Φ|2 dk = 1. The time-dependent
state function, from (5.41), is
 2 −1/4  ∞


 
a
it
2
Ψ(x, t) =
exp
ikx
−
a
+
k 2 dk .
(5.43)
2π 3
2M
−∞
This integral can be transformed to a standard form by completing the square
in the argument of the exponential function. The result is
 
−1/2
2
2
it
−1/4
a 1+
Ψ(x, t) = (2π)
e−x /4α ,
(5.44)
2
2M a
&
'
it
where α2 = a2 1 + 2Ma
2 .
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Now let us consider a particle in a homogeneous force ﬁeld . Since the
components of momentum in the directions perpendicular to the force will
remain constant, it is only necessary to treat the motion in the direction of
the force, and so the problem becomes essentially one-dimensional. Choose
the force to be in the x direction, and so that the potential is W = −F x. The
stationary states are described by the eigenvectors of
 2

P
H|ΨE  ≡
− F x |ΨE  = E|ΨE  .
(5.45)
2M
Even though the force is invariant under the displacement x → x + a, the
Hamiltonian is not. However, (5.45) is invariant under the combined transformations
x → x + a, E → E − Fa.
(5.46)
Therefore we need only to calculate one energy eigenfunction, since all energy
eigenfunctions can be obtained from one such eigenfunction by displacement.
In momentum representation, (5.45) becomes
2 k 2
∂Φ(k)
Φ(k) − iF
= E Φ(k) ,
2M
∂k

(5.47)

using the form (5.6) for the position operator. This is a ﬁrst order diﬀerential
equation, whereas a second order equation would be obtained in coordinate
representation. The solution of (5.47) is


E
2
Φ(k) = A exp i k − k 3
,
(5.48)
F
6M F
where A is an arbitrary constant. The state function in coordinate representation is obtained by a Fourier transformation,
 


 ∞
E
2 3
ΨE (x) =
exp i x +
dk .
(5.49)
k−
k
F
6M F
−∞
Since the normalization of this function is arbitrary, we shall drop constant
factors in the following analysis. ΨE (x) is real because Φ(−k) = Φ∗ (k). It is
apparent that (5.49) is invariant under the transformation (5.46), and hence
the eigenfunctions for diﬀerent energies are related by
ΨE+F a (x) = ΨE (x + a) .
Thus it is suﬃcient to evaluate (5.49) for E = 0.

(5.50)
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The function Ψ0 (x) is equivalent to the Airy function, apart from scale
factors multiplying Ψ and x. It has no closed form expression in terms of
simpler functions, but its asymptotic behavior in the limits x → ±∞ can be
determined by the method of steepest descent. Let us write

2
eiα(k) dk , α(k) = kx − k 3
.
(5.51)
Ψ0 (x) =
6M F
C
The integrand is an analytic function of k, and so the path of integration C,
from −∞ to +∞ along the real axis, may be continuously deformed, provided
only that Im(k 3 ) ≤ 0 as k → ±∞, so as not to disrupt the convergence of
the integral.
As |x| → ∞ the integrand eiα(k) oscillates very rapidly as a function of
k, and so its contribution to the integral is nearly zero. An exception to this
cancellation occurs at any point where ∂α/∂k = 0. Near such a point of
stationary phase, the contributions to the integral from neighboring k values
add coherently, rather than canceling, and so the integral will be dominated
by such regions. The stationary phase condition ∂α/∂k = 0 has two roots,

1/2
2M F
k0 = k0 (x) = ± x 2
.
(5.52)

In the neighborhood of one of the points k = k0 (x) we may approximate α(k)
by second order Taylor series,


2k0 x
2
α(k) =
(5.53)
− k0
(k − k0 )2 .
3
2M F
[Writing α(k) this way, without substituting the explicit value of k0 , yields
an expression that is valid for either sign in (5.52).] The contribution to the
integral from the neighborhood of this point will be



2
2
e−a(k−k0 ) dk ,
a = ik0
ei2k0 x/3
.
(5.54)
2M F
C
The path of integration C should be deformed to pass through k = k0 at an
angle such that a(k − k0 )2 is real and positive along C, so that the magnitude
of the integrand decreases rapidly from its maximum at k = k0 . Then we will
have, approximately,
 1/2

 ∞
2
2
π
e−a(k−k0 ) dk ≈
e−az dz =
.
(5.55)
a
C
−∞
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Fig. 5.6 Integration paths in the complex k plane for evaluating Eq. (5.54). C1 is suitable
for x → −∞, and C2 is suitable for x → +∞. The large dots mark the relevant stationary
phase points.

For x < 0 the stationary phase points (5.52) are located on the imaginary
axis. Dropping the integration path in Fig. 5.6 from the real axis to C1 , which
passes through k0 = −i(|x|2M F/2 )1/2 , we obtain the following asymptotic
behavior:

1/2


2 2M F
−1/4
3/2
Ψ0 (x) ≈ |x|
exp −
|x|
, (x → −∞) .
(5.56)
3
2
For x > 0 there are two stationary phase points on the real axis. The path
of integration should be distorted to C2 , which intersects the real axis at 45◦
angles, in order for a(k − k0 )2 to be real positive on the integration path. The
contributions to the integral from the two stationary phase points are complex
conjugates of each other, and their sum yields the asymptotic limit
−1/4

Ψ0 (x) ≈ 2x

 
1/2

π
2 2M F
3/2
cos
x −
,
3
2
4

(x → +∞) .

(5.57)

[Although constant factors were dropped between (5.51) and these limiting
forms, the two limits (5.56) and (5.57) are mutually consistent in their
normalization.]
By solving in momentum representation, we have obtained a unique solution for ﬁxed E. But if we had solved the second order diﬀerential equation
in coordinate representation, there would be two solutions: the one that we
have obtained, and a second solution that diverges exponentially as x → −∞.
This second, physically unacceptable solution is automatically excluded by
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the momentum representation method. It can be obtained mathematically by
diverting the path of integration in (5.54) from the positive real axis to the
positive imaginary axis. The stationary phase point at k0 = +i(|x|2M F/2 )1/2
would then yield a contribution that diverges exponentially as x → −∞. But
this new path cannot be reached by continuous deformation from the real axis
through regions in which Im(k 3 ) ≤ 0 at inﬁnite k, and therefore it is excluded
as a solution to our problem.
Further reading for Chapter 5
Some of the earliest diﬀraction experiments have been described by Trigg
(1971), Ch. 10. These may be contrasted with the capabilities of the modern
single crystal neutron interferometer, described by Staudenmann et al. (1980),
and by Greenberger (1983). The accomplishments and potential of atom
interferometry have been discussed by Prichard (1992).
Problems
5.1 Show that the commutator of the position operator with a function of
the momentum operator is given by [Qx , f (P )] = i∂f /∂Px (cf. Problem 4.1).
5.2 How does the momentum representation of the state vector |Ψ, Φ(k) ≡
k|Ψ, transform under the Galilei transformation (4.8)?
5.3 A local potential is described by an operator W whose matrix in coordinate representation is diagonal, x|W |x  = δ(x − x )W(x). What is
the corresponding property of the matrix in momentum representation,
p|W |p ?
5.4 The Hamiltonian of an electron on a crystal is H = P 2 /2M + W , where
the potential W has the symmetries of the crystal lattice. In particular,
it is invariant under displacement by any lattice vector of the form (5.16).
Write the eigenvalue equation H|Ψ = E|Ψ in momentum representation, and show that it leads naturally to eigenvectors of the Bloch form.
Do not invoke Bloch’s theorem, since the purpose of the problem is to
give an alternative derivation of that theorem.
5.5 For the state function Ψ(x) = c exp(iqx − αx2 ), where c is a normalization constant, and q and α are real parameters, calculate the average
momentum in two ways:
(a) Using coordinate representation,

P =



∂
Ψ∗ (x) − i
Ψ(x) dx .
∂x
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(b) Use momentum representation to obtain the momentum probability
distribution, and then calculate the average momentum P  from
that distribution.
(c) Calculate P 2  using appropriate generalizations of the methods (a)
and (b).
5.6 Use momentum representation to calculate the ground state of a particle in the one-dimensional attractive potential W (x) = c δ(x), (c < 0).
(Compare this solution with that in coordinate representation, Problem 4.9.)
5.7 Determine the time evolution, Ψ(x, t), of the one-dimensional Gaussian
initial state (5.42a) in a constant homogeneous force ﬁeld.
5.8 (a) For a particle in free space, calculate the time evolution of a Gaussian initial state that has a nonzero average momentum q, Ψ(x, 0) =
2
2
(2πa2 )−1/4 e−x /(2a) eiqx . Use the method of completing the square,
as was done to evaluate the integral in (5.43).
(b) Check your answer by applying a Galilei transformation (Sec. 4.3)
to (5.44), which is the solution for q = 0.

Chapter 6

The Harmonic Oscillator

A harmonic oscillator is an object that is subject to a quadratic potential
energy, which produces a restoring force against any displacement from equilibrium that is proportional to the displacement. The Hamiltonian for such an
object whose motion is conﬁned to one dimension is
H=

1 2 M ω2 2
P +
Q ,
2M
2

(6.1)

where P is the momentum, Q is the position, and M is the mass. It is easily
shown, by solving the classical equations of motion, that ω is the frequency
of oscillation (in radians per unit time). The harmonic oscillator is important
because it provides a model for many kinds of vibrating systems, including
the electromagnetic ﬁeld (see Ch. 19). Its solution also illustrates important
techniques that are useful in other applications.
6.1 Algebraic Solution
The eigenvalue spectrum of the Hamiltonian (6.1) can be obtained algebraically, using only the commutation relation
[Q, P ] = i

(6.2)

and the self-adjointness of the operators P and Q,
P = P† ,

Q = Q† .

(6.3)

We ﬁrst introduce dimensionless position and momentum operators,

q=

p=

Mω


1/2

1
M ω
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Q,

(6.4)

1/2
P,

(6.5)
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which satisfy the commutation relation
[q, p] = i .

(6.6)

In terms of these new variables the Hamiltonian becomes
H=

1
ω(p2 + q 2 ) .
2

(6.7)

We next introduce two more operators,
q + ip
a= √ ,
2

(6.8)

q − ip
a† = √ .
2

(6.9)

That these operators are Hermitian conjugates of each other follows from (6.3).
From (6.6) it follows that
[a, a† ] = 1 .
(6.10)
The Hamiltonian (6.7) can be written in several equivalent forms:
1
ω(aa† + a† a)
2


1
†
= ω aa −
2


1
†
= ω a a +
,
2

H=

(6.11)

the last of these being the most useful. The problem of ﬁnding the eigenvalue
spectrum of H is thus reduced to that of ﬁnding the spectrum of
N = a† a .

(6.12)

Using the operator identity, [AB, C] = A[B, C]+[A, C]B, along with (6.10),
we obtain the commutation relations
[N, a] = −a ,
[N, a† ] = a† .
The spectrum of N can be easily calculated from these relations.

(6.13)
(6.14)
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Let N |ν = ν|ν, with ν|ν = 0. Then from (6.13) it follows that
N a|ν = a(N − 1)|ν = (ν − 1)a|ν .
Hence a|ν is an eigenvector of N with eigenvalue ν − 1, provided only that
a|ν = 0. The squared norm of this vector is
( ν|a† )(a|ν) = ν|N |ν = ν ν|ν .
Since the norm must be nonnegative, it follows that ν ≥ 0, and thus an eigenvalue cannot be negative. By applying the operator a repeatedly, it would
appear that one could construct an indeﬁnitely long sequence of eigenvectors
having the eigenvalues ν − 1, ν − 2, ν − 3, . . .. But this would conﬂict with the
fact, just shown above, that an eigenvalue cannot be negative. The contradiction can be avoided only if the sequence terminates with the value ν = 0, since
a|0 = 0 is the zero vector and further applications of a will produce no more
vectors.
From (6.14) it follows that
N a† |ν = a† (N + 1)|ν = (ν + 1)a† |ν .
The squared norm of the vector a† |ν is
( ν|a)(a† |ν) = ν|(N + 1)|ν = (ν + 1) ν|ν ,
which never vanishes because ν ≥ 0. Thus a† |ν is an eigenvector of N with
eigenvalue ν + 1. By repeatedly applying the operator a† , one can construct an
unlimited sequence of eigenvectors, each having an eigenvalue one unit greater
than that of its predecessor. The sequence begins with the eigenvalue ν = 0.
Therefore the spectrum of N consists of the nonnegative integers, ν = n.
The orthonormal eigenvectors of N will be denoted as |n:
N |n = n|n ,

n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(6.15)

We have already shown that a† |n is proportional to |n + 1, and so we may
write a† |n = Cn |n + 1. The proportionality factor Cn can be obtained from
the norm of this vector, which was calculated above:
|Cn |2 = ( n|a) (a† |n) = n + 1 .
Hence |Cn | = (n + 1)1/2 . The phase of the vector |n + 1 is arbitrary because
the vector is only deﬁned by (6.15). Thus we are free to choose its phase so
that Cn is real and positive, yielding
a† |n = (n + 1)1/2 |n + 1 .

(6.16)
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From this result it follows that
|n = (n!)−1/2 (a† )n |0 .

(6.17)

From (6.16) and the orthonormality of the eigenvectors, we obtain the matrix
elements of a† ,
(6.18)
n |a† |n = (n + 1)1/2 δn ,n+1 .
Because a is the adjoint of a† , its matrix elements must be the transpose of
(6.18), and may be written as
n |a|n = n1/2 δn ,n−1 .

(6.19)

When written as a matrix, Eq. (6.18) has its nonzero elements one space below
the diagonal, and (6.19) has its nonzero elements one space above the diagonal.
It follows from (6.19) that
a|n = n1/2 |n − 1 ,

(n = 0) ,

(6.20)

a|0 = 0 .
Finally we note that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the harmonic
oscillator Hamiltonian are
H|n = En |n ,
with En = ω(n + 12 ), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. This conﬁrms the assertion in (5.31) that
energy transfer to and from a temporally periodic system will be quantized.
6.2 Solution in Coordinate Representation
If the eigenvalue equation H|ψ = E|ψ for the Hamiltonian (6.1) is written
in the coordinate representation, it becomes a diﬀerential equation,
−2 d2
M ω2 2
ψ(x)
+
x ψ(x) = Eψ(x) .
2M dx2
2

(6.21)

The solution of this equation is treated in many standard references [Schiﬀ
(1968), Ch. 4, Sec. 13; Merzbacher (1970), Ch. 5], so we shall only treat it
brieﬂy.
We ﬁrst introduce a dimensionless coordinate [as in (6.4)],

q=

Mω


1/2
x

(6.22)
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and a dimensionless eigenvalue,
λ=

2E
.
ω

(6.23)

If we write ψ(x) = u(q), then (6.21) becomes
d2 u
+ (λ − q 2 )u = 0 .
dq 2

(6.24)

An estimate of the asymptotic behavior of u(q) for large q can be obtained
by neglecting λ compared with q 2 in the second term of (6.24). This yields
1 2
1 2
two solutions, e 2 q and e− 2 q . The ﬁrst of these is unacceptable, because it
diverges so severely as to be outside of both Hilbert space and the extended, or
“rigged,” Hilbert space (Sec. 1.4). Thus it seems appropriate to seek solutions
of the form
1 2
u(q) = H(q)e− 2 q .
(6.25)
[The traditional notation H(q) for the function introduced here should not be
confused with the Hamiltonian, also denoted as H.] Substitution of (6.25) into
(6.24) yields
H  − 2qH  + (λ − 1)H = 0 ,
(6.26)
where the prime denotes diﬀerentiation with respect to q.
It is shown in the theory of diﬀerential equations that if the equation is
written so that the coeﬃcient of the highest order derivative is unity, as in
(6.26), then the solution may be singular only at the singular points of the
coeﬃcients of the lower order derivatives. Since there are no such singularities
in the coeﬃcients of (6.26), it follows that H(q) can have no singularities for
ﬁnite q, and a power series solution will have inﬁnite radius of convergence.
We therefore substitute the power series
∞

an q n

H(q) =

(6.27)

n=0

into (6.26), and equate the coeﬃcient of each power of q to zero. This yields
the recursion formula
an+2 =

2n + 1 − λ
an ,
(n + 2)(n + 1)

(n ≥ 0) .

(6.28)

(The cases of n = 0 and n = 1 must be treated separately, but it turns out
that this formula holds for them too.)
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If the series (6.27) does not terminate, then (6.28) yields the asymptotic
ratio for the coeﬃcients to be
an+2
an

−→

(n → ∞)

2
.
n

(6.29)
2

This is the same as the asymptotic ratio in the series for q k eq with any positive
value of k, and indeed the ratio (6.29) is characteristic of the exponential factor.
Such behavior of H(q) would yield an unacceptable divergence of u(q) in (6.25)
at large q. The only way that this unacceptable behavior can be avoided is for
the series to terminate. If
λ = 2n + 1
(6.30)
for some nonnegative integer n, then H(q) will be a polynomial of degree n,
and u(q) will tend to zero at large q. Thus we have an eigenvalue condition
for λ, and also for E through (6.23),


1
En = ω n +
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
(6.31)
2
This is precisely the same result obtained by an entirely diﬀerent method in
the previous section.
For future reference we record the normalized eigenfunctions, which are

ψn (x) =

1/2
1 2 2
α
Hn (αx)e− 2 α x .
1/2
n
π 2 n!

(6.32)

Here α = (M ω/)1/2 , and Hn (z) is the Hermite polynomial of degree n. These
polynomials and their properties can be obtained from a generating function,
∞

exp(−s2 + 2sz) =

Hn (z) n
s .
n!
n=0

(6.33)

Derivations of these results are contained in standard references already cited.
The methods of this section and of the previous section are very diﬀerent,
and yet they lead to precisely the same energy eigenvalue spectrum. It is interesting to inquire why this is so. Part of the equivalence is easy to trace. The
diﬀerential equation (6.21) is just the eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian
(6.1) with the operators P and Q expressed in coordinate representation as
−id/dx and x, respectively. The commutation relation (6.2) is, of course,
obeyed in this representation. But it is well known that a diﬀerential equation
such as (6.21) possesses solutions for all complex values of the parameter E.
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The eigenvalue restriction came about only by imposing the boundary condition that ψ(x) should tend to zero as |x| → ∞. But there is no direct reference
to a boundary condition in Sec. 6.1. However equivalent information is contained in the requirement P = P † . The condition for the operator −id/dx to
be equal to its Hermitian conjugate is exhibited in (1.31). It is the vanishing of
the last term of (1.31), which arose from integration by parts. In unbounded
space, it is just the condition ψ(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞ that ensures the vanishing
of that term. Thus, in spite of appearances to the contrary, the two methods
are closely related.
6.3 Solution in H Representation
In the method of Sec. 6.2 the properties of the position operator Q were
supposed to be known. By expressing the Hamiltonian H in the representation
in which Q is diagonal, we then calculated the eigenvalues of H. The eigenfunctions, ψn (x) = x|n, may be thought of as the expansion coeﬃcients of
the abstract eigenvectors of H, |n, in terms of the eigenvectors of Q.
The spectrum of H is independently known from the results of Sec. 6.1. So
instead of calculating the eigenvalues of H in the representation that diagonalizes Q, was done in Sec. 6.2, we could just as well calculate the eigenvalues
of Q in the representation that diagonalizes H. This unusual route will be
followed here.
Using (6.4), (6.8), and (6.9), one can express the position operator as

1/2

Q=
(a + a† ) .
(6.34)
2M ω
Its matrix elements in the basis formed by the eigenvectors of H, and of N =
a† a, can then be obtained from (6.18) and (6.19). Thus
√


0
1
0
0
0 ···
√
√
 1
0
2
0
0 ··· 


√
√


1/2
2
0
3
0 ··· 
0



√
√

.
n |Q|n =
(6.35)


0
0
3
0
4
·
·
·
2M ω


√
 0
0
0
4
0 ··· 


..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
The eigenvalue equation, Q|x = x|x, now takes the form
n |Q|n n|x = x n |x ,
n
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which upon the use of (6.35) becomes

1/2 /
0
1
√

n n − 1|x + (n + 1) n + 1|x = x n |x .
2M ω

(6.36)

This equation may be solved recursively beginning with an arbitrary value for
0|x, from which we can calculate 1|x, and then 2|x, etc. Finally the set
{ n|x}, for all n but ﬁxed x, may be multiplied by a factor so as to achieve
some conventional normalization. This recursive solution of (6.36) works for
all x, so the eigenvalue spectrum of the operator Q is continuous from −∞ to
+∞. (Reality of x is required because of the assumed Hermitian character of
Q.)
In this method, we calculate n|x as a function of n for ﬁxed x, whereas
in Sec. 6.2 we calculated ψn (x) = n|x∗ as a function of x for ﬁxed n. It is
not immediately obvious that the two are in agreement. To demonstrate their
agreement, we take the result (6.32) of Sec. 6.2 and substitute it into (6.36).
For present purposes (6.32) can be written as
n|x = c(x)(2n n!)−1/2 Hn (αx) ,
where c(x) includes all factors that do not depend on n. Substituting this into
(6.36) yields
1
nHn−1 (αx) + Hn+1 (αx) = αxHn (αx) .
2
This is a standard identity satisﬁed by the Hermite polynomials, and so the
results of the two methods are indeed consistent.
Problems
6.1 Calculate the position and momentum operators for the harmonic oscillator in the Heisenberg picture, QH (t) and PH (t).
6.2 Calculate the matrices for the position and momentum operators, Q and
P , in the basis formed by the energy eigenvectors of the harmonic oscillator. Square these matrices, and verify that the matrix sum (1/2M )P 2 +
(M ω 2 /2)Q2 is diagonal.
6.3 (a) For ﬁnite-dimensional matrices A and B, show that Tr[A, B] = 0.
(b) Paradox. From this result it would seem to follow, by taking the
trace of the commutator [Q, P ] = i, that one must have  = 0. Use
the inﬁnite-dimensional matrices for Q and P , found in the previous
problem, to calculate the matrices QP and P Q, and hence explain
in detail why the paradoxical conclusion  = 0 is not valid.
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6.4 Express the raising operator a† as a diﬀerential operator in coordinate
representation. Taking the ground state function ψ0 (x) from (6.32) as
given, use a† to calculate ψ1 (x), ψ2 (x), and ψ3 (x).
6.5 Write the eigenvalue equation H|ψ = E|ψ in momentum representation, and calculate the corresponding eigenfunctions, p|ψn .
6.6 The Hamiltonian of a three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator
is H = (1/2M )P·P + (M ω 2 /2)Q·Q. Solve the eigenvalue equation
HΨ(x) = EΨ(x) in rectangular coordinates.
6.7 Solve the eigenvalue equation for the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator in spherical coordinates. Show that the eigenvalues and
their degeneracies are the same as was obtained in rectangular coordinates in the previous problem.
6.8 (a) For any complex number z, a vector |z may be deﬁned by the
following expansion in harmonic oscillator energy eigenvectors:

 ∞
1
zn
|z = exp − |z|2
|n .
2
(n!)1/2
n=0
Use Eq. (6.20) to show that |z is a right eigenvector of the lowering
operator a.
(b) Show that the raising operator a† has no right eigenvectors. (Note:
The vector |z is called a coherent state. It will play an important
role in Ch. 19.)

Chapter 7

Angular Momentum

In Ch. 3 we showed that the generators of space–time symmetry operations
are related to fundamental dynamical variables. In particular, the generators
of rotations are the angular momentum operators (in units of ). Rotational
symmetry plays a very important role in many physical problems, especially
in atomic and nuclear physics. Many useful conclusions can be deduced from
the transformation properties of various observables under rotations. Therefore it is useful to develop the theory of angular momentum and rotations in
considerable detail.
7.1 Eigenvalues and Matrix Elements
In Ch. 3 the commutation relations among the angular momentum operators were found to be
[Jx , Jy ] = iJz ,

(7.1a)

[Jy , Jz ] = iJx ,

(7.1b)

[Jz , Jx ] = iJy .

(7.1c)

These three operators are self-adjoint:
Jx † = Jx , Jy † = Jy , Jz † = Jz .

(7.2)

The eigenvalue spectrum of the angular momentum operators can be determined using only the above equations.
We ﬁrst introduce the operator J 2 = J·J = Jx 2 + Jy 2 + Jz 2 . It is easily
shown, by means of (7.1), that [J 2 , J] = 0. Thus there exists a complete set
of common eigenvectors of J 2 and any one component of J. We shall seek the
solutions of the pair of eigenvalue equations:
J 2 |β, m = 2 β|β, m ,

(7.3a)

Jz |β, m = m|β, m .

(7.3b)
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The factors of  have been introduced so that β and m will be dimensionless.
Of course the eigenvalue spectrum would be the same if any component of J
were used instead of Jz , since one component can be transformed into another
by a rotation.
From the deﬁnition of J 2 we obtain
β, m|J 2 |β, m = β, m|Jx 2 |β, m + β, m|Jy 2 |β, m + β, m|Jz 2 |β, m .
Now β, m|Jx 2 |β, m = ( β, m|Jx † )(Jx |β, m) ≥ 0, since the inner product of
a vector with itself cannot be negative. Using a similar condition for Jy 2 , and
the eigenvalue conditions (7.3), we obtain
β ≥ m2 .

(7.4)

Thus for a ﬁxed value of β there must be maximum and minimum values
for m.
We next introduce two more operators,
J+ = Jx + iJy ,

(7.5a)

J− = Jx − iJy .

(7.5b)

They satisfy the commutation relations
[Jz , J+ ] = J+ ,

(7.6a)

[Jz , J− ] = −J− ,

(7.6b)

[J+ , J− ] = 2Jz ,

(7.6c)

the relations (7.6) and (7.1) being equivalent.
Using (7.6a) we obtain
Jz J+ |β, m = (J+ Jz + J+ )|β, m
= (m + 1)J+ |β, m .

(7.7)

Therefore, either J+ |β, m is an eigenvector of Jz with the raised eigenvalue
(m + 1), or J+ |β, m = 0. Now for ﬁxed β there is a maximum value of m,
which we shall denote as j. It must be the case that
J+ |β, j = 0 ,

(7.8)
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since if it were not zero it would be an eigenvector with eigenvalue (j + 1).
But that exceeds the maximum, and so is impossible. The precise relation
between β and j can be obtained if we multiply (7.8) by J− and use
J− J+ = Jx 2 + Jy 2 + i(Jx Jy − Jy Jx )
= J 2 − Jz 2 − Jz .

(7.9)

Thus 0 = J− J+ |β, j = 2 (β − j 2 − j)|β, j, and since the vector |β, j does
not vanish we must have
β = j(j + 1) .
(7.10)
By a similar argument using (7.6b), we obtain
Jz J− |β, m = (J− Jz − J− )|β, m
= (m − 1)J− |β, m .

(7.11)

Therefore, either J− |β, m is an eigenvector of Jz with the lowered eigenvalue
(m − 1), or if m = k (the minimum possible value of m) then J− |β, k = 0.
In the latter case we have
0 = J+ J− |β, k = 2 (β − k 2 + k)|β, k .
Hence we must have β + k(−k + 1) = 0, which, in the light of (7.10), implies
that k = −j.
We have thus shown the existence of a set of eigenvectors corresponding
to integer spaced m values in the range −j ≤ m ≤ j. Since the diﬀerence
between the maximum value j and the minimum value −j must be an integer,
it follows that j = integer/2. The allowed values of j and m are
j= 0 ,
j= 1/2 ,
j= 1 ,
j= 3/2 ,

m = 0,
m = 1/2, −1/2 ,
m = 1, 0, −1 ,
m = 3/2, 1/2, −1/2, −3/2 ,

etc.
For each value of j there are 2j + 1 values of m.
Henceforth we shall adopt the common and more convenient notation of
labeling the eigenvectors by j instead of by β = j(j + 1). Thus the vector that
was previously denoted as |β, m will now be denoted as |j, m.
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We have shown above that
J+ |j, m = C |j, m + 1 ,

(7.12)

where C is some numerical factor that may depend upon j and m. The value
of |C| can be determined by calculating the norm of (7.12),
( j, m|J− )(J+ |j, m) = |C|2 .
With the help of (7.9), this yields
|C|2 = 2 {j(j + 1) − m(m + 1)} .

(7.13)

Notice that this expression vanishes for m = j, as it must according to a
previous result.
The phase of C is arbitrary because Eqs. (7.3), which deﬁne the eigenvectors, do not determine their phases. It is convenient to choose the phase of C
to be real positive, thereby ﬁxing the relative phases of |j, m and |j, m + 1 in
(7.12). Thus we have
J+ |j, m =  {j(j + 1) − m(m + 1)}1/2 |j, m + 1
=  {(j + m + 1)(j − m)}1/2 |j, m + 1 .

(7.14)

Applying J− to (7.12) and using (7.9), we obtain
C 2 |j, m = CJ− |j, m + 1 .
Replacing the dummy variable m by m − 1 then yields
J− |j, m =  {j(j + 1) − m(m − 1)}1/2 |j, m − 1
=  {(j − m + 1)(j + m)}1/2 |j, m − 1 .

(7.15)

Explicit matrix representations for any component of J can now be constructed, using as basis vectors the eigenvectors of (7.3). The matrix for Jz is
clearly diagonal, j  , m |Jz |j, m = m δj ,j δm ,m . The matrices for all components of J must be diagonal in (j  , j) since J 2 commutes with all components
of J. To prove this we consider
j  , m |J 2 J|j, m = j  , m |J J 2 |j, m ,
2 j  (j  + 1) j  , m |J|j, m = j  , m |J|j, m2 j(j + 1) .
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Hence j  , m |J|j, m = 0 if j  = j. (A similar argument clearly holds for any
other operator that commutes with J 2 .) The matrices for Jx = (J+ + J− )/2
and Jy = (J+ − J− )/2i are most easily obtained from those for J+ and J− .
The matrix j  , m |J+ |j, m/ is directly obtainable from (7.14), and it has
the form
1
2

j = 0;
m = 0; 12 ,
j  = 0, m =


j =

1
2,



m =

0
1
2
− 21

j  = 1, m =

1
0
−1

j  = 32 , m =

3
2
1
2
− 21
− 23

;

1

− 21 ; 1,

3
2

;

0, −1; 32 ,

1
1
3
2, −2, −2

0
0

1

0

0
0
0
0

√
2 √0
0 2
0 0

(7.16)
√
3

0

0

0
√
0 4

0

0

0

0
√
3

0

0

0

0

0

All nonvanishing matrix elements are one position removed from the diagonal.
Since J− = (J+ )† , the matrix for J− is the transpose of (7.16).
7.2 Explicit Form of the Angular Momentum Operators
The angular momentum operators were introduced in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4
as generators of rotations, and their fundamental commutation relations (7.1)
derive from their role as rotation generators. The unitary operator corresponding to a rotation through angle θ about an axis parallel to the unit vector
n̂ is
Rn (θ) = eiθn̂·J/ .
(7.17)
By examining this rotational transformation in more detail, it is possible to
derive a more explicit form for the angular momentum operators.
Case (i): A one-component state function
Let Ψ(x) be a one-component state function in coordinate representation.
When it is subjected to a rotation it is transformed into
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RΨ(x) = Ψ(R−1 x) ,

(7.18)
−1

where R is an operator of the form (7.17) and R is the inverse of a 3 × 3
coordinate rotation matrix. The speciﬁc form of the matrix R for rotations
about each of the three Cartesian axes is given in Sec. 3.3. [Equation (7.18) is
a special case of (3.8), written in a slightly diﬀerent notation.]
For a rotation through angle ε about the z axis, (7.18) becomes
Rz (ε)Ψ(x, y, z) = Ψ(x cos ε + y sin ε, −x sin ε + y cos ε, z) .
If ε is an inﬁnitesimal angle we may expand to the ﬁrst order, obtaining


∂Ψ
∂Ψ
Rz (ε)Ψ(x, y, z) = Ψ(x, y, z) + ε y
−x
.
∂x
∂y
Comparison of this equation with a ﬁrst order expansion of (7.17), Rz (ε) =
1 − iεJz /, leads to the identiﬁcation of Jz with −i(x∂/∂y − y∂/∂x). This
is, of course, just the z component of the orbital angular momentum operator,
L = Q × P, with Q and P being expressed in the coordinate representation,
(4.2) and (4.3).
Case (ii): A multicomponent state function
The rotational transformation of a multicomponent state function can be
more complicated than (7.18). In the most general case we may have a transformation of the form




Ψ1 (x)
Ψ1 (R−1 x)




−1
R  Ψ2 (x)  = D  Ψ2 (R x)  .
(7.19)
..
..
.
.
In addition to the coordinate transformation R−1 x, we may have a matrix
D that operates on the internal degrees of freedom; that is, it forms linear
combinations of components of the state function. Thus the general form of
the unitary operator (7.17) will be
Rn (θ) = eiθn̂·L/ Dn (θ) .

(7.20)

The two factors commute because the ﬁrst acts only on the coordinate x and
the second acts only on the components of the column vector.
The matrix D must be unitary, and so it can be written as
Dn (θ) = eiθn̂·S/ ,

(7.21)
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where S = (Sx , Sy , Sz ) are Hermitian matrices. Substituting (7.21) into (7.20)
and comparing with (7.17), we see that the angular momentum operator J has
the form
J = L + S,
(7.22)
with L = Q × P and [Lα , Sβ ] = 0 (α, β = x, y, z). In the particular representation used in this section, we have L = −ix × ∇, and the components of S are
discrete matrices. The operators L and S are called the orbital and spin parts
of the angular momentum. It can be shown by direct calculation (Problem 3.6)
that the components of L satisfy the same commutation relations, (7.1), that
are satisﬁed by J. Therefore it follows that the components of S must also
satisfy (7.1).
The orbital part of the angular momentum is the angular momentum due
to the motion of the center of mass of the object relative to the origin of
coordinates. The spin may be identiﬁed as the angular momentum that
remains when the center of mass is at rest.
7.3 Orbital Angular Momentum
The orbital angular momentum operator is
L = Q × P,

(7.23)

where Q is the position operator and P is the momentum operator. In the
coordinate representation, the action of Q is to multiply by the coordinate
vector, and P has the form −i∇.
It is frequently desirable to express these operators in spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), whose relation to the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) is
x = r sin θ cos φ ,

(7.24a)

y = r sin θ sin φ ,

(7.24b)

z = r cos θ ,

(7.24c)

as shown in Fig. 7.1.
The form of the gradient operator in spherical coordinates is
∇ = êr

∂
1 ∂
1
∂
+ êθ
+ êφ
,
∂r
r ∂θ
r sin θ ∂φ

(7.25)
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Fig. 7.1 Rectangular and spherical coordinates, showing unit vectors in both systems [see
Eq. (7.24)].

where the unit vectors of the spherical coordinate system are given by
êr = sin θ cos φ êx + sin θ sin φ êy + cos θ êz ,

(7.26a)

êθ = cos θ cos φ êx + cos θ sin φ êy − sin θ êz ,

(7.26b)

êφ = − sin φ êx + cos φ êy ,

(7.26c)

in terms of the unit vectors of the rectangular system. The orbital angular
momentum operator then has the form
L = rêr × (−i∇)


∂
1 ∂
= (−i) êφ
− êθ
.
∂θ
sin θ ∂φ

(7.27)

As in the calculation of Sec. 7.1, we shall seek the eigenvectors of the two
commuting operators L2 = L·L and Lz , where
Lz = êz ·L = −i

∂
.
∂φ

(7.28)

In evaluating L·L we must remember that the unit vectors êθ and êφ are
not constant, and so the action of the diﬀerential operators on them must be
included. The result can be written as


1 ∂
∂
1
∂2
(sin θ ) +
.
(7.29)
L2 = L·L = −2
sin θ ∂θ
∂θ
(sin θ)2 ∂φ2
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We must now solve the two coupled diﬀerential equations,
Lz Y (θ, φ) = mY (θ, φ) ,

(7.30)

L2 Y (θ, φ) = 2 B(B + 1)Y (θ, φ) .

(7.31)

(No assumption has been made about the values of B or m, which need not be
integers at this point.) Substitution of (7.28) into (7.30) yields ∂Y /∂φ = imY ,
and hence
∂2Y
= −m2 Y .
(7.32)
∂φ2
This allows us to simplify (7.31) to


∂
∂
sin θ
Y + {(sin θ)2 B(B + 1) − m2 }Y = 0 .
sin θ
(7.33)
∂θ
∂θ
The θ and φ dependences, which were coupled in (7.31), are completely
separated in (7.32) and (7.33), so it is clear that Y (θ, φ) may be taken to
be a product of a function of φ satisfying (7.32) and a function of θ satisfying
(7.33). The solution of (7.32) is obviously eimφ . Equation (7.33) is equivalent to the associated Legendre equation, whose solution will be denoted as
P3 m (cos θ). (The standard form of the Legendre equation is obtained by changing from the variable θ to u = cos θ.) Thus, apart from normalization, we have
Y (θ, φ) = eimφ P3 m (cos θ).
So far nothing has been said about the values of B and m. As is well known,
the diﬀerential equations (7.32) and (7.33) possess solutions for all values of
the parameters B and m. Eigenvalue restrictions come about only from the
imposition of boundary conditions. If we assume that the solution must be
single-valued under rotation — that is, we assume that Y (θ, φ + 2π) = Y (θ, φ)
— then it will follow that m must be an integer. If we further assume that
it must be nonsingular at the singular points of Eq. (7.33), θ = 0 and θ = π,
then from the standard theory of the Legendre equation it will follow that B
must be a nonnegative integer in the range B ≥ |m|. The normalized solutions
that result from these assumptions are the well-known spherical harmonics,

1/2
(2B + 1)(B − |m|)!
Y3 m (θ, φ) = (−1)(m+|m|)/2
eimφ P3 |m| (cos θ) . (7.34)
4π(B + |m|)!
Here P3 m (u) is the associated Legendre function. It is derivable from the
Legendre polynomial,
 3
d
P3 (u) = (23 B!)−1
(u2 − 1)3 ,
(7.35)
du
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by the relation


P3 (u) = (1 − u )
m

2 m/2

d
du

m
P3 (u) .

(7.36)

The arbitrary phase of Y3 m (θ, φ) has been chosen so that
Y3 −m (θ, φ) = (−1)m {Y3 m (θ, φ)}∗ ,

(7.37)

which allows it to satisfy (7.14) and (7.15). The spherical harmonics form an
orthonormal set:
 2π  π
{Y3 m (θ, φ)}∗ Y3 m (θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ = δ3,3 δm,m .
(7.38)
0

0

The assumptions of single-valuedness and nonsingularity can be justiﬁed
in a classical ﬁeld theory, such as electromagnetism, in which the ﬁeld is an
observable physical quantity. But in quantum theory the state function Ψ
does not have such direct physical signiﬁcance, and the classical boundary
conditions cannot be so readily justiﬁed. Why should Ψ be single-valued under
rotation? Physical signiﬁcance is attached, not to Ψ itself, but to quantities such as Ψ|A|Ψ, and these will be unchanged by a 2π rotation even if
m is a half-integer and Ψ changes sign. Why should Ψ be nonsingular ? It
is clearly desirable for the integral of |Ψ|2 to be integrable so that the total
probability can be normalized to one. But Y = (sin θ)1/2 eiφ/2 , which is everywhere ﬁnite, satisﬁes (7.23) and (7.33) for B = m = 12 . Is it therefore to be
admitted as as eigenfunction of orbital angular momentum? It is diﬃcult to
give an adequate justiﬁcation for the conventional boundary conditions in this
quantum-mechanical setting.
The orbital angular momentum eigenvalues. The orbital angular
momentum operators are Hermitian and satisfy the commutation relation
[Lα , Lβ ] = iεαβγ Lγ , just as do the components of the total angular momentum operator J. It was shown in Sec. 7.1 that this information by itself implies
that an eigenvalue of a component of the angular momentum operator must be
m, with m being either an integer or a half-integer. Any further restriction
of the orbital angular momentum eigenvalues to only the integer values must
come from a special property of the orbital operators that is not possessed
by the general angular momentum operators. This special property can only
be the relation (7.23) of the orbital angular momentum to the position and
momentum operators, L = Q × P, and the commutation relation satisﬁed by
position and momentum.
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We shall seek the eigenvalues of the orbital angular momentum operator
Lz = Qx Py − Qy Px ,

(7.39)

and shall use only the commutation relations
[Qx , Qy ] = [Px , Py ] = 0 ,

[Qα , Pβ ] = iδα,β

(7.40)

and the Hermitian nature of the operators.
For convenience, we shall temporarily adopt a system of units in which Q
and P are dimensionless and  = 1. We introduce four new operators:
q1 =

Qx + Py
√
,
2

(7.41a)

q2 =

Qx − Py
√
,
2

(7.41b)

p1 =

Px − Qy
√
,
2

(7.41c)

p2 =

Px + Qy
√
.
2

(7.41d)

It can be readily veriﬁed that
[q1 , q2 ] = [p1 , p2 ] = 0 ,

[qα , pβ ] = iδα,β .

(7.42)

In terms of these new operators, Eq. (7.39) becomes
Lz =

1
1
(p1 2 + q1 2 ) − (p2 2 + q2 2 ) .
2
2

(7.43)

Comparing this expression with (6.1), we see that it is the diﬀerence of two
independent harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians, each having mass M = 1 and
angular frequency ω = 1. Since the two terms commute, the eigenvalues of
Lz are just the diﬀerences between the eigenvalues of these two terms. The
eigenvalue spectrum of an operator of the form 12 (p1 2 + q1 2 ) was calculated in
Sec. 6.1 using only the equivalent of (7.42). From that result we infer that the
eigenvalues of (7.43) are equal to

 

1
1
n1 +
− n2 +
= n1 − n2 ,
2
2
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where n1 and n2 are nonnegative integers. Thus we have shown, directly from
the properties of the position and momentum operators, that the orbital angular momentum eigenvalues must be integer multiples of , and that half-integer
multiples cannot occur. This approach avoids any problematic discussion of
boundary conditions on the state function Ψ; it could, however, be regarded
as an indirect justiﬁcation for the conventional boundary conditions that lead
to the same result.
7.4 Spin
The components of the spin angular momentum S obey the general angular
momentum commutation relations, [Sx , Sy ] = iSz , etc., and so the analysis
of Sec. 7.1 applies. The eigenvalue equations for S 2 = S·S and Sz ,
S 2 |s, m = 2 s(s + 1)|s, m ,

Sz |s, m = m|s, m ,

(7.44)

have solutions for m = s, s−1, . . . , −s, with s being any nonnegative integer or
half-integer. Because a particular species of particle is characterized by a set
of quantum numbers that includes the value of its spin s, it is often suﬃcient
to treat the spin operators Sx , Sy , and Sz as acting on the space of dimension
2s + 1 that is spanned by the eigenvectors of (7.44) for a ﬁxed value of s. We
shall treat the most common cases in detail.
Case (i): s = 1/2. In this case it is customary to write S = 12 σ, where
σ = (σx , σy , σz ) are called the Pauli spin operators. Explicit matrix representations, in the basis formed by the eigenvectors of (7.44), can be deduced for
these operators from the 2 × 2 block of (7.16) and the analogous matrices for
other angular momentum components:






0 1
0 −i
1
0
, σy =
, σz =
.
(7.45)
σx =
1 0
i
0
0 −1
The Pauli spin operators satisfy several important relations:
σx 2 = σy 2 = σz 2 = 1

(7.46)

(here 1 denotes the identity matrix),
σx σy = −σy σx = iσz ,

σy σz = −σz σy = iσx ,

σz σx = −σx σz = iσy . (7.47)

These relations are operator equalities, which do not depend upon the use of
the particular matrix representation (7.45).
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The operator corresponding to the component of spin in the direction n̂ =
(sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) is n̂·S = 12 n·σ, with


cos θ, e−iφ sin θ
n̂·σ = iφ
e sin θ, − cos θ


.

(7.48)

A direct calculation shows that the eigenvalues of this matrix are +1 and −1,
and that the corresponding (unnormalized) eigenvectors are


e−iφ sin θ
1 − cos θ




,

−e−iφ sin θ
1 + cos θ


.

With the help of the trigonometric half-angle formulas, these vectors may be
replaced by equivalent normalized eigenvectors:
e−iφ/2 cos(θ/2)

!

eiφ/2 sin(θ/2)

,

−e−iφ/2 sin(θ/2)
eiφ/2 cos(θ/2)

!
.

(7.49)

Only the relative magnitudes and relative phases of the components of
a state vector have physical signiﬁcance, the norm and the overall phase
being irrelevant. Now it is apparent by inspection of the ﬁrst vector of (7.49)
that all possible values of the relative magnitude and relative phase of its two
components can be obtained by varying θ and φ; and, conversely, the relative
magnitude and phase of the components of any two-component vector uniquely
determine the values of θ and φ. Therefore any pure state vector of an s = 12
system can be associated with a spatial direction n̂ for which it is the + 21 
eigenvector for the component of spin.
We turn now to general states described by a state operator L. A 2 × 2
matrix has four parameters, and so can be expressed as a linear combination
of four linearly independent matrices such as 1, σx , σy , and σz . Therefore we
may write any arbitrary state operator in the form
L=

1
(1 + a·σ) .
2

(7.50)

The factor 12 has been chosen so that Tr L = 1. The parameters (ax , ay , az )
must be real to ensure that L = L† . To determine the values and signiﬁcance
of these three parameters, we calculate
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σx  = Tr (Lσx )
=

1
Tr (σx + ax 1 − ay iσz + az iσy )
2

=

1
ax Tr 1
2

= ax .
Here we have used (7.46), (7.47), and the fact that the Pauli operators have
zero trace. Similar results clearly hold for the y and z components, and so
we have
σ = Tr (Lσ) = a .

(7.51)

The vector a is called the polarization vector of the state.
Since the eigenvalues of (7.48) are +1 and −1, it follows at once that the
eigenvalues of L are 12 (1 + |a|) and 12 (1 − |a|). Since an eigenvalue of a state
operator cannot be negative, the length of the polarization vector must be
restricted to the range 0 ≤ |a| ≤ 1. The pure states are characterized by the
condition |a| = 1, corresponding to maximum polarization. The unpolarized
state, having a = 0, is isotropic, and the average of any component of spin
is zero in this state. The unpolarized state is the simplest and most common
example of a state that cannot be described by a state vector.
Case (ii): s = 1. The matrices for the spin operators can be determined
from the 3 × 3 block of (7.16) and related matrices. They are
2
Sx = 



0 1 0



2

1

 1 0 1  , Sy = 
2
0 1 0



0 −i

1
i
2
0

0





1 0



0 −i  , Sz =   0 0

0




0 .

0 0 −1
(7.52)
The matrix for the component of spin in the direction n̂ = (sin θ cos φ,
sin θ sin φ, cos θ) is


sin θe−iφ


$

n̂·S =   sin θeiφ 12 , 0,


$
0, sin θeiφ 12 ,
cos θ,

i

$

0

1
2,


0

sin θe

−iφ

− cos θ


$ 
1  .

2 


(7.53)
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Its eigenvalues, with the corresponding eigenvectors below them, are

 1 (1 + cos θ)e−iφ 
2

$
 1 sin θ
 2
1
2 (1

− cos θ)eiφ





0
 $

− 12 sin θe−iφ




 cos θ

$

1
iφ
sin
θe
2

−
 1 (1 − cos θ)e−iφ 
2

 $
 − 1 sin θ

2
1
2 (1


.


(7.54)

+ cos θ)eiφ

Unlike the case of s = 12 , it is no longer true that every vector must be an
eigenvector of the component of spin in some direction. This is so because it
requires four real parameters to specify the relative magnitudes and relative
phases of the components of a general three-component vector, but the above
eigenvectors contain only the two parameters θ and φ. Therefore the pure
states of an s = 1 system need not be associated with a spin eigenvalue in any
spatial direction.
A general state is described by a 3 × 3 state operator L, which depends
upon eight parameters after the restriction Tr L = 1 is taken into account.
The polarization vector S = Tr(LS) provides only three parameters, so it is
clear that polarization vector does not uniquely determine the state, unlike the
case of s = 12 . The additional parameters that are needed to fully determine
the state in this case, as well as their physical signiﬁcance, will be discussed
in Ch. 8.
Case (iii): s = 3/2. The spin operators for this case will be represented
by 4 × 4 matrices, which we shall not write down explicitly, although they are
not diﬃcult to calculate. The sum of the squares of the matrices for the spin
components in three orthogonal directions must satisfy the identity
Sx 2 + Sy 2 + Sz 2 = 2 s(s + 1)1 .

(7.55)

This is true, of course, for any value of s. For the case of s = 12 , the identity
is trivial, since each of the three matrices on the left hand side of (7.55) is a
multiple of 1. For the case of s = 1, the squares of the matrices in (7.52) are not
multiples of 1, but the 3 × 3 matrices for Sx 2 , Sy 2 , and Sz 2 are commutative.
Thus there is a complete set of common eigenvectors for the three matrices,
and the identity merely expresses a correlation among their eigenvalues: for
any such eigenvector, two of the matrices must have the eigenvalue 2 and one
must have the eigenvalue zero.
The case of s = 3/2 is the simplest one for which the matrices for Sx 2 ,
2
Sy , and Sz 2 are not commutative, and so a set of common eigenvectors does
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not exist. Therefore the identity (7.55) does not reduce to a relation among
eigenvalues. Indeed, it is clear that no such relationship among eigenvalues
can hold in this case. This is so because an eigenvalue of each term on the left
hand side must be either 92 /4 or 2 /4, and no sum of three such numbers
can add up to the eigenvalue 152 /4 on the right. This arithmetical fact has
implications for the interpretation of quantum mechanics. One might have
been inclined to regard quantum-mechanical variables as classical stochastic
variables, each of which takes on one of its allowed eigenvalues at any instant
of time. (The particular values would, presumably, ﬂuctuate randomly over
time in accordance with the quantum-mechanical probability distributions.)
But the above example shows that this interpretation cannot be correct, at
least not for angular momentum. Questions of interpretation will also arise in
later chapters, where they will be treated in more detail.
7.5 Finite Rotations
Three parameters are required to describe an arbitrary rotation. For
example, they may be the direction of the rotation axis (two parameters) and
the angle of rotation, as in (7.17). Another common parameterization is by
the Euler angles, which are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. From the ﬁxed system of
axes Oxyz, a new rotated set of axes Ox y  z  is produced in three steps:
(i) Rotate through angle α about Oz, carrying Oy into Ou;
(ii) Rotate through angle β about Ou, carrying Oz into Oz  ;
(iii) Rotate through angle γ about Oz  , carrying Ou into Oy  .

Fig. 7.2

The Euler angles.
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At the end of this process Ox will have been carried into Ox . The corresponding unitary operators for these three rotations are Rz (α), Ru (β), and Rz (γ),
in the notation of (7.17). The net rotation is described by the product of these
three operators,
R(α, β, γ) = Rz (γ)Ru (β)Rz (α)
= e−iγJz e−iβJu e−iαJz .

(7.56)

(In this section it is convenient to choose units such that  = 1.)
This expression for the rotation operator is inconvenient because each of the
three rotations is performed about an axis belonging to a diﬀerent coordinate
system. It is more convenient to transform all the operators to a common coordinate system. Applying the formula (3.2) to the rotation (i) above, we obtain
Ju = Rz (α)Jy Rz (−α), and hence Ru (β) = Rz (α) Ry (β) Rz (−α). Similarly,
since Jz is the result of performing rotations (i) and (ii) on Jz , it follows that
Rz (γ) = Ru (β) Rz (α) Rz (γ) Rz (−α) Ru (−β). After substitution of these
expressions into (7.56), considerable cancellation becomes possible, and the
result is simply
R(α, β, γ) = Rz (α) Ry (β) Rz (γ)
= e−iαJz e−iβJy e−iγJz .

(7.57)

Now all of the operators are expressed in the original ﬁxed coordinate system
Oxyz.
Active and passive rotations
Transformations may be considered from either of two points of view: the
active point of view, in which the object is rotated with respect to a ﬁxed
coordinate system, or the passive point of view, in which the object is kept
ﬁxed and the coordinate system is rotated. In this book we normally adhere
to the active point of view, but both methods are valid, and it is desirable to
understand the relation between them. For ease of illustration we shall use
two-dimensional examples, but the analysis has more general validity.
Under the active rotation shown in Fig. 7.3, the object is rotated through
a positive (counterclockwise) angle α, so that a physical point in the object is
moved from location (x, y) to a new location (x , y  ). The relation between the
coordinates of these two points is given by the active rotation matrix,
xi =

(a)

Rij xj .
j

(7.58)
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Fig. 7.3

Active rotation [Eq. (7.58)].

(a)

The rotation matrix Rij (α, β, γ) is in general a function of three Euler angles.
By inspection of Fig. 7.3, it can be veriﬁed that in this case it takes the form


cos α, − sin α, 0


(a)
Rij (α, 0, 0) =  sin α,
cos α, 0  .
(7.59)
0,
0,
1
Let us take the object of the rotation to be a scalar ﬁeld, or a state function
for a spinless particle, Ψ(x). The rotated function is denoted as Ψ (x) =
R(α, β, γ) Ψ(x). By construction, the value of the new function Ψ at the new
point x = (x , y  , z  ) is equal to the value of the old function Ψ at the old point
x = (x, y, z), so we have Ψ (x ) = Ψ(x) = Ψ([R(a) ]−1 x ). Thus
R(α, β, γ) Ψ(x) = Ψ([R(a) (α, β, γ)]−1 x) ,

(7.60)

this formula being a special case of (3.8).
In a passive rotation, the object remains ﬁxed while the coordinate system
is rotated. Thus the same physical point P has two sets of coordinates: the
old coordinates x = (x, y, z), and the new coordinates x = (x , y  , z  ). The
relation between these two sets of coordinates is given by the passive rotation
matrix,
(p)
Rij xj .
(7.61)
xi =
j

The matrix
Fig. 7.4:

(p)
Rij (α, β, γ)

takes the following form for the special case shown in


cos α,

sin α,


(p)
Rij (α, 0, 0) =  − sin α, cos α,
0,

0,

0




0 .
1

(7.62)
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Passive rotation [Eq. (7.61)].

Now the value of the ﬁeld or state function must be the same at the point
P regardless of which coordinate system is used, although its functional form
will be diﬀerent in the two coordinate systems. Thus we must have Ψ (x ) =
Ψ(x), where Ψ and Ψ denote the functions in the new and old coordinates,
respectively. From (7.61) we have the relation x = [R(p) ]−1 x , so by a change
of dummy variable we obtain
Ψ (x) = Ψ([R(p) ]−1 x) .

(7.63)

Notice that (7.60) and (7.63) have the same form, involving an inverse
matrix acting on the coordinate argument. The diﬀerence between the two
cases lies only in the diﬀerences between the active and passive coordinate
rotation matrices (7.59) and (7.62), one being the inverse of the other. This
relationship holds also in the general case:
R(p) (α, β, γ) = [R(a) (α, β, γ)]−1 = R(a) (−γ, −β, −α) .
It expresses the intuitive geometrical fact that one may achieve equivalent
results by rotating the coordinate system in a positive sense with respect to
the object, or by rotating the object in a negative sense with respect to the
coordinate system.
[[ This discussion of active and passive rotations is based on an article by
M. Bouten (1969), in which it is pointed out that the standard reference
books by Edmonds (1957) and Rose (1960) contain errors in treating these
rotations. ]]
Rotation matrices. The matrix representation of the rotation operator
(7.57) in the basis formed by the angular momentum eigenvectors,
j  , m |R(α, β, γ)|j, m = δj ,j Dm ,m (α, β, γ) ,
(j)

(7.64)
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gives rise to the rotation matrices,
Dm ,m (α, β, γ) = j, m |e−iαJz e−iβJy e−iγJz |j, m
(j)



= e−i(αm +γm) dm ,m (β) ,

(7.65)

dm ,m (β) = j, m |e−iβJy |j, m .

(7.66)

(j)

where
(j)

The matrix (7.64) is diagonal in (j  , j) because R commutes with the operator
J 2 , and the ﬁnal simpliﬁcation in (7.65) takes place because the basis vectors
are eigenvectors of Jz .
The matrix element (7.66) is easy to evaluate for the case of j = 12 , for
which we can replace Jy by 12 σy . Here σy is a Pauli matrix (7.45). From the
Taylor series for the exponential function and the identity (σy )2 = 1 (the 2 × 2
unit matrix), it follows that


 
 
−iβσy
β
β
e−iβJy = exp
= 1 cos
− iσy sin
.
(7.67)
2
2
2
Hence we obtain
(1/2)

d

(β) =

cos(β/2),

− sin(β/2)

sin(β/2),

cos(β/2)

!
.

(7.68)

Notice that this matrix is periodic in β with period 4π, but it changes sign
when 2π is added to β. This double-valuedness under rotation by 2π is a
characteristic of the full rotation matrix (7.65) whenever j is a half odd-integer.
The matrix is single-valued under rotation by 2π whenever j is an integer.
For the case of j = 1, we can replace Jy by the 3 × 3 matrix Sy of (7.52),
which satisﬁes the identity (Sy )3 = Sy . (Recall that we are using  = 1 in this
section.) By a calculation similar to that leading to (7.67), we obtain
exp(−iβSy ) = 1 − (Sy )2 (1 − cos β) − iSy sin β .
Hence we have

(1)

d



1
2 (1

+ cos β),


 $

(β) =  ( 12 ) sin β,


1
2 (1 − cos β),

$
−( 12 ) sin β,
cos β,
$
( 12 ) sin β,


− cos β)


$

1
−( 2 ) sin β  .


1
(1
+
cos
β)
2
1
2 (1

(7.69)
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The matrix element (7.66) was evaluated in the general case by E. P.
Wigner. A concise derivation is given in the book by Sakurai (1985). The properties of the rotation matrices can be most systematically derived by means of
group theory [see Tinkham (1964)]. The only speciﬁc result from group theory
that we shall use is the orthogonality theorem,



(j)
∗ (j )
−1
{Dµ,ν (R)} Dµ ,ν  (R) dR = (2j + 1) δj ,j δµ ,µ δν  ,ν dR .
(7.70)
Here R denotes the Euler angles of the rotation, (α, β, γ), and dR = dα
sin βdβ dγ. The range of β is from 0 to π. The ranges of α and γ must cover
4π radians, in general, although 2π will suﬃce if both j and j  are integers.
Rotation of angular momentum eigenvectors
The rotation matrices arise naturally when a rotation operator is applied
to the angular momentum eigenvectors:
|j  , m  j  , m |R(α, β, γ)|j, m

R(α, β, γ)|j, m =
j  ,m

|j, m Dm ,m (α, β, γ) .
(j)

=

(7.71)

m

The reader can verify that the eigenvectors of an angular momentum component in a general direction, (7.49) and (7.54), are obtainable from this equation.
The (2j + 1)-dimensional space spanned by the set of vectors {|j, m}, for
ﬁxed j and all m in the range (−j ≤ m ≤ j), is an invariant irreducible
subspace under rotations. To say that the subspace is invariant means that a
vector within it remains within it after rotation. This is so because no other
values of j are introduced into the linear combination of (7.71). To say that the
subspace is irreducible means that it contains no smaller invariant subspaces.
Proof of irreducibility is left as an exercise for the reader.
Relation to spherical harmonics
The spherical harmonics (7.34), introduced in (7.30) and (7.31) as the eigenfunctions of orbital angular momentum, are by deﬁnition the coordinate representation of the angular momentum eigenvectors |B, m for integer values of B
and m. Hence they must transform under rotations according to (7.71). From
that equation one can derive a useful relation between the spherical harmonics
and the rotation matrices. It is slightly more convenient to write the equation
for the inverse of the transformation speciﬁed in (7.71),
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R−1 (α, β, γ) Y3 m (θ, φ) = Y3 m (θ , φ )


Y3 m (θ, φ) {Dm,m (α, β, γ)}∗ ,

=

(3)

(7.72)

m

where the rotation R(α, β, γ) takes a vector in the direction (θ, φ) into the
direction (θ , φ ). [Note once again the inverse relation between the rotation
on function space and on the coordinate arguments of the function, as in
(7.60). We use the active point of view.] We have made use of the fact that
the rotation matrix D is unitary, and so its inverse is obtained by taking the
transpose complex conjugate.
In fact, the spherical harmonics are fully determined by (7.72), except for
their conventional normalization. By putting β = γ = 0 we obtain
R−1 (α, 0, 0)Y3 m (θ, φ) = R(0, 0, −α)Y3 m (θ, φ) = Y3 m (θ, φ + α)


Y3 m (θ, φ){Dm,m (α, 0, 0)}∗

=

(3)

m

= eiαm Y3 m (θ, φ) .
The ﬁnal step follows from (7.65). Setting φ = 0 then yields
Y3 m (θ, α) = eiαm Y3 m (θ, 0) ,

(7.73)

which determines the dependence of the spherical harmonic on its second
argument. Since the direction θ = 0 is the polar axis, continuity of the spherical harmonic requires that Y3 m (0, α) be independent of α. Therefore we must
have Y3 m (0, 0) = 0 for m = 0, and so we can write
Y3 m (0, 0) = c3 δm,0 .

(7.74)

We next put θ = 0 in (7.72), so that the direction (θ, φ) is the z axis. The
equation now reduces to
Y3 m (θ , φ ) =

c3 δm ,0 {Dm,m (α, β, γ)}∗
(3)

m

= c3 {Dm,0 (α, β, γ)}∗ ,
(3)

where R(α, β, γ) carries a vector parallel to the z axis into the direction (θ , φ ).
Clearly this requires α = φ and β = θ , with γ remaining arbitrary. But
(3)
Dm,0 (α, β, γ) is independent of γ, so we may simply write
Y3 m (θ, φ) = c3 {Dm,0 (φ, θ, 0)}∗ ,
(3)

(7.75)
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thus obtaining a simple relation between the spherical harmonics and the
rotation matrices. Conventional normalization is obtained if we put

c3 =

2B + 1
4π

1/2
.

(7.76)

7.6 Rotation Through 2π
According to (7.17), the operator for a rotation through 2π about an axis
along the unit vector n̂ is Rn (2π) = e−2πin̂·J/ . Its eﬀect on the standard
angular momentum eigenvectors is
Rn (2π)|j, m = (−1)2j |j, m .

(7.77)

That is to say, it has no eﬀect if j is an integer, and multiplies by −1 if j is
half an odd integer. The truth of (7.77) is self-evident if n̂ points along the
z axis because the vectors are eigenvectors of Jz . To show it for an arbitrary
direction of n̂, we can express the vector |j, m as a linear combination of the
eigenvectors of n̂·J, which can be obtained from |j, m by a rotation as in
(7.71). Since diﬀerent values of j are never mixed by that rotation, it follows
that (7.77) also holds for an arbitrary direction of n̂. For this reason we may
drop any reference to the axis of rotation, and write simply
Rn (2π) = R(2π) .

(7.78)

We are accustomed to thinking of a rotation through 2π as a trivial operation that leaves everything unchanged. Corresponding to this belief, we shall
assume that all dynamical variables are invariant under 2π rotation. That is,
we postulate
R(2π)A R−1 (2π) = A ,

or [R(2π), A] = 0 ,

(7.79)

where A may represent any physical observable whatsoever. But R(2π) is not
a trivial operator (that is, it is not equal to the identity), and so invariance
under transformation by R(2π) may have some nontrivial consequences.
It is important to distinguish consequences of invariance of the observable
from those that follow from invariance of the state. Since it is diﬃcult to
visualize states that are not invariant under 2π rotation, we shall digress to
treat the consequences of an arbitrary symmetry. Let U be a unitary operator
that leaves a particular dynamical variable F invariant, and hence [U, F ] = 0.
Consider some state that is not invariant under the transformation U . If it is
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a pure state, with state vector |Ψ, then |Ψ  = U |Ψ is not equal to |Ψ. The
average of the dynamical variable F in the transformed state is
F  = Ψ |F |Ψ  = Ψ|U † F U |Ψ
= Ψ|U † U F |Ψ
= Ψ|F |Ψ .
Thus we see that observable statistical properties for F are the same in the
two states |Ψ and |Ψ , even though the states are not equal. Similarly, for
a general state described by the state operator L, for which we assume that
L = U LU † is not equal to L, the average of F is
F  = Tr (L F ) = Tr (U LU † F ) = Tr (LU † F U )
= Tr (LF ) .
Thus we see again, in this more general case, that the observable statistical
properties for F will be the same in these two symmetry-related but unequal
states. Now of course this sort of conclusion holds for the symmetry operation
R(2π), but this is not of interest here. We seek rather something that is
peculiar to R(2π).
According to (7.77), the operator R(2π) divides the vector space into two
subspaces. A typical vector in the ﬁrst subspace (integer angular momentum),
denoted as |+, has the property R(2π)|+ = |+, whereas a typical vector in
the second subspace (half odd-integer angular momentum), denoted as |−, has
the property R(2π)|− = −|−. Now, if A represents any physical observable,
we have
+|R(2π)A|− = +|AR(2π)|− ,
+|A|− = − +|A|− ,
and hence it must be the case that +|A|− = 0. Thus no physical observable
can have nonvanishing matrix elements between states with integer angular
momentum and states with half odd-integer angular momentum. This fact
forms the basis of a superselection rule.
One statement of this superselection rule is that there is no observable
distinction among the state vectors of the form
|Ψω  = |+ + eiω |−

(7.80)
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for diﬀerent values of the phase ω. This is true because for any physical
observable A whatsoever we have Ψω |A|Ψω  = +|A|+ + −|A|−, since
+|A|− = −|A|+ = 0, and this does not depend on the phase ω.
An analogous statement can be made for a general state represented by the

state operator L = ij Lij |i j|. The matrix Lij and the similar matrix for a
physical observable A can be partitioned into four blocks:




L
A++ 0
L
[L] = ++ +− ,
[A] =
.
L−+ L−−
0 A−−
Now the average of the dynamical variable A in this state is
A = Tr (LA) = Tr+ (L++ A++ ) + Tr− (L−− A−− ) ,
where Tr+ and Tr− denote traces over the subspaces. The cross matrix
elements L+− and L−+ do not contribute to the observable quantity A
because the corresponding matrix elements of the operator A are all zero.
This is another, more general way of saying that interference between vectors
of the |+ and |− types is not observable.
It is sometimes asserted that states that would be described by vectors of
the form (7.80) do not exist. This is equivalent to asserting that the matrix
elements L+− and L−+ of a state operator must vanish. The correct statement
of the superselection rule is that such matrix elements of L, and the phase ω
in (7.80), have no observable consequences. But since they have no observable
consequences, we are free to assume any convenient values, such as L+− =
L−+ = 0. If this assumption is made as an initial condition at t = 0, it will
remain true for all time because the generator of time evolution H is itself
a physical observable and so obeys the invariance condition [H, R(2π)] = 0.
Therefore the equation of motion decouples into two separate equations in
each of the two subspaces, and no cross matrix elements of L between the two
subspaces will ever develop.
Superselection versus ordinary symmetry
It is important to understand the diﬀerence between a generator of a
superselection rule like R(2π), and a symmetry operation that is generated by
a universally conserved quantity, such as the displacement operator e−ia·P/ ,
which is generated by the total momentum P. Since the Hamiltonian of any
closed system must be invariant under both of these transformations, there is
an apparent similarity between them. Both give rise to a quantum number
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that must be conserved in any transition: the eigenvalue ±1 of the operator
R(2π) in the ﬁrst case, and the total momentum eigenvalue in the second case.
The diﬀerence is that there exist observables that do not commute with
P, such as the position Q, but there are no observables that fail to commute
with R(2π). By measuring the position one can distinguish between states
that diﬀer only by a displacement, but there is no way to distinguish between
states that diﬀer only by a 2π rotation.
[[ The superselection rule generated by R(2π), which separates states of
integer angular momentum from states of half odd-integer angular momentum, is the only superselection rule that occurs in the quantum mechanics
of stable particles. In quantum ﬁeld theory, in which particles are regarded
as ﬁeld excitations that can be created and destroyed, it can be shown that
the total electric charge operator generates a superselection rule, provided
one assumes that all observables are invariant under gauge transformations.
(See Sec. 11.2 for the notion of gauge transformation.) In that case, no
interference can be observed between states of diﬀerent total charge
because there are no physical observables that do not commute with the
charge operator. In a theory of stable particles the charge of each particle,
and hence the total charge, is invariable. Therefore the total charge operator is a multiple of the identity. Every operator commutes with it, and so
the charge superselection rule becomes trivial. ]]
7.7 Addition of Angular Momenta
Let us consider a two-component system, each component of which has
angular momentum degrees of freedom. For convenience we shall speak of
these two components as “particle 1” and “particle 2”, and shall denote the
corresponding angular momentum operators as J(1) and J(2) , although they
could very well be the orbital and spin degrees of freedom of the same particle.
As was discussed in Sec. 3.5, basis vectors for the composite system can be
formed from the basis vectors of the components by taking all binary products
of a vector from each set:
|j1 , j2 , m1 , m2  = |j1 , m1 (1) |j2 , m2 (2) .

(7.81)

These vectors are common eigenvectors of the four commutative operators
J(1) ·J(1) , J(2) ·J(2) , Jz (1) , and Jz (2) , with eigenvalues 2 j1 (j1 +1), 2 j2 (j2 +1),
m1 , and m2 , respectively.
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It is often desirable to form eigenvectors of the total angular momentum
operators, J·J and Jz , where the total angular momentum vector operator is
J = J(1) + J(2) .

(7.82)

[A more formal mathematical notation would be J = J(1) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ J(2) . The
essential point of either notation is to indicate that J(1) operates only on the
ﬁrst factor of (7.81) and that J(2) operates only on the second factor.] This is
useful when the system is invariant under rotation as a whole, but not under
rotation of the two components separately, so that the components of J are
constants of motion but the components of J(1) and J(2) are not constants
of motion.
The eigenvectors of J·J and Jz may be denoted as |α, J, M , where 2 J(J +
1) and M are the eigenvalues of the two operators and α denotes any other
labels that may be needed to specify a unique vector. These eigenvectors
can be expressed as linear combinations of the product vectors (7.81). It is
easy to verify that the four operators J(1) ·J(1) , J(2) ·J(2) , J·J, and Jz are
mutually commutative, and hence they possess a complete set of common
eigenvectors. Since the set of product vectors of the form (7.81) and the new
set of total angular momentum eigenvectors are both eigenvectors of J(1) ·J(1)
and J(2) ·J(2) , the eigenvalues j1 and j2 will be constant in both sets. Therefore
we may conﬁne our attention to the vector space of dimension (2j1 +1)(2j2 +1)
that is spanned by those basis vectors (7.81) having ﬁxed values of j1 and j2 .
This vector space is invariant under rotation, and so it must be decomposable into one or more irreducible rotationally invariant subspaces. (See Sec. 7.5
for the concept of an irreducible invariant subspace.) Now the 2J + 1 vectors
|α, J, M , with M in the range −J ≤ M ≤ J, span an irreducible subspace.
Therefore if the vector |α, J, M , for a particular value of M , can be constructed in the space under consideration, then so can the entire set of 2J + 1
such vectors with M in the range −J ≤ M ≤ J.
For a particular value of J, it might be possible to construct one such set
of vectors, two or more linearly independent sets, or none at all. Let N (J)
denote the number of independent sets that can be constructed. Let n(M )
be the degree of degeneracy, in this space, of the eigenvalue M . The relation
between these two quantities is
n(M ) =

N (J)

(7.83)

J≥|M|

and hence
N (J) = n(J) − n(J + 1) .

(7.84)
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Possible values of M = m1 + m2 , illustrated for j1 = 3, j2 = 2.

Thus N (J) can be obtained from n(M ), which is easier to calculate directly.
The product vectors (7.81) are eigenvectors of the operator Jz = Jz (1) +
(2)
Jz , with eigenvalue M = (m1 + m2 ), and the degree of degeneracy n(M )
is equal to the number of pairs (m1 , m2 ) such that M = m1 + m2 . This is
illustrated in Fig. 7.5, where it is apparent that the number n(M ) is equal to
the number of dots that lie on the diagonal line M = m1 + m2 . Therefore
if

|M | > j1 + j2 ,

= j1 + j2 + 1 − |M |

if

j1 + j2 ≥ |M | ≥ |j1 − j2 | ,

= 2jmin + 1

if

|j1 − j2 | ≥ |M | ≥ 0 ,

n(M )= 0

(7.85)

where jmin is the lesser of j1 and j2 . It then follows from (7.84) that
N (J) = 1
=0

for |j1 − j2 | ≤ J ≤ j1 + j2 ,
otherwise .

(7.86)

It has turned out that N (J) is never greater that 1, and so the vectors
|α, J, M  can be uniquely labeled by the eigenvalues of the four operators
J(1) ·J(1) , J(2) ·J(2) , J·J and Jz . Henceforth these total angular momentum
eigenvectors will be denoted as |j1 , j2 , J, M .
Clebsch Gordan coeﬃcients
The set of all product vectors {|j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 } is a complete basis set, as
is the set of all total angular momentum vectors {|j1 , j2 , J, M }. Therefore it
is possible to express one set in terms of the other:
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|j1 , j2 , m1 , m2  j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |j1 , j2 , J, M  .

(7.87)

m1 ,m2

The coeﬃcients of this transformation are called the Clebsch–Gordan coeﬃcients, and they will be written as
(j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) = j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |j1 , j2 , J, M  .

(7.88)

The phases of the CG coeﬃcients are not yet deﬁned because of the indeterminacy of the relative phases of the vectors |j1 , j2 , J, M , which have been deﬁned
only as eigenvectors of certain operators. For diﬀerent values of M but ﬁxed
J we adopt the usual phase convention that led to (7.14). This leaves one
arbitrary phase for each J value, which we ﬁx by requiring that
(j1 , j2 , j1 , J − j1 |J, J) be real and positive .

(7.89)

It can be shown that all of the CG coeﬃcients are now real, although this is
not obvious.
The relation (7.87) and its inverse can now be written as
|j1 , j2 , J, M  =

|j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) ,

(7.90)

m1 ,m2

|j1 , j2 , m1 , m2  =

|j1 , j2 , J, M (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) .

(7.91)

J,M

Since this is a unitary transformation from one orthonormal set of vectors to
another, the coeﬃcients must satisfy the orthogonality relations
(j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M )(j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J  , M  ) = δJ,J  δM,M  ,

(7.92)

m1 ,m2

(j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M )(j1 , j2 , m1  , m2  |J, M ) = δm1 ,m1 , δm2 ,m2 . (7.93)
J,M

The CG coeﬃcient (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) vanishes unless the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(a) m1 + m2 = M ,

(7.94)

(b) |j1 − j2 | ≤ J ≤ j1 + j2 ,

(7.95)

(c) j1 + j2 + J = an integer .

(7.96)

Conditions (a) and (b) have already been derived above. Condition (b) is
actually symmetrical with respect to permutations of (j1 , j2 , J), and it can
be re-expressed as requiring that the triad (j1 , j2 , J) should form the sides
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of a triangle. Condition (c) follows from considering the behavior of (7.87)
under rotation by 2π. According to (7.77), the left hand side of (7.87) must
be multiplied by (−1)2J , whereas the right hand side must be multiplied by
(−1)2(j1 +j2 ) . These two factors will be identical under condition (c), which may
now be restated by saying that in the triad (j1 , j2 , J) only an even number of
members can be half odd-integers.
Recursion relations
It is possible to calculate the values of the CG coeﬃcients by successive
application of the raising or lowering operator to the deﬁning equation,
|j1 , j2 , J, M  =

|j1 , m1 (1) |j2 , m2 (2) (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) .

(7.97)

m1 ,m2

This is illustrated most simply for the case j1 = j2 = 12 . When J and M take
on their maximum possible values, J = M = 1, the sum in (7.97) will contain
only one term,
&
' 
(1)  1 1 (2)
 ,
.
(7.98)
| 12 , 12 , 1, 1 = 12 , 12 , 12 , 12 |1, 1  12 , 12
2 2
The phase condition (7.89) and the fact that the vectors have unit norm imply
that ( 12 , 12 , 12 , 12 | 1, 1) = 1. We next apply the lowering operator, J− = J− (1) +
J− (2) , to (7.98) and use (7.15) to obtain
√ 1 1
2| 2 , 2 , 1, 0 = | 12 , − 12 (1) | 12 , 12 (2) + | 12 , 12 (1) | 12 , − 21 (2) .
Applying J− again to this equation yields
|1, −1 = | 12 , − 21 (1) | 12 , − 21 (2) .
By comparing these results with (7.97) we obtain the ﬁrst three columns in
the following table.
Values of ( 12 , 12 , m1 , m2 | J, M )
(triplet)
m1 , m2 =

(singlet)

J, M =

1, + 1

1, 0

1, −1

0, 0

+ 12 , + 12

1

0
$

0

0
$

+ 12 , − 12

0

− 12 , + 12

0

− 12 , − 12

0

$
0

1
2

0

1
2

0
1

−

(7.99)
1
2

$
0

1
2
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The fourth column is obtained requiring the singlet state |0, 0 to be orthogonal
to the three triplet states, and using the phase condition (7.89).
By applying the lowering operator, J− = J− (1) + J− (2) , to the general case
of (7.97), we obtain
[(J − M + 1)(J + M )]1/2 |j1 , j2 , J, M − 1
/
[(j1 − m1 + 1)(j1 + m1 )]1/2 |j1 , m1 − 1(1) |j2 , m2 (2)
=
m1 ,m2

+ [(j2 − m2 + 1)(j2 + m2 )]1/2 |j1 , m1 (1) |j2 , m2 − 1(2)

0

× (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M ) .

(7.100)

This may be compared to (7.97) with M replaced by M − 1:
|j1 , j2 , J, M − 1 =

|j1 , m1 (1) |j2 , m2 (2) (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M − 1) ,
m1 ,m2

which yields
[(J − M + 1)(J + M )]1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M − 1)
= [(j1 − m1 )(j1 + m1 + 1)]1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 + 1, m2 |J, M )
+ [(j2 − m2 )(j2 + m2 + 1)]1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 + 1|J, M ) .

(7.101)

A similar calculation using the raising operator J+ = J+ (1) + J+ (2) yields
[(J + M + 1)(J − M )]1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |J, M + 1)
= [(j1 + m1 )(j1 − m1 + 1)1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 − 1, m2 |J, M )
+ [(j2 + m2 )(j2 − m2 + 1)]1/2 (j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 − 1|J, M ) .

(7.102)

A useful application of these recursion relations may be made to the case
of j1 = B, j2 = 12 , which arises in the study of spin–orbit coupling. If we put
m2 = 12 , its largest possible value, then the second term on the right hand side
of (7.101) will vanish, leaving
[(J − M + 1)(J + M )]1/2 (B, 12 , M − 32 , 12 |J, M − 1)
,
-1/2
= (B − M + 32 )(B + M − 12 )
(B, 12 , M − 12 , 12 |J, M ) .
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Upon the substitution M → M + 1 this yields
(B, 12 , M − 12 , 12 |J, M )

&
'&
' ! 12
B − M + 12 B + M + 12
=
(B, 12 , M + 12 , 12 |J, M + 1) .
(J − M )(J + M + 1)

For the case of J = B +
value of M is reached:

1
2

we use this equation recursively until the maximum

(B, 12 , M − 12 , 12 |B + 12 , M )


(B + M + 12 )
=
(B + M + 32 )

 12

(B, 12 , M + 12 , 12 |B + 12 , M + 1)



(B + M + 12 ) (B + M + 32 )
=
(B + M + 32 ) (B + M + 52 )

 12

(B, 12 , M + 32 , 12 |B + 12 , M + 2)

..
.


(B + M + 12 )
=
(2B + 1)

 12

(B, 12 , B, 12 |B + 12 , B + 12 ) .

The ﬁnal CG coeﬃcient on the right is of the form (j1 , j2 , j1 , j2 |j1 +j2 , j1 +j2 ) =
1, so the calculation of (B, 12 , M − 12 , 12 |B + 12 , M ) is complete, and its value is
entered in the upper left corner of the following table.
Values of (B, 12 , M − ms , ms | J, M )
J =B+

ms =

1
2

ms =

− 12



J =B−

1
2

(B + M + 12 )
(2B + 1)
(B − M + 12 )
(2B + 1)

 12
 12

1
2



(B − M + 12 )
−
(2B + 1)


(B + M + 12 )
(2B + 1)

 12

(7.103)

 12

The lower left entry in this table can be determined similarly from the recursion
(7.102) with m2 = − 21 . However its magnitude is more easily determined from
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the fact that the vector |J = B + 12 , M  is normalized, and hence sum of the
squares of the entries in the left column of the table must must be 1. The entries
in the right column are determined, apart from an overall sign, by requiring
the vector |J = B − 12 , M  to be normalized and orthogonal to |J = B + 12 , M .
The phase convention (7.89) determines that it is the ms = − 21 term that
is positive.
The spin–orbital eigenfunctions will be denoted as Y3 J,M . Their explicit
form, in the standard matrix representation, is
!
1
(B + M + 12 )1/2 Y3 M− 2 (θ, φ)
1
3+ 12 ,M
Y3
=
,
(7.104a)
(2B + 1)1/2 (B − M + 1 )1/2 Y3 M+ 12 (θ, φ)
2
Y3

3− 12 ,M

1
=
(2B + 1)1/2

1

−(B − M + 12 )1/2 Y3 M− 2 (θ, φ)
1

(B + M + 12 )1/2 Y3 M+ 2 (θ, φ)

!
.

(7.104b)

By construction, they are eigenfunctions of L·L, S·S, J·J, and Jz . They are
also eigenfunctions of the spin–orbit coupling operator L·S, since
L·S =

1
(J·J − L·L − S·S) .
2

(7.105)

Its eigenvalues are
1 2
2  [j(j

+ 1) − B(B + 1) − 3/4] = 12 2 B
=

− 21 2 (B

for j = B +
+ 1)

for j = B −

1
2
1
2

,
.

(7.106)

3 j symbols
The CG coeﬃcient is related to a more symmetrical coeﬃcient called the
3–j symbol,


j1
j2
j3
(−1)j1 −j2 −m3
(j1 , j2 , m1 , m2 |j3 , −m3 ) .
(7.107)
=
(2J3 + 1)1/2
m1 m2 m3
Rotenberg et al. (1959) have provided extensive numerical tables of these and
some more complicated coeﬃcients, as well as listing the principal relations
that they satisfy. In accordance with (7.94), (7.95), and (7.96), the 3–j symbol
must vanish unless m1 + m2 + m3 = 0, (j1 , j2 , j3 ) form the sides of a triangle,
and j1 + j2 + j3 is an integer.
Let us use the abbreviation (1 2 3) to denote the 3–j symbol (7.107). Its
principal symmetries are:
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(i) Even permutation:
(1 2 3) = (2 3 1) = (3 1 2) ;
(ii) Odd permutation:
(3 2 1) = (2 1 3) = (1 3 2) = (1 2 3) ×(−1)j1 −j2 −m3 ;
(iii) Reversal of the signs of m1 , m2 , and m3 causes the 3–j symbol to be
multiplied by (−1)j1 −j2 −m3 .
Although symmetry under interchange of 1 and 2 in (7.107) is to be
expected from the deﬁnition of the CG coeﬃcient in terms of the addition
of two angular momenta, the three-fold permutation symmetry would not be
expected from that point of view. Other symmetries, whose interpretation is
more obscure, have been listed by Rotenberg et al.
7.8 Irreducible Tensor Operators
One of the reasons why the set of 2j + 1 angular momentum eigenvectors
{|j, m : (−j ≤ m ≤ j)} are important is that they transform under rotations
in the simple manner (7.71), forming the basis for an invariant irreducible
subspace. A set of 2k + 1 operators {Tq (k) : (−k ≤ q ≤ k)} which transform in
an analogous fashion,
R(α, β, γ)Tq (k) R−1 (α, β, γ) =

(k)

Tq (k) Dq ,q (α, β, γ) ,

(7.108)

q

are said to form an irreducible tensor of degree k.
A scalar operator S, which is (by deﬁnition) invariant under rotations,
R(α, β, γ) S R−1 (α, β, γ) = S ,

(7.109)

is an irreducible tensor of degree k = 0. A vector operator V is an irreducible
tensor of degree k = 1, since the three components of a vector transform into
linear combinations of each other under rotation. The spherical components of
the vector, which satisfy (7.108), are
$
$
V+1 = −(Vx + iVy ) 12 , V0 = Vz , V−1 = (Vx − iVy ) 21 .
(7.110)
Although an irreducible tensor was deﬁned in terms of its transformation
under ﬁnite rotations, it may also be characterized by its transformation under
inﬁnitesimal rotations. Recalling the deﬁnition of the rotation matrix (7.64),
we may rewrite (7.108) as
R Tq (k) R−1 =

Tq (k) k, q  |R|k, q .
q
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For a rotation through the inﬁnitesimal angle ε about an axis in the direction
of the unit vector n̂, the rotation operator is R = 1 − i ε n̂·J/, to the ﬁrst
order in ε, and hence the above equation yields
Tq (k) k, q  |n̂·J|k, q .

[n̂·J, Tq (k) ] =

(7.111)

q

By applying this result for n̂ in the z, x, and y directions, and using the fundamental properties (7.14) and (7.15) of the operators J+ = Jx + iJy and
J− = Jx − iJy , we obtain
[J+ , Tq(k) ] = {(k − q)(k + q + 1)}1/2 Tq+1 (k) ,

(7.112a)

[Jz , Tq (k) ] = q Tq (k) ,

(7.112b)

[J− , Tq (k) ] = {(k + q)(k − q + 1)}1/2 Tq−1 (k) .

(7.112c)

These commutation relations may be used as an alternative deﬁnition of the
spherical components of an irreducible tensor, in place of (7.108).
Several useful results follow from the simple rotational properties of the
tensor operators. But in order to deduce them, we must ﬁrst derive some
important relations between the rotation matrices and the CG coeﬃcients.
Let us apply a rotation to a product vector of the form (7.91):
R|k, j, J, M  (k, j, q, m|J, M ) .

R|k, q|j, m =
J

M

Using (7.71) then yields
|k, q  |j, m  Dq ,q (R) Dm ,m (R)
(k)

q

(j)

m

|k, j, J, M   DM  ,M (R) (k, j, q, m|J, M ) .
(J)

=
M

J

M

In the right hand side we now substitute
|k, j, J, M   =

|k, q   |j, m  (k, j, q  , m |J, M  )
q

m

and equate coeﬃcients of |k, q  |j, m , obtaining
(k)

(j)

Dq ,q (R) Dm ,m (R)
(k, j, q  , m |J, M  ) DM  ,M (R)(k, j, q, m|J, M ) . (7.113)
(J)

=
M

J

M
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(This reduction of a product of rotation matrices into a sum of rotation
matrices is sometimes called the Clebsch–Gordan series.) With the help of
the orthogonality theorem (7.70), we can now evaluate the integral over all
rotations of a product of three rotation matrices,

(J)
(k)
(j)
{DM  ,M (R)}∗ Dq ,q (R) Dm ,m (R) dR

= (k, j, q  , m |J, M  )(k, j, q, m|J, M )(2J + 1)−1 dR . (7.114)
Matrix elements of tensor operators
The evaluation of matrix elements of tensor operators can be considerably
simpliﬁed by means of these results. Let |τ, J, M  be an eigenvector of (total)
angular momentum. The eigenvalue τ represents any other operators that
may be combined with J·J and Jz to form a complete commutative set. Using
(7.71), (7.108), and R† = R−1 , we obtain
τ  , J  , M  |Tq (k) |τ, J, M  = τ  , J  , M  |R† RTq (k) R† R|τ, J, M 
(J  )

(k)
{Dµ ,M  (R)}∗ Dσ,q
(R)Dµ,M (R)

=
µ

σ

(J)

µ

× τ  , J  , µ |Tσ (k) |τ, J, µ .
The left hand side is independent of the rotation R, so we may integrate over
all rotations and use (7.114) to obtain
τ  , J  , M  |Tq (k) |τ, J, M  =

(2J  + 1)−1 (J, k, µ, σ|J  , µ )
µ

σ

µ

× τ  , J  , µ |Tσ (k) |τ, J, µ (J, k, M, q|J  , M  ) .
The ﬁnal CG coeﬃcient may be taken out of the sum as a factor, and the sum
over remaining factors depends only upon τ  , τ, J  , k, and J. Thus the matrix
element may be written in the form
τ  , J  , M  |Tq (k) |τ, J, M  = τ  , J  T (k) τ, J (J, k, M, q|J  , M  ) ,

(7.115)

which is known as the Wigner–Eckart theorem. The quantity τ  , J  T (k) τ, J
is called the reduced matrix element. It is independent of M  , q, and M , with
the dependence of the full matrix element on these variables being explicitly
given by the CG coeﬃcient.
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Example (1). The simplest example of the WE theorem is provided by
the scalar operator S, of degree k = 0. It is evident from the deﬁning equation
(7.90) and the phase convention (7.89) that (J, 0, M, 0|J  , M  ) = δJ  ,J δM  ,M ,
and hence the matrix element
τ  , J  , M  |S|τ, J, M  = τ  , JSτ, J δJ  ,J δM  ,M

(7.116)

is diagonal in angular momentum indices and is independent of M  = M .
Example (2). Although the equation leading to (7.115) implicitly provides
a closed form expression for the reduced matrix element, it is more convenient
to deduce it by evaluating the left hand side of (7.115) for one special case.
We shall illustrate this procedure for the angular momentum operator J, for
which (7.115) becomes
τ  , J  , M  |Jq (1) |τ, J, M  = τ  , J  Jτ, J (J, 1, M, q|J  , M  ) .

(7.117)

But we know that
τ  , J  , M  |J0 (1) |τ, J, M  ≡ τ  , J  , M  |Jz |τ, J, M  = M δJ  ,J δM  ,M δτ  ,τ ,
so it suﬃces to evaluate (7.117) for the case of J = M = M  = J  . The relevant
CG coeﬃcient can be found in standard references to be (J, 1, J, 0|J, J) =
{J/(J + 1)}1/2 , so we obtain τ  , JJτ, J = {J(J + 1)}1/2 δτ  ,τ for this case.
In the general case, the total matrix element vanishes for J  = J. Since the
CG coeﬃcient need not vanish for J  = J, it follows that the reduced matrix
element must do so, and hence
τ  , J  Jτ, J = {J(J + 1)}1/2 δτ  ,τ δJ  ,J .

(7.118)

Example (3). The relation (7.75) between spherical harmonics and
rotation matrix elements allows us to deduce an integral of a product of three
spherical harmonics. From (7.114) we obtain
  
(L)
(k)
(3)
{DM,0 (α, β, γ)}∗ Dq,0 (α, β, γ) Dm,0 (α, β, γ) dα sin β dβ dγ
= (k, B, q, m|L, M ) (k, B, 0, 0|L, 0) (2L + 1)−1
  
×
dα sin β dβ dγ .
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Since the right hand side is real, we may formally replace the left hand side by
its complex conjugate. Substitution of (7.75) then yields


{YL M (θ, φ)}∗ Yk q (θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ


(2k + 1)(2B + 1)
=
4π(2L + 1)

1/2
(B, k, 0, 0|L, 0) (B, k, m, q|L, M ) ,

(7.119)

which is known as Gaunt’s formula. This integral can also be regarded as
a matrix element of irreducible tensor operator, to which the Wigner–Eckart
theorem applies, yielding L, M |Yk q |B, m = LYk B(B, k, m, q|L, M ). Thus
Gaunt’s formula is an instance of the Wigner–Eckart theorem.
Products of tensors
The product of two irreducible tensor operators will usually not be a irreducible tensor. However, it is easy to construct irreducible tensors from such
a product. Let Xq (k) and Zm (3) be irreducible tensor operators of rank k and
B respectively. Then
TM (L) =

(k, B, q, m|L, M )Xq (k) Zm (3)
q

(7.120)

m

is an irreducible tensor of rank L. This equation is closely analogous to (7.90).
Its proof, using (7.113), is left as an exercise for the reader.
The special case T0 (0) is a scalar:
(j, j, m, −m|0, 0) X−m (j) Zm (j)

T0 (0) =
m

= (2j + 1)−1/2

(−1)j−m X−m (j) Zm (j) .

(7.121)

m

[The CG coeﬃcient here can be obtained from (j, 0, m, 0|j, m) = 1 by using
(7.107) and the permutation symmetry of the 3–j symbol.]
√ If X and Z are
ordinary vectors, then the usual scalar product is X·Z = − 3 T0 (0) .
Example (4). As a ﬁnal example, we consider the matrix elements of the
operator J·V, where J is the angular momentum operator and V is any vector
operator. Since J·V is a scalar, (7.116) tells us that matrix will be diagonal
in angular momentum indices, and hence we need only consider
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τ  , J, M |(−1)m J−m (1) Vm (1) |τ, J, M 
m

(−1)m τ  , J, M |J−m (1) |τ  , J  , M  

=
τ 

J 

M 

m

× τ  , J  , M  |Vm (1) |τ, J, M  .
The matrix for any component of J is diagonal in J and τ , so the sums on
τ  and J  will involve only τ  = τ  and J  = J. Moreover, its value is
independent of τ . Using the WE theorem (7.115) for the matrix element of
Vm (1) , we obtain
τ  , J, M |J·V|τ, J, M  =

(−1)m J, M |J−m (1) |J, M  
M 

m

× (J, 1, M, m|J, M  ) τ  , JVτ, J
= CJM τ  , JVτ, J .

(7.122)

It is clear apparent that CJM is independent of τ  and τ , and of the particular
nature of the vector operator V. Therefore we may evaluate it by substituting
J for V:
τ, J, M |J·J|τ, J, M  = CJM τ, JJτ, J .
Using (7.118), we see that this yields
CJM = {J(J + 1)}1/2 .

(7.123)

This may be substituted into (7.122) to obtain the reduced matrix element of
V (for J  = J) in terms of a matrix element of the scalar J·V, which is often
simpler to calculate.
The WE theorem, applied to the operators V and J, yields
τ  , J  , M  |Vm (1) |τ, J, M  = τ  , J  Vτ, J (J, 1, M, m|J  , M  ) ,
τ, J, M  |Jm (1) |τ, J, M  = τ, JJτ, J (J, 1, M, m|J, M  ) .
In the latter equation, we have taken τ  = τ and J  = J to avoid the trivial
identity 0 = 0. Thus we have
τ  , J, M  |Vm (1) |τ, J, M  =

τ  , JVτ, J
τ, J, M  |Jm (1) |τ, J, M  .
τ, JJτ, J

(7.124)
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For the case of J  = J, the reduced matrix elements can be obtained from
(7.118) and (7.122), yielding
τ  , J, M  |Vm (1) |τ, J, M  =

τ  , J, M |J·V|τ, J, M 
J, M  |Jm (1) |J, M  . (7.125)
2 J(J + 1)

Since the matrix element of the scalar product J·V is in fact independent of M ,
this equation asserts that for ﬁxed τ  , τ and J = J  the matrix elements of any
vector operator are proportional to those of the angular momentum operator.
Most practical uses of this result are for the case τ  = τ . If the dynamics of
a system are such that the state is approximately conﬁned within a subspace
of ﬁxed τ and J, then (7.125) implies that it can be described by a model
Hamiltonian involving only angular momentum operators. For example, the
magnetic moment operator for an atom has the form
µ=

−e
(gL L + gs S) .
2me c

(7.126)

Here the operators L and S correspond to the total orbital and spin angular
momenta of the atom. The charge and mass of the electron are −e and me ,
and c is the speed of light. The parameters gL and gs have approximately the
values gL = 1 and gs = 2. Using (7.125), we can write
τ, J, M  |µ|τ, J, M  =

−e
geﬀ J, M  |J|J, M 
2me c

(7.127)

where J = L + S is the total angular momentum operator, and
geﬀ =
=

τ, J, M |µ·J|τ, J, M 
2 J(J + 1)
τ, J, M |(gL L·J + gs S·J)|τ, J, M 
.
2 J(J + 1)

But L·J = 12 (J·J + L·L − S·S) and S·J = 12 (J·J + S·S − L·L); hence we have
geﬀ =

τ, J, M |{(gL + gs )J·J + (gL − gs )(L·L − S·S)}|τ, J, M 
.
22 J(J + 1)

(7.128)

In the L − S coupling approximation, the atomic state vector is an eigenvector
of L·L and S·S, with eigenvalues 2 L(L + 1) and 2 S(S + 1), respectively.
With the values gL = 1 and gs = 2, (7.128) then reduces to
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J(J + 1) − L(L + 1) + S(S + 1)
geﬀ = 1 +
,
2J(J + 1)

(7.129)

which is known as the Lande g factor. These results are useful in atomic
spectroscopy and in magnetic resonance.
7.9 Rotational Motion of a Rigid Body
The quantum theory of a many-particle system, such as a polyatomic
molecule or a nucleus, is necessarily very complicated. But if the system is
tightly bound it will rotate as a rigid body, and the quantum theory of that
rotational motion is independent of the other details of the system. The Hamiltonian for such motion is


1 2 Ja 2
Jb 2
Jc 2
H= 
+
+
,
(7.130)
2
Ia
Ib
Ic
where Ia , Ib , and Ic are the principal moments of inertia, and Ja , Jb , and Jc are
the angular momentum operators for the components along the corresponding
body-ﬁxed axes.
Although the theory of body-ﬁxed angular momentum operators is not
diﬃcult, it presents a couple of surprises. The commutation relation of the
angular momentum operators for components along three mutually orthogonal
space-ﬁxed axes is well known to be
[Jx , Jy ] = iJz .

(7.131)

There is nothing special about the x, y, and z directions, and the orthogonal
triplet of axes may have any spatial orientation. Since, at any instant of time,
the principle axes a, b, and c form such an orthogonal triplet, one might expect
the same commutation relation to hold for Ja , Jb , and Jc . But in fact, the
commutation relation for body-ﬁxed axes has the opposite sign:
[Ja , Jb ] = −iJc .

(7.132)

The reason for this diﬀerence is that a body-ﬁxed component has the form
Ja = J·â, where the body-ﬁxed unit vector â represents a dynamical variable
of the body, analogous to a position operator. To evaluate the commutator of
Ja and Jb , we need the following, easily veriﬁed identity:
[AB, CD] = A[B, C]D + AC[B, D] + [A, C]DB + C[A, D]B .

(7.133)
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Now let u and v be two position-like vector operators. They commute with
each other, and their commutators with the angular momentum operators have
the form typical of three-vector operators,
[Jα , uβ ] = iεαβγ uγ ,

(7.134)

where εαβγ is the antisymmetric tensor, introduced in Sec. 3.3. By substitution
into (7.133) we obtain
[uα Jα , vβ Jβ ] = uα [Jα , vβ ]Jβ + uα vβ [Jα , Jβ ] + [uα , vβ ]Jβ Jα + vβ [uα , Jβ ]Jα
= uα (iεαβγ vγ )Jβ + uα vβ (iεαβγ Jγ ) + 0
+ vβ (−iεβαγ uγ )Jα .

(7.135)

Summing over α, β, and γ, and interchanging dummy indices in some of the
terms, we obtain
{iεαβγ (−1 + 1 + 0 − 1)uα vβ Jγ }

[u·J, v·J] =
αβγ

−iεαβγ uα vβ Jγ .

=

(7.136)

αβγ

If we now choose u and v to be unit vectors along the principle axes a and b,
we obtain Eq. (7.132). If u and v had been numerically ﬁxed vectors in space,
without any operator properties, then only the second term of (7.135) would
occur, and we would have obtained the familiar commutation relations (7.131)
for space-ﬁxed axes. The change of sign for body-ﬁxed axes comes from the
ﬁrst and fourth terms of (7.135), which are nonzero because the body-ﬁxed
vectors are dynamical variables, with nontrivial commutation properties.
The eigenvalue spectrum for body-ﬁxed angular momentum components
can be obtained by the methods of Sec. 7.1. It turns out that the eigenvalues
are the same as for space-ﬁxed components, but the extra minus sign in (7.132)
leads to some sign changes in the matrix elements.
There are several interesting special cases of (7.130), corresponding to
diﬀerent symmetries of the moment-of-inertia tensor. The spherical top has
all principal moments of inertia equal: Ia = Ib = Ic ≡ I. The Hamiltonian
takes the form H = 2 J·J/2I, and its eigenvalues are
Ej =

2 j(j + 1)
.
2I

(7.137)
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Our second surprise concerns the degeneracy of these eigenvalues, which
can be determined if we know a complete set of commuting operators for the
system. This set consists of:
(i) The magnitude of the angular momentum (the same in both space-ﬁxed
and body-ﬁxed coordinates), J·J = Jx 2 + Jy 2 + Jz 2 = Ja 2 + Jb 2 + Jc 2 ;
(ii) One space-ﬁxed component, usually chosen to be Jz ;
(iii) One body-ﬁxed component, usually chosen to be Jc .
The ﬁrst and second operators were expected; the third is a surprise, since
Jc appears to be an angular momentum component in a direction diﬀerent
from z, which ought not to commute with Jz . But in fact, Jc = ĉ·J is a
scalar operator, which commutes with all the space-ﬁxed rotation generators,
including Jz . Thus the degeneracy of the energy eigenvalues is (2j +1)2 , rather
that only 2j + 1, as might have been expected.
The symmetric top has two equal principal moments of inertia, Ia = Ib =
Ic . Since Ja 2 + Jb 2 = J·J − Jc 2 , the Hamiltonian can be written as


1 2 J·J 1 2 2 1
1
H= 
+  Jc
−
.
(7.138)
2
Ia
2
Ic
Ia
The energy eigenvalues are
Ejk



1 2 j(j + 1) 1 2 1
1
= 
+ 
−
k2 ,
2
Ia
2
Ic
Ia

(7.139)

where k is the eigenvalue of Jc , ranging from −j to j. The degree of degeneracy is 2j + 1, corresponding to the eigenvalues of Jz .
A linear molecule can be modeled as the limit Ic → 0. Only the states with
k = 0 are allowed in this limit, since the energies for k = 0 become arbitrarily
large, and would never be realized. The surviving energy levels have the same
values, (7.137), as for the spherical top, but now the degree of degeneracy is
only 2j + 1.
The asymmetric top has all three principal moments of inertia unequal. No
general closed-form expression for the eigenvalues of (7.130) exists. But Landau
and Lifshitz (1958, Sec. 101) have given formulas for the energy eigenvalues in
the special cases of total angular momentum j = 1, 2, and 3.
Further reading for Chapter 7
Quantum Theory of Angular Momentum, edited by L. C. Biedenharn and
H. Van Dam (1965), is a collection of interesting reprints and original papers.
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The previously unpublished papers by E. P. Wigner and by J. Schwinger are
particularly interesting.
Problems
7.1 Find the probability distributions of the orbital angular momentum
variables L2 and Lz for the following orbital state functions:
(a) Ψ(x) = f (r) sin θ cos φ,
(b) Ψ(x) = f (r)(cos θ)2 ,
(c) Ψ(x) = f (r) sin θ cos θ sin φ.
Here r, θ, φ are the usual spherical coordinates, and f (r) is an arbitrary
radial function (not necessarily the same in each case) into which the
normalization constant has been absorbed.
7.2 Can there be an internal linear momentum analogous to the internal
angular momentum (known as spin)?
Rationale for the question: The mathematical origin of spin is in the rotational transformation properties of a multicomponent state function,
as in (7.19):




Ψ1 (x)
Ψ1 (R−1 x)
−1




Rn (θ)  Ψ2 (x)  = Dn (θ)  Ψ2 (R x)  .
..
..
.
.
The form of the rotation operator is Rn (θ) = e−iθn̂·L/ Dn (θ). The
ﬁrst factor produces the coordinate transformation on the argument of
each component, and the latter factor is a unitary matrix that replaces
the components with linear combinations of each other. Letting θ
become inﬁnitesimal, we obtain the rotation generator, which is the
angular momentum operator, J = L+S, with L = −ix×∇ and S being
a matrix derived from Dn (θ). These two terms of J are interpreted as
the orbital and spin parts of the angular momentum.
Now let us treat space displacement in the same way. The displacement
operator is T (a) = e−ia·P/ , and its most general eﬀect could be of the
form




Ψ1 (x)
Ψ1 (x − a)




T (a)  Ψ2 (x)  = F (a)  Ψ2 (x − a)  ,
..
..
.
.
where F (a) is a matrix. Specializing to an inﬁnitesimal displacement,
we ﬁnd the generator of displacements to be P = −i∇ + M, where the
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matrix M is obtained from F (a) = e−ia·M/ . The second term, M,
would be interpreted as an internal linear momentum.
What can you prove about M? How is it related to S? Does M really
exist, or can you prove that necessarily M ≡ 0?
Let A and B be vector operators. This means that they have certain
nontrivial commutation relations with the angular momentum operators. Use those relations to prove that A·B commutes with Jx , Jy , and
Jz .
Prove that if an operator commutes with any two components of J it
must also commute with the third component.
The spin matrices for s = 1 are given in Eq. (7.52). Show that their
squares, Sx 2 , Sy 2 , and Sz 2 , are commutative. Construct their common
eigenvectors. What geometrical signiﬁcance do those vectors possess?
Find the s = 1 spin matrices in the basis formed by the eigenvectors of
Problem 7.5.
Consider a two-particle system of which one particle has spin s1 and
the other has spin s2 .
(a) If one particle is taken from each of two sources characterized by
the state vectors |s1 , m1  and |s2 , m2 , respectively, what is the
probability that the resultant two-particle system will have total
spin S?
(b) If the particles are taken from unpolarized sources, what is the
probability that the two-particle system will have total spin S?
Prove the identity (σ·A)(σ·B) = A·B + iσ·(A × B), where (σx , σy , σz )
are the Pauli spin operators, and A and B are vector operators which
commute with σ but do not necessarily commute with each other.
Consider a system of two spin 12 particles. Calculate the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the operator σ(1) ·σ(2) . Use the product vectors
|m1  ⊗ |m2  as basis vectors.
Two spin 12 particles interact through the spin-dependent potential V (r)
= V1 (r)+V2 (r)σ(1) ·σ(2) . Show that the equation determining the bound
states can be split into two equations, one having the eﬀective potential
V1 (r)+V2 (r) and the other having the eﬀective potential V1 (r)−3V2 (r).
Prove that the operator deﬁned in (7.120) is indeed an irreducible tensor
operator of rank L.
Use (7.120) to evaluate the spherical tensor components of L = Q × P,
regarding the vector operators as tensors of rank 1, and the product as
an irreducible tensor product.
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7.13 What irreducible tensors can be formed from the nine components of
the bivector Aα Bβ (α, β = x, y, z)?
7.14 Prove that a nucleus having spin 0 or spin 12 cannot have an electric
quadrupole moment. (The “spin” of a nucleus is really the resultant
of the spins and relative orbital angular momenta of its constituent
nucleons.)
7.15 An electric quadrupole moment couples to the gradient of the electric
ﬁeld, or equivalently to the second derivative of the scalar potential φ.
If the axes of coordinates are chosen to be the principal axes of the ﬁeld
gradient, the quadrupole Hamiltonian may be taken to be of the form
 2 
 2 
 2 

∂ φ
∂ φ
∂ φ
2
2
2
+
+
Hq = C
S
S
S
,
x
y
z
∂x2
∂y 2
∂z 2
where φ satisﬁes the Laplace equation, and the second derivatives are
evaluated at the location of the particle.
(a) Show that this Hamiltonian can be written as
Hq = A(3Sz 2 − S·S) + B(S+ 2 + S− 2 ) ,
where A and B are related to C and the derivatives of φ.
(b) Find the eigenvalues of Hq for a system with spin s = 3/2.
7.16 Consider a system of three particles of spin 12 . A basis for the states of
this system is provided by the eight product vectors, |m1 ⊗|m2 ⊗|m3 ,
where the m’s take on the values ± 21 . Find the linear combinations of
these product vectors that are eigenvectors of the total angular momentum operators, J·J and Jz , where J = S(1) + S(2) + S(3) .

Chapter 8

State Preparation and Determination

In this chapter we return to the fundamental development of quantum
theory. The formal structure of the theory, set forth abstractly in Ch. 2,
involves two basic concepts, dynamical variables and states, and their mathematical representations. In Ch. 3 we determined the particular operators that
correspond to particular dynamical variables. It would have been logical to
proceed next to the discussion of the mathematical representation of particular physical states. That discussion has been delayed until now because the
intervening four chapters have made it possible to treat some speciﬁc cases,
instead of merely discussing state preparation and state determination in
general terms.
Postulate 2 of Sec. 2.1 asserts that “to each state there corresponds a unique
state operator”. The term “state” was identiﬁed with a reproducible preparation procedure that determines a probability distribution for each dynamical
variable. Thus we are faced with two problems:
(1) The problem of state preparation — what is the procedure for preparing
the state that is represented by some chosen state operator (or state
vector)?
(2) The problem of state determination — for some given situation, how
do we determine the corresponding state operator?
8.1 State Preparation
If at time t = t0 we have a known pure state represented by the state vector
|Ψ0 , then it is possible in principle to construct a time development operator
U (t1 , t0 ) that will produce any desired pure state, |Ψ1  = U (t1 , t0 )|Ψ0 , at
some later time t1 . But it is not obvious whether this U (t1 , t0 ) can be realized
in practice, or whether it is only a mathematical construct. In some special
cases it clearly can be realized. For example, if we have available the ground
state of an atom, then it is possible to prepare an excited state, or a linear
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combination of excited states, by means of a suitable pulse of electromagnetic
radiation from a laser. In the context of quantum optics, Reck et al. (1994)
have shown how an arbitrary N × N unitary transformation can be realized
from a sequence of beam splitters, phase shifters, and mirrors. Although their
constructive proof was done for photon states, analogous methods exist for
electrons, neutrons, and atoms. So this demonstrates that, at least for ﬁnitedimensional state spaces, it is indeed possible to produce any desired state
from a given initial state.
But these methods rely on having a known initial state. The more fundamental problem is how to prepare a particular state from an arbitrary unknown
initial state. This involves a many-to-one mapping from any arbitrary state to
the particular desired state. Since this mapping is not invertible, its realization
must involve an irreversible process. Since the fundamental laws of nature are
reversible, as far as we know, the eﬀective irreversibility that we need must
come about by coupling the system to a suitable apparatus or environment,
to which entropy or information can be transferred. Thus, even in a microscopically reversible world, it is possible to achieve an eﬀectively irreversible
transformation on the system of interest.
It is possible to prepare the lowest energy state of a system simply by
waiting for the system to decay to its ground state. The decay of an atomic
excited state by spontaneous emission of radiation takes place because of
the coupling of the atom to the electromagnetic ﬁeld. If the survival probability of an excited state decays toward zero (usually exponentially with time,
but see Sec. 12.2 for exceptions), then the probability of obtaining the ground
state can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by waiting a suﬃciently long time.
Success of this method is based on the assumption that the energy of the
excited state will be radiated away to inﬁnity, never to return. If it is possible for the energy to be reﬂected back, then the method will not be reliable.
It is also necessary to assume that the electromagnetic ﬁeld is initially in its
lowest energy state. If that is not the case, then there will be a nonvanishing
probability for the atom to absorb energy from the ﬁeld and become re-excited.
In thermal equilibrium the probability of obtaining an excited atomic state
will be proportional to exp(−Ex /kB T ), where Ex is the lowest excitation
energy of the atom, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the eﬀective temperature of the radiation ﬁeld. This factor is normally quite small, but the
presence of cosmic background radiation at a temperature of 3K provides a
lower limit unless special shielding and refrigeration techniques are used. This
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problem will be much more serious if, instead of an atom, we consider a system
like a metallic crystal, for which the excitation energy Ex is very small.
If the strategy of waiting can be successfully used to produce a ground
state, then a wide variety of states for a spinless particle can be prepared by a
generalization of it. Suppose we wish to prepare the state that is represented
by the function Ψ1 (x) = R(x)eiS(x) , where R(x) and S(x) are real. The ﬁrst
step is to construct a potential W1 (x) for which the ground state — that is,
the lowest energy solution of the equation (−2 /2M )2 Ψ0 + W1 Ψ0 = EΨ0 —
is Ψ0 (x) = R(x). We must restrict R(x) to be a nodeless function, otherwise
it will not be the ground state. The required potential is
W1 (x) = E +

2 2 R(x)
.
2M R(x)

(8.1)

We then wait until the probability that the system has decayed to its ground
state is suﬃciently close to 1.
The next step is to apply a pulse potential,
W2 (x, t) = −S(x)δε (t) ,

(8.2)

where δε (t) = ε−1 for the short interval of time, 0 < t < ε, and otherwise is
equal to zero. The Schrödinger equation (4.4) can be approximated by
i

∂Ψ
= W2 (x, t)Ψ(x, t)
∂t

during the short time interval 0 < t < ε, because W2 will overwhelm any
other interactions in the limit ε → 0. Integrating this equation with the initial
condition Ψ(x, 0) = R(x) yields Ψ(x, 0 + ε) = R(x)eiS(x) , which is the state
that we want to prepare. Of course any realization of this technique will be
limited by the kinds of potential ﬁelds that can be produced in practice.
Another method of state preparation is ﬁltering. A prototype of this
technique is provided by the Stern–Gerlach apparatus. It will be analyzed
in greater detail in Sec. 9.1, but the principle is very simple. The potential
energy of a magnetic moment µ in a magnetic ﬁeld B is equal to −B·µ. If the
magnetic ﬁeld is spatially inhomogeneous, then the negative gradient of this
potential energy corresponds to a force on the particle,
F = ∇(B·µ) .

(8.3)

The magnitude and sign of this force will depend upon the spin state, since
the magnetic moment µ is proportional to the spin S, and hence diﬀerent spin
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states will be deﬂected by this force into sub-beams propagating in diﬀerent
directions. By blocking oﬀ, and so eliminating, all but one of the sub-beams
(an irreversible process), we can select a particular spin state. The method
of preparing particular discrete atomic states [Koch et al. (1988)], which was
discussed in the Introduction, is similar in principle, although the techniques
are much more sophisticated.
No-cloning theorem
A superﬁcially attractive method of state preparation would be to make
exact replicas, or “clones”, of a prototype of the state (provided that one
can be found). This method is common in the domain of classical physics:
for example, the duplication of a key, or the copying of a computer ﬁle.
Surprisingly, the linearity of the quantum equation of motion makes the cloning
of quantum states impossible.
In order to clone an arbitrary quantum state |φ , we would require a
device in some suitable state |Ψ  and a unitary time development operator U
such that
U |φ  ⊗ |Ψ  = |φ  ⊗ |φ  ⊗ |Ψ  .
(8.4)
[The dimension of the space of the ﬁnal device state vector |Ψ  will be smaller
than that of |Ψ , since the overall dimension of the vector space must be
conserved. For example, if |φ  is a one-particle state and |Ψ  is an N -particle
state, then |Ψ  will be an (N − 1)-particle state.] To prove that such a device
is impossible, we assume the contrary. Assume that there are two states, |φ1 
and |φ2 , for which (8.4) holds:
U |φ1  ⊗ |Ψ  = |φ1  ⊗ |φ1  ⊗ |Ψ  ,

(8.5a)

U |φ2  ⊗ |Ψ  = |φ2  ⊗ |φ2  ⊗ |Ψ  .

(8.5b)

(We allow for the possibility that the ﬁnal device state, Ψ or Ψ , may depend
on the state being cloned.) Now the linear
$ nature of U implies that for the

superposition state |φs  = (|φ1  + |φ2  )

U |φs  ⊗ |Ψ  = |φ1  ⊗ |φ1  ⊗ |Ψ 

1
2

$

1
2

we must obtain
+ |φ2  ⊗ |φ2  ⊗ |Ψ 

But this contradicts (8.4), according to which we ought to obtain
U |φs  ⊗ |Ψ  = |φs  ⊗ |φs  ⊗ |Ψ  .

$

1
2

.
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Therefore it is impossible to build a device to clone an arbitrary, unknown
quantum state.
But classical states are special limiting cases of quantum states, so how is
this theorem consistent with the ability to copy an unknown classical state?
Clearly, the ability to form linear combinations of quantum states played an
essential role in the impossibility proof, which would not apply if we required
only that cloning work on a discrete set of states {|φ1 , |φ2 , . . .}. In fact, the
discrete set of allowed states must also be orthogonal. This follows from the
fact that the inner product between state vectors is conserved by a unitary
transformation. Equating the inner product of the initial and ﬁnal states in
(8.5) yields
φ1 |φ2  Ψ|Ψ  = φ1 |φ2 2 Ψ |Ψ  .

(8.6)

Here we have Ψ|Ψ  = 1, | Ψ |Ψ  | ≤ 1, and | φ1 |φ2  | ≤ 1. This will be
consistent only if φ1 |φ2  = 0. Now states that are classically diﬀerent will
certainly be orthogonal, so the no-cloning theorem for quantum states is not
in conﬂict with the well-known possibility of copying classical states.
So far we have discussed only the preparation of pure states. If we can
prepare ensembles corresponding to several diﬀerent pure states, |Ψi , then
by simply combining them with weights wi we can prepare the mixed state
represented by the state operator ρ = Σi wi |Ψi  Ψi |. There is no additional
diﬃculty of principle here. In practice nature usually presents us with states
that are not pure, and it is the preparation of pure states that provides the
greatest challenge.
8.2 State Determination
The problem of state determination may arise in diﬀerent contexts. We
may have an apparatus that has been designed to produce a certain state, and
it is necessary to test or calibrate it, in order to determine what state is actually
produced. Or we may have a natural process that produces an unknown state.
In any case there must be a procedure that is repeatable (whether under the
control of an experimenter, or occurring spontaneously in nature), and can
yield an ensemble of systems, upon each of which a measurement may be
carried out. Because a measurement involves an interaction with the system,
it is likely to change the values of some of its attributes, and so will change
the state of which it is a representative. Therefore any further measurements
on the same system will be of no use in determining the original state. It is
necessary to submit a system to the preparation and subsequently to perform
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a single measurement on it. To obtain more information, it is necessary to
repeat the same state preparation before another measurement is performed.
Whether the same system is used repeatedly in this preparation–measurement
sequence, or another identical system is used each time, is immaterial. The
objective of this section is to determine what sort of measurements provide
suﬃcient information to determine the state operator ρ associated with the
preparation.
Let us ﬁrst consider the information provided by the measurement of
a dynamical variable R, whose operator R has a discrete nondegenerate
eigenvalue spectrum, R|rn  = rn |rn . Clearly a single measurement, producing a result such as R = r3 , say, is not very helpful because this result
could have come from any state for which there is a nonzero probability of
obtaining R = r3 . This result could have come from a state represented
by any state vector |Ψ  for which r3 |Ψ  = 0, or more generally, represented by any state operator ρ for which r3 |ρ|r3  = 0. But if we repeat
the preparation–measurement sequence many times, and determine the relative frequency of the result R = rn , we will in eﬀect be measuring the
probability Prob(R = rn |ρ), where ρ denotes the unknown state operator.
[The inference of an unknown probability from frequency data is discussed in
Sec. 1.5, in the paragraphs preceding Eq. (1.60).] But, according to (2.26), we
have Prob(R = rn |ρ) = rn |ρ|rn  for the case of a nondegenerate eigenvalue.
Thus the measurement of the probability distribution of the dynamical variable R determines the diagonal matrix elements of the state operator in this
representation.
To obtain information about the nondiagonal matrix elements rm |ρ|rn ,
it is necessary to measure some other dynamical variable whose operator does
not commute with R. It is not diﬃcult to formally construct a set of operators
whose corresponding probability distributions would determine all the matrix
elements of ρ. Consider the following Hermitian operators:
Amn =

|rm  rn | + |rn  rm |
,
2

Bmn =

|rm  rn | − |rn  rm |
.
2i

It follows directly that
Tr(ρAmn ) = Re rm |ρ|rn  ,

Tr(ρBmn ) = −Im rm |ρ|rn  .

Thus if Amn and Bmn represent observables, then the measurement of their
averages would determine the matrix elements of the state operator ρ. But
it is not at all clear that those operators do indeed represent observables, nor
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is it apparent how one would perform the appropriate measurements, so this
formal approach has little practical value. We shall, therefore, examine some
particular cases, where the nature of the required measurements is clear.
Spin state s =

1
2

As was shown in Sec. 7.4, the most general state operator for a system
having spin s = 12 is of the form
ρ=

1
(1 + a·σ) .
2

(8.7)

Here 1 denotes the 2 × 2 unit matrix, and σ = (σx , σy , σz ) are the Pauli
spin operators (7.45). The state operator depends on three real parameters,
a = (ax , ay , az ), which must be deduced from appropriate measurements. From
(7.51), the average of the x component of spin is equal to Sx  = Tr(ρ 12 σx ) =
1
2 ax , with similar expressions holding for the y and z components. Therefore,
in order to fully determine the state operator, it is suﬃcient to measure the
three averages Sx , Sy , and Sz , which can be done by means of the
Stern–Gerlach apparatus (introduced in Sec. 8.1, and analyzed in greater detail
in Sec. 9.1). More generally, the averages of any three linearly independent
(that is, noncoplanar) components of the spin will be suﬃcient.
Spin state s = 1
The state operator ρ is a 3 × 3 matrix that depends on eight independent
real parameters. These consist of two diagonal matrix elements (the third
being determined from the other two by the condition Trρ = 1), and the
real and imaginary parts of the three nondiagonal matrix elements above the
diagonal (the elements below the diagonal being determined by the condition
ρji = ρij ∗ ). Three of these parameters can be determined from the averages
Sx , Sy , and Sz . Because S  transforms as a vector, it is clear that no
more independent information would be obtained from the average of a spin
component in any oblique direction.
The ﬁve additional parameters needed to specify the state may be obtained
from the averages of the quadrupolar operators, which are quadratic in the
spin operators: (Sα Sβ + Sβ Sα ), where α, β = x, y, z. Only ﬁve of these
operators are independent, since Sx 2 + Sy 2 + Sz 2 = 22 . Using the standard representation (7.52) for the spin operators, in which Sz is diagonal,
we can express the most general state operator in terms of eight parameters,
{ax , ay , az , qxx , qyy , qxy , qyz , and qzx }, where
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Tr(ρSα )

Tr(ρSα 2 )
=
2
Tr{ρ(Sα Sβ + Sβ Sα )}
=
2

aα =
qαα
qαβ


1+ 12 (az − qxx − qyy ),

(α = x, y) ,

1
(q − qyy − iqxy )
2 xx

[ax + qzx − i(ay + qyz )],

1
2

1
2

(8.8)

(αβ = xy, yz, zx) ,

3 1 4
1
1

2
2

3 1 4
 1 1
ρ = 2
[ax + qzx + i(ay + qyz )],
2

3 1 4

1
(q − qyy + iqxy ),
2 xx

(α = x, y, z) ,

−1+ qxx + qyy ,

3 1 4
1
1
2

2






[ax − qzx − i(ay − qyz )]  .



[ax − qzx + i(ay − qyz )], 1− 12 (az + qxx + qyy )

(8.9)
It should be pointed out that the nonnegativeness condition (2.8) imposes
some interrelated limits on the permissible ranges of the eight parameters in
this expression. For certain values of some parameters, the range of others
can even be reduced to a point, so the number of independent parameters may
sometimes be less than eight.
Having parameterized the statistical operator, we must next consider how
the parameters can be measured. If we use a Stern–Gerlach apparatus with the
magnetic ﬁeld gradient along the x direction to perform measurements on an
ensemble of particles that emerge from the state preparation, we will be able
to determine the relative frequency of the three possible values of Sx : , 0, and
−. We can then calculate the averages Sx / = ax and Sx 2 /2 = qxx .
By means of similar measurements with the ﬁeld gradient along the y and z
directions, we can determine ay , qyy , and az . (The relation qzz = 2 − qxx − qyy
can be used as a consistency check on our measurements.)
It is less obvious how we can measure qxy , qyz , and qzx . One method is
to make use of the dynamical evolution of our unknown state ρ in a uniform
magnetic ﬁeld B. The Hamiltonian is H = −µ·B, where the magnetic moment
operator µ is proportional to the spin operator S. If the magnetic ﬁeld points
in the z direction, then the Hamiltonian becomes H = cSz , where the constant
c includes the strength of the ﬁeld and the proportionality factor between the
magnetic moment and the spin. Suppose that the initial value of the state
operator is ρ, and that the magnetic ﬁeld is turned on for a time interval t,
after which we measure Sx 2 . By doing this many times for each of several
values of the interval t, we can estimate (d/dt) Sx 2  |t=0 from the data.
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From the equation of motion (3.74) we obtain
( ,
-)
d  2
i
Sx |t=0 = Tr ρ H, Sx 2
dt

( ,
-)
i
= Tr ρ cSz , Sx 2

= −c Tr {ρ (Sx Sy + Sy Sx )}
= −c 2 qxy

(8.10)

when the uniform magnetic ﬁeld is along the z direction. By measuring Sy 2
or Sz 2 , with the magnetic ﬁeld in the x or y direction, respectively, we can
similarly obtain qyz or qzx . Thus we have a method, at least in principle, by
which an unknown s = 1 state can be experimentally determined.
Some generalizations can now be made about the minimum amount of
information needed to determine a spin state. Except for the case of s = 12 ,
the average spin S  is not suﬃcient, as it provides only three parameters, one
for each of the three linearly independent components of the spin vector. If our
information is obtained in the form of averages of tensor operators, then we
require three dipole (vector) operators for the case of s = 12 ; three dipole and
ﬁve quadrupole operators for the case of s = 1; three dipole, ﬁve quadrupole,
and seven octupole operators for s = 3/2; etc.
However, our information need not be restricted to the averages of
tensor operators, since an ensemble of measurements determines not only the
average, but the entire probability distribution of the dynamical variable that
is measured. If that variable can take on n diﬀerent values, then there are
n − 1 independent probabilities, and so the probability distribution will convey
more information than does the average (except when n = 2, as is the case
for s = 12 ). It is possible to determine all of the matrix elements of the state
operator, for any spin s, from the probability distributions of spin components
in a suﬃciently large number of suitably chosen directions. The results are
obtained as the solution of several simultaneous linear equations. For details
see the original paper [Newton and Young, (1968)].
Orbital state of a spinless particle
The orbital state of a spinless particle can be described by the coordinate representation of the state operator, x|ρ|x . This function of the two
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variables, x and x , is called the density matrix, because its diagonal elements
yield the position probability density. It is clear that the determination of the
density matrix for an arbitrary state will require the probability distributions
for position and one or more variables whose operators do not commute with
the position operator.
In 1933 W. Pauli posed the question of whether the position and momentum
probability densities are suﬃcient to determine the state. Several counterexamples are now known, showing that the position and momentum distributions
are not suﬃcient. One such counterexample is a pure state that is an eigenfunction of orbital angular momentum, Ψm (x) = f (r)Y3 m (θ, φ). It is easy to
show that Ψm and Ψ−m have the same position and momentum distributions.
An even simpler, one-dimensional example is provided by any function Ψ(x)
that is linearly independent of its complex conjugate Ψ∗ (x), and has inversion
symmetry, Ψ(x) = Ψ(−x). The two states described by Ψ and Ψ∗ have the
same position and momentum distributions.
There still remain several interesting but unanswered questions. The simple
examples of states with the same position and momentum distributions are all
related to discrete symmetries, such as space inversion or complex conjugation.
Are there examples that are not related to symmetry? Do such states occur
only in discrete pairs, or are there continuous families of states with the same
position and momentum distributions? The problem has been reviewed by
Weigert (1992), who says that the claims made in the literature are not all
compatible. A suﬃcient set of measurements to determine the orbital state of
a particle does not seem to be known. In many papers it is assumed that the
unknown state is pure, and hence that there is a wave function. That makes
an interesting mathematical problem, but in practice, if you do not know the
state you are unlikely to know whether it is pure.
[[ Band and Park (1979) have shown that for a free particle the inﬁnite set of quantities, (d/dt)n (Qα )m+n  |t=0 , for all positive integers m
and n, are suﬃcient to determine the state at time t = 0. Here Qα is
a component of the position operator, and α = x, y, z. They claim that
their result also holds in the presence of a scalar potential that is an
analytic function of position, but that claim cannot be correct. Consider
a stationary state, for which all of the time derivative terms with n = 0
will vanish. Their claim would then be that the state is fully determined
by the moments, (Qα )m , of the position probability distribution. But
we know that the position probability distribution does not fully determine
the state. ]]
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8.3 States of Composite Systems
The characterization of the states of composite systems presents some
additional problems beyond those that exist for simple systems. Can one
deﬁne states for the components, or merely states for the system as a whole?
Is the state of a composite system determined by the states of its parts?
To answer the ﬁrst question, we consider a two-component system whose
components will be labeled 1 and 2. The state vector space is spanned by a
set of product vectors of the form
|am bn  = |am  ⊗ |bn  ,

(8.11)

where {|am  } is a set of basis vectors for component 1 alone, and similarly
{|bn  } is a basis set for component 2 alone. The average of an arbitrary
dynamical variable R is given by
R  = Tr(ρR) =

am bn |ρ|am bn  am bn |R|am bn  .

(8.12)

m,n,m ,n

If we consider a dynamical variable that belongs exclusively to component 1,
then its operator R(1) will act nontrivially on only the ﬁrst factor of the basis
vector (8.11). Therefore in this case (8.12) will reduce to
R(1)  =

am bn |ρ|am bn  am |R(1) |am  bn |bn 
m,n,m ,n

am bn |ρ|am bn  am |R(1) |am 

=
m,m

n

= Tr(1) (ρ(1) R(1) ) ,

(8.13)

where ρ(1) is an operator in the factor space of component 1, and is deﬁned as
ρ(1) = Tr(2) ρ ,
am |ρ(1) |am  =

am bn |ρ|am bn  .

(8.14)

n

Tr(1) and Tr(2) signify traces over the factor spaces of components 1 and 2,
respectively.
We shall refer to ρ(1) as the partial state operator for component 1. (It is
sometimes also called a reduced state operator.) In order to justify referring
to it as a kind of state operator, we must prove that it satisﬁes the three basic
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properties, (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). These follow directly from the deﬁnition
(8.14) and the fact that the total state operator ρ satisﬁes those properties.
am |ρ(1) |am  =

Tr(1) ρ(1) =
m

am bn |ρ|am bn 
m

n

= Tr ρ = 1 ,
and hence ρ(1) satisﬁes (2.6). The Hermitian property (2.7), [ρ(1) ]† = ρ(1) , is
evident from the deﬁnition (8.14). To prove nonnegativeness (2.8), we assume
the contrary and demonstrate that it leads to a contradiction. Suppose that
u|ρ(1) |u  < 0 for some vector |u . Instead of the basis {|am } in the factor
space of component 1, we use an orthonormal basis {|um } of which |u  =
|u1  is the ﬁrst member. Instead of (8.11), we now use the product vectors
|um bn  = |um  ⊗ |bn . By hypothesis, we should have
0 > u1 |ρ(1) |u1  =

u1 bn |ρ|u1 bn  ,
n

but this is impossible because ρ is nonnegative. Therefore the initial supposition, that u|ρ(1) |u  < 0, must be false, and so ρ(1) must also be nonnegative.
We have now shown that ρ(1) satisﬁes the three basic properties that must be
satisﬁed by all state operators. According to (8.13), ρ(1) suﬃces for calculating
the average of any dynamical variable that belongs exclusively to component 1.
Therefore it seems appropriate to call ρ(1) the partial state operator for component 1.
Now the partial state operators, ρ(1) = Tr(2) ρ and ρ(2) = Tr(1) ρ, are suﬃcient for calculating the averages of any dynamical variables that belong exclusively to component 1 or to component 2. But these two partial state operators
are not suﬃcient, in general, for determining the state of the composite system,
because they provide no information about correlations between components
1 and 2. Let R(1) represent a dynamical variable of component 1, and let R(2)
represent a dynamical variable of component 2. If it is the case that
R(1) R(2)  = R(1)  R(2) 

(8.15)

for all R(1) and R(2) , then the state is said to be an uncorrelated state. It is
easy to show that in this case the state operator must be of the form
ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) .

(8.16)
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This is the only case for which the total state is determined by the partial
states of the components.
Classiﬁcation of states
The partial states and the total state may or may not be pure, several different combinations being possible. In some of those cases the total state may
be correlated, and in some it may be uncorrelated. The various possibilities
are described in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. For those cases that are marked “yes”
(possible) in Table 8.1, we further indicate, in Table 8.2, whether they may
exist as correlated states and as uncorrelated states.
Table 8.1
Total state ρ
Partial states ρ(1) and ρ(2)
both pure
one pure, one not
both not pure

pure

nonpure

yes
no
yes

no
yes
yes

Table 8.2
ρ(1) , ρ(2) ; ρ

Correlated

Uncorrelated

no

yes

pure, nonpure; nonpure

no

yes

nonpure, nonpure; pure

yes

no

nonpure, nonpure; nonpure

yes

yes

pure, pure; pure

To prove that the “yes” cases in both tables are indeed possible, it will
suﬃce to give an example for each “yes” in Table 8.2.
(i) ρ(1) and ρ(2) both pure; ρ pure, uncorrelated:
ρ(1) = |φ  φ|, ρ(2) = |ψ  ψ|, ρ = |Ψ  Ψ|, where |Ψ  = |φ  ⊗ |ψ .
(ii) ρ(1) pure, ρ(2) not pure; ρ not pure, uncorrelated:
Let ρ(1) be any pure state, ρ(2) be any nonpure state, and ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ρ(2) .
Now, according to the pure state criterion (2.17), we have Tr(1) [(ρ(1) )2 ]
= 1 and Tr(2) [(ρ(2) )2 ] < 1. From the identity
Tr(σ ⊗ τ ) = Tr(1) σ Tr(2) τ ,

(8.17)
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it follows that Tr(ρ2 ) = Tr(1) [(ρ(1) )2 ] Tr(2) [(ρ(2) )2 ] < 1, and so ρ is not
pure.
(iii) ρ(1) and ρ(2) both not pure; ρ pure, correlated:
Consider two particles each having s = 12 . The vector |m1 , m2  =
|m1  ⊗ |m2  describes a state in which the z component of the spin
of particle 1 is equal to m1 and that of particle 2 is m2 . The singlet
state of the two-particle system, having total spin$S = 0, is described
&
' 1
by the state vector |Ψ  = |+ 12 , − 12 −|− 12 , + 12 
2 , and by the state
operator ρ = |Ψ  Ψ|. The partial states
operators, ρ(1) = Tr(2)'ρ
&
1
and ρ(2) = Tr(1) ρ, are both of the form 2 | + 12  + 12 | + | − 12  − 12 | ,
which represents an unpolarized state. The states ρ(1) , ρ(2) , and ρ are
isotropic. In any chosen direction the spin component of either particle
is equally likely to be + 12 or − 21 . But the value + 21 for particle 1 is
always associated with the value − 21 for particle 2, and vice versa.
(iv) ρ(1) and ρ(2) both not pure; ρ not pure, uncorrelated:
Let ρ(1) and ρ(2) be any nonpure states, and take ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) . From
(8.17) it follows that Trρ2 < 1, and so this is not a pure state.
(v) ρ(1) and ρ(2) both not pure; ρ not pure, correlated:
Take ρ = 12 {| + 12 , + 12  + 21 , + 21 | + | − 12 , − 21  − 12 , − 21 |}. The partial
states ρ(1) and ρ(2) will both be unpolarized states, as in example (iii),
but the z components of the spins of the two particles are correlated.
Examples (iii) and (v) together illustrate the fact that the total state is not
determined by the partial states of the components.
We must now prove the impossibility of the “no” cases in the two tables.
That can be done with the help of the following theorem.
Pure state factor theorem. If ρ satisﬁes the conditions (2.6), (2.7),
and (2.8) that are demanded of a state operator, and if ρ(1) = Tr(2) ρ and
ρ(2) = Tr(1) ρ, and if the partial state operator ρ(1) describes a pure state, then
it follows that ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) . In other words, a pure partial state operator
must be a factor of the total state operator.
Proof of this theorem is rather subtle, because it is easy to produce what
would seem to be a counterexample. Suppose that we have three operators,
ρ(1) , ρ(2) , and ρ, that satisfy the theorem. Now, of the matrix elements
am bn |ρ|am bn , only those for bn = bn enter into the deﬁnition of ρ(1) in
(8.14), and only those for am = am enter into the deﬁnition of ρ(2) . So
it seems that the values of those matrix elements for which am = am and
bn = bn may be changed without aﬀecting ρ(1) or ρ(2) , thus invalidating the
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theorem. In fact, any such change would violate the nonnegativeness condition
(2.8), but this is not at all obvious.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we use a representation of ρ that ensures its
nonnegativeness. The spectral representation (2.9),
ρk |φk  φk | ,

ρ=

(8.18)

k

guarantees nonnegativeness provided the eigenvalues ρk are nonnegative. The
eigenvectors of ρ can be expanded in terms of product basis vectors of the
form (8.11),
|φk  =
ckm,n |am bn  ,
(8.19)
m,n

and so we have
ρ=

&
'∗
ckm,n ckm ,n |am bn  am bn | .

ρk

(8.20)

m,n m ,n

k

Evaluating ρ(1) by means of (8.14) now yields
ρ(1) =

&
'∗
ckm,n ckm ,n |am  am | .

ρk
m,m

(8.21)

n

k

But this is a pure state, and so must be of the form ρ(1) = |ψ  ψ|. Since the
original basis {|am } was arbitrary, we are free to choose it so that |a1  = |ψ .


In that case we will have k ρk n ckm,n (ckm ,n )∗ = 0 unless m = m = 1.


For m = m = 1 this becomes k ρk n |ckm,n |2 = 0, which is possible only if

k
2
k ρk |cm,n | = 0 for m = 1. Thus for m = 1 and any k such that ρk = 0 we
k
must have cm,n = 0. Therefore (8.20) reduces to
ρ=

&
'∗
ck1,n ck1,n |a1 bn  a1 bn |

ρk
k

n

n

= |a1  a1 | ⊗

&
'∗
ck1,n ck1,n |bn  bn | ,

ρk
k

n

(8.22)

n

which is the form asserted by the theorem. The ﬁrst factor in the Kronecker
product is ρ(1) , and the second factor may be identiﬁed with ρ(2) .
Using the result of this theorem, we can now prove all of the “no” cases in
which at least one of the partial states is pure. Correlated states in the ﬁrst
and second lines of Table 8.2 are impossible because, according to the theorem,
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the total state operator must be of the product form. The two “no” cases in
Table 8.1 are excluded by the relation
Tr[(ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) )2 ] = Tr(1) [(ρ(1) )2 ] Tr(2) [(ρ(2) )2 ] ,

(8.23)

which is a special case of (8.17). If both ρ(1) and ρ(2) are pure then both factors
on the right are equal to 1, and so according to (2.17) the total state operator
must also be pure, which proves the ﬁrst line of Table 8.1. If one of the partial
states is not pure then the product of the traces will be less than 1, and so
the total state operator cannot be pure, proving the second line of Table 8.1.
The third “no” in Table 8.2 is also excluded by this same trace relation. This
completes the proofs for the classiﬁcations given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
In summary, we have shown that partial states for the components of a
system can be deﬁned, but the states of the components do not suﬃce for
determining the state of the whole. Indeed, the relation between the states
of the components and the state of the whole system is quite complex. Some
simpliﬁcation is provided by the theorem that a pure partial state must be a
factor of the total state operator. Since a factorization of the form ρ = ρ(1) ⊗
ρ(2) means that there are no correlations between components 1 and 2, this
implies that a component described by a pure state can have no correlations
with the rest of the system. This may seem paradoxical. Consider a manyparticle spin system described by the state vector |Ψ  = | ↑  ⊗ | ↑  ⊗ | ↑  ⊗· · · .
All of the spins are up (in the z direction), and so this seems to be a high degree
of correlation. Yet the product form of the state vector is interpreted as an
absence of correlation among the particles. The paradox is resolved by noting
that the correlation is deﬁned by means of the quantum-mechanical probability
distributions. Since |Ψ  is an eigenvector of the z components of the spins,
there are no ﬂuctuations in these dynamical variables, and where there is no
variability the degree of correlation is undeﬁned. If we consider the components
of the spins in any direction other than z, they will be subject to ﬂuctuations
and those ﬂuctuation will indeed be uncorrelated in the state |Ψ .
Correlated states of multicomponent systems (also called “entangled
states”) are responsible for some of the most interesting and peculiar phenomena in quantum mechanics. Figure 8.1 illustrates schematically how such
a state could be prepared. A source in the box emits pairs of particles in variable directions, but always with opposite momentum (kb = −ka , kb = −ka ).
The two output ports on each side of the box restrict each particle to two
possible directions, so the state of the emerging pairs is
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A device to produce a correlated two-particle state.

$
|Ψ12  = (|ka  |kb  + |ka  |kb  ) 12 .

(8.24)

The momenta of the two particles are correlated in this state. If particle 1 on
the right has momentum ka then particle 2 on the left must have momentum,
kb , and if 1 has ka then 2 must have kb .
By means of appropriately placed mirrors, we can combine beams a and
a on the right, and combine beams b and b on the left. Looking at only one
side of the apparatus, it would appear that the amplitudes from the paths a
and a should produce an interference pattern, as in the double slit experiment
(Sec. 5.4), and that a similar interference between paths b and b should occur
on the left. This expectation would be correct if the particles were not correlated, and the state was of the form |Ψ12  = |ψ1  |ψ2 . But, in fact, the
correlation between the particles leads to a qualitative diﬀerence.
Ignoring normalization, the two-particle conﬁguration space wave function
will have the form
Ψ12 (x1 , x2 ) ∝ ei(ka ·x1 +kb ·x2 ) + ei(ka ·x1 +kb ·x2 )

(8.25)

and the position probability density will be
|Ψ12 (x1 , x2 )|2 ∝ {1 + cos[(ka − ka )·x1 + (kb − kb )·x2 ]} .

(8.26)

(These forms hold only inside the regions where the beams overlap. The wave
function falls to zero outside of the beams.) If we ignore particles on the left and
place a screen to detect the particles on the right, the detection probability for
particle 1 will be given by the integral of (8.26) over x2 , and will be featureless.
No interference pattern exists in the single particle probability density. Only in
the correlations between particles can interference be observed. For example,
if we select only those particles on the right that are detected in coincidence
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with particles on the left in a small volume near x2 = 0, then their spatial
density will be proportional to {1 + cos[(ka − ka )·x1 ]}.
8.4 Indeterminacy Relations
In its most elementary form, the concept of a state is identiﬁed with the
speciﬁcation of a probability distribution for each observable, as was discussed
in Sec. 2.1. However, the probability distributions for diﬀerent dynamical
variables may be interrelated, and cannot necessarily be varied independently.
The most important and simplest of these interrelations will now be derived.
Let A and B be two dynamical variables whose corresponding operators
are A and B, and let
[A, B] = iC .
(8.27)
(The factor of i is inserted so that C † = C.) In an arbitrary state represented
by ρ, the mean and the variance of the A distribution are A  = Tr(ρA)
and ∆A 2 = (A − A  )2 , respectively. Similar expressions hold for the B
distribution. If we deﬁne two operators, A0 = A − A  and B0 = B − B ,
then the variances of the two distributions are given by ∆A 2 = Tr(ρA0 2 ) and
∆B 2 = Tr(ρB0 2 ).
For any operator T one has the inequality Tr(ρT T †) ≥ 0. This is most
easily proven by choosing the basis in which ρ is diagonal. Now substitute
T = A0 + iωB0 and T † = A0 − iωB0 , where ω is any arbitrary real number.
The inequality then becomes
&
'
&
'
&
'
Tr ρT T † = Tr ρA0 2 − iω Tr(ρ[A0 , B0 ]) + ω 2 Tr ρB0 2 ≥ 0 .
(8.28)
The commutator in this expression has the value [A0 , B0 ] = iC. The strongest
inequality will be obtained if we choose ω so as to minimize the quadratic form.
This occurs for the value
ω=−

Tr(ρC)
,
2 Tr (ρB0 2 )

(8.29)

and in this case the inequality may be written as
&
'
&
' {Tr(ρC)}2
Tr ρA0 2 Tr ρB0 2 −
≥ 0,
4
This is equivalent to
∆A 2 ∆B 2 ≥

{Tr(ρC)}2
,
4

(8.30)
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which may be more compactly written as
1
∆A ∆B ≥ | C | .
2
This result holds for any operators that satisfy (8.27).

(8.31)

Example (i): Angular momentum
In this case the commutator (8.27) becomes [Jx , Jy ] = iJz , and the
inequality (8.30) becomes
& '2
(Jx − Jx  )2  (Jy − Jy  )2  ≥ 12 
Jz 2 .
(8.32)
This result is particularly interesting for the state ρ = |j, m  j, m|,
which is an eigenstate of J·J and Jz . Because this state is invariant
under rotations about the z axis, we have Jx  = Jy  = 0 and
Jx 2  = Jy 2 . Thus (8.32) reduces to Jx 2  ≥ 12 2 |m|. But because
this is an eigenstate of J·J = Jx 2 + Jy 2 + Jz 2 , we also have the relation
Jx 2  + Jy 2  + (m)2 = 2 j(j + 1). Hence Jx 2  = Jy 2  = 12 2 (j 2 +
j − m2 ). It is apparent that if |m| takes on its largest possible value,
j, the inequality becomes an equality.
Example (ii): Position and momentum
For simplicity, only one spatial dimension will be considered. The
commutator (8.27) then takes the form [Q, P ] = i, and the inequality
(8.31) becomes
∆Q ∆P ≥ 12  .
(8.33)
This formula is commonly called “the uncertainty principle”, and is
associated with the name of Heisenberg.
A state for which this inequality becomes an equality is called a minimum
uncertainty state. It is apparent from the derivation of (8.31) that this will
happen if and only if the nonnegative expression in (8.28) vanishes at its minimum. By appropriately choosing the frame of reference we can have Q  = 0
and P  = 0, so the condition for a minimum uncertainty state may be taken
to be
&
'

Tr ρT T † = 0 , with T = Q + iωP , ω = −
.
(8.34)
2∆P 2
As a ﬁrst step in classifying all minimum uncertainty states, we consider a
pure state, ρ = |ψ  ψ|, for which the condition (8.34) becomes ψ|T T †|ψ  =
0. This is satisﬁed if and only if T † |ψ  = 0. In coordinate representation, for
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which Q → x and P → −i∂/∂x, the condition becomes (x+ α∂/∂x)ψ(x) = 0,
with α = 2 /2∆P 2 . This diﬀerential equation has the general solution ψ(x) =
C exp(−x2 /2α), where the constant C could be ﬁxed by normalization. It can
easily be shown that ∆Q 2 ≡ ψ|x2 |ψ / ψ|ψ  = α/2 = 2 /4∆P 2 , verifying
that the minimum uncertainty condition is indeed satisﬁed. By transforming
back to an arbitrary uniformly moving frame of reference in which Q  =
x0 and P  = k0 , we obtain the most general minimum uncertainty pure
state function,


(x − x0 )2
ψ(x) = C exp −
+
ik
x
.
(8.35)
0
4∆Q 2

A general state operator can be written in the form ρ = n ρn |φn  φn |,
where the eigenvalues ρn are nonnegative, and the eigenvectors {φn } are
orthonormal. The minimum uncertainty condition (8.34) then becomes
ρn φn |T T †|φn  = 0 .

(8.36)

n

This condition can be satisﬁed only if T † |φn  = 0 for all n such that ρn = 0.
Now that is just the condition that determined the minimum uncertainty pure
state functions; therefore φn (x) must be of the form (8.35). But it is easily
veriﬁed that no two functions of the form (8.35) are orthogonal. Since all
the eigenvectors {φn } must be orthogonal, it is not possible to have more
that one distinct term in (8.36). Hence ρ must contain just a single term,
ρ = |φn  φn |. Thus we have shown that a minimum uncertainty state for
position and momentum must be a pure state, a result ﬁrst proven by Stoler
and Newman (1972).
Operational signiﬁcance
The empirically testable consequence of an indeterminacy relation such
as (8.33) is illustrated in Fig. 8.2. One must have a repeatable preparation
procedure corresponding to the state ρ which is to be studied. Then on each of a
large number of similarly prepared systems, one performs a single measurement
(either of Q or of P ). The statistical distributions of the results are shown as
histograms, and the root-mean-square half-widths of the two distributions,
∆Q and ∆P , are indicated in Fig. 8.2. The theory predicts that the product
of these two half-widths can never be less that /2, no matter what state
is considered.
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Fig. 8.2 Frequency distributions for the results of independent measurements of Q and P
on similarly prepared systems. The standard deviations, which satisfy the relation ∆Q ∆P ≥
/2, must be distinguished from the resolution of the individual measurements, δQ and
δP .

[[ Because contrary statements abound in the literature, it is necessary to
emphasize the following points:
• The quantities ∆Q and ∆P are not errors of measurement. The
“errors”, or preferably the resolution of the Q and P measuring
instruments, are denoted as δQ and δP in Fig. 8.2. They are logically unrelated to ∆Q and ∆P , and to the inequality (8.33), except
for the practical requirement that if δQ is larger than ∆Q (or if δP is
larger than ∆P ) then it will not be possible to determine ∆Q (∆P )
in the experiment, and so it will not be possible to test (8.33).
• The experimental test of the inequality (8.33) does not involve
simultaneous measurements of Q and P , but rather it involves the
measurement of one or the other of these dynamical variables on each
independently prepared representative of the particular state being
studied.
To the reader who is unfamiliar with the history of quantum mechanics,
these remarks may seem to belabor the obvious. Unfortunately the statistical quantities ∆Q and ∆P in (8.33) have often been misinterpreted as the
errors of individual measurements. The origin of the confusion probably
lies in the fact that Heisenberg’s original paper on the uncertainty principle,
published in 1927, was based on early work that predates the systematic
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formulation and statistical interpretation of quantum theory. Thus the
natural derivation and interpretation of (8.33) that is given above was not
possible at that time. The statistical interpretation of the indeterminacy
relations was ﬁrst advanced by K. R. Popper in 1934.
It is also sometimes asserted that the quantum lower bound (8.33) on
∆Q and ∆P is far below the resolution of practical experiments. That
may be so for measurements involving metersticks and stopwatches, but
it is not generally true. An interesting example from crystallography has
been given by Jauch (1993). The rms atomic momentum ﬂuctuation, ∆ P ,
is directly obtained from the temperature of the crystal, and hence (8.33)
gives a lower bound to ∆Q , the rms vibration amplitude of an atom. The
value of ∆Q can be measured by means of neutron diﬀraction, and at low
temperatures it is only slightly above its quantum lower bound, /2∆P .
Jauch stresses that it is only the rms ensemble ﬂuctuations that are limited
by (8.33). The position coordinates of the atomic cell can be determined
with a precision that is two orders of magnitude smaller than the quantum
limit on ∆Q . ]]
Further reading for Chapter 8
State preparation
Lamb (1969).
State determination
Newton and Young (1968); Band and Park (1970, 1971);
Weigert (1992) — spin states.
Band and Park (1979) — orbital state of a free particle.
Band and Park (1973) — inequalities imposed by nonnegativeness.
Correlated states
Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger (1993).
History of the indeterminacy relation
Jammer (1974), Ch. 3.
Problems
8.1 What potentials would be required to prepare each of the following
(unnormalized) state functions as ground state? (a) Ψ(r) = exp(−αr2 );
(b) Ψ(r) = exp(−ar); (c) Ψ(x) = 1/cosh(x). Cases (a) and (b) are
three-dimensional. Case (c) is one-dimensional. What restrictions, if
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any, must be imposed on the assumed ground state energy E, in order
that the potentials be physically reasonable?
A source of spin s = 1 particles is found to yield the following results:
Sx  = Sy  = 0, Sz  = a, with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. This information is
not suﬃcient to uniquely determine the state. Determine all possible
state operators that are consistent with the given information. Consider
separately the three cases: a = 0, 0 < a < 1, a = 1. Identify the pure
and nonpure states in the three cases.
Prove that if for some state of a two-component system one has
R(1) R(2)  = R(1)  R(2)  for all Hermitian operators R(1) and R(2) ,
then the state operator must be of the form ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) . (As usual,
the superscript 1 or 2 signiﬁes that the operator acts on the factor space
of component 1 or 2, respectively.)
Consider a system of two particles, each having spin s = 12 . The single
particle eigenvectors of σz are denoted as |+ and |−, and their products serve as basis vectors for the four-dimensional state vector space
of this system. The family of state vectors of the form
3
4$
1
|Ψc  = |+|− + c|−|+
2 ,
with |c| = 1 but otherwise arbitrary, all share the property
σz (1) σz (2) |Ψc  = −|Ψc  .

(a) Can two such states, |Ψc  and |Ψc , be distinguished by any combination of measurements on the two particles separately?
(b) Can they be distinguished by any correlation between the spins of
the two particles?
8.5 Show that the three-dimensional single particle state functions Ψm (x) ≡
f (r)Y3 m (θ, φ) and Ψ−m (x) have the same position and momentum
distributions.
8.6 Consider a two-component system that evolves under a time development operator of the form U (t) = U (1) (t) ⊗ I. (This could describe a
system with no interaction between the two components, subject to an
external perturbation that acts on component 1 but not on component
2.) Let ρ(t) be an arbitrary correlated state of the two-component system evolving under the action of U (t). Prove that the partial state of
component 2, ρ(2) = Tr(1) ρ(t), is independent of t.
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8.7 Consider a system of two particles, each of which has spin s = 12 . Suppose that σ (1)  = σ (2)  = 0. (This gives six independent pieces of
data, since the spin vectors each have three components.)
(a) Construct a pure state consistent with the given data, or prove that
none exists.
(b) Construct a nonpure state consistent with the given data, or prove
that none exists.
8.8 For a system of two particles, each of which has s = 12 , suppose that
σz (1)  = σz (2)  = 1.
(a) Construct a pure state consistent with the given data, or prove that
none exists.
(b) Construct a nonpure state consistent with the given data, or prove
that none exists.
8.9 It is possible to prepare a state in which two or more dynamical variables
have unique values if the corresponding operators have common eigenvectors. A suﬃcient condition is that the operators should commute,
in which case the set of common eigenvectors forms a complete basis.
But a smaller number of common eigenvectors may exist even if the
operators do not commute.
(a) For a single spinless particle ﬁnd all the common eigenvectors of
the angular momentum operators, Lx , Ly , and Lz .
(b) Find the common eigenvectors of the angular momentum and linear
momentum operators, L and P.
8.10 Generalize the derivation leading to (8.30) by taking T = A0 + iωB0
with ω complex, and then minimizing Tr(ρT T †). This leads to a stronger
inequality than (8.30).

Chapter 9

Measurement and the Interpretation
of States

A typical experimental run consists of state preparation followed by
measurement. The former of these operations was analyzed in the preceding
chapter, and the latter will now be treated. An analysis of measurement is
required for completeness, but even more important, it turns out to be very
useful in elucidating the correct interpretation of the concept of a state in
quantum mechanics.
9.1 An Example of Spin Measurement
The measurement of a spin component by means of the Stern–Gerlach
apparatus is probably the simplest example to analyze. A particle with a
magnetic moment passes between the poles of a magnet that produces an
inhomogeneous ﬁeld. The potential energy of the magnetic moment µ in the
magnetic ﬁeld B is equal to −B·µ. The negative gradient of this potential
energy corresponds to a force on the particle, equal to F = ∇(B·µ). Since the
magnetic moment µ is proportional to the spin s, the magnitude of this force,
and hence the deﬂection of the particle, will depend on the component of spin
in the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld gradient. Hence the value of that spin
component can be inferred from the deﬂection of the particle by the magnetic
ﬁeld. In practice this method is useful only for neutral atoms or molecules,
because the deﬂection of a charged particle by the Lorentz force will obscure
this spin-dependent deﬂection.
In Fig. 9.1, the velocity of the incident beam is in the y direction, and
the magnetic ﬁeld lies in the transverse xz plane. To simplify the analysis,
we shall make some idealizations. We assume that the magnetic ﬁeld vanishes
outside of the gap between the poles. We assume that only the z component
of the ﬁeld is signiﬁcant, and that within the gap it has a constant gradient
in the z direction. Thus, relative to a suitable origin of coordinates (located
some distance below the magnet), the components of the magnetic ﬁeld can
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Measurement of spin using the Stern–Gerlach apparatus.

be written as Bx = By = 0, Bz = zB  , where B  is the ﬁeld gradient. Subject
to these idealizations, the magnetic force will be in the z direction, and the
y component of the particle velocity will be constant. So it is convenient to
adopt a frame of reference moving uniformly in the y direction, with respect
to which the incident particle is at rest. In this frame of reference, the particle
experiences a time-dependent magnetic ﬁeld that is nonvanishing only during
the interval of time T that the particle spends inside the gap between the
magnetic poles. The spin Hamiltonian, −µ·B, can therefore be written as
H(t) = 0
= −czσz
=0

(t < 0) ,
(0 < t < T ) ,
(T < t) .

(9.1)

Here σz is a Pauli spin operator. The constant c includes the magnetic ﬁeld
gradient B  and magnitude of the magnetic moment.
Since ∇·B = 0, it is impossible for the magnetic ﬁeld to have only a z
component. A more realistic form for the ﬁeld would be Bx = −xB  , Bz =
Bo + zB  , which has zero divergence. If Bo is very much larger that Bx , which
is true in practice, then any component of the magnetic moment in the xy
plane will precess rapidly about the z axis, and the force on the particle due
to Bx will average to zero. This has been shown in detail by Alstrom, Hjorth,
and Mattuck (1982), using a semiclassical analysis, and by Platt (1992) using
a fully quantum-mechanical analysis. Thus the idealized Hamiltonian (9.1)
is justiﬁable.
Suppose that the state vector for t ≤ 0 is |Ψ0  = a|+ + b|−, with |a|2 +
2
|b| = 1. Here |+ and |− denote the spin-up and spin-down eigenvectors of
σz . Then the equation of motion (3.64) implies that the state vector for t ≥ T
will be
|Ψ1  = a eiT cz/ |+ + b e−iT cz/ |− .
(9.2)
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The eﬀect of the interaction is to create a correlation between the spin and
the momentum of the particle. According to (9.2), if σz = +1 then Pz = +T c,
whereas if σz = −1 then Pz = −T c. Thus the trajectory of the particle will
be deﬂected either up or down, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1, according to whether
σz is positive or negative, and so by observing the deﬂection of the particle we
can infer the value of σz .
In this analysis, the initial state of motion was assumed to be a momentum
eigenstate, namely P = 0 in the comoving frame of the incident particle. More
realistically, the initial state vector |Ψ0  should be multiplied by an orbital wave
function ψ(x) which has ﬁnite beam width and yields an average momentum
of zero in the z direction. If the width of the initial probability distribution
for Pz is small compared to the momentum ±T c which is imparted by the
inhomogeneous magnetic ﬁeld, then it will still be true that a positive value
of σz will correspond to an upward deﬂection of the particle and a negative
value of σz will correspond to a downward deﬂection. The essential feature of
any measurement procedure is the establishment of a correlation between the
dynamical variable to be measured (the spin component σz in this example),
and some macroscopic indicator that can be directly observed (the upward or
downward deﬂection of the beam in this example).
9.2 A General Theorem of Measurement Theory
The essential ingredients of a measurement are an object (I), an apparatus
(II), and an interaction that produces a correlation between some dynamical
variable of (I) and an appropriate indicator variable of (II). Suppose that we
wish to measure the dynamical variable R (assumed to be discrete for convenience) which belongs to the object (I). The corresponding operator R possesses
a complete set of eigenvectors,
R|r(I) = r|r(I) .

(9.3)

The apparatus (II) has an indicator variable A, and the corresponding operator
A has a complete set of eigenvectors,
A|α, m(II) = α|α, m(II) .

(9.4)

Here α is the “indicator” eigenvalue, and m labels all the many other quantum
numbers needed to specify a unique eigenvector.
The apparatus is prepared in an initial premeasurement state, |0, m(II) ,
with α = 0. We then introduce an interaction between (I) and (II) that
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produces a unique correspondence between the value r of the dynamical
variable R of (I) and the indicator αr of (II). The properties of the
interaction are speciﬁed implicitly by deﬁning the eﬀect of the time development operator U , and since only the properties of U enter the analysis, there
is no point in discussing the interaction in any more detail. The analysis may
be done with various degrees of generality.
Suppose that the initial state of (I) is an eigenstate of the dynamical
variable R, |r(I) . Then the initial state of the combined system (I) + (II) will
be |r(I) ⊗ |0, m(II) . If we require that the measurement should not change the
value of the quantity being measured, then we must have
U |r(I) ⊗ |0, m(II) = |r(I) ⊗ |αr , m (II) .

(9.5)

Here the value of r is unchanged by the interaction, but the value of m may
change. The latter merely represents the many irrelevant variables of the
apparatus other than the indicator.
An assumption of the form (9.5) is often made in the formal theory of
measurement, but many of the idealizations contained in (9.5) can be relaxed
without signiﬁcantly complicating the argument. There is no reason why the
state of the object (I) should remain unaﬀected by the interaction, and indeed
this is seldom true in practice. Nor is it necessary for the state of the apparatus
(II) to remain an eigenvector corresponding to a unique value of m . The most
general possibility is of the form




,m
urr,m
|r (I) ⊗ |αr , m (II)

U |r(I) ⊗ |0, m(II) =
r  ,m

= |αr ; (r, m) , say .

(9.6)

The labels (r, m) in |αr ; (r, m) do not denote eigenvalues, since the vector is
not an eigenvector of the corresponding operators. They are merely labels to
indicate the initial state from which this vector was derived.
The only restrictions expressed in (9.6) are that the ﬁnal state vector be
related to the initial state vector by a unitary transformation, and that the
particular value of r in the initial state vector should correspond to a unique
value of the indicator αr in the ﬁnal state vector. The latter restriction is the
essential condition for the apparatus to carry out a measurement. The values
of αr that correspond to diﬀerent values of r should be clearly distinguishable
to the observer, and will be referred to as macroscopically distinct values.
In the example of Sec. 9.1, the dynamical variable being measured is the
spin component σz , and the indicator variable is the momentum Pz . This
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shows that the indicator variable need not be physically separate from the
object of measurement; rather, it is suﬃcient for it to be kinematically
independent of the dynamical variable being measured. A more complete
analysis of that example would treat the deﬂected trajectories explicitly, and
would use the position coordinate z as the indicator variable.
Consider next a general initial state for the object (I),
|ψ(I) =

cr |r(I) ,

(9.7)

r

which is not an eigenstate of the dynamical variable R that is being measured.
From (9.6) and the linearity of the time development operator U , it follows
that the ﬁnal state of the system will be
U |ψ(I) ⊗ |0, m(II) =

cr |αr ; (r, m)
r

= |Ψm f  , say .

(9.8)

This ﬁnal state is a coherent superposition of macroscopically distinct indicator
eigenvectors, and this is the theorem referred to in the title of this section.
The probability, in the ﬁnal state, that the indicator variable A of the
apparatus (II) has the value αr is equal to |cr |2 , just the same as the probability
in the initial state (9.7) that the dynamical variable R of the object (I) had
the value r. This a consequence of the requirement that there be a faithful
mapping from the initial value of r to the ﬁnal value of αr .
9.3 The Interpretation of a State Vector
The preceding simple theorem, that if the initial state is not an eigenstate
of the dynamical variable being measured, then the ﬁnal state vector for the
whole system (object of measurement plus apparatus) must be a coherent
superposition of macroscopically distinct indicator eigenvectors, has important
implications for the interpretation of the quantum state concept. It allows us
to discriminate between the two principal classes of interpretations.
A. A pure state |Ψ provides a complete and exhaustive description of an
individual system. A dynamical variable represented by the operator Q
has a value (q, say) if and only if Q|Ψ = q|Ψ.
B. A pure state describes the statistical properties of an ensemble of
similarly prepared systems.
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Interpretation A is more common in the older literature on quantum mechanics,
although it is often only implicit and not formulated explicitly. Interpretation
B has been consistently adopted throughout this book, but it is only now that
the reasons for that choice will be examined.
Since the state vector plays a very prominent role in the mathematical
formalism of quantum mechanics, it is natural to attempt to give it an equally
prominent role in the interpretation. The superﬁcial appeal of interpretation
A lies in its attributing a close correspondence between the properties of the
world and the properties of the state vector. However, it encounters very
serious diﬃculties when confronted with the measurement theorem. Because
the ﬁnal state (9.8) of the measurement process is not an eigenstate of the
indicator variable, one must conclude, according to interpretation A, that the
indicator has no deﬁnite value. Moreover this is not a microscopic uncertainty,
which could be tolerated, but rather a macroscopic uncertainty, since the ﬁnal
state vector (9.8) is a coherent superposition of macroscopically distinct
indicator eigenvectors. In a typical case, the indicator variable αr might be the
position of a needle on a meter or a mark on a chart recorder, and for two
adjacent values of the measured variable, r and r , the separation between
αr and αr could be several centimeters. It would be apparent to any casual
observer that the indicator position αr is well deﬁned to within at least a
millimeter, but the state vector (9.8) would involve a superposition of terms
corresponding to values of αr that diﬀer by several centimeters. Thus the
interpretation of (9.8) as a description of an individual system is in conﬂict
with observation. There is no such diﬃculty with interpretation B, according to which the state vector is an abstract quantity that characterizes the
probability distributions of the dynamical variables of an ensemble of similarly
prepared systems. Each member system of the ensemble consists of an object
and a measuring apparatus.
[[ The prototype of the measurement theorem was given by E. Schrödinger
in 1935. He considered a chamber containing a cat, a ﬂask of poison gas,
a radioactive atom, and an automatic device to release the poison when
the atom decays. If the atom were isolated,$
then after a time equal to one
half-life its state vector would be (|u + |d) 12 , where the vectors |u and
|d denote the undecayed and decayed states. But since the atom is coupled
to the cat via the apparatus, the state of the system after one half-life is
&
'$ 1
|uatom |livecat + |datom |deadcat
2 .
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This is a correlated (or entangled) state like those that were discussed in
Sec. 8.3. It is also a superposition of macroscopically distinct states (live
cat and dead cat) that is typical of the measurement process. Schrödinger
argued that a seemingly plausible interpretation — that an individual quantum system’s properties are smeared over the range of values contained in
the state vector — cannot be accepted, because it would necessarily imply
a macroscopic smearing for classical objects such as the unfortunate cat.
Correlated states that involve a superposition of macroscopically distinct
terms are often metaphorically called “Schrödinger cat states”. ]]
The subject could now be concluded, were it not for the persistence of the
defenders of the old interpretation (A). In order to save that interpretation,
they postulate a further process that is supposed to lead from the state (9.8)
to a so-called “reduced state”,
|Ψm f  → |αr0 ; (r0 , m) ,

(9.9)

which is an eigenvector of the indicator variable A, with the eigenvalue
αr0 being the actual observed value of the indicator position. This postulate
of reduction of the state vector creates a new problem that is peculiar to
interpretation A: namely, how to account for the mechanism of this reduction
process. Some of the proposed explanations are as follows:
(i) The reduction process (9.9) is caused by an unpredictable and uncontrollable disturbance of the object by the measuring apparatus. [Such an
argument is oﬀered by Messiah (1964), see p. 140.]
In fact, any interaction between the object (I) and the apparatus (II) that
might serve as the cause of such a disturbance is implicitly included in the
Hamiltonian from which the time development operator U is constructed. If
the interaction satisﬁes the minimal condition (9.6) for it to be a measurement
interaction, then it must lead to the superposition (9.8), and not to the reduced
state (9.9). So the disturbance theory is untenable.
(ii) The observer causes the reduction process (9.9) when he reads the result
of the measurement from the apparatus.
This is really just a variant of (i) with the observer, rather than the apparatus,
causing the disturbance, and it is refuted simply by redeﬁning (II) to include
both the apparatus and the observer. But while it circulated, this proposal
led to some unfruitful speculations as to whether quantum mechanics can be
applied to the consciousness of an observer.
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(iii) The reduction (9.9) is caused by the environment, the “environment”
being deﬁned as the rest of the universe other than (I) and (II).
This proposal is a bit vague, because it has not been made clear just what
part of the environment is supposed to be essential. But it is apparent that if
we formally include in (II) all those parts of the environment whose inﬂuence
might not be negligible, then the same argument that defeated (i) and (ii) will
also defeat (iii).
(iv) In proving the measurement theorem, the initial state of the apparatus
was assumed to be a deﬁnite pure state, |0, m(II) . But in fact m is an
abbreviation for an enormous number of microscopic quantum numbers,
which are never determined in practice. It is very improbable that they
will have the same values on every repetition of the state preparation.
Therefore the initial state should not be described as a pure state, but
as a mixed state involving a distribution of m values. This, it is hoped,
might provide a way around the measurement theorem.
In order to respond to argument (iv), it is necessary to repeat the analysis of
Sec. 9.2 using general state operators.
The measurement theorem for general states
Instead of the pure state vector, |Ψm i  = |ψ(I) ⊗ |0, m(II) , which was
taken to represent the initial state in (9.8), we now assume a more general
initial state for the system (I) + (II):
wm |Ψm i  Ψm i | .

ρi =

(9.10)

m

Here wm can be regarded as the probability associated with each of the
microscopic states labeled by m, which represents the enormously many
quantum numbers of the apparatus other than the indicator α.
The hope of an advocate of interpretation A who defended it by means of
argument (iv) is that ﬁnal state would be a mixture of “indicator” eigenvectors,
perhaps of the form
|cr |2

ρd =
r

vm |αr ; (r, m) αr ; (r, m)| ,

(9.11)

m

but certainly diagonal with respect to αr . (Any terms that were nondiagonal
in αr would correspond to coherent superpositions of macroscopically distinct
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“indicator position” eigenvectors, the avoidance of which is essential to the
maintenance of interpretation A.) The conjectured achievement of (9.11) as
ﬁnal state of the measurement process is more plausible than (9.9). The latter
would have prescribed a unique measurement result, αr0 . But it is universally
agreed that quantum mechanics can make only probabilistic predictions, and
(9.11) is consistent with a prediction that the result may be αr with probability
|cr |2 .
However, the conjectured form (9.11) is not correct. The actual ﬁnal state
of the measurement process is
ρf = U ρi U † =

wm |Ψm f  Ψm f | ,

(9.12)

m

where |Ψm f  = U |Ψm i . From (9.8) it follows that
cr1 ∗ cr2

ρf =
r1

r2

wm |αr1 ; (r1 , m) αr2 ; (r2 , m)| .

(9.13)

m

The terms with αr1 = αr2 indicate a coherent superposition of macroscopically
distinct indicator eigenvectors, just as was the case in (9.8). It is clear that the
nondiagonal terms in (9.13) cannot vanish so as to reduce the state to the form
of (9.12), and therefore the measurement theorem applies to general states
as well as to pure states. In all cases in which the initial state is not an
eigenstate of the dynamical variable being measured, the ﬁnal state must
involve coherent superpositions of macroscopically distinct indicator eigenvectors. If this situation is unacceptable according to any interpretation, such as
A, then that interpretation is untenable.
Perhaps the best way to conclude this discussion is to quote the words of
Einstein (1949):
“One arrives at very implausible theoretical conceptions, if one attempts
to maintain the thesis that the statistical quantum theory is in principle
capable of producing a complete description of an individual physical
system. On the other hand, those diﬃculties of theoretical interpretation disappear, if one views the quantum-mechanical description as the
description of ensembles of systems.”
9.4 Which Wave Function?
Once acquired, the habit of considering an individual particle to have its
own wave function is hard to break. Even though it has been demonstrated
to be strictly incorrect, it is surprising how seldom it leads to a serious error.
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This is because the predictions of quantum mechanics that are derived from
a wave function consist of probabilities, and the operational signiﬁcance of a
probability is as a relative frequency. Thus one is, in eﬀect, bound to invoke
an ensemble of similar systems at the point of comparison with experiment,
regardless of how one originally interpreted the wave function. Because so
many of the results do not seem to depend in a critical way on the choice of
interpretation, some “practical-minded” physicists would like to dismiss the
whole subject of interpretation as irrelevant. That attitude, however, is not
justiﬁed, and a number of practical physicists have been led into unnecessary
confusion and dispute because of inattention to the matters of interpretation
that we have been discussing.
An interesting case is to be found in the subject of electron interference.
Electrons are emitted from a hot cathode, and subsequently accelerated to
form a beam, which is then used for various interference experiments. The
energy spread of the beam can be accounted for on either of two assumptions
(both based on interpretation A of Sec. 9.3):
(a) Each electron is emitted in an energy eigenstate (a plane wave), but the
particular energy varies from one electron to the next;
(b) Each electron is emitted as a wave packet which has an energy spread
equal to the energy spread of the beam.
One might expect that these two assumptions would lead to quantitatively
diﬀerent predictions about the interference pattern, and so they could be
experimentally distinguished.
To simplify the analysis, we shall treat the electron beam as moving from
left to right in an essentially one-dimensional geometry. According to assumption (a), each electron has a wave function of the form ψk (x, t) = ei(kx−ωt) .
The energy of this electron is ω = 2 k 2 /2M , and the observed energy distribution of the beam allows us to infer the appropriate probability density
W (ω). The
state operator corresponding to the thermal emission process will

be ρ = |ψk  ψk |W (ω)dω. (Remember that k is a function of ω.) In coordinate representation, this becomes

ρ(x, x ) ≡ x|ρ|x  = ψk (x, t) ψk ∗ (x, t) W (ω) dω

=



eik(x−x ) W (ω) dω .

(9.14)
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Notice that the time dependence has canceled out, indicating that this is a
steady state. All observable quantities, including the interference pattern, can
be calculated from the state function ρ(x, x ).
According to assumption (b), an individual electron will be emitted in a
wave packet state, ψt0 (x, t) − A(ω)ei[kx−ω(t−t0 )] dω, a particular wave packet
being distinguished by the time t0 at which it is emitted. The energy distribution of such a wave packet state is |A(ω)|2 = W (ω). The state function for
the emission process is obtained by averaging over the emission time t0 , which
is assumed to be uniformly distributed:

1 T /2
x|ρ|x  = lim
ψt0 (x, t)ψt0 ∗ (x, t)dt0
T →∞ T −T /2



 

1 T /2
= lim
A(ω)ei[kx−ω(t−t0 )] dω A∗ (ω  )e−i[k x −ω (t−t0 )] dω  dt0 .
T →∞ T −T /2


Performing the integral over t0 ﬁrst and then taking the limit T → ∞ yields
zero unless ω = ω  (and so also k = k  ). Therefore the state function reduces
to

ρ(x, x ) =



eik(x−x ) |A(ω)|2 dω ,

(9.15)

which is the same as the result (9.14) which was obtained from assumption (a).
Thus it is apparent that assumptions (a) and (b) do not lead to any observable
diﬀerences, and the controversy over the form of the supposed wave functions
of individual electrons was pointless.
If we now adopt interpretation (B) and regard the state operator ρ as
the fundamental description of the state generated by the thermal emission
process, which yields an ensemble of systems each of which is a single electron,
we can obtain ρ(x, x ) directly, without ever speculating about individual wave
functions. First we recognize that it is a steady state process, so we must
have dp/dt = 0. (The Schrödinger picture is being used here.) Therefore
it follows that [H, ρ] = 0, and so ρ and H possess a complete set of common
eigenvectors. These are just the free particle states, |ψω , having the coordinate
representation x|ψω  = eikx , and satisfying the eigenvalue equation H|ψω  =
ω|ψω . Therefore the state operator must have the form

ρ=

|ψω  ψω |W (ω)dω ,

(9.16)
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where, as before, W (ω) describes the energy distribution in the beam. In
coordinate representation this becomes


ρ(x, x ) ≡ x|ρ|x  = eik(x−x ) W (ω)dω ,
(9.17)
where k is related to ω by the relation ω = 2 k 2 /2M . The fact that the
source was assumed to emit particles from left to right serves as a boundary
condition and restricts k to be positive. This is, of course, just the same result
as was obtained by the other methods, but it is conceptually superior because it
avoids any pointless speculation about the form of any supposed wave function
of an individual electron.
[[ I am indebted to Professor R. H. Dicke for providing me with some of
the historical background for the incident upon which the above example is based. It took place at a conference in 1956. Apparently, many of
the participants in the discussion had neglected to perform the calculation
leading to the identity of the results (9.14) and (9.15), but had relied on
their intuitions about wave functions. Hence they expended considerable
eﬀort debating the size and coherence length of the supposed wave packets
of the individual electrons. Someone espoused the view that a spread in
the energy of the beam leaving the cathode was essential for the occurrence
of interference, whereas, in fact, the energy spread tends to wash out the
interference pattern. None of the confusion would have occurred were it
not for the habit of associating a wave function with an individual electron
instead of an ensemble. It goes to show that questions of interpretation in
quantum mechanics are not devoid of practical utility.
A similar situation occurred more recently, in which a neutron interference measurement was incorrectly interpreted as providing information
about the size of the supposed wave packets of individual neutrons. [See
Kaiser et al. (1983) and Cosma (1983).] ]]
9.5 Spin Recombination Experiment
Some evidence that the state vector retains its integrity, and is not subject
to any “reduction” process, is provided by the spin recombination experiments
that are possible with the single crystal neutron interferometer (see Sec. 5.5).
A beam of neutrons with spin polarized in the +z direction is incident from
the left (Fig. 9.2). At point A it is split into a transmitted beam AC and
a Bragg-reﬂected beam AB. Similar splittings occur at B and at C, but the
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Fig. 9.2 The spin recombination experiment. A spin-ﬂipper (s.f.) overturns the spin of
one of the internal beams, which are then recombined.

beams that exit the apparatus at those points play no role in the experiment
and are not shown. A spin-ﬂipper is inserted into the beam CD, so that a
spin-up and a spin-down beam are recombined at the point D. The spin state
of the beams that emerge to the right of the apparatus is then determined.
Let the vectors |+ and |− denote the spin-up and spin-down eigenvectors
of the Pauli spin operator σz . It seems reasonable to say that the neutrons
at point B have the spin state |+ and the neutrons emerging to the right of
the spin-ﬂipper have the spin state |−. What then will be the spin state when
the beams recombine at D? Because the beams at B and at C are separated
by a distance of a few centimeters, so that their spatial wave functions do
not overlap, one might suppose that all coherence has been lost and that no
interference will be possible. In that case the spin state should be
ρinc =

'
1&
|+ +| + |− −| ,
2

(9.18)

which describes an incoherent mixture of spin-up and spin-down. (The two
beams are assumed to have equal intensities.) Such a state is also suggested
by the “reduction” hypothesis that led to (9.11) in the general theory. If, on
the other hand, the coherence is maintained, then the spin state will be of
the form
eiα |+ + eiβ |−
√
.
(9.19)
ρcoh = |u u| , with |u =
2
Both of these state operators predict that σz  = 0; the z component of
the spin is equally likely to be positive or negative. But, whereas ρinc predicts
no polarization in any direction, ρcoh predicts the spin to be polarized in some
direction within the xy plane. The average x component of spin is given by
ρcoh to be σx  = cos(α − β). Although the phases α and β may not be
known in advance, their diﬀerence can be systematically varied by placing an
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additional phase-shifter in one of the beams. The experiment [Summhammer
et al. (1982)] found a periodic dependence of σx  on the phase shift, and no
such dependence of σz , conﬁrming that the coherent superposition (9.19) is
the correct state.
Let us examine the neutron state function for this experiment in more
detail. If both position and spin variables are accounted for, the state function
should be written, in place of (9.19), as
ψ+ (x)|+ + ψ− (x)|− .

(9.20)

The wave functions ψ+ (x) and ψ− (x) vanish outside of the beams. Along AB,
AC, and from B to the left of D, we have ψ− (x) = 0; from the right of s.f. to
the left of D, we have ψ+ (x) = 0. Both components are nonzero to the right
of D. The spin state operator, written in the standard basis, is
!
|ψ+ |2 , ψ+ ψ− ∗
ρ=
.
(9.21)
ψ− ψ+ ∗ , |ψ− |2
At point D the nondiagonal terms are nonzero, indicating the coherent nature
of the superposition. The preservation of this coherence over a distance of
several centimeters is possible because the neutron spectrometer is cut from a
large single crystal of silicon, and the relative separations of the various parts
are stable to within the interatomic separation distance.
Suppose, contrary to the conditions of the actual experiment, that the
spectrometer were not such a high precision device, and that the relative
separations of the points A, B, C and D were subject to random ﬂuctuations
that were larger that the de Broglie wavelength of the neutron wave function.
This would give rise to random ﬂuctuations in the phases α and β in (9.19),
and in the phases of the nondiagonal terms of (9.21). Diﬀerent neutrons passing through the spectrometer at diﬀerent times would experience diﬀerent
conﬁgurations of the spectrometer, and the observed statistical distributions
of spin components would be an average over these ﬂuctuations. If we
regard these noise ﬂuctuations as a part of the state preparation process, then
ρ should be averaged over the noise. If the phase diﬀerence (α − β) ﬂuctuates
so widely that (ψ+ ψ− ∗ ) is uniformly distributed over a circle in the complex
plane, then the average of ρ will be diagonal and will reduce to the incoherent
state (9.18). Thus we see that the so-called “reduced” state is physically signiﬁcant in certain circumstances. But it is only a phenomenological description
of an eﬀect on the system (the neutron and spectrometer) due to its environment (the cause of the noise ﬂuctuations), which has for convenience been left
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outside of the deﬁnition of the system. This “reduction” of the state is not a
new fundamental process, and, contrary to the impression given in some of the
older literature, it has nothing speciﬁcally to do with measurement.
Instead of considering the inﬂuence of the environment on the spectrometer
as an external eﬀect, we may include the environment within the system. Now
the neutrons that follow the path ABD will interact diﬀerently with the environment than those that follow the path ACD. These interactions will aﬀect
the state of the environment, and the ﬁnal state (9.20) must be generalized to
include environment thus:
|Ψ = ψ+ (x)|+|e1  + ψ− (x)|−|e2  .
Here the vector |e1  is the state of the environment that would result if the
neutron followed path ABD, and |e2  is the environmental state that would
result if the neutron followed path ACD. If |e1  = |e2  then the formal inclusion
of the environment has no eﬀect, and we recover (9.21). (This is a good
approximation to the conditions of the actual experiment.) But, in general,
the spin state (9.21) must be replaced by


|ψ+ |2 , ψ+ ψ− ∗ e2 |e1 
ρ=
.
ψ− ψ+ ∗ e1 |e2  , |ψ− |2
This ρ is obtained form the total state operator |Ψ Ψ| by taking the partial
trace over the degrees of freedom of the environment. If the diﬀerence between
the eﬀects of taking paths ABD and ACD on the environment is so great that
|e1  and |e2  are orthogonal, then the state reduces to the incoherent mixture
ρinc (9.18).
Thus we have two methods of treating the inﬂuence, if any, of the environment on the experiment. In the ﬁrst method, the environment is regarded as
a perturbation from outside of the system, which introduces random phases.
Coherence will be lost if the phase ﬂuctuations are of magnitude 2π or larger.
In the second method, we include the environment within the system. The
crucial factor then becomes the action of the apparatus on the environment,
rather than the reaction of the environment on the apparatus. Because of the
general equality of action and reaction, we may expect these two approaches
to be related. Stern, Aharonov, and Imry (1990) have demonstrated their
equivalence under rather broad conditions.
9.6 Joint and Conditional Probabilities
In the previous discussions, an experimental run was taken to consist of
state preparation followed by the measurement of a single quantity. If instead
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of a single measurement, it involves a sequence of measurements of two or
more dynamical variables, then in addition to the probability distributions
for the individual quantities, we may also consider correlations between the
values of the various quantities. This can be expressed by the joint probability
distribution for the results of two or more measurements, or by the probability
for one measurement conditional on both the state preparation and the result
of another measurement.
These joint and conditional probabilities are related by Axiom 4 of Sec. 1.5,
Prob(A&B|C) = Prob(A|C) Prob(B|A&C) .

(9.22)

It is appropriate here to take the event denoted as C to be the preparation
that corresponds to the state operator ρ, and we shall indicate this by writing
ρ in place of C. The events A and B shall be the results of two measurements
following that state preparation. Let R and S be two dynamical variables with
corresponding self-adjoint operators R and S,
R|rn  = rn |rn  ,

S|sm  = sm |sm  .

(9.23)

Associated with these operators are the projection operators,
|rn  rn | ,

(9.24a)

|sm  sm | ,

(9.24b)

MR (∆) =
rn ∈∆

MS (∆) =
sm ∈∆

which project onto the subspaces spanned by those eigenvectors whose
eigenvalues lie in the interval ∆. Let A denote the event of R taking a value
in the range ∆a (R ∈ ∆a ), and let B denote the event of S taking a value in
the range ∆b (S ∈ ∆b ). Suppose the ﬁrst of these events takes place at time
ta and the second takes place at time tb . If these times are of interest, then
it is convenient to use the Heisenberg picture, and to regard the speciﬁcation
of ta as implicit in the operators R and MR (∆), and the speciﬁcation of tb as
implicit in the operators S and Ms (∆).
According to the general probability formula (2.32), the ﬁrst factor on the
right hand side of (9.22) is
Prob(A|C) ≡ Prob(R ∈ ∆a |ρ) = Tr{ρ MR (∆a )} .

(9.25)

The joint probability on the left hand side of (9.22) can be evaluated from
the established formalism of quantum mechanics only if we can ﬁnd a projection
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operator that corresponds to the compound event A&B. This is possible if the
projection operators MR (∆a ) and MS (∆b ) are commutative. In that case
the product MR (∆a )MS (∆b ) is a projection operator that projects onto the
subspace spanned by those common eigenvectors of R and S with eigenvalues
in the ranges ∆a and ∆b , respectively. We then have
Prob(A&B|C) ≡ Prob{(R ∈ ∆a )&(S ∈ ∆b )|ρ}
= Tr{ρ MR (∆a )MS (∆b )} .

(9.26)

This is the joint probability that both events A and B occur on the condition
C; that is to say, it is the probability that the result of the measurement of R
at time ta is in the range ∆a and the result of the measurement of S at time
tb is in the range ∆b , following the state preparation corresponding to ρ. This
calculation will be possible for arbitrary ∆a and ∆b if and only if the operators
R and S are commutative.
The remaining factor in (9.22),
Prob(B|A&C) ≡ Prob{(S ∈ ∆b )|(R ∈ ∆a )&ρ} ,

(9.27)

is the probability for a result of the S measurement, conditional on the state
preparation and a certain result of the R measurement. This is a kind of
probability statement that we have not previously considered, since the general
quantum-mechanical probability formula (2.32) involves only conditioning on
the state preparation. There are two possibilities open to us. We can regard
the preparation of state ρ and the following measurement of R as a composite
operation that corresponds to the preparation of a new state ρ . Alternatively,
we can use (9.22) to deﬁne Prob(B|A&ρ) in terms of the other two factors,
both of which are known.
Filtering-type measurements
If we are to regard the initial ρ-state preparation followed by the R
measurement as a composite operation that prepares some new state ρ , then
we will require a detailed description of the R measurement apparatus and a
dynamical analysis of its operation. This can be done for any particular case,
but no general treatment seems possible. However, there is one kind of
measurement that can be treated quite easily. It is a measurement of the
ﬁltering type, in which the ensemble of systems generated by the ρ-state
preparation is separated into subensembles according to the value of the
dynamical variable R. (The Stern–Gerlach apparatus provides an example of
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this type of measurement.) If we consider the result of the subsequent S
measurement on only that subensemble for which R ∈ ∆a , and ignore the
rest, we shall be determining the conditional probability (9.27). This ﬁltering
process, which has the eﬀect of removing all values of R except those for which
R ∈ ∆a , can be regarded as preparing a new state that is represented by
ρ =

MR (∆a ) ρ MR (∆a )
Tr{MR (∆a ) ρ MR (∆a )}

(9.28)

and the conditional probability (9.27) can be calculated by means of (2.33):
Prob(B|A&ρ) ≡ Prob{(S ∈ ∆b )|(R ∈ ∆a )&ρ}
= Prob{S ∈ ∆b )|ρ } = Tr{ρ MS (∆b )} .

(9.29)

[[ The similarity between measurement and state preparation in the case
of ﬁltering is probably the reason why some of the earlier authors failed to
distinguish between these two concepts. Indeed, the statement by Dirac
(1958, p. 36) to the eﬀect that the state immediately after an R measurement must be an eigenstate of R, seems perverse unless its application is
restricted to ﬁltering-type measurements. But this type of measurement is
of a very special kind. A more general measurement, of the sort contemplated in Sec. 9.2, must be expected to have a much more drastic eﬀect on
the state, which need not be of the simple form (9.28). ]]
We can now calculate a joint probability for two ﬁltering-type measurements
by substituting (9.25) and (9.29) into (9.22):
Prob(A&B|C) = Prob(A|C) Prob(B|A&C)
= Tr{ρ MR (∆a )} Tr{ρ MS (∆b )}
= Tr{ρ MR (∆a )MS (∆b )MR (∆a )} .

(9.30)

The last line has been simpliﬁed by using the cyclic permutation invariance
of the trace of an operator product. If the projection operators MR (∆a ) and
MS (∆b ) commute, then this expression reduces to (9.26), verifying the consistency of the quantum-mechanical probabilities with Axiom 4 of probability
theory.
The joint probability (9.26) was obtained under the condition that the
operators R and S be commutative, whereas no such restriction needs
to be imposed on the conditional probability (9.29). However, the latter is
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restricted to ﬁltering-type measurements. We have just seen that these two
results are consistent with (9.22) when all of these conditions are satisﬁed
together; nevertheless it seems rather strange that the conditions for evaluating
the left and right sides of (9.22) should be diﬀerent. The answer to this puzzle
is that the derivation of (9.26) was implicitly based on the assumption that
the measurements of R and S were equivalent to, or at least compatible with,
a joint ﬁltering according to the eigenvalues of both R and S. That will be
possible only if R and S possess a complete set of common eigenvectors, that
is, only if R and S commute. In this case, the order of the times ta and tb at
which the two measurements are performed is irrelevant, as is apparent from
symmetry of (9.26) with respect to the two projection operators. (Recall that
these operators are in the Heisenberg picture, but their time dependence is not
explicitly indicated so as not to complicate the notation.)
If the operators R and S do not commute, then (9.26) does not apply. We
can still use (9.22) as a deﬁnition of the joint probability Prob(A&B|C), since
the factors on the right hand side are both well deﬁned, in principle. However,
it must be remembered that the deﬁnition of the event A includes its time of
occurrence ta , and the deﬁnition of B includes its time tb . It is now essential
that the time order ta < tb be observed, because it is the R measurement that
serves as (part of the) state preparation for the S measurement, and not vice
versa. This is evident, in the case where the R measurement is of the ﬁltering
type, from the lack of symmetry of (9.30) with respect to the two projection
operators.
Application to spin measurements
Some of these ideas will now be illustrated for an s = 12 spin system.
Consider that a state represented by |ψ is prepared. It is then subjected to
three successive measurements of the ﬁltering type: a measurement of σz at
time t1 , a measurement of σu at time t2 , and a measurement of σx at time
t3 . The u direction is in the zx plane, making an angle θ with respect to the
z axis. These ﬁltering measurements will split the initial beam ﬁrst into two,
then into four, and ﬁnally into eight separated subbeams (see Fig. 9.3). Seven
Stern–Gerlach machines will be required. For simplicity we assume that the
spin vector is a constant of motion between the measurements.
Each of the eight ﬁnal outcomes of this experiment corresponds to a particular combination of results (+1 or −1) for the three (σz , σu , σx ) measurements,
and the probability of these various outcomes is, in fact, the joint probability
for the results of the three measurements. The full notation for this joint
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Fig. 9.3 Illustration of three successive spin ﬁltering measurements. The upward sloping
lines correspond to a result of +1, and the downward sloping lines correspond to −1.

probability should be Prob(σz = a, σu = b, σx = c|ψ&X), with a = ±1, b = ±1,
and c = ±1. This probability is conditional on the state preparation (denoted
by ψ) and the conﬁguration of the Stern–Gerlach machines (denoted by X).
It will be abbreviated as P (a, b, c|ψ&X), with the order of the three initial
arguments corresponding to the unique time ordering of the three measurements. (It should be stressed that this is the joint probability for the results
of three actual measurements, and not a joint distribution for hypothetical simultaneous values of three noncommuting observables. Moreover, the various
subbeams in this experiment are all separated, and no attempt will be made to
recombine them as was done in Sec. 9.5. Therefore questions of relative phase
and coherence are not relevant.)
The initial state vector can be written as |ψ = α|z+ + β|z−, in terms
of the basis formed by the eigenvectors of σz . The amplitudes are divided at
each ﬁltering operation, and this division of amplitudes can be calculated from
the appropriate projection operators. The absolute squares of these amplitudes
yield the probabilities for the outcomes of the various measurements. Following
the measurement of σz at time t1 we have, in an obvious notation,
Pz (a|ψ&X) = |Mz (a)|ψ|2 = ψ|Mz (a)|ψ = |α|2 ,

for a = +1 ,

= |β|2 ,

for a = −1 .

(9.31)
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The projection operators here are Mz (+1) = |z+ z+|, and Mz (−1) =
|z− z−|. Similarly, after the measurement of σu at time t2 we have
Pzu (a, b|ψ&X) = |Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ|2 = ψ|Mz (a)Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ .

(9.32)

[Notice that this is equivalent to the form (9.30).] Here Mu (b) is a projection
operator onto an eigenvector of σu ,
Mu (+1) = |u+ u+| ,

Mu (−1) = |u− u−| ,

and the eigenvectors are given by (7.49) to be
 
 
θ
θ
|z+ + sin
|z− ,
|u+ = cos
2
2
 
 
θ
θ
|u− = − sin
|z+ + cos
|z− .
2
2
Finally, after completion of the measurement of σx at time t3 , we have
P (a, b, c|ψ&X) = |Mx (c)Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ|2
= ψ|Mz (a)Mu (b)Mx (c)Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ ,

(9.33)

Mx (c) being a projection operator onto an eigenvector of σx .
There is an obvious redundancy in explicitly indicating that the probability
(9.33) is conditional on the conﬁguration X of the Stern–Gerlach ﬁltering
apparatuses, since the mere fact that σz , σu , and σx were measured implies
that the appropriate apparatus was in place. The inclusion of X in (9.32) is
not entirely redundant, since it indicates the presence of the σx ﬁlter, as well
as the σz and σu ﬁlters that are necessary for the measurement. But to the
extent that it is not redundant, it is irrelevant because the results of the σz
and σu measurements cannot be aﬀected by a possible future interaction with
the σx ﬁlter. This follows formally from the fact that Mx (+1) + Mx (−1) = 1,
and hence
Pzu (a, b|ψ&X) =

P (a, b, c)ψ&X)
c=±1

=

ψ|Mz (a)Mu (b)Mx (c)Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ
c=±1

= ψ|Mz (a)Mu (b)Ma (a)|ψ = Pzu (a, b|ψ) .

(9.34)
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The fact that Mx (c) drops out of this expression indicates that the presence
or absence of the σx ﬁlter has no eﬀect on the measurements of σz and σu .
Similarly, we have
Pz (a|ψ&X) =

ψ|Mz (a)Mu (b)Mx (c)Mu (b)Mz (a)|ψ
b=±1 c=±1

= ψ|Mz (a)|ψ = Pz (a|ψ) ,

(9.35)

since the presence or absence of the σu and σx ﬁlters has no eﬀect on the
measurement of σz . However, the explicit notation X, which is redundant or
irrelevant here, will be relevant in some later examples.
Several conditional probabilities can be calculated from these joint probability distributions, using the general formula
Prob(B|A&C) =

Prob(A&B|C)
.
Prob(A|C)

(9.36)

Example (i): Conditioning on a prior measurement
In (9.36), let us take C to be the preparation of the state ψ, A
to be the result σz = +1 for the ﬁrst measurement, and B to be a
result for the measurement of σu . Then the probability that the second
measurement will yield σu = +1, conditional on both the state preparation and the result σz = +1 in the ﬁrst measurement, is
Pzu (+1, +1|ψ)
Pz (+1|ψ)


2
|α cos(θ/2)|2
θ
= cos
.
=
|α|2
2

Prob{σu = +1|(σz = +1)&ψ} =

(9.37)

This is clearly equivalent to the probability of obtaining σu = +1
conditional on a new state, |ψ   = |z+, and indeed this is a special
case of (9.28) and (9.29).
Example (ii): Probability distribution for σx regardless of σz
and σu
The probability of the result σx = +1 in the ﬁnal measurement,
regardless of the results of the prior measurements, is
Px (+1|ψ&X) =

P (a, b, +1|ψ&X) .
a

b

(9.38)
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From (9.33) we obtain
  2
1
θ
P (+1, +1, +1|ψ&X) = |α| cos
(1 + sin θ) ,
2
2
2

  2
1
θ
(1 + sin θ) ,
P (−1, +1, +1|ψ&X) = |β|2 sin
2
2
  2
1
θ
2
P (+1, −1, +1|ψ&X) = |α| sin
(1 − sin θ) ,
2
2

 2
θ
1
(1 − sin θ) .
P (−1, −1, +1|ψ&X) = |β|2 cos
2
2

(9.39a)

(9.39b)

(9.39c)

(9.39d)

These results, which were obtained directly from (9.33), can be
understood more intuitively by noting that at each ﬁltering node of
Fig. 9.3 an outgoing branch intensity is multiplied by [cos(φ/2)]2 ,
where φ is the relative angle between the polarization directions of the
incoming amplitude and the outgoing branch. Note that 12 (1 + sin θ) =
[cos(θ /2)]2 , where θ = π/2 − θ is the angle between the x and u
directions.
Thus we obtain
Px (+1|ψ&X) =

1
{1 + (|α|2 − |β|2 ) sin θ cos θ} .
2

(9.40)

This is the probability of obtaining the result σx = +1 with the σz and
σu ﬁlters in place, but ignoring the results of the σz and σu measurements. It is not equal to the probability of obtaining σx = +1 with the
σz and σu ﬁlters absent, which is
Px (+1|ψ) = ψ|Mx (+1)|ψ =

1
|α + β|2 .
2

The reason why this case diﬀers from (9.35) is clearly that in this case
the particle must pass through σz and σu ﬁlters before reaching the σx
ﬁlter, and so the presence of the other ﬁlters is relevant.
[[ Although these examples are quite simple, they serve as a
warning against formal axiomatic theories of measurement that
do not explicitly take the dynamical action of the apparatus into
account. ]]
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Example (iii): Conditioning on both earlier and later measurements
We can calculate the probability for a particular result of the intermediate σu measurement, conditional on speciﬁed results of both the preceding σz measurement and the following σx measurement. Of course
the later measurement can have no causal eﬀect on the outcome of an
earlier measurement, but it can give relevant information because of the
statistical correlations between the results of successive measurements.
In (9.36) we take C = ψ&X, A = (σz (t1 ) = +1)&(σx (t3 ) = +1), and
B = (σu (t2 ) = +1).
Prob{(σu = +1)|(σz = +1)&(σx = +1)&ψ&X} =

p(+1, +1, +1|ψ&X)
.
Pzx (+1, +1|ψ&X)

The numerator on the right hand side is given by (9.39a), and the
denominator is the sum of (9.39a) plus (9.39c). Thus we obtain
Prob{(σu = +1)|(σz = +1)&(σx = +1)&ψ&X}
  2
θ
1 + sin θ
= cos
.
2
1 + sin θ cos θ

(9.41)

Although the probability distribution for σu is well deﬁned for all θ
under these conditions, there is no quantum state ρ such that (9.41)
would be equal to Prob(σu = +1|ρ ), as is evident from the fact that
(9.41) yields probability 1 for both θ = 0 and θ = π/2. This is in sharp
contrast to example (i).
To resolve this paradox, we must remember that a quantum state
is characterized by a well-deﬁned state preparation procedure that can
yield a statistically reproducible ensemble of systems, and not merely
by the speciﬁcation of abstract information. This is why the probabilities in these examples have been described as conditional on the
apparatus conﬁguration X. But the angle θ speciﬁes the direction of
the σu ﬁlter, and so it must be included in X, which might better be
written as Xθ . By conditioning on the ﬁnal result σx = +1, we select
a subensemble by discarding those cases in which the result was −1.
But a part of the speciﬁcation of this subensemble is that its members
have passed through the σu ﬁlter. Thus the conditions that deﬁne the
subensemble include the value of the angle θ, which therefore may not
be changed.
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In the usual situation, typiﬁed by example (i), all of the speciﬁcations correspond to operations performed before the measurement
of interest. Hence they deﬁne an ensemble whose composition does
not depend upon what measurement we may choose to perform. We
then have a well-deﬁned state, which yields a well-deﬁned probability
distribution for any subsequent measurement that we may choose to
perform (see the discussion in Sec. 2.1). But this is not possible if we
specify conditional information both before and after the measurement
of interest, as the above example demonstrates. Thus the paradox,
which we have just resolved, was useful inasmuch as it compelled a
more careful attention to the concept of state preparation.

Further reading for Chapter 9
The implications of the theory of measurement for the interpretation of
quantum mechanics have been discussed by many authors: Leggett (1987),
Ballentine (1988a), Bell (1990), and Peres (1993). The book by Wheeler and
Zurek (1983) consists of reprints of many articles on this subject, including
Schrödinger’s “cat paradox” paper. Further references are contained in the
resource letter by Ballentine (1987).
Problems
9.1 Consider the following spin state for a pair of s =
&
'$ 1
|Ψ = |+|+ + |−|−
2 ,
(a)
(b)
(c)
9.2 For

1
2

particles:

where σz |± = ±1|± .

Calculate the joint probability distribution for σx (1) and σx (2)
Calculate the joint probability distribution for σy (1) and σy (2)
Calculate the joint probability distribution for σx (1) and σy (2) .
the singlet state of a pair of s = 12 particles,
&
'$ 1
|Ψ = |+|− − |−|+
2 ,

calculate Prob{(σx (2) = +1)|(σw (1) = +1)&Ψ}, which is the probability
that x component of spin of particle 2 will be found to be positive on the
condition that the w component of spin of particle 1 has been found to
be positive. The direction of w is the bisector of the angle between the
x and z axes.
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9.3 Two physicists who believe that state vectors can be determined for
individual particles each take a turn at testing a certain state preparation
device for spin 12 particles. Larry performs a series of measurements of
σz , and concludes that the device is producing a mixture, with 50% of
the particles having state vector |σz = +1 and 50% having state vector
|σz = −1. Moe performs a series of measurements of σx , and concludes
that it is a mixture of 50% with state vector |σx = +1 and 50% with
state vector |σx = −1. Is there any measurement that could be done to
resolve their argument? Describe it, or alternatively show that it does
not exist.
9.4 Let Q(1) be the position of some object that we wish to measure, and let
Q(2) and P (2) be the position and momentum of the indicator variable of
a measurement apparatus. Show that an interaction of the form Hint =
cQ(1) P (2) δ(t) will induce a correlation between the values of Q(1) and
Q(2) such that the value of Q(2) provides a measurement of the value
that Q(1) had at t = 0.
9.5 The left half of the ﬁgure below depicts a double slit diﬀraction experiment. If the amplitude emerging from the top hole is ψ1 (x) and
the amplitude emerging from the bottom hole is ψ2 (x), then the probability density for detecting a particle at a point on the screen where
the two amplitudes overlap is |ψ1 (x) + ψ2 (x)|2 = |ψ1 (x)|2 + |ψ2 (x)|2 +
[ψ1 (x)]∗ ψ2 (x)+ψ1 (x)[ψ2 (x)]∗ . The last two terms are responsible for the
interference pattern.

In the right half of the ﬁgure, the experiment is modiﬁed by the presence,
to the right of the holes, of a device whose state is altered by the passage
of a particle, but which does not otherwise aﬀect the propagation of the
amplitudes. From the state change we may infer (though perhaps not
with certainty) which hole a particle has passed through. How will the
interference pattern be aﬀected by the presence of this device?
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9.6 The ﬁgure below depicts a novel proposal for an interference experiment
using particles of spin s = 12 . The source produces correlated pairs of
particles, one of which enters an interferometer on the right, and the
other enters a Stern–Gerlach magnet on the left.

Let us ﬁrst consider only the right side of the diagram. The ﬁrst mirror
transmits particles whose spin is up (in the z direction) and reﬂects
particles whose spin is down. The other reﬂectors are of the ordinary
spin-independent variety. The upper (spin down) beam passes through
a spin-ﬂipper (f), so that both beams have spin up when they reach the
screen.
Suppose that the state of the particles emitted to the right of the
source were polarized with spin up. Then all particles would take the
lower path through the interferometer, and there would be no interference pattern on the screen. Similarly, if the state were polarized with
spin down, all particles would take the upper path, and there would be
no interference. But if the state were polarized in the x direction, yielding a coherent superposition of spin-up and spin-down components, then
there would be amplitudes on both paths of the interferometer, and an
interference pattern would be formed on the screen.
Now let the source
√ produce correlated pairs in the singlet spin state,
(| ↑| ↓ − | ↓| ↑)/ 2, for which the two particles must have oppositely
oriented spins. If we align the magnetic ﬁeld gradient of the Stern–
Gerlach magnet so as to measure the z component of the spin of the
particle emitted to the left, we may infer the z component for the particle
emitted to the right. Regardless of the result, the above analysis suggests
that there should be no interference pattern on the screen. On the other
hand, we can rotate the Stern–Gerlach magnet so as to measure the x
component of the spin of the particle on the left, and hence infer the value
of the x component for the particle on the right. The above analysis now
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suggests that there should be an interference pattern on the screen.
Hence the behavior of the particles going to the right seems to depend on
another measurement that may or may not be performed on the particles
that go to the left. Resolve this paradox.

Chapter 10

Formation of Bound States

One of the distinctive characteristics of quantum mechanics, in contrast
to classical mechanics, is the existence of bound states corresponding to discrete energy levels. Some of the conditions under which this happens will be
discussed in this chapter.
10.1 Spherical Potential Well
The stationary states of a particle in the potential W are determined by the
energy eigenvalue equation, −(2 /2M )∇2 Ψ + W Ψ = EΨ. We shall consider
this equation for a spherically symmetric potential W = W (r). The spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), shown in Fig. 7.1, are most convenient for this
problem. With the well-known spherical form of ∇2 ,




1
∂
∂
1
∂2
1 ∂
2
2 ∂
∇ = 2
r
+ 2
sin θ
+
,
r ∂r
∂r
r sin θ ∂θ
∂θ
(r sin θ)2 ∂φ2
the eigenvalue equation becomes
−2 1 ∂ 2 ∂
L2
Ψ + W (r)Ψ = E Ψ .
(10.1)
r
Ψ
+
2M r2 ∂r ∂r
2M r2
Here the operator L2 , the square of the orbital angular momentum (7.29),
arises automatically from the angle derivative terms in ∇2 .
It can be veriﬁed by direct substitution that the solution of (10.1) may be
chosen to have the factored form
u(r)
Ψ(r, θ, φ) = Y3 m (θ, φ)
,
(10.2)
r
where the angular factor Y3 m (θ, φ) is an eigenfunction of L2 satisfying (7.30)
and (7.31). The form u(r)/r for the radial factor is chosen so as to eliminate
ﬁrst order derivatives from the equation. The radial function then satisﬁes
the equation
 2

−2 d2 u(r)
 B(B + 1)
+
+
W
(r)
u(r) = E u(r) .
(10.3)
2M dr2
2M r2
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This has the same form as the equation for a particle in one dimension, except
for two important diﬀerences. First, there is a repulsive eﬀective potential
proportional to the eigenvalue of L2 , 2 B(B + 1). Second, the radial function
must satisfy the boundary condition
u(0) = 0 ,

(10.4)

since Ψ(r, θ, φ) would otherwise have an r−1 singularity at the origin. It was
argued in Sec. 4.5 that such a singularity is unacceptable. The normalization
Ψ|Ψ = 1 implies that
 ∞
|u(r)|2 dr = 1 .
(10.5)
0

Square well potential
The principles may be illustrated by an exact solution for the simplest case,
the square well potential. Let the potential be
W (r) = −V0 ,
= 0,

r < a,
r > a.

(10.6)

Consider the solution of (10.3) for B = 0. Inside the potential well, the two
linearly independent solutions are sin(kr) and cos(kr), with 2 k 2 /2M = E−V0 .
Only sin(kr) satisﬁes the boundary condition (10.4), so the solution will be of
the form
sin(kr)
u(r) = N
, r ≤ a.
(10.7)
sin(ka)
Here N is a normalization factor. The denominator is included for convenience,
so that (10.7) and (10.8) will be equal at r = a.
Outside of the potential well, the solutions of (10.3) take diﬀerent forms for
positive or negative energies. Bound states may occur in the negative energy
region, with the solution of (10.3) being of the form
u(r) = N e−α(r−a) ,

r ≥ a,

E < 0,

(10.8)

with 2 α2 /2M = −E. The other solution, of the form eαr , is not allowed
because it diverges strongly at inﬁnity.
The wave function and its derivative must be continuous at r = a, for reasons that were given in Sec. 4.5. It is more convenient to apply this continuity
requirement to the ratio u /u (with u ≡ ∂u/∂r), since it is independent of
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normalization. Equating u /u evaluated at r = a from (10.8) and from (10.7)
yields
−k
α=
.
(10.9)
tan(ka)
The parameters k and α are also related through the energy, yielding
2
2M V0
α=
− k2 .
(10.10)
2
By equating these two expressions for α, we can solve for k, and hence for the
energy of the bound state, E = 2 k 2 /2M − V0 . This is illustrated in Fig. 10.1.

Fig. 10.1 The condition for a bound state in a spherical potential well is the equality
of the expressions (10.9) and (10.10), illustrated for three cases: (a) V0 = 1; (b) V0 = 5;
(c) V0 = 25. (Units:  = 2M = a = 1.)

Equation (10.10) yields a quadrant of an ellipse, which is shown for three different values of V0 . Equation (10.9) yields a curve with inﬁnite discontinuities
at ka = π, 2π, etc.
If V0 is smaller than (2 /2M a2 )(π/2)2 , as in case (a), the two curves
do not intersect, and no bound state solution exists. If V0 lies between
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(2 /2M a2)(π/2)2 and (2 /2M a2 )(3π/2)2 , as in case (b), there is one intersection, corresponding to a single bound state. If V0 lies between (2 /2M a2 )
(3π/2)2 and (2 /2M a2 )(5π/2)2 , as in case (c), there are two intersections and
two bound states. It is clear that as V0 increases, the number of bound states
increases without limit.
The normalization factor N in (10.7) and (10.8) can now be evaluated by
using (10.5). The wave function u(r) is plotted in Fig. 10.2 for several values
of the potential well depth V0 . The practical way to do this calculation is to
regard k as the independent parameter, and to compute α from (10.9) and
then V0 from (10.10).

Fig. 10.2 Wave function of the lowest energy bound state, for V0 ranging from 1524 to
2.737, in units of 2 /2M a2 . The parameter k (rather than V0 ) is uniformly spaced from
curve to curve. The radius of the potential well is a = 1.

For very large V0 , the state is nearly conﬁned within r < a. As V0 becomes
smaller, the exponential tail in the region r > a grows longer. As V0 decreases
towards the critical value, (2 /2M a2)(π/2)2 , the range of the exponential tail
diverges, and the state ceases to be bound. No bound states exist for smaller
values of V0 .
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The size of the bound state may be measured by its root-mean-square
radius:
 ∞
1/2
1
r2  =
|u(r)|2 r2 dr
.
(10.11)
0

This can be evaluated analytically, but the expression is messy and uninteresting, and so it will not be reproduced. [To compute the r.m.s. radius
for Fig. 10.3, the integral in Eq. (10.11) was evaluated by the computer algebra program REDUCE. It yields the exact formula, expressed in FORTRAN
notation, which can then be evaluated numerically.] The radius of the bound
state is insensitive to V0 over a large range because the exponential tail contributes very little to (10.11) when αa  1. However, the radius diverges
rapidly as V0 approaches the critical value of (2 /2M a2 )(π/2)2 .

Fig. 10.3 Root-mean-square radius of the lowest energy bound state vs depth of the
potential well [Eq. (10.11)]. (Units:  = 2M = a = 1.)

These loosely bound large-radius states occur in nuclei, where they are
called halo states [see Riisager (1994)]. In most nuclei the nucleon density falls
oﬀ abruptly at some more-or-less well-deﬁned nuclear radius. But in a few
cases, such as 11 Be, the nucleus consists of a compact core plus one loosely
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bound neutron. The characteristic of these nuclear halos is a component of
the density that falls oﬀ quite slowly as a function of radial distance, and
consequently a nuclear surface that is diﬀuse and not well deﬁned.
We have just seen how, for E < 0, bound states may exist at only a discrete
set of energies. It is useful to perform a similar calculation for E > 0 in order
to show why the energies of unbound states are not similarly restricted. For
r ≤ a the solution of (10.3) and (10.4) is of the form (10.7), for both E < 0
and E > 0. But for r ≥ a the solution of (10.3) has the form
u(r) = A e−αr + B  eαr ,

E < 0,

u(r) = A sin(kr) + B cos(kr) ,

E > 0,

(10.12a)
(10.12b)

where 2 k 2 /2M = E. By matching the value of u /u at r = a to that from
(10.7), we are able to ﬁx the ratios A /B  and A/B.
It is not possible, in general, to require the eigenfunctions of a self-adjoint
operator such as the Hamiltonian to have a ﬁnite norm. This fact was discussed
in Sec. 1.4, and illustrated for the case of a free particle in Sec. 4.6. In the
present case, it is evident that no choice of A and B in (10.12b) will satisfy
the normalization condition (10.5). But although the eigenfunctions cannot
be restricted to Hilbert space (the space of normalizable functions), they must
always lie within the extended space Ωx , which consists of functions that may
diverge at inﬁnity no more strongly than a power of r. This implies, for the
case of E < 0, that we must have B  = 0, thus reducing (10.12a) to (10.8), for
which solutions exist for at most a discrete set of eigenvalues E. But in (10.12b)
both terms are acceptable, and neither A nor B needs to be eliminated. This
extra degree of freedom makes it possible to obtain a solution for any value
of E > 0.
10.2 The Hydrogen Atom
Since the hydrogen atom is treated in almost every quantum mechanics
book, our treatment will be brief and will refer to others for derivation of some
of the detailed results. Much of our treatment is similar to that of Schiﬀ (1968).
For more extensive results, see Bethe and Salpeter (1957).
The hydrogen atom is a two-particle system consisting of an electron and
a proton. The Hamiltonian is
H=

Pe 2
Pp 2
e2
+
−
,
2Me 2Mp |Qe − Qp |

(10.13)
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where the subscripts e and p refer to the electron and the proton. The problem
is simpliﬁed if we take as independent variables the center of mass and relative
coordinates of the particles,
Qc =

M e Qe + M p Qp
,
Me + Mp

Qr = Qe − Qp .

(10.14)
(10.15)

The corresponding momentum variables, which satisfy the commutation
relations
[Qcα , Pcβ ] = [Qrα , Prβ ] = iδαβ I ,
[Qcα , Prβ ] = [Qrα , Pcβ ] = 0

(α, β = 1, 2, 3) ,

are
Pc = Pe + Pp ,
Pr =

Mp Pe − Me Pp
.
Me + Mp

(10.16)
(10.17)

(This change of variables, which preserves the usual commutation relations, is
an example of a canonical transformation.) In terms of these center of mass
and relative variables, the Hamiltonian becomes
H=

Pr 2
e2
Pc 2
+
−
,
2(Me + Mp )
2µ
|Qr |

(10.18)

where µ is called the reduced mass, and is deﬁned by the relation
1
1
1
=
+
.
µ
Me Mp

(10.19)

It is apparent that the center of mass behaves as a free particle, and its
motion is not coupled to the relative coordinate. Therefore we shall conﬁne our
attention to the internal degrees of freedom described by the relative coordinate
Qr .
The Hamiltonian for the internal degrees of freedom is Pr 2 /2µ − e2 /|Qr |,
and the energy eigenvalue equation in coordinate representation is
−2 2
e2
∇ Ψ(r) − Ψ(r) = E Ψ(r) ,
2µ
r

(10.20)
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where r is the position of the electron relative to the proton. This is just the
equation for a particle of eﬀective mass µ in a Coulomb potential centered at
the origin. In contrast to the spherical potential well studied in Sec. 10.1, the
Coulomb potential decays toward zero very slowly at large distances, and we
shall see that this is responsible for some qualitatively diﬀerent features.
Solution in spherical coordinates
When written in spherical coordinates, Eq. (10.20) takes the form of (10.1)
with M = µ and W (r) = −e2 /r. We can separate the radial and angular
dependences by substituting Ψ(r, θ, φ) = Y3 m (θ, φ)R(r). [For the Coulomb
potential it happens to be more convenient not to remove the factor of 1/r
as was done in (10.2).] The radial equation for angular momentum quantum
number B is
−2 1 d 2 d
2 B(B + 1)
e2
r
R+
R − R = ER .
2
2
2µ r dr dr
2µr
r

(10.21)

We shall be interested in bound state solutions, for which E = −|E|.
When solving an equation such as (10.21), it is usually helpful to change
to dimensionless variables. Therefore we introduce a dimensionless distance
ρ = αr, where α2 = 8µ|E|/2 , and a dimensionless charge-squared parameter,
λ = 2µe2 /α2 = (µe4 /22 |E|)1/2 . Equation (10.21) then becomes


1 d 2 d
λ 1 B(B + 1)
ρ
R+
− −
R = 0.
(10.22)
ρ2 dρ dρ
ρ 4
ρ2
The term 1/4 in the brackets is all that remains of the eigenvalue E, since E
was used to deﬁne the dimensionless units.
The singular points of this equation at ρ = 0 and ρ = ∞ require special
attention. For very large values of ρ the terms proportional to ρ−1 and ρ−2
can be neglected compared with 1/4, and one can easily verify that R(ρ) =
ρn e±ρ/2 becomes a solution in the asymptotic limit ρ → ∞. Only the decaying
exponential is physically acceptable, and so we shall look for solutions of that
form. The possible singularity of the solution at ρ = 0 is taken into account
by the substitution into (10.22) of
R(ρ) = ρk L(ρ) e−ρ/2 ,

(10.23)

where k may be negative or fractional, and L(ρ) is expressible as a power

series, L(ρ) = ν aν ρν . (This is equivalent to the standard Frobenius method
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of substituting ρk multiplied by a power series, since the exponential function
has a convergent power series.) This yields the equation
ρ2 L (ρ) + ρ[2(k + 1) − ρ]L (ρ) + [ρ(λ − k − 1) + k(k + 1) − B(B + 1)]L(ρ) = 0 ,
where primes denote diﬀerentiation with respect to ρ. When ρ is set equal
to zero here, it follows that k(k + 1) − B(B + 1) = 0, and hence there are two
possible roots for k : k = B and k = −(B + 1). It was argued in Sec. 4.5 that
the singularities that would correspond to the negative root are unacceptable,
so we must have k = B. The above equation then becomes
ρL (ρ) + [2(B + 1) − ρ]L (ρ) + (λ − B − 1)L(ρ) = 0 .

(10.24)

By substituting the power series for L(ρ) into (10.24) and collecting powers
of ρ, we obtain a recurrence relation between successive terms in the series,
aν+1 =

ν +B+1−λ
aν .
(ν + 1)(ν + 2B + 2)

(10.25)

If the series does not terminate, the ratio of successive terms will become
aν+1 /aν ≈ 1/ν for large enough values of ν. This is the same asymptotic ratio
as in the series for ρn eρ with any positive value of n. Thus the exponential
increase of L(ρ) will overpower the decreasing exponential factor in (10.23),
leaving a net exponential increase like eρ/2 . Such unacceptable behavior can
be avoided only if the power series terminates.
It is apparent from (10.25) that if λ has the integer value
λ = n = n + B + 1

(10.26)

then L(ρ) will be a polynomial of degree n . Referring back to the deﬁnition
of λ in terms of E, we see that the energy eigenvalues are
µe4
(n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) .
(10.27)
22 n2
The integer n is known as the principal quantum number of the state. There
are inﬁnitely many bound states within an arbitrarily small energy of E = 0.
This limit point in the spectrum exists because of the very long range of the
Coulomb potential. No such behavior occurs for short range potentials. The
degree of degeneracy of an energy eigenvalue with ﬁxed n and B is 2B + 1,
corresponding to the values of m = −B, −B + 1, . . . B. Therefore the degeneracy
of an eigenvalue En is
En = −

n−1

(2B + 1) = n2 .
3=0
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This is the degeneracy of an eigenvalue of Eq. (10.20). The degeneracy of an
energy level of a hydrogen atom is greater than this by a factor of 4, which
arises from the two-fold orientational degeneracies of the electron and proton
spin states. This four-fold degeneracy is modiﬁed by the hyperﬁne interaction
between the magnetic moments of the electron and the proton. Those eﬀects
of spin will not be considered in this chapter.
The eigenfunctions L(ρ) of (10.24) are related to the Laguerre polynomials,
which satisfy the equation
ρLr  (ρ) + (1 − ρ)Lr  (ρ) + rLr (ρ) = 0 .

(10.28)

The rth degree Laguerre polnomial is given by the formula
Lr (ρ) = eρ

dr r −ρ
(ρ e ) .
dρr

(10.29a)

The associated Laguerre polynomials are deﬁned as
Lsr (ρ) =

ds
Lr (ρ) .
dρs

(10.29b)

[[ This is the notation used by Pauling and Wilson (1935) and by
Schiﬀ (1968). Messiah (1966) and Merzbacher (1970) used the notation
(−1)s Lsr−s (ρ) for the function deﬁned in (10.29). ]]
It satisﬁes the diﬀerential equation




ρLsr (ρ) + (s + 1 − ρ)Lsr (ρ) + (r − s)Lsr (ρ) = 0 .

(10.30)

Comparing this with (10.24), we see that apart from normalization, the function L(ρ) is equal to L23+1
n+3 (ρ). For more of the mathematical properties of
these functions, we refer to the books cited above.
The orthonormal energy eigenfunctions for the hydrogen atom are


4(n − B − 1)!
Ψn3m (r, θ, φ) = −
(na0 )3 n[(n + B)!]3

1/2

−ρ/2
ρ3 L23+1
Y3 m (θ, φ) , (10.31)
n+3 (ρ) e

where ρ = αr = 2r/na0 , and a0 = 2 /µe2 is a characteristic length for the
atom, known as the Bohr radius. Detailed formulas and graphs for these
functions can be found in Pauling and Wilson (1935). The ground state wave
function is
Ψ100 = (πa0 3 )−1/2 e−r/a0 ,
(10.32)
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a result that can more easily be obtained directly from the eigenvalue equation
(10.20) than by specializing the general formula (10.31). It should be emphasized that the inﬁnite set of bound state functions of the form (10.31) is not a
complete set. To obtain a complete basis set we must include the continuum
of unbound state functions for E ≥ 0.
A measure of the spatial extent of the bound states of hydrogen is given
by the averages of various powers of the distance r:



1
B(B + 1)
2
r = Ψn3m |r|Ψn3m  = n a0 1 +
1−
,
(10.33)
2
n2



B(B + 1) − 1/3
3
2
2
4 2
1−
r  = Ψn3m |r |Ψn3m  = n a0 1 +
,
2
n2
(10.34)
r−1  = Ψn3m |r−1 |Ψn3m  =

1
.
n2 a0

(10.35)

[These results, as well as formulas for other powers of r, have been given by
Pauling and Wilson (1935).] Apparently the characteristic size of a bound
state function is of order n2 a0 . This n2 dependence arises from two sources:
the strength of the radial function L(ρ) extends over a region that increases
roughly linearly with n; and the scale factor that converts the dimensionless
distance ρ into real distance, r = α−1 ρ, is α−1 = na0 /2.
These solutions for the hydrogen atom can be generalized to any oneelectron hydrogen-like atom with nuclear charge Ze by substituting e2 → Ze2 .
Thus the energies scale as Z 2 , and the lengths (including the Bohr radius a0 )
scale as Z −1 .
Solution in parabolic coordinates
Equation (10.20) for the energy eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the
hydrogen atom can also be separated in the parabolic coordinates (ξ, η, φ),
which are related to spherical polar coordinates thus:
ξ = r − z = r(1 − cos θ) ,
η = r + z = r(1 + cos θ) ,

(10.36)

φ = φ.
The surfaces of constant ξ are a set of confocal paraboloids of revolution about
the z axis, opening in the direction of positive z, or θ = 0. The surfaces
of constant η are similar confocal paraboloids that open in the direction of
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negative z, or θ = π. All of the paraboloids have their focus at the origin. The
surface ξ = 0 degenerates into a line, the positive z axis; and the surface η = 0
degenerates into the negative z axis.
Parabolic coordinates obscure the spherical symmetry of the problem, and
so they are less commonly used than are spherical coordinates. But they
have the advantage that the equation remains separable in the presence of a
uniform electric ﬁeld along the z axis, which adds to the Hamiltonian the scalar
potential eDz = 12 eD(η − ξ), with D being the electric ﬁeld strength and −e
being the charge of the electron. We shall solve the equation only for D = 0.
The form of (10.20) in parabolic coordinates is




∂ ∂
1 ∂2
−2
4
∂ ∂
2e2
ξ
+
η
+
Ψ
−
Ψ = E Ψ . (10.37)
2µ (ξ + η) ∂ξ ∂ξ
∂η ∂η
ξη ∂φ2
(ξ + η)
This may be separated into a set of ordinary diﬀerential equations by the
substitution Ψ(ξ, η, φ) = f (ξ) g(η) Φ(φ). We may anticipate that the third
factor will be Φ(φ) = eimφ , so that (∂ 2 /∂φ2 )Ψ = −m2 Ψ. Multiplying by
−µ(ξ + η)/22 Ψ and substituting E = −|E|, we obtain
1 d df
1 d dg
m2 (ξ + η) µ|E|(ξ + η)
−µe2
ξ
+
η
−
−
=
.
2
f dξ dξ
g dη dη
4ξη
2
2

(10.38)

Since (ξ + η)/ξη = ξ −1 + η −1 , the above equation has the form: (function of
ξ) + (function of η) = (constant), and so it separates into a pair of equations,
 2

m
µ|E|ξ
1 d df
ξ
−
+
= −K1 ,
(10.39a)
f dξ dξ
4ξ
22
 2

m
µ|E|η
1 d dg
η
−
+
= −K2 ,
(10.39b)
g dη dη
4η
22
where K1 + K2 = µe2 /2 . These two equations are identical in form, so we
need only solve one of them.
We shall solve (10.39a) by the same method that was used to solve (10.21).
First, introduce a dimensionless length variable ζ = γξ, where γ 2 = 2µ|E|/2 .
This substitution yields


1 d df
λ1
1
m2
ζ
+
− − 2 f = 0,
(10.40)
ζ dζ dζ
ζ
4 4ζ
where λ1 = K1 /γ. It is easily veriﬁed that the asymptotic form f (ζ) ≈ e±ζ/2
satisﬁes the equation for very large values of ζ. Therefore, as was done for
(10.22), we substitute
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f (ζ) = ζ k L(ζ) e−ζ/2 ,

(10.41)

where L(ζ) is a power series. The two roots for k turn out to be k = ± 21 m.
Since the negative root would yield an unacceptable singularity at ζ = 0, we
must take k = 12 |m|. The resultant equation for L(ζ) is
ζL (ζ) + (|m| + 1 − ζ)L (ζ) + [λ1 − 12 (|m| + 1)]L(ζ) = 0 .

(10.42)

This is exactly the same form as (10.24) except that now |m| replaces 2B + 1.
Therefore we can immediately conclude that the only solutions that do not
diverge exponentially at inﬁnity are the associated Laguerre polynomials,
|m|

L(ζ) = Ln1 +|m| (ζ) ,
where λ1 has a value such that
1
n1 = λ1 − (|m| + 1)
2

(10.43)

is a nonnegative integer.
Similarly, an acceptable solution to (10.39b) exists whenever λ2 has a value
such that
1
n2 = λ2 − (|m| + 1)
(10.44)
2
is a nonnegative integer. From the deﬁnitions of λ1 and λ2 , we deduce λ1 +λ2 =
(K1 + K2 )/γ = µe2 /2 γ. The energy eigenvalues are related to γ through its
original deﬁnition, E = −|E| = −2 γ 2 /2µ. Hence we obtain
E=−

µe4
.
+ λ2 )2

(10.45)

22 (λ1

From (10.43) and (10.44) it follows that
λ1 + λ2 = n1 + n2 + |m| + 1 ≡ n

(10.46)

may be any nonnegative integer. Therefore (10.45) agrees with the result
(10.27) which was obtained from the solution in spherical coordinates.
The energy eigenfunctions in parabolic coordinates are
|m|

|m|

Ψn1 n2 m (ξ, η, φ) = N (ξη)|m|/2 e−γ(ξ+η)/2 Ln1 +|m| (γξ) Ln2 +|m| (γη) eimφ ,
(10.47)
where N is a normalization constant. Here 1/γ = a0 (n1 + n2 + |m| + 1) = na0
is the characteristic length for a state of principal quantum number n.
The unnormalized ground state function Ψ000 has the form e−(ξ+η)/2a0 =
−r/a0
e
. This agrees with (10.32), which was calculated in spherical coordinates.
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In general, however, an eigenfunction from one system of coordinates will be
a linear combination of degenerate eigenfunctions from the other system. A
parabolic eigenfunction (10.47) with quantum numbers (n1 , n2 , m) is equal to
a linear combination of spherical eigenfunctions (10.31) which have the same
m and have n given by (10.46), but may have any value of B. Conversely,
a spherical eigenfunction with quantum numbers (n, B, m) is equal to a linear
combination of parabolic eigenfunctions that have the same m and have n1 +n2
ﬁxed to give the correct value of n, but may have any value for n1 − n2 .
The sum n1 + n2 of the parabolic quantum numbers plays a role similar
to the radial quantum number n in (10.26). The signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence
n1 − n2 of the parabolic quantum numbers can be seen by considering the
average of the z component of position, z = 12 η − ξ = 12 η − 12 ξ. Now
the average of the dimensionless variable ζ = γξ is approximately proportional
to n1 , at least for large quantum numbers, because the strength of a Laguerre
polynomial extends over a region that increases with n1 . Therefore ξ = ζ/γ
is proportional to the product nn1 . Similarly, we have η approximately
proportional to nn2 . Thus z is approximately proportional to n(n2 − n1 ).
Among all states with ﬁxed values of n and m, the state with the largest value
of n2 − n1 will exhibit the greatest polarization. These state functions are
useful in describing a hydrogen atom in an external electric ﬁeld.
10.3 Estimates from Indeterminacy Relations
It is possible to make estimates relating the size and energy of bound states
by means of the position–momentum indeterminacy relation, commonly called
the uncertainty principle. The indeterminacy relations are precisely deﬁned
statistical inequalities, and many arguments that purport to be based on the
uncertainty principle are really order-of-magnitude dimensional arguments.
A typical example of a dimensional argument has the following form: rp ∼
, where r is a typical dimension of the bound state, p is a typical momentum,
and the symbol ∼ denotes order-of-magnitude equality. For the hydrogen
atom, this argument yields E = p2 /2µ − e2/r ∼ 2 /2µr2 − e2 /r. Minimization
of this expression with respect to r yields Emin = −µe4 /22 , at the optimum
distance of r = 2 /µe2 . You should not be impressed by the fact that this crude
argument led to the exact ground state energy. All that should be expected
is an order-of-magnitude estimate that is neither an upper nor a lower bound.
Such dimensional arguments have their uses, but they should not be confused
with the indeterminacy relation, which yields a strict inequality.
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From the commutation relations satisﬁed by the relative coordinates and
the corresponding momentum of any two-particle system [see (10.15)–(10.17)],
it follows from (8.31) that there is an indeterminacy relation of the form
(rα − rα )2  (Pβ − Pβ )2  ≥ δαβ 2 /4 .
If the state is bound we must have Pβ  = 0, and the origin of coordinates can
be chosen so that rα  = 0. Summing over α and β then yields
r·r P·P ≥

32
.
4

If there is no vector potential, this result can be expressed in terms of the
relative kinetic energy of the two bound particles, Trel = P·P/2µ:
r·r Trel  ≥

32
.
8µ

(10.48)

This asserts that the product of the mean square radius of the state and the
average kinetic energy is bounded below. The smaller the size of the state, the
greater must be its kinetic energy.
A stronger inequality can be obtained for a state whose orbital angular
momentum is zero, and which is therefore spherically symmetric. We then
have rα 2  = r·r/3 and Pβ 2  = P·P/3, from which it follows that
r·r Trel  ≥

92
.
8µ

(10.49)

This result was ﬁrst presented by Wolsky (1974).
Examples
As a ﬁrst example, we apply (10.49) to the ground state of the hydrogen
atom (10.32), for which we have

r·r = r2 | Ψ(r)|2 d3 r = 3 a0 2 ,

P·P =



2
 ∂Ψ 2 3
 d r=  ,
2 

∂r
a0 2

and hence r·r Trel  = 32 /2µ. This exceeds the lower bound (10.49) by
a factor of 1.333.
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As a second example, we consider the deuteron, which is a nuclear particle consisting of a proton and a neutron bound together. From scattering
data, it has been deduced that the root-mean-square radius of the deuteron
is ( D|r·r|D)1/2 = 2.11 × 10−13 cm. Here |D denotes the deuteron state.
Then (10.49) implies that D|Trel |D ≥ 28.4 MeV. (One MeV is 106 eV.
For comparison, the binding energy of the hydrogen atom is 13.6 eV.) Since
the binding energy of the deuteron is known to be 2.2 MeV, it follows that
the average potential energy must satisfy D|W |D ≤ −30.6 MeV. When
nuclear forces were not yet understood this was a very valuable piece of
information.
10.4 Some Unusual Bound States
All of the bound states considered so far have the property that the total
energy of the state is less than the value of the potential energy at inﬁnity.
The system remains bound because it lacks suﬃcient energy to dissociate. This
same property characterizes classical bound states. However, it is possible in
quantum mechanics to have bound states that do not possess this property,
and which therefore have no classical analog.
Let us choose the zero of energy so that the potential energy function
vanishes at inﬁnity. The usual energy spectrum for such a potential would be
a positive energy continuum of unbound states, with the bound states, if any,
occurring at discrete negative energies. However, Stillinger and Herrick (1975),
following an earlier suggestion by Von Neumann and Wigner, have constructed
potentials that have discrete bound states embedded in the positive energy
continuum. Bound states are represented by those solutions
 of the equation
(− 12 ∇2 + W ) Ψ = EΨ for which the normalization integral |Ψ|2 d3 x is ﬁnite.
[To follow the notation of Stillinger and Herrick, we adopt units such that
 = 1 and (particle mass) = 1.]
We can formally solve for the potential,


1 ∇2 Ψ
W =E+
.
(10.50)
2
Ψ
For the potential to be nonsingular, the nodes of Ψ must be matched by zeros of
∇2 Ψ. The free particle zero-angular-momentum function Ψ0 (x) = sin(kr)/kr
satisﬁes (10.50) with energy eigenvalue E = 12 k 2 and with W identically equal
to zero, but it is unacceptable because the integral of |Ψ0 |2 is not convergent.
This defect can be remedied by taking
Ψ(x) = Ψ0 (x) f (r)

(10.51)
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and requiring that f (r) go to zero more rapidly than r−1/2 as r → ∞. Substituting (10.51) into (10.50), we obtain
1
f  (r) 1 f  (r)
W (r) = E − k 2 + k cot(kr)
+
.
2
f (r)
2 f (r)

(10.52)

For W (r) to remain bounded, f  (r)/f (r) must vanish at the poles of cot(kr);
that is, at the zeros of sin(kr). This can be achieved in may diﬀerent ways.
One possibility is to choose f (r) to be a diﬀerentiable function of the variable

s(r) = 8k

r

2

r {sin(kr )}2 dr

0

=

1
(2kr)2 − 2kr sin(2kr) − cos(2kr) + 1 .
2

(10.53)

The principles guiding this choice (which is far from unique) are: that the
integrand must be nonnegative, so that s(r) will be a monotonic function of r;
and that the integrand must be proportional to sin(kr), so that ds(r)/dr will
vanish at the zeros of sin(kr).
We choose
f (r) = [A2 + s(r)]−1 ,

(10.54)

where A is an arbitrary real parameter. Ψ decreases like r−3 as r → ∞, which
ensures its square integrability. The potential (10.52) then becomes
W (r) =

4k 2 {[sin(kr)]2 + 2kr sin(2kr)}
64k 4 r2 [sin(kr)]4
−
.
[A2 + s(r)]2
A2 + s(r)

(10.55)

At large r we have
W (r) ≈ −

4k sin(2kr)
.
r

(10.56)

The energy of the bound state is E = 12 k 2 , independent of A.
Figures 10.4a and 10.4b illustrate the bound state function and the potential. The state function has been arbitrarily normalized so that Ψ(0) = 1. The
parameter A has been given the value A = k 4 . In this case the total energy,
E = 4, is higher than the maximum of the potential W (r), so the classical
motion of a particle in such a potential would be unbounded. Clearly this
bound state has no classical analog.
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Fig. 10.4 (a) Positive energy bound state function. (b) The potential that supports the
bound state in part (a).

Using the analogy of wave propagation to describe the dynamics of the
state, it seems that the mechanism which prevents the bound state from
dispersing like ordinary positive energy states is the destructive interference
of the waves reﬂected from the oscillations of W (r). Stillinger and Herrick
believe that no f (r) that produces a single particle bound state in the continuum will lead to a potential that decays more rapidly than (10.56).
However, they present further calculations and arguments which suggest that
nonseparable multiparticle systems, such as two-electron atoms, may possess
bound states in the continuum without such a contrived form of potential as
(10.56).
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10.5 Stationary State Perturbation Theory
In this section, and the next, we develop methods for approximate calculation of bound states and their energies. These methods are necessary because
many important problems cannot be solved exactly.
Let us consider an energy eigenvalue equation of the form
(H0 + λH1 )|Ψn  = En |Ψn  ,

(10.57)

in which the Hamiltonian is of the form H = H0 + λH1 , where the solutions
of the “unperturbed” eigenvalue equation
H0 |n = εn |n

(10.58)

are known, and the perturbation term λH1 is small, in some sense that has
yet to be made precise. The parameter λ which governs the strength of the
perturbation may be a variable such as the magnitude of an external ﬁeld;
it may be a ﬁxed parameter like the strength of the spin–orbit coupling in
an atom; or it may be a ﬁctitious parameter introduced for mathematical
convenience, in which case we will set λ = 1 at the end of the analysis.
Our technique will be to expand the unknown quantities En and |Ψn  in
powers of the “small” parameter λ:
En = En (0) + λEn (1) + λ2 En (2) + · · · ,
|Ψn  = |Ψn

(0)

 + λ|Ψn

(1)

 + λ |Ψn
2

(2)

+ ···

(10.59)
(10.60)

Substituting these expansions into (10.57) and collecting powers of λ yields
the following sequence of equations:
(0) : (H0 − En (0) )|Ψn (0)  = 0 ,
(1) : (H0 − En (0) )|Ψn (1)  = (En (1) − H1 )|Ψn (0)  ,
(2) : (H0 − En (0) )|Ψn (2)  = (En (1) − H1 )|Ψn (1)  + En (2) |Ψn (0)  ,
..
.

(10.61)

(r) : (H0 − En (0) )|Ψn (r)  = (En (1) − H1 )|Ψn (r−1) 
+ En (2) |Ψn (r−2)  + · · · + En (r) |Ψn (0)  .
The known eigenvectors of H0 form a complete orthonormal basis, satisfying n|n  = δn ,n . Therefore we shall express the exact eigenvector of H in
terms of these basis vectors,
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|n  n |Ψn  ,

|Ψn  =

(10.62)

n

and shall use a similar expansion for each of the terms in the series (10.60).
Nondegenerate case. Suppose, for simplicity, that the eigenvalues of H0
in (10.58) are nondegenerate; that is to say, εn = εn if n = n . (The additional
complication created by degeneracy will be treated later.) The solution of the
zeroth member of the sequence (10.61) is obviously En (0) = εn , |Ψn (0)  = |n.
The zeroth order eigenvector has the usual normalization, Ψn (0) |Ψn (0)  = 1.
It is more convenient to choose an unusual normalization for the exact
eigenvector (10.60):
Ψn (0) |Ψn  = n|Ψn  = 1 .
(10.63)
In view of (10.62), we see that this implies that Ψn |Ψn  ≥ 1. It is permissible
to choose an arbitrary normalization because the eigenvalue equation (10.57)
is homogeneous, and so is not aﬀected by the normalization. It is easier to
renormalize |Ψn  at the end of the calculation than to impose the standard
normalization at each step of the perturbation series. The normalization convention (10.63), when applied to (10.60), yields
n|Ψn  = n|Ψn (0)  + λ n|Ψn (1)  + λ2 n|Ψn (2)  + · · ·
= 1 for all λ .
Therefore we obtain
n|Ψn (r)  = 0 for r > 0 .

(10.64)

This is the reason why the nonstandard normalization (10.63) is so convenient.
To solve the ﬁrst member of the sequence (10.61), we introduce the expansion
|Ψn (1)  =
an (1) |n  ,
(10.65)
n =n

from which the term n = n may be omitted because of (10.64). Using (10.65)
and (10.58) we obtain
m|(H0 − En (0) )|n  an (1) = m|(En (1) − H1 )|Ψn (0) ,
n =n

(10.66)
(εm − εn )am (1) = En (1) δm,n − m|H1 |n .
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For the case m = n, this yields
En (1) = n|H1 |n .

(10.67)

For the case m = n we obtain
am (1) =

m|H1 |n
,
εn − εm

and hence the ﬁrst order contribution to the eigenvector is
λ|Ψn (1)  =
m=n

|m m|λH1 |n
.
εn − εm

(10.68)

This result suggests that a suitable deﬁnition of “smallness” for the perturbation is that the relevant matrix element m|λH1 |n should be small compared
to the corresponding energy denominator (εn − εm ).
It is possible to proceed mechanically through the sequence (10.61) and
thereby derive formulas for arbitrarily high orders of the perturbation series.
That calculation will not be pursued here because the Brillouin–Wigner formulation of perturbation theory provides a more convenient generalization to
higher orders. However, a very useful formula can be derived from the general
rth member of (10.61). By taking its inner product with the unperturbed bra
vector n| we obtain
n|(H0 − En (0) )|Ψn (r)  = − n|H1 |Ψn (r−1)  + 0 + · · · + En (r) n|Ψn (0)  ,
where all but the ﬁrst and last terms on the right hand side have vanished
because of (10.64). The left hand side of this equation is zero because H0 can
operate to the left to yield the eigenvalue εn = En (0) , and therefore we have
En (r) = n|H1 |Ψn (r−1)  (r > 0) .

(10.69)

To obtain the energy En to order r we need only know |Ψn  to order r − 1.
Taking r = 2 and using (10.68), we obtain the second order energy,
En (2) =
m=n

n|H1 |m m|H1 |n
.
εn − εm

(10.70)
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Example (1): Perturbed harmonic oscillator
We wish to calculate the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H = H0 + H1 ,
where the unperturbed Hamiltonian is H0 = P 2 /2M + 12 M ω 2 Q2 , with
Q and P being the position and momentum operators for a harmonic
oscillator (see Ch. 6), and the perturbation is H1 = bQ, with b a constant. Such a linear perturbation could be due to an external electric
ﬁeld if the oscillator is charged. This problem can be solved exactly,
since the linear perturbation merely shifts the position of the minimum
of the parabolic potential energy. Thus we may write

2
P2
b
b2
1
H=
+ M ω2 Q +
−
,
(10.71)
2
2M
2
Mω
2M ω 2
from which it is apparent that the eigenvalues are merely lowered from
their unperturbed values by a constant shift of −b2 /2M ω 2 . Solving
this problem by perturbation theory will only serve to illustrate the
technique.
In Sec. 6.1 it was shown that the eigenvalues of H0 |n = εn |n
are εn = ω(n + 12 ), (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .). The matrix elements of the
perturbation, b n |Q|n, can most easily be obtained from the relation
of Q to the raising and lowering operators, Q = (/2M ω)1/2 (a† + a).
From (6.16) it follows that
1/2

√

n + 1,
n|Q|n + 1 =
2M ω
(10.72)

1/2
√

n|Q|n − 1 =
n,
2M ω
and all other matrix elements are zero. The perturbed energy eigenvalues are of the form En = εn + En (1) + En (2) + · · · . From (10.67) we
have
En (1) = b n|Q|n = 0 .
From (10.70) we obtain
En (2) =

b2 | n|Q|n − 1|2 b2 | n|Q|n + 1|2
+
ω
(−ω)

−b2
,
2M ω 2
which is the exact answer.
=

(10.73)
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Example (2): Induced electric dipole moment of an atom
Most atoms have no permanent electric dipole moments. As will be
shown in Ch. 13, this follows from space inversion symmetry (Sec. 13.1),
or from rotational symmetry combined with time reversal invariance
(Sec. 13.3). However, an external electric ﬁeld will break these symmetries, and will induce a dipole moment that is proportional to the
ﬁeld. The polarizability α is deﬁned as the ratio of the induced dipole
moment to the electric ﬁeld, d = αE. The potential energy of the
polarized atom in the electric ﬁeld is lowered from that of a free atom
by the amount − 12 α|E|2 . (This is the sum of the potential energy of
the dipole in the ﬁeld, − d·E, plus the work done by the ﬁeld on the
atom in polarizing it, 12 α|E|2 .) Thus we have two methods to calculate
the polarizability α: (a) calculate the energy to the second order in E;
or (b) evaluate the perturbed state function to the ﬁrst order in E and
calculate d in the perturbed state. We shall carry out both of these
calculations for the ground state of a hydrogen-like atom.
(a) The unperturbed energy levels of the hydrogen atom are
determined by the eigenvalue equation (10.20). For a one-electron
hydrogen-like atom they will be determined by a similar equation, of
the form
H0 |nBm = εn3 |nBm ,
where n is the principal quantum number, and B and m are the orbital
angular momentum quantum numbers, as in Sec. 10.2. It follows from
rotational invariance, and in particular from the fact that H0 commutes
with J+ and J− , that the eigenvalue εn3 is independent of m. For the
hydrogen atom, the eigenvalue is given by (10.27), which is also independent of B. This is a special property of the Coulomb potential, and it
does not hold for any central potential that is not exactly proportional
to r−1 .
The perturbation due to the electric ﬁeld is
H1 = −d·E = eE·r ,

(10.74)

where d = −er is the dipole moment operator, −e is the charge of the
electron, and r is the position of the electron relative to the nucleus.
It is convenient to choose the direction of E to be the axis of polar
coordinates. Then (10.74) becomes H1 = e|E|r cos θ, which is clearly
a component of an irreducible tensor of the type T0 (1) . (See Sec. 7.8
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for the deﬁnition of an irreducible tensor.) It follows from the Wigner–
Eckart theorem that the matrix element nBm|H1 |n B m  must vanish
unless m = m and three numbers (B, B , 1) form the sides of a triangle.
Moreover, since cos θ changes sign under inversion of coordinates (r →
−r), it is necessary that the two state vectors in the matrix element
have opposite parity, one being even and the other odd. Thus we
must have B = B ± 1 and m = m in order for the matrix element
nBm|H1 |n B m  to be nonzero.
It follows that the ﬁrst order (10.67) contribution to the energy
vanishes:
En3m (1) = nBm|H1 |nBm = 0 .
The second order (10.68) contribution to the ground state energy is
E100 (2) =
n

| n 10|H1 |100|2
.
ε10 − εn 1

(10.75)

Equating this expression to the change in energy of the polarized atom,
− 12 α|E|2 , we ﬁnd the polarizability of the atom in its ground state
to be
| n 10|er cos θ|100|2
α=2
.
(10.76)
εn 1 − ε10

n

It must be emphasized that the sum in (10.70) is over all of the eigenvectors of H0 except for the particular state whose perturbed energy is
being calculated. Therefore the sum over n in (10.75) and (10.76)
should include an integral over the continuum of unbound positive
energy states, as well as a sum over the discrete bound states. We
shall shortly return to consider this problem, which seriously complicates the evaluation of second order perturbation formulas.
(b) As an alternative to the second order energy calculation, we
can evaluate d in a ﬁrst order perturbed state. To the ﬁrst order, the
ground state vector is
|Ψ100  = |Ψ100 (0)  + |Ψ100 (1)  ,

(10.77)

with the ﬁrst order contribution being [from Eq. (10.68)]
|Ψ100 (1)  = −
n

|n 10 n 10|e|E|r cos θ|100
.
εn 1 − ε10

(10.78)
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(The minus sign comes from reversing the sign of the denominator in
order to make it positive.) The zeroth order term in (10.77) is even
under inversion of coordinates, and the ﬁrst order term is odd. The
dipole moment operator itself is odd, so the average dipole moment in
the ground state,
d ≡ αE =

Ψ100 |d|Ψ100 
,
Ψ100 |Ψ100 

evaluated to ﬁrst order in the electric ﬁeld, is
d = Ψ100 (0) |d|Ψ100 (1)  + Ψ100 (1) |d|Ψ100 (0)  .

(10.79)

(The normalization of the perturbed state vector is Ψ100 |Ψ100  = 1 +
0(|E|2 ) ≈ 1 to the ﬁrst order.) Because of symmetry, we know that
the only nonvanishing component of d will be directed along the
polar axis, and so it is suﬃcient to evaluate (10.79) for the component
(d)z = er cos θ. Substituting (10.77) into (10.79), we obtain once again
the expression (10.76) for the polarizability α. It is no coincidence that
these two calculations of α, from the second order energy and from the
ﬁrst order state vector, have led to exactly the same answer. Their
compatibility is guaranteed by (10.69), which asserts that the r − 1
order approximation to the eigenvector contains suﬃcient information
for determining the eigenvalue to the rth order.
Example (3): Second order perturbation energy in closed form
The expression (10.70) for the second order perturbation energy
generally involves an inﬁnite summation. In the case of an atom it
involves both a sum over the discrete bound states and an integral
over the continuum of unbound states. Since these are rather diﬃcult
to evaluate, it is sometimes preferable to adopt an alternative method
based upon (10.69). Specializing it to a hydrogen-like atom, as in the
previous example, we use instead of (10.75),
E100 (2) = 100|H1 |Ψ100 (1)  .

(10.80)

This will be useful only if we can somehow obtain the ﬁrst order
correction to the eigenvector.
Of course there is no use trying to obtain it from the perturbation
expression (10.68), since we have just seen in the previous example that
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this would lead to exactly the same computational problem involving
the summation and integration over an inﬁnity of states. However, we
can make direct use of the ﬁrst member of the sequence (10.61), which
for this case becomes
(H0 − ε10 )|Ψ100 (1)  = ( 100|H1 |100 − H1 )|100 ,

(10.81)

where ε10 is the ground state eigenvalue of H0 . All quantities on the
right hand side of this equation are known, so the problem has been
transformed into one of solving an inhomogeneous diﬀerential equation.
The solution of this equation is not unique, since we can always add to it
an arbitrary multiple of the solution of the homogeneous equation (H0 −
ε10 )|100 = 0. However, uniqueness is restored by the condition (10.64),
which requires that 100|Ψ100 (1)  = 0. This method will be eﬀective
only if (10.81) is easier to solve than the full eigenvalue equation (10.57).
Fortunately there are cases in which this is so.
Let us take H0 to be the internal Hamiltonian of a hydrogen-like
atom with reduced mass µ and a central potential W (r), and H1 to be
the electric dipole interaction (10.74). Then (10.81) becomes



−2 2
∇ + W (r) − ε10 Ψ(1) = −e|E|r cos θ Ψ(0) .
2µ

(10.82)

(The state labels nBm = 100 are omitted to simplify the notation.)
The only angular dependence on the right hand side is cos θ, since the
ground state function Ψ(0) is rotationally symmetric. The operator of
the left hand side is also rotationally symmetric, and hence it cannot
change the angular dependence of Ψ(1) , which must therefore be of the
form
Ψ(1) (r, θ, φ) = cos θ f (r) .
(10.83)
The subsidiary condition Ψ(0) |Ψ(1)  = 0 is automatically satisﬁed
because of the angular dependence. Since (10.83) is an angular
momentum eigenfunction with B = 1, Eq. (10.82) reduces to

 2
−2 1 d 2 d

+ W (r) − ε10 f (r) = −e|E| r Ψ(0) (r) .
r
f (r) +
2µ r2 dr dr
µr2
(10.84)
Even if this diﬀerential equation must be solved approximately, it may
be more tractable than the inﬁnite sum in (10.75).
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We shall solve (10.84) for the hydrogen atom, for which W (r) =
−e2 /r, ε10 = −e2 /2a0 , and Ψ(0) (r) = (πa0 3 )−1/2 e−r/a0 , with a0 =
2 /µe2 . We anticipate that the solution will be of the form
f (r) = p(r) e−r/a0 ,

(10.85)

where p(r) is a power series. Substituting these expressions into (10.84),
we obtain


r2
2|E|r3
2 
r p (r) + 2 r −
p (r) − 2p(r) =
.
(10.86)
a0
(πa0 3 )1/2 ea0
It is easily veriﬁed that the only polynomial solution to this equation
is



|E|
1 2
3 −1/2
a0 r + r
.
(10.87)
p(r) = −(πa0 )
e
2
(There is also a solution in the form of an inﬁnite series, but it increases
exponentially as r → ∞, and so is unacceptable.) The second order
energy can now be evaluated from (10.80):
E100 (2) = Ψ(0) |H1 |Ψ100 (1) 

= −|E|2 (πa0 3 )−1 (cos θ)2 (a0 r2 + r3 ) e−2r/a0 d3 r
9
= − |E|2 a0 3 .
4

(10.88)

This energy is related to the electric polarizability α by the relation
E100 (2) = 12 α|E|2 , and therefore the polarizability of a hydrogen atom
in its ground state is
9
(10.89)
α = a0 3 .
2
Degenerate case. Formulas such as (10.68) and (10.70) may not be applicable if there are degeneracies among the unperturbed eigenvalues, since that
would permit the denominator εn − εm to vanish. The formal perturbation
theory must now be re-examined to determine what modiﬁcations are needed
in the degenerate case.
The formal expansion of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in powers of the
strength of the perturbation is still valid, up to and including (10.62). When
we attempt to solve the zeroth member of the sequence (10.61), it is clear that
the zeroth order eigenvalue is given by En (0) = εn , as in the nondegenerate
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case. But we cannot identify the zeroth order eigenvector, except to say that it
must be some linear combination of those degenerate eigenvectors of H0 which
all belong to the same eigenvalue εn . Because the energy εn is not suﬃcient
for identifying a unique eigenvector of H0 , it is necessary to introduce a more
detailed notation. Instead of (10.58), we now write
H0 |n, r = εn |n, r ,

(10.90)

where the second label r distinguishes between degenerate eigenvectors. The
range of the second label will generally be diﬀerent for each value of n, corresponding to the degree of degeneracy of that eigenvalue. The zeroth order
eigenvectors in the sequence (10.61) must be of the form
cr,r |n, r  ,

|Ψn,r (0)  =

(10.91)

r

but the coeﬃcients cr,r are not yet determined.
The ﬁrst member of (10.61) will now be written as
(H0 − εn )|Ψn,r (1)  = (En (1) − H1 )|Ψn,r (0)  .
Let us consider the inner product of this equation with n, s| for ﬁxed n but
for all values of s. Using (10.91) we obtain
n, s|(En (1) − H1 )|n, r cr,r ,

n, s|(H0 − εn )|Ψn,r (1)  =
r

{En (1) δs,r − n, s|H1 |n, r } cr,r .

(εn − εn ) n, s|Ψn,r (1)  =
r

Thus we have
n, s|H1 |n, r  cr,r = En (1) cr,s .

(10.92)

r

This has the form of a matrix eigenvector equation that is restricted to the
subspace of degenerate unperturbed vectors belonging to the unperturbed
energy εn . Thus the appropriate choice of zeroth order eigenvectors in (10.91)
is those that diagonalize the matrix n, s|H1 |n, r  in the subspace of ﬁxed n.
If we now use as basis vectors the zeroth order eigenvectors (10.91) with
the coeﬃcients determined by (10.92), then the perturbation formulas (10.68)
and (10.70) become usable because the diagonalization of (10.92) ensures that
m|H1 |n = 0 whenever εn − εm = 0. Thus the potentially troublesome terms
in the perturbation formulas do not contribute.
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Example (4): Linear Stark eﬀect in hydrogen
The shift in the energy levels of an atom in an electric ﬁeld is known as
the Stark eﬀect. Normally the eﬀect is quadratic in the ﬁeld strength, as
was shown in Example (2). But the ﬁrst excited state of the hydrogen
atom exhibits an eﬀect that is linear in the ﬁeld strength. This is due
to the degeneracy of the excited state.
If we neglect spin, the stationary states of a free hydrogen atom
may be represented by the vectors |nBm, where n is the principal
quantum number, and B and m are orbital angular momentum quantum
numbers. The ﬁrst excited state is four-fold degenerate, the degenerate
states being |200, |211, |210, and |21−1. Specialized to this problem,
Eq. (10.91) may be written as
|Ψ(0)  = c1 |200 + c2 |211 + c3 |210 + c4 |21 − 1 .

(10.93)

The coeﬃcients are to be determined by diagonalizing the matrix of
the perturbation, H1 = eE·r = e|E|r cos θ, in the four-dimensional
subspace spanned by the four degenerate basis vectors.
The matrix element nBm|H1 |n B m  vanishes unless m = m , and
therefore the only nonvanishing elements in the 4 × 4 matrix in (10.92)
are 210|H1 |200 = 200|H1 |210∗ . The evaluation of these matrix
elements requires only a simple integration over hydrogenic wave functions, yielding the value 210|H1 |200 = −3e|E|a0 = −w, say. The
condition for nontrivial solutions of the eigenvalue equation (10.92) is
the vanishing of the determinant


 −E (1)
0
−w
0 




 0
−E (1)
0
0 
 = 0.

(10.94)
 −w
0 
0
−E (1)



 0
0
0
−E (1) 
It yields four
w, −w,$0, 0.4 The corresponding eigenvectors are
$ roots:
3$
4 3$
1
1
1
1
2 , 0, −
2, 0 ,
2 , 0,
2 , 0 , (0, 1, 0, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 1). Hence
the four-fold degenerate energy level ε2 of the hydrogen atom√is split
by the electric ﬁeld into two perturbed states:
(|200 − 210)/ 2 with
√
energy ε2 + 3e|E|a0 , and (|200 + |210)/ 2 with energy ε2 − 3e|E|a0 ;
and two states that remain degenerate at the energy ε2 : |211 and
|21 − 1.
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The two states whose energies depend linearly on the electric ﬁeld
exhibit a spontaneous electric dipole moment. The average
√of the dipole
moment in the lowest energy state |Ψ = (|200 + |210)/ 2 has a nonvanishing z component,
dz  = Ψ|(−er cos θ)|Ψ
1
1
200|(−er cos θ)|210 + 210|(−er cos θ|)|200
2
2
= 3ea0 ,
=

and the corresponding
√ potential energy is − d·E = −3e|E|a0 . The
state (|200 − |210)/ 2 has a dipole moment of the same magnitude
but pointing antiparallel to the electric ﬁeld, so its energy is raised by
3e|E|a0 .
Brillouin Wigner perturbation theory
The form of perturbation theory described above, which is often called
Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory, is based upon an expansion in
powers of the perturbation strength parameter. Although it can, in principle, be extended to arbitrarily high orders, the forms of the higher order terms
become increasingly complicated as the order increases. The Brillouin–Wigner
form has the advantage that the generalization to arbitrary order is easy.
Let us put λ = 1 and rewrite (10.57) as
(En − H0 )|Ψn  = H1 |Ψn  .

(10.95)

From the eigenvectors of H0 |n = εn |n, we construct the projection operators
|r r| = 1 − |n n| .

Qn =

(10.96)

r=n

An eigenvector of (10.95), normalized according to (10.63), satisﬁes
|Ψn  = |n + Qn |Ψn  .

(10.97)

It is clear that Qn H0 = H0 Qn , since they share the same eigenvectors. Thus
we obtain from (10.95)
Qn (En − H0 )|Ψn  = (En − H0 )Qn |Ψn 
= Qn H1 |Ψn  ,
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and hence Qn |Ψn  = (En − H0 )−1 Qn H1 |Ψn . Substitution of this result into
(10.97) yields
|Ψn  = |n + Rn H1 |Ψn  ,
(10.98)
where we have deﬁned
Rn = (En − H0 )−1 Qn = Qn (En − H0 )−1 .

(10.99)

Equation (10.98) can be solved by iteration, on the assumption that the
perturbation H1 is small. Neglecting H1 on the right hand side yields
the zeroth order approximation, |Ψn  ≈ |n. Substitution of this zeroth order
approximation on the right then leads to a ﬁrst order approximation, and so
on. Continuing the iteration yields the series
|Ψn  = |n + Rn H1 |n + (Rn H1 )2 |n + (Rn H1 )3 |n + · · ·

(10.100)

We can formally sum this inﬁnite series to obtain
|Ψn  = (1 − Rn H1 )−1 |n ,

(10.101)

however, this exact formal solution seldom has much computational value.
From (10.95) we obtain n|(En − H0 )|Ψn  = n|H1 |Ψn , which yields an
expression for the energy eigenvalue,
En = εn + n|H1 |Ψn  ,

(10.102)

which becomes a series in powers of H1 when we substitute (10.100) for |Ψn .
By introducing the spectral representation of the operator Rn ,
Rn =
m=n

|m m|
,
En − εm

we obtain a more familiar form of the perturbation expansion,
En = εn + n|H1 |n +
m=n

+
m=n m =n

n|H1 |m m|H1 |n
(En − εm )

n|H1 |m m|H1 |m  m |H1 |n
+ ···
(En − εm ) (En − εm )

(10.103)

Notice that the unknown energy En appears in the denominators on the right
hand side, and hence this is not an explicit expression for En . If one wishes
to calculate En to third order accuracy, then it is suﬃcient to substitute the
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zeroth value, En = εn , into the denominator of the third order term of (10.103);
but the ﬁrst order value, En = εn + n|H1 |n, must be used in the denominator
of the second order term. A more practical way to compute En from (10.103)
is to make an estimate of En , which is then substituted into all denominators,
and the sums are evaluated numerically. The resulting new value of En is then
substituted into the denominators, and the process is continued iteratively
until the result converges to the desired accuracy.
If we formally expand all factors such as (En −εm )−1 on the right hand side
of (10.103) in powers of the strength of the perturbation, we will recover the
Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation series. In all orders beyond second it will
contain many more terms than does (10.103), and so it is much less convenient
to handle than is the Brillouin–Wigner perturbation formalism. Some of the
higher order terms of Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory can be found
in Ch. 8 of Schiﬀ (1968).
Example (5): Near degeneracy
Consider a simple 2 × 2 matrix Hamiltonian for which
!
!
ε1 0
0 v
H0 =
, H1 =
.
v∗ 0
0 ε2

(10.104)

The exact eigenvalues of the equation (H0 + H1 )|Ψ = E|Ψ are given
by the vanishing of the determinant


 ε1 − E
v 

 ∗
 = 0.
 v
ε2 − E 
The expansion of this determinant yields the quadratic equation
E 2 − (ε1 + ε2 )E + (ε1 ε2 − |v|2 ) = 0 ,
whose solution is
11
1
(ε1 − ε2 )2 + 4|v|2 .
E = (ε1 + ε2 ) ±
2
2
In the degenerate limit, ε1 = ε2 = ε, this becomes
E = ε ± |v| .

(10.105)

(10.106)

(10.107)

The application of Brillouin–Wigner perturbation theory yields
E1 = ε1 +

|v|2
E1 − ε2

(10.108)
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and a similar equation for E2 . Equation (10.108) is equivalent to the
exact quadratic equation (10.105), and therefore Brillouin–Wigner perturbation theory yields the exact answer to this problem, in both the
degenerate and nondegenerate cases.
For comparison, the application of Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation
theory to this problem yields
E1 = ε1 +

|v|2
.
ε1 − ε2

(10.109)

This is correct to the second order, and will be accurate provided that
|v|/|ε1 − ε2 | % 1. But it is nonsense in the limit ε1 → ε2 .
Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory provides two distinct formalisms
for the degenerate and nondegenerate cases, and so its application to situations
of near degeneracy can be problematic. Brillouin–Wigner perturbation theory
is superior in such situations. If the degree of degeneracy is greater than 2 the
Brillouin–Wigner theory is no longer exact in the degenerate limit; however, it
may still form a usable approximation.
10.6 Variational Method
The perturbation methods of the previous section rely on there being a
closely related problem that is exactly solvable. The variational method is
subject to no such restriction, and it is often the method of choice for studying
complex systems such as multi-electron atoms and molecules. Although we
shall use simple examples to illustrate the method, the overwhelming majority
of its practical applications involve numerical computation.
In the variational method, we consider the functional
Λ(φ, ψ) =

φ|H|ψ
.
φ|ψ

(10.110)

Here H is a linear operator, φ and ψ are variable functions. We seek the conditions under which the value of Λ will be stationary with respect to inﬁnitesimal
changes in the functions φ and ψ. These conditions can be formally expressed
as the vanishing of two functional derivatives: δΛ/δφ = 0 and δΛ/δψ = 0.
Since functional diﬀerentiation may not be a familiar concept to all readers,
some explanation is appropriate. Consider the change in Λ when φ| is replaced
by φ| + ε α|, where ε is a small number and α| is an arbitrary vector. To
ﬁrst order in ε, we obtain
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Λ(φ + εα, ψ) − Λ(φ, ψ) = ε


α|H|ψ
φ|H|ψ
α|ψ
−
φ|ψ
φ|ψ2

= ε α|

{H|ψ − Λ(φ, ψ)|ψ}
.
φ|ψ

(10.111)

Formally dividing by ε α| and letting ε → 0, we obtain the deﬁnition of the
functional derivative δΛ/δφ. The condition for (10.111) to vanish to the ﬁrst
order in ε for arbitrary α| is equivalent to the eigenvalue equation
H|ψ − λ|ψ = 0 .

(10.112a)

Similarly, requiring the functional Λ(φ, ψ) to be stationary under ﬁrst order
variations of ψ leads to the condition
φ|H − φ|λ = 0, or H † |φ − λ∗ |φ = 0 .

(10.112b)

Thus the conditions for the functional to be stationary are that φ and ψ be,
respectively, left and right eigenvectors of H, with the eigenvalue λ having the
value Λ(φ, ψ).
If H = H † , as is true in most cases of interest, then at the condition of
stationarity we will have λ = λ∗ and |φ = |ψ. But even in such a case it
is useful to regard the variations of the left hand vector φ and the right hand
vector ψ as being independent, as we shall see in later applications.
If we choose trial functions φ and ψ which depend on certain parameters,
and vary those parameters to ﬁnd the stationary points of the functional Λ,
we will obtain approximations to the eigenvalues of H. But, in general, those
stationary points are neither maxima nor minima, but only inﬂection points or
saddle points in a space of very high dimension (possibly inﬁnite). Such points
are not easy to determine numerically, so further developments are needed
to make the method useful. Most practical applications are based upon the
following theorem.
Variational theorem. If H = H † and E0 is the lowest eigenvalue of H,
then for any ψ we have the inequality
E0 ≤

ψ|H|ψ
.
ψ|ψ

(10.113)

Proof. To prove this theorem we use the eigenvector expansion of

|ψ, |ψ = n |Ψn  Ψn |ψ, where H|Ψn  = En |Ψn . Using the orthonormality
and completeness of the eigenvectors, we obtain
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En | ψ|Ψn |2

ψ|H|ψ =
n

≥ E0

| ψ|Ψn |2 = E0 ψ|ψ ,
n

from which the theorem follows at once.
The variational method, applied to the calculation of the lowest eigenvalue,
consists of choosing a trial function ψ that depends on one or more parameters,
and varying those parameters to obtain the minimum value of the expression
on the right hand side of (10.113). Alternatively, one may try several diﬀerent
functions for ψ, based upon whatever information one may have about the
problem, or even on intuitive guesses. Regardless of how the trial functions
are chosen, the theorem guarantees that the lowest value obtained is the best
estimate for E0 .
A common type of variational trial function consists of a linear combination
of a ﬁnite subset of a set of orthonormal basis vectors,
N

|ψ

var

=

an |n .

(10.114)

n=1

Stationary values of the functional
ψ var |H|ψ var 
ψ var |ψ var 
 
a ∗ a n|H|m
 n ∗m
= n m
n an an

Λ=

(10.115)

are then sought by varying the parameters {an }. As was explained earlier,
the left and right vectors in the functional Λ may be varied independently.
This implies, for our current problem, that we may vary an ∗ independently of
an . [It may seem strange to regard an ∗ and an as independent variables. The
strangeness is alleviated if one realizes that the real and imaginary parts of an
are certainly independent variables. But an ∗ and an are just two independent
linear combinations of Re(an ) and Im(an ), and so they too are acceptable
choices as independent variables.] The set of N conditions, ∂Λ/∂aj ∗ = 0,
(j = 1, . . . , N ), yields
j|H|m am = Λ aj
m

(j = 1, . . . , N ) .

(10.116)
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Because H = H † , the conditions ∂Λ/∂aj = 0 merely lead to the complex
conjugate of (10.116), which gives no extra information. Now (10.116) is an
N × N matrix eigenvalue equation. Indeed it is nothing but the original eigenvalue equation, H|Ψ = E|Ψ, truncated to the N -dimensional subspace in
which the trial function (10.114) has been conﬁned. To calculate the eigenvalues of the truncated N ×N matrix as approximations to the true eigenvalues
of H is an intuitively natural thing to do. The variational theorem tells us that
it is indeed the best that can be done with a trial function of the form (10.114).
The variational theorem ensures only that the lowest eigenvalue of the
N × N matrix will be an upper bound to the true E0 . However, for a trial
function of the form (10.114), which involves N orthogonal basis functions, it
can be shown (Pauling and Wilson, Sec. 26d) that the approximate eigenvalues
for successive values of N are interleaved, as shown in Fig. 10.5. Thus, for this
particular form of trial function, all approximate eigenvalues must converge
from above to their N → ∞ limits.

Fig. 10.5 Interleaving of the approximate eigenvalues for trial functions consisting of a
linear combination of N basis functions.

The accuracy of a variational approximation to an eigenvalue, En var ≡
ψ |H|ψ var / ψ var |ψ var , is clearly determined by the proximity of |ψ var 
to a true eigenvector. Let us write |ψ var  = |Ψn  + |ε , where |ε  is a small
error vector. Since the value of En var is clearly independent of the normalization of the vectors, we shall simplify the algebra by assuming, without loss of
generality, that ψ var |ψ var  = Ψn |Ψn  = 1. We then have
var

En var = ψ var |H|ψ var 
= Ψn |H|Ψn  + ε|H|Ψn  + Ψn |H|ε  + ε|H|ε 
= En + En { ε|Ψn  + Ψn |ε } + O(ε2 ) .
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Although it appears that there are errors of both the ﬁrst and the second
order in ε, that appearance is deceptive. From the normalization condition we
have ψ var |ψ var  = Ψn |Ψn  + ε|Ψn  + Ψn |ε  + ε|ε . Since ψ var |ψ var  =
Ψn |Ψn  = 1, it follows that { ε|Ψn  + Ψn |ε } + ε|ε  = 0. Thus the two
ﬁrst order quantities, ε|Ψn  and Ψn |ε , must cancel so that their sum is only
of the second order in the magnitude of the error ε. Therefore we have shown
that a ﬁrst order error in |ψ var  leads to only a second order error in En var .
If one’s objective is to calculate eigenvalues, this is clearly an advantage. But,
on the other hand, one must beware that accurate approximate eigenvalues
do not necessarily indicate that the corresponding eigenvectors are similarly
accurate.
Example (1): The hydrogen atom ground state
It is useful to test the variational method on an exactly solvable problem. The Hamiltonian for the relative motion of the electron and
proton in a hydrogen atom is H = P·P/2µ − e2 /r, with µ being the
reduced mass. We choose the trial function to be ψ(r) = e−r/a , where
a is an adjustable parameter. There is no need to normalize the trial
function, and it is often more convenient not to do so. The best estimate
of the ground state energy is the smallest value of the average energy
in the hypothetical state described by ψ,
H =

ψ|H|ψ 
K +P
=
,
ψ|ψ 
N

(10.117)

where K = ψ|P·P|ψ /2µ is the kinetic energy term, P = − ψ|e2 /r|ψ
is the potential energy term, and N = ψ|ψ  is the normalization
factor. The value of the normalization factor is

 ∞
N = |ψ(r)|2 d3 r = 4π
e−2r/a r2 dr = πa3 .
0

To calculate the kinetic energy, it is often better to evaluate
( ψ|P)·(P|ψ ), rather than ψ|∇2 |ψ . Not only is this simpler,
requiring only a ﬁrst derivative, but it is less prone to error. If the
trial function happens to have a discontinuity in its derivative (as our
trial function does at r = 0), then the operator ∇2 may generate delta
function contributions at the discontinuity, which if overlooked will lead
to erroneous results. The value of our kinetic energy term is
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 ∂ψ 2 3
2
1

 d r
( ψ|P)·(P|ψ) =
K=
2µ
2µ  ∂r 

2 4π ∞ −2r/a 2
2 πa
.
=
e
r dr =
2
2µ a 0
2µ
The value of the potential energy term is

e2
P = − |ψ|2 d3 r
r
 ∞
= −e2 4π
e−2r/a rdr = −πe2 a2 .
0

Thus we obtain

2
e2
−
.
(10.118)
2µa2
a
The minimum of this expression is determined by the condition
∂ H/∂a = 0, which is satisﬁed for a = 2 /µe2 and corresponds to
the energy Hmin = −µe4 /22 . This is the exact value of the ground
state energy of the hydrogen atom (10.27). It is unusual for the variational method to yield an exact eigenvalue. In this case it happened
because the true ground state function (10.32) happens to be a special
case of the trial function, ψ(r) = e−r/a , for a particular value of a.
H =

Messiah (1966, Ch. 18) has treated some other trial functions which illustrate the eﬀect on the variational energy of certain errors in the trial functions.
Some of his results are summarized in the table below, along with the exact
results of the above example. The parameter C in the trial functions is to be
chosen so that ψ|ψ = 1. The parameter a is to be varied so as to minimize
the energy.
Variational calculations of the hydrogen atom ground state
C e−r/a

C (r2 + a2 )−1

C re−r/a

Hmin / |E100 |

−1

−0.81

−0.75

1− | ψ |Ψ100 |

0

0.21

0.05

ψ(r)
2

The energies in the second row, evaluated for the optimum value of a, are
expressed in units of |E100 | = µe4 /22 . The last row contains a measure of
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the overall error in the approximate eigenvector. The ﬁrst trial function is our
example above, which yields the exact ground state. The second trial function
decays much too slowly at large r, and is a rather poor overall approximation to
the ground state. The third trial function has the correct exponential decay at
large r, but is qualitatively incorrect near r = 0. However, its overall measure
of error in the last row is only 5%. Nevertheless the second trial function, with
a 21% overall error, yields a better approximation to the energy than does
the apparently more accurate third function. This illustrates the fact that a
better approximate energy is no guarantee of a better ﬁt to the state function.
In this case the anomaly occurs because the dominant contributions to the
potential energy come from small distances, and hence in order to get a good
approximate energy it is more important for the state function to be accurate
at small distances than at large distances. Although these examples are rather
crude, it is more generally true that variational calculations of atomic state
functions tend to be least accurate at large distances.
Although the variational theorem (10.113) applies to the lowest eigenvalue,
it is possible to generalize it to calculate low-lying excited states. In proving
that theorem, we formally expressed the trial function as a linear combination

of eigenvectors of H, so that ψ|H|ψ = n En | ψ|Ψn |2 . Suppose that we
want to calculate the excited state eigenvalue Em . If we can constrain the trial
function |ψ to satisfy ψ|Ψn  = 0 for all n such that En < Em , then it will

2
follow that ψ|H|ψ ≤ Em
n | ψ|Ψn | = Em ψ|ψ. Hence we can calculate
Em by minimizing H ≡ ψ|H|ψ/ ψ|ψ subject to the constraint that |ψ be
orthogonal to all state functions at energies lower than Em . This is easy to do
if the constraint can be ensured by symmetry. For a central potential one can
calculate the lowest energy level for each orbital angular momentum quantum
number B, with no more diﬃculty than is required to calculate the ground
state energy. One simply chooses a trial function whose angular dependence
is proportional to Y3 m (θ, φ). If the upper and lower states have the same
symmetry, as do the 1s and 2s atomic states, the orthogonality constraint is
not so easy to impose, but the calculation may still be feasible.
As an application of this generalized variational theorem, we prove a theorem on the ordering of energy levels.
Theorem. For any central potential one must have
E3 min < E3+1 min ,

(10.119)

where E3 min denotes the lowest energy eigenvalue corresponding to orbital
angular momentum B.
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Proof. Substitute Ψ(x) = Y3 m (θ, φ) u3 (r)/r into the eigenvalue equation
−(2 /2µ)∇2 Ψ+W (r)Ψ = EΨ, as was done in Sec. 10.1, and so obtain another
eigenvalue equation,
K3 u3 (r) = E u3 (r) ,
(10.120)
where
K3 =

2
2µ

Fig. 10.6



−d2 B(B + 1)
+
dr2
r2


+ W (r) .

(10.121)

A typical interatomic potential.

Now, at ﬁrst sight, the theorem (10.119) may seem unsurprising, since the
angular momentum term, B(B + 1)/r2 , is positive and increases with B. But the
situation is really more complicated, since a change in B will change the whole
balance between kinetic and potential energy. Consider a central potential of
the form shown in Fig. 10.6, which has a strongly repulsive core at short distances and an attractive potential well near r = r0 . (The potentials that bind
atoms into molecules are of this form.) Near the origin u3 (r)/r is proportional
to r3 . Thus a particle in an B = 0 state can penetrate into the region of positive
potential energy near the origin, whereas a particle in a state of B > 0 will tend
to be excluded from that region. It seems plausible that the lowest energy
would be obtained for a state in which the particle was more-or-less conﬁned
in a circular orbit of radius r = r0 . This would necessarily correspond to B = 0.
The theorem (10.119) proves that this plausible scenario cannot occur.
Continuing with the proof, we apply the variational theorem to (10.121).
Using the boundary conditions u3 (0) = u3 (∞) = 0, it can be shown that K3 =
K3 † , and hence the variational theorem applies to (10.121), as well as to the
original equation. Let u3+1 (r) be the true eigenfunction of the operator K3+1
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corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue, E3+1 min . Choosing the normalization
∞
|u3+1 (r)|2 dr = 1, we may write
0
 ∞
 ∞
E3+1 min =
u3+1 (r) K3+1 u3+1 (r) dr =
u3+1 (r) K3 u3+1 (r) dr
0



+

0
∞

u3+1 (r) [K3+1 − K3 ]u3+1 (r) dr .

0

According to the variational theorem,
 ∞ the ﬁrst term is an upper bound to
E3 min . The second term is equal to 0 |u3+1 (r)|2 [(B+1)(B+2)−B(B+1)]r−2 dr,
which is positive. Therefore we conclude that E3+1 min > E3 min , which is the
theorem (10.119).
Upper and lower bounds on eigenvalues
The variational theorem (10.113) gives a convenient upper bound for the
lowest eigenvalue, but does not give any lower bound. It is possible, without a great deal more labor, to obtain both upper and lower bounds to any
eigenvalue. To solve, approximately, the eigenvalue equation
H|Ψk  = λk |Ψk  ,

(10.122)

we use a trial function |ψ. It is convenient for this analysis to normalize this
function, ψ|ψ = 1, so our approximation to the eigenvalue is
Λ = ψ|H|ψ .

(10.123)

To estimate the accuracy of this value, we deﬁne an error vector,
|R = (H − Λ)|ψ ,

(10.124)

which would clearly be zero if the trial vector |ψ were a true eigenvector.
From the spectral representation of H we deduce that
R|R = ψ|(H − Λ)2 |ψ
| ψ|Ψj |2 (λj − Λ)2 .

=
j

Let λk be the closest eigenvalue to Λ. Then we may write
R|R ≥

| ψ|Ψj |2 (λk − Λ)2 = (λk − Λ)2 .
j
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Hence we deduce the upper and lower bounds,
Λ − ∆ ≤ λk ≤ Λ + ∆ ,

1

(10.125)

where ∆ =
R|R. The assumption that λk is the closest eigenvalue to Λ
means that this method can be applied only if we are already sure that our
approximate value Λ is closer to the desired eigenvalue λk than to any other
eigenvalue. If this is not true, then the uncertainty in Λ is so large that there
is really no point in calculating upper and lower bounds. It is a feature of
all such methods that they cannot be applied blindly, but rather they require
certain minimally accurate information in order to be used.
More precise bounds than (10.125) can be deduced, without signiﬁcantly
greater computational eﬀort, by a method due to Kato (1949). It must be
assumed, for this method, that we know two numbers, α and β, such that
λj ≤ α < β ≤ λj+1 .

(10.126)

That is to say, we know enough about the eigenvalue spectrum to be sure that
there are no eigenvalues between α and β. This is a reasonable requirement,
for if the uncertainty in our estimated eigenvalues is greater than the spacing
between eigenvalues, then our calculation is too crude to be of any value.
To deduce the bounds we make use of the error vector |R (10.124), and
two auxiliary vectors: |A = (H − α)|ψ and |B = (H − β)|ψ. Now we have
A|B = ψ|(H − α)(H − β)|ψ
ψ|(H − α)|Ψj  Ψj |(H − β)|ψ

=
j

| ψ|Ψj |2 (λj − α)(λj − β) .

=
j

Under the hypothesis (10.126), that there is no eigenvalue between α and β,
it follows that λj − α and λj − β have the same sign, and hence
A|B ≥ 0 .

(10.127)

This inequality can be made more useful by writing
A|B = ψ|{(H − Λ) − (α − Λ)}{(H − Λ) − (β − Λ)}|ψ
= ψ|(H − Λ)2 |ψ − ψ|(H − Λ)|ψ [(α − Λ) + (β − Λ)]
+ (α − Λ)(β − Λ)
= R|R + (α − Λ)(β − Λ) ≥ 0 .
The ﬁnal inequality comes from (10.127).

(10.128)
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Our objective is to calculate the eigenvalue λk , so we choose the trial vector
|ψ to approximate |Ψk  as best we can, and our estimate will be λk ≈ Λ =
ψ|H|ψ. To obtain a lower bound we set j = k in (10.126) and put α = λk .
From (10.128) we then obtain
(λk − Λ) (β − Λ) ≥ − R|R ,
and thus if β > Λ we have
λk ≥ Λ −

R|R
,
β−Λ

with Λ < β ≤ λk+1 .

(10.129)

To obtain an upper bound we set j = k − 1 in (10.126) and put β = λk .
From (10.128) we obtain
(Λ − α)(λk − Λ) ≤ R|R ,
and thus if α < Λ we have
λk ≤ Λ +

R|R
,
Λ−α

with λk−1 ≤ α < Λ .

(10.130)

To make these bounds on λk as strong as possible, we should choose α as close
as possible to the next lower eigenvalue, and β as close as possible to the next
higher eigenvalue. The order of magnitude of the error bounds is determined
by R|R, and in practice the uncertainties in the choice of α and β are not
critical. If λk is the lowest eigenvalue then we may let α go to −∞, in which
case we recover the upper bound (10.113), which is λ0 ≤ Λ.
Example (2): The screened Coulomb potential
The calculation of the ground state energy of an electron bound in the
screened Coulomb potential,
e2
,
r
provides a nontrivial test of these methods. We choose the normalized
trial function to be
 3 1/2
b
ψ(r) =
e−br ,
(10.131)
π
which has the form of the hydrogen atom ground state function. Our
answer will be exact in the limit α = 0, which is just the hydrogen
atom, but the error will grow as α increases. Hence this example will
illustrate both the strengths and the limitations of the method.
W (r) = e−αr
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The average energy for the trial function ψ(r) is
Λ = ψ|H|ψ =

4e2 b3
2 b2
−
,
2µ
(α + 2b)2

(10.132)

the two terms being the kinetic and potential energies, respectively.
For each α, the optimum value of b is determined by minimizing Λ,
setting ∂Λ/∂b = 0. Our best estimate for the lowest energy will then
be E1 ≈ Λ.
For computational purposes, it is convenient to choose units such that
 = µ = e = 1. Then the unit of length is the Bohr radius, a0 = 2 /µe2 , and
the lowest energy level of the hydrogen atom is e2 /2a0 = 0.5.

Fig. 10.7

Variational energy for the screened Coulomb potential.

Figure 10.7 shows Λ(b) for several values of α. There is a negative minimum
of Λ(b) when α is in the range 0 ≤ α < 1. As α increases from 0 to 1, the
optimum value of b decreases from 1 to 0.5, and the energy increases from
−0.5 to 0. Since Λ is an upper bound to the lowest eigenvalue, we can be sure
that a bound state exists for all α < 1. (More accurate computations yield a
critical value of αc ≈ 1.2, beyond which the screened Coulomb potential has
no bound states.)
To determine lower bounds to the approximate ground state energy, we
must evaluate the error vector, |R = (H −Λ)|ψ, (10.124). From the deﬁnition
of Λ, it follows that
R|R = ψ|H 2 |ψ − Λ2 .
(10.133)
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This quantity is a measure of the error in our approximate eigenvector. The
function Hψ(r) = − 21 ∇2 ψ(r) + W (r)ψ(r) can easily be calculated, and from
it we obtain

ψ|H 2 |ψ =
|Hψ(r)|2 d3 r

=b

3

4b2
8b
2
5b
+
−
+
2
4
(α + 2b)
α + 2b α + β


.

(10.134)

We can now evaluate R|R at the optimum value of b, and compute lower
bounds to our approximate ground state energy E1 , for which we already have
the upper bound E1 ≤ Λ.
The simplest lower bound is that given by (10.125), which is
E1 ≥ EL = Λ −

1

R|R .

(10.135)

To use Kato’s bound (10.129), we must estimate a number β that is close to but
not higher than the second eigenvalue: β ≤ E2 . Since the diﬀerence between
the screened and the unscreened Coulomb potentials is everywhere positive,
it follows that the eigenvalues of the screened Coulomb potential will not be
lower than the corresponding eigenvalues of the hydrogen atom. Therefore we
shall estimate β as the second energy level of hydrogen, which is β = −1/8 in
our units. Thus Kato’s bound becomes
E1 ≥ EK = Λ −

R|R
,
−0.125 − Λ

(10.136)

where the denominator must be positive for this expresssion to be valid.
The variational upper bound and these two lower bounds are shown in
Fig. 10.8, where the result of a more accurate variational calculation by Lam
and Varshni (1971) is also shown. The simple bound EL is very conservative, seriously overestimating the magnitude of the error. For small α, where
our approximation is accurate, Kato’s bound EK provides a good estimate of
the error. This can be seen most clearly from the table of numerical values.
However, it ceases to be useful for large values of α because the sign of the
denominator in (10.136) changes. Even if we had a better estimate for β ≤ E2 ,
Kato’s bound would not be very precise because of the large value of R|R.
None of our results are accurate for large α, for which a more complicated trial
function is needed.
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Fig. 10.8

Variational calculation for screened Coulomb potential.

Variational calculations for the screened Coulomb potential
α

b

Λ

R |R

EL

EK

Eacc

0.00

1.0

−0.5

0.0

−0.5

−0.5

−0.5

0.10

0.99333

−0.40705

0.00003

−0.41230

−0.40715

−0.40706

0.20

0.97568

−0.32673

0.00035

−0.34551

−0.32848

−0.32681

0.30

0.94922

−0.25733

0.00141

−0.29481

−0.26795

−0.25763

0.40

0.91502

−0.19758

0.00354

−0.25707

−0.24635

−0.19836

0.50

0.87349

−0.14651

0.00690

−0.22959

−0.46738

−0.14808

0.60

0.82444

−0.10335

0.01139

−0.21009

−0.10608

0.70

0.76698

−0.06750

0.01662

−0.19644

−0.07174

0.80

0.69903

−0.03847

0.02187

−0.18636

−0.04459

0.90

0.61564

−0.01597

0.02588

−0.17684

−0.02418

1.00

0.50000

0.02604

−0.16137

−0.01016

1.10
1.20

0.0

−0.00220
−0.00004

The columns are: screening parameter α; optimum value of b; upper bound to the
ground state eigenvalue, Λ; error parameter, R|R ; simple lower bound, EL ; Kato’s
lower bound, EK ; accurate ground state eigenvalue from Lam and Varshni (1971),
Eacc .
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Problems
10.1 The attractive square well potential is deﬁned to be W (r) = −V0 for
r < a, W (r) = 0 for r > a. In Sec. 10.1 it was shown that in three
dimensions there is a minimum value of V0 a2 below which there are no
bound states. What are the corresponding situations in one dimension
and in two dimensions?
10.2 For the square well potential in three dimensions, ﬁnd the minimum
value of V0 a2 needed to produce a bound state of angular momentum
B = 1.
10.3 The Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom is H = P 2 /2µ − e2 /r. Show
that the Runge–Lenz vector, K = (2µe2 )−1 {L×P−P×L}+r/r, commutes with H. [It is the existence of this extra symmetry and the
associated conserved quantity that is responsible for the peculiar degeneracy of the eigenvalues of H, with En being independent of B. See
Schiﬀ (1968), pp. 236–239 for a full treatment of this topic.]
10.4 For the ground state of the hydrogen atom, calculate the probability that the electron and the proton are farther apart than would be
permitted by classical mechanics at the same total energy.
10.5 Calculate explicitly the n = 2 (ﬁrst excited state) functions of the
hydrogen atom in parabolic coordinates and in spherical coordinates.
Express the parabolic functions as linear combinations of the spherical
functions.
10.6 Show that the average momentum vanishes, i.e. P = 0, in any bound
state of the Hamiltonian H = P 2 /2M + W (x).
10.7 The following alleged solution to Problem 10.6 is given in a certain
texbook.
Since Px = (iM/) [H, x], it follows that
Px  = iM
 ( Ψ|Hx|Ψ − Ψ|x H|Ψ).
Using H|Ψ = E|Ψ and Ψ|H = Ψ|E, we obtain Px  = 0, and
hence P = 0.
This argument, if valid, would establish that P = 0 for all stationary
states, bound and unbound.
But the counterexample W (x) ≡ 0, Ψ(x) = exp(ik·x) proves that
the argument must be unsound. But just where and why does the
argument break down?
10.8 Prove the virial theorem for a particle bound in a potential W , 2 T  =
x·∇ W , where T = P 2 /2M is the kinetic energy. Hence show that if

Problems

10.9
10.10

10.11

10.12
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W = W (r) ∝ rn , one has the following relation between the average
kinetic and potential energies: 2 T  = n W .
Show that in one dimension the bound state energy spectrum must be
nondegenerate.
A harmonic oscillator, which has the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 =
P 2 /2M + 12 M ω 2 Q2 , is given the quadratic perturbation H1 = cQ2 .
Evaluate the perturbed energy eigenvalues to the second order in H1 ,
and compare the result with the exact values.
Use the variational method to prove that ﬁrst order perturbation theory
always gives an upper bound to the ground state energy of a system,
no matter how large the perturbation may be.
The Hamiltonian for two interacting spins (both s = 12 ) in a magnetic
ﬁeld B directed along the z axis is
H = B(a1 σz (1) + a2 σz (2) ) + Kσ (1) ·σ (2) ,

where a1 and a2 are the negatives of the magnetic moments (assumed
to be unequal to avoid degeneracy), and K is the interaction strength.
(a) Use second order perturbation theory to calculate the energy eigenvalues, assuming that B is small.
(b) Use second order perturbation theory to calculate the energy
eigenvalues, under the opposite assumption that K is small.
(c) Find the exact energy eigenvalues for this Hamiltonian, and verify
the correctness of your answers in parts (a) and (b).
10.13 Use the variational method to obtain an approximate ground state
energy for a particle bound in the one-dimensional potential: W (x) = x
for x > 0, W (x) = +∞ for x < 0.
10.14 The three-fold degenerate energy level of the hydrogen atom, with the
eigenvectors |n = 2, B = 1, m = ±1, 0, is subjected to a perturbation of
the form V = b(x2 − y 2 ). Use degenerate perturbation theory to determine the zero order eigenvectors and the splitting of the energy levels
to the ﬁrst order in b. (You need not evaluate the radial integrals that
occur in the matrix elements of V , but you should determine which are
zero, which are nonzero, and which nonzero matrix elements are equal.)
10.15 Calculate the quadratic Zeeman eﬀect for the ground state of atomic
hydrogen by treating the perturbation of a uniform magnetic ﬁeld to the
second order. By writing the second order energy as E (2) = − 12 χB 2
we see that this yields the diamagnetic susceptibility χ.
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10.16 Use the variational method to calculate the energy and eigenfunction
for the second excited state (n = 2) of a one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator. (Remember that your function must be orthogonal to the
eigen functions corresponding to n = 1 and n = 0.)
10.17 Calculate the shift in atomic energy levels due to the ﬁnite size of the
nucleus, treating the nucleus as a uniformly charged sphere.
10.18 Use the variational method to calculate the ground state energy of
a particle bound in the one-dimensional attractive potential W (x) =
−c δ(x) with c > 0.
10.19 Apply the variational method to the one-dimensional truncated
Coulomb potential, W (x) = −1/(a + |x|). (There are many possible
trial functions that could reasonably be used. Your answer should be
accurate enough to prove that the lowest energy eigenvalue approaches
−∞ in the limit a → 0.)

Chapter 11

Charged Particle in a Magnetic Field

The theory of the motion of a charged particle in a magnetic ﬁeld presents
several diﬃcult and unintuitive features. The derivation of the quantum theory
does not require the classical theory; nevertheless it is useful to ﬁrst review the
classical theory in order to show that some of these unintuitive features are
not peculiar to the quantum theory, but rather that they are characteristic of
motion in a magnetic ﬁeld.
11.1 Classical Theory
The electric and magnetic ﬁelds, E and B, enter the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian forms of mechanics through the vector and scalar potentials, A and φ:
E = −∇φ −

1 ∂A
c ∂t

B = ∇ × A.

(11.1a)
(11.1b)

(The speed of light c appears only because of a conventional choice of units.)
The potentials are not unique. The ﬁelds E and B are unaﬀected by the
replacement
1 ∂χ
A → A = A + ∇χ , φ → φ = φ −
,
(11.2)
c ∂t
where χ = χ(x, t) is an arbitrary scalar function. This change of the potentials,
called a gauge transformation, has no eﬀect upon any physical result. It thus
appears, in classical mechanics, that the potentials are only a mathematical
construct having no direct physical signiﬁcance.
The Lagrangian for a particle of mass M and charge q in an arbitrary
electromagnetic ﬁelds is
L(x, v, t) =

M v2
q
− q φ (x, t) + v·A (x, t) ,
2
c
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where x and v = dx/dt are the position and velocity of the particle. The
signiﬁcance of (11.3) lies in the fact that Lagrange’s equation of motion,


d ∂L
∂L
= 0 (α = 1, 2, 3) ,
(11.4)
−
dt ∂vα
∂xα
leads, after an elementary calculation, to the correct Newtonian equation of
motion, M dv/dt = q(E + v × B/c).
From the Lagrangian, we can deﬁne the canonical momentum, pα =
∂L/∂vα . For a particle in a magnetic ﬁeld it has the form
q
(11.5)
p = Mv + A .
c
Since p, like A, is changed by a gauge transformation, it too lacks a direct
physical signiﬁcance. However, it is of considerable mathematical importance.
Lagrange’s equation (11.4) can be written as dpα /dt = ∂L/∂xα . Hence it
follows that if L is independent of xα (or in other words, if L is invariant under
a coordinate displacement of the form xα → xα + aα ), then it is the canonical
momentum pα that is conserved, and not the more intuitive quantity M vα .
The Hamiltonian for a particle in an electromagnetic ﬁeld is
H = v·p − L
M v2
+ qφ(x, t) ,
(11.6)
2
with the terms involving A canceling out of the ﬁnal expression. Since the
magnetic force on a moving particle is perpendicular to the velocity of
the particle, the magnetic ﬁeld does no work and hence does not enter
into the expression for the total energy H. How then can the Hamiltonian
generate the motion of the particle, which does depend upon the magnetic
ﬁeld, when the magnetic ﬁeld apparently does not enter into (11.6)? The
answer lies in the fact that Hamiltonian is to be regarded as a function of
position and momentum, not of position and velocity. Hence it is more proper
to rewrite (11.6) using (11.5) as
1 3
q 42
H=
p − A + qφ.
(11.7)
2M
c
=

Hamilton’s equations, dp/dt = −∂H/∂x and dx/dt = ∂H/∂p, then yield the
familiar Newtonian equation of motion.
Two important results from this classical theory, which also hold in the
quantum theory, are the relation (11.5) between velocity and canonical momentum, and the fact that the apparently more complicated Hamiltonian (11.7) is
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really just equal to the sum of kinetic plus potential energy. One should also
remember that in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld the momentum p is not an
observable quantity, but nevertheless it plays an important mathematical role.
11.2 Quantum Theory
It was shown in Sec. 3.4 that the requirement of Galilei invariance restricts
the possible external interactions of a particle to a scalar potential and a vector
potential. Since the coupling of the particle to the electromagnetic ﬁeld is
proportional to the particle’s charge q, the generic form of the Hamiltonian
(3.60) should be rewritten as
3
q 42
H = P − A /2M + q φ
(11.8)
c
in this case. (The factor 1/c is present only because of a conventional choice
of units.) Here P is the momentum operator of the particle. The vector
and scalar potentials, A = A(Q, t) and φ = φ(Q, t), are operators because
they are functions of the position operator Q. Their dependence (if any) on t
corresponds to the intrinsic time dependence of the ﬁelds. (Here we are using
the Schrödinger picture.)
The velocity operator, deﬁned in units of  by (3.39), is

 /

02
i
q
i
Vα = [H, Qα ] =
Pα − Aα , Qα

2M 
c
3
4
1
q
=
Pα − Aα , (α = x, y, z) .
(11.9)
M
c
As was the case for the classical theory, the momentum P is mathematically simpler than the velocity V. But the velocity has a more direct physical
signiﬁcance, so it is worth examining its mathematical properties.
The commutator of the position and velocity operators is

(11.10)
δαβ .
M
Apart from the factor of M , this is the same as the commutator for position
and momentum. However the commutator of the velocity components with
each other presents some novelty:
[Px , Py ] 3 q 42
[Vx , Vy ] =
+
[Ax , Ay ]
M2
Mc
q
− 2 {[Ax , Py ] + [Px , Ay ]} .
M c
[Qα , Vβ ] = i
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The ﬁrst and second terms vanish. The remaining terms can be evaluated most
easily by adopting the coordinate representation (Ch. 4), in which a vector
is represented by a function of the coordinates, ψ(x), and the momentum
operator becomes Pα = −i∂/∂xα. Thus we have


∂
∂
∂
∂
Ax
−
Ax +
Ay − Ay
ψ
∂y ∂y
∂x
∂x
 
 

q
∂Ax
∂Ay
=i 2
−
+
ψ
M c
∂y
∂x

q
[Vx , Vy ]ψ = i 2
M c

=i

q
q
(∇ × A)z ψ = i 2 Bz ψ .
M 2c
M c

Since this result holds for an arbitrary function ψ, it may be written as an
operator equation, valid in any representation: [Vx , Vy ] = i (q/M 2 c) Bz . This
may clearly be generalized to
[Vα , Vβ ] = i

q
εαβγ Bγ ,
M 2c

(11.11)

where εαβγ is the antisymmetric tensor [introduced in Eq. (3.22)]. The
commutator of two components of velocity is proportional to the magnetic
ﬁeld in the remaining direction.
Heisenberg equation of motion
The velocity operator (11.9) is equal to the rate of change of the position
operator, calculated from the Heisenberg equation of motion (3.73). Similarly,
an acceleration operator can be calculated as the rate of change of the velocity
operator. The product of mass times acceleration may naturally be regarded
as the force operator,
M

dVα
M
∂Vα
=i
[H, Vα ] + M
.
dt

∂t

(11.12)

(For simplicity of notation we shall not distinguish between the Schrödinger
and Heisenberg operators. This equation should therefore be regarded as referring to the instant of time t = t0 when the two pictures coincide.) To evaluate
the commutator in (11.12), it is useful to rewrite the Hamiltonian (11.8) as
H = 12 M V·V + qφ. Thus we have
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1
M
2
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[Vβ2 , Vα ] + q [φ, Vα ]
β

1
q
M
[φ, Pα ]
{Vβ [Vβ , Vα ] + [Vβ , Vα ] Vβ } +
2
M
β


q
1
q
(Vβ εβαγ Bγ + εβαγ Bγ Vβ ) +
= i
i (∇φ)α
2
Mc
M
β,γ


 
1
q
q
(∇φ)α .
= i
εαβγ (−Vβ Bγ + Bβ Vγ ) + i
2
Mc
M
=

β,γ

The last term of (11.12) has the value M ∂Vα /∂t = −(q/c)∂Aα /∂t. Combining
these results and writing (11.12) in vector form, we have
M

dV
1 3q 4
=
(V × B − B × V) + qE .
dt
2 c

(11.13)

This is just the operator for the Lorentz force, the only complication being
that the magnetic ﬁeld operator B (and also the electric ﬁeld operator E) is a
function of Q, and so B does not commute with V.
Coordinate representation
The Hamiltonian (11.8) may be written as
H=

P·P − (q/c)(P·A + A·P) + (q/c)2 A·A
+ qφ .
2M

The diﬀerence between P·A and A·P can be determined by the action of these
operators on an arbitrary function ψ(x):
P·A ψ = −i ∇·Aψ = −i A·∇ψ − iψ (∇·A) .
Since ψ is an arbitrary function, this may be written as an operator relation,
P·A − A·P = − i divA ,

(11.14)

which holds in any representation. (It is always possible to choose the vector
potential so that divA = 0, and this is often done.) The general form of the
Hamiltonian in coordinate representation is
H=−

2 2 iq
iq
q2
∇ +
A·∇ +
( divA) +
A2 + qφ .
2M
Mc
2M c
2M c2

(11.15)
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In interpreting this expression, it should be remembered that, in spite
of the apparent complexity, the sum of the ﬁrst four terms is just the
kinetic energy, 12 M V 2 . Sometimes the ﬁrst term is described as the kinetic
energy, and the next three terms are described as paramagnetic and diamagnetic corrections. That is not correct, and indeed the individual terms have no
distinct physical signiﬁcance because they are not separately invariant under
gauge transformations. For many purposes, it is preferable not to expand the
quadratic term of the Hamiltonian, but rather to write it more compactly as

2
1

q
H=
∇ − A + qφ .
(11.16)
2M i
c
Gauge transformations
The electric and magnetic ﬁelds are not changed by the transformation
(11.2) of the potentials. On the basis of our previous experience, we may
anticipate that there will be a corresponding transformation of the state
function that will, at most, transform it into a physically equivalent state
function. Since the squared modulus, |Ψ(x, t)|2 , is signiﬁcant as a probability
density, this implies that only the phase of the complex function Ψ(x, t) can be
aﬀected by the transformation. (This is similar to the Galilei transformations,
which were studied in Sec. 4.3.)
The Schrödinger equation,

2
1

q
∂
∇ − A Ψ + q φ Ψ = i
Ψ,
(11.17)
2M i
c
∂t
is unchanged by the combined substitutions:
A → A = A + ∇χ ,

(11.18a)

1 ∂χ
,
c ∂t

(11.18b)

Ψ → Ψ = Ψei(q/c)χ ,

(11.18c)

φ → φ = φ −

where χ = χ(x, t) is an arbitrary scalar function. It is this set of transformations, rather than (11.2), which is called a gauge transformation in quantum
mechanics. That the transformed equation

2
1

q
∂
∇ − A Ψ + q φ Ψ = i Ψ
(11.17 )
2M i
c
∂t
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is equivalent to the original (11.17) can be demonstrated in two steps. First,
on the right hand side of (11.17 ) the time derivative of the phase factor from
(11.18c) exactly compensates for the extra term introduced on the left hand
side by the scalar potential (11.18b). Second, it is easily veriﬁed that





q
q

∇ − A ei(q/c)χ Ψ = ei(q/c)χ
∇− A Ψ
(11.19)
i
c
i
c
since the gradient of the phase factor on the left hand side compensates for
the extra term in the vector potential introduced by (11.18a). Hence it follows
that (11.17) diﬀers from (11.17) only by an additional phase factor on both
sides of the equation, and so the original and the transformed equations are
equivalent.
From (11.19) it follows that the average velocity,
* 
 +
 P
qA 

−
Ψ ,
Ψ|V|Ψ ≡ Ψ 
M
Mc 
is invariant under gauge transformations, whereas the average momentum
Ψ|P|Ψ is not. For this reason, the physical signiﬁcance of a result will
usually be more apparent if it is expressed in terms of the velocity, rather
than in terms of the momentum.
We can also show that the eigenvalue spectrum of a component of velocity
is gauge-invariant, even though the form of the velocity operator, (P/M −
qA/M c), depends on the particular choice of vector potential. Suppose that
ψ(x) is an eigenvector of Vz ,


qAz
Pz
−
ψ(x) = vz ψ(x) .
(11.20)
M
Mc
Consider now another equivalent vector potential, A = A+∇χ. From (11.19)
and (11.20) we obtain




Pz
Pz
qAz
qAz
−
ei(q/c)χ ψ(x) = ei(q/c)χ
−
ψ(x)
M
Mc
M
Mc
= vz ei(q/c)χ ψ(x) .

(11.21)

Thus the operators Pz − qAz /c and Pz − qAz /c must have the same eigenvalue
spectrum.
Probability current density
The probability current density J(x, t) was introduced in Sec. 4.4 through
the continuity equation, divJ + (∂/∂t)|Ψ|2 = 0, which expresses the conservation of probability. In the presence of a nonvanishing vector potential, the
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expressions (4.22) and (4.24) are no longer equal, and it is the latter that is
correct:




P
qA(x, t)
J(x, t) = Re Ψ∗ (x, t)
−
Ψ(x, t) .
(11.22)
M
Mc
(Proof that this expression satisﬁes the continuity equation is left for
Problem 11.2.) It is apparent from (11.19) that this expression for J(x, t)
is gauge-invariant.
11.3 Motion in a Uniform Static Magnetic Field
In this section we treat in detail the quantum theory of a charged particle
in a spatially homogeneous static magnetic ﬁeld. Only the orbital motion will
be considered, and any eﬀects of spin or intrinsic magnetic moment will be
omitted.
Throughout this section the magnetic ﬁeld will be of magnitude B in the
z direction. There are, of course, many diﬀerent vector potentials that can
generate this magnetic ﬁeld. Some of the following results will depend only
upon the magnetic ﬁeld, whereas others will depend upon the particular choice
of vector potential. Although the vanishing of the electric ﬁeld requires only
that the combination (11.1a) of scalar and vector potentials should vanish, we
shall assume that the vector potential is static and that the scalar potential
vanishes.
Energy levels
The most direct derivation of the energy levels can be obtained by writing
the Hamiltonian (11.8) in terms of the components of the velocity operator
(11.9): H = Hxy + Hz , with Hxy = 12 M (Vx2 + Vy2 ) and Hz = 12 M Vz2 . Since
Bx = By = 0, it follows from (11.11) that Vz commutes with Vx and Vy . Hence
the operators Hxy and Hz are commutative, and every eigenvalue of H is just
the sum of an eigenvalue of Hxy and an eigenvalue of Hz .
By introducing the notations γ = (|q|B/M 2 c)1/2 , Vx = γQ and Vy = γP  ,
we formally obtain Hxy = 12 (|q|B/M c)(P 2 +Q2 ) with Q P  −P  Q = i. (Note
that Q and P  are only formal symbols and do not represent the position and
momentum of the particle.) These equations are isomorphic to (6.7) and (6.6)
for the harmonic oscillator (Sec. 6.1), and therefore the eigenvalues of Hxy
must be equal to (n + 12 )|q|B/M c, where n is any nonnegative integer.
The eigenvalue spectrum of Hz is trivially obtained from that of Vz . The
spectrum of Vz ≡ Pz /M − qAz /M c has been shown to be gauge-invariant.
Because the magnetic ﬁeld is uniform and in the z direction, it is possible to
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choose the vector potential such that Az = 0. Therefore the spectrum of Vz is
continuous from −∞ to ∞, like that of Pz .
Thus the energy eigenvalues for a charged particle in a uniform static
magnetic ﬁeld B are
En (vz ) =

(n + 12 )|q|B
1
+ M vz2 ,
Mc
2

(n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) .

(11.23)

This result is independent of the particular vector potential that may be used
to generate the prescribed magnetic ﬁeld.
This form for the energies is easily interpreted. The motion parallel to
the magnetic ﬁeld is not coupled to the transverse motion, and is unaﬀected
by the ﬁeld. The classical motion in the plane perpendicular to the ﬁeld is
in a circular orbit with angular frequency ωc = qB/M c (called the cyclotron
frequency), and it is well known that periodic motions correspond to discrete
energy levels whose separation is |ωc |.
If we want not only the energies but also the corresponding state functions,
it is necessary to choose a particular coordinate system and a particular form
for the vector potential.
Solution in rectangular coordinates
Let us choose the vector potential to be Ax = −yB, Ay = Az = 0. One can
easily verify that ∇·A = 0 and that ∇ × A = B is in the z direction. The
Hamiltonian (11.8) now becomes
H=

(Px + yqB/c)2 + Py2 + Pz2
.
2M

(11.24)

It is apparent that Px and Pz commute with H (and that Py does not), so it
is possible to construct a complete set of common eigenvectors of H, Px , and
Pz .
In coordinate representation, the eigenvalue equation H|Ψ = E|Ψ now
takes the form
iq
−2 2
∂
q2 B 2 2
y Ψ = EΨ .
∇ Ψ−
By
Ψ+
2M
Mc
∂x
2M c2

(11.25)

Since Ψ can be chosen to also be an eigenfunction of Px and Pz , we may
substitute
(11.26)
Ψ(x, y, z) = exp{i(kx x + kz z)}φ(y) ,
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thereby reducing (11.25) to an ordinary diﬀerential equation,
 2 2

2
−2 d2 φ(y) qBkx
q B 2
2
2
+
yφ(y) +
y +
(k + kz ) − E φ(y) = 0 .
2M dy 2
Mc
2M c2
2M x
(11.27)
The term linear in y can be removed by shifting the origin to the point y0 =
−kx c/qB. The equation then takes the form


M ωc2
−2 d2 φ(y)
2

+
(y
−
y
)
−
E
φ(y) = 0 ,
0
2M dy 2
2

(11.28)

where ωc = qB/M c is the classical cyclotron frequency, and E  = E −2 kz2 /2M
is the energy associated with motion in the xy plane. This is just the form of
Eq. (6.21) for a simple harmonic oscillator with angular frequency ω = |ωc |,
whose eigenvalues are E  = ω(n+ 12 ), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Thus the energies for the
charged particle in the magnetic ﬁeld must be E  = |ωc |(n + 12 ) + 2 kz2 /2M ,
conﬁrming the result (11.23). The function φ(y) is a harmonic oscillator
eigenfunction, of the form (6.32). Apart from a normalization constant, the
eigenfunction (11.26) will be


1 2
2
Ψ(x, y, z) = exp{i(kx x+kz z)} Hn {α(y−y0 )} exp − α (y − y0 )
, (11.29)
2
with α = (M |ωc |/)1/2 = (|q|B/c)1/2 ), and y0 = −kx c/qB. Here Hn is a
Hermite polynomial. It is useful to deﬁne a characteristic magnetic length,
−1

am = α


=

c
|q|B

1/2
.

(11.30)

In terms of this length, the center of the Hermite polynomial in (11.29) is
located at y0 = −(q/|q|)kx a2m .
The interpretation of this state function is far from obvious. The classical
motion is a circular orbit in the xy plane. But (11.29) does not reveal such
a motion, the x dependence of Ψ being an extended plane wave, while the y
dependence is that of a localized harmonic oscillator function. The x and z
dependences of Ψ are the same; nevertheless the energy E is independent of
kx while kz contributes an ordinary kinetic energy term. These puzzles can be
resolved by considering the orbit center coordinates.
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An orbit of a charged particle (q > 0) in a magnetic ﬁeld (directed toward the

Orbit center coordinates
Consider a classical particle moving with speed v in a circular orbit of
radius r, as shown in Fig. 11.1. The magnetic force is equal to the mass
times the centripetal acceleration, qvB/c = M v 2 /r. The angular frequency,
ωc ≡ v/r = qB/M c, is independent of the size of the orbit. The equations for
the orbital position and velocity of the particle are of the forms
x − x0 = r cos(ωc t + θ) ,

y − y0 = −r sin(ωc t + θ) ,

vx = −ωc r sin(ωc t + θ) ,

vy = −ωc r cos(ωc t + θ) .

(11.31)

(These equations are correct for both positive and negative charges if we take
ωc to have the same sign as the charge q.) Hence the coordinates of the orbit
center are x0 = x + vy /ωc and y0 = y − vx /ωc . We conclude this brief classical
analysis with the seemingly trivial remark that the orbit center coordinates are
constants of motion.
Let us now, by analogy, deﬁne quantum-mechanical orbit center operators,
X0 and Y0 , in terms of the position operator and the velocity operator (11.9):
X0 = Qx +

Vy
,
ωc

Y0 = Qy −

Vx
.
ωc

(11.32)

It is easy to verify using (11.10) and (11.11), that if the x and y components
of the magnetic ﬁeld vanish then
[H, X0 ] = [H, Y0 ] = 0 .

(11.33)

(This is another case in which it is simpler to express the Hamiltonian in
terms of the velocity than in terms of the momentum.) Thus the orbit center
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coordinates are quantum-mechanical constants of motion, a result that is
independent of the particular choice of vector potential.
It is not possible to construct eigenfunctions corresponding to a deﬁnite
orbit center because the operators X0 and Y0 do not commute. A simple
calculation yields
−ic
q
[X0 , Y0 ] =
= −i a2m .
(11.34)
qB
|q|
In accordance with (8.27) and (8.31), there is an indeterminacy relation connecting the ﬂuctuations of the two orbit center coordinates: ∆X0 ∆Y0 ≥ 12 a2m .
It is possible to construct common eigenfunctions of H and X0 , or of H and
Y0 , but not of all three operators.
For the particular vector potential Ax = −yB, Ay = Az = 0, the orbit
center operators become X0 = Qx + cPy /qB, Y0 = −cPx /qB. Thus it is
apparent that the energy eigenfunction (11.29) is also an eigenfunction of Y0
with eigenvalue y0 = −ckx /qB. This result illustrates the nonintuitive nature
of the canonical momentum in the presence of a vector potential. The reason
why the energy eigenvalue of (11.27) does not depend on kx is that in this case
the momentum component kx does not describe motion in the x direction,
but rather position in the y direction! Roughly speaking, we may think of
the state function (11.29) as describing an ensemble of circular orbits whose
centers are distributed uniformly along the line y = y0 . (That this picture is
only roughly accurate can be seen from the quantum ﬂuctuations in the orbit
size, as evidenced by the exponential tails on the position probability density
in the y direction.)
Degeneracy of energy levels
Even for ﬁxed n and vz , the energy eigenvalue (11.23) is highly degenerate. Although the degree of degeneracy must be gauge-invariant, it is easier
to calculate it for the particular coordinate system and vector potential corresponding to (11.29). These degenerate energy levels (for ﬁxed n and kz ) are
often called Landau levels, after Lev Landau, who ﬁrst obtained the solution
(11.29).
With kz held constant, the problem is eﬀectively reduced to two dimensions. For convenience, we assume that the system is conﬁned to a rectangle of
dimension Dx × Dy and subject to periodic boundary conditions. The allowed
values of kx are kx = 2πnx /Dx , with nx = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . Now the orbit center
coordinate, y0 = −(q/|q|)kx a2m = −(q/|q|)a2m 2πnx /Dx , must lie in the range
0 < y0 < Dy . In the limit as Dx and Dy become large, we may ignore any
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problems associated with orbits lying near the boundary, since they will be a
negligible fraction of the total. In this limit the number of degenerate states
corresponding to ﬁxed n and kz will be Dx Dy /2πa2m .
This result suggests a simple geometrical interpretation, namely that each
state is associated with an area of magnitude 2πa2m in the plane perpendicular
to the magnetic ﬁeld. The quantity Φ0 = 2πc/q = hc/q is a natural unit of
magnetic ﬂux. In a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld B, the area 2πa2m encloses one
unit of ﬂux. Thus the degeneracy factor of a Landau level is simply equal to
the number of units of magnetic ﬂux passing through the system.
Orbit radius and angular momentum
It is possible to obtain a more direct description of the circular orbital
motion of the particle than that contained implicitly in the state functions of
the form (11.29). We may conﬁne our attention to motion in the xy plane,
since it is now apparent that the nontrivial aspect of the problem concerns
motion perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld. From the position operators, Qx
and Qy , and the orbit center operators, X0 and Y0 , we construct an orbit radius
operator, rc :
rc2 = (Qx − X0 )2 + (Qy − Y0 )2 .
(11.35)
From (11.32) we obtain rc2 = ωc−2 (Vx2 + Vy2 ), and hence the transverse Hamiltonian satisﬁes the relation
Hxy ≡

1
1
M (Vx2 + Vy2 ) = M ωc2 rc2 ,
2
2

(11.36)

a relation that also holds in classical mechanics. From the known eigenvalues
of Hxy , which are equal to |ωc |(n+ 12 ), we deduce that the eigenvalues of rc2 are
a2m (2n + 1), with n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The degeneracy of the energy levels is due to
the fact that the energy does not depend upon the position of the orbit center.
Since the operators X0 and Y0 commute Hxy but not with each other, it follows
that the degenerate eigenvalues of Hxy form a one-parameter family (rather
than a two-parameter family, as would be the case if the two constants of
motion, X0 and Y0 , were commutative). To emphasize the rotational symmetry
of the problem, we introduce the operator
R0 2 = X0 2 + Y0 2 ,

(11.37)

whose interpretation is the square of the distance of the orbit center from
the origin. The degenerate eigenfunctions of Hxy can be distinguished by the
eigenvalues of R0 2 . [These will not be the particular functions (11.29).]
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The set of three operators {X0 /am , Y0 /am , H  ≡ 12 (X0 /am )2 + 12 (Y0 /am )2 }
are isomorphic in their commutation relations to the position, momentum, and
Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator (see Sec. 6.1). Hence the eigenvalues of
H  are equal to B + 12 with B = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Thus the eigenvalues of R0 2 are
equal to a2m (2B + 1), (B = 0, 1, 2, . . .).
Suppose that the system is a cylinder of radius R. Since the orbit
center must lie inside the system, we must impose the condition R0 2 ≤ R2 .
If we ignore any problems with orbits near the boundary, since they will be
a negligible fraction of the total in the limit of large R, then the degeneracy factor of an energy level (the number of allowed values of B) is equal to
1
2
2
2
2 (R/am ) = πR /2πam . This agrees with our previous conclusion that each
state is associated with an area 2πa2m .
The orbital angular momentum in the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld is
Lz = Qx Py − Qy Px = M (Qx Vy − Qy Vx ) + (q/c)(Qx Ay − Qy Ax ). It will be constant of motion if we choose the vector potential to have cylindrical symmetry.
Therefore we take the operator for the vector potential to be A(Q) = 12 B × Q,
which has components (− 12 BQy , 12 BQx , 0). Thus we obtain
Lz = M (Qx Vy − Qy Vx ) +
=

qB
(R0 2 − rc 2 ) .
2c

q
(Q2 + Q2y )
2c x
(11.38)

[The second line is obtained by using (11.32) to eliminate the velocity
operators.] It is apparent that the angular momentum is indeed a constant
of motion, but it is not independent of those already found. Recall that rc 2 is
proportional to the energy of transverse motion, and that R0 2 is an orbit center
coordinate that distinguishes degenerate states. Those degenerate states could
equally well be distinguished by the orbital angular momentum eigenvalue m.
It is now apparent that the angular momentum can have a very unintuitive
signiﬁcance in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld. If we consider it to vary at
ﬁxed energy, it has little to do with rotational motion, but is instead related
to the radial position of the orbit center. Suppose the radius R of the system
becomes inﬁnite. Then for ﬁxed energy (ﬁxed rc 2 ) the allowed values of angular
momentum will be bounded in one direction and unbounded in the other, since
R0 2 is bounded below. (If R0 2 is ﬁxed at its minimum value, and the energy and
angular momentum are allowed to vary together, then the angular momentum
plays a more familiar role.)
It is possible to solve the Schrödinger equation directly in cylindrical
coordinates, verifying in detail the results obtained above, and also obtaining
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explicit eigenfunctions (Problem 11.6). But the interpretation of those eigenfunctions as physical states would be very obscure without knowledge of the
relation (11.38).
11.4 The Aharonov Bohm Eﬀect
In classical electrodynamics, the vector and scalar potentials were introduced as convenient mathematical aids for calculating the electric and
magnetic ﬁelds. Only the ﬁelds, not the potentials, were regarded as having
physical signiﬁcance. Since the ﬁelds are not aﬀected by the substitution
(11.2), it follows that the equations of motion must be invariant under that
substitution. In quantum mechanics these changes to the vector and scalar
potentials must be accompanied by a change in the phase of the wave function Ψ. The theory is then invariant under the gauge transformation (11.18).
Because of its classical origin, it is natural to suppose that the principle of
gauge invariance merely expresses, in the quantum mechanical context, the
notion that only the ﬁelds but not the potentials have physical signiﬁcance.
However, Aharonov and Bohm (1959) showed that there are situations in which
such an interpretation is diﬃcult to maintain.
They considered an experiment like that shown in Fig. 11.2, which consists
of a charged particle source and a double slit diﬀraction apparatus. A long
solenoid is placed perpendicular to the plane of the ﬁgure, so that a magnetic
ﬁeld can be created inside the solenoid while the region external to the solenoid
remains ﬁeld-free. The solenoid is located in the unilluminated shadow region
so that no particles will reach it, and moreover it may be surrounded by a
cylindrical shield that is impenetrable to the charged particles. Nevertheless
it can be shown that the interference pattern depends upon the magnetic ﬂux
through the cylinder.
Let Ψ(0) (x, t) be the solution of the Schrödinger equation and boundary
conditions of this problem for the case in which the vector potential is everywhere zero. Now let us consider the case of interest, in which the magnetic ﬁeld
is nonzero inside the cylinder but zero outside of it. The vector potential A
will not vanish everywhere in the exterior region, even though B = ∇ × A = 0
outside of the cylinder. This
to any path
. follows by
 applying Stokes’s theorem

surrounding the cylinder: A·dx =
(∇ × A)·dS =
B·dS = Φ. If the
ﬂux Φ through the cylinder is not zero, then the vector potential must be
nonzero on every path that encloses the cylinder. However in any simply
connected region outside of the cylinder, it is possible to express the vector
potential as the gradient of a scalar, from the zero-potential solution by means
of a gauge transformation, Ψ = Ψ(0) ei(q/c)Λ .
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Fig. 11.2 The Aharonov–Bohm experiment. Charged particles from the source a pass
through the double slit. The interference pattern formed at the bottom screen depends
upon the magnetic ﬂux through the impenetrable cylinder.

This technique will now be applied to each of the (overlapping) regions L
and R shown in Fig. 11.2. In region L, which contains the slit on the left, the
(0)
(0)
wave function can be written as ΨL = ΨL ei(q/c)Λ1, where ΨL is the zeropotential solution in region L, and Λ1 = Λ1 (x, t) = A·dx, with the integral
taken along a path within region L. Since ∇ × A = 0 inside L, the value of
this integral depends only upon the end points of the path, provided, of course,
that the path remains within L and does not cross the cylinder of magnetic
ﬂux. A similar form can be written for the wave function in the region R,
which contains the slit on the right.
At the point b, in the overlap of regions L and R, the wave function is a
superposition of contributions from both slits. Hence we have
(0)



(0)

Ψ(b) = ΨL ei(q/c)Λ1 + ΨR ei(q/c)Λ2 .

(11.39)

Here Λ1 = A·dx with
 the path of integration running from a to b through
region L, and Λ2 = A·dx with the path of integration running from a to b
through region R. The interference pattern depends upon the relative phase
of the two terms in (11.39), ei(q/c)(Λ1 −Λ2 ) . But (Λ1 − Λ2 ), the diﬀerence
between the integrals along paths on either side of the cylinder,.is equivalent
to an integral around a closed path surrounding the cylinder, A·dx = Φ.
Therefore the interference pattern is sensitive to the magnetic ﬂux inside of
the cylinder, even though the particles never pass through the region in which
the magnetic ﬁeld is nonzero! This prediction, which has been experimentally
veriﬁed, was very surprising when it was ﬁrst announced.
Several remarks about this eﬀect are in order. First, the relative phase of
the two terms of (11.39) is (eiqΦ/c ). If the magnetic ﬂux Φ were quantized
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in multiples of 2πc/q then this phase factor would be equal to 1, and there
would be no observable dependence of the interference pattern upon the ﬂux.
This possibility, which would have given quantum-mechanical signiﬁcance to
Faraday’s lines of magnetic force, has been experimentally demonstrated to be
false. Magnetic ﬂux is not quantized.
[[ The phenomenon in superconductivity known as “ﬂux quantization” is
that the total ﬂux enclosed by a ring of superconducting material must
be a multiple of πc/e. The extra factor of 12 occurs because current is
carried by correlated pairs of electrons, whose charge is q = 2e. This “ﬂux
quantization” phenomenon is a peculiar property of the superconducting
state, and is not a general property of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. ]]
Second, the existence of the Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect is surprising because
the particle never enters the region in which the magnetic ﬁeld is nonzero.
Therefore the classical Lorentz force on the particle is zero, and the classical
trajectory would not be deﬂected by the inaccessible magnetic ﬁeld in the
cylinder. This remains true in quantum mechanics on the average. According
to (11.13), the ensemble average rate of change of the particle velocity for this
state is
*
+
13 q 4
dV
=
Ψ|(V × B − B × V)|Ψ = 0 .
(11.40)
dt
2 Mc
This expression vanishes because Ψ(x) is zero wherever B(x) is nonzero and
vice versa. Although the magnetic ﬂux inside the cylinder aﬀects the motions
of the individual particles, it produces zero average deﬂection. The positions
of the fringes within the diﬀraction pattern shift systematically as the ﬂux Φ
is varied, but their intensities change simultaneously, so that the centroid of
the diﬀraction pattern does not move.
Bound state Aharonov Bohm eﬀect
The above analysis of the AB diﬀraction experiment was rather schematic.
However, it is possible to give a bound state version which can be easily and
rigorously analyzed. This example demonstrates more clearly that the AB
eﬀect (the inﬂuence on charged particles of inaccessible magnetic ﬁelds) is an
inevitable consequence of the principles of quantum mechanics. Unfortunately,
it is not so easy to realize it experimentally.
Consider a particle of charge q conﬁned to the interior of a torus of
rectangular cross section. We use cylindrical coordinates
(ρ, φ, z), whose rela1
tions to the rectangular coordinates are ρ = x2 + y 2 and φ = tan−1 (y/x).
(There should be no confusion between the present use of the symbol φ as
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a coordinate, and its use in previous sections as the electromagnetic scalar
potential. No scalar potential will occur in this section.) The z axis is the
rotational symmetry axis of the torus. The charged particle is conﬁned within
the region deﬁned by the limits
a < ρ < b,

−s < z < s .

(11.41)

The state function Ψ = Ψ (ρ, φ, z) vanishes outside of these limits. A magnetic
ﬂux Φ threads the “donut hole” of the torus, but the magnetic ﬁeld is zero in
the region (11.41). The vector potential is necessarily nonzero in the region
(11.41), and the cylindrically symmetric potential
Aφ =

Φ
,
2πρ

Aρ = Az = 0

(11.42)

is consistent with such a magnetic ﬁeld.
The Hamiltonian (11.15) now takes the form
H=−

q 2 Φ2
2 2
iqΦ ∂
∇ +
+
,
2M
2πM cρ2 ∂φ 8π 2 M c2 ρ2

(11.43)

with ∇2 = (∂/∂ρ)2 + ρ−1 (∂/∂ρ) + ρ−2 (∂/∂φ)2 + (∂/∂z)2 in cylindrical
coordinates. The state functions are eigenfunctions of H, satisfying HΨ = EΨ.
It can be veriﬁed by direct substitution that the eigenfunctions are of the form


jπ(z + s)
Ψ(ρ, φ, z) = Rn (ρ)eimφ sin
.
(11.44)
2s
Here j must be a positive integer in order to satisfy the boundary condition
Ψ = 0 at z = ±s. The value of m must be an integer in order for Ψ to be singlevalued under rotation by 2π. (It was shown in Sec. 7.3 that the restriction
of m to integer values also follows from the fundamental properties of the
orbital angular momentum operators.) The radial function Rn (ρ) satisﬁes the
boundary conditions Rn (a) = Rn (b) = 0, and is a solution of the equation
1 dRn
−2M
d2 Rn
(m − F )2
+
Rn − kz2 Rn =
E Rn ,
−
2
dρ
ρ dρ
ρ2
2

(11.45)

where kz = jπ/2s, and F = Φq/2πc is the magnetic ﬂux expressed in natural
units. The radial function Rn (ρ) can be given explicitly in terms of Bessel
functions, but that is not necessary for present purposes. It is suﬃcient to
note that, according to (11.45), the energy E of the stationary state clearly
must depend on the magnetic ﬂux, even though the Schrödinger equation has
been solved in the region a < ρ < b and the ﬂux is conﬁned to the inaccessible
region ρ < a.
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The AB eﬀect is a topological eﬀect, in that the eﬀect depends on the ﬂux
encircled by the paths available to the particle, even though the paths may
never approach the region of the ﬂux. Since the magnetic force on the charge
q, qv × B, vanishes on all possible paths of the particle, one might wonder
whether the charge is necessary for the eﬀect. According to the theory, the
eﬀect depends on the dimensionless ratio Φq/hc, which is proportional to the
charge, and it has been experimentally conﬁrmed that no AB eﬀect occurs if
neutrons are used instead of electrons.
Many analogs of the AB eﬀect have now been observed. One of these, the
Aharonov–Casher (AC) eﬀect, is interesting because it is the dual of the AB
eﬀect. The ﬂux in Fig. 11.2 can be produced by a thin cylinder of magnetized material, which is really a line of magnetic dipoles. So the AB eﬀect
can be viewed as the relative phase shift between two charged particle beams
that enclose a line of magnetic dipoles. The AC eﬀect is the relative phase
shift between two magnetic dipole beams that enclose a line of electric charge.
That the AB and AC eﬀects are mathematically exact duals of each other was
shown by Hagen (1990). The eﬀect was ﬁrst demonstrated experimentally by
Cimmino et al. (1989), using neutrons to form the electrically neutral beam of
magnetic dipoles. The eﬀect has been conﬁrmed, with much greater precision,
by Sangster et al. (1993) using a beam of TlF molecules.
How should we interpret the electromagnetic potentials in light of the
Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect? If we adhere to the classical view that only the
electric and magnetic ﬁelds are physically signiﬁcant, then we must admit
that in quantum mechanics they can have a nonlocal inﬂuence. That is to say,
they can inﬂuence the motions of charged particles even though the particles
do not enter any region of space where the ﬁelds exist. Alternatively, we may
grant that the potentials themselves are physically signiﬁcant; however, they
are subject to the requirement that all observable eﬀects be invariant under
gauge transformations. Both points of view are logically tenable. However, the
second view seems more natural, since the Hamiltonian and the Schrödinger
equation are naturally expressed in terms of the potentials. This view is also
more in keeping with the modern non-Abelian gauge theories of fundamental
processes.
11.5 The Zeeman Eﬀect
The name of this eﬀect is derived from the discovery by P. Zeeman in 1896,
that the spectral lines of atoms were often split when the atom was placed in
a magnetic ﬁeld. We shall use the term to refer to the eﬀect of a magnetic
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ﬁeld on atomic states and energy levels. To study it mathematically, we must
add the spherically symmetric atomic potential W (r) to the Hamiltonian of
an electron in a uniform magnetic ﬁeld.
The Hamiltonian for an electron in the atom is
H=
=

{P + (e/c)A}2
+ W (r)
2M
P2
e
e2 A2
+ W (r) ,
+
A·P +
2M
Mc
2M c2

(11.46)

where the mass of the electron is M , and its charge is −e = −|e|. We have
used the simpliﬁcation P·A = A·P, which is valid if divA = 0 [see Eq. 11.14].
In order to proceed further, it is necessary to choose a speciﬁc form for the
vector potential. We shall take it to be A(x) = 12 (B × x). It then follows that
A·P = 12 (B × x)·P = 12 B·(x × P) = 12 B·L, with L being the orbital angular
momentum operator. The Hamiltonian then becomes
H=

P2
e
e2
(B × x)2 + W (r) .
+
B·L +
2M
2M c
8M c2

(11.47)

For weak magnetic ﬁelds it is convenient to write this Hamiltonian in the
form
e
e2
H = Ha +
(B × x)2 ,
(11.48)
B·L +
2M c
8M c2
where Ha = P 2 /2M + W (r) is the Hamiltonian of the free atom. Its eigenfunctions are similar in form to those of the hydrogen atom, and they will
be denoted as Ψn3m , where n is the principal quantum number, and B and m
are the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers. The function Ψn3m is
a common eigenfunction of the operators H, L·L, and Lz . If we neglect the
last term of (11.48), which is of the second order in the magnetic ﬁeld, and
choose the magnetic ﬁeld to lie along the z axis, then Ψn3m will also be an
eigenfunction of H. To the ﬁrst order in the magnetic ﬁeld, the atomic energy
levels will be displaced by an amount
(1)

En3m =

eB
m,
2M c

(11.49)

and the eigenfunctions will be unchanged. Thus the degeneracy of the (2B + 1)fold multiplet of ﬁxed n and B, due to the spherical symmetry of the atom, is
broken by the magnetic ﬁeld.
The term linear in B in (11.48), which gives rise to (11.49), is equivalent
to the potential energy −µL ·B of the orbital magnetic dipole moment µL =
(−e/2M c)L. There is also a magnetic dipole moment associated with the spin,
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µs = (−e/M c)S, and so in practice one must also add the spin term −µs ·B
to the Hamiltonian. The net eﬀect of the orbital and spin magnetic moments
was treated in an example at the end of Sec. 7.8, and the dynamics of spins
are treated in Ch. 12.
Although the calculation leading to (11.49) appears very simple, the
approximation that was made is not above suspicion. We have, in eﬀect,
neglected the A2 term in (11.46) compared with the term that is linear in
A. But the division between those two terms is not gauge-invariant, and so
the eﬀect of neglecting the second order term is ambiguous. Since we ﬁrst
specialized to a particular vector potential, A = 12 B × x, it could be argued
that we are really neglecting a term that is second order in the magnetic ﬁeld
strength B. But the second order term in (11.47) becomes arbitrarily large
at large distances, no matter how small B may be, and so its neglect is not
obviously justiﬁed. In this particular problem, we are saved by the fact that
the eigenfunctions Ψn3m decay exponentially at large distances, and this overpowers the divergence of (B × x)2 . But, in general, an expansion in powers
of B can be very dangerous, no matter how small B may be. For example,
the eigenfunction (11.29) for an unbound particle in a magnetic ﬁeld has no
reasonable limit for B → 0.
For strong magnetic ﬁelds the term in the Hamiltonian that is proportional
to B 2 becomes important. This term is (e2 /8M c2)(B × x)2 = (e2 /8M c2 )
(B r sin θ)2 , where the angle θ is measured from the axis of cylindrical symmetry, deﬁned by the magnetic ﬁeld. It has the form of an attractive potential
that increases in proportion to the square of the perpendicular distance from
the axis of symmetry, ρ = r sin θ. Its eﬀect is to squeeze the atom into a thin
elongated shape.
For very strong magnetic ﬁelds, the atomic potential W (r) can be treated
as a small correction. In this case it is convenient to write the Hamiltonian
(11.47) as
P2
H = H⊥ + z + W (r) ,
(11.50)
2M
where
(Px2 + Py2 )
e
e2
H⊥ =
+
B·L +
(B × x)2
(11.51)
2M
2M c
8M c2
is the Hamiltonian for motion in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic
ﬁeld, which is in the z direction. The common eigenfunctions of H⊥ and Lz
can be obtained in polar coordinates, and will be denoted as ψn,m (ρ, θ). The
corresponding energy eigenvalues are given by
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H⊥ ψn,m (ρ, φ) = E⊥ ψn,m (ρ, φ)


1
1
= ωc n + (m + |m|) +
ψn,m (ρ, φ) .
2
2

(11.52)

(This result is a part of Problem 11.6.) Here n is the number of radial nodes
in the eigenfunction, m is the orbital angular momentum eigenvalue, and
ωc = eB/M c is the cyclotron frequency of the electron.
Now if the atomic potential W (r) is small compared to those terms in
(11.51) involving B, the eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian (11.50) should
closely resemble those of H⊥ . Therefore, in the eigenvalue equation
HΨ(ρ, φ, z) = EΨ(ρ, φ, z) ,

(11.53)

we shall seek approximate eigenfunctions having the form
Ψ(ρ, φ, z) ≈ ψn,m (ρ, θ)f (z) .

(11.54)

When this function is operated on by the Hamiltonian (11.50), we obtain


Pz2
+ W (r) ψn,m (ρ, θ)f (z) = E⊥ ψn,m (ρ, θ)f (z)
H⊥ +
2M


31
4
2 
2
2
+ −
ρ + z f (z) ψn,m (ρ, φ) ,
f (z) + W
2M
(11.55)
where f  (z) is the second derivative of f (z). It is clear that we do not have
an exact eigenfunction of H because W depends on both ρ and z. But if we
substitute (11.54) into (11.53), multiply by [ψn,m (ρ, φ)]∗ and integrate over ρ
and φ, we obtain an equation that determines the function f (z):
 2

Pz
+ Vm (z) f (z) = E f (z) ,
(11.56)
2M


where
Vm (z) =

|ψn,m (ρ, φ)|2 W
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4
ρ2 + z 2 ρ dρ dφ .

(11.57)

Alternatively, we can use (11.54) as a trial function in the variational method
(Sec. 10.6). Variation of the unknown function f (z) leads to (11.55) as the
condition for minimizing the energy. Thus, in the strong-magnetic-ﬁeld limit,
the problem reduces to that of ﬁnding the bound states of an eﬀective
one-dimensional potential, (11.57). The corresponding approximate energy
eigenvalue for Eq. (11.53) is E ≈ E⊥ + E .
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To proceed further we specialize to the hydrogen atom, for which W (r) =
−e2 /r, and calculate the ground state energy. Since the angular momentum
quantum number m is exactly conserved, it is no more diﬃcult to calculate
the lowest energy level for an arbitrary value of m. The corresponding transverse function, ψ0,m (ρ, φ), has no radial nodes (n = 0), and is of the form
(Problem 11.6)
2 !

ρ
eimφ ,
ψ0,m (ρ, φ) = Nρ |m| exp −
2am
where am = (c/eB)1/2 is the magnetic length, and N is a normalization
factor. The factor |ψ0,m (ρ, φ)|2 ρ in the integrand of (11.57) is peaked at
ρ = ρm ≡ [(2|m| + 1)c/eB]1/2 . If we replace the variable ρ in (11.57) with
the dominant value ρm , the eﬀective one-dimensional potential will become
Vm (z) ≈ −e2 /(ρ2m + z 2 )1/2 . It is more convenient, and should be no worse an
approximation, to further replace this by
Vm (z) ≈

−e2
,
ρm + |z|

(11.58)

which agrees with the previous expression at large z and at z = 0. This is the
so-called truncated Coulomb potential in one dimension, whose bound state
eigenvalues can be determined exactly [Haines and Roberts (1969)]. Its lowest
eigenvalue, in the limit of interest to us, is


2
2
a0
E = −
2
log
(ρm % a0 ) ,
(11.59)
2M a20
ρm
where a0 = 2 /Me2 is the Bohr radius. More accurate estimates of the largemagnetic-ﬁeld limit of the lowest eigenvalue for the true potential (11.57) are
similar to (11.59), but with a slightly diﬀerent numerical factor.
Adding E⊥ and E , and substituting the value of ρm , we obtain the lowest
energy eigenvalue for a ﬁxed of m,
1
E0,m = ωc (m + |m| + 1)
2
 
2
2
eBa20
−
,
(11.60)
log
2M a20
c(2|m| + 1)
this expression being valid for large magnetic ﬁelds. The ground state is
apparently the state with m = 0, and its energy is
 
2
eB
2
eBa20
E0,0 =
−
log
.
(11.61)
2M c 2M a20
c
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(These expressions omit the contribution from the spin.)
The energies for a hydrogen-like atom, whose potential is W (r) = −Ze2 /r,
can be obtained from those of the hydrogen atom by the scaling relation
E(Z, B) = Z 2 E(1, B/Z 2 ) (see Problem 11.8). Hence the ground state energy
of a hydrogen-like atom in a strong magnetic ﬁeld is
eB
Z 2 2
−
E0,0 (Z, B) =
2M c 2M a20




log

eBa20
cZ 2

2
,

the second term being the contribution of the atomic potential. Note that its
dependence on the potential strength Z is not analytic, being proportional to
{Z log(Z)}2 . This is a consequence of the singular character of the Coulomb
potential.
Although both the low and high ﬁeld limits can be treated analytically,
there is no simple theory for the spectrum of the hydrogen atom at intermediate
ﬁeld strengths. As the ﬁeld is varied from zero to near inﬁnity, the energy
levels must continuously rearrange themselves from the familiar hydrogenic
multiplets (Sec. 10.2) into the Landau level structure (Sec. 11.3). Between
these two, relatively simple limits, the spectrum displays great complexity, for
which no analytic formula is known. For a review of the theory, which is still
a subject of active research, see Friedrich and Wintgen (1989).
Further reading for Chapter 11
Peshkin (1981) gives a good discussion of the Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect,
including its close relation to the conservation of the total angular momentum
for the particle and electromagnetic ﬁeld. The ﬁrst experimental conﬁrmation
of the AB eﬀect was by Chambers (1960). Even more striking experimental
conformation has been obtained by Tonomura et al. (1983), using the technique
of electron holography. Silverman (1995) discusses many ingenious interference
experiments, several of which involve the AB eﬀect.
Problems
11.1 (a) Evaluate Lagrange’s classical equation of motion for a charged
particle in an arbitrary electromagnetic ﬁeld, and show that it
leads to Newton’s equation of motion.
(b) Do the same for Hamilton’s equations.
11.2 Show that the formula (11.22) for the probability current J(x, t) satisﬁes the continuity equation, divJ + ∂|Ψ|2 /∂t = 0.
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Generalize Eq. (4.22b) so that it becomes correct in the presence of a
vector potential and a magnetic ﬁeld.
11.4 Determine the energy spectrum and wave functions corresponding to
a charged particle in uniform crossed electric and magnetic ﬁelds, with
B in the z direction and E in the x direction. (Hint: This problem
may be easy or diﬃcult, depending upon the vector potential that is
chosen.)
11.5 Evaluate the average velocity for the states of Problem 11.4.
11.6 Use cylindrical coordinates to solve the Schrödinger equation for a
charged particle in the magnetic ﬁeld generated by the vector potential A = 12 B × x. Note particularly the allowed values of angular
momentum corresponding to a particular energy eigenvalue.
11.7 Consider the bound state Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect (Sec. 11.4) for a particle conﬁned to a thin cylindrical shell (b − a % a < s). Identify the
quantum numbers of the ground state and the ﬁrst excited state, and
determine their energies as a function of the magnetic ﬂux threading
the center of the shell.
11.8 An energy eigenvalue for a hydrogen-like atom with nuclear charge Ze
in a magnetic ﬁeld B may be denoted as E(Z, B). Show that E(Z, B)
= Z 2 E(1, B/Z 2 ), and that hence it is suﬃcient to consider only Z = 1.
11.9 Find the probability current density for the eigenstates of Problem 11.6.
11.10 The Hamiltonian for a charged particle in a homogeneous magnetic
ﬁeld is

2
1

q
H=
,
∇ − A(x)
2M i
c
11.3

with ∇ × A(x) = B being a constant. Although the physical situation (a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld) is translationally invariant, it is
apparent that the operator H is not translationally invariant. Show,
however, that the displaced Hamiltonian H  , obtained by the transformation x → x + a, is related to H by a gauge transformation.
11.11 Consider a hydrogen atom in a very strong magnetic ﬁeld, such that
the magnetic-ﬁeld-dependent terms are much stronger than the atomic
potential. Formally treat the atomic potential, −e2 /r, as a perturbation, and show in detail why perturbation theory fails.

Chapter 12

Time-Dependent Phenomena

Because of their obvious importance, stationary states (energy eigenstates)
have played a prominent role in most of the cases treated so far. But there
are many phenomena in which the time dependence is the most interesting
feature.
In the simplest case of a pure state and a time-independent Hamiltonian,
it is possible to formally express the time dependence in terms of energy levels
and the corresponding stationary states. The equation of motion for this case
is (d/dt)|Ψ(t) = −(i/)H|Ψ(t). If the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H
are known, H|En  = En |En , and if we can expand the initial state vector

as a series of these eigenvectors, |Ψ(0) = n an |En , an = En |Ψ(0), then

the time-dependent state vector is simply given by |Ψ(t) = n an e−iEn t|En  .
This method has important uses, but it is not adequate in all cases, and it
is necessary to devise methods that treat time-dependent states in their own
right, without attempting to reduce them to stationary states.
12.1 Spin Dynamics
Many particles (such as electrons, neutrons, atoms, and nuclei) possess an
intrinsic angular momentum, or spin. The properties of the spin operator S and
the spin states were discussed in Sec. 7.4. A particle that has a nonzero spin
also has a magnetic moment proportional to the spin, µ = γS. The magnetic
moment interacts with any applied magnetic ﬁeld B, yielding a Hamiltonian
of the form H = −µ·B = −γB·S. The quantity γ may be of either sign,
depending on the particle. For an electron it is approximately equal to γe =
−e/Me c, where −e is the electronic charge, Me is the electronic mass, and c is
the speed of light. For a proton it is γp = 2.79e/Mpc, and for a neutron it is
γn = −1.91e/Mpc, where Mp is the proton mass.
Spin precession
The simplest case, a particle of spin 12 in a constant magnetic ﬁeld, can be
solved by the method described in the introduction to this chapter. Choose
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the magnetic ﬁeld to point in the z direction with magnitude B0 . The spin
operator can be written in terms of the Pauli operators as S = 12 σ. The
Hamiltonian then becomes H = − 21 γB0 σz . The eigenvalues of σz are ±1,
and the corresponding eigenvectors may be denoted as |+ and |−. The
vector |+ corresponds to the energy E1 = − 12 γB0 , and |− corresponds to
the energy E2 = 12 γB0 . A time-dependent state vector has the form
|Ψ(t) = a1 eiω0 t/2 |+ + a2 e−iω0 t/2 |− ,

(12.1)

where ω0 = γB0 = (E2 − E1 )/, and the constants a1 and a2 are determined
by the initial conditions. In the 2 × 2 matrix notation of (7.45), this state
vector would become


a1 eiω0 t/2
.
(12.2)
|Ψ(t) →
a2 e−iω0 t/2
$
Suppose that a1 = a2 = 12 . Then a simple calculation shows the average
magnetic moment in this state to be µx  = 12 γ cos(ω0 t), µy  = − 21 γ sin(ω0 t),
µz  = 0. The magnetic moment is precessing at the rate of ω0 radians per
second about the axis of the static magnetic ﬁeld.
A much more general treatment is possible in the Heisenberg picture, in
which the states are independent of time and the time dependence is carried
by the operators that represent dynamical variables. In Sec. 3.7 the timedependent Heisenberg operators were distinguished by a subscript, H . That
notation would be cumbersome here because of other subscripts, so we shall
use a “prime” notation, Sx  being equivalent to (Sx )H in the original notation
of (3.72). The equation of motion (3.73) for the x component of spin in an
arbitrary magnetic ﬁeld now becomes
i
i
d 
Sx = [H, Sx  ] = [−γB·S, Sx  ] = γ(−Sz  By + Sy  Bz ) .
dt


This result clearly generalizes to
d 
(12.3)
S = S × γB .
dt
This equation is valid for arbitrary time-dependent magnetic ﬁelds.
If we specialize to a constant ﬁeld of magnitude B0 in the z direction, as
in the simple example above, it is easily veriﬁed that the solution is
Sx  (t) = Sx  (0) cos(ω0 t) + Sy  (0) sin(ω0 t) ,
Sy  (t) = Sy  (0) cos(ω0 t) − Sx  (0) sin(ω0 t) ,
Sz  (t) = Sz  (0) ,

(12.4)
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where ω0 = γB0 . It is apparent that the magnetic moment precesses at the rate
of ω0 radians per second about the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld, regardless
of the magnitude of the spin, and regardless of the initial state (which need
not be a pure state). This rotating magnetic moment can, in principle, be
detected with an induction coil, although it might not be practical to do so for
a single particle.
Spin resonance
As long as only a static magnetic ﬁeld is present, there can be no gain or
loss of energy by the particle, and hence no transitions between the energy
levels. Real transitions become possible if a time-dependent ﬁeld is applied.
Let us consider the eﬀect of a magnetic ﬁeld of the form B0 + B1 (t), where B0
is a static ﬁeld in the z direction, and B1 (t) is a rotating ﬁeld in the xy plane:
B1 (t) = î B1 cos(ωt) + ĵ B1 sin(ωt) .

(12.5)

Here î and ĵ are unit vectors along the x and y axes, respectively. [This
rotating ﬁeld is the simplest to analyze. Another common case, an oscillating
ﬁeld along, say, the x direction, can be represented as a superposition of B1 (t)
and a counterrotating ﬁeld, î B1 cos(ωt) − ĵ B1 sin(ωt).]
With this combination of magnetic ﬁelds, the Hamiltonian is H = −γS·{B0
+ B1 (t)} = −γB0 Sz − γB1 Su , where Su is the component of spin in the
direction of B1 . The u direction is obtained from the x axis by a rotation
through the angle ωt. The corresponding rotation operator, e−iωtJz / , may be
replaced by e−iωtSz / since only spin operators occur in this problem. Thus
the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = −γB0 Sz − γB1 e−iωtSz / Sx eiωtSz / .

(12.6)

We shall now solve the dynamical problem using the Schrödinger picture,
in which the dynamics is carried by the state function. (The solution in the
Heisenberg picture is the subject of Problem 12.3) The equation of motion is
i

∂
|Ψ = H|Ψ .
∂t

(12.7)

Because of the rotating magnetic ﬁeld, both H and Ψ are now time-dependent.
But since the axis of rotation is the direction of B0 , it is possible to eliminate
the time dependence of H by a compensating rotation of the system so as to
bring B1 to rest. Applying that rotation to (12.7) yields
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ieiωtSz /

∂
|Ψ = eiωtSz / He−iωtSz / eiωtSz / |Ψ
∂t
= −{γB0 Sz + γB1 Sx }|Φ ,

(12.8)

where |Φ = eiωtSz / |Ψ, or, equivalently,
|Ψ = e−iωtSz / |Φ .

(12.9)

Evaluating the time derivative of |Ψ in (12.8) then yields
i

∂
|Φ = −{(γB0 + ω)Sz + γB1 Sx }|Φ
∂t
= Heﬀ |Φ , say .

(12.10)

Thus we have shown that, with respect to a frame of reference rotating along
with B1 at the rate ω, the motion of the magnetic moment is the same as it
would be in an eﬀective static magnetic ﬁeld whose x component is B1 and
whose z component is B0 + ω/γ. The solution to the equation of motion in
the rotating frame (12.10) is formally given by |Φ(t) = exp(−itHeﬀ/)|Φ(0),
from which the solution in the static frame may be obtained from (12.9).
Example: spin

1
2

The formal solution above will now be applied to a speciﬁc problem. A
particle of spin 12 in the static magnetic ﬁeld B0 is initially prepared so
that Sz = + 21 . (This corresponds to the lowest energy state if γ > 0.)
The rotating ﬁeld (12.5) is applied during the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
after which it is removed. What is the probability that the particle will
absorb energy from (or, if γ < 0, emit energy to) the rotating ﬁeld and
ﬂip its spin?
According to the speciﬁcations of the problem, the initial state at
t = 0 is |Ψ(0) = |Φ(0) = |+. The ﬁnal state at t = T , in the rotating
frame of reference is |Φ(T ) = exp(−iT Heﬀ/)|+. In the original static
frame of reference, it is |Ψ(T ) = exp(−iωT Sz /) exp(−iT Heﬀ/)|+
from (12.9). If we substitute S = 12 σ, and denote γB0 = ω0 , γB1 =
ω1 , then the eﬀective Hamiltonian in the rotating frame can be written
as
Heﬀ = − 21 {(ω0 + ω)σz + ω1 σx } .
(12.11)
A reminder of the meanings of the frequency parameters may be in
order: ω is the angular frequency of the rotating ﬁeld in the xy plane;
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ω0 is the frequency at which the magnetic moment would precess if
only the static ﬁeld B0 were present; ω1 is the frequency at which the
magnetic moment would rotate if only a static ﬁeld of magnitude B1
were present. (We shall see that at resonance it actually does oscillate
at the frequency ω1 .)
Since σz and σx are components of the vector σ, it is apparent
that Heﬀ is proportional to some component, σa , at an intermediate
direction in the zx plane. Thus we have
Heﬀ = − 12 ασa ,

(12.12)

(ω0 + ω)σz + ω1 σx
,
α

(12.13)

with
σa =

α = {(ω0 + ω)2 + ω1 2 }1/2 .

(12.14)

Note that σa 2 = 1, as a consequence of (7.47). Therefore we have the
identity exp(ixσa ) = cos(x) + iσa sin(x), which was ﬁrst used in (7.67).
This makes it easy to express the time development operator in 2 × 2
matrix form:


itHeﬀ
exp −

&
'
&
'
= 1 cos 12 αt + i σa sin 12 αt
&
'
&
'
&
'!
cos 12 αt + i(ω0α+ω) sin 12 αt , iωα1 sin 12 αt
=
&1 '
& 1 ' i(ω0 +ω)
& 1 ' . (12.15)
iω1
sin
αt
,
cos
αt
−
sin
α
2
2
α
2 αt
The4 initial state vector |+ corresponds to the two component vector,
3
1
0 . Hence for the duration of the ﬁeld B1 (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , the timedependent state vector in the rotating frame is


itHeﬀ
|Φ(t) = exp −
|+ = a1 (t)|+ + a2 (t)|− ,

where the coeﬃcients a1 (t) and a2 (t) are the elements of the ﬁrst
column of (12.15). The state vector in the static frame is given by


iωtσz
|Ψ(t) = exp −
|Φ(t)|
2
= e−iωt/2 a1 (t)|+ + eiωt/2 a2 (t)|− ,

(12.16)
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valid for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . For t ≥ T , after the rotating ﬁeld has been removed
and only the static ﬁeld remains, the amplitudes of |+ and |− remain
constant with only their phase changing, as in (12.1). Thus, for t ≥ T ,
we have
|Ψ(t) = eiω0 (t−T )/2 e−iωT /2 a1 (T )|+
+ e−iω0 (t−T )/2 eiωT /2 a2 (T )|− .

(12.17)

The probability that the spin Sz will have the value − 12  at any
time t ≥ T is


 sin & 1 αT ' 2


2
2
2
| −|Ψ(t ≥ T )| = |a2 (T )| = ω1
(12.18)
 .


α
This is the probability that a particle prepared at t = 0 in the spin-up
state and subjected to the rotating ﬁeld during the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T
will, at the end of the experiment, be found to have its spin ﬂipped
down.
If we consider the spin ﬂip probability (12.18) as a function of the
duration T of the rotating ﬁeld, then its maximum possible value will
be
ω12
ω12
=
≤ 1.
2
α
(ω0 + ω)2 + ω1 2
This expression achieves its maximum value when ω0 +ω = 0 or, equivalently, ω = −γB0 , which is known as the resonance condition. Now
γ may be of either sign, and so may ω. A positive value of ω means
that the ﬁeld B1 in (12.5) rotates in the positive (counterclockwise)
direction in the xy plane. Unfortunately the situation is complicated
by the following fact: from (12.3) it follows that a positive magnetic
moment in a positively directed magnetic ﬁeld will precess in the negative sense, and hence a positive value of ω0 implies precession in the
negative (clockwise) direction.
At resonance the spin ﬂip probability (12.18) becomes
 &
'2
| −|Ψ(t ≥ T )|2 = sin 12 ω1 T  .
(12.19)
The origin of this result can be most easily seen by reference to the
eﬀective Hamiltonian (12.11) in the rotating frame. When ω0 + ω = 0,
the eﬀect of the rotation exactly cancels the eﬀect of the static ﬁeld
B0 in the z direction, and the magnetic moment precesses around ﬁeld
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B1 which points along the x axis of the rotating frame. By choosing a
suitable value of the product ω1 T = γB1 T , one can rotate the magnetic
moment through any desired angle with respect to the z axis. This
technique is very useful in nuclear magnetic resonance experiments.
The only property of a spin 12 system that was essential to this analysis is
that the state space be two-dimensional, and hence analogous results will hold
for any two-state system. One such useful analog is the so-called two-state
atom, in which the excitation mechanism is such that only the ground state
and one excited state are signiﬁcantly populated. If we denote those state
vectors as |E1  and |E2 , then we can deﬁne spin-like operators σ1 , σ2 , and
σ3 such that σ3 |E1  = |E1 , σ3 |E2  = −|E2 , σ1 |E1  = |E2 , σ1 |E2  = |E1 ,
σ2 |E1  = i|E2 , and σ2 |E2  = −i|E1 . These are just the same relations that
are satisﬁed by the spin angular momentum operators σx , σy , and σz on the
eigenvectors of σz . Hence the formalism of spin resonance can also be applied
to a two-state atom or to any two-state system.
12.2 Exponential and Nonexponential Decay
There are many examples of spontaneous decay of unstable systems:
radioactive disintegration of nuclei and the decay of atomic excited states are
the most familiar cases. These decay processes are commonly found to be
describable by an exponential formula. The survival probability of an undecayed state is an exponentially decreasing function of time, or, in the case of
a large number of noninteracting unstable systems, the number of surviving
systems decreases exponentially with time.
The exponential decay law
The exponential decay law can be derived from a simple plausible argument.
Denote by the symbol u(t) the event of the system being in the undecayed state
at time t. Then P (t2 , t1 ) = Prob{u(t2 )|u(t1 )}, (t2 > t1 ), is the probability
that the system remains undecayed at time t2 conditional on its having been
undecayed at t1 . Implicit in this notation is the assumption that the probability
in question depends only on the information speciﬁed at time t1 , and that the
history earlier than t1 is irrelevant. Since the laws of nature do not depend on
the particular epoch, the probability should not depend separately on t2 and
t1 , but only on their diﬀerence, and hence P (t2 , t1 ) = P (t2 − t1 ). Now, for any
three times, t1 < t2 < t3 , it must be the case that
Prob{u(t3 ) & u(t2 )|u(t1 )} = Prob{u(t3 )|u(t1 )} ,
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since if it was undecayed at time t3 it must also have been undecayed at
the earlier time t2 . But a fundamental rule of probability theory (Sec. 1.5,
Axiom 4) implies that
Prob{u(t3 ) & u(t2 )|u(t1 )}
= Prob{u(t3 )|u(t2 ) & u(t1 )} × Prob{u(t2 )|u(t1 )} .
Thus, by combining these two equations, we obtain
P (t3 − t1 ) = P (t3 − t2 ) P (t2 − t1 ) .
The only continuous solution to this functional equation is the exponential,
P (t) = e−λt , with λ > 0 so that P does not exceed 1.
From this result, we can calculate the probability that the system will decay
within an arbitrary time interval from t1 to t2 . This is the probability that it
is decayed at t2 conditional on its having been undecayed at t1 ,
Prob{∼ u(t2 )|u(t1 )} = 1 − Prob{u(t2 )|u(t1 )}
= 1 − exp{−λ(t2 − t1 )} ,
which is approximately equal to λ(t2 − t1 ) if (t2 − t1 ) is very small. Thus the
decay probability per unit time, for a small time interval, is just equal to the
constant λ. This is another way in which the exponential decay law may be
characterized.
We have seen that the exponential decay law follows necessarily from the
one assumption above, namely that the probability of survival from t1 to
t2 , Prob{u(t2 )|u(t1 )}, depends only on the condition (undecayed rather than
decayed) of the system at t1 , and does not depend on the previous history.
Although this assumption is very plausible, the existence of nonexponential
decays must be interpreted as exceptions to the validity of that assumption.
The decay probability in quantum mechanics
Suppose that a system is prepared at time t = 0 in a state Ψu . This
might be an atomic state that has been excited by a laser pulse, or it might
be the naturally occurring state of a radioactive nucleus. A system that has
been subjected to this preparation, be it artiﬁcial or natural, will exhibit some
distinctive characteristic, which we will designate by “u” (for “undecayed”).
(For the radioactive nucleus the property “u” would be the existence of the
nucleus as a single particle, rather than in several fragments.) At time t,
the state vector (in the Schrödinger picture) will evolve to be e−iHt/ |Ψu ,
and the probability that the system retains the property “u” at time t will be
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with A(t) = Ψu |e−iHt/ |Ψu  .

(12.20)

We are interested in spontaneous decays, so it is appropriate to assume that
the Hamiltonian H is independent of time, since any time dependence in H
would be due to some external force.
It is easy to show that the quantum-mechanical decay law (12.20) is not
exactly exponential. For small t we may use a Taylor expansion of the
amplitude, A(t) = 1−i Ht/ − H 2 t2 /22 + · · · , and hence the survival
probability is
Ht2
H2 t2
+
2

2
(H − H)2 t2
=1−
,
(12.21)
2
where the averages are taken in the state Ψu . Therefore, if H and H2 are
ﬁnite, it follows that Pu (t) must be parabolic in form, rather than exponential,
for short times.
Further insight into the nonexponential component of the decay law can be
obtained by writing the time-independent state vector in the form
Pu (t) = 1 −

e−iHt/ |Ψu  = A(t)|Ψu  + |Φ(t) ,

(12.22)

where |Φ(t) is orthogonal to the undecayed state,
Ψu |Φ(t) = 0 ,

(12.23)

and so should be interpreted as describing decay products. Now, by apply
ing the operator e−iHt / to (12.22) and taking the inner product with Ψu |,
we obtain

A(t + t ) = A(t)A(t ) + Ψu |e−iHt / |Φ(t) .
(12.24)
If the last term were to vanish, then the amplitude A(t) would necessarily be
an exponential function. The deviations from exponential decay are therefore
due to the fact that upon further evolution from time t to t + t the previous
state of the decay products, described by the vector |Φ(t), does not remain
orthogonal to the original state |Ψu . In other words, the undecayed state is
being at least partially regenerated.
The survival probability as a function of time is fully determined by the
energy spectral content of the initial state. To see this, we expand the initial
state vector in terms of the energy eigenvectors,
|Ψu  =

|En  En |Ψu  ,
n

(12.25)
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where H|En  = En |En . The amplitude in (12.20) may then be written as
| En |Ψu |2 e−iEn t/

A(t) =
n


=

η(E)e−iEn t/ dE ,

(12.26)

| En |Ψu |2 δ(E − En )

(12.27)

where
η(E) =
n

is the spectral function for the state Ψu . If the spectrum of H is continuous,
then the sum in (12.27) should be an integral, and η(E) may be a continuous
function. Since A(t) and n(E) are related by a Fourier transform, and the
only restriction on η( E) is that it cannot be negative, it appears that there
can be no universal decay law for unstable states. Every diﬀerent choice for
the spectral content of the initial state leads to a diﬀerent time dependence of
the decay. Attention must therefore be shifted to the nature of the unstable
states that are likely to occur in practice.
Suppose that the spectral function of the state were to have the form of a
Lorentzian distribution,
η(E) =

(E −

1
2 λ/π
E0 )2 + ( 12 λ)2

.

Then (12.26) could be evaluated as a contour integral, yielding


1
iE0 t
A(t) = exp − λt −
,
2


(12.28)

(12.29)

and an exponential survival probability, P (t) = e−λt . Since the Fourier transform relation between η(E) and A(t) is a one-to-one correspondence, it follows
that only a state with a Lorentzian spectral function can have an exactly
exponential decay law. The short time result (12.21) is not applicable to the
Lorentzian distribution
 because it has no ﬁnite moments. That is to say,
the integrals H n  ≡ E n η(E)dE (n > 0) are not convergent at their inﬁnite
upper and lower limits. Therefore the Taylor series expansion (12.21) does not
exist in this case.
Any real physical system has a lower bound to its energy spectrum, and so
we must have η(E) = 0 for E < Emin . This will clearly cause some deviation
from exponential decay. Indeed, it can be shown (Khalﬁn, 1958) that the
existence of a lower bound to the spectrum implies that at suﬃciently long
times the decay must be slower than any exponential.
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This analysis has shown that the familiar exponential “law” of decay must,
in fact, be an approximation whose validity depends on special properties of
the unstable states that occur commonly. One such example, the virtual bound
state of resonant scattering, will be discussed in Sec. 16.6. Winter (1961)
has analyzed an exactly solvable model of an unstable state that decays by
tunneling through a potential barrier. The analysis is too lengthy to reproduce
here, but if the results may be taken as typical, then the course of a decay is as
follows. For a short time the decay will be nonexponential, initially parabolic
as is (12.21). This phase lasts a relatively short time, and in many cases, such
as natural radioactivity, it will have escaped observation. The second phase is
one of approximately exponential decay. It lasts several times as long as the
characteristic exponential “lifetime”, λ−1 , and during this phase the undecayed
population decreases by many orders of magnitude. This is followed by a ﬁnal
phase of slower-than-exponential decay. The radioactive intensity is by now so
small that, although observable in principle, it may escape observation because
it is so weak.
The “watched pot” paradox
This paradox is amusing, but also instructive since it has implications
for the interpretation of quantum mechanics. The paradox arises within the
interpretation (A) in Sec. 9.3, according to which a state vector is attributed
to each individual system. If any system is observed to be undecayed, it will
be assigned the state vector |Ψu , within that interpretation. Although that
interpretation has superﬁcial plausibility, and was once widely accepted, it has
been rejected in this book. Some of the reasons were given in Ch. 9, and this
paradox provides further evidence against it.
Suppose that an unstable system, initially in the state |Ψu , is observed
n times in a total interval of duration t; that is to say, it is observed at the
times t/n, 2t/n, . . ., t. Since t/n is very small, the probability that the system
remains undecayed at the time of the ﬁrst observation is given by (12.21) to
be Pu (t/n) = 1 − (σt/n)2 , where σ2 = (H − H)2 . Now, according to the
interpretation (A), whose consequences are being explored, the observation of
no decay at time t/n implies that the state is still |Ψu . Thus the probability
of survival between the ﬁrst and the second observation will also be equal to
Pu (t/n), and so on for each successive observation. The probability of survival
in state |Ψu  at the end of this sequence of n independent observations is the
product of the probabilities for surviving each of the short intervals, and thus
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Pu (t) = [Pu (t/n)] = 1 −
n

σt
n

2 !n
.

(12.30)

We now pass to the limit of continuous observation by letting n become
inﬁnite. The limit of the logarithm of (12.30) is
 2 !
σt
log Pu (t) = n log 1 −
n
!
 2
σt
−4
=n −
− O(n ) → 0 as n → ∞ .
n
Thus we obtain Pu (t) = 1 in the limit of continuous observation. Like the old
saying “A watched pot never boils,” we have been led to the conclusion that
a continuously observed system never changes its state!
This conclusion is, of course, false. The fallacy clearly results from the
assertion that if an observation indicates no decay, then the state vector must
be |Ψu . Each successive observation in the sequence would then “reduce” the
state back to its initial value |Ψu , and in the limit of continuous observation
there could be no change at all. The notion of “reduction of the state vector”
during measurement was criticized and rejected in Sec. 9.3. A more detailed
critical analysis, with several examples, has been given by Ballentine (1990).
Here we see that it is disproven by the simple empirical fact that continuous
observation does not prevent motion. It is sometimes claimed that the rival
interpretations of quantum mechanics diﬀer only in philosophy, and cannot be
experimentally distinguished. That claim is not always true, as this example
proves.
12.3 Energy Time Indeterminacy Relations
The rms half-widths of a function f (t) and its Fourier transform g(ω) =
eiωt f (t)dt are related by the classical inequality ∆f ∆g ≥ 12 . Since the
position and momentum representations are connected by a Fourier transform,
this classical inequality can be used to derive the position–momentum indeterminacy relation (8.33), ∆Q ∆P ≥ 12 . The putative identiﬁcation of ω with
E/ would then lead, by analogy, to an energy–time indeterminacy relation.
But the analogy between (P, Q) and (E, t) breaks down under closer scrutiny.
The meaning, and even the existence, of an energy–time indeterminacy relation has long been a subject of confusion. [Peres (1993, Sec. 12.8) gives a lucid
analysis of the controversy.]
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The derivation of an energy–time relation by analogy with the properties
of Fourier transforms is unsound because the relation between frequency and
energy is not ω = E/, but rather ω = (E1 − E2 )/. A frequency is not
associated with an energy level, but with the diﬀerence between two energy
levels. The signiﬁcance of this distinction is apparent from the fact that a
frequency is directly measurable, whereas the energy can be altered by the
addition of an arbitrary constant without producing observable eﬀects.
The position–momentum indeterminacy relation, ∆Q ∆P ≥ 12 , asserts that
the product of the rms half-widths of the position and the momentum probability distributions cannot be less than the constant 12 . But there is no
probability distribution for time, which is not a dynamical variable. (Indeed,
the term dynamical variable refers to something that can vary as a function of
time, thereby excluding time itself.) So any analogy between (P, Q) and (E, t)
can only be superﬁcial.
In the formalism of quantum theory, time enters as a parameter, and is not
represented by an operator. One might want to restore the symmetry between
space and time by introducing a time operator T , which would be required to
satisfy the commutation relation [T, H] = i. However, it was shown by W.
Pauli in 1933 that the operator T does not exist if the eigenvalue spectrum
of H is bounded below. Suppose that a self-adjoint operator T satisfying the
desired commutation relation were to exist. Then the unitary operator eiαT
would generate a displacement in energy, just as the operator eiβQ produces
a displacement in momentum and eiγP produces a displacement in position.
Thus if H|E = E|E, then we should have HeiαT |E = (E + α) eiαT |E for
arbitrary real α. But this is inconsistent with the existence of a lower bound
to the spectrum of H, and so the initial supposition that the operator T exists
must be false.
In practice, the quantitative determination of the passage of time is not
obtained by measuring a special time variable, but rather by observing the
variation of some other dynamical variable, which can serve as a clock. This
suggests another approach to the problem. Let us apply the general form of the
indeterminacy relation (8.31), which applies to an arbitrary pair of dynamical
variables, to the Hamiltonian H and any other dynamical variable whose operator R does not commute with H. From (8.31) we have ∆R ∆E ≥ 12 | [R, H] |,
where ∆R and ∆E are the rms half-widths of the probability distributions for
R and for energy, respectively, in the state under consideration. With the help
of (3.74), this inequality can be written as
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∆R ∆E ≥ 12  dR
dt .

(12.31)

This is often called the Mandelstam–Tamm inequality.
We can deﬁne a characteristic time for the variation of R,

−1
d R
τR = ∆R
,
dt

(12.32)

from which we obtain an energy–time indeterminacy relation of the form
τR ∆E ≥ 12  .

(12.33)

In this relation, ∆E is a standard measure of the statistical spread of energy
in the state, but τR is not an indeterminacy or statistical spread in a time
variable. It is, rather, a characteristic time for variability of phenomena in this
state. Note that τR depends on both the particular dynamical variable R and
the state, and that it may vary with time.
Several other useful results can be derived from (12.31). [See Uﬃnk (1993)
for a survey.] Let the initial state at t = 0 be pure, and substitute its projection
operator, |ψ(0) ψ(0)|, for R in (12.31). Then we obtain (∆R )2 ≡ R2 − R2 =
R(1 − R), with R = | ψ(t)|ψ(0)|2 . This is the survival probability of the
initial state, introduced in (12.20), which we shall here denote as
P (t) = | ψ(t)|ψ(0)|2 .

(12.34)

From (12.31), we now obtain {P (1 − P )}1/2 ∆E ≥ 12 |dP/dt|. Solving for ∆E
and integrating with respect to t then yields
 t
√
1
dP
∆E t ≥ 
{P (1 − P )}−1/2
dt =  cos−1 ( P ) .
(12.35)
2 0
dt
The shortest time at which the survival probability drops to
half-life, τ1/2 . From (12.35) we obtain the inequality
∆E τ1/2 ≥

π
.
4

1
2

is called the

(12.36)

The shortest time required for |ψ(t) to become orthogonal to the initial state,
denoted as τ0 , is the minimum time for destruction of the initial state to be
complete. It is restricted by
∆E τ0 ≥

π
.
2

(12.37)
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These inequalities are useful if the second moment of the energy distribution, (∆E )2 , is ﬁnite. But there are cases, such as the Lorentzian distribution
(12.28), that have no ﬁnite moments, and so ∆E is inﬁnite. Therefore another
approach that does not rely on moments is needed. Consider an initial state
vector |ψ(0) with an arbitrary energy distribution | E|ψ(0)|2 , which will be
independent of time. Deﬁne W (α) to be the size of the shortest interval W
such that

| E|ψ(0)|2 dE = α .
W

A reasonable measure of the width of the energy distribution is W (α) for some
value of α, such as α = 0.9. Let τβ be the minimal time for the survival
probability (12.34) to fall to the value β. Let PW be the projection operator
onto the subspace spanned by those energy eigenvectors in the energy range
W , and let PW ⊥ be the projector onto the complementary subspace. We can
then write the state vector as
|ψ(t) = PW |ψ(t) + PW ⊥ |ψ(t)
1
√
= α |ψW (t) + (1 − α) |ψW ⊥ (t) .

(12.38)

The vectors |ψW (t) and |ψW ⊥ (t) are orthogonal, and are chosen to have
unit norms. Since PW PW ⊥ = 0, the inner product of (12.38) with ψ(0)|
is ψ(0)|ψ(t) = α ψW (0)|ψW (t) + (1 − α) ψW ⊥ (0)|ψW ⊥ (t), from which we
obtain the inequality
| ψ(0)|ψ(t)| + (1 − α)| ψW ⊥ (0)|ψW ⊥ (t)| ≥ α| ψW (0)|ψW (t)| .
√
We evaluate this expression for t = τβ , so the ﬁrst term has the value β. The
absolute value in the second term is bounded by 1, so we obtain
√
1−α+ β
(12.39)
≥ | ψW (0)|ψW (τβ )| .
α
Now the inequality (12.35) can be applied to the survival probability of
|ψW (0), instead of |ψ(0), yielding

$
∆W τβ
| ψW (0)|ψW (τβ )| ≤
.
cos−1

Here ∆W is the rms half-width of the energy distribution of the state ψW .
But, by construction, its absolute width is W (α). Therefore ∆W ≤ 12 W (α).
Taking the inverse cosine of (12.39), we obtain
√ 

1−α+ β
−1
,
(12.40)
W (α)τβ ≥ 2 cos
α
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√
with the restriction β ≤ 2α − 1, since the argument of the inverse cosine
cannot exceed 1. This result can be applied to all states, regardless of whether
their energy distributions have ﬁnite moments. If, for illustration, we take
β = 12 and α = 0.9, then it yields the inequality W (α)τ1/2 ≥ 0.917.
Perhaps it is now possible to resolve the long-standing controversy over
energy–time indeterminacy relations with the following conclusion. There is
no energy–time relation that is closely analogous to the well-known position–
momentum indeterminacy relation (8.33). However, there are several useful
inequalities relating some measure of the width of the energy distribution to
some aspect of the time dependence. But none of these inequalities has such
a priority as to be called the energy–time indeterminacy relation.
12.4 Quantum Beats
If a coherent superposition of two or more discrete energy states is excited,
the resulting nonstationary state will exhibit a characteristic time dependence
at the frequencies corresponding to the diﬀerences between those energy levels.
The resulting modulations of observable phenomena at those frequencies are
known as quantum beats.
The time dependence of such nonstationary states can be observed in neutron interferometry. Strictly speaking this is not an example of quantum beats,
but it is a simpler case that exhibits similar phenomena. The experimental
setup is similar to that of Fig. 9.2. A neutron beam with spin polarized in
the z direction is split by Bragg reﬂection into two spatially separated beams.
The spin of one beam is ﬂipped, and the two beams are then recombined. But
whereas in Sec. 9.5 the spin ﬂip was accomplished by precession in a static
magnetic ﬁeld, it is now accomplished by spin resonance. The entire apparatus is immersed in a static magnetic ﬁeld of magnitude B0 in the z direction,
and a small radio frequency (r.f.) coil supplies a perturbation to one of the
beams at the resonant frequency ω0 = γB0 . After spin ﬂip the energies of the
two beams will diﬀer by ∆E = γB0 . The spin state of the recombined beam
will now be of the form
|Ψ(t) =

eiω0 t/2 |+ + e−iω0 t/2 |−
√
,
2

(12.41)

where the vectors |+ and |− are eigenvectors of the z components of spin.
This is a nonstationary state with the spin polarization rotating in the xy
plane: σx  = cos(ω0 t), σy  = − sin(ω0 t), σz  = 0. If the x component of
spin is analyzed, the probability of obtaining a positive value will have an
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oscillatory dependence on the time elapsed since the particle emerged from
the r.f. coil. This prediction has been experimentally conﬁrmed by Badurek
et al . (1983).
A similar time-dependent eﬀect can be observed in atomic spectroscopy.
Consider an atom that has a ground state |a, and two closely spaced excited
states |b and |c (Fig. 12.1).

Fig. 12.1 Quantum beats. The atom is excited into a coherent superposition of the two
upper states. Its spontaneous emission intensity will be modulated at the beat frequency
(Ec − Eb )/.

A short laser pulse can excite the atom into a coherent superposition of the
two upper states. This will be a nonstationary state, of the form
|Ψ(t) = αe−iEb t |b + βe−iEc t |c .

(12.42)

The atom will decay from this excited state by spontaneous emission of
radiation.
If the spontaneous emission radiation could be treated classically, the radiation ﬁeld would be described as a sum of two components whose frequencies
are ωba = (Eb − Ea ) and ωca = (Ec − Ea )/. In view of the identity




1
1
sin(ωca t) + sin(ωba t) = 2 sin (ωca + ωba )t cos (ωca − ωba )t ,
2
2
we should expect a radiation ﬁeld at the mean frequency, 12 (ωca +ωba ), with its
amplitude modulated at the frequency 12 (ωca − ωba ) = 12 (Ec − Eb ). The radiation intensity is the square of the ﬁeld, and so the intensity will be modulated
at twice that frequency, ωcb = (Ec − Eb ).
A complete theory of this quantum beat eﬀect requires that the radiation
ﬁeld be treated quantum-mechanically. This will be done in Ch 19. However,
a qualitative description can be obtained if we recognize that the measured
intensity of a classical radiation ﬁeld is proportional to the probability of the
detector absorbing a photon from the ﬁeld. Thus the probability of detecting
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a photon will not be a monotonic function of the time elapsed since the atom
was excited; rather, it will be modulated at the quantum beat frequency ωcb =
(Ec − Eb ), as illustrated in Fig. 12.2. The smaller the spacing of the energy
levels, Ec and Eb , the longer will be the period of the modulation Tm ,
Tm =

Fig. 12.2

2π
2π
=
.
ωcb
Ec − Eb

(12.43)

Intensity versus time for a quantum beat signal.

This fact has made possible the technique of quantum beat spectroscopy,
which can resolve two very closely spaced energy levels, so close that it would
be impossible to resolve the separate radiation frequencies, ωca and ωba .
12.5 Time-Dependent Perturbation Theory
It is possible to solve time-dependent problems by a form of perturbation
theory. Consider a time-dependent Schrödinger equation,
d|Ψ(t)
= [H0 + λH1 (t)]|Ψ(t) ,
(12.44)
dt
in which the Hamiltonian is of the form H = H0 + λH1 (t), with the time
dependence conﬁned to the perturbation term λH1 (t). We may anticipate that
the perturbation must be small, but it is not yet obvious what the appropriate
condition of smallness might be.
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H0 are assumed to be known:
i

H0 |n = εn |n .

(12.45)
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Since the set of eigenvectors {|n} is complete, it can be used as a basis for
expansion of |Ψ(t):
an (t)e−iεn t/ |n .

|Ψ(t) =

(12.46)

n

If λ = 0 the general solution of (12.44) is of the form (12.46) with the coefﬁcients an being constant in time. Therefore, if λ is nonzero but small, we
expect the time dependence of an (t) to be weak, or, in other words, dan (t)/dt
should be small. This is the intuitive idea that motivates time-dependent perturbation theory.
Substituting (12.46) into (12.44), performing the diﬀerentiation, and using
the eigenvalue equation (12.45), we obtain


dan (t)
i
+ εn an (t) e−iεn t/ |n
dt
n
{εn an (t) + λH1 an (t)}e−iεn t/ |n ,

=
n

where the second and third terms cancel. The orthonormality of the basis
vectors leads to a matrix equation for the coeﬃcients,
i

dam (t)
=λ
dt

m|H1 (t)|neiωmn t an (t) ,

(12.47)

n

where ωmn = (εm − εn )/. This equation, which is exact, shows that the time
dependence of an (t) is entirely due to the perturbation λH1 , conﬁrming our
intuitive notions. The phase factors in (12.46) have absorbed all of the time
dependence due to H0 .
The perturbation approximation is introduced by expanding the coeﬃcients
in powers of λ,
an (t) = an (0) + λ1 an (1) + λ2 an (2) + · · · ,

(12.48)

substituting this expansion into (12.47), and collecting powers of λ. In zeroth
order we merely recover the known result dan (0) /dt = 0. In the ﬁrst order we
obtain
dam (1) (t)
i
m|H1 (t)|neiωmn t an (0) ,
(12.49)
=
dt
n
and in order r + 1 we obtain
i

dam (r+1) (t)
=
dt

m|H1 (t)|neiωmn t an (r) (t) .
n

(12.50)
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The zeroth order coeﬃcients an (0) are obtained from the initial state, |Ψ(0) =

(0)
|n, which must be given in any particular problem. These are fed
n an
into (12.49), which can then be integrated to obtain the ﬁrst order coeﬃcients
an (1) (t). The ﬁrst order coeﬃcients can then be used to calculate the second
order coeﬃcients, and so on.
A typical problem is of the following form. For times t ≤ 0 the Hamiltonian
is H0 , and the system is in a state of energy εi , described by the stationary
state vector |Ψ(t) = e−iεi t/ |i. The perturbation λH1 (t) is applied during
the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T , during which the coeﬃcients an (t) in (12.46) will
be variable. For times t ≥ T the perturbation vanishes, and the coeﬃcients
will retain the constant values an (t) = an (T ). The probability that, as a
result of this perturbation, the energy of the system will become εf , is equal to
|af (T )|2 . (We assume for simplicity that the eigenvalue εf is nondegenerate.)
The required amplitude is obtained to the ﬁrst order from (12.49):
af (T ) ≈ λaf (1) (T ) = (i)−1



T

f |λH1 (t)|ieiωf i t dt (f = i) .

(12.51)

0

Notice that it involves only the Fourier component of the perturbation at the
frequency corresponding to the diﬀerence between the ﬁnal and initial energies,
ωf i = (εf − εi )/.
The amplitude ai (T ) will be diminished from its initial value of ai (0) = 1.
Although it can also be calculated from (12.49), its magnitude is more easily
obtained from the normalization of the state vector (12.46),
1 = Ψ(t)|Ψ(t) = |ai (t)|2 +

|an (t)|2 .
n=i

Now |an (t)| = O(λ) for n = i, so we have
|ai (t)| = [1 − O(λ2 )]1/2 = 1 − O(λ2 ) .

(12.52)

To the ﬁrst order the perturbation aﬀects ai (t) only in its phase.
[[ When problems of this sort are discussed formally, it is common to speak
of the perturbation as causing transitions between the eigenstates H0 . If
this means only that the system has absorbed from the perturbing ﬁeld (or
emitted to it) the energy diﬀerence ωf i = εf − εi , and so has changed
its energy, there is no harm in such language. But if the statement is
interpreted to mean that the state has changed from its initial value of
|Ψ(0) = |i to a ﬁnal value of |Ψ(T ) = |f , then it is incorrect. The
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perturbation leads to a ﬁnal state |Ψ(t), for t ≥ T , that is of the form
(12.46) with an (t) replaced by an (T ). It is not a stationary state, but
rather it is a coherent superposition of eigenstates of H0 . The interference
between the terms in (12.46) is detectable, though of course it has no eﬀect
on the probability |af (T )|2 for the ﬁnal energy to be E = εf . The spinﬂip neutron interference experiments of Badurek et al . (1983), which were
discussed in Sec. 12.4, provide a very clear demonstration that the eﬀect of
a time-dependent perturbation is to produce a nonstationary state, rather
than to cause a jump from one stationary state to another. The ambiguity
of the informal language lies in its confusion between the two statements,
“the energy is εf ” and “the state is |f ”. If the state vector |Ψ is of the
form (12.46) it is correct to say that the probability of the energy being
εf is |af |2 . In the formal notation this becomes Prob(E = εf |Ψ) = |af |2 ,
which is a correct formula of quantum theory. But it is nonsense to speak
of the probability of the state being |f  when in fact the state is |Ψ. ]]
Harmonic perturbation
Further analysis is possible only if we choose a speciﬁc form for the time
dependence of the perturbation. We shall now specialize to a sinusoidal time
dependence, since it is often encountered in practice. We shall put λ = 1, since
λ was only a bookkeeping device for the derivation of (12.49) and (12.50). The
perturbation is taken to be
H1 (t) = H  e−iωt + H † eiωt

(0 ≤ t ≤ T ) ,

(12.53)

and to vanish outside the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Both positive and negative frequency terms must be included in order that the operator H1 (t) be Hermitian.
At any time t ≥ T , the ﬁrst order amplitude of the component |f  (f = i) in
(12.46) will be
af (1) (T ) = (i)−1 f |H  |i


0

+ (i)−1 f |H † |i

T

ei(ωf i −ω)t dt



T

ei(ωf i +ω)t dt
0

=

f |H  |i 1 − ei(ωf i −ω)T
f |H † |i 1 − ei(ωf i +ω)T
+
.

ωf i − ω

ωf i + ω

(12.54)

The square of this amplitude, |af (1) (T )|2 , is the probability that the ﬁnal
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energy of the system will be εf , on the condition that the initial energy was εi
(assuming nondegenerate energy eigenvalues).
Example: Spin resonance
The problem of spin resonance, which was solved exactly in Sec. 12.1,
will now be used to illustrate the conditions for the accuracy of timedependent perturbation theory. The system is a particle of spin s = 12
and a static magnetic ﬁeld B0 in the z direction. The unperturbed
Hamiltonian is H0 = − 21 γB0 σz . The perturbation is due to a magnetic ﬁeld, of magnitude B1 , rotating in the xy plane with angular
velocity ω. The perturbation term in the Hamiltonian has the form
H1 (t) = − 21 γB1 [σx cos(ωt) + σy sin(ωt)] .
In the standard basis formed by the eigenvectors of σz , and using the
notation
 
 
1
0
|+ =
,
|− =
,
0
1
the perturbation becomes
H1 (t) =

− 12 γB1



0
eiωt

e−iωt
0


.

(12.55)

The initial state at t = 0 was chosen to be |i = |+, which corresponds
to spin up and energy εi = − 21 γB0 . At the end of the interval 0 ≤
t ≤ T during which the perturbation acts, the probability that the spin
will be down and the energy will be εf = 12 γB0 is given by (12.18) to
be
 
2 3 4
ω1 2
1
|af (T )|2 = sin
αT
(12.56)
2
α
where α2 = (ω0 + ω)2 + ω1 2 , ω0 = γB0 , and ω1 = γB1 . The lowest
order perturbation approximation for this probability can be obtained
from (12.54). Comparing (12.53) with (12.55), we see that f |H  |i =
−|H  |+ = 0, f |H † |i = −|H † |+ = − 12 γB1 = − 21 ω1 , and ωf i ≡
(εf − εi )/ = ω0 . Thus the square of (12.54) reduces to
 
2
1
ω1 2
2
(1)
.
(12.57)
|af (T )| = sin
(ω0 + ω)T
2
(ω0 + ω)2
The conditions for validity of the perturbation approximation can be
determined by comparing the exact and approximate answers. If the exact
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probability (12.56) is expanded to the lowest order in ω1 , which is proportional
to the strength of the perturbation, then we obtain (12.57), the approximation
being accurate if |ω1 /(ω0 + ω)| % 1. This condition can be satisﬁed by making
the perturbing ﬁeld B1 suﬃciently weak, provided that ω0 + ω = 0.
At resonance we have ω0 + ω = 0, and the above condition cannot be
satisﬁed. The exact answer (12.56) then becomes

|af (T )|2 =


sin

1
αT
2

2
,

(12.58)

and the result of perturbation theory (12.57) becomes
(1)

|af (T )|2 =

(ω1 T )2
.
4

(12.59)

It is apparent that perturbation theory will be accurate at resonance only if
|ω1 T | % 1. No matter how weak the perturbing ﬁeld may be, perturbation
theory will fail if the perturbation acts for a suﬃciently long time.
There is another condition under which perturbation theory is accurate. If
(12.56) and (12.57) are expanded to the lowest order in T , both expressions
reduce to (ω1 T )2 /4. So perturbation theory is correct for very short times, no
matter how strong the perturbation may be. The reason for this surprising
result is that the eﬀect of the perturbation depends, roughly, on the product
of its strength and duration. This eﬀect can be made small if the perturbation
is allowed to act for only a very short time.
Harmonic perturbation of long duration
Let us now consider the behavior of the amplitude (12.54) in the limit
|ωT |  1. Provided the denominators do not vanish, this amplitude remains
bounded as T increases. But if ωf i − ω → 0 the ﬁrst term of (12.54) will grow
in proportion to T , and if ωf i + ω → 0 the second term will grow in proportion
to T . These are both conditions for resonance. If ω > 0 then the ﬁrst of
them, ω = εf − εi , is the condition for resonant absorption of energy by the
system; and the second, ω = εi − εf , is the condition for resonant emission
of energy. Near a resonance it is permissible to retain only the dominant term.
By analogy with the example of spin resonance, we infer that the validity of
perturbation theory at resonance is assured only if | f |H  |iT | and | f |H † |iT |
are small. We shall assume that the matrix elements are small enough to ensure
these conditions.
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Let us consider the case εf −εi > 0, and retain only the resonant absorption
term of (12.54). Then the absorption probability is given by
|1 − ei(ωf i −ω)T |2
(ωf i − ω)2
2

sin[ 12 (ω − ωf i )T ]
1
= 2 | f |H  |i|2
.
1

2 (ω − ωf i )

|af (T )|2 = −2 | f |H  |i|2
(1)

Fig. 12.3

(12.60)

The function {sin[ 21 (ω − ωf i )T ]/ 12 (ω − ωf i )}2 .

The last factor of this expression is plotted in Fig. 12.3. The height of the
peak is T 2 , its width is proportional to 1/T , and the area under the curve
is 2πT . Most of the area is under the central peak, and by neglecting the
side lobes, we may say that the absorption probability is signiﬁcant only if
|εf − εi − ω| < 2π/T .
[[ Landau and Lifshitz (1958), Ch. 44, use the condition |εf − εi − ω| <
2π/T to argue that energy conservation holds only to an accuracy of
∆E ≈ 2π/T . (More precisely, they claim that conservation of energy
can be veriﬁed by two measurements separated by a time T only to this
accuracy, but in their terms of reference the former statement means the
same as the latter.) Their opinion is questionable. There are strong reasons for believing that energy conservation is exact. In this case it requires
that an energy quantum of magnitude ω  = εf − εi be absorbed by the
system from the perturbing ﬁeld, with ω  = ω but |ω  − ω| < 2π/T . It
was pointed out in connection with (12.51) that only the Fourier component of the time-dependent perturbation that has the frequency ω  will be
eﬀective in inducing this transition. Although our perturbation has the
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nominal frequency ω, its duration is restricted to the ﬁnite time interval
0 < t < T . Its Fourier transform is peaked at the frequency ω, but it is
nonzero at other frequencies. Indeed, the function shown in Fig. 12.3 arose
from the Fourier transform of the perturbation. Thus the reason why our
perturbation can induce transitions for which εf − εi ≡ ω  = ω is simply
that it has components at the frequency ω  , which is required for energy
conservation. ]]
Formally passing to the limit T → ∞, we can deﬁne a “transition rate” or,
more correctly, a transition probability per unit time. For T → ∞ we obtain
{sin[ 12 (ω − ωf i )T ]/ 21 (ω − ωf i )}2 → 2πT δ(ω − ωf i ), and thus
lim T −1 |af (T )|2 = −2 | f |H  |i|2 2πδ(ω − ωf i )
(1)

T →δ

=

2π
| f |H  |i|2 δ(ω − εf + εi ) .


(12.61)

This expression is inﬁnite whenever it is not zero, indicating that it cannot
be applied if both the initial and ﬁnal energies belong to the discrete point
spectrum. But suppose that we want to calculate the transition rate from
the discrete initial energy level εi to an energy εf in the continuum. The
eigenvalue εf will now be highly degenerate, and we must integrate over all
possible degenerate ﬁnal states.
Let n(E) be the density of states per unit energy in the continuum. That
is to say, n(E)dE is the number of states in the energy range of E to E + dE.
Then the total transition rate from the discrete energy level εi by absorption
of an energy quantum ω will be

2π
R=
| f |H  |i|2 δ(ω − εf + εi )n(εf )dεf

=

2π
| f |H  |i|2 n(εi + ω) .


(12.62)

This result is known as Fermi’s rule for transition rates. It has proven to
be very useful, in spite of its humble origin as a lowest order perturbation
approximation.
12.6 Atomic Radiation
One of the earliest applications of time-dependent perturbation theory was
to study the absorption and emission of radiation by matter. In this section
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we shall develop the theory of a single charged particle interacting with a
classical electromagnetic ﬁeld. Correlations and cooperative eﬀects among the
electrons will not be considered here. The electromagnetic ﬁeld will be treated
as a quantum-mechanical system in Ch. 19, but not in this section.
The Hamiltonian describing an electron in an atom interacting with a
radiation ﬁeld is
{P − (q/c)A}2
H=
+ qφ + W ,
(12.63)
2M
where q = −e is the charge of the electron, W is the potential energy that
binds it to the atom, and A and φ are the vector and scalar potentials
that generate the electric and magnetic ﬁelds of the radiation:
E = −∇φ −

1 ∂A
,
c ∂t

B = ∇ × A.

To use perturbation theory, the Hamiltonian (12.63) is written as
H = H0 + H1 ,
where

P2
+W
2M
is the Hamiltonian of the free atom, and
H0 =

H1 =

q
q2
(A·A) + qφ
(P·A + A·P) +
2M c
2M c2

(12.64)

(12.65)

describes the interaction of the atom with the radiation ﬁeld.
The gauge problem
The electromagnetic potentials are not unique. As was discussed in
Sec. 11.2, the electromagnetic ﬁelds and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (12.44) are invariant under a gauge transformation of the form (11.18):
A → A = A + ∇χ ,

(12.66a)

1 ∂χ
,
c ∂t

(12.66b)

Ψ → Ψ = Ψei(q/c)χ ,

(12.66c)

φ → φ = φ −

where χ = χ(x, t) is an arbitrary scalar function. This leads to ambiguities
in applying the methods of Sec. 12.5. The ﬁrst step was to expand the state
vector in terms of the eigenvectors of H0 ,
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cn (t)|n ,

(12.67)

n

and to interpret |cn |2 as a probability. [The coeﬃcients cn (t) are equal to
an (t)e−iεn t/ in the notation of (12.46).] Suppose that we use diﬀerent potentials, related to the old potentials by the gauge transformation (12.66). The
transformed state vector (12.66c) can also be expanded,
|Ψ (t) =

cn (t)|n ,

(12.68)

n

and the relation between the new coeﬃcients and the old is
* 

 +

iqχ 


cn (t) =
n exp
m cm (t) .
c 
m

(12.69)

Since χ(x, t) is an arbitrary function, it is clear that |cn |2 and |cn |2 need not
be equal. Then |cn |2 cannot be physically meaningful, in general, because it is
not gauge-invariant. The solution to this gauge problem is discussed in detail
by Kobe and Smirl (1978).
We shall restrict our attention to the eﬀects of perturbing ﬁelds that act only
during the ﬁnite time interval 0 < t < T . For t > T , when the ﬁeld vanishes,
it is natural to take A = φ = 0, although any potentials of the form A = ∇χ,
φ = −(1/c)∂χ/∂t would be consistent with vanishing electromagnetic ﬁelds.
Provided we choose χ(x, t) = 0 for t > T , we shall have |Ψ (t) = |Ψ(t) for
t > T , and the interpretation of |cn |2 as the probability that the ﬁnal energy
is εn will be unambiguous. So, for our restricted class of problems, we shall
slightly restrict the kind of gauge transformations permitted.
Although, in our problem, an exact calculation of cn (t) would yield gaugeinvariant probabilities for t > T , this need not be true in any ﬁnite order
of perturbation theory, such as (12.50), because the form of the perturbation
(12.65) is not gauge-invariant. So there still remains a practical problem of
choosing an appropriate gauge.
The electric dipole approximation
Because the wavelength of atomic radiation is very much longer than the
diameter of an atom, we may neglect the variation of the ﬁelds throughout
the volume of an atom. Although the magnetic and electric components of a
radiation ﬁeld are of equal magnitude (in Gaussian units), the magnetic force
on an electron with speed v is smaller than the electric force by a factor of v/c.
Thus the magnetic eﬀects are usually negligible compared with the electric
eﬀects. The so-called electric dipole approximation can be derived under the
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conditions that (a) the variation of the electric ﬁeld over the size of the atom
is negligible, and (b) the magnetic ﬁeld can be neglected.
If the magnetic ﬁeld is negligible, then the ﬁelds E = E(x, t) and B = 0
can be generated by the potentials
 x
A = 0, φ = −
E(x , t)·dx .
(12.70)
0

The integral is independent of the path because ∇ × E = −(1/c)∂B/∂t = 0.
It is easy to verify that any other potentials that generate the same electric
and magnetic ﬁelds can be gauge-transformed into the form (12.70). If the
spatial variation of the electric ﬁeld can be neglected, these potentials can be
simpliﬁed to
A = 0 , φ = −x·E(0, t) .
(12.71)
The atomic nucleus is here assumed to be located at the origin. These potentials are valid whenever the conditions for the electric dipole approximation
hold, and are almost always the most convenient choice. The electric ﬁeld need
not be weak for (12.71) to be valid, but if it is weak then the potential may be
treated as a perturbation, with the perturbation Hamiltonian (12.65) being
H1 = −qx·E(0, t) .

(12.72)

[[ Another common approach is to treat (12.65) as the perturbation, and
to expand in powers of the potentials. Since ∇·E = 0 for a radiation ﬁeld,
it is possible to choose φ = 0 and ∇·A = 0 (by a gauge transformation,
if necessary). The perturbation expansion is then in powers of A. This
is always a hazardous thing to do, because A is not gauge-invariant. The
ﬁrst order term of (12.65), H1  = −(q/2M c)(P·A + A·P) = −(q/M c)A·P,
yields the so-called “A·P” form of the interaction.
Let us compare this approach with the recommended method based
on (12.72). When the electric dipole approximation is valid, the ﬁelds
E = E(x, t) ≈ E(0, t) and B = 0 can be generated by the alternative
potentials A(x, t) = −c E(x, t)dt and φ(x, t) = 0. If the time dependence
of the electric ﬁeld is taken to be e−iωt , then we may write A = cE/iω.
Using the relation P/M = (i/)[H0 , x], we obtain H1  = −(q/ω)[H0 , x]·E.
The matrix elements of this operator in the basis formed by the eigenvectors
of H0 are
q
m|H1 |n = − (εm − εn ) m|x·E|n
ω
ωmn
=
m|H1 |n ,
ω
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where ωmn = (εm −εn )/. Since the matrix element of the A·P interaction,
H1  , diﬀers from the matrix element of (12.72) by the factor (ωmn /ω),
it follows that transition probabilities calculated to the lowest order in
H1 will be incorrect, except at resonance (ω = ωmn ). One reason why
the A·P interaction gives incorrect results is that we have assumed the
perturbation to be zero for t < 0 and t ≥ T . No diﬃculty is caused by H1
[Eq. (12.72)] jumping discontinuously to zero. But if the A·P interaction
jumps discontinuously to zero, then the relation E = −c−1 ∂A/∂t generates
a spurious delta function impulse electric ﬁeld.
That calculations based upon (12.72) agree with the experimental shape
of the resonance curve, whereas those based on the A·P interaction do not,
was noted by W. E. Lamb in 1952. The relation between the two forms of
interaction has been studied in greater detail by Milonni et al . (1989). ]]
Induced emission and absorption
In order to use the analysis of a harmonic perturbation in Sec. 12.5, we
assume that the time dependence of the perturbation (12.72) is of the form
&
'
H1 (t) = −qx·E0 e−iωt + eiωt
= 0 (t < 0 or t > T ) .

(0 < t < T )
(12.73)

Here E0 is a constant vector, giving the strength and polarization of the
radiation ﬁeld. This form is appropriate for describing monochromatic laser
radiation. In the notation of (12.53), we have H  = H † = −qx·E0 . If the
initial state at t = 0 is an eigenstate of the atomic Hamiltonian H0 [Eq. 12.64]
with energy εi , then the probability that at any time t ≥ T the atom will have
(1)
(1)
the ﬁnal energy εf is equal to |af (T )|2 , where the amplitude af (T ) is given
by (12.54). If εf > εi this is the probability of absorbing radiation; if εf < εi
it is the probability of emitting radiation.
The theory of transitions between two discrete atomic states is very similar
to the theory of spin resonance. In the so-called rotating wave approximation,
we retain only one of the terms of (12.73). Then the two-level atom problem
becomes identical to the spin resonance problem with a rotating magnetic
ﬁeld, and this analogy leads to the term “rotating wave” approximation. The
dependence of the transition probability on the duration T of the perturbation
is quite complicated, as was seen in Sec. 12.1.
If, instead of monochromatic laser radiation, we have incoherent radiation
with a continuous frequency spectrum, a diﬀerent analysis is appropriate. We
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consider the case of near-resonant absorption (ω ≈ ωf i ) and retain only the
ﬁrst term of (12.54), and hence
,1
- !2

2
(ω
−
ω
)T
sin
e2
f
i
 (1)

2
,
(12.74)
af (T ) = 2 | f |x·E0 |i|2
1

2 (ω − ωf i )
where we have substituted q = −e. This expression applies to radiation
of a single angular frequency ω. But we actually have a continuous spectrum of radiation whose energy density in the angular frequency range ∆ω
(1)
is u(ω)∆ω. Strictly speaking, we should integrate the amplitude af (T ) over
the frequency spectrum, and then square the integrated amplitude. But if
the radiation is incoherent, the cross terms between diﬀerent frequencies will
average to zero, and the correct result will be obtained by integrating the
probability (12.74) over the frequency spectrum. If the radiation is unpolarized , we may average over the directions of E0 , and so replace | f |x·E0 |i|2
with (1/3)|E0 |2 | f |x|i|2 = (1/3)|E0 |2 f |x|i· f |x|i∗ . The instantaneous
energy density in a radiation ﬁeld is |E|2 /4π, including equal contributions
from the electric and magnetic ﬁelds. The electric ﬁeld in (12.73) is E =
2E0 cos(ωt), so the average of |E|2 over a cycle of the oscillation is 2|E0 |2 .
Therefore it is appropriate to replace |E0 |2 by 2πu(ω)dω, where u(ω) is the
time average energy density per unit ω. In the limit of very large T , we
replace {sin[ 12 (ω − ωf i )T ]/ 21 (ω − ωf i )}2 by 2πT δ(ω − ωf i ), as was done in
deriving (12.61). In this way we obtain the transition rate for absorption of
radiation at the angular frequency ωf i :

−1
|af (1) (T )|2
Ra = T
4π2 3 e 42
u(ωf i )| f |x|i|2 .
(12.75)
3

An almost identical calculation yields the same transition rate for stimulated
emission of radiation.
=

Spontaneous emission
It is well known that an atom in an excited state will spontaneously emit
radiation and return to its ground state. That phenomenon is not predicted
by this version of the theory, in which only matter is treated as a quantummechanical system, but the radiation is treated as an external classical ﬁeld.
If no radiation ﬁeld is present, then H1 ≡ 0 and all eigenstates of H0 are
stationary.
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When the electromagnetic ﬁeld is also treated as a dynamical system, it
has a Hamiltonian Hem . If there were no coupling between the atom and the
electromagnetic ﬁeld, the total Hamiltonian would be H = Hat + Hem , where
Hat is the atomic Hamiltonian (previously denoted as H0 ). The two terms
Hat and Hem act on entirely diﬀerent degrees of freedom, and so the operators
commute. The stationary state vectors would be of the form | atom  ⊗ | em 
which are common eigenvectors of Hat and Hem . Thus the atomic excited
states would be stationary and would not decay. But of course there is an
interaction between the atomic and electromagnetic degrees of freedom. The
total Hamiltonian is of the form H = Hat + Hem + Hint , where the interaction
term Hint does not commute with other two terms. Now an eigenvector of
Hat is not generally an eigenvector of H, since Hat and H do not commute.
Therefore the excited states of the atom are not stationary, and will decay
spontaneously.
A calculation based upon these ideas requires a quantum theory of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld, some aspects of which will be developed in Ch. 19.
Nevertheless, Einstein was able to deduce some of the most important
features of spontaneous emission in 1917, when most of the quantum theory
was unknown. The argument below, derived from Einstein’s ideas, is based
on the principle that the radiation mechanism must preserve the statistical
equilibrium among the excited states of the atoms.
Let the number of atoms in state n be N (n), and consider transitions
between states i and f involving the emission and absorption of radiation at the
frequency ωf i = (εf − εi )/ > 0. We have calculated the probability per unit
time for an atom to absorb radiation [Eq. 12.75]. It has the form Bif u(ωf i ),
where u(ωf i ) is the energy density of the radiation at the angular frequency
ωf i . Therefore the rate of excitation of atoms by absorption of radiation will
be Bif u(ωf i )N (i). Einstein assumed that the rate of de-excitation of atoms
by emitting radiation is of the form Bf i u(ωf i )N (f ) + Af i N (f ). The ﬁrst term
corresponds to induced emission, which we have shown how to calculate. The
second term, which is independent of the presence of any radiation, describes
spontaneous emission. At equilibrium the rates of excitation and de-excitation
must balance, so we must have
Bf i u(ωf i )N (f ) + Af i N (f ) = Bif u(ωf i )N (i) .

(12.76)

Invoking the principle of detailed balance, Einstein assumed that the probabilities of induced emission and absorption should be equal: Bf i = Bif . This
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relation was conﬁrmed by our quantum–mechanical calculation above. Therefore we may solve for energy density of the radiation ﬁeld at equilibrium:
u(ωf i ) =

Af i N (f )
.
Bf i [N (i) − N (f )]

But we know that in thermodynamic equilibrium the relative occupation of the
various atomic states is given by the Boltzmann distribution, so we must have
N (i)/N (f ) = exp[(εf − εi )/kT ] = exp(ωf i /kT ), where T is the temperature.
Therefore the energy density of the radiation ﬁeld can be written as
u(ωf i ) =

Af i /Bf i
.
exp(ωf i /kT ) − 1

(12.77)

Except for the numerator, this has the form of the Planck distribution for
black body radiation. Since Af i and Bf i are elementary quantum-mechanical
probabilities, they do not depend on temperature. Therefore it is suﬃcient
to equate the low frequency, high temperature limit of u(ωf i ) to the classical
Rayleigh–Jeans formula, u(ωf i ) = (ωf2 i /π 2 c3 )kT , which says that in this limit
the energy density is equal to kT per normal mode of the ﬁeld. We thus obtain
ωf3 i
Bf i ,
(12.78)
π 2 c3
which relates the spontaneous emission probability to the induced emission
probability that has already been calculated. This relation, derived before
most of quantum mechanics had been formulated, remains valid in modern
quantum electrodynamics.
Af i =

12.7 Adiabatic Approximation
The perturbation theory of Sec. 12.5 was based on the assumed small
magnitude of the time-dependent part of the Hamiltonian. The adiabatic
approximation is based, instead, on the assumption that the time dependence
of H is slow.
Suppose that the Hamiltonian H(R(t)) depends on time through some
parameter or parameters R(t). The state vector evolves through the Schrödinger equation,
d|Ψ(t)
i
= H(R(t))|Ψ(t) .
(12.79)
dt
Now the time-dependent Hamiltonian has instantaneous eigenvectors |n(R),
which satisfy
H(R)|n(R) = En (R)|n(R) .
(12.80)
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It is intuitively plausible that if R(t) varies suﬃciently slowly and the system
is prepared in the initial state |n(R(0), then the time-dependent state vector
should be |n(R(t), apart from a phase factor.
To give this intuition a ﬁrmer footing, we use the instantaneous eigenvectors
of (12.80) as a basis for representing a general solution of (12.79),
|Ψ(t) =

an (t)eiαn (t) |n(R(t)) .

(12.81)

n

Here the so-called dynamical phase,
1
αn (t) = −




t

En (R(t ))dt ,

(12.82)

0

has been introduced, generalizing the phase that would be present for a timeindependent Hamiltonian. Substituting (12.81) into (12.79), we obtain
·

·

an eiαn |n +
n

an eiαn |n = 0 .

(12.83)

n

[Here, for simplicity, we do not indicate the implicit time dependences of the
various quantities, and we denote the time derivatives of an (t) and |n(R(t))
·
by a· n and | n,
respectively.] Taking the inner product of (12.83) with another
instantaneous eigenvector, m| = m(R(t))|, yields
a· m = −

·
an ei(αn −αm ) m|n
.

(12.84)

n

Now the time derivative of the eigenvalue equation (12.80) yields
·

·

·
·
H|n + H| n
= E n + En | n
,

(12.85)

·

where H = dH/dt, etc. The inner product with m| then yields
·

·

m|n(En − Em ) = m|H|n (m = n) ,

(12.86)

which may be substituted into (12.84) to obtain
·

·

an ei(αn −αm ) m|H|n(Em − En )−1

am =

(m = n) .

(12.87)

n

Let us now choose the initial state to be one of the instantaneous eigenvectors, |Ψ(0) = |n(R(0)), so that an (0) = 1 and am (0) = 0 for m = n. Then
for m = n we will have, approximately,
·

a· m ≈ ei(αn −αm ) m|H|n (Em − En )−1 ,

(12.88)
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which can be integrated (bearing in mind the implicit time dependences in
all quantities) to obtain am (t). To estimate the magnitude of the excitation
·
probability |am (t)|2 , we assume that the time dependences of m| H|n and
Em − En are slow. Then the most important time dependence will be in
the exponential, which can be approximated by ei(αn −αm ) ≈ ei(Em −En )t/ .
Neglecting the other slow time dependences then yields
·

am (t) ≈ −i m|H|n (Em − En )−2 {ei(Em −En )t/ − 1} ,

(12.89)

which will be small provided the rate of variation of H(R(t)) is slow compared
to the transition frequency ωmn = (Em −En )/. In fact, this simple estimate is
often much too large. If the time dependence of H(R(t)) is suﬃciently smooth,
and characterized by a time scale τ , then am (t) may be only of order e−ωmn τ .
An example is given in Problem 12.11.
The Berry phase
In the adiabatic limit, where excitation to other instantaneous eigenvectors is negligible, the choice of initial state |Ψ(0) = |n(R(0)) will imply that |an (t)| = 1, am (t) = 0 for m = n. Then Eq. (12.84) will reduce to
·
·
an = −an n| n. If we write an = eiγn (t) , we obtain
·

γ· n (t) = i n(R(t))| n(R(t)) ,

(12.90)

and the adiabatic evolution of the state vector becomes
|Ψn (t) = ei[αn (t)+γn (t)] |n(R(t)) .

(12.91)

Now the vector |n(R) is deﬁned only by the eigenvalue equation (12.80), so its
phase is arbitrary and can be modiﬁed to have any continuous dependence on
the parameter R(t). Hence the phase γ(t) is not uniquely deﬁned, and many
older books assert that it can be transformed to zero. However, M. V. Berry
(1984) showed that not to be so.
Equation (12.90) can be written as
·

·
γ· n (t) = i n(R(t))|∇R n(R(t))·
R(t) ,

(12.92)
·

where the gradient is taken in the space of the parameter R, and R(t) is the
time derivative of R. Now suppose that R(t) is carried around some closed
curve C in parameter space, such that R(0) = R(T ). The net change in the
phase γn (t) will be
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γ· n (t)dt

γn (T ) − γn (0) =
C

5
=i

·
n(R)|∇R n(R)·dR
.

(12.93)

C

This net phase change depends only on the closed path C in parameter space
that is traversed by R(t), but not on the rate at which it is traversed. It is
therefore called a geometrical phase, or often a Berry phase, after its discoverer.
The vector in the integrand of (12.93) depends on the arbitrary phase of
the vector |n(R), but the integral around C is independent of those phases.
To show this, we use Stoke’s theorem to transform the path integral into an
integral over the surface bounded by C,
5
 
·
·
n(R)|∇R n(R)·d(R) =
[∇ × n(R)|∇R n(R)]·d(S) .
(12.94)
C

c

(For convenience we take the parameter space to be three-dimensional, but the
results can be generalized to any number of dimensions.) Now, if we introduce
an arbitrary change of the phases of the basis vectors, |n → eiχ(R) |n, then
·
·
n|∇ n
→ n|∇ n
+ i∇χ. But ∇ × ∇χ = 0, so the net phase change (12.93)
is an invariant quantity that depends only on the geometry of the path C.
The Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect (Sec. 11.4) can be viewed as an instance of the
geometrical phase. Consider a tube of magnetic ﬂux near a charged system
that is conﬁned within a box. Although the magnetic ﬂux does not penetrate
into the box, the vector potential A(r) will be non-zero inside the box. Let
r be the position operator of a charged particle inside the box, and R be the
position of the box, as shown in Fig. 12.4. In the absence of a vector potential,

Fig. 12.4

Aharonov–Bohm eﬀect in a box transported around a ﬂux tube.
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the Hamiltonian of the charged particle would be a function of its position
and momentum: H = H(p, r − R). In the presence of the vector potential, it
would have the form H = H(p − qA(r)/c, r − R).
The box is then transported adiabatically along a closed path encircling
the ﬂux tube, with R playing the role of the parameter that is carried around
a closed path. The geometrical phase change of the wave function turns out to
be equal to the Aharonov–Bohm phase, qΦ/c, where Φ is the magnetic ﬂux
in the tube (Problem 12.12).
Further reading for Chapter 12
The following are extensive reviews of certain topics in this chapter.
“Theory of the decay of unstable quantum systems”, Fonda, Ghirardi and
Rimini (1978).
“Generalized energy–time indeterminacy relations”, Pfeifer (1995).
“Applications and generalizations of the geometrical phase”, Shapere and
Wilczek (1989).
Problems
12.1 Suppose the complex coeﬃcients in Eq. (12.1) have the values a1 =
aeiα , a2 = aeiβ . Evaluate the three components of the average magnetic moment µ as a function of time. What are the polar angles of
the instantaneous direction in which this vector points?
12.2 The most general state operator for a spin 12 system has the form given
in Eq. (7.50), ρ = 12 (1 + a·σ), where a is a vector whose length is not
greater than 1. If the system has a magnetic moment µ = 12 γσ and
is in a constant magnetic ﬁeld B, calculate the time-dependent state
operator ρ(t) in the Schrödinger picture. Describe the result geometrically in terms of the variation of the vector a.
12.3 To treat a magnetic moment acted on by a static magnetic ﬁeld B0 in
the z direction and a ﬁeld B1 rotating in the xy plane at the rate of
ω radians per second, it is useful to treat the problem in the rotating
coordinate system deﬁned by orthogonal unit vectors u, v, and k. Here
u = i cos(ωt) + j sin(ωt), v = −i sin(ωt) + j cos(ωt), with i, j, and k
being the unit vectors of the static coordinate system. Obtain the
Heisenberg equations of motion for the spin components Su ≡ S·u
and Sv ≡ S·v. Show that they are equivalent to the equations of
motion for Sx and Sy in an eﬀective static magnetic ﬁeld.
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Show that the following set of nine operators forms a complete orthonormal set for an s = 1 spin system. This means that Tr(Ri † Rj ) = δij ,
and that any operator on the three-dimensional state vector space can
be written as a linear combination
of the operators
Rj (j =√
0, . . . , 8).
√
√
The √
operators are R0 = I/ 3,√R1 = Sx / 2, R2 = Sy /√2, R3 =
2
Sz / 2, R4 = [3(S
6, R5 √
= (Sx Sz + Sz Sx )/2 2, R6√=
√ z /) − 2]/
2
2
2
2
(Sy Sz +Sz Sy )/ 2, R7 = (Sx −Sy )/ 2, R8 = (Sx Sy +Sy Sx )/2 2.
Of these, R0 is a scalar, the next three are components of a vector,
and the last ﬁve are components of a tensor of rank 2.
12.5 The state operator for an s = 1 system can be written in terms of the

nine operators deﬁned in Problem 12.4: ρ(t) = j cj (t)Rj . Determine
the time dependence of the coeﬃcients cj (t) for the magnetic dipole
Hamiltonian, H = −γB0 Sz .
12.6 Repeat the previous problem for the axially symmetric quadrupole
Hamiltonian, H = A(3Sz 2 − 2). [Notice how vector and tensor terms
of ρ(t) become mixed as time progresses.]
12.7 The spin Hamiltonian for a system of two s = 12 particles is H =
σx (1) σx (2) + σy (1) σy (2) . Find the time dependence of the state vector
|Ψ(t) if its initial value is |Ψ(0) = |+(1) |−(2) , and hence evaluate
the time dependence of the spin correlation function σz (1) σz (2) .
12.8 Show that for a charged particle with spin in a spatially uniform,
time-varying magnetic ﬁeld, the time-dependent state function can be
separated into the product of a position-dependent factor and a spin
function. (It is assumed, of course, that the initial conditions are
compatible with this separation.)
12.9 Evaluate W (α) and τβ of Sec. 12.3 for the Lorentzian distribution
(12.28). Compare the inequality (12.40) with the exact values, by
evaluating the various quantities for several representative values of α
and β.
12.10 Consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of angular frequency
ω0 that is perturbed by the time-dependent potential W (t) = bx cos(ωt),
where x is the displacement of the oscillator from equilibrium. Evaluate x by time-dependent perturbation theory. Discuss the validity
of the result for ω ≈ ω0 and for ω far from ω0 .
12.11 A hydrogen atom is placed in a time-dependent homogeneous electric
ﬁeld, of magnitude |E(t)| = Aτ /(t2 +τ 2 ). (Note that the total impulse
of the force is independent of τ .) If at t = −∞ the atom is in its ground
state, calculate the probability that at t = +∞ it has been excited to
the ﬁrst excited state.
12.4
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12.12 Calculate the geometrical phase of the wave function of a charged
particle in a box when the box is adiabatically transported around a
magnetic ﬂux tube that does not enter the box. (See Fig. 12.4.)

Chapter 13

Discrete Symmetries

When symmetry transformations were ﬁrst considered in Sec. 3.1, it was
pointed out that a theorem due to Wigner proves that such a transformation
may, in principle, be implemented by a unitary (linear) operator or by an
antiunitary (antilinear) operator. An operator U is said to be unitary or
antiunitary if the mapping |Ψ → U |Ψ = |Ψ  is one-to-one and | Ψ|Ψ| =
| Ψ |Ψ |. A linear operator L, by deﬁnition, satisﬁes the relation
L(c1 |Ψ1  + c2 |Ψ2 ) = c1 L|Ψ1  + c2 L|Ψ2  ,

(13.1)

whereas an antilinear operator A satisﬁes
A(c1 |Ψ1  + c2 |Ψ2 ) = c1 ∗ A|Ψ1  + c2 ∗ A|Ψ2  .

(13.2)

In previous chapters we considered only continuous symmetry transformations,
which must be represented by linear operators. However, in this chapter we
will need both possibilities.
13.1 Space Inversion
The space inversion transformation is x → −x. The corresponding
operator on state vector space is usually called the parity operator. It will
be denoted by Π (since the symbol P is already in use for momentum, and
also for probability). By deﬁnition, the parity operator reverses the signs of
the position operator and the momentum operator,
ΠQΠ−1 = −Q ,

(13.3)

ΠPΠ−1 = −P .

(13.4)

It follows that the orbital angular momentum, L = Q × P, is unchanged by
the parity transformation. This property is extended, by deﬁnition, to any
angular momentum operator,
ΠJΠ−1 = J .
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We must next determine whether the operator Π should be linear or antilinear. Under the operation of Π the commutator of the position and momentum operators, Qα Pα − Pα Qα = i, becomes
ΠQα Π−1 ΠPα Π−1 − ΠPα Π−1 ΠQα Π−1 = ΠiΠ−1 .
By the use of (13.3) and (13.4), this becomes Qα Pα − Pα Qα = ΠiΠ−1 , which
is compatible with the original commutation relation provided that ΠiΠ−1 = i.
This will be true if Π is linear, but not if Π is antilinear. Therefore the parity
operator is a unitary operator, and cannot be an antiunitary operator. Hence
Π−1 = Π† .
Since two consecutive space inversions produce no change at all, it follows
that the states described by |Ψ and by Π2 |Ψ must be the same. Thus the
operator Π2 can diﬀer from the identity operator by at most a phase factor.
This phase factor is left arbitrary by the deﬁning equations (13.3)–(13.5), since
any phase factor in Π would be canceled by that in Π−1 . It is most convenient
to choose that phase factor to be unity, and hence we have
Π = Π−1 = Π† .

(13.6)

The eﬀect of the parity operator on vectors and wave functions will now
be determined. Consider its eﬀect on an eigenvector of position, ΠQα |x =
Πxα |x = xα Π|x. Now from (13.3) we have ΠQα |x = ΠQα Π−1 Π|x =
−Qα Π|x, and thus Qα (Π|x) = −xα (Π|x). But we know that Qα |−x =
−xα | − x, and that these eigenvectors are unique. Therefore the vectors Π|x
and |−x can diﬀer at most by a phase factor, which may conveniently be
chosen to be unity. Hence we have
Π|x = | − x .

(13.7)

The eﬀect of Π on a wave function, Ψ(x) ≡ x|Ψ, is now easily determined.
From (4.1), (13.6), and (13.7), we obtain
ΠΨ(x) ≡ x|Π|Ψ = −x|Ψ = Ψ(−x) .

(13.8)

[If instead of Π2 = 1, we had chosen some other phase, say Π2 = eiθ , then we
would have obtained ΠΨ(x) = eiθ/2 Ψ(−x). This would only be a complicating
nuisance, without any physical signiﬁcance.]
From the fact the Π2 = 1, it follows that Π has eigenvalues ±1. Any even
function, Ψe (x) = Ψe (−x), is an eigenfunction on Π with eigenvalue +1, and
any odd function, Ψ0 (x) = −Ψ0 (−x), is an eigenfunction of Π with eigenvalue
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−1. A function corresponding to parity +1 is also said to be of even parity,
and a function corresponding to parity −1 is said to be of odd parity.
Example (i). Orbital angular momentum
Under space inversion, x → −x, the spherical harmonic (7.34) undergoes the transformation
Y3 m (θ, Φ) → Y3 m (π − θ, φ + π) = (−1)3 Y3 m (θ, φ) .

(13.9)

Hence the single particle orbital angular momentum eigenvector |B, m
is also an eigenvector of parity,
Π|B, m = (−1)3 |B, m .

(13.10)

This vector is said to have parity equal to (−1)3 .
The same result does not extend to the eigenfunctions of total
angular momentum for a multiparticle system. For example, according
to (7.90) a total orbital angular momentum eigenvector for a twoelectron atom is of the form
|B1 , B2 , L, M  =

(B1 , B2 , m1 , m2 |L, M )|B1 , m1  ⊗ |B2 , m2  .
m1 ,m2

It is apparent that
Π|B1 , B2 , L, M  = (−1)31 +32 |B1 , B2 , L, M  ,
and that (−1)31 +32 = (−1)L . Thus we see that, in general, the parity
of an angular momentum state is not determined by its total angular
momentum.
Example (ii). Permanent electric dipole moments
The electric dipole moment operator for a multiparticle system has

the form d = j qj Qj , where qj and Qj are the charge and position
operator of the jth particle. Thus it follows from (13.3) that the
operator d has odd parity: ΠdΠ−1 = −d. If, in the absence of any
external electric ﬁeld, a stationary state |Ψ has a nonzero average
dipole moment, d = Ψ|d|Ψ, we say that the state has a permanent
or spontaneous dipole moment.
Consider now the implications of space inversion symmetry on the
average dipole moment:
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Ψ|d|Ψ = Ψ|Π−1 ΠdΠ−1 Π|Ψ = − Ψ |d|Ψ  ,

(13.11)

where |Ψ  = Π|Ψ. We are considering a stationary state, and so
H|Ψ = E|Ψ. Now assume that the Hamiltonian is invariant
under space inversion, ΠHΠ−1 = H. Then we can make the following
derivation:
H|Ψ = E|Ψ ,
ΠHΠ−1 Π|Ψ = EΠ|Ψ ,
H|Ψ  = E|Ψ  .
Thus both |Ψ and |Ψ  ≡ Π|Ψ describe stationary states with the
same energy, E. If this energy level is nondegenerate then these two
eigenvectors cannot be independent, and hence we must have Π|Ψ =
c|Ψ. The constant c must be equal to one of the parity eigenvalues,
c = ±1. Equation (13.11) for the average dipole moment then yields
Ψ|d|Ψ = − Ψ |d|Ψ  = −c2 Ψ|d|Ψ = − Ψ|d|Ψ ,
and hence Ψ|d|Ψ = 0. Therefore we have proven that if the
Hamiltonian is invariant under space inversion, and if the state
is nondegenerate, then there can be no spontaneous electric dipole
moment in that state.
The second condition of nondegeneracy must not be forgotten, because the
theorem fails if it does not hold. This is illustrated by Example (4) of Sec. 10.5.
The atomic states of hydrogen, denoted |n, B, m, have parity (−1)3 , and so,
by the above argument, they should have no spontaneous dipole moment.
However, the ﬁrst excited state (n = 2) is fourfold degenerate,
and one can
√
easily verify that the eigenvector (|2, 0, 0 + |2, 1, 0)/ 2 has a nonvanishing
average dipole moment. Thus hydrogen in its ﬁrst excited state can exhibit a
spontaneous electric dipole moment.
The necessary condition for a state to exhibit a spontaneous electric
dipole moment is that it be a linear combination of even parity and odd parity
components. This can be seen most easily for a single particle state function,
Ψ(x). If Ψ(x) has deﬁnite parity, whether even or odd, the probability den2
sity
is inversion-symmetric, and so the average dipole moment,
 |Ψ(x)|
2
q |Ψ(x)| xd3 x, is zero. But if Ψ(x) is a linear combination of even and odd
terms, Ψ(x) = aΨe (x)+bΨ0 (x), then |Ψ(x)|2 will not have inversion symmetry,
and the average dipole moment will not be zero.
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13.2 Parity Nonconservation
If the parity operator Π commutes with the Hamiltonian H, then parity
eigenvalue ±1 is a conserved quantity. In that case an even parity state
can never acquire an odd parity component, and an odd parity state can
never acquire an even parity component. This will be true regardless of the
complexity of H, provided only that ΠH = HΠ.
For a long time it was believed that the fundamental laws of nature
were invariant under space inversion, and hence that parity conservation was a
fundamental law. This is equivalent to saying that if a process is possible, its
mirror image is also possible. In rather loose language, one could say that
nature does not distinguish between left-handedness and right-handedness.
However, in 1956 an experiment was performed which showed that nature
does not obey this symmetry.

Fig. 13.1 (a) In the actual experiment electrons are emitted preferentially into the hemisphere opposite the nuclear spin. (b) Under space inversion the electron momentum is
reversed but the nuclear spin is unchanged.

The radioactive nucleus 60 Co undergoes β decay. This is essentially a
process whereby a neutron within the nucleus decays into a proton plus an
electron plus a neutrino. Only the emitted electron can be readily detected.
The nuclei have nonzero spin and magnetic moment, and hence their spins can
be aligned at low temperatures by means of a magnetic ﬁeld. It was found
that the electrons were emitted preferentially in the hemisphere opposite to
the direction of the nuclear spin, as shown in Fig. 13.1 (a). The operation
of space inversion reverses the electron momentum but does not change the
direction of the nuclear spin, as shown in Fig. 13.1 (b). These two processes,
(a) and (b), are images of each other with respect to space inversion, yet one
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happens in nature but the other does not. Thus it appears that nature is not
indiﬀerent to left-handedness and right-handedness.
The argument can be formulated more mathematically. Let S be the
nuclear spin operator, and P be the electron momentum operator. Part (a)
of Fig. 13.1 illustrates a state for which Ψ|S·P|Ψ < 0, whereas part (b)
illustrates a state for which Ψ |S·P|Ψ  > 0. The relation between the two
states is |Ψ  = Π|Ψ. Now, if it were true that ΠH = HΠ then it would
follow that |Ψ and |Ψ  must be either degenerate states or the same state.
However, they cannot be the same state, for this would require that Ψ|S·P|Ψ
= 0, which is contrary to observation. Therefore it is possible to maintain
space inversion symmetry, ΠH = HΠ, only if the spin-polarized state of the
radioactive 60 Co nucleus is degenerate. This hypothesis is not supported by
detailed theories of nuclear structure.
If we are to entertain the hypothesis that two degenerate states, |Ψ and
|Ψ , both exist, we need to account for the observation that one of them
occurs in nature while its inversion symmetry image does not. The observed
parity asymmetry (the state |Ψ is common but the state Π|Ψ is not) does
not obviously imply parity nonconservation. Most humans have their heart on
the left side of their body. Why is it that asymmetries such as this were never
advanced as evidence for parity nonconservation, but a similar asymmetry
in the nucleus 60 Co was taken as overthrowing the supposed law of parity
conservation? On the face of it, these asymmetries seem compatible with
either of two explanations: (1) parity nonconservation (ΠH = HΠ); or (2)
parity conservation (ΠH = HΠ) with a nonsymmetric initial state, involving
components of both parities. Let us examine the second possible explanation,
using a highly simpliﬁed model as an analog of the more complicated systems
of interest.
The potential shown in Fig. 13.2 has a symmetric ground state Ψs , with
energy Es . The ﬁrst excited state is the antisymmetric Ψa , at a slightly higher
energy Ea . If the barrier separating the two potential minima were inﬁnitely
high, these two states would be degenerate. The energy diﬀerence, Ea − Es , is
nonzero only because of the possibility of tunneling through the barrier.
From these two stationary states we can construct two nonstationary states:
Φ=

Ψs + Ψa
√
,
2

Ψs − Ψa
√
= ΠΦ .
Φ =
2


(13.12)
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Fig. 13.2 The double minimum potential supports a symmetric ground state Ψs , and an
antisymmetric excited
state Ψa . From these one can construct the nonstationary states:
√
Φ = (Ψs + Ψa )/ 2 and Φ = ΠΦ.

These states are not stationary, but would become stationary in the limit of
an inﬁnitely high barrier separating the two potential minima. Suppose that
at time t = 0 the state function is |Ψ(0) = |Φ. Then the time-dependent
state function will be

13.3
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√
|Ψ(t) = (e−iEs t/ |Ψs  + e−iEa t/ |Ψa )/ 2 .
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(13.13)

This nonstationary state can be described as oscillating back and forth
between |Φ and |Φ  at the frequency ω = (Ea − Es )/.
Now, for one’s heart, which is initially on the left side of the body, the
barrier against tunneling to the right side is very large, and the energy
diﬀerence Ea − Es is extremely small. (It can be shown to be an exponentially
decreasing function of the barrier height.) Hence the tunneling time from left
to right, π/(Ea − Es ), is enormously large, even when compared to the age of
the universe. Therefore the observed parity asymmetry in the location of the
heart in the body can be explained by an unsymmetric initial state, and does
not require nonconservation of parity for its explanation.
We can formally carry this line of argument over to the case of β decay of a
nucleus or a neutron. But in such a case the supposed tunneling barrier would
be very much smaller, and the tunneling time between the analogs of the “left”
and “right” states should be quite short. We would therefore expect to ﬁnd the
“left-handed” state of Fig. 13.1 (a) and the “right-handed” state of Fig. 13.1 (b)
to be equally common. Since this is contrary to observation, we are led to
prefer explanation (1), according to which the weak interaction responsible for
β decay does not conserve parity. We see from this analysis that the logical
path form the observed parity asymmetry to the inferred nonconservation of
parity in β decay is considerably more complex than the popular presentations
would indicate.
It should be emphasized that the violation of inversion symmetry, and the
related nonconservation of parity, occur only for the weak interactions that are
responsible for phenomena such as β decay. There is still a large domain of
physics in which inversion symmetry holds to a very good approximation.
13.3 Time Reversal
One might suppose that time reversal would be closely analogous to space
inversion, with the operation t → −t replacing x → −x. In fact, this simple
analogy proves to be misleading at almost every step.
In the ﬁrst place, the term “time reversal” is misleading, and the operation that is the subject of this section would be more accurately described as
motion reversal. We shall continue to use the traditional but less accurate
expression “time reversal”, because it is so ﬁrmly entrenched. The eﬀect of the
time reversal operator T is to reverse the linear and angular momentum while
leaving the position unchanged. Thus we require, by deﬁnition,
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T QT −1 = Q ,

(13.14)

T PT −1 = −P ,

(13.15)

T JT

−1

= −J .

(13.16)

Consider now the eﬀect that T has on the commutator of the position and
momentum operators, Qα Pα − Pα Qα = i:
T Qα T −1 T Pα T −1 − T Pα T −1 T Qα T −1 = T iT −1 .
According to (13.14) and (13.15), this becomes Qα (−Pα ) + Pα Qα = T iT −1,
which is compatible with the original commutation relation provided that
T iT −1 = −i. Therefore it is necessary for T to be an antilinear operator.
This same conclusion will be reached if we consider the commutation relations
between the components of J, or between components of P and J.
Properties of antilinear operators
An antilinear operator is one that satisﬁes (13.2). It is similar to a linear
operator except that it takes the complex conjugate of any complex number
on which it acts. Hence we have
Ac = c∗ A ,

(13.17)

where A is any antilinear operator and c is any complex number. The product
of two antilinear operators A2 and A1 , deﬁned by the relation
(A2 A1 )|u = A2 (A1 |u)

for all |u ,

is a linear operator, since the second operation of complex conjugation undoes
the result of the ﬁrst.
An operator A is antiunitary if it is antilinear, its inverse A−1 exists, and
it satisﬁes  |u  =  A|u  for all |u. It follows from this deﬁnition (see
Problem 13.4) that if |u  = A|u and |v   = A|v, then u |v   = v|u ≡ u|v∗ .
The time reversal operator T is antiunitary.
The action of an antilinear operator to the right on a ket vector is deﬁned
by (13.2), but no action to the left on a bra vector has yet been deﬁned. In
fact this cannot be done in the simple way that was used in Sec. 1.2 to allow
linear operators to act to the left. Recall that a bra vector ξ| is deﬁned as a
linear functional on the space of ket vectors; that is to say, it must satisfy the
relation ξ|(a|u + b|v) = a ξ|u + b ξ|v. For any linear operator L we can
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deﬁne another linear functional, η| ≡ ξ|L (with L operating to the left), by
requiring it to satisfy the relation η|φ = ξ|(L|φ) or, equivalently, ( ξ|L)|φ
= ξ|(L|φ) = ξ|L|φ. But this is possible only because this expression is
indeed a linear functional of |φ, satisfying ξ|L(a|u + b|v) = a ξ|L|u +
b ξ|L|v. Thus ξ|L really does satisfy the deﬁnition of a bra vector.
If we attempt to carry out the same construction using an antilinear operator A in place of the linear operator L, we formally obtain ξ|A(a|u + b|v) =
a∗ ξ|A|u+b∗ ξ|A|v. Thus if we were to deﬁne ( ξ|A)|φ = ξ|(A|φ) we would
not obtain a linear functional of |φ, and therefore the object ξ|A so deﬁned
would not be a bra vector. We shall deal with this complication by adopting
the convention that antilinear operators act only to the right, and never to the
left. Because of this convention, we shall not make use of the adjoint, A† , of
an antilinear operator.
[[ This convention is not the only way of dealing with the problem. Messiah
(1966) allows antilinear operators to act either to the left or to the right, but
as a consequence he must caution his readers that ( ξ|A)|φ = ξ|(A|φ),
and hence the common expression ξ|A|φ becomes undeﬁned. Both his
approach and ours impose a certain inconvenience on the reader, which is
ultimately not the fault of either author, but rather a reﬂection of the fact
that antilinear operators do not ﬁt into the bra–ket notation as neatly as
do linear operators. ]]
The complex conjugation operator is the simplest example of an antilinear
operator. Unlike a linear operator, it is not independent of the phases of the
basis vectors in terms of which it is deﬁned. Consider an orthonormal set of

basis vectors, {|n}, and an arbitrary vector, |ψ = n an |n. The complex
conjugation operator in this n-basis, K(n) , is deﬁned by the equation
an ∗ |n .

K(n) |ψ =

(13.18)

n

Consider next some other orthonormal set of basis vectors, {|ν}, in terms of

which the same vector is given by |ψ = ν αν |ν. In this ν-basis the complex
conjugation operator K(ν) is deﬁned by
αν ∗ |ν .

K(ν) |ψ =

(13.19)

ν

To determine whether these two complex conjugation operators are equivalent, we shall express the ν-basis vectors in terms of the n-basis:
|ν =

|n n|ν .
n

(13.20)
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Thus we obtain |ψ = ν αν n |n n|ν, and so the relation between the two

sets of coeﬃcients is an = ν αν n|ν. Substitution of (13.20) into (13.19)

 

∗
∗ n|ν|n. This is not
yields K(ν) |ψ =
ν αν
n |n n|ν =
n
ν αν
equal to (13.18) unless the inner product n|ν is real for all n and ν. Thus
we have shown that the complex conjugate operators deﬁned with respect to
two diﬀerent sets of basis vectors are, in general, not equivalent. This is true,
in particular, if the two basis sets are identical except for the complex phases
of the vectors.
Time reversal of the Schrödinger equation
Contrary to what is suggested by the name, the application of the time
reversal operator T to the Schrödinger equation,
H|Ψ(t) = i

∂
|Ψ(t) ,
∂t

(13.21)

does not change t into −t. Indeed, since t is merely a parameter it cannot be
directly aﬀected by an operator, and so the connection between the action of
T and the parameter t can only be indirect. The time reversal transformation
of (13.21) yields
∂
|Ψ(t)
∂t
∂
= −i T |Ψ(t) .
∂t

T HT −1T |Ψ(t) = T i

(13.22)

Suppose that T HT −1 = H, or, in words, that H is invariant under time
reversal. If we rewrite (13.22) with the dummy variable t replaced by −t, then it
is apparent that T |Ψ(−t) is also a solution of (13.21). Whereas the invariance
of H under a linear transformation gives rise to a conserved quantity (the parity
eigenvalue in the case of space inversion), there is no such conserved quantity
associated with invariance under the antilinear time reversal transformation.
Instead, the solutions of the Schrödinger equation occur in pairs, |Ψ(t) and
T |Ψ(−t).
So far we have not obtained the explicit form of the time reversal operator,
except that it is antilinear and so must involve complex conjugation. Indeed the
explicit form of T depends upon the basis, and so we shall consider separately
the most common cases.
In coordinate representation the Schrödinger equation takes the form
 2

− 2
∂
∇ + W (x) Ψ(x, t) = i Ψ(x, t) .
2M
∂t
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Its complex conjugate is
 2

− 2
∂
∇ + W ∗ (x) Ψ∗ (x, t) = −i Ψ∗ (x, t) .
2M
∂t
The condition for the Hamiltonian to be invariant under complex conjugation
is that the potential be real: W ∗ = W . In that case it is apparent that if Ψ(x, t)
is a solution then so is Ψ∗ (x, −t). This suggests that we may identify the time
reversal operator with the complex conjugation operator in this representation,
T = K0 ,

(13.23)

where, by deﬁnition, K0 Ψ(x, t) = Ψ∗ (x, t). In this case T is its own inverse.
In coordinate representation the eﬀect of the position operator is merely
to multiply by x, and therefore (13.14) is satisﬁed. The momentum operator
has the form −i∇. Its sign is reversed by complex conjugation and so (13.15)
is satisﬁed. It is also apparent that (13.16) holds for the orbital angular
momentum operator, L = x × (−i∇). Therefore (13.23) is valid in coordinate representation for spinless particles.
The formal
expression for an arbitrary vector in coordinate representation

is |Ψ = Ψ(x)|xd3 x, where the basis vector |x is an eigenvector of the
position operator. Since T is equal to the complex conjugation operator, its
eﬀect is simply T |Ψ = Ψ∗ (x)|xd3 x, with T |x = |x. [cf. (13.18).]
In momentum representation an arbitrary vector can be written as |Ψ =
Ψ(p)|pd3 p, where the basis vector |p is a momentum
eigenvector (5.1).

The eﬀect of the time reversal operator is T |Ψ = Ψ∗ (p)T |pd3 p, and so T
will be completely deﬁned as soon as we determine its eﬀect on a momentum
eigenvector. To do this we transform back to coordinate representation, where
the form of T is already known.


T |p = T |x x|pd3 x = T |xeip·x/ (2π)−3/2 d3 x



=

|xe

−ip·x/

−3/2 3

(2π)

d x=


T |x x|−pd3 x

= |−p .
Therefore the time reversal operator in momentum representation is not merely
complex conjugation; rather, its eﬀect is given by

T |Ψ = Ψ∗ (p)|−pd3 p .
(13.24)
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Time reversal and spin
The time reversal operator must reverse the angular momentum, as is
asserted by (13.16). This condition has been shown to hold for the orbital
angular momentum, and for consistency it must be imposed on the spin
angular momentum:
T ST −1 = −S .
(13.25)
Since the form of the time reversal operator is representation-dependent, we
choose coordinate representation for orbital variables, and the standard representation of the spin operators in which Sz is diagonal. In this representation
the matrices for Sx and Sz are real, and the matrix for Sy is imaginary. This
was shown explicitly for s = 12 in (7.45), and for s = 1 in (7.52). That it is
true in general may be shown from the argument leading up to (7.16), which
demonstrates that the matrices for S+ ≡ Sx + iSy and S− ≡ Sx − iSy are
real, and hence Sx must be real and Sy must be imaginary. The time reversal
operator T cannot be equal to the complex conjugation operator K0 in this
representation, since the eﬀect of the latter is
K0 Sx K0 = Sx ,

K0 Sy K0 = −Sy ,

K0 Sz K0 = Sz .

(13.26)

(Note that K0 −1 = K0 .)
Let us write the time reversal operator as T = Y K0 , where Y is a linear
operator because it is the product of two antilinear operators, T K0 . To satisfy
(13.25), Y must have the following properties:
Y Sx Y −1 = −Sx ,

Y Sy Y −1 = Sy ,

Y Sz Y −1 = −Sz .

(13.27)

The correct transformation of the orbital variables is produced by the complex
conjugation operator K0 by itself, and so in order that Y should not spoil this
situation, we must have
Y QY −1 = Q ,

Y PY −1 = P .

(13.28)

Thus Y must operate only on the spin degrees of freedom. It is apparent that
(13.27) and (13.28) are satisﬁed by the operator Y = e−iπSy / , whose eﬀect is
to rotate spin (and only spin) through the angle π about the y axis. Therefore
the explicit form of the time reversal in this representation is
T = e−iπSy / K0 .

(13.29)
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Time reversal squared
Two successive applications of the time reversal transformation, i.e. two
reversals of motion, leave the physical situation unchanged. Therefore the
vectors |Ψ and T 2 |Ψ must describe the same state, and hence we must have
T 2 |Ψ = c|Ψ

(13.30)

for some c that satisﬁes |c| = 1. To determine the possible values of c, we
evaluate T 3 |Ψ using the associative property of operator multiplication and
(13.30), obtaining
T 2 (T |Ψ) = T (T 2 |Ψ) = T (c|Ψ) = c∗ T |Ψ .

(13.31)

Now an equation of the form (13.30) must hold for every state vector, so we
must have T 2 (|Ψ + T |Ψ) = c (|Ψ + T |Ψ) for some c . But from (13.30) and
(13.31) we obtain T 2 (|Ψ + T |Ψ) = c|Ψ + c∗ T |Ψ, which is consistent with
the previous requirement only if c = c = c∗ . Thus we must have c = ±1, and
hence (13.30) can be rewritten as
T 2 |Ψ = ±|Ψ .

(13.32)

Although two successive time reversals is a seemingly trivial transformation,
the corresponding operator T 2 is not the identity operator. In Sec. 7.6 we
encountered a similar operator, R(2π), which corresponds to rotation through
a full circle. In fact the relation between these two operators is much stronger
than analogy. From (13.29) and (13.26) we obtain
T 2 = e−iπSy / K0 e−iπSy / K0
= e−iπSy / e+iπ(−Sy )/
= e−i2πSy / .
This may equivalently be written as
T 2 = e−i2πJy / ,
since Jy is the sum of two commutative operators, Jy = Ly +Sy , and e−i2πLy /
= 1. Thus the operator T 2 is equal to the rotation operator for a full revolution
about the y axis, and so we have an identity
T 2 = R(2π) .

(13.33)
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These two identical operators have eigenvalue +1 for any state of integer total
angular momentum, and have eigenvalue −1 for any state of half odd-integer
total angular momentum.
Example (i). Kramer’s theorem
It has been shown that invariance of the Hamiltonian under the unitary
operator of space inversion gives rise to a conserved quantity, the parity
of the state. Invariance under the antiunitary time reversal operator
does not produce a conserved quantity, but it sometimes increases the
degree of degeneracy of the energy eigenstates. Let us consider the
energy eigenvalue equation, H|Ψ = E|Ψ, for a time-reversal-invariant
Hamiltonian, T H = HT . Then HT |Ψ = T H|Ψ = ET |Ψ, and so
both |Ψ and T |Ψ are eigenvectors with energy eigenvalue E. There
are two possibilities: (a) |Ψ and T |Ψ are linearly dependent, and so
describe the same state, or (b) |Ψ and T |Ψ are linearly independent,
and so describe two degenerate states. It will now be shown that case
(a) is not possible in certain circumstances.
Suppose that (a) is true, in which case we must have T |Ψ = a|Ψ
with |a| = 1. A second application of T yields T 2 |Ψ = T a|Ψ =
a∗ T |Ψ = a∗ a|Ψ = |Ψ. Thus case (a) is possible only for those states
that satisfy T 2 |Ψ = |Ψ. But for those states that satisfy T 2 |Ψ =
−|Ψ it is necessarily true that |Ψ and T |Ψ are linearly independent,
degenerate states. This result is known as Kramer’s theorem: any
system for which T 2 |Ψ = −|Ψ, such as an odd number of s = 12
particles, has only degenerate energy levels.
In many cases the degeneracy implied by Kramer’s theorem is
merely the degeneracy between states of spin up and spin down, or
something equally obvious. The theorem is nontrivial for a system
with spin–orbit coupling in an unsymmetrical electric ﬁeld, so that
neither spin nor angular momentum is conserved. Kramer’s theorem
implies that no such ﬁeld can split the degenerate pairs of energy levels.
However, the degeneracy can be broken by an external magnetic ﬁeld,
which couples to the magnetic moment and contributes a term in the
Hamiltonian like γS·B, which is not invariant under time reversal.
Example (ii). Permanent electric dipole moments
It was shown in Sec. 13.1 that there can be no permanent electric dipole
moment in a nondegenerate state if the Hamiltonian is invariant under
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space inversion. However, it is known that the weak interactions, which
are responsible for β decay, are not invariant under space inversion, so
this raises the possibility that elementary particles might have electric
dipole moments. Such moments, if they exist, are very small and have
not been detected. It can be shown that electric dipole moments are
excluded by invariance under both rotations and time reversal.
If the Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant it must commute with
the angular momentum operators, which are the generators of rotations. Thus there is a complete set of common eigenvectors of H, J·J,
and Jz , which we shall denote as |E, j, m. We assume that the only
degeneracy of these energy eigenvectors is associated with the 2j + 1
values of m. The electric dipole moment operator d is an irreducible
tensor operator of rank 1, so we may invoke (7.125) to write the average
dipole moment in one of these states as
E, J, m|d|E, j, m = CE,j E, j, m|J|E, j, m ,

(13.34)

where CE,j is a scalar that does not depend on m.
It is shown in Problem 13.4 that if |u  = T |u and |v   = T |v then
u |v   = u|v∗ . Let us take |u = |Ψ and |v = dα |Ψ, where dα is
a component of the electric dipole operator. Then |u  = |Ψ  ≡ T |Ψ
and |v   = T dα |Ψ = dα T |Ψ ≡ dα |Ψ . Thus Ψ |dα |Ψ  = Ψ|dα |Ψ∗ .
But dα is a Hermitian operator, so we may write
Ψ |d|Ψ  = Ψ|d|Ψ ,

where |Ψ  = T |Ψ .

(13.35)

A similar calculation may be performed using Jα (a component of
angular momentum) in place of dα , except that because of (13.16)
we now have T Jα = −Jα T , and so we obtain
Ψ |J|Ψ  = − Ψ|J|Ψ .

(13.36)

From the relation Jz |E, j, m = m|E, j, m, we obtain
T Jz T −1 T |E, j, m = mT |E, j, m ,
and hence Jz (T |E, j, m) = −m(T |E, j, m). Under the previous
assumption restricting the degeneracy, the vector T |E, j, m can
diﬀer from |E, j, −m by at most a phase factor. Therefore, by taking
|Ψ = |E, j, m, we see from (13.35) that E, j, −m|d|E, j, −m =
E, j, m|d|E, j, m, and from (13.36) we obtain E, j, −m|J|E, j, −m
= − E, j, m|J|E, j, m. But these two results imply that under the
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substitution m → −m, the right hand side of (13.34) changes sign
while the left hand side does not. This is possible only if both sides
vanish. Hence the spontaneous dipole moment of the state must vanish
under the combined assumptions of rotational invariance, time reversal
invariance, and the degeneracy of the state being only that due to m.
This would suﬃce to prove that elementary particles cannot have electric
dipole moments, but for the fact that there is indirect evidence for a superweak
interaction that violates time reversal invariance. Thus experiments to detect
very small electric dipole moments are of considerable interest.
Further reading for Chapter 13
The discrete symmetries of parity and time reversal (and also charge conjugation, not treated in this book) ﬁnd many of their applications in nuclear and
particle physics. Many such applications are discussed in Ch. 3 of the book by
Perkins (1982).
Problems
13.1 Show that mirror reﬂection is equivalent to the combined eﬀect of space
inversion and a certain rotation.
13.2 Show in detail that if ΠH = HΠ and if the initial state |Ψ(0) has
deﬁnite parity (either even or odd), then the state vector |Ψ(t) remains
a pure parity eigenvector at all future times.
13.3 An unstable particle whose spin is S decays, emitting an electron
and possibly other particles. Consider the angular distribution of the
electrons emitted from a spin-polarized sample of such particles. It may
depend upon S, σ, and p, where σ and p are the electron spin and momentum. (a) Write down the most general distribution function that
is consistent with space inversion symmetry. (b) Write down the most
general distribution function that is consistent with time reversal symmetry. (c) Write down the most general distribution consistent with
both symmetries.
13.4 An operator A is antiunitary if it is antilinear, its inverse A−1 exists,
and it satisﬁes |u = A|u for all |u. Prove from this deﬁnition
that if |u  = A|u and |v   = A|v then u |v   = u|v∗ .
13.5 Kramer’s theorem states that if the Hamiltonian of a system is invariant
under time reversal, and if T 2 |Ψ = −|Ψ (as is the case for an odd
number of electrons), then the energy levels must be at least doubly
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degenerate. In fact the degree of degeneracy must be even. Show
explicitly that threefold degeneracy is not possible.
In Example (ii) of Sec. 13.3 it was proved, under certain assumptions,
that a state of the form |Ψ = |E, j, m cannot possess a permanent
electric dipole moment. Since the 2j + 1 states having diﬀerent m
values are degenerate, one can also have stationary states of the form

|Ψ =
m cm |E, j, m. Prove, under the same assumptions, that a
state of this more general form cannot have a permanent electric dipole
moment.
Suppose that the Hamiltonian is invariant under time reversal:
[H, T ] = 0. Show that, nevertheless, an eigenvalue of T is not a conserved quantity.
Use the explicit form ofthe time reversal operator T for a particle of
α
spin 12 to evaluate T
, where the vector is expressed in the standard
β
representation in which σz is diagonal.
The probability of tunneling through a potential barrier from left to
right is clearly equal to the probability of tunneling from right to left
if the barrier potential possesses mirror reﬂection symmetry. (In one
dimension this is the same as space inversion.) But if the barrier
potential is asymmetric, having no mirror reﬂection symmetry, it is not
apparent that these two probabilities should be equal. Use time reversal invariance to prove that the left-to-right and right-to-left tunneling
probabilities must be equal, even if the barrier potential is asymmetric.

Chapter 14

The Classical Limit

Classical mechanics has been veriﬁed in a very wide domain of experience,
so if quantum mechanics is correct it must agree with classical mechanics in
the appropriate limit. Ideally we would like to exhibit quantum mechanics as
a broader theory, encompassing classical mechanics as a special limiting case.
Loosely stated, the limit must be one in which  is negligibly small compared
with the relevant dynamical parameters. However, the matter is quite subtle.
One cannot merely deﬁne  → 0 to be the classical limit. That limit is not
well deﬁned mathematically unless one speciﬁes what quantities are to be held
constant during the limiting process. Moreover, there are conceptual problems
that are at least as important as the mathematical problem.
It is useful to ﬁrst examine the manner in which special relativity reduces
to classical Newtonian mechanics in the limit where the speed of light c becomes
inﬁnite. Consider a typical formula of relativistic mechanics, such as the
kinetic energy of a particle of mass M moving at the speed v: KE = M c2 [(1 −
v 2 /c2 )−1/2 − 1]. In the limit c → ∞, this formula reduces to the Newtonian
expression KE = 12 M v 2 . More generally, all the results of classical Newtonian mechanics are recovered in the limit where v/c % 1 or, equivalently, in
the limit where kinetic and potential energies are small compared to the rest
energy M c2 . In this limit, the trajectories predicted by relativistic mechanics
merge with those predicted by Newtonian mechanics, and it is quite correct
to say that relativistic mechanics includes Newtonian mechanics as a special
limiting case.
Bohr and Heisenberg stressed the analogy between the limits c → ∞ and
 → 0, both of which supposedly lead back to the familiar ground of Newtonian mechanics, in an attempt to convert Einstein to their view of quantum
mechanics. Einstein was unmoved by such arguments, and indeed the proposed analogy seriously oversimpliﬁes the problem. Newtonian mechanics and
relativistic mechanics are formulated in terms of the same concepts: the continuous trajectories of individual particles through space–time. Those trajectories
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diﬀer quantitatively between the two theories, but the diﬀerences vanish in the
limit c → ∞. But quantum mechanics is formulated in terms of probabilities,
and does not refer directly to trajectories of individual particles. A conceptual
diﬀerence is much more diﬃcult to bridge than a merely quantitative diﬀerence.
14.1 Ehrenfest’s Theorem and Beyond
The term classical limit of quantum mechanics will be used, broadly, to
refer to the predictions of quantum mechanics for systems whose dynamical
magnitudes are large compared to . Often these will be macroscopic systems
whose dimensions and masses are of the order of centimeters and grams. The
concepts of classical and macroscopic systems are distinct, as the existence of
macroscopic quantum phenomena (such as superconductivity) demonstrates,
but the behavior of most macroscopic systems can be described by classical
mechanics. Throughout this book, we have stressed that quantum theory does
not predict the individual observed phenomenon, but only the probabilities
of the possible phenomena. This fact is particularly relevant in studying the
classical limit, where we will see that, in a generic case, the classical limit of
a quantum state is an ensemble of classical trajectories, not a single classical
trajectory.
If quantum mechanics were to yield an individual trajectory in its classical
limit, it would be necessary for the probability distributions to become arbitrarily narrow as  → 0. The indeterminacy relation, ∆x ∆p ≥ /2, allows
the possibility that the widths of position and momentum distributions might
both vanish as  → 0. But whether or not this actually happens depends
on the particular state. Some special states behave in that way, but there
are many physically realistic states that do not. A good example is provided
by a measurement process (see Ch. 9), in which a correlation is established
between the eigenvalue r of the measured dynamical variable R and the indicator variable α of the measuring apparatus. The indicator is a macroscopic
object, such as the position of a pointer on an instrument. If the initial state is
not an eigenstate of the measured variable R, but is rather a state in which two
(or more) eigenvalues, r1 and r2 , have comparable probability, then in the
ﬁnal state there will be two (or more) indicator positions, α1 and α2 , that
have comparable probability. The values α1 and α2 are macroscopically distinct, being perhaps centimeters apart, and hence the probability distribution
for the indicator variable will be spread over a macroscopic range.
Even though the indicator may be an ordinary classical object, like a
pointer on an instrument, its quantum-mechanical description will be a broad
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probability distribution, quite unlike any classical trajectory. Therefore we
should not expect to recover an individual classical trajectory when we take the
classical limit of quantum mechanics. Rather, we should expect the probability
distributions of quantum mechanics to become equivalent to the probability
distributions of an ensemble of classical trajectories.
Ehrenfest’s theorem
This theorem is the ﬁrst step in relating quantum probabilities to
classical mechanics. It is suﬃcient for our purposes to consider only the
simplest example, a single particle in one dimension, whose Hamiltonian is
H = P 2 /2M + W (Q). Using the Heisenberg picture (Sec. 3.7), in which
the operators for dynamical variables are time-dependent and the states are
time-independent, the equations of motion for the position and momentum
operators are
dQ
i
P
= [H, Q] =
,
dt

M

(14.1)

dP
i
= [H, P ] = F (Q) ,
dt


(14.2)

where F (Q) = −∂W (Q)/∂Q is the force operator. [The result of Problem 4.1
has been used in deriving (14.2).] Taking averages in some state, we obtain
d Q
P
=
,
dt
M

(14.3)

d P
= F (Q) .
dt

(14.4)

Now, if we can approximate the average of the function of position with the
function of the average position,
F (Q) ≈ F ( Q) ,

(14.5)

then (14.4) may be replaced by
d P
= F ( Q) .
dt

(14.6)

Equations (14.3) and (14.6) together say that the quantum-mechanical averages, Q and P , obey the classical equations of motion. The approximation
(14.5) is exact only if the force F (Q) is a linear function of Q, as is the case for
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a harmonic oscillator or a free particle. But if the width of the position probability distribution is small compared to the typical length scale over which the
force varies, then the centroid of the quantum-mechanical probability distribution will follow a classical trajectory. This is Ehrenfest’s theorem.
It is sometimes asserted that the conditions for classical behavior of a quantum system are just those required for Ehrenfest’s theorem. But, in fact,
Ehrenfest’s theorem is neither necessary nor suﬃcient to deﬁne the classical
regime (Ballentine, Yang, and Zibin, 1994). Lack of suﬃciency — that a system may obey Ehrenfest’s theorem but not behave classically — is proved by
the example of the harmonic oscillator. It satisﬁes (14.6) exactly for all states.
Yet a quantum oscillator has discrete energy levels, which make its thermodynamic properties quite diﬀerent from those of the classical oscillator. Lack
of necessity — that a system may behave classically even when Ehrenfest’s
theorem does not apply — will be demonstrated below.
Corrections to Ehrenfest’s theorem
Let us introduce operators for the deviations from the mean values of
position and momentum,
δQ = Q − Q ,

(14.7)

δP = P − P  ,

(14.8)

and expand (14.1) and (14.2) in powers of these deviation operators. Taking
the average in some chosen state then recovers (14.3), and yields, in place of
(14.4),
dp0
1
∂2
= F (q0 ) + (δQ)2 
F (q0 ) + · · · ,
(14.9)
dt
2
∂q0 2
where the average position and momentum are q0 = Q and p0 = P . If
(δQ)2  and higher order terms are negligible, we recover Ehrenfest’s theorem,
with q0 and p0 obeying the classical equations.
The terms in (14.9) beyond F (q0 ) are corrections to Ehrenfest’s theorem.
But they are not essentially quantum-mechanical in origin, as is evidenced
by the fact that they do not depend explicitly on . Indeed, (δQ)2  is just
a measure of the width of the position probability distribution, which need
not vanish in the classical limit. The proper interpretation of these correction
terms can be found by comparison with a suitable classical ensemble.
Let ρc (q, p, t) be the probability distribution in phase space for a classical ensemble. It satisﬁes the Liouville equation, which describes the ﬂow of
probability in phase space,
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∂
∂
∂
ρc (q, p, t) = −q̇
ρc (q, p, t) − ṗ
ρc (q, p, t)
∂t
∂q
∂p
=−

∂
p ∂
ρc (q, p, t) − F (q)
ρc (q, p, t) .
M ∂q
∂p

From it, we can calculate the classical averages,

qc =
q ρc (q, p, t) dq dp ,

(14.10)

(14.11)


pc =

p ρc (q, p, t) dq dp .

(14.12)

Diﬀerentiating these expressions with respect to t, using (14.10), and integrating by parts as needed, we obtain
dqc
pc
=
,
dt
m

dpc
=
F (q) ρc (q, p, t) dq dp ,
dt

(14.13)
(14.14)

which are the classical analogs of (14.3) and (14.4). Expanding (14.14) in
powers of δq = q − qc then yields
d
1
∂2
F (qc ) + · · · ,
(14.15)
pc = F (qc ) +
(δq)2 c
dt
2
∂qc 2

where (δq)2 c = (δq)2 ρc (q, p, t) dq dp is a measure of the width of the classical probability distribution.
The signiﬁcance of the terms involving δq is now clear. The centroid of
a classical ensemble need not follow a classical trajectory if the width of the
probability distribution is not negligible. The quantal equation (14.9) has
exactly the same form as the classical (14.15), and its appropriate interpretation is simply that the centroid of the quantal probability distribution does
not follow a classical trajectory unless it is very narrow.
Example: Particle between reﬂecting walls
Consider a particle conﬁned to move between two impenetrable walls,
at x = 0 and x = L. A general time-dependent state function can be
expanded in terms of the energy eigenfunctions,


∞
iEn t
ψ(x, t) =
cn sin(kn x) exp −
,
(14.16)

n=1
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where kn = nπ/L and En = (2 π 2 /2mL2 )n2 . Because all the frequencies in (14.16) are integer multiples of the lowest frequency, it follows
that ψ(x, t) is periodic, but its period,
Tqm =

4mL2
,
π

(14.17)

bears no relation to the classical period of a particle with speed v,
Tcl = 2L/v. The failure of (14.16) to oscillate with the classical period
would be a problem if, in the classical limit, the wave function were
supposed to describe the orbit of a single particle. But there is no
diﬃculty if it is compared to an ensemble of classical orbits, since the
motion of the ensemble need not be periodic. The quantum recurrence
period Tqm diverges to inﬁnity as  → 0, and so becomes irrelevant in
the classical limit.
Consider an initial wave function of the form
ψ(x, 0) = A(x) eikx ,

(14.18)

where A(x) is a real amplitude function. The mean velocity of this state
is v = k/m. The motion of this quantum state will be compared to that
of a classical ensemble whose initial position and momentum distributions are
equal to those of the quantum state (14.18), the initial phase space distribution
being the product of the position and momentum distributions. We choose a
Gaussian amplitude,

2 !
x − x0
A(x) = C exp −
.
(14.19)
2a
This initial state has rms half-width ∆x = a, and its mean position is taken to
be x0 = L/2. Results for a = 0.1, v = 20 (units:  = m = L = 1) are shown in
Fig. 14.1. The average position of the quantum state, x = ψ(x, t)|x|ψ(x, t),
exhibits a complex pattern of decaying and recurring oscillations that repeat
with period Tqm . The average position of the classical ensemble closely follows
the ﬁrst quantum oscillations, but it decays to a constant value, x = L/2,
where it remains. The decay of the classical oscillation is due to the distribution
of velocities in the ensemble, which causes it to spread and eventually cover the
range (0, L) uniformly. The initial spreading of the quantum wave function
is essentially equivalent to the spreading of the classical ensemble. The later
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Fig. 14.1 Average position for a particle conﬁned to the unit interval, according to quantum theory (solid line) and classical ensemble theory (dotted line).

periodic recurrences of the quantum state are due to the interference of
reﬂected waves and to the discreteness of the quantum spectrum, which are
essentially nonclassical.
The time interval during which the classical and quantum theories agree
well is shown in more detail in Fig. 14.2. Ehrenfest’s theorem, which predicts
x to follow a classical trajectory, is very inaccurate, even before the ﬁrst
reﬂection. But the failure of Ehrenfest’s theorem does not indicate nonclassical
behavior; the quantum state and the classical ensemble are in close agreement,
even though Ehrenfest’s theorem is not applicable. The lower half of Fig. 14.2
shows that ∆x = ( x2  − x2 )1/2 is also correctly given by the classical theory
for t ≤ 0.14. The nonmonotonic behavior of ∆x is caused by the folding of the
ensemble upon itself when it is reﬂected from a wall. Indeed, for t = 0.025 the
value of ∆x is smaller than it was for the original minimum uncertainty wave
function. For large t,
√ the rms half-width of the classical ensemble approaches
the limit ∆x → L(2 3)−1 ≈ 0.2887L, which is the value for a uniform distribution.
14.2 The Hamilton Jacobi Equation and the Quantum Potential
The Schrödinger equation, −(2 /2M ) ∇2 Ψ + W Ψ = i ∂Ψ/∂t, takes on an
interesting form when Ψ is expressed in terms of its real amplitude and phase,
Ψ(x, t) = A(x, t) eiS(x,t)/ .

(14.20)
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Fig. 14.2 (a) Average position: quantum (solid line), classical (dotted line), Ehrenfest’s
theorem (sawtooth curve). (b) Rms half-width of position probability distribution.

Making this substitution in the Schrödinger equation and separating the
real and imaginary parts, we obtain two equations,

−

1
∂S
2 2
∇ A+
A(∇S)2 + W A = −A
,
2M
2M
∂t

∂A
−1
{A ∇2 S + 2(∇A)·(∇S)} =
.
2M
∂t

(14.21a)
(14.21b)
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The second of these can be rewritten in terms of the probability density, P ≡
|Ψ|2 = A2 , as ∂P/∂t + {P ∇2 S + (∇P )·(∇S)}/M = 0, or, equivalently,
∂P
∇·(P ∇S)
+
= 0.
∂t
M

(14.22)

This is the continuity equation (4.21) for conservation of probability, since it
was shown in Sec. 4.4 that the probability ﬂux is given by J = P ∇S/M .
Equation (14.21a) can conveniently be written in the form
∂S
(∇S)2
+
+ W + WQ = 0 ,
∂t
2M

(14.23)

where

2 ∇2 A
(14.24)
2M A
is called the quantum potential , because it enters the equation in the same
way as does the ordinary potential W . Equation (14.23) has the form of the
Hamilton–Jacobi equation of classical mechanics. If we introduce a velocity
ﬁeld
∇S
J
=
(14.25)
v(x, t) =
P
M
and take the gradient of (14.23), we obtain
WQ = −

M

∂v
+ M (v·∇) v + ∇(W + WQ ) = 0 .
∂t

A particle following the ﬂow deﬁned by the velocity ﬁeld (14.25) would obey
the equation of motion
M

dv
= −∇ (W + WQ ) .
dt

(14.26)

Therefore, if WQ → 0 in the limit as  → 0, the particle trajectories will obey
Newton’s law of motion.
There are two major logical steps involved in demonstrating, on the basis
of this result, that quantum mechanics has the correct classical limit. One is
to show that the quantum potential vanishes in the limit  → 0, which is not
trivial in spite of its formal proportionality to 2 . This problem will be examined later. The other is a deeper conceptual question regarding the meaning
of the state function Ψ and its relation to Hamilton’s principle function.
We have shown that the phase of Ψ and Hamilton’s principal function in
classical mechanics (both denoted by the symbol S) obey the same mathematical equation in the limit of vanishing WQ . Now the physical signiﬁcance
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of Hamilton’s principal function is as a generator of trajectories through its
gradient in (14.25). The classical version of (14.23) is
∂S
(∇S)2
+W =−
.
(14.27)
2M
∂t
If W does not depend explicitly on t, then this equation has a solution for which
S is linear in t, so that ∂S/∂t = −Et, and E may be any constant not less
than the minimum value of W . Then, in view of (14.25), the classical equation
for S becomes 12 M v 2 + W = E. Thus it is apparent that in classical mechanics
the function S determines the set of all possible trajectories for a particle
with energy E. To make contact between classical mechanics and quantum
mechanics through this route, it seems necessary to interpret the phase of the
state function Ψ as a generator of trajectories. But no such interpretation
has been given to the phase function S(x, t) in the usual interpretations of
quantum mechanics, where Ψ is interpreted only as a probability amplitude.
The relation (4.22b) between S(x, t) and the probability ﬂux is compatible with
the interpretation of S(x, t) as a generator of trajectories, and this suggests a
possible generalization of quantum mechanics, which will be discussed in the
next section.
We now return to the behavior of the quantum potential WQ in the limit
 → 0. This evidently may depend on the nature of the particular state
function. There does not seem to have been a systematic study of this problem,
so we shall consider only a couple of simple examples that illustrate the essential
features.
The ﬁrst example is a free particle in one dimension whose initial state is
a Gaussian wave packet of half-width a, Ψ(x, 0) ∝ exp(x2 /4a2 ). The timedependent wave function Ψ(x, t) was calculated in Sec. 5.6, and is given by
(5.44). Because the quantum potential (14.24) is independent of the normalization of Ψ, we may drop all factors from (5.44) that do not depend on
x. In dropping such factors, the real amplitude of Ψ(x, t) takes the form
A = exp(−x2 /4β 2 ), where β 2 = a2 [1 + (t/2M a2 )2 ]. Therefore the quantum
potential is


2
x2
WQ =
1
−
.
(14.28)
4M β 2
β2
Taking the limit  → 0 with a ﬁxed, we ﬁnd that the quantum potential does
indeed vanish. Therefore (14.26) does indeed reduce to the classical equation
in that limit.
Roughly speaking, the criterion for smallness of the quantum potential
is that 2 /M β 2 be small compared to other energy terms. Here β(t) =
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(x − x)2 1/2 is the half-width of the state. Thus the broader the position
probability density, the more accurate will be the approximation provided by
the classical limit. This is a very diﬀerent perspective on the classical limit
from that suggested by Ehrenfest’s theorem, which attempted to obtain classical behavior by concentrating the probability in the neighborhood of a single
classical trajectory, and so would require a small value of β. The approach
via the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is more powerful because it recognizes that
a quantum state generally corresponds to an ensmble of classical trajectories
rather than to a single trajectory.
The important features of Ψ(x, t) in this example, which will also apply
to a much broader class of states, are: (a) a very rapid oscillation in the
phase of Ψ(x, t) on a scale that vanishes with ; and (b) an amplitude A(x, t)
varying smoothly on a scale that is not sensitive to . If a state satisﬁes these
conditions, then it will obey the correct classical limit.
However, there are many quantum states that do not satisfy these conditions. Consider the state function Ψ(x) = sin(px/), which can describe a
particle of energy E = p2 /2M conﬁned between reﬂecting walls at x = 0 and
x = L, with L = nπ/p for some large integer n. The quantum potential for
this state is WQ = p2 /2M , which does not vanish when we take the limit  → 0
with p ﬁxed. Moreover Eq. (14.25) would yield a velocity v = M −1 ∂S/∂x = 0,
contrary to the classical velocity v = p/M . The failure of this method to
yield the expected classical limit in this case is clearly due to the formation
of a standing wave, which is a manifestation of the quantum-mechanical phenomenon of interference between the leftward- and rightward-reﬂected waves
that make up Ψ.
14.3 Quantal Trajectories
In the previous section, the classical limit of a pure quantum state was
obtained as an ensemble of classical trajectories. The Hamilton–Jacobi equations (14.23) and (14.25) are formally capable of generating trajectories from
the total potential W + WQ , and there is no apparent reason to restrict
their application to the cases where WQ vanishes. This suggests that quantum mechanics can be extended beyond its purely statistical role, to describe
microscopic trajectories of individual particles. The continuity equation
(14.22) guarantees that if a probability density is assigned on this ensemble of
quantal trajectories such that at some initial time it agrees with the quantum
probability postulate, P = |Ψ|2 , then the motion along the trajectories will preserve this agreement for all time. Thus this model of deterministic trajectories
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of individual particles is consistent with the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. Only if the quantum potential vanished would the quantal
trajectories be the same as classical trajectories.
This extension of quantum mechanics was proposed by David Bohm (1952).
In such a distinctively quantum-mechanical problem as two-slit diﬀraction
(Philippidis, Dewdney, and Hiley, 1979) it yields an intuitively reasonable set
of trajectories, the bunching of the trajectories into diﬀraction peaks being due
to the force produced by the quantum potential.
It is less satisfactory for bound states. Time reversal invariance (Sec. 13.3)
of the Hamiltonian implies that stationary bound state functions can always be
chosen to have form Ψ(x, t) = ψ(x) eiEt/ , with ψ(x) real. Therefore ∇S = 0,
and so Eq. (14.25) implies that the particle is at rest, in neutral equilibrium
through an exact cancellation between ∇W and ∇WQ . Thus we see that
although Bohm’s theory yields the same position probability distribution as
does quantum mechanics, the momentum distribution is very diﬀerent. (For
Bohm’s response to this diﬃculty through an analysis of the measurement
process, see the references at the end of this chapter.)
The source of this trouble may lie in an ambiguity in the interpretation
of the velocity (14.25), which is deﬁned as the ratio of the probability ﬂux
vector to the probability density. To see the problem in its simplest form, we
consider a surface across which the probability ﬂux J is zero. This could occur
because no particles cross the surface, or alternatively it could occur because,
on average, equal numbers cross from left to right as from right to left. In the
general case where J is not zero, the two alternatives are to interpret (14.25) as
the velocity of an individual particle trajectory, or to interpret it as the average
velocity of a web of intersecting trajectories. The analogy with the classical
Hamilton–Jacobi equation encouraged us to choose the ﬁrst alternative, and
that was done in Bohm’s theory. But the unnatural picture which emerges, of
particles in bound states begin motionless, suggests that perhaps the wrong
alternative was chosen. If so, it follows that the approach to classical limit via
the Hamilton–Jacobi theory of Sec. 14.2, though helpful, cannot be regarded
as deﬁnitive.
Another unintuitive feature of the quantum potential is that it need not
vanish at inﬁnite distances. Consider the ground state function of a hydrogenlike atom, which has the form Ψ(r) = A(r) = e−αr . For this state the quantum
potential (14.24) is WQ (r) = (2 α2 /2M ) [(2/αr) − 1], which does not go to
zero as the interparticle separation r becomes inﬁnite. This nonseparability
was for a long time regarded as fatal defect of Bohm’s theory. However, it
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has been discovered through the study of Bell’s theorem that nonseparability
is not peculiar to Bohm’s speciﬁc model, but rather it seems to be inherent in
quantum mechanics. (This matter will be discussed in Ch. 20.)
The most important consequence of Bohm’s theory is its demonstration
that, contrary to previous belief, it is logically possible to give a more detailed
account of microscopic phenomena than that given by the statistical quantum theory. The signiﬁcance and utility of the resulting quantal trajectories,
however, remain controversial.
14.4 The Large Quantum Number Limit
The attempts in the preceding sections to establish full dynamical equivalence between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics in the limit  → 0
have met with partial success. The approach in this section is to examine
speciﬁc quantum-mechanical results in the limit where classical mechanics is
expected to be valid. This is the limit in which dynamical variables such as
angular momentum, energy, etc. are large compared to the relevant quantum
unit, and thus it is the limit of large quantum numbers.
We ﬁrst consider the example of a particle in one dimension conﬁned
between reﬂecting walls at x = 0 and x = L, for which the method based on
the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (Sec. 14.2) failed most drastically. The normalized stationary state function is Ψ(x) = (2/L)1/2 sin(kn x), where kn = nπ/L,
and the quantum number n is a positive integer. In this quantum state the
energy is E = 2 kn 2 /2M , and the two values of momentum p = ±kn are
equally probable. These values are the same as in a stationary classical statistical ensemble. But whereas the classical position probability density would
be uniform on the interval 0 < x < L, the probability density in the quantum
state is |Ψ(x)|2 = 2[ sin(kn x)]2 /L. The rapid oscillations are a manifestation
of quantum-mechanical interference. It is clear that the quantal probability
density does not converge pointwise to the classical value in any limit. But if
we calculate the probability that the particle is in some small interval ,
 a+∆x
|Ψ(x)|2 dx ,
Prob (a < x < a + ∆x|Ψ) =
a

it will converge to the classical value, ∆x/L, in the limit n → ∞.
The conclusion suggested by this example is that, strictly speaking, quantum mechanics does not converge to classical mechanics, but that in the classical limit the distinctive quantum phenomena like interference fringes become
so ﬁnely spaced as to be practically undetectable. Any real measurement
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involves some kind of coarse-grained average which will eventually obscure the
quantum eﬀects, and it is this average that obeys classical mechanics. The fact
that this example failed to yield the correct classical limit by the Hamilton–
Jacobi method should, therefore, not be regarded as evidence for a failure
of classical mechanics or of quantum mechanics; nor does it constitute an
unbridgeable gap between the two theories. Rather, it indicates that in the
previous sections we did not adequately characterize the subtle nature of
the classical limit.
We shall apply the lesson of this simple model to a wider class of problems.
The property of the state function that we shall exploit is the existence, in
the large quantum number limit, of two length scales: a very rapid ﬁne scale
oscillation modulated by a slowly varying envelope. The local wavelength of
the ﬁne scale oscillation decreases as the quantum number increases, whereas
the envelope varies on the scale of the potential. Unfortunately, the mathematical technique that is most convenient for such a problem is applicable
only to ordinary diﬀerential equations, so we shall treat only one-dimensional
problems.
The Schrödinger equation for stationary states in one dimension has the
form
d2 ψ
+ k 2 (x) ψ(x) = 0 ,
(14.29)
dx2
with
[E − W (x)]2M
.
(14.30)
k 2 (x) =
2
It is most convenient to ﬁrst obtain the two complex linearly independent
solutions of this equation without regard to boundary conditions, and then
to form the actual state function as a linear combination of them. Hence we
substitute ψ(x) = eiΦ(x) , so that (14.29) becomes

−

dΦ
dx



2
+i

d2 Φ
dx2


+ k 2 (x) = 0 .

(14.31)

If the potential W were constant, the solution would be Φ(x) = ±kx with k
constant, and so we would have d2 Φ/dx2 = 0. If W (x) is not constant but
changes very little over the distance of the local wavelength, λ = 2π/k(x), we
may expect d2 Φ/dx2 to be small compared with the other terms in (14.31).
Since λ decreases as E increases, this approximation should be valid in the
large quantum number limit. The approximation scheme based upon this idea
is called the WKB method (after Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin).
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As a ﬁrst approximation we drop d2 Φ/dx2 from (14.31), obtaining
dΦ
≈ ±k(x) .
dx

(14.32)

To obtain the second approximation, we substitute d2 Φ/dx2 = ±dk(x)/dx into
(14.31), obtaining
 2
 
dΦ
dk
,
= k 2 (x) ± i
dx
dx


dΦ
i(dk/dx)
= ±k(x) 1 ±
dx
2k 2 (x)
= ±k(x) +

i(dk/dx)
,
2k(x)


Φ(x) = ±

k(x) dx + i

1
log[k(x)] .
2

Thus the approximate complex solutions of (14.29) are
 

ψ(x) = eiΦ(x) = [k(x)]−1/2 exp ±i k(x) dx ,
and the real bound state functions will have the form


c
Ψ(x) =
cos
k(x)
dx
+
φ
.
[k(x)]1/2

(14.33)

(14.34)

The constant φ will be determined by the boundary conditions, and c will be
determined by normalization. The rapid ﬁne scale oscillations and the smooth
envelope are exhibited explicitly in this form. The average of |Ψ(x)|2 over
a short distance ∆x yields the coarse-grained probability density 12 |c|2 /k(x).
The higher the energy, the smaller will be the wavelength of the ﬁne scale
oscillation, and hence smaller may ∆x be chosen.
The classical position probability density is proportional to the time that
the particle spends in an interval ∆x, and so is proportional to dt/dx = 1/v,
with the constant of proportionality being determined by normalizing the total
probability to 1. Since 12 M v 2 = E − W (x), it is apparent from (14.30) that the
classical velocity is equal to v = k(x)/M , and so the coarse-grained quantal
probability density agrees with the classical probability density. The coarsegraining length ∆x may become arbitrarily small in the limit of high enough
energy. But even though classical and quantal position probability densities
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become indistinguishable in the high energy (large quantum number) limit,
quantum mechanics need not become identical with classical mechanics in this
limit. In the example of a particle between reﬂecting walls, the allowed energies
remain discrete and the separation between energy levels does not go to zero.
The approach of the position probability to its classical limit has been
studied explicitly in simple systems. Pauling and Wilson (1935, p. 76) illustrate
it for the harmonic oscillator. Rowe (1987) has examined the hydrogen atom,
illustrating the large n limit for the cases of minimum angular momentum (B =
0) and maximum angular momentum (B = n − 1). The B = 0 states correspond
to narrow ellipses that have degenerated into straight lines through the center
of the orbit, and the radial position probability density is broad. The states of
maximum B correspond to circular orbits, and the radial position probability
density sharpens about the classical orbit radius in the limit n → ∞. This can
be deduced from the formulas (10.33) and (10.34) for r and r2 . The mean
radius r in the atomic state |nBm is of order n2 a0 , where a0 is the Bohr
radius and n is the principal quantum number. The mean square ﬂuctuation
in the radial variable is
r2  − r2 =

a0 2 (n4 + 2n2 − B4 − 2B3 − B2 )
,
4

with both terms on the left being of order n4 a0 . But for B = n − 1 the
mean square ﬂuctuation reduces to r2  − r2 = 12 a0 2 n3 (1 + 1/2n), and
thus in the limit n → ∞ the relative ﬂuctuation, ( r2  − r2 )/ r2 , vanishes like n−1 . The angular dependence of the probability density is given
by |Y3 m (θ, φ)|2 ∝ |P3 m (cos θ)|2 . It is apparent from Eq. (7.36) that when m
has its maximum value, m = B, the angular density reduces to |Y3 3 (θ, φ)|2 ∝
(sin θ)3 , which becomes arbitrarily sharp about θ = π/2 in the limit B → ∞.
Thus we see that in the limit n → ∞ the position probability distribution of
the atomic state with m = B = n − 1 approximates an equatorial circular orbit.
Since the width of the probability distribution is a vanishing fraction of the
mean radius r, the classical limit of this quantum state appears to be a single
orbit. This example is not typical because of its high degree of symmetry. It is
more common for the limit of a quantum state to be an ensemble of classical
orbits, and a coarse-grained smoothing of the probability density is usually
required.
Further reading for Chapter 14
The classical limit for a particle conﬁned between reﬂecting walls was
used by Einstein to demonstrate the need for an ensemble interpretation of
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quantum state functions. This led to an inconclusive correspondence with
Max Born, who seems to have missed Einstein’s point. The debate was eventually concluded through the mediation of W. Pauli, who endorsed most of
Einstein’s speciﬁc arguments, and yet dissented from his conclusion. See items
103–116 of The Born–Einstein Letters (Born, 1971). This debate is discussed
in a broader context by Ballentine (1972).
D. Bohm’s quantum potential theory is published in Phys. Rev. 85, 166–193
(1952), and is reprinted in the book by Wheeler and Zurek (1983).
The use of the WKB method as a calculational tool is treated in more detail
in the textbooks by Merzbacher (1970) and Messiah (1966).
Problems
14.1 (a) The initial state function (not normalized) for a free particle in one
dimension is Ψ(x, 0) = exp(−x2 /2a). Calculate ∆x = (x− x)2 1/2
as a function of time.
(b) Construct a classical probability distribution in phase space,
P (x, p), which has the same position and momentum distributions
at t = 0 as does quantum state in part (a). From it calculate the
classical variation of ∆x as a function of t, and compare with the
quantum-mechanical result.
14.2 According to quantum mechanics, the frequency of radiation emitted
by a system is given by ω = (En − En−1 )/, where En is an energy
eigenvalue. According to classical mechanics, ω should be equal to
the frequency of some periodic motion, such as an orbit. Show that the
quantum-mechanical value of ω for the hydrogen atom approaches
the classical value in the large quantum number limit, and calculate
the order of magnitude of the diﬀerence.
14.3 Do the same calculations as in the previous problem for: (a) a particle
conﬁned between reﬂecting walls in one dimension; (b) a spherically
symmetric rotator whose Hamiltonian is H = J 2 /2I, where J is the
angular momentum and I is the moment of inertia.
14.4 Apply the WKB method (Sec. 14.4) to the linear potential of Sec. 5.6,
and show that it yields the correct asymptotic forms at x → ∞ and
x → −∞.
14.5 The position probability density for the hydrogen atom state with quantum numbers m = B = n − 1, in the limit n → ∞, is concentrated in
a toriodal tube in the equatorial plane. (This was shown in Sec. 14.4.)
The thickness of the tube, ∆r = ( r2  − r2 )1/2 , diverges in the limit
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n → ∞. (It was shown, however, that the fractional thickness, ∆r/ r,
vanishes in that limit.) Modify the theory of the hydrogen atom so as
to describe two objects bound together by gravity, and estimate the
principal quantum number n for the earth–moon system. Supposing
it to be described by an m = B = n − 1 quantum state, calculate the
magnitude of the quantum ﬂuctuation ∆r in the radius of the moon’s
orbit.

Chapter 15

Quantum Mechanics in Phase Space

15.1 Why Phase Space Distributions?
In the previous chapter, we studied probability distributions in conﬁguration space, and showed how they can approach the classical limit. Similar
calculations could be done for the momentum probability distribution, and
for the probability distributions of other dynamical variables. But even if
the probability distribution of each dynamical variable were shown to have
an appropriate classical limit, this would not constitute a complete classical
description. In classical mechanics we also have correlations between dynamical
variables, such as position and momentum, and these are described by a joint
probability distribution in phase space, ρc (q, p). If a full classical description
is to emerge from quantum mechanics, we must be able to describe quantum
systems in phase space.
It would be desirable if, for each state ρ, there were a quantum phase space
distribution ρQ (q, p) with the following properties: its marginal distributions
should yield the usual position and momentum probability distributions,

ρQ (q, p)dp = q|ρ|q ,
(15.1)

ρQ (q, p)dq = p|ρ|p ,

(15.2)

and it should be nonnegative,
ρQ (q, p) ≥ 0 ,

(15.3)

so as to permit a probability interpretation.
It is sometimes said that such a quantum phase space distribution cannot
exist because of the indeterminacy principle (Sec. 8.4), but that is not true. In
order to satisfy the Heisenberg inequality (8.33), it is suﬃcient that ρQ (q, p)
should have an eﬀective area of support in phase space of order 2π (the
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numerical factor depends on the shape of the area), so that the product of the
rms half-widths of (15.1) and (15.2) is not less than 12 . In fact, for any ρ, there
are inﬁnitely many functions ρQ (q, p) which satisfy the three equations above
(Cohen, 1986). The problem is that no principle has been found to single out
any one of them for particular physical signiﬁcance.
To obtain a unique form for ρQ (q, p), one may try imposing additional
conditions. For a pure state, ρ = |ψ ψ|, the familiar probability formulas
are bilinear in |ψ and ψ|, having the form ψ|P |ψ, where P is a projection
operator. For example, the position probability density is ψ|q q|ψ. Hence
one might require the phase space distribution to be expressible in the form
ρQ (q, p) = ψ| M (q, p) |ψ, where M (q, p) is some self-adjoint operator. Wigner
(1971) has proven that any such ρQ (q, p) could not satisfy (15.1), (15.2), and
(15.3). The bilinearity condition is mathematically attractive, but it lacks
physical motivation. However, the theorem has been generalized (Srinivas,
1982), with the bilinearity condition being replaced by the mixture property.
This is motivated by the fact that the representation of a nonpure state operator as a mixture of pure states is not unique (Sec. 2.3). If ρ is not a pure state,

it can be written in the form ρ = i wi |ψi  ψi | in inﬁnitely many ways. The
mixture property is the requirement that the phase space distribution should
depend only on the state operator ρ, and not on the particular way that it is
represented as a mixture of some set of pure states {ψi }.
In view of these negative results, two approaches have been pursued. The
Wigner function of Sec. 15.2 satisﬁes the mixture property, but not (15.3). It
cannot be interpreted as a probability, but it is still useful for calculations.
The Husimi distribution of Sec. 15.3 has a probability interpretation, but does
not satisfy (15.1) and (15.2).
15.2 The Wigner Representation
The state operator ρ can be given several matrix representations, the
position representation q|ρ|q   and the momentum representation p|ρ|p 
being the most common. The Wigner representation is, in a sense, intermediate between these two. For a single particle in one dimension, it is
deﬁned as
 ∞


ρw (q, p) = (2π)−1
q − 12 y|ρ|q + 12 y eipy/ dy .
(15.4)
−∞

[The generalization to N particles in three dimensions is straightforward, and
is given in the original paper (Wigner, 1932). It requires that all variables be
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interpreted as 3N -dimensional vectors, and that the factor (2π)−1 become
(2π)−3N .] The Wigner representation can also be obtained from the momentum representation,
 ∞


−1
ρw (q, p) = (2π)
p − 12 k|ρ|p + 12 k e−iqk/ dk ,
(15.5)
−∞

showing that it is, indeed, intermediate between the position and momentum
representations. It follows directly from these two relations that the Wigner
function satisﬁes (15.1) and (15.2):
 ∞
ρw (q, p)dp = q|ρ|q ,
(15.6)
−∞



∞

−∞

ρw (q, p)dq = p|ρ|p .

(15.7)

The three basic properties of the state operator, (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), can
all be expressed in the Wigner representation. From the deﬁnition (15.4), it
follows that the trace of ρ is given by


q|ρ|qdq = Tr(ρ) .
(15.8)
ρw (q, p)dqdp =

The ﬁrst property, Tr ρ = 1, becomes
ρw (q, p)dqdp = 1. The second
†
property, ρ = ρ , corresponds to the fact that ρw (q, p) is real. The third,
u|ρ|u ≥ 0, however, does not imply nonnegativity for ρw (q, p). We shall
return to it after certain necessary results have been obtained.
The Wigner representation for any operator R, other than ρ, is deﬁned as
 ∞


Rw (q, p) =
q − 12 y|R|q + 12 y eipy/ dy .
(15.9)
−∞

The omission of the factor (2π)−1 , as compared with (15.4), is done to simplify
the normalization in the case of a function of q only, such as a potential energy
V (q), for which x|V |x  = V (x)δ(x − x ). Equation (15.9) then yields

&
'
Vw (q, p) = V q − 12 y δ(y)eipy/ dy = V (q) .
Similarly, the Wigner representation for a function of p only, K(p), is simply
Kw (q, p) = K(p).
The average of the dynamical variable R in the state ρ is R = Tr(ρR).
Thus we need to express the trace of a product of two operators in terms of
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their Wigner representation. To do this, we ﬁrst write the trace in the position
representation:

Tr(ρR) =
q|ρ|q   q  |R|q dq dq  .
We next express the position representations of R and ρ in terms of the Wigner
representation, using the Fourier inverse of (15.4),



eipy/ ρw (q, p)dp = q − 12 y|ρ|q + 12 y ,
and a similar Fourier inverse of (15.9). The resulting expression for Tr(ρR) is
initially cumbersome, but it simpliﬁes to

R = Tr(ρR) =
ρw (q, p)Rw (q, p) dq dp .
(15.10)
The similarity of this formula to a classical phase space average is responsible
for much of the intuitive appeal and practical utility of the Wigner representation. It should be stressed, however, that the Wigner function ρw (q, p) is
not a probability distribution because it typically takes on both positive and
negative values.
We now return to the nonnegativeness property (2.8) of the state operator
ρ, and its consequences in the Wigner representation. It is convenient to
replace this property with a generalization (2.20), which states that for any
pair of state operators that satisfy (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), the trace of their
product obeys the inequality 0 ≤ Tr(ρρ ) ≤ 1. If we put ρ = |u u|, this
yields the nonnegativeness condition (2.8), 0 ≤ u|ρ|u ≤ 1. Substituting
Rw (q, p) = 2πρw (q, p) into (15.10), we obtain


Tr(ρρ ) = 2π
ρw (q, p) ρ w (q, p) dq dp ,
(15.11)
and hence (2.20) implies that

0≤
ρw (q, p)ρ w (q, p) dq dp ≤ (2π)−1 .

(15.12)

The special case ρ = ρ , for which

{ρw (q, p)}2 dq dp ≤ (2π)−1 ,

(15.13)

is particularly interesting, since it implies that the Wigner function cannot
be too sharply peaked. Suppose, for example, that ρw (q, p) approximately
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vanishes outside of some region in phase space, of area A, and has the value
A−1 inside that region. Then the integral in (15.13) would be equal to A−1 .
Therefore the area of support cannot be too small: A ≥ 2π, a result that is
related to the indeterminacy principle.
These results have several interesting consequences if we specialize to pure
states, ρ = |ψ ψ| and ρ = |φ φ|. Then (15.11) becomes

ρw (q, p) ρ w (q, p) dq dp .
(15.14)
| φ|ψ|2 = 2π
Both sides must vanish if the two state vectors are orthogonal, which proves
that the Wigner functions take on both positive and negative values, and so
cannot be probabilities. The derivation of (2.20) also implies that upper limit
of (15.12) is achieved if and only if ρ = ρ is a pure state. Therefore we have

{ρw (q, p)}2 dq dp = (2π)−1
(15.15)
for a pure state, ρ = |ψ ψ|. This corresponds to the property (2.17), Tr(ρ2 ) =
1 for a pure state.
Here are some simple examples of Wigner functions. For a pure state,
Eq. (15.4) can be written as
 ∞
&
'
'
&
−1
ρw (q, p) = (2π)
Ψ q − 12 y Ψ∗ q + 12 y eipy/ dy ,
(15.16)
−∞

where Ψ(q) = q|Ψ is the wave function of the state.
Example (i): Gaussian wave packet
Consider ﬁrst a Gaussian wave packet of the form
Ψ(q) = (2πa2 )−1/4 e−q

2

/4a2

.

(15.17)

From (15.16), its Wigner function is


 ∞
2
2
e−q /2a
ipy
y2
ρw (q, p) =
exp
dy
−

8a2
2π(2πa2 )1/2 −∞
=

1 −q2 /[2(∆q)2 ] −p2 /[2(∆p)2 ]
e
e
.
π

(15.18)

The values of the rms half-widths of the position and momentum
distributions, ∆q = a and ∆p = /2a, have been introduced in the
last line to better show the symmetry between q and p.
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The most general Gaussian wave function is obtained by displacing
the centroid of the state to an arbitrary point in phase space, q = q0
and p = p0 :
2

Ψ(q) = (2πa2 )−1/4 e−(q−q0 )

/4a2 ip0 q/

e

.

(15.19)

The Wigner function becomes
1 −(q−q0 )2 /2(∆q)2 −(p−p0 )2 /2(∆p)2
e
e
.
(15.20)
π
This is just the product of the position and momentum distributions,
and is everywhere positive. Unfortunately, such a simple result is
not typical. It has been proven (Hudson, 1974) that Gaussian wave
functions are the only pure states with nonnegative Wigner functions.
ρw (q, p) =

Example (ii): Separated Gaussian wave packets
Consider next a superposition of two Gaussian packets centered at
q = ±c:
/
0
N
−(q−c)2 /4a2
−(q+c)2 /4a2
e
+
e
.
(15.21)
Ψ(q) = 1/2
2 (2πa2 )1/4
The normalization factor N occurs because the two Gaussians are not
2
2
orthogonal: N = [1 + e−c /2a ]−1/2 . When the Wigner function is
evaluated from (15.16), there will be four terms: the Wigner functions
of the two separate Gaussian packets, and two interference terms. The
result is

N 2 −p2 /2(∆p)2 −(q−c)2 /2(∆q)2
e
ρw (q, p) =
e
2π

2
2
2
2
2cp
+ e−(q+c) /2(∆q) + 2e−q /2(∆q) cos
.
(15.22)

Here again we use ∆q = a and ∆p = /2a. In addition to the expected
peaks at q = ±c, there is another peak at q = 0. It is multiplied
by an oscillatory factor that represents interference between the two
Gaussian packets. Clearly this Wigner function takes both positive
and negative values, and so cannot be interpreted as a probability
distribution. Moreover, it retains this character in the macroscopic
limit, in which the separation c between the packets becomes macroscopically large. As c → ∞ the amplitude of the interference term
does not diminish, so the Wigner function does not approach a classical phase space probability distribution even in the macroscopic limit .
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This does not prevent it from yielding the expected two-peak position
distribution, since the interference term averages to zero upon integration over momentum.
Time dependence of the Wigner function
The time evolution of the Wigner function can be deduced from that of
the state vector, or, more generally, of the state operator (3.68), dρ/dt =
(i/)(ρH − Hρ). Since the Hamiltonian, H = P 2 /2M + V , is the sum of
kinetic and potential energies, it is convenient to write
dρ
∂K ρ ∂V ρ
=
+
,
dt
∂t
∂t

(15.23)

where
∂K ρ
i
=
(ρP 2 − P 2 ρ) ,
∂t
2M 
∂V ρ
i
= (ρV − V ρ) .
∂t


(15.24)
(15.25)

It is most convenient to evaluate (15.24) in the momentum representation,
where it becomes
i
∂K
p|ρ|p  =
p|ρ|p (p2 − p2 )
∂t
2M 
i
=
p|ρ|p (p + p)(p − p) .
2M 

(15.26)

Using (15.5) to transform to the Wigner representation, we obtain
 ∞


i
∂K
ρw (q, p, t) =
p − 12 k|ρ|p + 12 k pk e−iqk/ dk .
∂t
M −∞
We may replace the factor k inside the integral with the operation (−/i)∂/∂q
outside the integral, obtaining
∂K
p ∂
ρw (q, p, t) = −
ρw (q, p, t) .
∂t
M ∂q

(15.27)

Equation (15.25) is most easily evaluated in position representation:
∂V
i
x|ρ|x  = x|ρ|x [V (x) − V (x )] .
∂t
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Using (15.4) to transform to the Wigner representation, we obtain
 ∞


∂V
i
ρw (q, p, t) =
q − 12 y|ρ|q + 12 y
∂t
(2π) −∞
, &
'
&
'× V q + 12 y − V q − 12 y eipy/ dy .
If V (x) is analytic, it can be expressed as a Taylor series,
&
'
&
'
V q + 12 y − V q − 12 y =
n=odd

2 & 1 'n dn V (q)
y
.
n! 2
dq n

(15.28)

When this series expansion is substituted into the integral above, we may
replace the factor ( 12 y)n inside the integral with the operation [(/2i)(∂/∂p)]n
outside the integral. This yields
∂V
ρw (q, p, t) =
∂t

n=odd

1 & 1 'n−1 dn V (q) ∂ n
ρw (q, p, t) .
− 2 i
n!
dq n ∂pn

(15.29)

The sum of (15.27) and (15.29) yields the equation for time evolution of the
Wigner function.
There are several points worth noting about this result. First, the factor
√
i = −1 in (15.29) appears to an even power, so all terms are real. Second,
the sum is a formal power series in , which suggests that this equation should
have a simple classical limit. Combining (15.27) and (15.29), we obtain
∂
p ∂
dV ∂
ρw (q, p, t) = −
ρw (q, p, t) +
ρw (q, p, t) + O(2 ) .
∂t
M ∂q
dq ∂p

(15.30)

If the correction O(2 ) can be neglected, this is just the classical Liouville
equation (14.10). But the form of this equation is misleading. The correction
terms, formally of order n , also involve an nth order derivative of ρw (q, p, t)
with respect to p. This can generate factors of 1/, and so cancel the explicit
 factors. Equation (15.22) is an example of a Wigner function that behaves
in this way. In such cases the corrections terms in (15.30) do not vanish in the
limit  → 0. This is very similar to the possible nonvanishing of the quantum
potential (Sec. 14.2) in the limit  → 0, in spite of its formal proportionality
to .
The harmonic oscillator is an interesting special case. Since the third
and higher derivatives of V (q) vanish, the terms in (15.29) for n > 1, which
explicitly contain , are all zero. Hence its Wigner function satisﬁes the
classical Liouville equation exactly, even if the state is not nearly classical.
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This is analogous to the situation noted in Sec. 14.1, that the harmonic oscillator satisﬁes Ehrenfest’s theorem exactly, even for states that are not nearly
classical. The harmonic oscillator is a very special case, and its approach to
the classical limit is not typical.
In summary, the Wigner representation has the virtue of providing information about the state of the system in phase space. This contrasts with the
more conventional representations, which may provide information about position only, or about momentum only, but not both together. It can be a useful
calculational tool. In the original paper, Wigner (1932) used it to calculate the
quantum corrections to the equation of state of a gas of interacting atoms. But
one must remember that the Wigner function is not a probability distribution,
being both positive and negative, and in general it does not become equal to
the classical phase space distribution function in the classical limit. In spite
of some attractive formal properties of the Wigner representation, it does not
seem to provide a good approach to the classical limit.
15.3 The Husimi Distribution
The Husimi distribution is deﬁned in a manner that guarantees it to be nonnegative, and gives it a probability interpretation. To motivate its deﬁnition,
we ﬁrst recall how the conﬁguration space distribution is constructed. This is
done by introducing the position eigenvectors {|q}, which satisfythe orthonormality relation q|q   = δ(q − q  ), and the completeness relation |q q|dq = 1.
The position probability density for the state ρ is then given by q|ρ|q, which
becomes | q|Ψ|2 in the special case of a pure state (ρ = |Ψ Ψ|).
The obstacle to constructing a phase distribution is, apparently, the nonexistence of eigenvectors of both position and momentum together. But although
exact eigenvectors do not exist, we can use the next best thing — a set of minimum uncertainty states localized in phase space. We shall denote these vectors
as |q, p. In position representation, they have the form (15.19), apart from a
slight change of notation,
2

x|q, p = (2πs2 )−1/4 e−(x−q)

/4s2 ipx/

e

.

(15.31)

This function is centered at the point (q, p) in phase space, with Gaussian
distributions in both position and momentum, and with rms half-widths δq = s
and δp = /2s. The parameter s is arbitrary, and each choice of s yields a
diﬀerent basis function set {|q, p}. In the following discussion, we shall regard
the parameter s as having been ﬁxed.
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The functions (15.31) are clearly not orthogonal. They form an overcomplete set, satisfying the completeness relation

|q, p q, p|dq dp = 2π .
(15.32)
[This identity is equivalent to (19.68), whose proof is given in detail.] For the
state operator ρ, the Husimi distribution is deﬁned as
ρH (q, p) = (2π)−1 q, p|ρ|q, p .

(15.33)

For the special case of a pure state, ρ = |Ψ Ψ|, it becomes
ρH (q, p) = (2π)−1 | q, p|Ψ|2 .

(15.34)

The normalizing factor in the deﬁnition is necessary
because of the factor on

the right hand side of (15.32). It ensures that ρH (q, p) dq dp = 1.
The Husimi distribution, ρH (q, p), can be interpreted as the probability
density for the system to occupy a fuzzy region in phase space, of half-widths
δq = s and δp = /2s, centered at (q, p). In the limit s → 0 the minimum
uncertainty function (15.31) becomes vanishingly narrow in position, and so
approximates a position eigenfunction. Alternatively, in the limit s → ∞
it approximates a momentum eigenfunction. Thus the Husimi representation,
like the Wigner representation, is intermediate between the position and
momentum representations.
The Husimi distribution is also equal to a Gaussian smoothing of the
Wigner function. To see this, we write ρH (q, p) = (2π)−1 q, p|ρ|q, p =
(2π)−1 Tr(|q, p q, p|ρ), and then use (15.11) to express the trace as an integral
of two Wigner functions:

ρH (q, p) =
ρqpw (q  , p ) ρw (q  , p ) dq  dp .
(15.35)
Here ρw (q  , p ) is the Wigner function for the state ρ, and ρqpw (q  , p ) is the
Wigner function for the minimum uncertainty state |q, p. From (15.20), the
latter is

2
2

2
2
2
ρqpw (q  , p ) = (π)−1 e−(q −q) /2s e−(p −p) (2s / ) .
Thus the Husimi distribution ρH (q, p) is derivable from the Wigner function
ρw (q, p) by a Gaussian smoothing in both position and momentum. This
property of the Wigner function may explain why it has been found to provide
a qualitatively useful description of phase space structures, even though it has
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no probability interpretation. Any strongly pronounced feature of the Husimi
distribution will also show up in the Wigner function, although the latter may
also contain unphysical structures (as in Example ii of the previous section).
The Husimi distribution does not obey (15.1) and (15.2); the momentum
integral of ρH (q, p) does not yield the quantal position probability distribution,
and the position integral does not yield the momentum distribution. We shall
demonstrate this for a pure state, ρ = |Ψ Ψ|, the extension to a general state
operator being straightforward. From (15.34) we ﬁnd the Husimi position
distribution to be


PH (q) = ρH (q, p) dp = (2π)−1 | q, p|Ψ|2 dp
= (2π)−1




dp

q, p|x x|Ψ Ψ|x  x |q, p dx dx . (15.36)

Now use (15.31) to substitute for q, p|x and x |q, p. The dependence of the
integrand on p is exponential, and upon integration yields a factor δ(x − x ).
Thus we obtain

PH (q) = | x|q, p|2 | x|Ψ|2 dx

=

2

(2πs2 )−1/2 e−(x−q)

/2s2

| x|Ψ|2 dx .

(15.37)

This is a Gaussian-broadened version of the quantal position probability
distribution | x|Ψ|2 , which approaches | q|Ψ|2 in the limit s → 0.
 Similarly, one can show that the Husimi momentum distribution, PH (p) =
ρH (q, p) dq, is a Gaussian-broadened version of the quantal momentum
distribution | p|Ψ|2 , and it approaches | p|Ψ|2 in the limit s → ∞.
Indeterminacy relation for the Husimi distribution
In general, averages calculated from the Husimi distribution will diﬀer from
standard quantum state averages because of the above-noted broadening of the
probabilities. Nevertheless, the Husimi averages are of some interest.
For a normalized state vector |Ψ, we deﬁne the average position and
momentum to be q = Ψ|Q|Ψ and p = |Ψ|P|Ψ. We may also deﬁne
qPH (q) dq and pH =
averages for the Husimi distribution, qH =
pPH (p) dp. In fact, the Husimi averages of q and p are equal to the quantum
averages. To show this, notice that PH (q) has the form of a convolution,

PH (q) = f (x)g(q − x) dx ,
(15.38)
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2

with f (x) = | x|Ψ|2 and g(q − x) = | x|q, p|2 = (2πs2 )−1/2 e−(x−q)
we have

qH =
qf (x) g(q − x) dx dq



=

f (x)

/2s2

. Thus


qg(q − x) dq dx


=

f (x) x dx = q .

(15.39)

The third equality follows because g(q−x) is symmetric about q = x. A similar
argument shows that
pH = p .
(15.40)
The variances of the quantum position and momentum distributions are
(∆q)2 = Ψ|(Q − q)2 |Ψ and (∆p)2 = Ψ|(P − p)2 |Ψ. The variances for
the Husimi distribution are

(∆q)2H = (q − q)2 PH (q) dq ,
(15.41)

(∆p)2H =

(p − p)2 PH (p) dp .

(15.42)

We may expect these to be larger than the quantum state variances because of
the Gaussian broadening of the probabilities. For simplicity, and without loss
of generality, we displace the state so that q = 0. Then (∆q)2 = Ψ|Q2 |Ψ,
and


q 2 f (x)g(q − x) dx dq
(∆q)2H = q 2 PH (q) dq =



=

f (x)


q g(q − x) dq dx
2


=

f (x)[x2 + (δq)2 ] dx

= (∆q)2 + (δq)2 .

(15.43)

Here δq is the rms half-width of the basis state |q, p, whose position probability
density is g(q − x), and ∆q is the rms half-width of the quantum state |Ψ. By
a similar argument, we can show that
(∆p)2H = (∆p)2 + (δp)2 .

(15.44)
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The indeterminacy product for the Husimi distribution is
(∆q)2H (∆p)2H = [(∆q)2 + (δq)2 ][(∆p)2 + (δp)2 ]
= (∆q)2 (∆p)2 + (δq)2 (δp)2 + (∆q)2 (δp)2 + (δq)2 (∆p)2 .
Since |q, p is a Gaussian state, we have δq = s, δp = /2s. This yields
(∆q)2H (∆p)2H = (∆q)2 (∆p)2 +

2 (∆q)2 2
+
+ s2 (∆p)2 .
4
4s2

The ﬁrst term on the right is bounded below by 2 /4, according to the standard
indeterminacy relation (8.33). Minimizing the last two terms with respect to
s then yields (∆q)2H (∆p)2H ≥ 2 . Thus the indeterminacy product for the
Husimi distribution,
(∆q)H (∆p)H ≥  ,
(15.45)
has twice as large a lower bound as that for a quantum state,
∆q∆p ≥


.
2

(15.46)

A physical interpretation of this result will be suggested later.
We now consider the Husimi distributions for the same examples that were
treated for the Wigner function in the previous section.
Example (i): Gaussian wave packet
The Gaussian wave packet centered at the origin is (15.17):
Ψ(x) = (2πa2 )−1/4 e−x

2

/4a2

,

from which the Husimi distribution is calculated using (15.34):

2


ρH (q, p) = (2π)−1  q, p|x x|Ψdx .
(15.47)
The result is
ρH (q, p) =

2
2
2
2
−2
−2
2
as
e−q /2(a +s ) e−2p /(a +s ) .
π(a2 + s2 )

(15.48)

This is similar in form to the Wigner function (15.18), but with ∆q
and ∆p replaced by (∆q)H and (∆p)H , as would be expected from the
Husimi distribution being equivalent to a broadened Wigner function
(15.35).
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Example (ii): Separated Gaussian wave packets
Consider next a superposition of two Gaussian packets (15.21) centered
at x = ±c,
Ψ(x) =

2
2
2
2
N
{e−(x−c) /4a + e−(x+c) /4a } .
21/2 (2πa2 )1/4

Using (15.47) to calculate the Husimi distribution, we obtain




N 2 as
−2p2
−(q − c)2
ρH (q, p) =
exp
exp
2π(a2 + s2 )
2 (a−2 + s−2 )
2(a2 + s2 )




−(q + c)2
−(q 2 + c2 )
+
2
exp
+ exp
2(a2 + s2 )
2(a2 + s2 )


2cps2
× cos
.
(15.49)
(a2 + s2 )
This consists of the Husimi distributions for the two Gaussian packets
at q = ±c plus an interference term centered at q = 0. But, in contrast
with the Wigner function (15.22), the amplitude of the interference
term vanishes rapidly in the limit c → ∞. Thus the macroscopic limit
of the Husimi distribution is a proper classical phase space distribution.
It is possible to derive an equation of motion for the Husimi distribution
ρH (q, p, t) [O’Connell and Wigner, 1981; O’Connell, Wang, and Williams,
1984]. It will not be given here, since the derivation and the form of the
equation are rather complicated. In practice it is usually more eﬃcient to
solve the Schrödinger equation for the state vector or state operator, and then
calculate the Husimi distribution from (15.33) or (15.34).
In summary, the Husimi distribution is a true phase space probability density, representing the probability that the system occupies a certain area of
magnitude 2π in phase space. The boundaries of this area are fuzzy, being
deﬁned by a Gaussian function in both position and momentum. The shape
of the fuzzy region is elliptical, with its semimajor axes being δq = s and
δp = /2s. In the limit s → 0 the quantal position probability density is
resolved without broadening, but no information is given about momentum.
In the opposite limit of s → ∞ the momentum probability density is resolved
faithfully, but no information is given about position. By varying the parameter s, we can get a variety of complementary images of the phase space
structures.
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A nearly classical description will be obtained if it is possible to choose s
such that δq is small compared to the signiﬁcant structures in position space,
and δp is small compared to the signiﬁcant structures in momentum space.
Whether this is possible depends on both the system Hamiltonian and the
state.
The notion that the parameter s governs the degree of position resolution
vs momentum resolution suggests an interpretation of the indeterminacy principle (15.45) for the Husimi distribution. It suggests that the vector |q, ps ,
for some value of s, is a highly idealized state vector for a measuring apparatus that performs simultaneous but imprecise measurements of position and
momentum. The extra factor of 2 in (15.45), compared with the standard
indeterminacy relation (15.46), is then due to the fact that both the system
and the measuring apparatus are subject to quantum indeterminacies, each
contributing a minimum of /2. This idea can be made precise. Stenholm
(1992) has given a detailed analysis of the simultaneous coupling of a system
to idealized position- and momentum-measuring devices. If the initial states of
these devices are chosen optimally, the joint distribution of the measurement
outcomes is just the Husimi distribution for the state of the system.
Further reading for Chapter 15
K. Husimi (1940) ﬁrst introduced the phase space distribution that bears
his name, although it was not widely recognized for several years. A review of
the Wigner representation is given by Hillery, O’Connell, Scully, and Wigner
(1984). Lee (1995) reviews the relations among the Wigner, Husimi, and other
phase space functions that have been deﬁned.
Problems
15.1 Carry
out the derivation of Eq. (15.10), which states that Tr(ρR) =

ρw (q, p)Rw (q, p) dq dp.
15.2 Calculate the Wigner function for the ﬁrst excited state of a harmonic
oscillator. Notice that it takes on both positive and negative
 values.
15.3 Show that the Husimi momentum distribution, PH (p) = ρH (q, p) dq,
is a Gaussian broadening of the quantal momentum distribution | p|Ψ|2 .
15.4 Calculate the Wigner and Husimi functions for the state Ψ(x) =
A sin(kx). (Normalization may be ignored, since this state function
is not normalizable over −∞ < x < ∞.) Compare the interference
terms in the two phase-space functions.

Chapter 16

Scattering

The phenomenon of scattering was ﬁrst mentioned in Sec. 2.1 of this book
as an illustration of the fact that quantum mechanics does not predict the
outcome of an individual measurement, but rather the statistical distribution
or probabilities of all possible outcomes. Scattering is even more important
than that illustration would indicate, much of our information about the
interaction between particles being derived from scattering experiments.
Entire books have been written on the subject of scattering theory, and this
chapter will cover only the basic topics.
16.1 Cross Section
The angular distribution of scattered particles in a particular process is
described in terms of a diﬀerential cross section. Suppose that a ﬂux of Ji
particles per unit area per unit time is incident on the target. The number of
particles per unit time scattered into a narrow cone of solid angle dΩ, centered
about the direction whose polar angles with respect to the incident ﬂux are θ
and φ, will be proportional to the incident ﬂux Ji and to the angular opening
dΩ of the cone. Hence it may be written as Ji σ(θ, φ) dΩ. The proportionality
factor σ(θ, φ) is known as the diﬀerential cross section.
Suppose that a particle detector is located in the direction (θ, φ), at a suﬃciently large distance r from the target so as to be outside of the incident beam.

Fig. 16.1

Deﬁning the diﬀerential cross section [Eq. (16.1)].
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If it subtends the solid angle dΩ it will receive Ji σ(θ, φ) dΩ scattered particles
per unit time. Dividing this number by the area of the detector, we obtain
the ﬂux of scattered particles at the detector, Js = Ji σ(θ, φ) dΩ/r2 dΩ.
Thus the diﬀerential cross section can be written as
σ(θ, φ) =

r2 Js
,
Ji

(16.1)

from which it is apparent that it has the dimensions of an area. Its value is
independent of the distance r from the target to the detector because Js
is inversely proportional to r2 . This expression is convenient because the ﬂuxes
Js and Ji are measurable quantities, and can also be calculated theoretically.
By integrating over all scattering directions we obtain the total cross
section,

σ = σ(θ, φ) dΩ


2π



=

π

σ(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ .
0

(16.2)

0

Laboratory and center-of-mass frames
In deﬁning σ(θ, φ) above, we have reasoned as if the target were ﬁxed at rest.
This is never exactly true, because the total momentum of the projectile and
the target particles is conserved. For theoretical analysis it is most convenient
to use a frame of reference in which the center of mass (CM) of the two particles
is at rest. The description of the scattering event is then symmetric between
the projectile and the target. The distance r and the direction (θ, φ) in the
above expressions refer to the relative separation of the projectile from
the target. However, (θ, φ) is also the direction of the scattered projectile
from the ﬁxed CM, and the recoil of the target particle is in the opposite
direction (π − θ, φ + π). Scattering cross sections are almost always calculated
in this CM frame.
Experimental results are obtained in the laboratory frame of reference, in
which the target particle is initially at rest (see Fig. 16.2). In the laboratory
frame we have, initially, the projectile particle with mass M1 and velocity v1 ,
and the target particle with mass M2 at rest. The velocity of the CM with
respect to the laboratory frame is V0 = M1 v/(M1 + M2 ).
To transform from laboratory coordinates to the frame of reference in which
the CM is at rest, we must subtract V0 from all velocities. Thus in the CM

16.1
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Fig. 16.2
(bottom).
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Scattering event in the laboratory frame (top), and in the center-of-mass frame

frame the initial velocity of the projectile is v−V0 = M2 v/(M1 +M2 ), and the
initial target velocity is −M1 v/(M1 + M2 ). It is apparent from Fig. 16.2 that
the ﬁnal velocity and direction of the projectile in the two frames of reference
are related by
v1 cos θ1 = v  cos θ + V0 ,

(16.3)

v1 sin θ1 = v  sin θ .
Taking the ratio of these two equations, we obtain
tan θ1 =

sin θ
,
cos θ + β

with β =

V0
.
v

(16.4)

In an elastic collision the speeds of the particles relative to the CM are
unchanged, and so v  = M2 v/(M1 + M2 ). Thus β = M1 /M2 in this case.
In a general inelastic collision the internal energy of the particles may
change, and so the total kinetic energy need not be conserved. In a rearrangement collision between composite particles there is a transfer of mass between
the particles. (Examples are nuclear reactions, chemical reactions between
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molecules, and charge exchange between atoms and ions.) Suppose that the
masses of the incoming particles are M1 and M2 , and the masses of the outgoing
particles are M3 and M4 . Since we are treating only nonrelativistic kinematics,
we have M1 + M2 = M3 + M4 . It can be shown that

1/2
M1 M3 E
β=
.
(16.5)
M2 M4 (E + Q)
Here M1 is the mass of the projectile, M2 is the initial mass of the target, M3
is the mass of the detected particle (whose direction is θ in the CM frame), and
M4 is the mass of the (usually undetected) recoil particle. The initial kinetic
energy in the CM frame is E = M1 M2 v 2 /2(M1 + M2 ), and Q is the amount of
internal energy that is converted into kinetic energy in the reaction. The limit
of an elastic collision is obtaining by putting Q = 0, M1 = M3 , and M2 = M4 .
The relation between the diﬀerential cross sections in the laboratory and
CM frames can be determined from the fact that the number of particles scattered into a particular cone must be the same in the two coordinate systems.
The incident ﬂux (particles per unit area per unit time) is the same in the two
frames, so we have
σ1 (θ1 , φ1 ) sin θ1 dθ1 dφ1 = σ(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ .

(16.6)

The relation between θ1 and θ is given by (16.4), and it is clear that φ1 = φ.
After some algebra it follows that the cross section in the laboratory frame is
given by
(1 + β 2 + 2β cos θ)3/2
σ1 (θ1 , φ1 ) = σ(θ, φ)
.
(16.7)
|1 + β cos θ|
The total cross section must be the same the two frames of reference because
the total number of scattered particles is independent of the coordinate system.
The quantum state function in scattering
No speciﬁc reference was made to quantum mechanics in the previous discussions, which were concerned with the formal deﬁnitions of cross sections
in terms of numbers of scattered particles, and with the transformation of
velocity vectors between frames of reference. Those results are independent
of the diﬀerences between classical and quantum mechanics. We must now
relate those deﬁnitions to the quantum state function.
The Hamiltonian for a system of two interacting particles is
H =−

2
2
∇1 2 −
∇2 2 + V (x1 − x2 ) ,
2M1
2M2

(16.8)
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where the ﬁrst term involves derivatives with respect to x1 and the second term
involves derivatives with respect to x2 . (For simplicity, the internal degrees
of freedom of the two particles are not indicated). The ﬁrst step is to change
variables from the coordinates of the individual particles to the CM and relative
coordinates,
X=

M1 x1 + M2 x2
,
M1 + M2

r = x1 − x2 .

(16.9a)
(16.9b)

This transformation was performed in Sec. 10.2 by a canonical transformation
of the position and momentum operators, but it can be done simply by introducing the new variables (16.9) into the diﬀerential operators of (16.8). The
result is
2 2
2
(16.10)
H=−
∇X 2 −
∇ + V (r) .
2(M1 + M2 )
2µ
The ﬁrst term is the kinetic energy of the CM, and is of no present interest.
The second term is the kinetic energy of relative motion, with the derivatives
taken with respect to the relative coordinate r. It involves the reduced mass,
µ = M1 M2 /(M1 + M2 ). The eigenfunctions of H can be chosen to have the
separated form Ψ(X, r) = Φ(X) ψ(r). The second factor satisﬁes
−

2 2
∇ ψ(r) + V (r) ψ(r) = E ψ(r) ,
2µ

(16.11)

where E is the energy associated with the relative motion of the two particles
in the CM frame.
The appropriate boundary condition for (16.11) is determined from the
experimental conditions, shown in Fig. 16.1, that are used to deﬁne the diﬀerential cross section (16.1). There must be an incident ﬂux Ji directed from the
source to the target, and a scattered ﬂux Js radiating outward in all directions.
The particle source is not included in Eq. (16.11), so the value of the incident
ﬂux must be imposed as a boundary condition. Therefore we require that the
solution of (16.11) be of the form
ψ(r) = ψi (r) + ψs (r) ,

(16.12)

where the “incident wave” ψi (r) represents the ﬂux of the incident beam, and
ψs (r) is an outgoing “scattered wave”.
The quantum state does not describe the position of the incident particle,
but rather it gives the probability density, |ψ(r)|2 , for it to be a distance r from
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the target. Similarly the state does not describe the actual ﬂux of particles,
but rather the probability ﬂux, which is the net probability per unit time that
a particle crosses a unit area. Applying (4.22) to our problem, we can write
the probability ﬂux in (16.11) as
J=


Im(ψ ∗ ∇ψ) .
µ

(16.13)

The incident beam can be described by ψi = A eik·r , for which the ﬂux,
Ji = |A|2 k/µ, is uniform. If the scattering potential V (r) is of ﬁnite range,
then for large values of r, Eq. (16.11) will reduce to the free particle equation,
−(2 /2µ) ∇2 ψ(r) = E ψ(r), and we may expect ψ(r) to become asymptotically
equal to some solution of the free particle equation.f An outgoing spherical wave
at large r has the asymptotic form ψs ∼ A f (θ, φ) eikr /r, where the angular
function f (θ, φ) is not yet speciﬁed. The radial component of the ﬂux for this
function is (Js )r = (/µ) Im(ψs∗ ∂ψs /∂r) = |A|2 (k/µ) |f (θ, ψ)|2 /r2 . Therefore
we seek a solution of (16.11) that satisﬁes the asymptotic boundary condition


f (θ, φ)eikr
ψ(r) ∼ A eik·r +
(16.14)
r
in the limit of large r. Substituting the ﬂuxes of these two terms into (16.1)
yields the diﬀerential cross section
σ(θ, φ) = |f (θ, φ)|2 .

(16.15)

Thus the solution to a scattering problem is reduced to determining the asymptotic behavior of the scattering state function. The amplitude A is irrelevant,
and is usually set equal to 1 for convenience. Since we have neglected any
internal degrees of freedom of the particles, we have implicitly restricted our
solution to the case of elastic scattering. The result (16.15) will be modiﬁed
when we treat inelastic scattering.
The alert reader will have noticed that we did not calculate the ﬂux by
substituting (16.14) into (16.13). Instead, we calculated separate ﬂuxes for the
two terms of (16.14), and thereby apparently omitted certain cross terms. This
is not an error; rather, it is a recognition of the fact that the incident beam
must be of ﬁnite width, as is indicated in Fig. 16.1. Thus, strictly speaking,
we have ψi = A eik·r within the incident beam, and ψi = 0 elsewhere. At
the detector we will have ψ(r) ≡ ψi (r) + ψs (r) = ψs (r), provided the detector
f This is not true for the Coulomb potential, which goes to zero very slowly, being proportional
to 1/r. See the references at the end of this chapter for the special treatment that it needs.
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is located outside of the incident beam. This is always done in practice, for
obvious reasons, but if it were not the case then the cross terms involving both
ψi (r) and ψs (r) in J would have to be included.
Most of scattering theory is concerned with the solution of (16.11), subject to a boundary condition like (16.12) or (16.14). When concentrating on
the technical details of that solution, one may be inclined to think of ψ(r) as
describing the motion of the scattered particle, and regard the target particle
as a ﬁxed force center supporting the potential V (r). Strictly speaking, that
interpretation is not correct. Equation (16.11) describes the relative motion of
the two particles, and the description is completely symmetrical with respect
to the two particles (except for the change of sign of r when they are interchanged). Thus, even though calculations can be done as if the target were
ﬁxed at the origin, we are in fact working in the CM frame of reference, and the
state function ψ(r) describes the quantum-mechanical properties of the target
particle as well as of the incident particle.
16.2 Scattering by a Spherical Potential
In this section we consider in detail the scattering of particles which interact
by a potential V (r) that depends only on the magnitude of the distance between
the particles. Since no internal degrees of freedom of the particles can be
excited by such an interaction, they may be ignored. Only elastic scattering is
possible in this model.
Equation (16.11), which governs the state of relative motion of the two
particles, will, for convenience, be rewritten as
∇2 ψ(r) + [k 2 − U (r)] ψ(r) = 0 ,

(16.16)

where k = (2µE/2 )1/2 and U (r) = (2µ/2 ) V (r). The relative velocity of the
particles is k/µ. The solution of (16.16) can be written as a series of partial
waves,
u3 (r)
ψ(r) =
a3m Y3 m (θ, φ)
,
(16.17)
r
3m

where the radial functions satisfy the equation


B(B + 1)
d2 u3 (r)
2
+ k − U (r) −
u3 (r) = 0 .
dr2
r2

(16.18)

[A substitution like (16.17) was previously used in Sec. 10.1.]
We must now determine the asymptotic behavior of the radial function
u3 (r). At suﬃciently large r, the U and B terms will be negligible compared
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with k 2 , suggesting that the asymptotic form of the radial function should be
e±ikr . To verify this intuitive but nonrigorous estimate, we put
u3 (r) = eh(r) e±ikr ,

(16.19)

and we expect the ﬁrst exponential to be slowly varying at large r, compared to
the second exponential. Substitution of (16.19) into (16.18) yields a diﬀerential
equation for h(r),
h (r) + [h (r)]2 ± 2ikh (r) = U (r) +

B(B + 1)
,
r2

(16.20)

where the primes indicate diﬀerentiation. This is really a ﬁrst order diﬀerential
equation for h (r), since h(r) does not appear in it. If U (r) falls oﬀ at large r at
least as rapidly as r−2 , then the third term on the left will be dominant, with
h (r) going to zero like r−2 . Then at large r we will have h(r) = b + c/r, which
becomes a constant in the limit r → ∞. In this case our intuitive estimate is
correct, and u3 (r) does indeed go as e±ikr for large r, which is compatible with
the asymptotic form (16.14).
We can also see from this argument why the Coulomb potential, for which
U (r) ∝ r−1 , requires special treatment. In that case, we see from (16.20)
that h (r) falls oﬀ like r−1 at large r, and hence h(r) goes as log(r) and does
not have a ﬁnite limit as r → ∞. Therefore the ﬁrst exponential in (16.19)
does not become constant at large r, and consequently the asymptotic form
(16.14) cannot be obtained. References to the special treatment needed for
the Coulomb potential are given at the end of this chapter. Henceforth our
discussion will be conﬁned to short range potentials, which means potentials
that fall oﬀ at large r at least as rapidly as r−2 .
Phase shifts
It is convenient to consider a more restricted class of potentials which vanish
[or at least become negligible compared to the B(B+1)/r2 term] for r > a. Later
we will indicate how the principal results can be generalized to any short range
potential.
Let us return to the problem of solving (16.16) with the boundary condition
(16.14). If the scattering potential were identically zero, the unique (apart from
normalization) solution would be
ψi = eik·r =

(2B + 1) i3 j3 (kr) P3 (cos θ) ,
3

(16.21)
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where j3 is a spherical Bessel function, P3 is a Legendre polynomial, and θ
is the angle between k and r. Let us write the solution of (16.16) with the
scattering potential in the form
(2B + 1) i3 A3 R3 (r) P3 (cos θ) ,

ψ=

(16.22)

3

where the radial function R3 (r) satisﬁes the partial wave equation,


1 d 2 d
B(B + 1)
2
r
R3 (r) + k − U (r) −
R3 (r) = 0 .
r2 dr
dr
r2

(16.23)

If the potential U (r) were not present, this would be the equation satisﬁed by
the spherical Bessel functions, j3 (kr) and n3 (kr). [For the many formulas and
identities satisﬁed by these functions, see Morse and Feshbach (1953).] Hence,
for r > a, where U (r) = 0, the solution of (16.23) must be a linear combination
of these two Bessel functions, which we write as
R3 (r) = cos(δ3 ) j3 (kr) − sin(δ3 ) n3 (kr) , (r ≥ a) .

(16.24)

Since the diﬀerential equation is real, the solution R3 (r) may be chosen real,
and so δ3 is real.
The asymptotic forms of the Bessel functions in the limit kr → ∞ are
j3 (kr) →

sin(kr −
kr

n3 (kr) →

− cos(kr −
kr

1
2

πB)
1
2

,

πB)

(16.25a)
,

(16.25b)

and therefore the corresponding limit of R3 (r) is
R3 (r) →

sin(kr − 12 πB + δ3 )
.
kr

(16.26)

If the scattering potential were exactly zero, the form (16.24) would be valid all
the way in to r = 0. But the function n3 (kr) has an r−1 singularity at r = 0,
which is not allowed in a state function, so we must have δ3 = 0 if U (r) = 0 for
all r. Comparing the asymptotic limit of the zero scattering solution, j3 (kr),
with (16.26), we see that the only eﬀect of the short range scattering potential
that appears at large r is the phase shift of the radial function by δ3 . Since
the diﬀerential cross section is entirely determined by the asymptotic form
of the state function, it follows that the cross section must be expressible in
terms of these phase shifts.
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If we substitute the series (16.22) and (16.21) into (16.14) with A = 1, and
replace the Bessel functions with their asymptotic limits, we obtain
(2B + 1) i3 P3 (cos θ) A3
3

sin(kr − 12 πB + δ3 )
kr

(2B + 1) i3 P3 (cos θ)

=
3

sin(kr −
kr

1
2

πB)

+ f (θ, φ)

eikr
.
r

(16.27)

We next express the sine functions in terms of complex exponentials, using
sin(x) = (eix + e−ix )/2i. Equating the coeﬃcients of e−ikr in the above equation yields
&
'
(2B + 1) i3 P3 (cos θ) A3 exp i 21 πB − iδ3
3

&
'
(2B + 1)i3 P3 (cos θ) exp i 21 πB .

=
3

This equality must hold term by term, since the Legendre polynomials are
linearly independent, and so we have
A3 = exp(iδ3 ) .

(16.28)

Equating the coeﬃcients of eikr in (16.27) and using (16.28) then yields
f (θ, φ) = f (θ)
&
'
(2B + 1)i3 exp − 12 iπB [exp(2iδ3 ) − 1] P3 (cos θ)

= (2ik)−1
3

= (2ik)−1

(2B + 1)[exp(2iδ3 ) − 1] P3 (cos θ)
3

= k −1

(2B + 1) sin(δ3 ) exp(iδ3 ) P3 (cos θ) .

(16.29)

3

Notice that this expression is unchanged by the substitution δ3 → δ3 + π, and
hence all scattering eﬀects are periodic in δ3 with period π (rather than 2π,
as might have been expected). The diﬀerential cross section is now given by
(16.15) to be
σ(θ, φ) = σ(θ) = |f (θ)|2 .
(16.30)
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This is independent of φ because the potential is spherically symmetric, and
we have measured the angle θ from the direction k of the incident beam.
The total elastic cross section is obtained by integrating σ(θ) over all
directions, as in (16.2). Because the Legendre polynomials are orthogonal,
there are no terms involving diﬀerent values of B, and we have
σ=

4π
k2

(2B + 1)[sin(δ3 )]2 .

(16.31)

3

Calculation of phase shifts
The phase shift δ3 for a scattering potential U (r) that may be nonzero for
r < a but vanishes for r > a, is obtained by solving (16.23) for the radial
function R3 (r) in the region r ≤ a and matching it to the form (16.24) at
r = a. There are two linearly independent solutions to (16.23), but only one
of them remains ﬁnite at r = 0, and so the solution for R3 (r) in the interval
0 ≤ r ≤ a is unique except for normalization. It can be obtained numerically,
if necessary. Although the boundary condition at r = a is that both R3 and
dR3 /dr must be continuous (see Sec. 4.5), it is suﬃcient for our purposes to
impose continuity on the so-called logarithmic derivative,
γ3 =

1 dR3
d log(R3 )
=
,
dr
R3 dr

(16.32)

which is independent of the arbitrary normalization. This yields the condition
γ3 =

k[cos(δ3 ) j  3 (ka) − sin(δ3 ) n 3 (ka)]
,
cos(δ3 ) j3 (ka) − sin(δ3 ) n3 (ka)

(16.33)

where a prime indicates diﬀerentiation of a function with respect to its
argument, and γ3 now denotes the logarithmic derivative evaluated from the
interior at r = a. The phase shift is then given by
tan(δ3 ) =

kj  3 (ka) − γ3 j3 (ka)
.
kn 3 (ka) − γ3 n3 (ka)

(16.34)

If the scattering potential is not identically zero for r > a, but is still of short
range, it is still possible to deﬁne phase shifts as the limit of (16.34) as a → ∞,
remembering of course that γ3 depends on a. This limit will exist provided the
potential falls oﬀ more rapidly than r−1 .
It can be shown that, for suﬃciently large values of B, the phase shift δ3
decreases as the reciprocal of a factorial of B. [See Schiﬀ (1968), Sec. 19.] This
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is a very rapid decrease, being faster than exponential, and it ensures that the
series (16.29) is convergent. However, this “suﬃciently large” value of B may
be very large, and the phase shift series is practical only if it converges in a
small number of terms. To estimate the condition under which this will occur,
let us suppose the potential U (r) to be identically zero. Then we would have
R3 (r) = j3 (kr), which is proportional to (kr)3 in the regime kr % B, and is
very small in that regime for large B. We now reintroduce the potential U (r),
of range a, into (16.23). If ka % B then U (r) will be multiplied by the small
quantity R3 (r), and so will have little eﬀect on the solution. By this rather
loose argument, we can see that the phase shift δ3 will be small provided that
ka % B. Therefore the phase shift series will be most useful when ka is small.
Example: hard sphere scattering
Consider scattering by the potential V (r) = +∞ for r < a, V (r) = 0
for r > a. Then the boundary condition becomes R3 (a) = 0, from
which (16.24) yields
j3 (ka)
,
(16.35)
tan(δ3 ) =
n3 (ka)
a result that also follows from (16.34) by taking the limit γ3 → ∞.
In the low energy limit, for which ka % 1, we may use the
approximate values j3 (ka) ≈ (ka)3 /1·3·5 · · · (2B+1) and n3 (ka) ≈ −1·3·
5 · · · (2B − 1)/(ka)3+1, whence (16.35) becomes tan(δ3 ) ≈ −(ka)23+1 /[1 ·
3 · 5 · · · (2B − 1)]2 (2B + 1). This proportionality of tan(δ3 ), and hence
also of δ3 to (ka)23+1 in the low energy limit, is actually a general
feature of short range potentials. Therefore in this limit the phase
shift series converges in only a few terms. When k → 0 only the B = 0
term contributes to (16.31), so the zero energy limit of the total elastic
scattering cross section is σ = 4πa2 , four times the geometric cross
section. The de Broglie wavelength, λ = 2π/k, is very large in this
limit, so the diﬀerence of σ from the classical value should not be
surprising.
The high energy limit of the cross section is more diﬃcult to
evaluate because it involves a very large number of phase phase shifts
(see Sakuri, 1982). The result is σ = 2πa2 , twice the geometric area.
This is a surprise, since we expect the classical limit to be recovered
when the de Broglie wavelength is very small. A simple explanation
that applies to all rigid scatterers was given by Keller (1972). The
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scattered wave is equal to the total wave function minus the incident
wave:
ψ(r) − ψi (r) = ψs (r) .

(16.36)

The ﬂux lines associated with the three terms are depicted pictorially in
Fig. 16.3. These lines become straight trajectories in the limit λ → 0.
Since the ﬂux associated with ψi is not aﬀected by changing the sign of
ψi , the subtraction of this term gives ψs an ongoing ﬂux in the region
of the geometric shadow of the scatterer. It is apparent that the total
ﬂux associated with ψs consists of a reﬂected ﬂux and a “shadow” ﬂux,
each equal in magnitude to the incident ﬂux, and so the conventional
deﬁnition of the scattering cross section, (16.1) and (16.2), results in σ
being equal to twice the geometric cross section of the scatterer. One
would not normally count an undeviated ﬂux as being scattered, so the
deﬁnition of σ seems unreasonable in this case. However, if λ = 2π/k
is small but nonzero the “shadow” ﬂux lines will be slightly deﬂected
as a result of diﬀraction, and so the “shadow scattering” really must
be counted as a part of the scattering cross section.

Fig. 16.3

Flux lines of the total, incident, and scattered waves for a rigid scatterer.

16.3 General Scattering Theory
In the previous section we treated only scattering by a central potential,
which cannot change the internal states of the particles, and so produces only
elastic scattering. We shall now consider a more general interaction between
the two particles. It may depend on variables other that the separation
distance, such as spin and orientation, and may change the internal states
of the particles.
Collision events may be classiﬁed into several types:
(a) Elastic scattering, symbolized as A + X → A + X, in which the internal
states of the particles are unchanged.
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(b) Inelastic scattering, A + X → A + X  , which involves a change of the
internal states.
(c) Rearrangement collisions, A+X → B+Y , in which matter is exchanged
and the outgoing particles may be of diﬀerent species from the incoming
particles. Nuclear and chemical reactions are examples.
(d) Particle production, A + X → B + Y + Z + · · · , in which there are three
or more particles in the ﬁnal state.
Each mode of breakup of the system into a set of separate particles is termed
a channel. Instead of having only one diﬀerential cross section, we must now
deﬁne diﬀerential cross sections for each channel.
We shall treat only the elastic and inelastic channels (a) and (b). The
theory of (c) and (d) presents considerably greater technical diﬃculties, and
would be too lengthy for his chapter. It may be found in the specialized
references at the end of the chapter.
As in the previous section, the CM variable is of no interest, and we may
consider only the Hamiltonian for the relative motion of the particles, as well
as their internal degrees of freedom. It has the form
H=

2 2
∇ + h1 + h2 + V
2µ

= H0 + V .

(16.37)

Here h1 and h2 are the Hamiltonian operators for the internal degrees of
freedom of the two particles (labeled 1 and 2), and µ is the reduced mass
(µ−1 = M1 −1 + M2 −1 ). The diﬀerential operator ∇2 acts on the relative
coordinate r. For reasons discussed in the previous section, we consider only
interactions V that decrease at large separations more rapidly than r−1 ,
however the dependence of V on internal variables such as spin is unrestricted.
It would make for a very cumbersome notation if all of the labels for
particles and states were always explicitly indicated, so we shall keep the
notation as compact as possible. We shall write
(h1 + h2 )wa = ea wa ,

(16.38)

where wa is a state vector for the internal degrees of freedom of both particles,
and ea is the sum of their internal energies. Frequently, but not always, wa
will be factorable into a product of state vectors for each particle; however,
this will not be indicated in the notation. If the initial and ﬁnal internal states
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are wa and wb , the condition of energy conservation will be
E=

2 ka 2
2 kb 2
+ ea =
+ eb .
2µ
2µ

(16.39)

The collision will be called elastic if the internal states wa and wb are the
same. If the internal states are diﬀerent it will be called inelastic, even if there
is no change in the internal and kinetic energies. The kinetic energy terms in
(16.39) are, of course, the kinetic energies of relative motion in the CM frame.
Scattering cross sections
We seek steady state solutions of the Schrödinger equation,
H Ψ(+)
= E Ψ(+)
a
a .

(16.40)

The boldfaced label a is a composite of internal and motional state labels,
a = (ka , a), with k/µ being the velocity of the incident particle relative to
the target, and with a being the internal state label. The solution of (16.40)
must satisfy an asymptotic boundary condition analogous to (16.14), but now,
instead of a single outgoing scattered wave, we may have an outgoing wave
with components for each of the possible internal states that may be produced
in the collision. Therefore we shall write the state function as
Ψ(+)
=
a

ψa,b (+) (r) wb ,

(16.41)

b

where the wave functions have the following asymptotic behavior as the separation r becomes very large:


eika r
ψa,a (+) (r) ∼ A eika ·r + faa (+) (Ωr )
,
r
ψa,b (+) (r) ∼ A fab (+) (Ωr )

eikb r
,
r

(b = a) .

(16.42a)

(16.42b)

Here Ωr denotes the angles of the vector r. The ﬁrst of these expressions,
corresponding to the elastic scattering channel, contains the incident beam
and an outgoing scattered wave. The second expression, describing inelastic
scattering, contains only an outgoing wave since there is no incident beam
corresponding to the internal state wb with b = a.
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As was discussed in Sec. 16.1, the magnitude of the ﬂux of the incident beam
is Ji = |A|2 ka /µ. The scattered ﬂux corresponding to the internal state wb
is Jb = |A|2 (kb /µ)|fab (+) (Ωr )|2 /r2 . Therefore, according to the deﬁnition
(16.1), we have the diﬀerential cross section
σa→b (Ω) =

kb
|fab (+) (Ω)|2
ka

(16.43)

for the collision process involving the change of internal state a → b. Here Ω
denotes the angular direction of the detector from the target, relative to the
direction ka of the incident beam. If a = b then (16.43) reduces to the elastic
scattering cross section (16.15).
Scattering amplitude theorem
Although the scattering cross sections depend only on the asymptotic limit
of the state function at large distance, through the angular functions fab (+) (Ω)
known as scattering amplitudes, the values of those amplitudes are determined
by the scattering interaction at short distances. We will now derive a theorem
relating the asymptotic limit of the scattering state function to an integral
involving the interaction.
As a technical step in the derivation, we must introduce new scattering-like
functions, Ψb (−) , which are eigenfunctions of H,
H Ψb (−) = E Ψb (−) ,

(16.44)

but which satisfy diﬀerent asymptotic boundary condition from (16.41):
Ψb (−) =

ψb,a (−) (r) wa ,

(16.45)

a

with


e−ikb r
ψb,b (−) (r) ∼ A eikb ·r + fbb (−) (Ωr )
,
r
ψb,a (−) (r) ∼ A fba (−) (Ωr )

e−ika r
,
r

(a = b) .

(16.46a)
(16.46b)

These new functions consist of an incident beam plus incoming spherical waves.
Although they do not correspond to any state that is likely to be produced in
an experiment, they play an essential mathematical role in the theory.
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The two sets of functions, {Ψa (+) } and {Ψb (−) }, each span the subspace
of positive energy eigenfunctions of H. If the interaction V is strong enough
to produce bound states of the two particles, then these bound states must
be added to each of the sets to make them complete. The existence of two
complete sets of eigenfunctions of H can be understood from the fact that an
eigenvector problem is fully determined by an operator plus boundary conditions. Thus (16.40) plus b.c. (16.42) is one such well-deﬁned problem, and
(16.44) with b.c. (16.46) is another, and each problem has its own complete
set of eigenfunctions. One of the sets, {Ψa (+) } or {Ψb (−) }, can be expressed
as linear combinations of the other.
None of the scattering functions has a ﬁnite norm, and thus none belongs
to Hilbert space (see Sec. 1.4). The internal state functions are properly
normalized, wa |wa  = 1, but the wave functions are not square-integrable
because of their behavior as r → ∞. Thus Ψa (+) |Ψa (+)  = ∞ for all
scattering states. This unnormalizability is an essential part of their nature,
and not merely a technical detail.
[[ Some writers try to avoid this essential unnormalizability of the scattering
functions by supposing the universe to be a large cube, subject to periodic
boundary conditions, with the length of its sides being allowed to approach
inﬁnity at the end of the calculation. All eigenfunctions of H are then
normalizable. But if periodic boundary conditions are imposed on a ﬁnite
space, then the incoming and outgoing wave solutions of (16.40) and
(16.44) do not exist, and all eigenfunctions of H must be standing waves.
Although the users of the “box normalization” technique seldom derive
wrong answers from it, their method is fundamentally inconsistent at its
outset. Therefore we shall not use it in scattering theory. ]]
The operator ∇2 is Hermitian only within a space of functions that
satisﬁes certain boundary conditions (see Problem 1.11) that are violated by
the scattering state functions. (This situation is not anomalous; indeed, the
generalized spectral theorem, discussed in Sec. 1.4, applies to operators like ∇2
that are self-adjoint in Hilbert space but whose eigenvectors belong to a larger
space. This is the normal situation for operators that have a continuous eigenvalue spectrum.) This fact will prove to be crucial in deriving the scattering
amplitude theorem.
To derive our theorem we shall compare two Hamiltonians, both of
the form (16.37), but with diﬀerent scattering potentials: H = H0 + V and
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H  = H0 + V  . We consider an outgoing wave eigenfunction of H and an
incoming wave eigenfunction of H  , for the same energy:
H Ψa (+) = E Ψa (+) ,

H  Ψb (−) = E Ψb (−) .

(16.47)

The wave vectors of the incident beams in these functions are, respectively, ka
and kb .
Because the scattering functions have inﬁnite norms, it is useful to deﬁne a
partial inner product, Ψ |Ψ R , which comprises an ordinary inner product for
the internal degrees of freedom such as spin, and an integration of the relative
coordinate r over the ﬁnite sphere |r| ≤ R. The ordinary inner product would
be given by Ψ |Ψ  = limR→∞ Ψ |Ψ R provided the limit exists, which cannot
be assumed in advance. Equations (16.47) can be rewritten as
2 2 (+)
∇ Ψa
= (h1 + h2 + V − E)Ψa (+) ,
2µ
2 2  (−)
∇ Ψb
= (h1 + h2 + V  − E)Ψb (−) .
2µ
We now form the partial inner products between Ψb (−) and the ﬁrst of these
equations, between the second equation and Ψa (+) , and substract the results,
obtaining
0
2 /  (−) 2 (+)
Ψb |∇ Ψa R − ∇2 Ψb (−) | Ψa (+) R
2µ
= Ψb (−) |(V − V  )| Ψa (+) R .

(16.48)

The left hand side of this equation would vanish if the operator ∇2 were Hermitian in the space of scattering functions, but that is not the case. To evaluate
it, we use (16.41) and (16.45):
0
2 /  (−) 2 (+)
Ψb |∇ Ψa R − ∇2 Ψb (−) |Ψa (+) R
2µ

/
2

(−) ∗ 2
[ψb,a
] ∇ ψa,b (+)
=

2µ 
r≤R

a

b


(−) ∗
− [∇2 ψb,a
] ψa,b (+)


0

d3 r wa |wb  .

(16.49)

Because the internal states vectors are orthonormal, we can reduce the double
sum to a single sum over the dummy variable c. The volume integrals can
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be transformed into surface integrals by using the divergence theorem and the
identity ∇·(f ∇g) = (∇f )·∇g + f ∇2 g. This yields

/
0
2
 (−) ∗
 (−) ∗

[ψb,c
] ∇ ψa,c (+) − [∇ ψb,c
] ψa,c (+) ·dS .
(16.50)
2µ c
r=R
We now let the radius R of the sphere be suﬃciently large so that the asymptotic forms, (16.42) and (16.46), can be substituted for the wave functions.
Three types of terms will arise: those involving two spherical waves, those
involving two plane waves, and those involving a plane wave and a spherical
wave. Apart from a constant factor, the terms of the ﬁrst type yield

 (−)
 [fbc
(Ω)]∗ fac (+) (Ω) dΩ 2ikc ei2kc R .
c

The integration is over all directions on the spherical surface. As R → ∞,
the exponential will oscillate inﬁnitely rapidly as a function of kc , and may
be regarded as averaging to zero. This can be justiﬁed by observing that any
physical state will contain a distribution of energies over some range, however
narrow it may be, and so it will always be necessary to integrate over some
small range of kc , which will contain inﬁnitely many oscillations in the limit
R → ∞. A similar argument can be used to eliminate the term involving two
plane waves. Alternatively, one can transform the surface integral back into
a volume integral, going back from (16.50) to (16.49) for this term, and use
the orthogonality of plane waves when R → ∞. Finally, we must evaluate
the terms involving a plane wave and a spherical wave, which turn out to be
nonzero. The plane wave term of Ψb (−) gives rise to the integrals



∂ eikb r
(+)
ikb · r ∗
 [e
] fab (Ωr )
r2 dΩr
∂r r
r=R

∗

eikb r 2
∂ ikb ·r
− 
fab (+) (Ωr )
(16.51)
e
r dΩr .
r
r=R ∂r
To evaluate them, we use the spherical harmonic expansion of a plane wave,
which is equivalent to (16.21):
[Y3 m (Ωr )]∗ Y3 m (Ωk ) i3 j3 (kr) .

eik·r = 4π

(16.52)

m

3

Here Ωk and Ωr denote the angles of k and r, respectively. For r → ∞ we can
use the asymptotic form (16.25a),
j3 (kr) ∼

sin(kr −
kr

1
2

πl)

=

1
(i−l eikr − i3 e−ikr ) ,
2ikr

(16.53)
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to obtain an asymptotic expansion for a plane wave in the limit r → ∞:
eik·r ∼

2π
ikr

[Y3 m (Ωr )]∗ Y3 m (Ωk )[eikr − (−1)3 e−ikr ] .
3

(16.54)

m

It consists of outgoing and incoming spherical waves. When it is substituted
into (16.51), the incoming (e−ikr ) terms of (16.54) will produce a factor ei2kb R ,
which oscillates inﬁnitely rapidly as R → ∞, and so may be regarded as
averaging to zero. Therefore we may substitute only the eikr terms of (16.54)
into (16.51), which then yields
[fab (+) ]3m Y3 m (Ωkb ) + O(R−1 ) ,

−4π
3

where

(16.55)

m


[fab (+) ]3m =  [Y3 m (Ωr )]∗ fab (+) (Ωr ) dΩr .

But this is just a coeﬃcient in the spherical harmonic expansion of the scattering amplitude,
fab (+) (Ωkb ) =

[fab (+) ]3m Y3 m (Ωkb ) ,
3

m

so (16.55) is equal to −4π fab (+) (Ωkb ) in the limit R → ∞. Here Ωkb denotes
the angles of the direction kb . The plane wave term of Ψa (+) yields a contribution to (16.50) that is similar in form to (16.51), and can be similarly
 (−)
evaluated. Its value, in the limit R → ∞, is 4π[fba
(−Ωka )]∗ , where −Ωka
denotes the angles of the direction of −ka . Combining these results, restoring
the constant factors that have been omitted for brevity, and taking the limit
R → ∞ in (16.48), we ﬁnally obtain
0
/
2π2
 (−)
(−Ωka )]∗ − fab (+) (Ωkb )
|A|2 [fba
µ
= Ψb (−) |(V − V  )|Ψa (+)  ,

(16.56)

which is the scattering amplitude theorem that we have been seeking. The
right hand side is ﬁnite because V and V  go to zero more rapidly than r−1
as r → ∞. The normalization factor A, deﬁned in (16.42) and (16.46), is
arbitrary, but does not aﬀect (16.56) because it is implicitly contained as a
factor in the scattering state functions on the right. The most common (but
not universal) choice is A = 1.
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The theorem (16.56) has several useful applications. As its ﬁrst application,
we put V = V  , so that also f  = f . It then follows that
[fba (−) (−Ωka )]∗ = fab (+) (Ωkb ) .

(16.57)

We shall use this result to eliminate the amplitude f (−) , which corresponds
to a physically unrealistic incoming spherical wave state, in favor of the more
intuitively meaningful scattering amplitude f (+) . With this understanding, we
may simplify the notation by writing fab = fab (+) .
For the second application, we put V  = 0, so that H  = H0 and H =
H0 + V . The eigenfunctions in the absence of any scattering potential are
given by
H0 Φb = E Φb , Φb = A eikb ·r wb .
(16.58)
Since there is no scattered wave, there is no distinction between Φ(+) and Φ(−) .
Then (16.56), with A = 1, yields
µ
Φb |V |Ψa (+)  .
(16.59)
fab (+) (Ωkb ) = −
2π2
Although Ωkb (the angles of kb ) appears explicitly as a variable, this amplitude
also depends implicity on the ﬁxed direction of ka (the direction of the incident
beam), as is indicated by the subscript a = (ka , a). If the interaction is spherically symmetric, then the amplitude will depend only on the relative direction
of ka and kb . This important formula expresses the scattering amplitude in
terms of an integral over the scattering potential and the state function. It is
a remarkable result, since it relates the asymptotic behavior of the state function at large distance (16.42) to the scattering interaction, which is a short
range quantity.
16.4 Born Approximation and DWBA
Two useful approximations can be derived from the scattering amplitude
theorem of the previous section. The ﬁrst of them, called the Born approximation, is derived by observing that if the scattering potential is weak, then
the diﬀerence between the operators H0 and H = H0 + V is small, and so the
diﬀerence between their eigenfunctions, Φa and Ψa (+) , should be small too.
Hence, from (16.59), we obtain an approximation for the scattering amplitude
by replacing Ψa (+) with Φa :
µ
Φb |V |Φa  ,
(16.60)
fab (Ωkb ) ≈ −
2π2
where Φa = eika · r wa and Φb = eikb ·r wb are eigenvectors of H0 .
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The second approximation, called the distorted wave Born approximation
(DWBA), is useful when the scattering potential can be written as V = V1 +V2 ,
and V2 is small. We shall apply the theorem (16.56) to the Hamiltonians
H = H0 + V1 and H  = H + V2 . The (16.56) becomes
0
2π2 /  (−)
[fba (−Ωka )]∗ − fab (+) (Ωkb ) = − Ψb (−) |V2 |Ψa (+)  .
µ
But (16.57) can be used to transform the ﬁrst of the scattering amplitudes,
yielding
µ
 (+)
fab
(Ωkb ) − fab (+) (Ωkb ) = −
Ψb (−) |V2 |Ψa (+)  .
(16.61)
2π2
This is an exact expression for the change in the scattering amplitude due to
the extra scattering potential V2 . If V2 is small, we may replace the eigenfunction of H  , Ψb (−) , by the corresponding eigenfunction of H, and so obtain the
approximation
µ
 (+)
(Ωkb ) ≈ fab (+) (Ωkb ) −
Ψb (−) |V2 |Ψa (+)  ,
(16.62)
fab
2π2
where the right hand side involves only quantities corresponding to the Hamiltonian H = H0 + V1 . This is the DWBA. It is useful if the scattering problem
for H is simpler than that for H  .
Example (1): Spin spin interaction
As an example of a problem involving both elastic and inelastic
scattering, we consider two particles of spin s = 12 whose interaction
is of the form V = V0 (r) + Vs (r) σ (1) ·σ (2) . Both the orbital and spin
interactions are of short range in the interparticle separation r. To use
the Born approximation (16.60) we evaluate the matrix element
Φb |V |Φa  = v0 (kb − ka ) wb |wa  + vs (kb − ka ) wb |σ (1) ·σ (2) |wa 
(16.63)


where
v0 (q) =

exp (−iq·r) V0 (r) d3 r ,

and a similar deﬁnition relates vs (q) to Vs (r). The internal state vector
|wa  is a two-particle spin state vector: |  , | ↑↓ , | ↓↑ , or |  , where
the arrows refer to the z components of spin of the two particles. (A
more formal mathematical notation would be | ↑↓  = | ↑  ⊗ | ↓ , etc.)
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The eigenvectors
of the operator σ (1) ·σ (2) are the triplet
√
√ {|  ,
(| ↑↓  + | ↓↑ )/ 2, |  } and the singlet (| ↑↓  − | ↓↑ )/ 2, and its
eigenvalues are 1 and −3, respectively. (The triplet and singlet vectors
are eigenvectors of total spin, with s = 1 and s = 0, respectively. These
were discussed in Sec. 7.7, using a slightly diﬀerent notation.) Therefore
if in the initial state the spins of the two particles are parallel, there can
be no change of spin state, since it is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
Hence if |wa  = |   the scattering will be purely elastic, and the
amplitude in the Born approximation is
f, (θ) = −

µ
[v0 (kb − ka ) + vs (kb − ka )] ,
2π2

(16.64)

where θ denotes the angle between kb and ka .
For antiparallel spin states we obtain, after a simple calculation,
↑↓ |σ (1) ·σ (2) | ↑↓  = −1 ,

↑↓ |σ (1) ·σ (2) | ↓↑  = 2 .

Therefore the elastic scattering amplitude, in the Born approximation,
is
µ
f↑↓,↑↓ (θ) = −
[v0 (kb − ka ) − vs (kb − ka )] ,
(16.65)
2π2
and the inelastic, or spin ﬂip, amplitude is
f↑↓,↓↑ (θ) = −2

µ
vs (kb − ka ) .
2π2

(16.66)

No energy change takes place in the ﬂipping of the spins, so the kinetic
energy does not change and we have kb = ka . The scattering cross
sections are equal to the absolute squares of these amplitudes.
Example (2): Spin orbit interaction
In this example we consider the scattering of an electron by a spinless
target, but we include the small spin–orbit interaction. The scattering
interaction is taken to be V = Vo (r) + Vso . The physical origin of
the spin–orbit interaction is discussed by Fisher (1971). If the other
interactions are spherically symmetric, it has the form
Vso =


1 dV0 (r)
L·σ ,
2
2
4me c r dr

(16.67)

where me is the mass of the electron and c is the speed of light.
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We shall assume that the phase shifts of the central potential V0 (r)
are known, and shall treat Vso as a perturbation, using the DWBA.
The scattering amplitude due to V0 (r) alone is of the form (16.29):
fab (θ) =

1
δa,b
k

(2B + 1) sin(δ3 ) eiδ P3 (cos θ) ,

(16.68)

3

where a and b refer to the spin states, and θ is the angle between kb and
ka . The Kronecker delta δa,b indicates that there is no change of spin.
The outgoing and incoming wave eigenfunctions of H = H0 + V0 (r) are
i3 e±iδ R3 (r) [Y3 m (Ωka )]∗ Y3 m (Ωr )|a  ,

Ψa(±) = 4π

(16.69)

3,m

where Ωka and Ωr denote the angles of ka and r, and |a  is an electron
spin state. The radial function R3 (r) is real and has the asymptotic
form
R3 (r) ∼ cos(δ3 ) j3 (kr) − sin(δ3 ) n3 (kr)
in the limit r → ∞. It is left as an exercise to verify that (16.69) does
indeed have the asymptotic limit (16.42) for Ψ(+) and (16.46) for Ψ(−) .
The additional scattering amplitude due to the spin–orbit interaction is given by the DWBA to be
gab (+) (Ωkb ) = −

µ
Ψb (−) |Vso |Ψa (+)  .
2π2

(16.70)

This amplitude will now be evaluated by substituting (16.67) and
(16.69):
gab (+) (Ωkb ) = −


µ
(4π)2
2π2

×Y3 m (Ωkb ) [Y3 m (Ωka )]∗





i(3−3 ) exp[i(δ3 + δ3 )] Λ3
3 ,m 3,m


[Y3 m (Ωr )]∗ L·(σ)ba Y3 m (Ωr ) dΩr .
(16.71)

The radial functions are contained in Λ3 , which we deﬁne below. The
notation (σ)ba denotes the standard 2 × 2 matrix representation of
the Pauli spin operators. The orbital angular momentum operator,
L = −ir × ∇, is the generator of rotations, so it does not produce any
new B values when it operates on the spherical harmonic to its right.
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Hence the angular integral over Ωr will vanish unless B = B. We have
anticipated this result in deﬁning the radial integral only for B = B:

Λ3 =
4me 2 c2



∞

0

1 dV0 (r)
[R3 (r)]2 r2 dr .
r dr

(16.72)

This integral is convergent at the upper limit provided V0 (r) is of short
range. At the lower limit, where usually V0 (r) ∝ r−1 , it is convergent
for B ≥ 1. There is no term with B = 0 because the operator L yields
zero in that case.
Using the identity
[Y3 m (Ωk )]∗ Y3 m (Ωr ) = (2B + 1) P3

4π
m



k·r
kr


(16.73)

we can simplify (16.71) to
µ
ei2δ Λ3 (2B + 1)2
2π2
3





kb ·r
ka ·r
×
P3
L·(σ)ba P3
dΩr .
kb r
ka r

gab (+) (Ωkb ) = −

(16.74)

Since P3 (ka ·r/ka r) depends only on the relative direction of ka and
r, a rotation of r is equivalent to the opposite rotation of ka . Now
L = ir × ∇ is the generator of rotations in r-space, and so L(k) =
−ik × ∂/∂k generates similar rotations in k-space, therefore we have
the relation L P3 (k·r/kr) = −L(k) P3 (k·r/kr). Using this relation and
the identity (16.73), we can simplify the integral in (16.74):





ka ·r
P3
L·(σ)ba P3
dΩr
ka r





kb ·r
ka ·r
(ka )
= −(σ)ba ·L
P3
P3
dΩr
kb r
ka r

2
4π
(ka)
= −(σ)ba ·L
2B + 1



×
Y3 m (Ωkb ) [Y3 m (Ωr )]∗
[Y3 m (Ωka )]∗ Y3 m (Ωr ) dΩr
kb ·r
kb r



m



m
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(ka)

4π
2B + l

2

= −4π(2B + 1)−1 L(ka ) P3



Scattering



Y3 m (Ωkb ) [Y3 m (Ωka )]∗
m

ka ·kb
ka kb


.

(16.75)

Let us introduce the scattering angle θ, deﬁned by
cos θ =

ka ·kb
.
ka kb

(16.76)

Then we have
L(ka ) P3 (cos θ) = −ika ×

∂
P3 (cos θ)
∂ka

∂(cos θ) dP3 (cos θ)
∂ka
d(cos θ)


ka × kb dP3 (cos θ)
= −i
.
ka kb
d(cos θ)

= −ika ×

(16.77)

Substituting this sequence of results back to (16.74), we ﬁnally obtain
the additional scattering amplitude due to the spin–orbit interaction:
gab (+) (Ωkb ) = −i(σ)ba ·(ka × kb )(ka kb )−1
×

exp(i2δ3 ) Λ3 (2B + 1)
3

2µ
2

dP3 (cos θ)
.
d(cos θ)

(16.78a)

The total scattering amplitude is the sum of (16.68) and (16.78), and the
scattering cross section is
σa→b (ka , kb ) = |fab + gab |2 ,

(16.78b)

since ka = kb . The most interesting part of the spin–orbit amplitude (16.78a)
is the factor (σ)ba ·(ka × kb ). We shall choose the spin states to be the eigenvectors of σz , denoted as | ↑  and | ↓ . If the initial and ﬁnal spin states
are the same, then only the z component of σ contributes, and the factor
becomes (σ) ·(ka × kb ) = (ka × kb )z , or (σ) ·(ka × kb ) = −(ka × kb )z . If
the spin states are diﬀerent, then σx and σy contribute. The spin ﬂip cross
section is equal to σ↑→↓ = |g↑↓ |2 . Of greater interest is the non-spin ﬂip,
or elastic scattering cross section, σ↑→↑ (ka , kb ) = |f + g |2 . It is apparent
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that the potential scattering amplitude f is symmetric under interchange of
ka and kb , whereas the spin–orbit amplitude g is antisymmetric. Therefore
the probabilities of the scattering events ka → kb and ka → kb will not be
equal. This inequality is known as skew scattering, and it causes the principle
of detailed balance to fail. It is caused by the interference between the two
amplitudes f and and g .
It is worthwhile to examine the symmetries of the operator iσ·(ka × kb ),
which is responsible for the antisymmetry of the spin–orbit amplitude, and
hence for the existence of skew scattering. It is a scalar product of three vectors,
and hence is rotationally invariant. It is invariant under space inversion, with
both ka and kb changing sign. It is invariant under time reversal, under which
all four factors change sign. It is not easy to construct a function that obeys all
of these symmetries and yet is not symmetric under interchange of ka and kb ,
and so there are not many examples of skew scattering. Skew scattering can be
important in the Hall eﬀect, which is a phenomenon that accompanies electrical
conduction in crossed electric and magnetic ﬁelds (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976;
Ballentine and Huberman, 1977).
Suppose that we had calculated the scattering cross section by means of
the Born approximation instead of the DWBA. Then, apart from a constant
factor, the cross section would have been given by | Φb |(V0 +Vso )|Φa |2 . Since
both terms of the scattering interaction are Hermitian, we have Φa |(V0 +
Vso )|Φb  = Φb |(V0 + Vso )|Φa ∗ , and so the cross section would be symmetric
under interchange of ka and kb . Therefore the phenomenon of skew scattering,
and the consequent failure of detailed balance, cannot be detected by the
Born approximation.
16.5 Scattering Operators
The theory of the preceding sections has relied heavily on the coordinate
representation of the Schrödinger equation. That is a natural thing to do,
because the asymptotic conditions at large separation play an essential role.
However, it is possible to formulate an elegant and general theory in terms of
operators, avoiding for the most part any need to invoke detailed representations. This section presents an outline of the operator formalism.
As in the preceding sections, we consider a Hamiltonian of the form
H = H0 + V ,

(16.79)
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where V is the scattering interaction, and H0 is translationally invariant so
that momentum would be conserved were it not for V . We introduce two
resolvent operators,
G(z) = (z − H)−1 ,

G0 (z) = (z − H0 )−1 .

(16.80)

It is necessary to take the energy parameter z to be complex, in general,
because the inverse operator does not exist when z is equal to an eigenvalue
of H or H0 , respectively. It will be shown that the operators (16.80) have
diﬀerent limits when z is allowed to approach the positive real axis from above
and from below in the complex plane.
We now deﬁne an operator T (z) by the relation
G(z) = G0 (z) + G0 (z) T (z) G0 (z) .

(16.81)

T (z) is called, rather unimaginatively, the t matrix, which is short for “transition matrix”. Its properties and its relation to scattering will now be demonstrated. From the deﬁnition, G0 T G0 = G − G0 , we deduce that
−1
−1
T = G−1
0 G G0 − G0

= (z − H0 )(G G−1
0 − 1)
−1
= (z − H0 )(G G−1
)
0 − GG

= (z − H0 )G V .
Because the ﬁrst line of this calculation reads the same from right to left as
from left to right, a mirror image sequence of steps will lead to
T = V G(z − H0 ) .
This left–right symmetry exists even though the factors do not commute. From
these results we obtain
G0 T = G V ,

T G0 = V G .

(16.82)

Hence (16.81) may be written as
G(z) = G0 (z) + G(z) V G0 (z) = G0 (z) + G0 (z) V G(z) .

(16.83)
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Now, from (16.82), or from the intermediate results above it, we obtain
T − V = G−1
0 GV − V
= (G−1
0 G − 1)V
−1
= (G−1
)GV
0 −G

= V GV ,
and hence
T = V + V GV .

(16.84)

Equation (16.83) can easily be solved iteratively to obtain a formal perturbation series,
G = G0 + G0 V G0 + G0 V G0 V G0 + · · · ,
(16.85)
which can be substituted into (16.84) to obtain
T = V + V G0 V + V G0 V G0 V + · · ·

(16.86)

These series can be used as the basis for systematic approximations.
From the ﬁrst equation (16.83) we have G(z) = [1 + G(z) V ] G0 (z),
and hence
G(z) G0 (z)−1 = 1 + G(z) V .
(16.87)
Rewriting the second equation (16.83) as G0 (z) = G(z) − G0 (z) V G(z) =
[1 − G0 (z) V ] G(z), we obtain
G0 (z) G(z)−1 = 1 − G0 (z) V .

(16.88)

Multiplying (16.87) and (16.88) yields
[1 + G(z) V ][1 − G0 (z) V ] = [1 − G0 (z) V ][1 + G(z) V ] = 1 .

(16.89)

One must remember that these relation hold for z not on the real axis, and
that any use of them for z = E (real) must be done as a limiting process, either
from above or from below the real axis.
To relate the t matrix to scattering, we introduce the scattering eigenvectors, rewriting (16.40) as
(E − H0 )|Ψa (+)  = V |Ψa (+)  .

(16.90)

From this we obtain the Lippmann–Schwinger equation,
|Ψa (+)  = |Φa  + G0 (E + ) V |Ψa (+)  .

(16.91)
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Here |Φa  satisﬁes the homogeneous equation (E − H0 )|Φa  = 0. The notation E + in G0 (E + ) signiﬁes that we are to take the limit of G0 (E + iε) as
ε → 0 through positive values. The compatibility of (16.91) with (16.90) can
be veriﬁed by operating with E − H0 , to prove that any |Ψa (+)  that is a
solution of (16.91) will also satisfy (16.90). However, (16.91) contains more
information than does (16.90). In coordinate representation Eq. (16.90) would
be a diﬀerential equation, for which boundary conditions must be speciﬁed to
make the solution unique. But (16.91) is an inhomogeneous equation, and the
relevant asymptotic boundary conditions are already built into it. If we put
V = 0 in (16.91) the solution becomes |Φa , which is an eigenvector of the free
particle Hamiltonian H0 , and represents the incident beam. Thus the solution
of (16.91) will be of the following form: incident beam + scattered wave. By
evaluation G0 (E + ) in the limit from the positive imaginary side of the real axis,
we ensure that the scattered wave is outgoing rather than incoming. (This will
be demonstrated below.)
The Lippmann–Schwinger equation (16.91) can be rewritten as
[1 − G0 (E + ) V ] |Ψa (+)  = |Φa  ,
which can be formally solved by means of (16.89):
|Ψa (+)  = [1 + G(E + ) V ]|Φa  .

(16.92)

Therefore we have V |Ψa (+)  = [V + V G(E + ) V ]|Φa  = T (E + )|Φa , where
the last step used (16.84). Finally we obtain the connection between the t
matrix and the scattering amplitude through (16.59):
Φb |T (E + )|Φa  = Φb |V |Ψa (+) 
=−

2π2
fab (+) (Ωkb ) .
µ

(16.93)

Outgoing waves and the limit E + iε
The operator G0 (z) has two limits on the positive real axis, G0 (E + ) and
G0 (E − ), obtained from the two limits z → E ± iε as the nonnegative quantity
ε vanishes. We stated that the choice of G0 (E + ) in the Lippmann–Schwinger
equation corresponds to outgoing scattered waves, and this will now be demonstrated. For simplicity we shall ignore the internal degrees of freedom of the
particles for this calculation. The Lippmann–Schwinger equation (16.91) can
then be rewritten in coordinate representation as
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Ψa (+) (r) = Φa (r) +

G0 (r, r ; E + ) V (r ) Ψa (+) (r ) d3 r ,

(16.94)

where G0 (r, r ; E + ) = r|(E + − H0 )−1 |r  is called a Green’s function. We
place the superscript (+) on Ψa (+) in anticipation of the result that we shall
obtain, even though we have not yet determined its asymptotic form.
The free particle Hamiltonian is H0 = P 2 /2µ, and its eigenvectors are
the momentum eigenvectors, P|k  = k|k . The Green’s function can be
constructed from the spectral representation of the resolvent. Let ε be an
arbitrary small positive quantity that will be allowed to vanish at the end of
the calculation. Then we have


 r|k   k|r  3
d k
E + iε − 2 k2 /2µ

 2 2

2µ
exp[ik · (r − r )] 3
 K
=
E
,
= 2
d
k
,
 (2π)3
K2 + iε − k2
2µ
 π
 ∞
exp(ikR cos θ)
2µ
2π
sin θ dθ k2 dk , (R = |r − r |) ,
= 2
 (2π)3 0
K2 + iε − k2
0
 ∞
eikR − e−ikR
2µ
k dk .
= 2 2
 4π R 0 i(K2 + iε − k2 )

G0 (r, r ; E + iε) =

The last integrand is an even analytic function of k, so we may change the
lower limit to −∞, multiply by 12 , and use the residue theorem to evaluate
the integral. The ﬁrst term, involving eikR , vanishes as the imaginary part of
k approaches +∞, so we may close the contour of integration from −∞ to ∞
with an inﬁnite semicircle in the upper half of the complex k plane. In the
limit ε → 0 this contour encloses a simple pole at k = K. For the second term
we must close the contour with an inﬁnite semicircle in the lower half of the k
plane, and it will enclose a pole at k = −K. The ﬁnal result for the Green’s
function is
2µ exp(iK|r − r |)
G0 (r, r ; E + ) = − 2
.
(16.95)

4π|r − r |
Had we chosen ε to be negative we would have obtained
G0 (r, r ; E + ) = −

2µ exp(−iK|r − r |)
.
2
4π|r − r |

We now substitute (16.95) into the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (16.94) and
choose the incident wave to be Φa (r) = eika·r , where a now denotes ka , since
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internal states are not considered. Then the energy will be E = 2 ka 2 /2µ, and
so K = ka .

µ
exp(ika |r − r |)
Ψa (+) (r) = eika·r −
V (r ) Ψa (+) (r ) d3 r . (16.96)
2
2π
|r − r |
Now the integration variable r is eﬀectively conﬁned within the range of the
iteration V , so in the limit of large r we can use the approximation ka |r − r | ≈
kr − kb ·r , where we deﬁne kb = ka r/r to have the magnitude of ka but the
direction of r. Therefore the asymptotic limit of (16.96) for large r is


µ
eika r
Ψa (+) (r) ∼ eika·r −
e−ikb·r V (r ) Ψa (+) (r ) d3 r
,
(16.97)
2
2π
r
which consists of the incident wave plus an outgoing scattered wave. Thus we
have shown that the E + iε prescription does indeed yield outgoing scattered
waves, as was claimed earlier. The coeﬃcient of eika r /r is, by deﬁnition, the
scattering amplitude. It is of the form −(µ/2π2 ) Φb |V |Ψa (+) , so we have
also rederived (16.59) for this case of purely elastic scattering.
Properties of the scattering states
We have just shown that the outgoing and incoming scattering states, Ψa (+)
(−)
and Ψb , can be calculated from the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (16.91)
using the E → E ± iε prescription. The scattering functions are eigenfunctions
of H,
H|Ψa (+)  = Ea |Ψa (+)  , H|Ψb (−)  = Eb |Ψb (−)  ,
but we have already noted that they are not all linearly independent. We shall
use the Lippmann–Schwinger equation to derive their orthogonality and linear
dependence relations.
From the formal solution (16.92) to the Lippmann–Schwinger equation, and
the relation [G(E + )]† = G(E − ), we obtain
Ψa (+) | = Φa |[1 + G(E + iε) V ]† = Φa |[1 + V G(Ea − iε)] .
Hence we obtain
Ψa (+) |Ψb (+)  = Φa |Ψb (+)  + Φa |V (Ea − iε − H)−1 |Ψb (+) 
= Φa |Ψb (+)  + (Ea − iε − Eb )−1 Φa |V |Ψb (+)  .
From (16.91) we have |Ψb (+)  = |Φb  + (Eb + iε − H0)−1 V |Ψb (+) , which we
now substitute into the ﬁrst term of the result above, obtaining
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Ψa (+) |Ψb (+)  = Φa |Φb  + Φa |(Eb + iε − H0 )−1 V |Ψb (+) 
+ (Ea − iε − Eb )−1 Φa |V |Ψb (+) 
= Φa |Φb  + {(Eb + iε − Ea )−1
+ (Ea − iε − Eb )−1 } Φa |V |Ψb (+) 
= Φa |Φb  = (2π)3 δ(ka − kb ) δa,b .

(16.98)

[This normalization is a consequence of the choice A = 1 in (16.14), (16.42), and
(16.46).] Thus we have shown that the outgoing scattering functions {Ψa (+) }
are mutually orthogonal. A similar calculation for the incoming scattering
functions {Ψb (−) } shows that
Ψa (−) |Ψb (−)  = (2π)3 δ(ka − kb ) δa,b .

(16.99)

The linear dependence of the set {Ψa(+) } on the set {Ψb (−) } can be
demonstrated by calculating the inner product of an incoming function with
an outgoing function, Ψb (−) |Ψa (+) . For the vector on the left, substitute
Ψb (−) | = Φb |[1 + G(Eb − iε) V ]† , obtaining
Ψb (−) |Ψa (+)  = Φb |Ψa (+)  + Φb |V (Eb + iε − H)−1 |Ψa (+) 
= Φb |Ψa (+)  + (Eb + iε − Ea )−1 Φb |V |Ψa (+)  .
We next substitute |Ψa (+)  = |Φa  + (Ea + iε − H0 )−1 V |Ψa (+)  into the ﬁrst
term of this expression, obtaining
Ψb (−) |Ψa (+)  = Φb |Φa  + Φb |(Ea + iε − H0 )−1 V |Ψa (+) 
+ (Eb + iε − Ea )−1 Φb |V |Ψa (+) 
= Φb |Φa  + {(Ea + iε − Eb )−1
+ (Eb + iε − Ea )−1 } Φb |V |Ψa (+) 
= Φb |Φa  − i 2 ε{(Ea − Eb )2 + ε2 }−1 Φb |V |Ψa (+)  .
(16.100)
In the limit ε → 0 this becomes
Ψb (−) |Ψa (+)  = Φb |Φa  − i 2π δ(Ea − Eb ) Φb |V |Ψa (+) 
= (2π)3 δ(ka − kb ) δa,b − i 2π δ(Ea − Eb ) Φb |T (Ea + )|Φa  .
(16.101)
In the last line we have introduced the t matrix from (16.93).
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The two sets of scattering functions {Ψa (+) } and {Ψb (−) } are linearly
dependent on each other, and it is possible to express the members of one
set as linear combinations of the other. Neither set is complete, since they
span only the subspace of positive energy eigenfunctions of H, but both can
be completed by including the bound states of H, {Ψn (B) }, which span the
negative energy subspace.
Let us deﬁne the S matrix:
Sb,a = Ψb (−) |Ψ(+)
a .

(16.102)

Then, in view of the orthogonality relation (16.99), the expression for the
outgoing scattering functions in terms of the incoming functions is

(+)
−3
|Ψa  = (2π)
|Ψb (−)  Sb,a d3 kb ,
(16.103)
b

where the sum is over the discrete internal states. According to (16.101),
(−)
Ψa (+) and Ψb are orthogonal if Ea = Eb , so in fact only functions belonging
to the same energy are mixed in (16.103), but it is inconvenient to indicate
this explicitly in the notation.
Unitarity of the S matrix
Because the S matrix is the linear transformation between two orthogonal
sets of functions, which span the same space, it follows that it must be unitary.
This can be demonstrated more easily if we introduce an abbreviated notation:

−3
↔ (2π)
d3 kb
,
b

b

b ↔ (kb , b) ,
δa,b ↔ (2π)3 δ(ka − kb ) δa,b .

(16.104)

Then (16.103) can be symbolically written as
|Ψa (+)  =

|Ψb (−) Sb,a =
b

|Ψb (−)  Ψb (−) |Ψa (+) 
b

and the inverse relation can similarly be written as
|Ψb (−)  =

|Ψa (+)  (S −1 )a,b .

|Ψa (+)  Ψa (+) |Ψb (−)  =
a

a
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Therefore we must have
(S −1 )a,b = Ψa (+) |Ψb (−)  = (Sb,a )∗ ,

(16.105)

which is to say that the S matrix is unitary. Note that Sb,a is a unitary
matrix, rather than the matrix representation of a unitary operator, because
it has been deﬁned only on the positive energy scattering functions, which are
not a complete set if H has any bound states.
The S matrix is related to the t matrix, and hence to the scattering amplitudes, through (16.102) and (16.101):
Sb,a = (2π)3 δ(ka − kb ) δa,b − i 2π δ(Ea − Eb ) Φb |T (Ea + )|Φa  .

(16.106)

(Notice that the S matrix elements are deﬁned only between states of equal
total energy, whereas the t matrix has elements between any two states.)
In the abbreviated notation (16.104), the S matrix is denoted as Sb,a =
δb,a − i 2π δ(Ea − Eb ) Tb,a , with Tb,a = Φb |T (Ea + )|Φa . The unitary matrix

condition S† S = 1 becomes c (Sc,b )∗ Sc,a = δb,a , from which we obtain
[δb,c + i 2π δ(Eb − Ec ) (Tc,b )∗ ] [δa,c − i 2π δ(Ea − Ec ) Tc,a ]

δb,a =
c

= δb,a + i 2π δ(Ea − Eb ) [(Ta,b )∗ − Tb,a ]
δ(Eb − Ec ) δ(Ea − Ec ) (Tc,b )∗ Tc,a .

+ 4π 2
c

We may put δ(Eb − Ec ) δ(Ea − Ec ) = δ(Ea − Eb ) δ(Ec − Ea ), since the eﬀect
of either part of δ functions is to require Ea = Eb = Ec . Therefore we obtain
δ(Ec − Ea ) (Tc,b )∗ Tc,a = (2πi)−1 [(Ta,b )∗ − Tb,a ]

(16.107)

c

as the condition on the t matrix that is imposed by unitarity of the S matrix.
We shall evaluate (16.107) for a = b. On the left side of (16.107) we have


δ(Ec − Ea )|Tc,a |2 = (2π)−3
dΩkc
kc 2 dkc δ(Ec − Ea )|Tc,a |2
c

c

= (2π)−3
c

µ
kc
2


dΩkc |Tc,a |2 .

(16.108)

In the last line, kc takes the value that is required by the energy conservation condition: 2 kc 2 /2µ + ec = 2 ka 2 /2µ + ea . Now the diﬀerential cross
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section for scattering into channel c is σa→c (Ωkc ) = (kc /ka )|fac (Ωkc )|2 =
 
(µ/2π2 )2 (kc /ka )|Tc, a |2 , so (16.108) is equal to (2 /2πµ)ka c dΩkc ×
 
σa→c (Ωkc ) = (2 /2πµ)ka σT (a), where σT (a) = c dΩkc σa→c (Ωkc ) is the
total cross section for scattering from the initial state a, integrated over all
scattering angles and summed over all channels. Putting a = b on the right
side of (16.107), we have −π −1 Im [Tb,a ] → (22 /µ) Im [faa (θ = 0)]. Therefore
σT (a) =

4π
Im [faa (θ = 0)] .
ka

(16.109)

Stated in words, this relation says that the total cross section for scattering
into all channels, both elastic and inelastic, is equal to 4π/ka multiplied by
the imaginary part of the elastic scattering amplitude in the forward direction.
This relation, which we have derived from the unitary nature of the S matrix,
is often called the optical theorem, because an analogous theorem for light
scattering was known before quantum mechanics.
One consequence of the optical theorem is that a purely inelastic scatterer
is impossible. For example, a perfectly absorbing target is impossible, and even
a black hole must produce some amplitude for elastic scattering. It is easily
veriﬁed that the phase shift expressions (16.29) and (16.31) for scattering by
a central potential satisfy the optical theorem, even if the phase shifts are not
calculated exactly. One the other hand, the Born approximation (16.60) does
not satisfy theorem.
Symmetries of the S matrix
It is clear from (16.106) that the S matrix carries the same information
about scattering probabilities as does the t matrix or the scattering amplitude.
However, the compact form (16.102) of the S matrix, Sb,a = Ψb (−) |Ψa (+) ,
makes it particularly convenient for studying the consequences of symmetry.
The S matrix is a function of the Hamiltonian H, and therefore the S matrix
is invariant under all the transformations that leave H invariant.
Consider the eﬀect of time reversal (Sec. 13.3). The time reversal operation
involves the taking of complex conjugates. Its eﬀect is to transform |Ψa (+) 
into |ΨT a (−)  and |Ψb (−)  into |ΨT b (+) . If a = (ka , a) then T a = (−ka , T a),
where a denotes the labels of the internal state and T a denotes the labels of the
time-reversed internal state. (Because the symbol T could represent the time
reversal operator or the t matrix, we shall not use the t matrix in this discussion
of symmetries.) Because the time reversal operator is anti-unitary, it follows
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Ψb (−) |Ψa (+) ∗ (see Problem 13.4). Therefore it
ST a,T b = Sb,a .

(16.110)

The meaning of this relation is illustrated in Fig. 16.4. “Time reversal”
is more accurately described as motion reversal. The scattering event (b) in
the ﬁgure is derived from the event (a) by interchanging the initial and the
ﬁnal states, and reversing all velocities and spins. Time reversal invariance
implies that these two events have equal scattering amplitudes. Note that the
equality is between the amplitudes rather than the cross sections. In view of
the relation (16.43) between scattering amplitudes and cross sections, we have
ka 2 σa→b = kb 2 σT b→T a .

(16.111)

The eﬀect of space inversion on the event (a) is to reverse the velocities and
leave the spins unchanged, as shown in (c). The cross sections for the events
(a) and (c) are equal.

Fig. 16.4 (a) A collision event; (b) time-reversed collision; (c) space-inverted collision; (d)
inverse collision. The transition probabilities of (a), (b), and (c) are equal.

The event (d) in the ﬁgure is the inverse collision of (a), obtained from
(a) by interchanging the initial and the ﬁnal states. We saw in Sec. 16.4 that
the direct and inverse collision rates need not be equal, the diﬀerence being
described as skew scattering. Thus, of the four collision events in Fig. 16.4, the
cross sections for the ﬁrst three are related by symmetry, but the fourth is not
related. If, however, the particles were spinless, it is apparent from the ﬁgure
that (d) could be derived from (b) by a rotation in the plane of the vectors.
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Therefore a central potential that does not aﬀect spin cannot produce skew
scattering. For this common special case, the cross sections for the direct and
inverse collisions will be equal. This is called detailed balance. But detailed
balance does not hold generally.
16.6 Scattering Resonances
The scattering cross sections can exhibit a great variety of behaviors as a
function of energy. One of the most striking is the appearance of a sharp peak
superimposed on a smooth background. This occurs when one of the phase
shifts passes rapidly through π/2. The nature and cause of this phenomenon
are the subject of this section. We shall treat only scattering by a spherical
potential, and shall neglect any internal degrees of freedom of the particles;
however the phenomenon of resonant scattering also occurs in more general
systems.
The phase shift δ3 is determined by the logarithmic derivative of the partial
wave function, γ3 = (1/R3 )(dR3 /dr), as is shown by Eqs. (16.32)–(16.34), and
so we must study the energy dependence of γ3 . Consider the partial wave
equation (16.23) for two energies, E1 = 2 k1 2 /2µ and E2 = 2 k2 2 /2µ. The
corresponding solutions are R3,E1 and R3,E2 . Multiplying the ﬁrst equation by
R3,E2 and the second equation by R3,E1 , and then subtracting, we obtain
1 d 2 d
1 d 2 d
r
R3,E2 − R3,E2 2
r
R3,E1 ,
2
r dr
dr
r dr
dr
 

d
d
d
(k1 2 − k2 2 ) R3,E1 R3,E2 r2 =
r2 R3,E1
R3,E2 − R3,E2
R3,E1 .
dr
dr
dr
(k1 2 − k2 2 ) R3,E1 R3,E2 = R3,E1

Integrating from r = 0 to r = a, the distance beyond which V (r) is assumed
to vanish, we obtain
 a
2
2
R3,E1 R3,E2 r2 dr
(k1 − k2 )
0

= a R3,E1 (a) R3,E2 (a) [γ3 (E2 , a) − γ3 (E1 , a)] ,
2

where γ3 (E, a) = [R3,E (a)]−1 [dR3,E (r)/dr]|r=a . In the limit E1 − E2 → 0
this becomes
 a
∂
−2µ
γ3 (E, a) = 2 2
|R3,E |2 r2 dr ,
(16.112)
∂E
 a |R3,E (a)|2 0
from which it follows that ∂γ3 /∂E < 0. The logarithmic derivative γ3 is a
monotonically decreasing function of E, except that it jumps discontinuously
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from −∞ to +∞ whenever R3,E (a) vanishes. Its qualitative behavior is similar
to that of cot(ka).
For δ3 to achieve the value π/2, which maximizes the contribution to the
cross section from the partial wave B, it is necessary for the denominator of
(16.34) to vanish. Suppose this happens at the energy E = Er . Then in a
neighborhood of E = Er we may write, approximately, γ3 ≈ c − b(E − Er ),
where c = k n3  (ka)/n3 (ka). We must have b > 0, since ∂ γ3 /∂E < 0, and
it is clear that the approximation can be valid only if n3 (ka) = 0. In the
neighborhood of E = Er , Eq. (16.34) becomes
tan(δ3 ) ≈

k j3  − γ3 j3
n3 b(E − Er )

≈

k j3  − c j3
n3 b(E − Er )

=

k(j3  n3 − n3  j3 )
,
(n3 )2 b(E − Er )

where for brevity we have omitted the argument ka of the Bessel functions and
their derivatives. This expression can be simpliﬁed by means of the Wronskian
relation, j3  (z) n3 (z) − n3  (z) j3 (z) = −z −2 , which follows directly from the
diﬀerential equation satisﬁed by the Bessel functions. Thus we obtain
tan(δ3 ) ≈

1
2

Γ
,
Er − E

(16.113)

where 12 Γ = {k a2 b[n3 (ka)]2 }−1 and 2 k 2 /2µ = Er . Without further approximation this yields
Γ
sin(δ3 ) exp(i δ3 ) ≈
,
(16.114)
2(Er − E) − iΓ
which may be substituted into the expression (16.29) for the scattering amplitude. The contribution of this resonant partial wave B to the total cross section
is
4π(2B + 1)
Γ2
σ3 =
.
(16.115)
2
k
4(Er − E)2 + Γ2
If Γ is small this term will produce a sharp narrow peak in the total
cross section.
Decay of a resonant state
The physical nature of a resonant scattering state can be understood by
examining its behavior in time. Instead of a stationary (monoenergetic) state,
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we now consider a time-dependent state involving a spectrum of energies that
is much broader that Γ,

Ψ(r, t) =
A(k) Ψk (+) (r) e−iEt/ d3 k ,
(16.116)
where Ψk (+) (r) is a stationary scattering state of the type we have previously
been considering, and E = 2 k 2 /2µ. The function A(k) should be nonzero
only for values of k that are collinear with the incident beam. This state
function can be divided into an incident wave and a scattered wave, in the
manner of (16.12) and (16.14), and the scattered wave will be of the form

eikr −iEt/ 3
A(k) fk (θ, φ)
e
d k
(16.117)
Ψs (r, t) ∼
r
in the limit of large r.
Suppose now that all phase shifts are small except the one that is resonant.
Then the scattering amplitude will be dominated by that one value of B, and
using the resonance approximation (16.114) we obtain
Ψs (r, t) ∼ (2B + 1)P3 (cos θ)



eikr
Γ
×
A(k)
e−iEt/ d3 k .
kr
2(Er − E) − iΓ
Here θ is the angle of r relative to the incident beam. This integral can most
conveniently be analyzed by going to polar coordinates and using E = 2 k 2 /2µ
as a variable of integration, so we put
d3 k = k 2 dΩk dk =

µ
dΩk k dE .
2

This yields
Ψs (r, t) ∼


where

µ
F (r, t)
(2B + 1) P3 (cos θ)
,
2
r

∞

F (r, t) =

α(E) Γ
0

exp [i(kr − Et/)]
dE ,
2(Er − E) − iΓ

(16.118)

(16.119)



with
α(E) =

A(k) dΩk .

The precise time dependence of F (r, t) is determined by the details of the
initial state through the function α(E), and can be quite complicated. We
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have assumed that α(E) is a smooth function of energy, nearly constant over an
energy range Γ, and so it is reasonable to replace α(E) by α(Er ) in the integral.
In the resonance approximation the integral is dominated by contributions in
the energy range Er ± Γ. Therefore we replace k in the exponential by its
Taylor series, k ≈ kr + (E − Er )/ vr , where Er = 2 kr 2 /2µ and vr =  kr /µ.
Introducing a dimensionless variable of integration, z = (E − Er )/Γ, and a
retarded time τ = t − r/vr , we can rewrite Eq. (16.119) as
 ∞
exp(−iτ Γz/)
dz . (16.120)
F (r, t) = −α(Er ) Γ exp(ikr r − iEr t/)
2z + i
−Er /Γ
If Γ % Er , the lower limit can be replaced by −∞. The integral can then
evaluated for positive τ by closing the contour of integration with an inﬁnite
semicircle in the lower half of the complex z plane. From the residue of the
pole at z = −i/2 we obtain the time dependence exp(−τ Γ/2). For negative τ
the contour must be closed in the upper half-plane, where there are no poles,
and so the integral vanishes. Thus we have determined the time dependence
of the scattered wave (16.118) at large distances to be
r
Ψs (r, t) ∝ e−Γt/2 for t >
,
vr
r
Ψs (r, t) = 0
for t <
.
vr
It is zero before t = r/vr because that is the time needed for propagation from
the scattering center to the point of detection. For times greater than this,
the detection probability goes like |Ψs |2 ∝ e−Γt/ . Thus we see that resonant
scattering provides an example of approximately exponential decay, such as
was discussed in Sec. 12.2.
Virtual bound states
The physical picture of a scattering resonance, which we derive from the
above analysis, is of a particle being temporarily captured in the scattering
potential in a virtual bound state whose mean lifetime is /Γ. It is possible to
exhibit a closer connection between bound states and resonances. Suppose that
the potential supports a bound state at the negative energy E = −EB . As the
strength of the potential is reduced, the binding energy EB will decrease and
eventually vanish. As the potential strength is further reduced, a resonance,
or virtual bound state, appears at positive energy. Further reduction in the
potential strength results in Γ increasing, so that the virtual bound state has
so short a lifetime that it is no longer signiﬁcant.
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We shall illustrate this connection only for E = 0, which is the boundary
between bound states and scattering states. It is apparent from (16.34) that
in the limit k → 0 we have tan(δ3 ) → 0 for almost all values of the logarithmic
derivative γ3 . The exception occurs if the denominator vanishes, in which
case the phase shift has the zero energy limit π/2, and we have a zero energy
resonance. In this case we must have γ3 = k n3  (ka)/n3 (ka ) → −(B + 1)/a in
the limit k → 0.
A bound state function for negative energy must match onto the exponentially decaying solution of the free particle wave equation. These functions are
just the spherical Bessel functions evaluated for imaginary values of k = iκ,
such that 2 k 2 /2µ = −2 κ2 /2µ = −EB ≤ 0. It is well known that the Hankel
function h3 (z) = j3 (z) + in3 (z) is proportional to eiz for large z. Therefore h3 (iκr) is proportional to e−κr for large r. Its logarithmic derivative is
γ3 = iκ h3  (iκa)/h3 (iκa), which has the limit γ3 → −(l + 1)/a when κ → 0.
We have thus shown that the conditions for a zero energy resonance and a zero
energy bound state are identical. Of course this zero energy bound state may
not be square-integrable over all space, and so may not be a genuine bound
state. Its signiﬁcance is in its being the intermediate case between genuine
bound states and resonance states, which we now see to be closely related.
16.7 Diverse Topics
We present here some examples that apply and illustrate various aspects
of the theory developed in the preceding sections.
General behavior of phase shifts
The general behavior of phase shifts as function of energy and potential
strength can be illustrated by the example of the square well potential,
V (r) = −V0 (r < a) ,
=0

(r > a) .

(16.121)

The solution to the radial wave equation (16.23) for r ≤ a is R3 (r) = c j3 (αr),
where α2 = (2µ/2 )(E + V0 ). Its logarithmic derivative at r = a is γ3 ≡
R3  (a)/R3 (a) = α j3  (αa)/j3 (αa), from which the tanget of the phase shift
δ3 is calculated by means of (16.34). In Fig. 16.5 the phase shifts and total
scattering cross sections for several square wells are plotted against k, which
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Fig. 16.5 Phase shifts and total cross sections for several square well potentials of radius
a = 1. Units: 2 /2µ = 1. Key to phase shifts: / = 0, solid line; / = 1, long dashes; / = 2,
short dashes; / = 3, dots.
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is a more convenient variable than the energy E = 2 k 2 /2µ. The potential
strength V0 increases from the top of the ﬁgure to the bottom.
At the top of Fig. 16.5, we illustrate a potential (V0 = 1.5) that has no
bound states. All phase shifts rise from δ3 = 0 at zero energy and fall back to
zero at inﬁnite energy. The larger the value of B, the higher is the energy at
which δ3 has its strength. The cross section is smooth and structureless.
It was shown in the previous section that tan(δ3 ) = 0 at E = 0, except when
there is a zero energy bound state, in which case tan(δ3 ) = ∞ at E = 0. As
V0 increases, we reach a critical value at which a bound state for a particular B
appears at E = 0, and the zero energy limit of δ3 is π/2. For a slightly stronger
potential the zero energy limit of δ3 is π. In general, the zero energy limit of
δ3 is equal to πN3 , where N3 is the number of bound states for that value of
B, provided we adopt the convention that δ3 vanishes at inﬁnite energy. The
ﬁrst such critical value for B = 0 is V0 a2 = (2 /2µ)(π/2)2 . All examples in
Fig. 16.5 except the ﬁrst have one bound state with B = 0.
The second and third rows of Fig. 16.5 show the development of a resonance
for B = 1, which is associated with the capture and decay of the particle in
a virtual bound state. For V0 = 7.5 the phase shift δ1 barely reaches π/2,
and the resonance is very broad in energy. When V0 has increased to 9.5
the phase shift δ1 rises very steeply through π/2, and the resonance is much
narrower. Moreover, the resonance occurs at a lower energy, reﬂecting the
greater tendency of the potential to bind. At a critical value of V0 , between
9.5 and 10, the resonance reaches zero energy, and the virtual bound state
becomes a genuine bound state. For V0 = 10 we have δ1 = π at k = 0, and the
resonance peak is no longer present in the cross section.
Validity of the Born approximation
The Born approximation for the scattering amplitude, derived in Sec. 16.4,
can also be obtained from the operator formalism of Sec. 16.5. The substitution
of (16.86) into (16.93) yields an inﬁnite series for the scattering amplitude,
the ﬁrst term of which is the Born approximation (sometimes called the ﬁrst
Born approximation). That series can alternatively be obtained by an iterative
solution of the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (16.91):
|Ψa (+)  = |Φa  + G0 (E + ) V |Φa  + G0 (E + ) V G0 (E + ) V |Φa  + · · · , (16.122)
which is then substituted into (16.93). [Notice the similarity of this series to
Eq. (10.100) of Brillouin–Wigner perturbation theory. The main diﬀerence is
that there we treated a discrete spectrum, whereas now we are dealing with the
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continuum.] A suﬃcient condition for the Born approximation to be accurate
is that the higher order terms of (16.122) be small compared with the leading
term.
The ﬁrst order term of (16.122) for a central potential V (r), in coordinate
representation, is equal to


G0 (r, r ; E + ) V (r ) eik· r d3 r ,
f1 (r) =
where G0 (r, r ; E + ) is given by (16.95). The Born approximation will be
accurate if |f1 (r)| % 1. We can most easily evaluate f1 (r) at the point r = 0,
which should be representative of the region where f1 (r) is largest.
 −ikr

µ
e
f1 (0) = −
V (r ) eik· r d3 r
2π2
r
 ∞

2µ
=− 2
e−ikr V (r ) sin(kr ) dr .
(16.123)
 k 0
If V (r) does not change sign, the largest value of (16.123) will occur for
k = 0. This yields the condition (2µ/2 ) |V (r )|r dr % 1, which would
ensure the validity of the Born approximation for all values of k. Expressed as
an order of magnitude, this condition can be written as |V0 |µa2 /2 % 1, where
V0 measures the strength of the potential and a is its range. This condition
is very restrictive, and it is seldom useful. A much more useful condition is
obtained from the fact the (16.123) becomes small at large k, not only because
of the factor k −1 , but also because of oscillations of the integrand. If ka  1
there will be many oscillations within the range of V (r), which will reduce the
value of the integral. Although a precise estimate is diﬃcult to obtain, it is
clear that the Born approximation will become accurate in the high energy
limit, and it is in that regime that it is most useful.
Multiple scattering
Suppose that the scattering potential is a sum of identical potentials cen
tered on diﬀerent atoms, V (r) = i v(r − Ri ), with Ri being the position of
the ith atom. The series (16.86) for the t matrix is then of the form
T =

vi +
i

vi G0 vj G0 vm + · · · ,

vi G0 vj +
i

j

i

j

(16.124)

m

where vi = v(r − Ri ). We would like to describe the total scattering process
as a series of multiple scattering from the various atoms. But (16.124) cannot
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be so interpreted because of the terms with i = j, or j = m, etc. These do
not represent “repeated scattering by the same atom”, for no such process
exists. They are actually an artifact of expanding the scattering amplitude
from a single atom in powers of the atomic potential. Let us deﬁne the t
matrix of atom i, which is the t matrix that would exist if only the potential vi
were present:
(16.125)
ti = vi + vi G0 vi + vi G0 vi G0 vi + · · ·
Then the complete t matrix of the system can be written as
T =

ti +
i

ti G0 tj G0 tm + · · · .

ti G0 tj +
i = j

(16.126)

i = j = m

The restriction on the summations is that adjacent atoms in a term must be
distinct. (Note that i = m is allowed in the third term.) The terms of this
series can indeed be interpreted contributions to the total scattering amplitude
from multiple scattering from the various atoms.
According to (16.93) the scattering amplitude is equal to −µ/2π2 multiplied by

Φk |T |Φk  =
exp(−ik ·r ) r |T |r  exp(ik·r)d3 r d3 r
where k is the initial momentum of the incident particle, and k is its ﬁnal
momentum. The simplest approximation is to include only the ﬁrst term of
(16.126). Now the contribution of the ith atom is

exp(−ik ·r ) r − Ri |t0 |r − Ri  exp(ik·r)d3 r d3 r
Φk |ti |Φk  =
= exp[i(k − k )·Ri ]



exp(−ik ·r ) r |t0 |r  exp(ik·r)d3 r d3 r

= exp[i(k − k )·Ri ] Φk |t0 |Φk  ,
where t0 is the t matrix of an atom located at the origin of coordinates. Hence
the ﬁrst term of (16.126) yields
exp[i(k − k )·Rj ] .

Φk |T |Φk  ≈ |Φk |t0 |Φk 

(16.127)

j

The scattering probability, which is the absolute square of the amplitude,
depends upon the positions of the atoms through the factor
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j

2



exp[i(k − k )·Rj ] =


exp[i(k − k )·(Rj − Rm )] .
j

m

Thus it is possible to obtain information about the relative positions of the
atoms by means of scattering measurements. This technique is very useful for
determining the structures of solids and liquids.
The inverse scattering problem
In all of our theory and examples, we have proceeded from an assumed
knowledge of the scattering interaction to a calculation of the scattering cross
sections. In practice, one often wants to infer the interaction from observed
scattering data, this being called the inverse problem of scattering theory.
The mathematical theory of the inverse scattering problem is too lengthy and
complex to present here, so we shall only summarize the main results for the
scattering of spinless particles by a central potential.
The ﬁrst problem is to deduce the phase shifts from the diﬀerential cross
section. If the scattering amplitude were known, we could easily obtain the
phase shifts by expanding it in Legendre polynomials, as in (16.29). But
the amplitude is complex, and experiment yields only its magnitude but not
its phase. From the unitarity condition (16.107), it is possible to deduce an
integral equation relating to the phase. But it is usually more practical to ﬁt
the diﬀerential cross section data to a model involving a small number of phase
shifts as adjustable parameters, using as many (or, rather, as few) parameters
as are needed to reproduce the data within experimental accuracy. In this
sense, the phase shifts can be regarded as measurable quantities.
It is possible to determine V (r) uniquely from a knowledge of δ3 (E) for all
E and only one value of B, provided there are no bound states. If there are N3
bound states of angular momentum B then the solution is not unique, and there
is an N3 -parameter family of potentials all of which produce the same δ3 (E)
for all E. It is also possible to determine V (r) from a knowledge of δ3 (E) for
all B at one value of E. Although in principle any value of E can be used, it is
clear that a small value of E is unsuitable because all phase shifts beyond B = 0
or 1 will be too small to measure. For details of these theorems, the reader is
referred to Newton (1982, Ch. 20) or Wu and Ohmura (1962, Ch. 1, Sec. G).
These theorems are of considerable mathematical interest. They are useful
for telling us how much information is required to determine the scattering
potential. However, their practical utility is limited because, in practice, one
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knows only a ﬁnite number of phase shifts over a limited range of energy, and
this does not allow one to apply either of the theorems.
Further reading for Chapter 16
Goldberger and Watson (1964) has long been regarded as the authoritative
reference on scattering theory, although it has now been superseded to some
extent by Newton (1982). Both of them are research tomes. The beginning
student may ﬁnd the treatment by Rodberg and Thaler (1967) to be more
accessible. Wu and Ohmura (1962) is intermediate between the textbook and
research levels.
Problems
16.1 Derive Eq. (16.5) from momentum and energy conservation.
16.2 Calculate the B = 0 phase shift for the repulsive δ shell potential,
V (r) = c δ(r − a). Determine the conditions under which it will be
approximately equal to the phase shift of a hard sphere of the same
radius a, and note the conditions under which it may signiﬁcantly
diﬀer from the hard sphere phase shift even though c is very large.
16.3 Show that Ψ(+) and Ψ(−) , deﬁned by (16.69), have the correct asymptotic forms, (16.42) and (16.46), respectively.
16.4 Use the Born approximation to calculate the diﬀerential cross section
for scattering by the Yukawa potential, V (r) = V0 e−αr /αr.
16.5 In Example 1 of Sec. 16.4 (spin–spin interaction), assume that the two
particles are an electron and a proton, and add to H0 the magnetic
dipole interaction −B·(µe + µp ). Calculate the scattering cross sections in the Born Approximation, taking into account the fact that
kinetic energy will not be conserved.
16.6 For Example 1 of Sec. 16.4 (without a magnetic ﬁeld), assume that
the phase shifts for the central potential V0 (r) are known, and use the
DWBA to calculate the additional scattering due to the spin–spin
interaction Vs (r)σ (1) ·σ (2) . Does skew scattering occur?
16.7 Show that Example 2 of Sec. 16.4 (spin–orbit interaction) can be solved
“exactly” by introducing the total angular momentum eigenfunctions
(7.104) as basis functions, and computing a new set of phase shifts
that depend upon both the orbital angular momentum B and the total
angular momentum j. The solution will be as “exact” as the computation of the phase shifts. [Ref.: Goldberger and Watson (1964),
Sec. 7.2.]
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Use phase shifts to evaluate the total cross section in the low energy
limit (E → 0) for the square well potential: V (r) = −V0 for r <
a, V (r) = 0 for r > a.
16.9 (a) Calculate the diﬀerential cross section of the square well potential
using the Born approximation. (b) Evaluate the total cross section in
the low energy limit. Explain any diﬀerences between this result and
that of Problem 16.8.
16.10 Express the mean lifetime, /Γ, of a virtual bound state of angular
momentum B in terms of the energy derivative of the phase shift δ3 .
16.8

Chapter 17

Identical Particles

In this chapter we discuss the properties of systems of identical particles,
following principles that were ﬁrst expounded by Messiah and Greenberg
(1964). Three successively stronger expressions of particle identity can be
distinguished: (1) permutation symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which leads to
degeneracies and selection rules, as does any symmetry; (2) permutation
symmetry of all observables, which leads to a superselection rule; and (3)
the symmetrization postulate, which restricts the states for a species of particle to be of a single symmetry type (either symmetric or antisymmetric).
The stronger principles in this sequence cannot be deduced from the weaker
principles, and some misleading arguments in the literature will be corrected.
17.1 Permutation Symmetry
All electrons are identical in their properties; the same is true of all protons,
all neutrons, etc. Two physical situations that diﬀer only by the interchange
of identical particles are indistinguishable. One of the consequences of this
fact is that any physical Hamiltonian must be invariant under permutation of
identical particles.
Consider ﬁrst a system of two identical particles. Basis vectors for the state
space may be constructed by taking products of single particle basis vectors,
|α|β ≡ |α ⊗ |β. In this notation the order of the factors formally distinguishes the two particles, the eigenvalue α corresponding to the ﬁrst particle
and the eigenvalue β corresponding to the second particle. Any arbitrary vector in the two-particle state space can be expressed as a linear combination of

these basis vectors, |Ψ = α,β cα,β |α|β. A state function in the two-particle
conﬁguration space will be of the form
Ψ(x1 , x2 ) = ( x1 | ⊗ x2 |)|Ψ =

cα,β x1 |α x2 |β .
α,β
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We next deﬁne a permutation operator P12 by the relation
P12 |α|β = |β|α .

(17.1)

Clearly P12 is its own inverse, and P12 is a both unitary and Hermitian. Its
eﬀect on a two-particle state function is
P12 Ψ(x1 , x2 ) = Ψ(x2 , x1 ) .

(17.2)

If the Hamiltonian H is invariant under interchange of the two particles, it
must be the case that P12 H = HP12 . It follows (Theorem 5, Sec. 1.3) that the
operators H and P12 possess a complete set of common eigenvectors. Because
(P12 )2 = I, the only eigenvalues of P12 are +1 and −1, and its eigenfunctions
are either symmetric, Ψ(x2 , x1 ) = Ψ(x1 , x2 ), or antisymmetric, Ψ(x2 , x1 ) =
−Ψ(x1 , x2 ), under interchange of the two particles. Hence it follows that for a
system of two identical particles, the eigenvectors of H can be chosen to have
either symmetry or antisymmetry under permutation of the particles.
The situation is more complicated if there are more than two particles,
and the general principles can be illustrated by considering a system of three
identical particles. Basis vectors for the state space will now be of the form
|α|β|γ. There are six distinct permutations of three objects, so we can deﬁne
six diﬀerent permutation operators. These are the identity operator I, the pair
interchange operators P12 , P23 , and P31 , and the cyclic permutations P123 and
(P123 )2 . The eﬀects of these operators on a typical basis vector are
P12 |α|β|γ = |β|α|γ ,

P23 |α|βγ = |α|γ|β ,

P31 |α|β|γ = |γ|β|α ,

P123 |α|β|γ = |γ|α|β ,

(17.3)

(P123 )2 = |β|γ|α .
It is easily veriﬁed that the six permutation operators are not mutually
commutative, for example P12 P23 = P23 P12 . Therefore a complete set of common eigenvectors for these operators does not exist, and so it is not possible for every eigenvector of H to be symmetric or antisymmetric under pair
interchanges. However, we can divide the vector space into invariant subspaces,
which have the property that a vector in any invariant subspace is transformed
by the permutation operators into another vector in the same subspace. The
basis vector |α|β|γ (with α, β, and γ all unequal) and its permutations (17.3)
span a six-dimensional vector space. This may be reduced into four invariant
subspaces, spanned by the following vectors, all of which are orthogonal:
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Symmetric:
6−1/2 { |α|β|γ + |β|α|γ + |α|γ|β + |γ|β|α + |γ|α|β + |β|γ|α }
Antisymmetric:
6−1/2 { |α|β|γ − |β|α|γ − |α|γ|β − |γ|β|α + |γ|α|β + |β|γ|α }
Partially symmetric:
12−1/2 { 2|α|β|γ + 2|β|α|γ − |α|γ|β − |γ|β|α − |γ|α|β − |β|γ|α }
2−1 { 0 + 0 − |α|γ|β + |γ|β|α + |γ|α|β − |β|γ|α }
Partially symmetric:
2−1 { 0 + 0 − |α|γ|β + |γ|β|α − |γ|α|β + |β|γ|α }
12−1/2 { 2|α|β|γ − 2|β|α|γ + |α|γ|β + |γ|β|α − |γ|α|β − |β|γ|α }
In these expressions, we have always written the basis vectors in the same order
as they appear in (17.3), with zeros as place holders where necessary. The
symmetric subspace is invariant under all permutations. The antisymmetric
subspace changes sign under the pair interchanges P12 , P23 , and P31 , and is
unchanged by the other permutations. In general, the action of permutation
operators on the vectors in a partially symmetric subspace is to transform them
into linear combinations of each other; however, under P12 the ﬁrst member in
each subspace is even, and the second member is odd.
Because the Hamiltonian commutes with the permutation operators,
it is possible to form the eigenvectors of H so that each eigenvector is
constructed from basis vectors that belong to only one of these invariant
subspaces. Thus the stationary states may be classiﬁed according to their
symmetry type under permutations; moreover this symmetry type will be conserved by any permutation-invariant interaction. This is so because HΨ has
the same permutation symmetry as does Ψ, since H is permutation-invariant,
and hence ∂Ψ/∂t = (i)−1 HΨ must also have the same symmetry as Ψ.
Therefore the symmetry type does not change. These conclusions can easily
be generalized to any number of particles by means of group representation
theory.

17.2 Indistinguishability of Particles
If a set of particles are indistinguishable, then their Hamiltonian must be
unchanged by permutations of the particles. However, the converse is not true.
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The Hamiltonian H = (Pe 2 + Pp 2 )/2M − e2 /r of a positronium atom, which
consists of an electron and a positron, is invariant under interchange of the
two particles. Therefore all of the conclusions of the previous section apply
to positronium. But of course an electron and a positron are not identical
particles, and they can be distinguished by applying an electric or a magnetic
ﬁeld.
Following Messiah and Greenberg (1964), we state the principle of
indistinguishability of identical particles: Dynamical states that diﬀer only by
a permutation of identical particles cannot be distinguished by any observation
whatsoever . This principle implies the permutation symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which was discussed in the previous section, but it also implies much
more. Let A be an operator that represents an observable dynamical variable, and let |Ψ represent a state of a system of identical particles. The state
obtained by interchanging particles i and j is described by the vector Pij |Ψ.
Then according to the principle of indistinguishability we must have
Ψ|A|Ψ = Ψ| (Pij )† APij |Ψ ,

(17.4)

and this must hold for any vector |Ψ. Therefore we deduce (Problem 1.12)
that A = (Pij )† APij . Since Pij = (Pij )† = (Pij )−1 , it follows that
Pij A = APij .

(17.5)

Since A represents an arbitrary observable, we have shown that all physical
observables must be permutation-invariant.
An example of a dynamical variable that satisﬁes (17.5) is a component of

the total spin, Sx = j sx (j), where the sum is over all identical particles in
the system. On the other hand, a spin component of one particular particle,
sx (1) , is not permutation-invariant, and so is not observable according to our
criterion. This does not mean that the spin of a single particle cannot be
measured. If, for example, there were particles localized in the neighborhoods
of x1 , x2 , . . . , xj , . . . , then “the spin of the particle located at x1 ” would be
a permutation-invariant observable. It is only the attachment of labels to
distinguish the individual particles themselves that is forbidden by the principle
of indistinguishability.
The Hamiltonian H is itself an observable, and must be permutationinvariant. Thus all of the consequences of Sec. 17.1, such as the classiﬁcation of
states by symmetry type and the conservation of symmetry type, follow from
the principle of indistinguishability. But in addition to those properties, which
we may term “selection rules”, there is a superselection rule which states that
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interference between states of diﬀerent permutation symmetry is not observable. For symmetric and antisymmetric states, this can be shown by the same
methods that were used in Sec. 7.6 to derive the R(2π) superselection rule.
Let |s be a symmetric vector, Pij |s = |s, and let |a be an antisymmetric
vector, Pij |a = −|a. For any observable A we have, from (17.5),
s|Pij A|a = s|APij |a ,
s|A|a = − s|A|a .
This is possible only if s|A|a = 0. Now consider a superposition state,
|Ψ = |s + c|a ,
where c is a complex constant with |c| = 1. The average of the arbitrary
observable A in this state is
Ψ|A|Ψ = s|A|s + a|A|a ,
which is independent of the phase of c because s|A|a = 0. Thus even if the
state vector was a superposition of symmetric and antisymmetric components,
no interference would be observed. Using the methods of group representation
theory, Messiah and Greenberg (1964) generalize this result to apply to all
permutation symmetry types, including the partially symmetric states that
are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric under all permutations.

17.3 The Symmetrization Postulate
It was shown in the ﬁrst section of this chapter that the invariance of the
Hamiltonian under permutation of identical particles implies that state vectors can be classiﬁed according to their permutation symmetry type. This is
a mathematical deduction from the principles of quantum mechanics. In the
second section we introduced the principle of indistinguishability, which implies
that no interference can occur between states of diﬀerent permutation symmetry. This principle cannot be deduced from the other principles of quantum
mechanics, although it could be argued that it merely deﬁnes what we mean
by calling particles “identical”. We now introduce an even stronger principle,
which asserts that the states of a particular species of particles can only be of
one permutation symmetry type. The symmetrization postulate states that:
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(a) Particles whose spin is an integer multiple of  have only symmetric
states. (These particles are called bosons.)
(b) Particles whose spin is a half odd-integer multiple of  have only antisymmetric states. (These particles are called fermions.)
(c) Partially symmetric states do not exist. (Nevertheless they give rise to
the name paraparticles.)
The superselection rule deduced in Sec. 17.2 is trivialized by the symmetrization postulate, since obviously no interference between symmetry types is
possible if only one symmetry type exists. The three parts of this postulate
cannot be deduced from the other principles of quantum mechanics, so we shall
examine their consequences and the empirical evidence that supports them.
[[ Many books contain arguments that purport to derive one or more
parts of the symmetrization postulate from other principles of quantum
mechanics. A typical argument begins with the assertion that permutation
of identical particles must not lead to a diﬀerent state. (This is stronger
than the principle of indistinguishability, which asserts only that such a
permutation must not lead to any observable diﬀerences.) Hence it is
asserted that an allowable state vector must satisfy Pij |Ψ = c|Ψ. Since
(Pij )2 = 1, it follows that c = ±1, and so the argument concludes that only
symmetric and antisymmetric states are permitted.
Implicit in this argument is the assumption that a state must be
represented by a one-dimensional vector space, i.e. by a state vector with
at most its overall phase being arbitrary. But this is equivalent to excluding
by ﬁat the partially symmetric state vectors, which belong to multidimensional invariant subspaces. So it practically equivalent to the assumption
of (c), which was to be proven. If one drops the assumption that a state
must be represented by a one-dimensional vector space, the conclusion no
longer follows. Consider an n-dimensional permutation-invariant subspace.
(Examples with n = 2 were given in Sec. 17.1.) From it we construct a
state operator ρ,
n
−1

|ui  ui | ,

ρ=n

i=1

with the sum being over all the basis vectors of the the invariant subspace.
Clearly the state described by ρ is not changed by permutation of identical
particles, since Pij ρPij = ρ.
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Another common argument claims that the special properties of the
states of identical particles, such as their restriction to be either symmetric
or antisymmetric, are related to the indeterminacy principle. According
to this argument, identical particles could be distinguished in classical
mechanics by continuously following them along their trajectories. But
in quantum mechanics the indeterminacy relation (8.33) does not allow
position and momentum to both be sharp in any state. Therefore we cannot identify separate trajectories, and so the argument concludes that we
cannot distinguish the particles. However, the pragmatic indistinguishability that is deduced from this argument implies nothing about the symmetry
of the state vector. The derivation of the indeterminacy relations in Sec. 8.4
uses no property of the state vector or state operator except its existence.
Even if we used an absurd state vector, having the wrong symmetry and
violating the Schrödinger equation, we would still not violate the indeterminacy relations. Therefore the indeterminacy relations tell us nothing about
the properties of the state vector. ]]
We now examine the empirical consquences of the symmetrization postulate.
Consider the three-particle antisymmetric function given in Sec. 17.1. Ψ√αβγ =
{|α|β|γ − |β|α|γ − |α|γ|β − |γ|β|α + |γ|α|β + |β|γ|α}/ 6. If
we put α = β we obtain Ψββγ = 0. A similar result clearly holds for an
antisymmetrized product state vector for any number of particles. This is the
basis of the Pauli exclusion principle, which asserts that in a system of identical
fermions no more than one particle can have exactly the same single particle
quantum numbers. The exclusion principle forms the basis of the theory of
atomic structure and atomic spectra, and so is very well established. Thus we
have strong empirical evidence that electrons are fermions.
The rotational spectra of diatomic molecules provides evidence about the
permutation symmetry of nucleons. Consider the molecule H2 , which consists
of two protons and two electrons. The spin of a proton is 12 (in units of ),
and the set of two-proton spin states comprises a singlet with total spin S = 0
and a triplet with total spin S = 1. The Clebsch–Gordan coeﬃcients for
constructing these states are given by (7.99). If we denote the single particle
√
spin states by |+ and |−, then the singlet state vector is (|+|−−|−|+)/
2,
√
and the members of the triplet are |+|+, (|+|− + |−|+)/ 2, and |−|−.
Transitions between the singlet and triplet states are very rare under ordinary
conditions, and over a time scale of a day or so it is possible to regard the singlet
and triplet states of H2 as two diﬀerent stable molecules. The two-proton state
function will be of the form Ψ(X, r)|spin, where X = (x1 + x2 )/2 is the CM
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mass coordinate, r = x1 − x2 is the relative coordinate of the protons, and
|spin may be either a singlet or a triplet. Because of rotational symmetry,
the function Ψ(X, r) may be an eigenfunction of the relative orbital angular
momentum of the protons. According to the symmetrization postulate, the
full state function must change sign when the protons are interchanged. Since
the singlet spin state is odd under permutation, it must be accompanied by an
orbital function Ψ(X, r) that is even in r. Similarly, the triplet spin state is
unchanged by permutation, so it must be accompanied by an orbital function
that is odd in r. Therefore the protons in the singlet state (called “para-H2”,
not to be confused with the hypothetical paraparticles that violate the symmetrization postulate) can have only even values of orbital angular momentum
L, while the protons in the triplet state (called “ortho-H2 ”) can have only odd
values of L. The rotational kinetic energy is 2 L(L + 1)/2I, where I is the
moment of inertia of the molecule. Thus the energy levels, and more importantly the diﬀerences between energy levels, will not be the same in the singlet
and in the triplet state H2 .
These predictions of the symmetrization postulate are conﬁrmed by molecular spectroscopy. The rotational energy levels of singlet and triplet state H2
molecules also have a dramatic eﬀect on the speciﬁc heat of hydrogen gas [see
Wannier (1966), Sec. 11.4]. Thus we have good evidence that protons are
fermions. Similar phenomena exist for other homonuclear diatomic molecules.
Some of these nuclei, such as 14 N, contain an odd number of neutrons, and
hence provide evidence that neutrons are fermions.
For evidence about the permutation symmetry of other particles such as
mesons and hyperons, for which one cannot produce stable many-particle
states, we refer to Messiah and Greenberg (1964). It is necessary to search
for a reaction that is forbidden by the symmetrization postulate and is not
forbidden by any other symmetry or selection rule. Observation of such
a reaction would contradict the symmetrization postulate; conversely the
absence of such reactions supports it.
Scattering of identical particles can also provide evidence for the symmetrization postulate. The two scattering events shown in Fig. 17.1 cannot be
distinguished if the particles are identical, and so the diﬀerential cross section
for this process will include both of them.
The usual scattering wave function has the asymptotic form
ψ(r) ∼ eik·r + f (θ)

eikr
,
r
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Indistinguishable scattering events.

where r is the relative coordinate of the two particles. The diﬀerential cross section is then obtained as the square of the scattering amplitude: σ(θ) = |f (θ)|2 .
But if the two particles are identical, it is necessary for the spatial wave function to be symmetric or antisymmetric under interchange of particles (r → −r),
according to the permutation symmetry of the spin state. After symmetrization/antisymmetrization of the spatial wave function, the scattering amplitude
(deﬁned as the coeﬃcient of eikr /r) will be f (θ)±f (π−θ). Thus the diﬀerential
cross section will be
σ(θ) = |f (θ) ± f (π − θ)|2
= |f (θ)|2 + |f (π − θ)|2 ± 2 Re [f ∗ (θ) f (π − θ)] .

(17.6)

1
2

The plus sign applies for spin particles in the singlet state. The minus sign
applies for spin 12 particles in the triplet state, or for spinless particles. The ﬁrst
and second terms of (17.6) are just the diﬀerential cross sections that would be
calculated for the two events in Fig. 17.1 if the particles were distinguishable.
The third term, which is a consequence of the symmetrization postulate, manifests itself most clearly as an enhancement (+ sign) or diminution (− sign) of
the cross section near θ = π/2.
17.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators
The symmetrization postulate restricts the states of a species of particles
to a single permutation symmetry type, either symmetric or antisymmetric
under pair interchanges. This greatly simpliﬁes the theory of many-particle
states, and allows us to introduce an elegant formalism involving creation and
annihilation operators. This formalism is not restricted to systems with a ﬁxed
number of particles. Instead, it treats the number of particles as a dynamical variable, and it treats states having any number of particles. This is a
useful technique even in the theory of stable particles, for which the number of
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particles is constant; moreover it is easily extended to describe the physical
creation and annihilation of particles that occur at high energies. However we
shall not be treating such applications in this book.
The orthonormal basis vectors of the state space (known as Fock space) consist of: the vacuum or no-particle state, |0; a complete set of one-particle state
vectors, {|φα  : (α = 1, 2, 3, . . .)}, where the label α is actually an abbreviation for all the quantum numbers needed to specify a unique state; a complete
set of two-particle state vectors; a complete set of three-particle state vectors;
etc. However, these complete sets of many-particle states contain only vectors
of the correct permutation symmetry, and hence they are complete within the
appropriate permutation-invariant subspace. There is no need for them to span
the full vector space considered in Sec. 17.1, which is physically irrelevant in
light of the symmetrization postulate. There are technical diﬀerences between
the formalisms for fermions and for bosons, which make it convenient to treat
the two cases separately. Nevertheless, we shall see that a very strong analogy
exists between the two formalisms, and many results will apply to both cases.
Fermions
We deﬁne the creation operator Cα † by the relations
Cα † |0 = |α ≡ |φα  ,

(17.7a)

Cα † |β = Cα † Cβ † |0 = |αβ = −|βα ,

(17.7b)

Cα † |βγ = Cα † Cβ † Cγ † |0 = |αβγ ,

(17.7c)

etc .
These vectors are deﬁned to be antisymmetric under interchange of adjacent
arguments, and thus |αβγ = −|αγβ = |γαβ. The antisymmetric threeparticle example given Sec. 17.1 is equal to |αβγ. In coordinate representation,
these vectors become
x|α = φα (x) ,
x1 , x2 |αβ =

φα (x1 ) φβ (x2 ) − φβ (x1 ) φα (x2 )
√
.
2

We shall refer to the function φα (x) as an orbital, and we shall say that in the
vector |αβγ the α, β, and γ orbitals are occupied, while all other orbitals are
unoccupied. The inﬁnite sequence of equations (17.7) can be summarized by
the formula
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where the string denoted as “· · · ” (which may be of any length, or null) is the
same on both sides of the equation.
If we operate with Cα † on a vector in which the α orbital is occupied, we
formally obtain Cα † |α · · ·  = |αα · · · . Since the vector |αα · · ·  must change
sign upon interchange of its ﬁrst two arguments, we have |αα · · ·  = −|αα · · · ,
and therefore
Cα † |α · · ·  = 0 .
(17.9)
Thus the Pauli exclusion principle is automatically satisﬁed, it being impossible for an orbital to be more than singly occupied.
The operator Cα † is fully deﬁned by (17.8) and (17.9), from which the
properties of its adjoint, Cα = (Cα † )† , can be deduced. From (17.8) and (17.9)
we have
α · · · |Cα † | · · · (∼ α) = 1 ,
ψ|Cα † | · · · (∼ α) = 0 ,

if ψ|α · · ·  = 0 .

In these two lines, the string denoted by “· · · ” is the same in both instances
within the same line. The notation | · · · (∼ α) signiﬁes that the α orbital is
unoccupied. From (17.9) we have
α · · · |Cα = 0 .
The three relations above yield, respectively,
(∼ α) · · · |Cα |α · · ·  = 1 ,

(17.10)

(∼ α) · · · |Cα |ψ = 0 ,

(17.11)

if ψ|α · · ·  = 0 ,

α · · · |Cα |ψ = 0 .

(17.12)

Applying these relation with |ψ = |0, we deduce from (17.11) that the vector
Cα |0 is orthogonal to any basis vector in which the α orbital is unoccupied,
and from (17.12) it follows that Cα |0 is orthogonal to any basis vector in
which the α orbital is occupied. Therefore we have
Cα |0 = 0 .

(17.13)

Applying (17.12) with |ψ = |α, we deduce that vector Cα |α is orthogonal
to all basis vectors in which the α orbital is occupied. From (17.11) we deduce
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that Cα |α is orthogonal to all but one basis vector in which tha α orbital is
unoccupied, the single exception being 0|Cα |α = 1. Therefore we have
Cα |α = |0 .

(17.14)

By means of a similar argument we deduce that
Cα |α · · ·  = | · · · (∼ α) .

(17.15)

Finally we examine the case of |ψ = | · · · (∼ α), for which (17.11) and (17.12)
imply that
Cα | · · · (∼ α) = 0 .
(17.16)
Thus we see that the eﬀect of the operator Cα is to empty the α orbital if it
is occupied, and to destroy the vector if that orbital is unoccupied. Hence Cα
may be called an annihilation operator.
To summarize, the creation operator Cα † adds a particle to the α orbital
if it is empty, and the annihilation operator Cα removes a particle from the α
orbital if it is occupied. Otherwise these operators yield zero.
If the creation operator Cα † acts twice in succession on an arbitrary vector,
it would create a doubly occupied orbital, Cα † Cα † |ψ = |ααψ, and so the
result must vanish, as was pointed out in deriving (17.9). Since the initial
vector |ψ was arbitrary, we have the operator equality
Cα † Cα † = 0 .

(17.17)

Cα Cα = 0 .

(17.18)

The adjoint of this equation is

Consider next the operator combination Cα † Cβ † + Cβ † Cα † (which is
called the anticommutator of Cα † and Cβ † ) acting on an arbitrary vector:
(Cα † Cβ † + Cβ † Cα † )|ψ = |αβψ + |βαψ
= |αβψ − |αβψ = 0 .
Thus we obtain the operator relations
Cα † Cβ † + Cβ † Cα † = 0 ,

(17.19)

Cα Cβ + Cβ Cα = 0 .

(17.20)
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Finally, we consider the anticommutator of a creation operator and an
annihilation operator, Cα Cβ † + Cβ † Cα . For α = β it is apparent from our
previous results that this operator will yield zero if either the α orbital is empty
or the β orbital is occupied. Hence we need only consider its eﬀect on a vector
of the form |α · · · (∼ β).
(Cα Cβ † + Cβ † Cα )|α · · · (∼ β) = Cα |βα · · ·  + Cβ † | · · · (∼ α, ∼ β)
= −Cα |αβ · · ·  + Cβ † | · · · (∼ α, ∼ β)
= −|β · · · (∼ α) + |β · · · (∼ α) = 0 .
For α = β we consider separately the cases of the α orbital being occupied
or empty:
(Cα Cα † + Cα † Cα )|α · · ·  = 0 + Cα † | · · · (∼ α) = |α · · ·  ,
(Cα Cα † + Cα † Cα )| · · · (∼ α) = Cα |α · · ·  + 0 = | · · · (∼ α) .
Thus it is apparent that Cα Cα † + Cα † Cα is the identity operator.
These last few results are summarized by the equation
Cα Cβ † + Cβ † Cα = δαβ I .

(17.21)

All of the Fock basis vectors are eigenvectors of the operator Cα † Cα . It is
easily veriﬁed that if the α orbital is empty the operator Cα † Cα has eigenvalue
0, and if the α orbital is occupied the operator Cα † Cα has eigenvalue 1. Thus
Cα † Cα functions as the number operator for the α orbital. The total number
operator is therefore equal to
Cα † Cα .

N=

(17.22)

α

A vector that is an arbitrary linear combination of these basis vectors need not
be an eigenvector of N , in which case there will be a probability distribution
for N , as there is for any dynamical variable.
Change of basis. The creation and annihilation operators have been
deﬁned with respect to a particular set of single particle basis functions, Cα † |0
= |α corresponding to the function φα (x). Let us introduce another set of
creation and annihilation operators, bj † and bj , with bj † |0 = |j corresponding
to the function fj (x). The two sets of functions {φα (x)} and {fj (x)} are both
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complete and orthonormal, and the members of one set can be expressed as
linear combinations of the other:
fj (x) =

φα (x) α|j ,
α

or, equivalently,
bj † |0 =

Cα † |0 α|j .

(17.23)

α

The new creation and annihilation operators must also satisfy the anticommutation relations (17.19), (17.20), and (17.21), since these characterize the
essential properties of creation and annihilation operators. All of these requirements are satisﬁed by the linear transformation,
bj † =

Cα † α|j , bj =
α

j|α Cα .

(17.24)

α

As an example of such a change of basis, we consider the family of operators
that create position eigenvectors,
ψ† (x)|0 = |x .

(17.25)

Applying (17.24) to this case, we obtain
ψ† (x) =

Cα † α|x , ψ(x) =
α

x|α Cα .
α

Now x|α = φα (x) is just the original basis function in coordinate repesentation, and hence we have
ψ† (x) =

[φα (x)]∗ Cα † , ψ(x) =
α

φα (x) Cα .

(17.26)

α

These new operators, which create and annihilate at a point in space, are
often called the ﬁeld operators. The product ψ† (x)ψ(x) is the number density
operator (not to be confused with the occasional use of the term “density
matrix” as a synonym for “state operator”), and the total number operator
(17.22) is equal to

N=

ψ† (x)ψ(x) d3 x .

(17.27)

It should be noted that by introducing these “ﬁeld” operators, we have not
made a transition to quantum ﬁeld theory, but have merely introduced
another representation for many-particle quantum mechanics. However, this
representation provides a close mathematical analogy between particle quantum mechanics and quantum ﬁeld theory.
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Bosons
The construction of the Fock space basis vectors proceeds very similarly
in this case as it did for fermions, except that now the multiparticle states
must be symmetric under interchange of particles. This implies that multiple
occupancy of orbitals is now possible, since, for example, |α ⊗ |α ⊗ |α is
acceptable as a symmetric three-particle state vector. So whereas we could
label the antisymmetric states of fermions by merely specifying the occupied
orbitals, we must now also specify the degree of occupancy. If the single particle
basis vectors consist of the set of orbitals {|φα  : (α = 1, 2, 3, . . .)}, we may
denote a many-boson state vector as |n1 , n2 , n3 , . . . where the nonnegative
integer nα is the occupancy of the orbital φα . (This notation might also have
been used for fermion states, in which case we would have restricted nα to be
0 or 1. However, a diﬀerent notation was more convenient in that case.)
We now deﬁne creation operators with the following properties:
aα † |0 = |φα  = |0, 0, . . . , nα = 1, 0, . . . ,
aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . ∝ |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα + 1, . . . .

(17.28)

Since these vectors are symmetric under permutation of particles, we must
have aα † aβ † = aβ † aα † . It follows from arguments similar to those used for
fermions that the adjoint operator, aα = (aα † )† , functions as an annihilation
operator, with the properties
aα |φα  = |0 ,
aα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . ∝ |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα − 1, · · ·  , (nα > 0) ,
(17.29)
aα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα = 0, . . . = 0 .
The unspeciﬁed proportionality factor in these equations is ﬁxed by requiring
the product aα † aα to serve as the number operator for the α orbital:
aα † aα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = nα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . .
Thus from the relation
( n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . |aα † ) (aα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . .) = nα

(17.30)
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we obtain
aα |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = (nα )1/2 |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα − 1, . . . .

(17.31)

(The arbitrary phase factor has been set equal to 1, since that is the simplest
choice.) The single equation (17.31) embodies all three of the equations (17.29).
We can now determine the proportionality factor in (17.28), which we
rewrite as
aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = c|n1 , n2 , . . . , nα + 1, . . . .

(17.32)

Operating with aα and using (17.31), we obtain
aα aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = (nα + 1)1/2 c|n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . .
Operating again with aα † and using (17.32), we obtain
aα † aα aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = c2 (nα + 1)1/2 |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα +1, . . . .
(17.33)
But the left side of this equation can alternatively be evaluated using (17.30),
obtaining
(aα † aα )aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = (nα + 1) c|n1 , n2 , . . . , nα + 1, . . . . (17.34)
Equating (17.33) and (17.34), we obtain c = (nα + 1)1/2 , and hence
aα † |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα , . . . = (nα + 1)1/2 |n1 , n2 , . . . , nα + 1, . . . .

(17.35)

From (17.31) and (17.35) we deduce the commutation relation
aα aβ † − aβ † aα = δαβ I ,

(17.36)

which complements the previously determined commutation relations
aα † aβ † − aβ † aα † = aα aβ − aβ aα = 0 .

(17.37)

Comparing with (17.19), (17.20), and (17.21), we see that the essential diﬀerence between the creation and annihilation operators for fermions and those
for bosons is that the former satisfy anticommutation relations while the latter
satisfy commutation relations. We also note that boson creation and annihilation operators are mathematically isomorphic to the raising and lowering
operators of a harmonic oscillator, which were introduced in Sec. 6.1.
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Representation of operators
Much of the formalism of creation and annihilation operators is the same
for bosons as for fermions. For example, the linear transformation (17.24) for
a change of basis is applicable to both cases. The expression of arbitrary dynamical variables in terms of creation and annihilation operators is essentially the
same for bosons and fermions. We shall demonstrate it explicitly for fermions
because their anticommutation relations require more care about + or − signs
than is necessary for bosons.
The simplest dynamical variables are those that are additive over the
particles. Some examples of additive one-body operator are:
n

Momentum

Pi
i=1
n

−

Kinetic energy
i=1

2
∇i 2
2M

n

External potential

W (xi )
i=1
n

General form

R=

Ri

(17.38)

i=1

The conventional form of such an operator is a sum of operators, each of
which acts only on one individual labeled particle. But this labeling has no
signiﬁcance for identical particles. The representation of an additive one-body
operator in terms of creation and annihilation operators is
φα |R1 |φβ  Cα † Cβ .

R=
α

(17.39)

β

It has advantage of not referring to ﬁctitiously labeled particles, and its form
does not depend on the number of particles. We shall prove the equivalence of
(17.38) and (17.39) by demonstrating that they have the same matrix elements
between any pair of n-particle state vectors.
We ﬁrst show that the form (17.39) is invariant under change of basis by
considering a similar operator deﬁned in another basis,
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fj |R1 |fk  bj † bk .

R =
j

k

Using the substitution (17.24), we obtain
R =

Cα † φα |fj  fj |R1 |fk  fk |φβ  Cβ
j

α

k

β

φα |R1 |φβ  Cα † Cβ = R .

=
α

β

Since the form (17.39) is independent of the basis, as has just been shown,
we may choose any convenient basis in which to demonstrate the equivalence
of (17.38) and (17.39). Therefore we choose the new basis functions {|fk }
to diagonalize the single particle operator R1 : R1 |fk  = rk |fk , which yields

R = k rk bk † bk . In this basis, the diagonal matrix elements of the operator

R are equal to
k rk nk , where nk is the occupancy of the orbital fk , and
the nondiagonal matrix elements are zero. This is clearly in agreement with

the matrix elements of (17.38), provided the number of particles k nk = n
is deﬁnite.
The next kind of dynamical variable that must be considered is an additive
pair operator, of which the interaction potential is the most important example:
v(x1 , xj ) =

V =
i<j

1
2

v(xi , xj ) .

(17.40)

i = j

We assume no self-interaction, so there are no terms in this expression having
i = j. The representation of this operator in terms of creation and annihilation
operators is
V =

1
2

vαβ,γδ Cα † Cβ † Cδ Cγ .
α

β

γ

(17.41)

δ

(Note that the order of the last two operators, Cδ Cγ , is reversed relative to the
order of the indices in the matrix element. This is necessary for anticommuting
fermion operators.) The matrix element in the above expression is calculated
for unsymmetrized product vectors,
 
vαβ,γδ =
φα ∗ (x1 ) φβ ∗ (x2 ) v(x1 , x2 ) φγ (x1 ) φδ (x2 ) d3 x1 d3 x2 . (17.42)
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It has certain symmetries:
vγδ,αβ = (vαβ,γδ )∗ ,

vβα,δγ = vαβ,γδ .

The matrix element between antisymmetric
two-particle state vectors, of the
√
form |αβ = (|φα |φβ  − |φβ |φα )/ 2, is
αβ|v(x1 , x2 )|γδ = vαβ,γδ − vαβ,δγ .

(17.43)

Using these antisymmetric matrix elements, we may write (17.41) as
V =

1
4

αβ|v|γδ Cα † Cβ † Cδ Cγ .
α

β

γ

(17.44)

δ

To prove the equivalence of the forms (17.40) and (17.44), we choose a
representation that diagonalizes the pair interaction αβ|v|γδ, so that we
obtain αβ|v|γδ = αβ|v|αβ δαβ,γδ . Here we have introduced a variant
of the Kronecker delta, with the property that δαβ,γδ = 1 if and only if
|αβ and |γδ describe the same state, and δαβ,γδ = 0 otherwise. Note that
the vector |βα = −|αβ describes the same state as does |αβ, so that
δαβ,αβ = δαβ,βα = 1. In this diagonal representation (17.44) reduces to
V =

=

1
4
1
2

{ αβ|v|αβ Cα † Cβ † Cβ Cα + αβ|v|βα Cα † Cβ † Cα Cβ }
α

β

αβ|v|αβ Cα † Cα Cβ † Cβ .
α

β

In simplifying this expression, we have relied on the antisymmetry of the states
to ensure that terms with α = β do not occur. The diagonal matrix element
 
of this operator is equal to α β 12 nα nβ αβ|v|αβ. Since 12 nα nβ is just the
number of pairs of particles occupying the orbitals α and β, it is apparent that
the above form for V is equivalent to the sum-over-pairs form (17.40).
Example
Very commonly the pair interaction depends only on the relative separation
of the two particles, v(x1 , x2 ) = v(x2 − x1 ). This translational invariance
of the interaction makes it convenient to choose momentum eigenfunctions
as basis vectors, φα (x) = (2π)−3/2 exp(ik·x). Introducing the central and
relative coordinates, R = (x2 + x1 )/2 and r = x2 − x1 , the unsymmetrical
matrix element (17.42) becomes
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( ,
&
'
&
'
exp i −kα · R − 12 r − kβ · R + 12 r

&
'
&
'-)
+ kγ · R − 12 r + kδ · R + 12 r
v(r) d3 r d3 R

= (2π)−3 exp[−iR·(kα + kβ − kγ − kδ )] d3 R
× (2π)−3


exp[−i 21 r·(kγ − kα + kβ − kδ )] d3 r

= δ(kα + kβ − kγ − kδ ) ṽ(q) ,

(17.45)

with q = kγ − kα = kβ − kδ and ṽ(q) = (2π)−3 exp(−iq·r) v(r) d3 r. The
relations among the variables are illustrated in Fig. 17.2. The initial and ﬁnal
momentum (in units of ) of the ﬁrst particle are kγ and kα , the initial and
ﬁnal momentum of the second particle are kδ and kβ , and the momentum
transferred by the interaction between the particles is q.

Fig. 17.2

Graphical representation of the interaction.

Wick’s theorem
This theorem is very useful in performing calculations involving creation
and annihilation operators. Before stating the theorem, we must deﬁne two
preliminary notions. The normal product of a set of creation and annihilation
operators is a product of those operators reordered so that all creation operators are to the left of all annihilation operators, multiplied by a factor (−1)
for every pair interchange of fermion operators that is required to produce the
reordering. Thus, for example, we have
N (aα aα † ) = aα † aα

(bosons) ,

N (Cα Cα † ) = −Cα † Cα

(fermions) ,

N (Cα Cβ Cα † Cβ † Cγ ) = Cα † Cβ † Cα Cβ Cγ
= −Cβ † Cα † Cα Cβ Cγ .
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There may be several orderings all of which are normal, as in the last
example, but all of them are equivalent. Operators within a normal product
may be reordered as if all boson operators were commutative and all fermion
operators were anticommutative. Indeed, any diﬀerence between the values of
an ordinary product and the normal product of the same operators is due to
nonvanishing commutators (for bosons) or anticommutators (for fermions).
The contraction of a pair of operators is deﬁned to be their vacuum matrix
element,
AB0 = 0|AB|0 .
(17.46)
It is easily veriﬁed that the only nonvanishing contractions involve a creation
operator and an annihilation operator for the same orbital in antinormal order,
i.e.
Cα Cα † 0 = 0|Cα Cα † |0 = 0 ,
aα aα † 0 = 0|aα aα † |0 = 0 .
All other contractions are equal to zero.
We can now state Wick’s theorem:
An ordinary product of any ﬁnite number of creation and annihilation operators
is equal to the sum of normal products from which 0, 1, 2, . . . contractions have
been removed in all possible ways.
A few examples will make this abstract statement more comprehensible.
For two operators Wick’s theorem becomes
AB = N (AB) + AB0 .

(17.47)

This is evidently true if A and B are both creation operators, or if A and B
are both annihilation operators. In either case, we have AB = N (AB) and the
vacuum matrix element is zero. The same is true if A is a creation operator
and B is an annihilation operator. If A is an annihilation operator and B is a
creation operator, we may write
CC † = −C † C + [C, C † ]+
†

†

†

aa = a a + [a, a ]−

for fermions ,
for bosons .

(Here [A, B]+ ≡ AB + BA debotes the anticommutator, and [A, B]− ≡ AB −
BA denotes the commutator.) But the terms [C, C † ]+ and [a, a† ]− are
multiples of the identity operator, and so they are equal to their vacuum matrix
elements. Thus we obtain

Further Reading for Chapter 17
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CC † = −C † C + 0|[C, C † ]+ |0 = −C † C + 0|C C † |0 = −C † C + C C † 0 ,
aa† = a† a + 0|[a, a† ]− |0 = a† a + 0|aa† |0 = a† a + aa† 0 ,
which conﬁrms (17.47). Therefore we have proven Wick’s theorem for two
operators.
Consider next Wick’s theorem applied to a product of four fermion operators:
ABCD = N (ABCD)
+ N (AB) CD0 − N (AC) BD0 + N (BC) AD0
+ N (AD) BC0 − N (BD) AC0 + N (CD) AB0
+ AB0 CD0 − AC0 BD0 + AD0 BC0 .

(17.48)

The minus signs are due to the permutations of the operators that are needed
to remove the contracted operators from the remaining factors. A similar
expression without minus signs applies to four boson operators.
A general proof of Wick’s theorem is given in App. C. It proceeds by
induction, assuming the theorem true for n operators and proving that it must
then be true for n + 1 operators. The proof uses only the following properties
of the operators:
(a) Any annihilation operator acting on the vector |0 yields zero;
(b) The commutator of two boson operators and the anticommutator of two
fermion operators are multiples of the identity operator.
This will allow us to make useful generalizations of the theorem. Some
applications of the creation and annihilation operator formalism to systems
of fermions will be given in Ch. 18, and the boson operators will be used in
Ch. 19.
Further reading for Chapter 17
The theoretical and experimental status of the symmetrization postulate is
treated in considerable detail by Messiah and Greenberg, Phys. Rev. B136,
248–267 (1964). Of particular interest is the diﬃculty in experimentally
disentangling the consequences of various symmetry principles. In the main
text of this paper the authors cite the absence of decays of K20 mesons into
two pions as evidence that pions are bosons. Between the times of submission and publication of the paper, those two-pion decays were observed, and
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were generally interpreted as a violation of CP invariance [“charge conjugation” combined with “parity” (space inversion)] in weak interactions. In a
note-added-in-proof, Messiah and Greenberg point out that the experiments
could also be interpreted as evidence that pions are not bosons.
Problems
17.1 Prove that the formulas (17.22) and (17.27) for the number operator
are equal.
17.2 The proof of equivalence of the forms (17.40) and (17.44) for an additive
pair interaction that was given in the text used speciﬁc properties of
fermion operators. Show that the equivalence also holds for bosons.
17.3 Show that the total number operator commutes with the Hamiltonian
of a system of particles that interact via arbitrary pair interactions.
17.4 To what extent is a bound pair of fermions equivalent to a boson? (Some
speciﬁc points to consider are: the permutation symmetry of manyparticle states under interchange of fermion pairs; the commutation
relations of the operators that create and annihilate bound pair states.)
17.5 Show that the anticommutation relations of the ﬁeld operators (17.26)
are ψ(x) ψ(x ) + ψ(x ) ψ(x) = 0 and
ψ† (x) ψ(x ) + ψ(x ) ψ† (x) = δ(x − x ) .
17.6 Show that for two particles of spin s the ratio of the number of symmetric states to the number of antisymmetric states is (s + 1)/s.

Chapter 18

Many-Fermion Systems

Most of the problems and applications of quantum mechanics that we considered prior to Ch. 17 eﬀectively involved only single particle states. This was
due in part to a deliberate selection of simple problems. In other cases the
degrees of freedom could be decoupled, resulting in an eﬀective one-particle
problem. The separation of the two-particle scattering problem into CM and
relative coordinates is a good example of this decoupling. In this chapter we
shall consider some many-body problems that cannot be reduced to eﬀective
one-body problems. The new features that emerge are of both practical and
fundamental signiﬁcance.
18.1 Exchange
The term exchange is commonly used for those properties of many-fermion
systems that are a direct consequence of the antisymmetry of the state
function under interchange of particles. Consider the simplest example, a
system of two free electrons, whose Hamiltonian in coordinate representation is
H = −(2 /2M )(∇1 2 + ∇2 2 ). Because H contains no coupling between the two
electrons, the eigenvalue equation HΨ(x1 , x2 ) = EΨ(x1 , x2 ) can be separated
into a pair of single particle equations, with the eigenfunctions of H having
the product form Ψ(x1 , x2 ) = exp(ik·x1 ) exp(ik ·x2 ). If the symmetrization
postulate could be ignored, these product eigenfunctions would describe stationary states of the system, and the position probability density |Ψ(x1 , x2 )|2
would exhibit no correlation between the positions of the two particles.
However, the symmetrization postulate requires the total state function to
change sign when the two electrons are interchanged. So, instead of the product
functions, we must take an appropriately symmetrized linear combination of
them,




Ψ± (x1 , x2 ) = 2−1/2 eik·x1 eik ·x2 ± eik·x2 eik ·x1





= 2−1/2 ei(k+k )·R ei(k−k )·r/2 ± e−i(k−k )·r/2 , (18.1)
493
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where R = (x1 + x2 )/2 is the center of mass, and r = x1 − x2 is the
separation between the electrons. The plus sign must be chosen with the
antisymmetric singlet spin state, and the minus sign must be chosen
with the symmetric triplet spin state. The position probability density is
|Ψ+ (x1 , x2 )|2 = 2|cos[(k − k )·r/2]|2 for the singlet state, and |Ψ− (x1 , x2 )|2 =
2|sin[(k − k )·r/2]|2 for the triplet state. Thus, as a consequence of antisymmetry, the positions of the two electrons are correlated, even though the
Hamiltonian contains no interaction between them.
The Fermi sea
Let us now consider an arbitrary number of noninteracting electrons. Without increasing the complexity of the problem, we may assume the electrons to
be bound in an external potential W (x) which yields a set of single particle
energy eigenfunctions {φj (x)} (called “orbitals”). These may be used as basis
functions, with corresponding creation operators Cα † |0 = |φα . Here we use a
composite label, α = (j, σ), where j labels the eigenfunction φj (x) and σ = ±1
labels the eigenvalue of the spin component σz . The ground state of a system
of N noninteracting electrons is a “Fermi sea” in which the N lowest single
particle energy levels are ﬁlled:
%
|F  =
Cα † |0 .
(18.2)
α≤N

(The condition α ≤ N is to be interpreted symbolically to mean that α ranges
over the N lowest single particle energy levels. Assuming that the energy of
an electron does not depend on the direction of its spin, the condition could
also be written as j ≤ N/2, provided N is even.)
The correlation functions can be calculated with the help of the number
density operators. It is useful to introduce spin density operators,
nσ (x) = ψσ † (x)ψσ (x) ,

(18.3)

where we have deﬁned a spin-dependent ﬁeld operator, in generalization of
(17.26), as
ψσ (x) =
φj (x)Cjσ .
(18.4)
j

For the “Fermi sea” ground state, the single particle distribution is F |nσ(x)|F,
and the pair distribution is F |nσ (x1 )nσ (x2 )|F . These quantities can be
evaluated by means of Wick’s theorem.
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The calculation is made easier if we perform a particle/hole transformation.
We deﬁne a new set of creation and annihilation operators, {bα † , bα }:
bα † = Cα ,
bα † = Cα † ,

bα = Cα † , if α is occupied in |F  ,
bα = Cα ,

if α is empty in |F  ,

(18.5a)
(18.5b)

We say that the new creation operator bα † creates a hole if α corresponds
to an occupied energy level in the Fermi sea, and that it creates a particle if
the α orbital is outside the Fermi sea. The new annihilation operator has the
property
bα |F  = 0
(18.6)
for all α. Thus the Fermi sea ground state is analogous to a vacuum state for
the particle/hole operators. This makes it possible to apply Wick’s theorem
(Sec. 17.4) with the following modiﬁcations:
(1) Normal ordering is taken with respect to the particle/hole operators,
with bα † taken to the left of bβ :
(2) Contractions are deﬁned as matrix elements in the “Fermi sea” ground
state,
ABF = F |AB|F  .
(18.7)
The only nonvanishing contraction is bα bα † F . Since the ﬁeld operators and
other dynamical variables are naturally expressed in terms of the original electron creation and annihilation operators, Cα † and Cα , it is useful to express
the nonvanishing contractions in terms of them:
Cα † Cα F = 1 ,

for α ≤ N (α in the Fermi sea) ,

Cα Cα † F = 1 ,

for α ≤ N (α outside of the Fermi sea) . (18.8b)

(18.8a)

All other contractions are zero.
The one-particle distribution function is
F |nσ (x)|F  = F |ψσ † (x) ψσ (x)|F 
φ∗ j (x) φk (x) F |Cjσ † Ckσ |F 

=
j

k

|φj (x)|2 .

=
j≤N/2

(For convenience, we assume that N is even.)

(18.9)
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The two-particle distribution function is
F |nσ (x1 )nσ (x2 )|F  = F |ψσ † (x1 )ψσ (x1 )ψσ † (x2 )ψσ (x2 )|F  .

(18.10)

Direct evaluation of this expression from the deﬁnitions (18.2) and (18.4) would
be tedious, but it is made almost trivial by the particle/hole transformation
and Wick’s theorem. The product of the four ﬁeld operators is expressed by
Wick’s theorem in terms of normal products and contractions [see Eq. (17.48)].
The Fermi ground state matrix element of any normal product is zero by virtue
of (18.6), so only the fully contracted terms survive. Thus we obtain
F |nσ (x1 )nσ (x2 )|F  = ψσ † (x1 ) ψσ (x1 )F ψσ † (x2 ) ψσ (x2 )F
− ψσ † (x1 ) ψσ (x2 )F ψσ † (x2 ) ψσ (x1 )F . (18.11)
There are two cases to consider. For electrons of opposite spin orientation
(σ = −σ ), the second term in (18.11) is zero. [None of the nonvanishing
contractions (18.8) can occur in it because σ = σ  .] Therefore we have
F |n↑ (x1 )n↓ (x2 )|F  = F |n↑ (x1 )|F  F |n↓ (x2 )|F  .

(18.12)

There is no correlation between the positions of electrons with opposite spin
orientation.
For electrons of parallel spin (σ = σ ), both terms of (18.11) contribute.
The ﬁrst term is the product of the one-particle distributions, as before. The
ﬁrst factor of the second term becomes
[φj (x1 )]∗ φk (x2 ) F |Cjσ † Ckσ |F 

ψσ † (x1 )ψσ (x2 )F =
j

k

[φj (x1 )]∗ φj (x2 ) .

=
j≤N/2

Hence the pair distribution for electrons with parallel spins is
(
|φj (x1 )|2 |φk (x2 )|2
F |n↑ (x1 )n↑ (x2 )|F  =
j≤N/2 k≤N/2

−[φj (x1 )]∗ φj (x2 ) [φk (x2 )]∗ φk (x1 )} . (18.13)
The positions of the electrons are correlated as a consequence of the antisymmetry of the state, and it is apparent that the pair distribution vanishes in
the limit x1 → x2 . Although the particles have been described as electrons,
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these results clearly apply to any particle of spin 12 . In particular, they would
apply to protons and neutrons in a nucleus if the interparticle interaction
were neglected.
The exchange interaction
For our next example, we consider two atoms, each having one electron.
The nuclei of the atoms will be regarded as ﬁxed force centers located at the
positions RA and RB , so this becomes a two-particle problem. The Hamiltonian of the two-electron system is


2

H=
j=1


−2 2
∇j + W (xj − RA ) + W (xj − RB ) + V (x1 − x2 ) , (18.14)
2M

where W (x − RA ) is the interaction between an electron and the nucleus at
RA , and V (x1 − x2 ) = e2 /|x1 − x2 | is the interaction between electrons.
We wish to take the isolated atoms as a starting point, and to treat the
interaction between them as a perturbation. Therefore it would seem reasonable to separate the Hamiltonian into two terms, H = H0 + H  , with
H0 = −

2
2
∇1 2 + W (x1 − RA ) −
∇2 2 + W (x2 − RB ) , (18.15)
2M
2M

H  = W (x2 − RA ) + W (x1 − RB ) + V (x1 − x2 ) .

(18.16)

The eigenfunctions of H0 are products of atomic eigenfunctions,
H0 φj (x1 − RA ) φk (x2 − RB ) = (εj + εk ) φj (x1 − RA ) φk (x2 − RB ) , (18.17)
with



2 2
−
∇ + W (x) φj (x) = εj φj (x) ,
2M

(18.18)

so H0 does indeed describe two isolated atoms. Unfortunately this particular
separation of the Hamiltonian leads to technical diﬃculties because the terms
H0 and H  are not symmetric under permutation of the two electrons (although
of course their sum H is symmetric). Therefore the symmetrized function
φj (x1 − RA )φk (x2 − RB ) ± φj (x2 − RA )φk (x1 − RB ) is not an eigenfunction
of H0 .
Instead of perturbation theory, we shall use the variational method with
the trial function suggested by the above argument:
ψ± (x1 , x2 ) = φA (1)φB (2) ± φB (1)φA (2) .

(18.19)
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Here we have introduced an abbreviated notation, φA (1) = φ(x1 − RA ),
φB (2) = φ(x2 − RB ), etc., where φ denotes the atomic orbital that is normally
occupied in the isolated atom. The energies of the symmetric and antisymmetric states are then given by
E± =

ψ± |H|ψ± 
.
ψ± |ψ± 

(18.20)

If the atomic orbitals are conventionally normalized, φA |φA  = φB |φB  = 1,
we have
ψ± |ψ±  = 2(1 ± | φA |φB |2 ) .
(18.21)
Then, using the permutation symmetry of H, we see that the energies reduce
to
E± =

φA (1)φB (2)|H|φA (1)φB (2) ± φA (1)φB (2)|H|φB (1)φA (2)
. (18.22)
1 ± | φA |φB |2

A detailed evaluation of this expression is not diﬃcult in principle, but the
result involves many terms. [See Pauling and Wilson (1935), Sec. 43, for details,
and for calculations with other trial functions.] The most interesting result of
the calculation is the diﬀerence between the energies of the spatially symmetric
and antisymmetric states. In the limit of small overlap between the atoms, for
which we may neglect | φA |φB | % 1, we obtain
E+ − E− ≈ 2K ,

(18.23)

K = φA (1)φB (2)|V |φB (1)φA (2)
 
=
φ∗ (x1 − RA )φ∗ (x2 − RB )V (x1 − x2 )
× φ(x1 − RB )φ(x2 − RA ) d3 x1 d3 x2 .

(18.24)

This energy diﬀerence, whose existence is due entirely to the permutation
symmetry of the state function, is called the exchange interaction. It should be
emphasized that this is not a new kind of interaction, but is really only a manifestation of the Coulomb interaction between the two electrons. The average of
the Coulomb interaction in one of the states ψ± is V  = ψ± |V |ψ± / ψ± |ψ± .
In the approximation of small atomic overlap, this becomes V  ≈ C ± K,
where
 
C=
|φ(x1 − RA )|2 φ(x2 − RB )|2 V (x1 − x2 )d3 x1 d3 x2 .
(18.25)
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Now C would be the average Coulomb interaction energy if the positions of
the two electrons were statistically independent (i.e. if the joint probability
density for x1 and x2 was equal to the product of the single particle probability
densities). But, in fact, the positions of the two electrons are correlated as a
consequence of the symmetrization postulate, and hence their average Coulomb
energy is not C, but rather C ± K.
The functions ψ+ and ψ− [Eq. (18.19)] are only approximate eigenfunctions
of the Hamiltonian (18.14). But because H is permutation-invariant, the exact
eigenfunctions will also be of the symmetric or antisymmetric form. Hence we
can deﬁne exact energies E+ and E− . A spatially symmetric function must correspond to the antisymmetric singlet spin state, and a spatially antisymmetric
function must correspond to the symmetric triplet spin state, and hence we
may describe E+ as the singlet state energy and E− as the triplet state
energy. Now the scalar product of the Pauli spin operators for the two electrons
has the following eigenvalues (Problem 7.9):
σ (1) ·σ (2) |singlet = −3 |singlet ,
σ (1) ·σ (2) |triplet = +1 |triplet .
Therefore, within the four-dimensional subspace spanned by these state
vectors, we can use the eﬀective Hamiltonian
Heﬀ = a − bσ (1) ·σ (2) ,

(18.26)

with a = (E+ + 3E− )/4, b = (E+ − E− )/4. (Note that b ≈ 12 K in the
approximation of small overlap between the atoms.) This form of the exchange
interaction is commonly used in the study of magnetism. If b > 0 the triplet
state has the lowest energy and ferromagnetism (parallel spins) is favored.
If b < 0 antiferromagnetism is favored. It is important to realize that this
interaction, which is responsible for magnetism in matter, is not a magnetic
interaction. The true Hamiltonian of the system is (18.14), which does not
involve the spins of the electrons. The use of the spin-dependent eﬀective
Hamiltonian (18.26) is possible only because the symmetrization postulate
correlates a symmetric spatial state function with an antisymmetric spin state
function, and vice versa.
18.2 The Hartree Fock Method
In the previous section, we described the states of an N -fermion system by
vectors of the form
|Ψ = C † 1 C † 2 · · · C † N |0 ,
(18.27)
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which are the simplest state vectors that are antisymmetric under interchange
of particles. The basis vectors, |φα  = Cα † |0, were chosen to represent the
single particle states in the presence of the external ﬁelds (or approximations
to such states). Thus the N -particle state vector |Ψ takes account of the
symmetrization postulate and the external ﬁelds, but omits the eﬀect of the
interparticle interactions. The Hartree–Fock (HF) method retains the simple
form (18.27) while using the variational principle to choose the best single
particle basis vectors {|φα }. Therefore it takes account of the interactions as
well as possible under the restriction imposed by the form (18.27).
A change in the basis vectors that preserves their orthonormal character can

be eﬀected by a unitary matrix, the vector |φα  being replaced by β |φβ uβα .
The creation operator Cα † transforms the same way as does the basis vector
|φα . An inﬁnitesimal unitary matrix has the form uβα = δβα +iηβα , where the
small quantities ηβα form a Hermitian matrix. Thus the inﬁnitesimal variations
of the vector |Ψ consist of substitutions of the form
Cα † → Cα † + i

Cβ † ηβα

(18.28)

β

for each of the creation operators. To the ﬁrst order in ηβα , one of the independent variations in the vector |Ψ — call it |δΨβα — will be obtained by
replacing a particular operator Cα † in (18.27) by iCβ † ηβα . This is achieved by
writing
|δΨβα = iηβα Cβ † Cα |Ψ ,
(18.29)
the eﬀect of the multiplication by Cα being to remove Cα † from (18.27). It is
clear that α must correspond to an occupied one-fermion state, and β must
correspond to an empty one-fermion state for this variation to be nonzero.
The variational method (Sec. 10.6) requires that H should be stationary
to the ﬁrst order in |δΨ. The variation |δΨ has been obtained from a unitary
transformation, which preserves Ψ|Ψ = 1, and hence the variational condition
becomes Ψ|H|δΨ = 0. In view of (18.29), this yields the set of conditions
Ψ|HCν † Cµ |Ψ = 0 ,

(18.30)

where |Ψ is as given by (18.27), µ labels any occupied one-fermion state, ν
labels any empty one-fermion state, and H is equal to
Tαβ Cα † Cβ +

H=
α

β

1
2

Vαβ,γδ Cα † Cβ † Cδ Cγ ,
α

β

γ

δ

(18.31)
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where Tαβ is a matrix element of the one-body additive operators (T =
P 2 /2M + W is the sum of kinetic energy plus any external potential), and
Vαβ,γδ is the matrix element of the pair-additive interaction between unsymmetrized product vectors (17.41).
The expression (18.30) can be evaluated by Wick’s theorem if we make use
of a particle/hole transformation of the form (18.5), with the vector |Ψ now
taking the place of |F . As was discussed in other examples in Sec. 18.1, only
fully contracted terms in the normal product expansion of (18.30) will survive,
and the only nonvanishing contractions are
Cµ † Cµ Ψ = 1 for µ occupied ,
Cν Cν † Ψ = 1 for ν empty .
Substituting (18.31) into (18.30) and forming all possible contractions, we see
that the variational condition reduces to
(vλµ,λν − vλµ,νλ ) = 0 ,

Tµν +

for µ occupied and ν empty ,

(18.32)

λ≤N

where the sum over λ covers the occupied one-fermion states. This condition
acquires a simpler form if we deﬁne an eﬀective one-particle Hamiltonian,
H HF = T + V HF ,

(18.33)

where the HF eﬀective potential is deﬁned as
[vλµ,λν − vλµ,νλ ] .

HF
Vµν
=

(18.34)

λ≤N

The variational condition (18.32) then asserts that the eﬀective Hamiltonian
H HF has no matrix elements connecting occupied one-fermion states with
empty states. This can be achieved by diagonalizing H HF , i.e. by choosing
the basis vectors to be the eigenvectors of H HF ,
H HF |φα  = εα |φα  .

(18.35)

The occupied states must correspond to those eigenvectors that have the lowest
eigenvalues. Since the operator H HF depends on its own eigenvectors through
the sum over interaction matrix elements in (18.34), it follows that (18.35) is
really a nonlinear equation that must be solved self-consistently.
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The energy of an N -fermion HF state can also be calculated using Wick’s
theorem and the particle/hole transformation:
E = Ψ|H|Ψ =

Tµµ +
µ≤N

1
2

(vµλ,µλ − vµλ,λµ ) .

(18.36)

µ≤N λ≤N

The single particle eigenvalue of (18.35) is equal to
εα = φα |H HF |φα 
(vαλ,αλ − vαλ,λα ) .

HF
= Tαα + Vαα
= Tαα +

(18.37)

λ≤N

The relation between the total energy E and the single particle energy eigenvalues is apparently


1 HF
εµ − Vµµ .
(18.38)
E=
2
µ≤N

The reason why the total energy is not merely equal to the sum of the single
particle energies is implicit in (18.37), where it is apparent that ε1 includes the
interaction of particle 1 with all other particles, and ε2 includes the interaction
of particle 2 with all other particles, and so the energy of interaction between
particles 1 and 2 is counted twice in the sum ε1 + ε2 . The ﬁnal term of (18.38)
corrects for this double counting.
It is useful to rewrite some of these results in coordinate spin representation.
A label such as µ then becomes (k, σ), where k labels the orbital function and σ
labels the z component of spin. The single particle eigenfunctions are denoted
φkσ (x) = x, σ|φkσ . The total energy (18.36) becomes
 2


− 2
E=
∇ + W (x) φkσ (x)d3 x
[φkσ (x)]∗
2M
kσ
 
1
+
|φkσ (x1 )|2 v(x1 − x2 )|φjσ (x2 )|2 d3 x1 d3 x2
2

kσ jσ

−

1
2

kσ

 

[φkσ (x1 )φjσ (x2 )]∗ v(x1 − x2 )

jσ

× δσ,σ φjσ (x1 )φkσ (x2 )d3 x1 d3 x2 .

(18.39)

All of the sums are over the occupied single particle states. The condition that
the value of E should be stationary with respect to variations in the form of
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[φkσ (x)]∗ (recall from Sec. 10.6 that φ and φ∗ may be varied independently),
subject to the constraint that [φkσ (x)]∗ φkσ (x)d3 x is held ﬁxed, yields the
integro-diﬀerential equation



2 2
−
∇ + W (x) φkσ (x) +
v(x − x )|φjσ (x )|2 d3 x φkσ (x)
2M


−

φjσ (x)

jσ

[φjσ (x )]∗ v(x − x )φkσ (x )d3 x = εk φkσ (x) . (18.40)

j

This equation could also have been deduced from (18.35) by directly transforming to coordinate spin representation. Notice that the “exchange” term
(the last one on the left side) connects only states of parallel spin. This
integro-diﬀerential equation must be solved self-consistently. We may begin
by guessing plausible eigenfunctions, from which the integrals are evaluated.
The eigenvalue equation is then solved, and the new eigenfunctions are used
to re-evaluate the integrals. This procedure is carried out iteratively until it
converges to a self-consistent solution. (Much of quantum chemistry is based
upon sophisticated computer programs that solve such problems for atoms and
molecules.)
Example: Coupled harmonic oscillators
We consider a model that was proposed and solved by Moshinsky
(1968): two particles bound in a parabolic potential centered at the
origin, and interacting with each other through a harmonic oscillator
force. The Hamiltonian of the system is
H=

1
1
1
(p1 2 + r1 2 ) + (p2 2 + r2 2 ) + K(r1 − r2 )2 .
2
2
2

(18.41)

This model can be solved exactly and also by the HF method, and so
the accuracy of the HF approximation can be assessed.
An exact solution can be obtained by transforming to the coordinates and momenta of the normal modes, which is achieved by the
transformation
r1 + r2
r1 − r2
R= √
, r= √
,
2
2
(18.42)
p1 + p2
p1 − p2
P= √
, p= √
.
2
2
(Notice that this diﬀers by numerical factors from the familiar transformation to CM and relative coordinates. We use this form to agree
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with Moshinsky’s notation. Notice also that it is a canonical transformation, preserving the commutation relations between coordinates and
momenta.) In terms of these new variables, the Hamiltonian becomes
H=

1 2
1
(P + R2 ) + [p2 + (1 + 2K)r2 ] ,
2
2

(18.43)

which describes two uncoupled harmonic oscillators. Comparing with
the standard form (6.1) of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, we see
that the two terms of (18.43) describe oscillators with mass M = 1,
and that their angular frequencies are ω  = 1 and ω  = (1 + 2K)1/2 ,
respectively. The exact ground state energy consists of the sum of the
zero-point energies of the six degrees of freedom:
E0 =

3 
3
(ω + ω  ) = [1 + (1 + 2K)1/2 ]
2
2

(18.44)

(in units of  = 1). The corresponding eigenfunction of H is




1
1
Ψ0 = π −3/2 (1 + 2K)3/8 exp − R2 exp − (1 + 2K)1/2 r2 .
2
2
(18.45)
Since this function is symmetric under interchange of the two particles,
it must be multiplied by the antisymmetric singlet spin state.
The HF state function for the singlet state has the form
Ψ0 HF = φ(r1 ) φ(r2 ) ,

(18.46)

where φ(r1 ) is obtained by applying (18.40) to this problem. Because
the two particles have oppositely directed spins, the exchange term
drops out, and (18.40) becomes
1
(p1 2 + r1 2 ) φ(r1 ) +
2



1
K(r1 − r2 )2 |φ(r2 )|2 d3 r2 φ(r1 ) = ε0 φ(r1 ) .
2
(18.47)
Within the integral is the factor (r1 − r2 )2 = r1 2 + r2 2 + 2r1 ·r2 . The
term involving r1 ·r2 vanishes upon integration, so (18.47) reduces to
1 2
1
[p1 + (1 + K)r1 2 )]φ(r1 ) + K
2
2


r2 2 |φ(r2 )|2 d3 r2 φ(r1 ) = ε0 φ(r1 ) .
(18.48)
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The solution of this equation is
φ(r1 ) = π
ε0 =

−3/4


1
1/2 2
exp − (1 + K) r1 ,
2


3/8

(1 + K)

3
3K + 2
(1 + K)1/2
.
2
2K + 2

(18.49)
(18.50)

[This can be obtained from the usual HF iterative procedure, which
converges after one step, or by substituting the “intelligent guess”
φ(r1 ) ∝ exp(−αr1 2 ) and solving for the parameter α.] Thus the HF
state function is


1
Ψ0 HF = π −3/2 (1 + K)3/4 exp − (1 + K)1/2 (r1 2 + r2 2 )
2


1
(18.51)
= π −3/2 (1 + K)3/4 exp − (1 + K)1/2 (R2 + r2 ) .
2
The HF approximation to the ground state energy is
E0 HF = Ψ0 HF |H|Ψ0 HF  = 3(1 + K)1/2 .

(18.52)

This last calculation is made easier by rewriting H in the form
H=

-2 1
1, 2
p1 + (1 + K)r1 2 + [p2 2 + (1 + K)r2 2 ]2 − Kr1 ·r2 ,
2
2

since the last term does not contribute to (18.52) because of symmetry.
A comparison between the exact and HF solutions is now possible.
Clearly the two become identical when the interaction vanishes (K =
0), and so the approximation will be most accurate for small K. To
the lowest order in K, we have


1
E0 = E0 HF = 3 1 + K + O(K 2 ) .
2
The error of the HF approximation increases with K, but even for
K = 1 we obtain E0 HF /E0 = 1.035, which is quite good. The overlap between the exact and approximate ground state functions has
been calculated and plotted by Moshinsky (1968) (see the erratum).
The quantity | Ψ0 HF |Ψ0 |2 is a decreasing function of K, having the
value 0.94 for K = 1. The parameter K characterizes the ratio of
the strength of the interaction between the particles to the strength
of the binding potential. Hence it is analogous to the parameter Z −1
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in an atom, where Z is the atomic number. This analogy suggests that
the HF approximation should be quite good for atoms, improving as Z
increases.
18.3 Dynamic Correlations
The antisymmetry of the state function under permutation of identical
fermions leads to a correlation between the positions of two such particles
whose spins are parallel, even if there is no interaction between the particles.
An interaction among the particles causes their positions to be correlated,
even if there were no symmetrization postulate. The combination of these
two eﬀects is referred to by the jargon words “exchange” and “correlation” —
“exchange” referring to the eﬀect of antisymmetry and “correlation” referring to the eﬀect of the interaction. But since both eﬀects lead to a kind
of correlation, the interaction eﬀect is sometimes distinguished as “dynamic
correlations”. The two eﬀects are not additive, and so a separation of them into
“exchange” and “correlation” is only conventional. The usual separation is to
describe as “exchange” those eﬀects that are included in the HF approximation,
and as “dynamic correlations” those eﬀects that cannot be represented in a
state function of the form (18.27). This separation is natural, in as much
as the HF approximation is the simplest many-body theory that respects the
symmetrization postulate, but we shall see that it is not always useful.
The HF approximation is quite accurate for atoms, making it possible to
regard dynamic correlations as a higher order correction. However, it is a very
poor approximation for electrons in a metal, not merely inaccurate, but even
pathological in some respects. To see how the HF approximation can serve so
well in one case yet fail so badly in another, we shall treat dynamic correlations
as a perturbation on the HF state. Write the Hamiltonian as H = H HF + H1 ,
with H HF = T + V HF and H1 = V − V HF . The HF eﬀective Hamiltonian
(18.33) has the form of a one-body additive operator:
HF
(Tµν + Vµν
)Cµ † Cν .

H HF =
µ

(18.53)

ν

Its eigenvectors, solutions of
H HF |Ψm HF  = Em HF |Ψm HF  ,
are of the form (18.27). The interaction V [second term of (18.31)] is not a
one-body operator, and so the perturbation
H1 = V − V HF

(18.54)
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leads to perturbed eigenfunctions that are linear combinations of the eigenvectors of H HF . The ﬁrst order correction to the HF ground state can be formally
obtained from (10.68), its order of magnitude being determined by the ratio
Ψm HF |H1 |Ψ0 HF /(Em HF − E0 HF ). If the energy denominator Em HF − E0 HF
is not too small, the perturbation correction to the HF state will be small.
This is usually true for atoms. But for electrons in bulk matter the spacing
between the energy levels is very small, and they practically form a continuum.
Thus we have no assurance that the perturbation of the HF ground state by
the residual interaction H1 will be small. This argument does not tell us how
large the error of the HF approximation should be for electrons in a metal, but
at least it warns us that the approximation cannot be trusted in such a case.
Two-electron atoms
The simplest problem involving dynamic correlations is the helium atom,
which has two electrons. Ions such as H− or Li+ also have two electrons. If the
motion of the nucleus is neglected, the Hamiltonian of the two-electron system
becomes
1
Z
1
Z
1
H = − ∇1 2 −
− ∇2 2 −
+
,
(18.55)
2
r1
2
r2
r12
where r1 and r2 are the distances of the electrons from the ﬁxed nucleus, and
r12 is the distance between the electrons. We have chosen atomic units in
which  = e = Me = 1. The atomic unit of energy is Me e4 /2 ≈ 27.2 eV
(electron volts). (Unfortunately the atomic unit and the Rydberg unit, Ry =
Me e4 /22 ≈ 13.6 eV, seem to be equally common in the literature of atomic
physics, so one must beware of factors of 2. On my bookshelf there is a
report by a well-known quantum chemist in which one-electron energy levels
are expressed in Ry while the total atomic energies are in a.u.!)
The lowest energy eigenfunction of (18.55), Ψ0 (r1 , r2 ), is symmetric
under permutation of the electronic coordinates, and so must correspond to
the antisymmetric spin singlet. The variational method (Sec. 10.6) is the most
powerful and convenient way to attack this problem. We shall compare the
results of several diﬀerent trial functions. According to the variational theorem,
the approximate energy will be an upper bound to the true lowest eigenvalue,
and so the lowest of the approximate values will be the best.
If the interaction between the electrons were neglected, the two-electron
state function would be the product of hydrogen-like states for each electron, appropriately rescaled for the atomic number Z. Therefore our ﬁrst trial
function (unnormalized) is
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ψ(r1 , r2 ) = e−αr1 e−αr2 = e−α(r1 +r2 ) .

(18.56)

The parameter α will be varied to obtain the best approximate energy, rather
than ﬁxing it at the value α = Z, which would be obtained by scaling the
hydrogenic function. The variational method was applied to the hydrogen
atom in Sec. 10.6, and we may adapt that calculation to obtain (in atomic
units)
ψ|(− 12 ∇1 2 )|ψ
α2
=
,
ψ|ψ
2
ψ|(−Z/r1 )|ψ
= −Zα .
ψ|ψ
The electronic interaction term can be evaluated with the help of the wellknown identity
1
1
=
r12
r1
1
1
=
r12
r2


3


3

r2
r1
r1
r2

3
P3 (cos θ) ,

r1 > r2 ,
(18.57)

3
P3 (cos θ) ,

r1 < r2 ,

where θ is the angle between r1 and r2 . Because the function ψ does not
depend on θ, it is clear that only the B = 0 term will contribute to the average
interaction energy, which can easily be evaluated to be
*
+
1
5α
=
.
r12
8
Adding all terms, we have
H =

5α
ψ|H|ψ
= α2 − 2Zα +
.
ψ|ψ
8

(18.58)

The minimum energy is obtained for
α=Z−

5
16

(18.58)

and its value in atomic units is

2
5
E = Hmin = − Z −
.
16

(18.59)
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If the interaction between the electrons had been neglected, the value of
α would have been Z, corresponding to the hydrogen-like ground state for a
nucleus of charge Ze. The smaller value (18.58) can be understood as a screening of the nucleus by the electrons. If one of the electrons is instantaneously
closer to the nucleus, then the more distant electron will experience the attraction of the net charge (Z −1)e. In fact, both of the electrons are in motion, and
on the average the net attraction corresponds to approximately (Z − 5/16)e.
An obvious improvement over the previous approximation would be
ψ(r1 , r2 ) = φ(r1 ) φ(r2 ) ,

(18.60)

where the best possible function φ(r) is determined by the HF equation (18.40).
Because the spins of the electrons are oppositely directed in the singlet state,
the exchange term of the HF equation does not contribute. The factored form
of (18.60) implies that correlations between the electrons are not taken into
account in this approximation, so it will serve as a reference point from which
to judge the importance of dynamic correlations. The HF equation can be
solved numerically, yielding a total energy of E = −2.86168 (a.u.) for He
(Z = 2). [This number was obtained from two diﬀerent computer programs,
one of which integrated (18.40) numerically, and the other expressed φ(r) as
a linear combination of several basis functions and thereby converted (18.40)
into a matrix equation.]
To improve on the HF approximation, we must introduce correlations into
the trial function. The ground state function Ψ0 (r1 , r2 ) actually depends on
only the three distances that form the sides of the triangle whose corners are
the two electrons and the nucleus, r1 , r2 , and r12 . It is more convenient to use
the variables s = r1 + r2 , t = r2 − r1 , and u = r12 . By 1930 E. A. Hylleraas
had carried out a series of calculations using functions of the form
ψ(s, t, u) = e−αs p(s, t, u) ,

(18.61)

where p(s, t, u) is a power series in its variables. Only even powers of t are
permitted because the function must be symmetric under permutation of electrons. Some of his results are summarized in the following table. In view of
the fact that Hylleraas worked long before the invention of the digital computer, his work is very impressive. Modern computations have made only small
improvements to his results. The results in the table are taken from the book
by Pauling and Wilson (1935), and from the review paper by Hylleraas (1964).
Hylleraas points out that a computational error was responsible for one of his
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Variational calculations of the binding energy of
two-electron systems.
Trial function

Energy (Ry)

(unnormalized)
e−αr1

e−αr2

=

e−αs

H−

He

−0.94531

−5.69531

φ(r1 ) φ(r2 )
−5.72336
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
e−αs × (3 terms)
−1.0506
−5.8048
e−αs × (6 terms)
e−αs ×

(12 terms)

−5.80648
−1.05284

Best modern value

−1.05550

−5.807449

Experiment

−1.055

−5.80744

results (line 10 in Table 29.1 of Pauling and Wilson) being lower than the
experimental value.
The rows in the table above the dashed line do not include correlations,
whereas those below the dashed line do. Even though the correlation eﬀect
on the total energy is small, it is clearly signiﬁcant. More precise calculations
than these are possible, and it then becomes necessary to take into account
the motion of the nucleus and certain relativistic eﬀects.
The stability of the H− ion is determined by the diﬀerence between its
total energy and the energy of a neutral hydrogen atom plus a free electron,
which is −1 Ry. If the energy of the H− ion were greater than −1 Ry, it would
spontaneously eject an electron and go to the state of lowest energy. We see
from the results in the table that the negative ion is only marginally stable,
and that its stability is due to the correlation between electrons.
Electrons in a metal
We have just seen that the HF approximation provides a useful starting point for atoms, the corrections due to dynamic correlations being small,
although not negligible. However, the HF approximation yields a qualitatively
incorrect description of the behavior of the conduction electrons in a metal, as
will now be demonstrated.
The simplest model of a metal is obtained by neglecting the periodic potential of the lattice, and regarding the conduction electrons as a ﬂuid of charged
particles conﬁned within the interior of the metal. We choose the specimen
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to be a cube of side L. The speciﬁc boundary condition imposed on the state
functions at the surface of the metal is not critical when the length L is large,
and it is convenient to use periodic boundary conditions. The single particle
state functions will then be plane waves (momentum eigenfunctions),
φk (x) = L−3/2 eik·x ,

(18.62)

with the three rectangular components of k being each an integer multiple of
2π/L, in order to satisfy the periodic boundary condition.
Because of the translational invariance of this system, these momentum
eigenfunctions also satisfy the HF equation (18.40), which now takes the form

2 2
−
∇ φk (x) + W (x)φk (x) + 2
v(x − x )|φk (x )|2 d3 x φk (x)
2M

k

φk (x) φ∗ k (x )v(x − x )φk (x )d3 x = ε(k)φk (x) .
(18.63)
−
k

The sum over the occupied single particle states includes all values of the vector
k such that |k| ≤ kF , where kF is called the Fermi wave vector. The factor
2 multiplying the third term accounts for summing over both orientations of
the electron spin. No such factor occurs in the fourth term because the spin
orientations associated with φk and φk must be the same in the exchange
term. The third term of (18.63) is equivalent to the potential of a negative

charge density −2e k |φk (x )|2 , which is the average charge density of the
conduction electrons. This will be neutralized by the positive charge of the
lattice, whose potential W (x) makes up the second term. In our simpliﬁed
model, we take W (x) to be a constant, so the second and third terms of
(18.63) cancel each other.
When (18.62) is substituted into (18.63), the fourth (exchange) term
becomes
−1
L9/2

e

ik ·x





k

=−

eik·x 1
L3/2 L3



e−ik ·x

k

= εx (k) φk (x) .


e2
eik·x d3 x
|x − x|





ei(k−k )·(x −x)

|x

e2
d3 x
− x|
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Here we have deﬁned the exchange energy of the state φk (x) as



−1
e2
εx (k) = 3
ei(k−k )·(x −x) 
d3 x
L
|x − x|

k

=

−1
L3

k

4πe2
.
(k − k )2

(18.64)

Since L is very large, we may convert the sum into an integral, as in Eq. (5.9),
and so obtain

−1
4πe2
εx (k) =
d3 k 
3
(2π)
|k − k |2
k ≤kF

 
2e2
k
=−
kF g
π
kF
where



1 + x
1 1 − x2

.
g(x) = +
log 
2
4x
1 − x

(18.65)

(18.66)

Therefore the single electron energy eigenvalues, as determined from the HF
equation (18.63), are
2 k 2
(18.67)
ε(k) =
+ εx (k) .
2M
This approximation for ε(k) is unsatisfactory in many respects:
(a) The conduction bandwidth, ε(kF ) − ε(0), is much too large. Indeed the
free electron value, obtained from the ﬁrst term of (18.67) alone, gives
a much better result than does the HF approximation. [See Ashcroft
and Mermin (1976), Fig. 17.1, for an illustration of this point.]
(b) One can easily verify that dεx (k)/dk is inﬁnite at k = kF . Now the
density of one-electron states is uniform in k space, and therefore the
density of states per unit energy is proportional to [dε(k)/dk]−1 . Thus
the HF approximation predicts that the density of electronic states goes
to zero at k = kF . There is plenty of evidence from conductivity and
speciﬁc heat data, as well as from spectroscopic measurements, that
this is not true.
Evidently the HF approximation is not merely inaccurate, but is pathologically
bad as a description of the dynamics of the conduction electrons in a metal.
This is an extreme illustration of the fact that the variational method, of
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which the HF approximation is a particular case, is bound to yield as good an
estimate as possible for the total energy, but it need not yield equally good
results for other quantities.
In the physics of condensed matter, we have a situation in which the conventional division between exchange and correlation is inappropriate. The free
electron model, which treats the electrons as independent noninteracting particles, is clearly a gross oversimpliﬁcation, yet it yields better results than does
the HF approximation. This can only mean that there is a cancellation taking
place, and that the sum of exchange plus correlation eﬀects is smaller than
the exchange term of the HF approximation. The problem of dynamic correlations among electrons in a metal is too diﬃcult to discuss in detail in this
book. Overhauser (1971) has shown, by means of a simple model, that the
logarithmic singularity in εx (k) [Eq. (18.65)] is indeed canceled by the eﬀects
of dynamic correlations. The net eﬀect of the Coulomb interaction between
electrons on the single particle energy ε(k) is not negligible, but it is much
smaller than the misleading HF result.
18.4 Fundamental Consequences for Theory
The results of the previous section are important, not merely for their
applications, but for what they imply about quantum theory. They provide
evidence that the many-body Schrödinger equation is correct. This remark is
not so trite as it may seem. In Sec. 4.2 we cautioned against too literal an
interpretation of the notion of wave–particle duality, stressing that a system of
N interacting particles does not correspond to N interacting waves in threedimensional space, but rather to a single wave function in 3N -dimensional
conﬁguration space. But that was merely a theoretical assertion, which was
not justiﬁed by any empirical evidence at that time.
It is logically possible that the HF equation could have been the correct
theory for N interacting particles. The HF equation satisﬁes all of the essential
principles of quantum mechanics, including the symmetrization postulate. It
reduces to the Schrödinger equation for N = 1, and most of the applications
and experiments that we have considered may be described, at least approximately, as one-particle states. Thus, prior to the results of Sec. 18.3, someone
might have maintained that the HF equation, rather than the Schrödinger
equation, was true. But in the HF theory, N interacting particles are
described by N interacting wave functions in three-dimensional space. Moreover the HF equation is nonlinear, and so would undermine much of
the analysis of the measurement process in Ch. 9, which was based on the
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linearity of the Schrödinger equation of motion. Thus there is a tremendous
conceptual diﬀerence between the HF equation and the Schrödinger equation.
Therefore the experimental conﬁrmations of the dynamic correlation eﬀects
that are predicted by the many-body Schrödinger equation are of fundamental
signiﬁcance for our understanding of quantum mechanics.
18.5 BCS Pairing Theory
The topic of this section is perhaps the most striking and important
application of the quantum-mechanical many-body theory. It is the explanation of the remarkable phenomenon of superconductivity — the persistence
of resistanceless electrical currents. The principal idea of this theory, introduced in 1957 by J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper, and J. R. Schrieﬀer (BCS), is that
an attractive interaction between electrons causes the system to condense into
a state of correlated paris, whose energy is lower that of the weakly correlated
normal ground state of a fermion system. The BCS state is stable because it
is separated by an energy gap from its lowest excitations. We shall not discuss
the detailed physics of superconductivity and the mechanisms that can lead to
an eﬀective attraction between electrons. (These involve a polarization of the
material by the Coulomb force of an electron, and the subsequent attraction
of another electron to that polarization.)
BCS ground state
The ground state of the BCS theory has the form
|BCS =

%

(uα + vα Cα † C−α † )|0 .

(18.68)

α>0

Here the label α signiﬁes the quantum numbers of a one-electron state, α =
(k, σ), and −α signiﬁes the time-reversed state, −α = (−k, −σ). The restriction α > 0 ensures that the pair (α, −α) is included only once in the product.
One may interpret the set of values in the range α > 0 as including all values
of k but only positive σ. The parameters uα and vα are real and must satisfy
uα 2 + vα 2 = 1

(18.69)

in order to ensure the normalization BCS|BCS = 1. The values of uα and vα
will be determined by the variational principle. It is apparent that the BCS
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state consists of correlated pairs of electrons, since the one-electron states α
and −α are always associated together. However, it reduces to the HF state
(18.27) in the limit: uα = 0, vα = 1 for kα ≤ kF ; uα = 1, vα = 0 for
kα > kF . We shall refer to this HF limit of the BCS state as the trivial case of
(18.68). The criterion for the existence of the superconductivity will be that
some nontrivial BCS state should have a lower energy than the HF state.
The number of particles in the BCS state (18.68) is not deﬁnite, since
the state contains a superposition of components having any number of pairs
of electrons. The use of a state containing a variable number of electrons
is a matter of computational convenience, analogous to the use of the grand
canonical ensemble in statistical thermodynamics. The minimization of the
average energy H in the variational calculation should be subject to the
constraint that the average number of electrons N  be held constant. This
constraint can most easily be handled by means of a Lagrange multiplier,
which allows us to minimize instead the quantity H − µN , with the Lagrange
multiplier µ ultimately playing the role of a chemical potential.
Bogoliubov transformation
The calculation of the ground state energy and the excitation spectrum is
simpliﬁed by introducing a canonical transformation (named after its inventor,
N. N. Bogoliubov):
bα = uα Cα − vα C−α † ,

(18.70a)

bα † = uα Cα † − vα C−α .

(18.70b)

For this transformation to be canonical, it must preserve the anticommutation
relations, (17.19), (17.20), and (17.21), which may be written as [Cα , Cβ ]+ = 0,
[Cα , Cβ † ]+ = δαβ I ([A, B]+ ≡ AB + BA). From (18.70) and (18.69) we obtain
[bα , bβ † ]+ = uα uβ [Cα , Cβ † ]+ + vα vβ [C−α † , C−β ]+
= (uα uβ + vα vβ )δαβ I = δαβ I ,
[bα , bβ ]+ = −uα vβ [Cα , C−β † ]+ − vα uβ [C−α † , Cβ ]+
= −(uα vβ + vα uβ )δ−αβ I .
For this expression to have the canonical value (zero) for the case β = −α, it
is necessary that uα v−α = −u−α vα . Therefore we shall require that
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vα = −v−α .

(18.71)

(The opposite choice of uα odd and vα even merely changes the phase of the
vector |BSC, and so is not a real alternative.) It will be useful to rewrite the
canonical transformation (18.70) in light of this result:
bα = uα Cα − vα C−α † ,

b−α = uα C−α + vα Cα † ,

(18.72a)

bα † = uα Cα † − vα C−α ,

b−α † = uα C−α † + vα Cα .

(18.72b)

These operators annihilate and create a kind of quasiparticle excitation. Its
character is diﬃcult to grasp intuitively, but it is apparently a linear combination of the “particle” and “hole” excitations that were discussed in Sec. 18.1.
Indeed, in the trivial (HF) limit of the BCS state, these quasiparticles
become either “particle” or “hole” excitations. The inverse of the transformation (18.72) will also be useful:
Cα = uα bα + vα b−α † ,

C−α = uα b−α − vα bα † ,

(18.73a)

Cα † = uα bα † + vα b−α ,

C−α † = uα b−α † − vα bα .

(18.73b)

It is easy to verify that the BCS state satisﬁes
bα |BCS = 0 ,

(18.74)

and hence it is the state of zero quasiparticles. This fact, and the fact that the
quasiparticle operators satisfy the canonical anticommutation relations, allow
us to adapt Wick’s theorem (Sec. 17.4 and App. C) to the BCS state and the
Bogoliubov transformation, much as we did for the Fermi sea state and the
particle/hole transformation in Sec. 18.1. For present purposes we have:
(1) Normal ordering is taken with respect to the Bogoliubov quasiparticle
operators, with bα † taken to the left of bα ;
(2) The contraction of two operators X and Y is deﬁned as the matrix
element in the BCS state:
XY BCS = BCS|XY |BCS .

(18.75)

The only nonvanishing contraction of the quasiparticle operators is bα bα † BCS
= 1.
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The contractions of the original electron creation and annihilation operators
are obtained by using (18.73). Because the Bogoliubov transformation mixes
creation and annihilation operators, it follows that two creation operators or
two annihilation operators can have a nonvanishing contraction. Thus we have
Cα Cβ BCS = uα vβ bα b−β † BCS
= uα vβ δ−αβ = −uα vα δ−αβ ,

(18.76)

Cα † Cβ † BCS = vα uβ b−α bβ † BCS
= vα uβ δ−αβ = uα vα δ−αβ ,

(18.77)

Cα Cβ † BCS = uα 2 δαβ ,

(18.78)

Cα † Cβ BCS = vα 2 δαβ .

(18.79)

It follows from (18.79) that the average number of electrons in the state
labeled α = (k, σ) is
nα ≡ Cα † Cα BCS = vα 2 .

(18.80)

The physical signiﬁcance of the parameters uα and vα in (18.68) is now apparent: vα 2 is the average occupancy of the state (k, σ), and uα 2 = 1 − vα 2 is its
average vacancy rate.
Energy minimization
The Hamiltonian of the system is
Tαβ Cα † Cβ +

H=
α

β

1
4

αβ|V |γδCα † Cβ † Cδ Cγ , (18.81)
α

β

γ

δ

where Tαβ is a matrix element of the kinetic energy plus any external potential,
T = P 2 /2M + W , and αβ|V |γδ = vαβ,γδ − vαβ,δγ is a matrix element of the
interaction between antisymmetric states, as in (17.43). The average energy in
the BCS ground state (18.68), BCS|H|BCS, can easily be evaluated if we use
Wick’s theorem to rewrite H in terms of normal products and contractions, as
in (17.48). Only the fully contracted terms will contribute to the ground state
energy. Using Eq. (18.76) through Eq. (18.79) to evaluate the contractions, we
obtain
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Tαα Cα † Cα BCS

BCS|H|BCS =
α

+
−
+

1
4
1
4
1
4

αβ|V |αβ Cα † Cα BCS Cβ † Cβ BCS
α

β

αβ|V |βα Cα † Cα BCS Cβ † Cβ BCS
α

β

α, −α|V |γ, −γ Cα † C−α † BCS C−γ Cγ BCS
α

γ

Tαα vα 2 +

=
α

+

1
4

1
2

αβ|V |αβvα 2 vβ 2
α

β

α, −α|V |γ, −γuαvα uγ vγ .
α

(18.82)

γ

The ﬁrst and second terms of the ﬁnal expression above are very similar to
the ground state energy in the HF approximation (18.36), and they become
identical with it in the trivial limit (uα = 0, vα = 1 for occupied states; uα =
1, vα = 0 for empty states). The last term, which vanishes in the trivial limit,
corresponds to the energy of pair correlations in the BCS state.
Since the number of electrons in the BCS state is not ﬁxed, we subtract

µ BCS|N |BCS = µ α vα 2 from the above energy, and vary uα and vα so as
to minimize H − µ N . From the relation (18.69), uα 2 + vα 2 = 1, it follows
that duα /dvα = −vα /uα . Thus we obtain
∂ H − µN 
= 2vα (Tαα − µ) + 2vα
∂vα
+

1
2

γ

αβ|V |αβvβ 2
β

α, −α|V |γ, −γuγ vγ (uα 2 − vα 2 )
.
uα

(18.83)

The vanishing of this expression is the minimization condition.
The above condition will become easier to understand if we introduce two
deﬁnitions. We ﬁrst deﬁne
1
∆α = −
α, −α|V |γ, −γuγ vγ
2 γ
=−

α, −α|V |γ, −γuγ vγ .
γ>0

(18.84)
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This parameter (called the gap parameter, for reasons that will become
apparent) characterizes the strength of the pair correlation energy, which is
the most important feature of the BCS state. The minus sign is conventionally
introduced because V will be negative for an attractive interaction. Second,
we deﬁne
εα = Tαα +
αβ|V |αβvβ 2 .
(18.85)
β

This is analogous to the HF single particle energy (18.37). It will be an eigenvalue of an eﬀective one-electron Hamiltonian if we choose the single particle
basis vectors |α so as to diagonalize the matrix
(H1 )αβ ≡ Tαβ +

αγ|V |βγvγ 2
γ

= εα δαβ .

(18.86)

The operator H1 is analogous to the eﬀective Hamiltonian H HF (18.33), and
the basis vectors that diagonalize it are the best single particle vectors for
this problem. (In a translationally invariant system, they will be momentum
eigenvectors.) The eigenvalue εα is usually interpreted as the single particle energy in the normal (nonsuperconducting) state because it excludes the
pairing energy term proportional to ∆α , although this interpretation is only
approximately correct because vγ 2 implicitly depends upon ∆α .
When these two deﬁnitions are substituted into (18.83), the minimization
condition ∂ H − µN /∂vα = 0 becomes
2uα vα (εα − µ) − ∆α (uα 2 − vα 2 ) = 0 .
From this equation and the normalization (18.69) we obtain


1
εα − µ
2
uα =
1+
,
2
[(εα − µ)2 + ∆α 2 ]1/2


1
εα − µ
2
vα =
1−
.
2
[(εα − µ)2 + ∆α 2 ]1/2

(18.87)

(18.88)

(18.89)

[These results are easily veriﬁed by substitution into (18.87) and (18.69).] The
average occupancy of the single particle state |α, vα 2 , is shown in Fig. 18.1.

The chemical potential µ is chosen so that N  = α vα 2 is the number of
electrons in the system.
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Occupancy of single particle states versus energy [Eq. (18.89)].

Every quantity of interest may now be expressed in terms of the parameter
∆α . From (18.88) and (18.89) it follows that
uα vα =

[(εα −

1
2 ∆α
µ)2 + ∆α 2 ]1/2

.

(18.90)

Using this result with (18.84) and (18.85), we can rewrite the BCS ground
state energy (18.82) as
E0 =
α

1
∆α 2
1
(Tαα + εα )vα 2 −
.
2
2 α>0 [(εα − u)2 + ∆α 2 ]1/2

(18.91)

(Note that both vα and ∆α are odd with respect to α. We have deﬁned them
so as to be positive for α > 0.) If ∆α = 0, the ground state energy E0 becomes
equal to the HF energy (18.36). If there is a nontrivial solution with ∆α = 0,
then the BCS state will have a lower energy than the HF state.
The gap parameter ∆α was deﬁned by (18.84). With the substitution
(18.90), that deﬁnition leads to the equation
∆α = −

1
α, −α|V |γ, −γ∆γ
,
2 γ>0 [(εγ − µ)2 + ∆γ 2 ]1/2

(18.92)

which must be solved self-consistently for ∆α . The trivial solution, ∆α = 0,
is always possible. Whether a nontrivial solution exists depends on the nature
of the interaction. Clearly it is necessary that the interaction be attractive, in
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the sense that we must have α, −α|V |γ, −γ < 0 for those matrix elements
that dominate (18.92). In general, the solution of (18.92) can only be carried
out numerically.
Elementary excitations
The elementary excitations from the BCS ground state consist of the quasiparticles that are generated by the operator bα † [Eq. (18.70b)], the ground state
|BCS being the state of zero quasiparticles. The vector |BCS describes an
indeﬁnite number of electrons, and it is (approximately) the ground state of
the operator
G = H − µN .
(18.93)
This is the zero temperature Gibbs free energy, and its eigenvalues correspond
to the work needed to transfer an electron into various states of the system from
a reservoir with chemical potential µ. It can be shown (Problem 18.3) that the
ﬂuctuations in N are a negligible fraction of N  in the limit as N  becomes
very large, and therefore the excitation spectrum of G will be very nearly the
same as that of H, provided the single particle energies are measured relative
to the chemical potential µ. Looking at the problem from another point of
view, we note that the operators H and N commute, and therefore the diagonalization of G is equivalent to the diagonalization of H. Thus the excitation
spectrum of H is equivalent to the excitation spectrum of G with N  held
constant. This equivalence is obscured by the Bogoliubov transformation, and
it may be violated by any approximations that are introduced. Nevertheless,
an approximate diagonalization of G is, in principle, as valid as an approximate
diagonalization of H.
We shall use Wick’s theorem to express G in terms of contractions and
normal products of quasiparticle operators. Following (17.48) as a model, we
obtain
G = G0 + G11 + G20 + H4 ,
(18.94)
where G0 = H0 − µN0 contains no uncontracted operators, each term of G11 =
H11 − µN11 contains one creation and one annihilation operator, each term of
G20 = H20 − µN20 contains two creation or two annihilation operators, and
H4 contains four operators in normal order. The fully contracted terms have
already been calculated. H0 is equal to the BCS ground state energy, (18.82)
or (18.91), and N0 is equal to the average number of electrons in the state.
The term H4 represents an interaction between quasiparticles, and it will be
neglected. Calculation of the other terms is straightforward but tedious. We
obtain
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{[(H1 )αβ − µδαβ ](uα uβ − vα vβ ) − gαβ (uα vβ + vα uβ )}

G11 =
α>0 β>0

× (bα † bβ + b−β † b−α ) ,

(18.95)

{[(H1 )αβ − µδαβ ](uα vβ + vα uβ ) + gαβ (uα uβ − vα vβ )}

G20 =
α>0 β>0

× (bα † b−β † + b−α bβ ) ,

(18.96)

where (H1 )αβ is as deﬁned in (18.86), and we have introduced
α, −β|V |γ, −γuγ vγ .

gαβ =

(18.97)

γ>0

Earlier we argued that (H1 )αβ should be diagonal in momentum representation, so we will have (H1 )αβ = εα δαβ . Writing explicitly the momentum and
spin labels, we have α = (kα ↑), −β = (−kβ ↓), etc. Thus
α, −β|V |γ, −γ = kα ↑, −kβ ↓|V |kγ ↑, −kγ ↓
will vanish as a consequence of momentum conservation unless kα − kβ = 0.
Therefore gαβ will be diagonal, provided the interaction v is translationally
invariant, and from (18.84) we obtain gαβ = −∆α δαβ . Thus Eq. (18.95) simpliﬁes to
[(εα − µ)(uα 2 − vα 2 ) + 2∆α uα vα ](bα † bα + b−α † b−α )

G11 =

(18.98)

α>0

and Eq. (18.96) becomes
G20 =

[2(εα − µ)uα vα − ∆α (uα 2 − vα 2 )](bα † b−α † + b−α bα ) .
α>0

Now the minimization condition (18.87) implies that G20 vanishes identically;
therefore, with the approximation of neglecting H4 , we ﬁnd that G ≈ G0 +
G11 is diagonal and its spectrum can be obtained trivially. (This method of
diagonalization would not have succeeded if we had worked with H rather than
G = H − µN .)
The excitation spectrum is given directly by G11 , which we may write in
the form
G11 =
Eα (bα † bα + b−α † b−α ) .
(18.99)
α>0
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Now bα † bα is a quasiparticle number operator. A one-quasiparticle eigenvector
of G11 is of the form
G11 (bβ † |BCS) = Eβ (bβ † |BCS) .
In general, the excitation energy is just the sum of the energies Eα of the
quasiparticles that are present. Comparing (18.99) with (18.98), we ﬁnd that
the excitation energy (illustrated in Fig. 18.2) is
Eα = (εα − µ)(uα 2 − vα 2 ) + 2∆α uα vα
= [(εα − µ)2 + ∆α 2 ]1/2 .

(18.100)

Fig. 18.2 Quasiparticle excitation energy (solid curve), according to Eq. (18.100). The
dashed curve corresponds to ∆α = 0.

This energy is easily interpreted in the limit ∆α → 0. There, for εα > µ, the
quasiparticle is a “particle”, and it requires energy εα − µ to transfer it from
the reservoir to the state α. For εα < µ, the quasiparticle is a “hole”, and it
requires energy µ − εα to remove an electron from the system to the reservoir
so as to create the “hole” in state α.
If ∆α is not zero, the character of the quasiparticles is partly particle-like
and partly hole-like. Because the minimum excitation energy is ∆α , the BCS
ground state is stable against small perturbations. The correlated pairs of
electrons in the BCS ground state have zero total momentum, so this state has
a “persistent current” of magnitude 0. However, one can readily construct a
similar state that is displaced in momentum, so that all correlated pairs carry
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a nonzero momentum and a nonzero current. This state will have a higher
energy than the zero-current ground state, but provided its additional energy
per electron is small compared with ∆α , this persistent current state will also
be stable against the multitude of small perturbations that would produce
electrical resistance in the nonsuperconducting state.
Simple model
Equation (18.92) for the gap parameter ∆α can be solved for a simple but
useful model. We assume that
α, −α|V |γ, −γ = −V0 for |εα − µ| < ω ,
=0

for |εα − µ| > ω .

(18.101)

Here V0 is a positive constant characterizing the strength of the attractive
interaction. Substituting this model interaction into (18.92), we ﬁnd that
∆α = ∆0 for |εα − µ| < ω, ∆α = 0 for |εα − µ| > ω. The constant value of the
gap parameter ∆0 is determined by the condition
 ω
n(x)
1
dx .
(18.102)
1 = V0
2 + ∆ 2 )1/2
2
(x
0
−ω
Here x = εα − µ is the energy relative to the chemical potential (or Fermi
energy). In deriving this equation from (18.92), we have converted the sum
into an integral by introducing the density of one-electron states, n(x). If we
further approximate n(x) by a constant n(0) within the integral, then (18.102)
reduces to


ω
1 = n(0)V0 sinh−1
,
∆0
and hence the gap parameter is
∆0 =

ω
.
sinh[1/n(0)V0 ]

(18.103)

If the interaction strength V0 is small, this becomes


−1
∆0 ≈ 2ω exp
.
n(0)V0
This formula is notable because it has an essential singularity at V0 = 0, and
therefore the results of the BCS theory could never have been obtained if the
interaction V had been treated by perturbation theory. This is a valuable
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lesson to remember when studying the elegant systematic perturbation formalisms that have been developed for many-body theory and for quantum ﬁeld
theory. There may be phenomena that cannot be discovered by perturbation
theory, even if it can be summed to arbitrarily high order.
Further reading for Chapter 18
Many-body theory is a very large subject. The books by March, Young,
and Sampanthar (1967), and by Fetter and Walecka (1971) cover many aspects
of it.
Problems
18.1 Evaluate the normalized pair correlation function for a Fermi sea of free
electrons with parallel spins,
g↑↑ (x1 , x2 ) = F |n↑ (x1 )n↑ (x2 )|F / F |n↑ (x1 )|F  F |n↑ (x2 )|F  .
[This can be done by evaluating (18.13) with the orbitals φj (x) being
plane waves.]
18.2 It was shown in Eq. (18.12) that in a system of N noninteracting electrons, there is no correlation between the positions of particles having opposite spin orientation. Yet Eq. (18.1) shows a correlation between two electrons in the singlet spin state. Resolve this apparent
contradiction.
18.3 Evaluate mean square ﬂuctuation in the number of particles,
(N − N )2 , in the BCS state. Hence show that the relative ﬂuctuation,
(N − N )2 / N 2 , becomes negligible in the limit of a very large
system.
18.4 Generalize the virial theorem (Problem 10.8) to a many-body system,
and hence show that the average kinetic and potential energies of a
system of particles that interact by Coulomb forces are related by V  =
−2 T .

Chapter 19

Quantum Mechanics of the
Electromagnetic Field

The development of electromagnetic theory from Coulomb’s law to Maxwell’s equations is accompanied by a change in the concept of the ﬁeld from
a merely passive agent that mediates the interactions between particles to a
dynamical system in its own right. One may expect the dynamics of the EM
ﬁeld to be governed by quantum mechanics, as is the dynamics of particles.
This expectation, however, cannot be justiﬁed a priori, and we shall need to
seek experiments which can distinguish between classical and quantum electrodynamics.
We shall develop the theory in a form that is most convenient for
application to quantum optics, because that subject is rich in experiments
that illustrate the distinctive features of quantum electromagnetism, as well
as being of considerable practical importance. Since the optical reﬂectors
and cavities deﬁne a natural frame of reference for the description of the
experiments, we need not pay such close attention to Lorentz invariance as
is necessary in those formulations of quantum electrodynamics that are
designed for application to particle physics. Although our theory will in fact be
Lorentz-invariant in its content (except for speciﬁc approximations), its form
will not be kept manifestly Lorentz-invariant.
In some respects the quantized EM ﬁeld behaves as a system of bosons,
although these particle-like excitations, called photons, play a less fundamental
role than is suggested by some informal accounts of the subject. In particular,
we shall see the quantum EM ﬁeld is not describable as merely a gas of photons.
19.1 Normal Modes of the Field
Maxwell’s equations for the electric and magnetic ﬁelds, E and B, in empty
space are
1 ∂B
∇×E=−
,
(19.1)
c ∂t
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∇×B=

1 ∂E
,
c ∂t

(19.2)

∇·E = 0 ,

(19.3)

∇·B = 0 .

(19.4)

Although the values of E and B at each point in space are the fundamental
dynamical variables of the theory, it is convenient to decompose the ﬁelds into
normal modes before attempting a quantum-mechanical description.
By taking the curl of (19.1) and the time derivative of (19.2), we obtain
∇ × (∇ × E) = −c−2 ∂ 2 E/(∂t)2 . Using the vector identity ∇ × (∇ × v) =
∇(∇·v) − ∇2 v and (19.3), we then obtain the wave equation for E,
∇2 E −

1 ∂2E
= 0.
c2 ∂t2

(19.5)

An identical wave equation holds for B.
The solution of the wave equation (19.5) can be facilitated by representing
the electric ﬁeld as a sum of mode functions, um (x), which are deﬁned by the
following eigenvalue equation and subsidiary conditions:
∇2 um (x) = −km 2 um (x) ,

(19.6a)

∇·um (x) = 0 ,

(19.6b)

n̂ × um (x) = 0 on any conducting surface ,

(19.6c)

where n̂ is the unit normal to the surface. The latter condition is imposed
because the tangential component of E must vanish on a conducting surface. It
can readily be shown that Eqs. (19.6) describe a Hermitian eigenvalue problem,
and so the mode functions that correspond to unequal eigenvalues must be
orthogonal. Hence we may choose the set of mode functions to satisfy the
orthonormality condition

(19.7)
um (x)·um (x) d3 x = δm ,m .
We now represent the electric ﬁeld as a sum of mode functions,
E(x, t) =

fm (t) um (x) ,

(19.8)

m

and substitute this series into the wave equation. Since the mode functions
are linearly independent, the coeﬃcients of each mode must separately add up
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to zero in order to satisfy (19.5). Thus we obtain a separate equation for the
amplitude of each mode,
d2
2
fm (t) + c2 km
fm (t) = 0 .
dt2

(19.9)

This is the equation of motion for a harmonic oscillator with angular frequency
ωm = c km .
The magnetic ﬁeld can be determined from the electric ﬁeld by means of
(19.1). Substitution of (19.8) into (19.1) yields
hm (t) ∇ × um (x) ,

B(x, t) =

(19.10)

m

with

dhm (t)
= −c fm (t) .
(19.11)
dt
The curl of a mode function, ∇ × um , has many useful properties. Since
the divergence of a curl is zero, it follows that Maxwell’s equation (19.4) is
automatically. satisﬁed by (19.10).
From the boundary condition (19.6c), it

(∇
×
u
follows that C um ·d =
m )·dS = 0, where C is the closed curve
S
bounding any portion S of a conducting surface. Hence it follows that
n̂·(∇ × um ) = 0 ,

(19.12)

where n̂ is a unit vector normal to the conducting surface. Thus the dynamic
boundary condition for the magnetic ﬁeld, n̂·B = 0, is automatically satisﬁed.
Moreover, the curls of the mode functions satisfy an orthogonality relation,

(∇ × um )·(∇ × um ) d3 x = km 2 δm ,m .
(19.13)
To prove this relation, we integrate the identity
(∇ × um )·(∇ × um ) = um ·∇ × (∇ × um ) + ∇·[um × (∇ × um )]
over the volume of the system. Because of the eigenvalue equation (19.6a), the
integral of the ﬁrst term on the right hand side becomes

km 2
um ·um d3 x = km 2 δm ,m .
The divergence theorem can be used to convert the volume integral of the
second term into a surface integral, which vanishes by virtue of the boundary
conditions (19.6c) and (19.12).
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Substitution of (19.8) and (19.10) into (19.2) leads to the relation
dfm (t)
= c km 2 hm (t) .
dt

(19.14)

When combined with (19.11), this yields
d2
hm (t) + c2 km 2 hm (t) = 0 ,
dt2

(19.15)

which has the same form as (19.9).
This analysis into normal modes has shown that the electromagnetic ﬁeld
is dynamically equivalent to an inﬁnite number of independent harmonic
oscillators. This result will be used in the next section to obtain a quantummechanical description of the ﬁeld.
19.2 Electric and Magnetic Field Operators
To identify appropriate operators for the electric and magnetic ﬁelds, we
ﬁrst obtain the Hamiltonian by calculating the total energy of the EM ﬁeld:

& 2
'
−1
HEM = (8π)
E + B 2 d3 x


= (8π)−1

um ·um d3 x

fm fm
m ,m



−1

+ (8π)

hm hm

(∇ × um )·(∇ × um ) d3 x

m ,m

&

= (8π)−1

'
fm 2 + km 2 hm 2 .

(19.16)

m

The Hamiltonian for a set of harmonic oscillators, each having unit
mass, is
& 2
'
1
2
2
Hosc =
,
(19.17)
2 Pm + ωm Qm
m

with Qm being the coordinate and Pm = dQm /dt being the momentum or
velocity. If we use (19.14) to eliminate hm in (19.16), then HEM will have the
form of (19.17) provided we make the identiﬁcation
Qm ↔

fm
√ .
2 ωm π

(19.18)
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On the other hand, if we use (19.11) to eliminate fm in (19.16), then HEM will
also have the form of (19.17), but with the alternative identiﬁcation
Qm ↔

hm
√ .
2c π

(19.19)

The strategy is to use the known forms of the operators for a harmonic
oscillator to deduce appropriate operators for the EM ﬁeld. But the ambiguity
associated with these two possible identiﬁcations must be resolved before we
can be sure that we have the correct operators.
From the results of Sec. 6.1, the Hamiltonian operator for a system of
independent oscillators is of the form


1
,
(19.20)
H=
ωm am † am +
2
m
where the raising and lowering operators, am † and am , satisfy the commutation
relation
,
(19.21)
am , am † = δm ,m .
We shall assume that this form holds for the Hamiltonian of the modes of
the EM ﬁeld. Using (6.4), (6.5), (6.8), and (6.9), the position and momentum
operators for the normal mode oscillators are

1/2
& †
'

Qm =
am + am ,
(19.22)
2 ωm

1/2
& †
'
 ωm
Pm = i
am − am .
(19.23)
2
(The masses of the oscillators have been set equal to 1. This amounts only to
a choice of units.) Now either of the identiﬁcations (19.18) and (19.19) will
give us forms for the electric and magnetic ﬁeld operators. But which choice
is correct? We shall investigate both choices.
Case (i). If we choose (19.18), then we obtain
&
&
'
√ '
fm = 2 ωm π Qm = (2π  ωm )1/2 am † + am .
The electric ﬁeld operator , obtained from (19.8), is then
(
)
E(x, t) =
(2π  ωm )1/2 am † (t) + am (t) um (x) .
m

(19.24)
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Note that E(x, t) is now an operator ﬁeld ; that is to say, an electric ﬁeld
operator is deﬁned at each space–time point (x, t). The space coordinate x is
not an operator. The time dependence of these operators is interpreted in the
sense of the Heisenberg picture (Sec. 3.7).
√
Case (ii). If we choose (19.19), then we obtain hm = (2 c π) Qm . Then
from (19.11), it follows that
& √ ' dQm
−1 dhm (t)
=− 2 π
c
dt
dt
& √ '
&
'
= − 2 π Pm = −i(2π  ωm )1/2 am † − am .

fm (t) =

With this identiﬁcation, (19.8) yields
−i(2π  ωm )1/2

E(x, t) =

( †
)
am (t) − am (t) um (x) .

(19.25)

m

The apparent conﬂict between (19.24) and (19.25) is now easily resolved.
The Heisenberg equation of motion (3.73) for the operator am is
d
i
am (t) = [H, am (t)] = −i ωm am (t) .
dt

Its solution is am (t) = am exp(−i ωm t). Similarly, we obtain am † (t) =
am † exp(i ωm t). Because of this simple time dependence of the raising and
lowering operators, it is apparent that (19.25) diﬀers from (19.24) only in the
phases of the modes. Since the initial phase of a mode is arbitrary, there is
no physically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between case (i) and case (ii). In case (i)
the electric ﬁeld is analogous to the position of the oscillator. In case (ii)
it is analogous to the momentum. Since the Hamiltonian of a harmonic
oscillator is symmetric with respect to position and momentum (provided they
are expressed in suitable units), the two analogies lead to the same physical
results.
Henceforth we shall use only case (i), and (19.24) will be the appropriate
form for the electric ﬁeld operator. The corresponding form for the magnetic
ﬁeld operator is found from (19.10) to be

B(x, t) =

ic
m

2π 
ωm

1/2

( †
)
am (t) − am (t) ∇ × um (x) .

(19.26)

Comparing the way in which the raising and lowering operators enter (19.24)
and (19.26) with the way they enter (19.22) and (19.23), we may say that,
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roughly speaking, the electric ﬁeld is analogous to the position and the
magnetic ﬁeld is analogous to the momentum of an oscillator.
[[ The operators for the electric and magnetic ﬁelds have been obtained here
by analogy with those for a mechanical oscillator. The operators for the
dynamical variables of particles were deduced in Ch. 3 from the symmetry
transformations of space–time. It is worth pointing out that the principle of
invariance under transformations such as Q → Q+a, which certainly holds
for the dynamics of a particle, has no apparent justiﬁcation for the abstract
oscillator of a ﬁeld mode. Therefore our identiﬁcation of the operators
for the ﬁelds must be regarded as a plausible hypothesis, rather than a
deduction from established principles. Perhaps the weaker status of the
ﬁeld operators should be kept in mind when we encounter some diﬃculties
in the next section. ]]
Complex basis functions
Since the electric and magnetic ﬁelds are real, it is natural to chose the basis
functions um (x) to be real, as we have done above. However, it is sometimes
convenient to use complex basis functions. The complex exponential eik·x is the
most common example of such a function, but we shall present the necessary
mathematics in a more general form.
For the introduction of complex basis functions to be possible, it is necessary that for every frequency there should be two independent mode functions.
For the frequency ωk we denote the two degenerate mode functions as ck (x)
and sk (x) (k > 0). We denote the corresponding creation operators as ac † and
as . We now deﬁne a complex mode function,
$
ek (x) = [ck (x) + i sk (x)] 12 , (k > 0) ,
(19.27)
$
so that ck =

1
∗
2 (ek + ek )

$
and sk =

1
∗
2 (ek − ek )/i.

e−k (x) = ek ∗ (x) = [ck (x) − i sk (x)]

$

1
2

,

It is convenient to deﬁne
(k > 0) .

(19.28)

The most common example of these functions is c√k (x) = (2/Ω)1/2 u cos(k·x),
sk (x) = (2/Ω)1/2 u sin(k·x), and ek (x) = u eik·x / Ω, where u is a polarization vector, and Ω is the volume over which the functions are normalized. The
symbolic restriction k > 0 is to be interpreted as restricting the vector k to a
half-space, since the replacement of k by −k does not yield independent mode
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functions. It is convenient to think in terms of these functions, although the
mathematics does not require us to be so speciﬁc.
Apart from the numerical factor (2π  ωk )1/2 , the contribution of the two
degenerate modes to the electric ﬁeld operator (19.24) is
& †
'
'
&
ac + ac ck (x) + as † + as sk (x)


 †
 †
ac − i as †
ac − i as
ac + i as †
ac + i as
√
√
= ek (x)
+ √
+ ek ∗ (x)
+ √
.
2
2
2
2
(19.29)
It is now convenient to deﬁne
a†k =

ac † + i as †
√
,
2

a−k † =

ac † − i as †
√
,
2

(19.30)

a−k =

ac + i as
√
.
2

(19.31)

from which it follows that
ak =

ac − i as
√
,
2

Then (19.29) becomes
& †
'
&
'
ac + ac ck (x) + as † + as sk (x)
&
&
'
'
= ak † + a−k ek ∗ (x) + a−k † + ak ek (x) .

(19.32)

Deﬁning ω−k = ωk and using (19.28), we may extend the range of k to negative
values and rewrite (19.24) as
(
)
(2π  ωk )1/2 ak † (t) ek ∗ (x) + ak (t) ek (x) .

E(x, t) =

(19.33)

k

19.3 Zero-Point Energy and the Casimir Force
The Hamiltonian operator (19.20) for the EM ﬁeld has the form of a harmonic oscillator for each mode of the ﬁeld. As was shown in Sec. 6.1, the lowest
energy of a harmonic oscillator is 12 ω. Since there are inﬁnitely many modes
of arbitrarily high frequency in any ﬁnite volume, it follows that there should
be an inﬁnite zero-point energy in any volume of space. Needless to say, this
conclusion is unsatisfactory.
In order to gain some appreciation for the magnitude of the zero-point
energy, we shall calculate the zero-point energy in a rectangular cavity due
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to those ﬁeld modes whose frequency is less than some cutoﬀ ωc . The mode
functions u(x), solutions of (19.6) for a cavity of dimensions L1 × L2 × L3 ,
have the vector components
ux = A1 cos(k1 x) sin(k2 y) sin(k3 z) ,
uy = A2 sin(k1 x) cos(k2 y) sin(k3 z) ,

(19.34)

uz = A3 sin(k1 x) sin(k2 y) cos(k3 z) .
They may be labeled by a wave vector k whose components are
k1 =

nl π
,
L1

k2 =

n2 π
,
L2

k3 =

n3 π
,
L3

(19.35)

with n1 , n2 , and n3 being nonnegative integers in order to satisfy the boundary
√
condition (19.6c). The frequency of the mode is ωk = c k1 2 + k2 2 + k3 2 . At
least two of the integers must be nonzero, otherwise the mode function would
vanish identically. The amplitudes of the three components of (19.34) are
related by the divergence condition (19.6b), which requires that
A1 k1 + A2 k2 + A3 k3 = 0 .

(19.36)

This condition can be written as A·k = 0, from which it is clear that there are
two linearly independent polarizations (directions of A) for each k, and hence
there are two independent modes for each set of positive integers (n1 , n2 , n3 )
in (19.35). If one of the integers is zero, it is clear from (19.34) that two of the
components of u(x) will vanish, so there is only one mode in this exceptional
case.
If the dimensions of the cavity are large, the allowed values of k approximate
a continuum, and the density of modes in the positive octant of k space is
2Ω/π3 . Here Ω = L1 L2 L3 is the volume of the cavity. The zero-point energy
density for all modes of frequency less that ωc is then given by

1
2
1
ckc 4
2
,
(19.37)
 ωk = 3
ck 4πk 2 dk =
Ω
2
8π
2
8π 2
k

k<kc

with kc = 2π/λc = ωc /c. [The sum in (19.37), over the allowed vectors k in
the positive octant, has been approximated by one eighth of an integral over
the full sphere.]
The factor kc 4 indicates that this energy density is dominated by the
high-frequency, short-wavelength modes. Taking a minimum wavelength of
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λc = 0.4 × 10−6 m, so as to include the visible light spectrum, yields a zeropoint energy density of 23 J/m3 . This may be compared with energy density
produced by a 100 W light bulb at a distance of 1 m, which is 2.7 × 10−8
J/m3 . Of course it is impossible to extract any of the zero-point energy, since
it is the minimum possible energy of the ﬁeld, and so our inability to perceive
that large energy density is not incompatible with its existence. Indeed, since
most experiments detect only energy diﬀerences, and not absolute energies, it
is often suggested that the troublesome zero-point energy of the ﬁeld should
simply be omitted and the Hamiltonian (19.20) should be replaced by
 ωm am † am .

H=
m

One phenomenon that depends on absolute energies is gravitation, since
all forms of mass–energy act as gravitational sources. Of course an inﬁnite
energy density is not acceptable, but there is reason to believe that quantumgravitational eﬀects may lead to a minimum wavelength for all ﬁelds no greater
than the Planck length, (G/c3 )1/2 = 1.6 × 10−33 cm. According to general
relativity, the geometry of the universe will be curved into closure if the mass
density of the universe exceeds ρc ≈ 5 × 10−30 g/cm3 [see Misner, Thorne,
and Wheeler (1973), Ch. 27]. The known mass density is a factor of 10 or 20
smaller than this, but some people speculate that dark matter may bring the
total up to ρc . Suppose that the zero-point energy were responsible for this
“missing mass”. A minimum wavelength, λc = 2π/kc , might be estimated by
setting ρc c2 equal to (19.37), obtaining λc ≈ 0.02 cm. Needless to say, this is
much too large a value for a minimum wavelength!
Although these calculations suggest that the zero-point energy of the electromagnetic ﬁeld cannot be real, an argument by Casimir (1948) leads to the
opposite conclusion. We consider a large cavity of dimensions L × L × L
bounded by conducting walls (Fig. 19.1). A conducting plate is inserted at a
distance R from one of the yz faces (R % L). The new boundary condition at
x = R alters the energy (or frequency) of each ﬁeld mode. Following Casimir,
we shall calculate the energy shift as a function of R.
Let WX denote the electromagnetic energy within a cavity whose length
in the x direction is X. The change in the energy due to the insertion of the
plate at x = R will be
∆W = WR + WL−R − WL .

(19.38)
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A large cavity with a plate inserted near one end.

Each of these three terms is inﬁnite, but the diﬀerence will turn out to be ﬁnite.
Each mode has a zero-point energy of 12 ω = 12 ck, and the total energy is the
sum of zero-point energies for all modes. If the linear dimensions of the cavity
are very large we can replace the sum over discrete modes by an integral. Thus
we have, formally,
   ∞
2 L3
1
WL = 3
2  ck dkx dky dkz ,
π
0
   ∞
2 L2 (L − R)
1
WL−R =
2  ck dkx dky dkz ,
π3
0
1
with k = kx 2 + ky 2 + kz 2 . The discreteness of kx must be taken into account
in calculating WR , so we have
  ∞
∞
L2
1
WR =
2 θn 2
2  ck dky dkz ,
π
0
n=0
1
with k = (nπ/R)2 + ky 2 + kz 2 , and θn = 1 for n > 0, θn = 12 for n = 0.
The factor θn must be included because there are two polarization states for
n > 0 but only one for n = 0. (This single exceptional point does not aﬀect
the values of the integrals.)
Because the sum and integrals are divergent it is necessary to introduce a
smooth cutoﬀ function, f (k/kc ), having the properties
 
k
f
→ 1 , k % kc ,
(19.39a)
kc
 
k
f
→ 0 , k  kc .
(19.39b)
kc
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This is not merely a mathematical artiﬁce. For suﬃciently high frequencies
(ω  ckc ), a metal plate will not behave as a conductor, and so will not aﬀect
the EM ﬁeld at those frequencies. Thus the plate at x = R will have no
eﬀect on the energies of very high frequency modes, and hence they will not
contribute to ∆W . The detailed form of f (k/kc ), and the value of kc depend
upon the nature of the material, but these details do not aﬀect ∇W in the
lowest order approximation.
Combining the above results, we have
∆W = c

∞

L2
π2

θn g

3 nπ 4
R

n=0

 

where

−



∞

g(kx ) =

R
π

kf
0



k
kc

∞

g(kx ) dkx

,

(19.40)

0


dky dkz

1
and k = kx 2 + ky 2 + kz 2 . The integral expression for g(k1
x ) can be simpliﬁed
by means of a few substitutions. First we introduce κ = ky 2 + kz 2 and use
polar coordinates in the yz plane, to obtain
√ 2


4π ∞ 1 2
kx + κ2
2
g(kx ) =
kx + κ f
k dk .
8 0
kc
We next introduce dimensionless variables n and α in place of kx = nπ/R and
κ = απ/R:
π π3
g(kx ) =
2 R3



∞

1
n2 + α2 f

0

√
π n2 + α2
R kc

α dα .

Finally we substitute w = n2 + α2 , dw = 2α dα, and obtain
g(kx ) =


with

∞

F (n) =

π 4 F (n)
,
4R3

√
wf

n2

 √ 
π w
dw .
R kc

(19.41)

Thus (19.40) becomes
∆W =

c L2 π 4
4π 2 R3



∞

θn F (n) −
n=0

∞

F (n) dn .
0

(19.42)
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The discrete sum in the expression (19.42) is a common numerical approximation to the integral, known as the trapezoidal rule. The diﬀerence between
the sum and the integral may be estimated by means of the Euler–Maclaurin
formula,
 ∞
∞
−1
1
θn F (n) −
F (n) dn =
F  (0) +
F  (0) − · · · (19.43)
6
×
2!
30
×
4!
0
n=0
From (19.41) we obtain

πn
,
Rkc





πn
πn
π

2 
− 2n f
,
F (n) = −4n f
Rkc
Rkc
Rkc





πn
πn
π


F (n) = −4 f
− 8n f
Rkc
Rkc
Rkc


2
πn
π
− 2n2 f 
,
Rkc
Rkc
F  (n) = −2n2 f



where the prime notation on a function indicates the derivative with respect
to its own argument. Because of (19.39a), this yields F  (0) = 0 and F  (0) =
−4. Therefore the shift of the electromagnetic zero-point energy due to the
conducting plate inserted at x = R is
∆W = −c

π 2 L2
.
720 R3

(19.44)

It is clear from the above calculations that the contributions of the higher
derivative terms that are omitted from (19.43) will all be proportional to some
power of 1/Rkc, and therefore the result (19.44) will be valid provided Rkc  1.
Equivalently, we may say that the result holds for R  λc , where λc = 2π/kc
is the wavelength of radiation at the cutoﬀ frequency ωc .
In the limit L → ∞, the energy shift produces a force per unit area between
the conducting plates at x = 0 and x = R:
F =−

1 ∂∆W
c π 2
=
−
.
L2 ∂R
240 R4

(19.45)

The minus sign indicates that the force is attractive.
The Casimir force (19.45) is diﬃcult to measure. The surfaces must be ﬂat
and clean, and free from any electrostatic charge. However, the measurements
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carried out by Sparnaay (1958) conﬁrm Casimir’s theoretical prediction, the
greatest uncertainty being in the determination of the distance between the
surfaces (of order 10−6 m). These results indicate that the notion of a zeropoint or vacuum energy is not spurious, and cannot be discarded. We are left
with a conundrum that has never been adequately resolved: an inﬁnite zeropoint energy density is nonsensical, but ﬁnite parts of it yield experimentally
conﬁrmed consequences. (In the above calculation only ﬁeld modes whose
frequencies are less than ωc contribute signiﬁcantly to the result.)
[[ The inﬁnities of quantum ﬁeld theory, of which we have here seen only
the ﬁrst, are somewhat of a hidden scandal. Most physicists seem content
to ignore them because there are procedures (the so-called renormalization
theory) which allow us to avoid the inﬁnities in many practical cases. One
prominent physicist who was not complacent about the inﬁnities was Dirac.
On the last page of his book he says of renormalization theory, “the rules
. . . do not ﬁt in with the logical foundations of quantum mechanics. They
should therefore not be considered as a satisfactory solution of the diﬃculties.” In the ﬁnal sentence of his book Dirac states, “The diﬃculties,
being of a profound character, can be removed only by some drastic change
in the foundations of the theory, probably a change as drastic as the passage
from Bohr’s orbit theory to the present quantum mechanics.” ]]
19.4 States of the EM Field
It was shown in Sec. 19.2 that the electromagnetic ﬁeld can be analyzed into
normal modes, each of which is dynamically equivalent to a harmonic oscillator.
Thus the EM ﬁeld equivalent to a denumerably inﬁnite set of independent
harmonic oscillators, and a state for the EM ﬁeld can be speciﬁed in terms of
the states of the modes.
Photon number eigenstates
The Hamiltonian of the mth mode of the EM ﬁeld is Hm = ωm (am † am +
Its eigenvectors, denoted as |nm  with nm = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are the eigenvectors of the number operator Nm = am † am . The ﬁeld Hamiltonian (19.20) is
the sum of the mode Hamiltonians, and its eigenvectors are of the form
1
2 ).

|{n}  ≡ |n1 , n2 , . . . , nm , . . .  = |n1  ⊗ |n2  ⊗ · · · |nm  ⊗ · · ·

(19.46)
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This is similar in form to the state vectors for a system of bosons, which were
treated in Sec. 17.4. Therefore the mth mode of this state is described as
containing nm photons. These elementary excitations of the EM ﬁeld behave
in many respects like particles, carrying energy and momentum. However, the
analogy is incomplete, and it is not possible to replace the EM ﬁeld by a gas
of photons.
[[ A very similar situation occurs in the theory of harmonic vibrations of
a crystalline solid. The coupled motions of the atoms may by analyzed
into independent normal modes, each of which is treated as a quantized
harmonic oscillator. The elementary excitations of these normal modes
carry energy and momentum, and are called photons. When introducing
this term, J. Frenkel (1932) added the following remark (p. 267): “It is not
in the least intended to convey the impression that such photons have a
real existence. On the contrary, the possibility of their introduction rather
serves to discredit the belief in the real existence of photons.” ]]
In a state with deﬁnite photon numbers, the electric and magnetic ﬁelds
are indeﬁnite and ﬂuctuating. The probability distributions for the electric
and magnetic ﬁelds in such a state are analogous to the distributions for the
position and momentum of an oscillator in an energy eigenstate. A simple
calculation using the operator (19.24) shows that the average electric ﬁeld is
zero in a photon number eigenstate:
E(x, t)  = n1 , n2 , . . . , nm , . . . |E(x, t)|n1 , n2 , . . . , nm , . . .  = 0 .

(19.47)

The mean square of the electric ﬁeld amplitude is
&
'&
'
|E|2  = 2π 
(ωm ωn )1/2 um ·un am † + am an † + an 
m

n

&
'2
ωm |um (x)|2 nm | am † + am |nm 

= 2π 
m

2π  ωm |um (x)|2 (2nm + 1) .

=

(19.48)

m

The sum over all modes is inﬁnite. If nm = 0 for all m, this is the vacuum
state, with the inﬁnite zero-point energy that was discussed in Sec. 19.3.
This divergence problem can often be circumvented (but not solved) by
recognizing that a particular experiment will eﬀectively couple to the EM
ﬁeld only over some ﬁnite bandwidth. In quantum optics we usually excite
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only a ﬁnite number of modes, or even a single mode. The mean square ﬁeld
associated with the mth mode, averaged over the normalization volume Ω, as
well as over the ensemble described by the state vector, is


|Em (x)|2  d3 x = Ω−1
|Bm (x)|2  d3 x
Ω−1
=

&
'
4π
 ωm nm + 12 .
Ω

The result can be understood in terms of an equal division of the mode
energy, ωm (nm + 12 ), between the energy densities of the electric and magnetic
ﬁelds.
Coherent states

Mathematical relations

Photon number eigenvectors form a complete orthonormal basis for the
state space, but of course not all states of the EM ﬁeld need to be eigenstates
of the photon number operators. It is possible to deﬁne eigenvectors of the
electric ﬁeld (analogous to position eigenvectors of a mechanical oscillator),
but the ﬂuctuations of the magnetic ﬁeld would be unbounded in such states.
Of much greater use are the coherent states, in which the ﬂuctuations of both
the electric and magnetic ﬁelds are comparably small.
We shall ﬁrst treat a single mode of the EM ﬁeld. This is equivalent to a
single harmonic oscillator, and it is convenient to use the language appropriate
to an oscillator and then to apply the results to the EM ﬁeld using the relations developed in Sec. 19.2. The ﬁeld mode oscillator has unit mass, angular
frequency ω, creation and annihilation operators a† and a, and ground state
|0 , with the property
a|0  = 0 .
(19.49)
In the ground state, the position and momentum distributions have zero mean,
0|Q|0  = 0|P |0  = 0 ,

(19.50)

and the variances satisfy the indeterminacy relation (8.33) as an equality,
0|Q2 |0  0|P 2 |0  =

2
.
4

(19.51)

The latter result follows from the fact that the ground state function, the case
n = 0 of (6.32), is an example of a minimum uncertainty state function (8.35).
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We now introduce a unitary operator,
&
'
D(z) = exp z a† − z ∗ a ,

(19.52)

where z is a complex parameter whose signiﬁcance will soon be determined.
Using the relations (19.22) and (19.23), we may express D(z) in terms of the
position and momentum operators of the oscillator:
(
&
'
&
')
D(z) = exp (Re z) a† − a + i(Im z) a† + a


i
= exp
(p0 Q − q0 P )

= D(q0 , p0 ) ,

(19.53)

where

q0 =

2
ω

1/2
Re z ,

p0 = (2ω)1/2 Im z .

(19.54)
(19.55)

We shall use the notations D(z) and D(q0 , p0 ) interchangeably. The operator
D(q0 , p0 ) is a displacement operator in phase space, with the properties
D(q0 , p0 ) Q D−1 (q0 , p0 ) = Q − q0 I ,

(19.56)

D(q0 , p0 ) P D−1 (q0 , p0 ) = P − p0 I .

(19.57)

These relations are easily derived from the identity (Problem 3.3)
1
eY X e−Y = X + [Y, X] + [Y, [Y, X]] + · · ·
2

(19.58)

Substituting Y = (i/)(p0 Q − q0 P ) and X = Q, we obtain (19.56). Substituting X = P , we obtain (19.57).
The coherent state vectors are obtained by displacing the ground state of
the oscillator in phase space,
|z  = D(z)|0  ,

(19.59)

where z = (ω/2)1/2 q0 +i(1/2 ω)1/2p0 may be any complex number. Because
the operator D(z) is unitary, it is clear that z|z  = 0|0  = 1. The average
position in a coherent state is
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z|Q|z  = 0|D† (z) Q D(z)|0  = 0|D−1 (z) Q D(z)|0 
= 0|D(−z) Q D−1 (−z)|0 
= 0|(Q + q0 I)|0
= q0 .

(19.60)

Similarly, we can show that the average momentum is
z|P |z  = p0 .

(19.61)

In fact, the entire position and momentum probability distributions are those
of the ground state, diaplaced from the origin of phase space to the point
(q0 , p0 ).
The coherent state vectors are eigenvectors of the annihilation operator.
To show this we operate on (19.49) with D(z):
0 = D(z) a|0 
= D(z) a D−1 (z) D(z)|0 
= (a − zI)|z  .
[In the last step we have use the identity (19.58) with Y = za† − z ∗ a and
X = a.] Thus we have
a|z  = z|z  .
(19.62)
Since the operator a is not Hermitian, the eigenvalue z need not be real, and
the eigenvector is right-handed only. The dual equation is
z|a† = z ∗ z| .

(19.63)

It follows that any normally ordered function of creation and annihilation
operators can be trivially evaluated in a coherent state:
& '
z|f a† g(a)|z  = f (z ∗ ) g(z) .
(19.64)
A coherent state |z  can be expanded in terms of the number eigenvectors
{|n } with the help of the Baker–Hausdorﬀ identity (Problem 3.4), from which
it follows that
&
'
†
∗
†
∗
D(z) ≡ eza −z a = exp − 21 |z|2 eza e−z a .
(19.65)
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Thus we have
'
&
†
∗
|z  = D(z)|0  = exp − 21 |z|2 eza e−z a |0 
&
'
†
= exp − 21 |z|2 eza |0  , (using a|0  = 0) ,
&
'
= exp − 21 |z|2

∞
n=0

z n & † 'n
|0  .
a
n!

Using (6.17) we obtain our desired expansion,
&
'
|z  = exp − 12 |z|2

∞
n=0

zn
|n  .
(n!)1/2

(19.66)

The set of coherent state vectors {|z } can be used as basis vectors, but
its properties are very diﬀerent from those of the familiar orthonormal sets.
Although the coherent state vectors have the usual normalization, z|z  = 1,
they are not orthogonal . Using (19.66) we deduce that


1
(z ∗ )n (z  )m
2
 2
z|z  = exp − (|z| + |z | )
n|m 
2
(n! m!)1/2
n
m


1
2
 2
∗ 
= exp − (|z| + |z | ) + z z .
(19.67a)
2


The absolute value of the inner product is


1
| z|z   | = exp − |z − z  |2 ,
2

(19.67b)

from which we see that, although no two coherent states are orthogonal, the
overlap between them is very small if they are reasonably far apart in the
complex z plane.
The coherent state vectors obey a completeness relation,

π −1
|z  z| d2 z = I ,
(19.68)
where I is the identity operator. The integration is over the area of the complex
z plane. If z = x + iy = r eiθ , then d2 z = dx dy = r dθ dr. To prove (19.68),
we once again use the expansion (19.66):
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&
'
exp −|z|2

|z  z | d2 z =

|n  m|
n



∞

2π

=
0

m

'
&
exp −r2

0

|n  n|

= 2π
n

|n m|
n



∞

z n (z ∗ )m 2
d z
(n! m!)1/2

m

exp(−r2 )

0

rn+m
ei(n−m)θ r dθ dr
(n! m!)1/2

r2n+1
dr
n!

|n  n| = π I ,

=π
n

which proves the completeness relation. Using this relation, we can express an
arbitrary vector |ψ  as a linear combination of the set {|z }:

|ψ  = I|ψ  = π−1 |z  z|ψ  d2 z .
However, this representation is not unique, because the set {|z } is overcomplete; that is to say, it is not linearly independent . The vector |z  can be
expressed as a linear combination of other vectors in the set {|z }:

|z   z  |z  d2 z  .
|z  = I|z  = π−1
One important consequence of this overcompleteness is that the usual formula
for the trace of an operator does not apply in the coherent state basis:

Tr(A) =
z|A|z  d2 z .
(19.69)
Coherent states

Physical properties

A coherent state of the EM ﬁeld is obtained by specifying a coherent state
for each of the mode oscillators of the ﬁeld. Thus the coherent state vector
will have the form
|{z}  ≡ |z1 , z2 , . . . , zm , . . . = |z1  ⊗ |z2  ⊗ · · · |zm  ⊗ · · ·

(19.70)

It is parameterized by a denumberably inﬁnite sequence of complex numbers.
The electric ﬁeld operator (19.24) in the Heisenberg picture may be written as
(2π  ωm )1/2 {am † eiωm t + am e−iωm t } um (x) ,

E(x, t) =
m

(19.71)
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where the time dependence has been removed from the creation and annihilation operators into explicit factors. It follows from (19.64) that the average
electric ﬁeld in the coherent state (19.70) is
E(x, t) = {z}|E(x, t)|{z}
(2π  ωm )1/2 {zm ∗ eiωm t + zm e−iωm t } um (x) .

=

(19.72)

m

This is exactly the same form as a normal mode expansion of a classical solution
of Maxwell’s equations, with the parameter zm representing the amplitude
of a classical ﬁeld mode. However, it must be emphasized that, in spite of
this similarity, a coherent state of the quantized EM ﬁeld is not equivalent
to a classical ﬁeld. Equation (19.72) gives only the average ﬁeld in the state,
and there are also the characteristic quantum ﬂuctuations. A coherent state
provides a good description of the EM ﬁeld produced by a laser. (We shall not
treat laser theory in this book.)
We have already seen that there are nonvanishing zero-point ﬂuctuations of
a ﬁeld mode in its ground state (represented by the vector |n = 0  = |z = 0 ),
and that the sum of these ﬂuctuations over all modes leads to an inﬁnite
mean square ﬂuctuation. To avoid that complication, we shall calculate the
ﬂuctuations of a single ﬁeld mode. We use the notation Em (x, t) to indicate
the mth term of the operator (19.71). The average of the square of the ﬁeld is
|Em (x, t)|2  = zm |Em ·Em |zm 
/&
'2
= zm | am † ei2ωm t + (am )2 e−i2ωm t
0
+ am † am + am am † |zm 2π  ωm |um (x)|2
(
)
= (zm ∗ )2 ei2ωm t + (zm )2 e−i2ωm t + zm ∗ zm + (zm ∗ zm + 1)
× 2π  ωm |um (x)|2 .

(19.73)

(Here we have used the commutation relation am am † = am † am +1 to rearrange
the last term into normal order.) The mean square ﬂuctuation is
∆(Em )2  = |Em (x, t)|2  − E(x, t) 2
= 2π  ωm |um (x)|2 .

(19.74)

This is independent of zm , and is equal to the mean square ﬂuctuation in the
ground state. This result was to be expected, since the coherent state was
obtained by displacing the ground state in phase space.
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The ratio of the rms ﬂuctuation to the mean ﬁeld, ∆(Em )2 1/2 / |Em | , is
of order |zm |−1 , and so the fractional ﬂuctuation of the ﬁeld becomes negligible
in the large amplitude limit, |zm | → ∞. In this way the classical limit of the
EM ﬁeld is reached.
The photon number distribution for each mode in a coherent state can be
determined directly from the expansion (19.66), from which we obtain
2

|z|2n e−|z|
Prob(n|z) = | n|z | =
.
n!
2

(19.75)

The probability of ﬁnding a total of n photons in the ﬁeld is apparently
governed by the Poisson distribution. The averages n  and n2  can be
obtained from the properties of this well-known distribution (see Problem 1.17).
However we shall calculate them directly from the quantum-mechanical
operators. The average number of photons contained in a ﬁeld mode in a
coherent state is
(19.76)
n  = z|a† a|z  = z ∗ z = |z|2 .
The average of n2 is
n2  = z|a† a a† a|z 
= z ∗ z|a a† |z  z
&
'
= |z|2 z| a† a + 1 |z 
&
'
= |z|2 |z|2 + 1 .

(19.77)

Thus the mean square ﬂuctuation in the photon number of this mode is
(n − n )2  = n2  − n 2
= |z|2 .

(19.78)

The ﬂuctuations in the ﬁelds in a coherent state are as small as possible. We
see that this entails a ﬂuctuation in the number of photons, and that the
magnitude of the photon number ﬂuctuation increases as the ﬁeld amplitude
z increases. However, the relative ﬂuctuation of the photon number is
(n − n )2 1/2
1
1
=
=
,
n
|z|
n 1/2
which becomes small in the large amplitude (classical) limit.

(19.79)
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The photon number eigenstates (19.46) and the coherent states (19.70) are
not the only possible states of the EM ﬁeld. Other pure states are described
by superpositions of these vectors, and nonpure states are represented by state
operators that are formally mixtures of these basic states. We shall not develop
any formal theory of such general states, but some examples will be treated in
the following sections.
19.5 Spontaneous Emission
In Sec. 12.6 we treated atomic radiation in a model in which the EM ﬁeld
was regarded as an external classical ﬁeld. (An “external” ﬁeld is one that
acts on the atom but is not aﬀected by it.) That model describes the changes
of the atomic state corresponding to absorption and to stimulated emission
of radiation, but is unable to predict spontaneous emission. However, it was
possible to relate the probability of spontaneous emission to that of stimulated
emission by means of a statistical argument due to Einstein. Now we shall
show that the phenomenon of spontaneous emission emerges simply from a
more complete theory in which both the atom and the EM ﬁeld are treated as
quantum-mechanical systems.
The Hamiltonian of our system is of the form
H = Hat + Hem + Hint .

(19.80)

Here Hat is the Hamiltonian of the atom, and Hem is the Hamiltonian of
the EM ﬁeld (19.20). These two operators commute because they operate on
separate degrees of freedom. If there were no interaction between the atom
and the ﬁeld, the stationary state vectors of the system would be of the form
|Ψ  = |atom ⊗| ﬁeld , which is an eigenvector of both Hat and Hem . However,
the interaction term Hint does not commute with Hat or Hem , and so a product
eigenvector of Hat and Hem is not an eigenvector of H and does not represent
a stationary state. In general, the interaction must be expressed in terms of
the vector potential, which is now represented by an operator like those for the
electric and magnetic ﬁelds. The gauge problem, discussed in Sec. 12.6, also
occurs in quantum ﬁeld theory, but fortunately the solutions discussed earlier
are applicable here too. We shall conﬁne our treatment to the electric dipole
approximation, which is valid whenever the wavelength of the radiation is very
much larger that the diameter of the atom. Thus we shall take the interaction
operator to be
Hint ≈ HD = −D·E ,
(19.81)
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where D is the dipole moment operator of the atom, and E is the electric ﬁeld
operator (19.71) evaluated at the position of the atom.
We shall calculate the spontaneous transition rate in lowest order perturbation theory using Fermi’s rule (12.62):
2π
| Ψf |Hint |Ψi |2 n(εf ) .
(19.82)

That formula was derived under the assumption that the perturbation acted
only for a duration T , with the limit T → ∞ then being taken. Presumably
we may use it for an interaction that is always present and cannot be switched
on and oﬀ. The factor n(εf ) is the density of ﬁnal states per unit energy. Our
system now includes the EM ﬁeld, whose states are continuous, as well as the
atom whose states are discrete, so n(εf ) will be the density of photon states.
If the ﬁeld modes are conﬁned within a cavity of volume Ω, there will be one
allowed value of k in a portion of k space whose volume is (2π)3 /Ω. (This is
most easily veriﬁed for a cubic cavity with periodic boundary conditions, but
the result is actually independent of the shape and the particular boundary
condition.) Thus the density of photon states per unit energy is
Rs =

n(εf ) = 2 × Ω(2π)−3 × 4πk 2 ×

dk
dε

Ω ω2
.
(19.83)
π2 c3
The initial factor of 2 is for the two polarization states; the next factors are
the density of states per unit k space times that volume element. We have
introduced the angular frequency ω = ck, and the photon energy ε =  ω.
The initial state we take to be |Ψi  = |i  ⊗ |0, where |i  is the initial
atomic state, and |0  is zero-photon state of the EM ﬁeld. The ﬁnal state in
the formula (19.82) will be of the form |Ψf  = |f  ⊗ |nm = 1 , where |f  is the
ﬁnal state of the atom, and |nm = 1  is a one-photon state such that the energy
conservation condition, εi − εf =  ω, is satisﬁed. [The energy conservation
condition is implicit in (19.82), and it appeared explicitly in the derivation of
Fermi’s rule (12.62).] Thus the matrix element squared is
=

| Ψf |Hint |Ψi |2 = 2π  ω| f |D·um |i |2 .
Substituting for the various factors in (19.82), we obtain
RS =

4ω 3
Ω
| f |D|i |2 |um |2 .
c3
3

(19.84)
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The factor 1/3 comes from the angular average of (D·um )2 . If the modes
functions um (x) are plane waves, as is appropriate to an atom radiating into
empty space, we will have |um |2 = Ω−1 . Then the spontaneous emission
rate becomes
4ω 3
Rs =
| f |D|i |2 .
(19.85)
3c3
The reader can verify that this is equal to the value of Einstein’s coeﬃcient Af i
in (12.78) if we substitute the value of Bf i that is implicit in (12.75). Thus
Einstein’s intuitive calculation is justiﬁed by modern quantum ﬁeld theory.
Our calculation made use of the electric dipole approximation, and so applies
only to transitions between atomic states for which there is a nonzero matrix
element of the dipole moment operator. The generalization to higher order
multipoles involves only technical complications, but does not aﬀect the principle of the calculation.
Enhancement and inhibition of spontaneous radiation
Since the formula (19.85) involves only fundamental constants and properties of the atomic states, there is a tendency to regard the spontaneous
emission probability of an atomic state (and the closely analogous radioactive
decay probability of an unstable nucleus) as being an intrinsic property of
the atom (or nucleus) that is fundamentally uncontrollable. But, in fact, the
spontaneous emission probability depends not only on the nature of the atomic
state, but also on the properties of the surrounding vacuum ﬁeld ﬂuctuations.
This can be seen in the geometrical factor (Ω/3)|um |2 in (19.84). If |um (x)|2
is not uniform in space, one can enhance or inhibit the spontaneous emission
probability by locating the atom at a position where |um (x)|2 is greater or less
than its average value of Ω−1 . If the vacuum ﬁeld is anisotropic, it will not
be appropriate to replace (D·um )2 by its angular average (1/3)|D|2 |um |2 , and
the spontaneous emission probability may depend on the polarization direction
of the radiation.

Fig. 19.2

Mirrors inhibit spontaneous emission from an atomic beam.
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The most spectacular eﬀect is obtained by placing the atom in a small
optical cavity in which there are no ﬁeld modes whose frequency satisﬁes
the condition ω = εi − εf . As shown in Fig. 19.2, a beam of atoms of
atoms in an excited state is directed between two closely spaced mirrors. The
reﬂecting surfaces are parallel to the xy plane. Let us suppose that the
excited state has angular momentum quantum numbers B = 1, m = 1 (in
the original experiments much larger values were used), and that the ground
state has B = 0, m = 0. The atoms can be oriented by means of an electric or
magnetic ﬁeld in the z direction. From elementary considerations of symmetry
(or from the Wigner–Eckart theorem if a more formal argument is preferred),
it is apparent that the matrix element of the dipole moment operator between
the excited and the ground state will vanish for Dz , and hence the electric
ﬁeld of the radiation must lie in the xy plane. Because the tangential component of the electric ﬁeld vanishes on the reﬂecting surfaces (assumed to be
perfect conductors), the z dependence of the mode functions between the mirrors must be proportional to sin(nπz/d), where d is the separation between the
reﬂecting surfaces and z is the distance from the lower surface. The angular
frequency of such a mode is ω = c(kx 2 + ky 2 + kz 2 )1/2 , with kz = nπ/d
(n is a positive integer). Therefore there are no modes of suitable polarization
whose frequencies are less than ωc = πc/d. Hence, if energies of the atomic
states satisfy εi − εf > ωc , then the eﬀect of the mirrors will be to “turn
oﬀ” the spontaneous emission. In the original experiments of Hulet, Hilfer,
and Kleppner (1985), the spontaneous emission rate was decreased (and the
lifetime of the excited state increased) by a factor of 20 by this technique.
19.6 Photon Detectors
In later sections we shall discuss experiments that involve photon counting
and photon correlations. It is therefore necessary to understand the principle
of the photoelectric detector. This analysis will also serve to motivate the
introduction of the correlation functions of the electric ﬁeld, which turn out to
be closely related to photoelectric detection.
Reduced to its simplest essence, a photoelectric detector consists of an
atom that can be ionized by absorption of a photon. (In practice the signal of
a single electron must be ampliﬁed in order to be detectable, but we shall not
consider the necessary technique in detail.) We shall calculate the probability
of ionization in ﬁrst order perturbation theory, and so we write the Hamiltonian
of the system as
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H = H0 + V ,
where
H0 = Hat + Hem
is the sum of the Hamiltonians of the isolated atom and the EM ﬁeld. For the
interaction between them, we use the electric dipole approximation,
V = −D·E ,
which was discussed in the previous section.
It is convenient to transform to the interaction picture, which is obtained
from the standard Schrödinger picture by the unitary transformation
|ΨI (t) = eiH0 t/ |Ψ(t) ,
VI (t) = eiH0 t/ V e−iH0 t/ = −DI (t)·EI (t) .

(19.86)

It is readily shown (Problem 3.10) that the equation satisﬁed by the state
vector in the interaction picture is
VI (t)|ΨI (t) = i 

∂
|ΨI (t) ,
∂t

(19.87)

and thus this transformation draws attention to the eﬀects of the interaction.
Since the two terms of H0 commute, we have
EI (t) = eiH0 t/ E e−iH0 t/ = eiHem t/ E e−iHem t/ ,
where Hem is given by (19.20). Therefore the interaction picture operator EI (t)
is the same operator (19.24), which we previously described as “Heisenberg
picture” when our system consisted of only the EM ﬁeld. Similarly the atomic
dipole moment operator is
DI (t) = eiH0 t/ D e−iH0 t/ = eiHat t/ D e−iHat t/ .
Let |a  and |b  be eigenvectors of Hat with energy eigenvalues εa and εb ,
respectively. Then the matrix element of the dipole moment operator is
b|DI (t)|a  = eiωba t b|D|a  ,

(19.88)

where ωba = εb − εa and b|D|a  is the matrix element in the Schrödinger
picture.
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From (19.87) it follows that the time dependence of the state vector is
given by
 t
|ΨI (t) = |ΨI (0) + (i)−1
VI (t )|ΨI (t ) dt
0

≈ |ΨI (0) + (i)−1



t

VI (t ) dt |ΨI (0) ,

(19.89)

0

where the ﬁrst line is exact, and second line is correct to the ﬁrst order in
V . We assume that at t = 0 the detector atom is prepared in a state that is
not correlated with the state of the EM ﬁeld, so the initial state vector of the
system is
|ΨI (0) = |a  ⊗ |ψi  ≡ |a; ψi  .
Since our objective is to measure something about the ﬁeld, we must allow the
initial state of the ﬁeld |ψi  to be arbitrary. Let |b; ψf  ≡ |b  ⊗ |ψf  denote
some possible ﬁnal state, orthogonal to |a; ψi . The transition amplitude to
this ﬁnal state, to the ﬁrst order, is
 t
b; ψf |ΨI (t) = (i)−1
b; ψf |VI (t )|a; ψi  dt
0

= −(i)−1



t



eiωba t

b|D|a · ψf |E(t )|ψi  dt .

(19.90)

0

Here and henceforth, we omit the subscript I from the electric ﬁeld operator,
since it is in fact the same operator that we denoted as E in previous sections.
The electric ﬁeld operator (19.71) consists of two parts, which are called
the negative and position frequency components,
E(t) = E(−) (t) + E(+) (t) ,

(19.91)

where
E(−) (t) =

(2π  ωm )1/2 um (x) am † eiωm t ,

(19.92)

(2π  ωm )1/2 um (x) am e−iωm t .

(19.93)

m

E(+) (t) =
m

The negative frequency part contains the creation operators, and the positive
frequency part contains the annihilation operators. (Since the conventional
frequency factor is e−iωt with ω positive, we must deﬁne the positive frequency
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part E(+) to contain the exponential with the minus sign. One must also
avoid confusing the superscript (+) with the Hermitian conjugate sign † in the
creation operator. To get the notational conventions right, just remember that
everything is the opposite of what would be suggested by visual association!)
It is apparent that the transition amplitude (19.90) involves the Fourier
component of the ﬁeld at the frequency ωba . If the atom had only two states, it
would function as a detector of radiation only at this frequency. In an actual
photoelectric detector, the initial state |a  is the ground state of the atom,
and the ﬁnal state |b  of the ionized atom is in a continuum, and therefore we
have ωba > 0. Thus the integral in (19.90) is dominated by components of the
electric ﬁeld whose frequencies are near ωba . The contributions of the negative frequency components of the ﬁeld operator to the integrand are rapidly
oscillating as a function of t , and their net contribution to the integral is very
small. In any optical measurement the observation time will be much longer
than the period of oscillation of the radiation, so that ωba t  1, and it will be a
good approximation to neglect the contribution of the negative frequency components to (19.90). Thus only the annihilation operator (positive frequency)
components of the electric ﬁeld operator (19.91) will contribute signiﬁcantly to
the ionization probability. This is intuitively understandable from the fact that
an atom in its ground state can only absorb radiation, annihilating a photon,
but cannot emit radiation. Therefore it will be very good approximation to
replace the electric ﬁeld operator E(t) by its positive frequency part E(+) (t).
Thus instead of (19.90) we will now have
−1



b; ψf |ΨI (t) = −(i)

t



3

eiωba t
0

ν=1

b|Dν |a  ψf |Eν (+) (t )|ψi  dt .
(19.94)

The square of the amplitude (19.94) gives the probability of a transition to
a particular ﬁnal state of the system (atom + ﬁeld). But only the state of the
atom, and not the state of the ﬁeld, will be detected, since it is only through
its eﬀect on matter that we obtain information about the ﬁeld. Therefore we
sum the transition probability over all ﬁnal states of the ﬁeld. Let M (b) be the
probability that a photoelectron, excited to state b, will be registered by the
counters. (This factor allows for the necessary ampliﬁcation and electronics
that we are not considering in detail.) Then the probability at time t that such
an event has occurred and been registered by our apparatus is
| b; ψf |ΨI (t)|2 .

Pb (t) = M (b)
f

(19.95)
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This is the probability that an electronic transition a → b has occurred and
been detected, regardless of the ﬁnal state of the ﬁeld. The dependence of this
probability on the EM ﬁeld will clearly be through the quantity
ψf |Eµ (+) (t )|ψi ∗ ψf |Eν (+) (t )|ψi 
f

ψi |Eµ (−) (t )|ψf  ψf |Eν (+) (t )|ψi 

=
f

= ψi |Eµ (−) (t )Eν (+) (t )|ψi  .
(+) †

(19.96)

(−)

Here we have used the relation [Eµ ] = Eµ . A broadband detector does
not discriminate the ﬁnal state b of the electron, so the probability that it has
been registered by the time t is

P (t) = Pb (t) n(εb ) dεb ,
where n(εb ) is the density of states available to the photoelectron at the energy
εb = εa + ωba . Combining (19.94), (19.95), and (19.96), we can write the
detection probability as
 t t
sνµ (t − t ) Eµ (−) (t ) Eν (+) (t ) dt dt . (19.97)
P (t) =
0

0

µ

ν

It involves a function that characterizes the detector, and a function that
depends on the state of the electric ﬁeld.
The properties of the detector are summarized in the sensitivity function,



sνµ (t − t ) = M (b) −2 b|Dν |a  b|Dµ |a ∗ eiωba (t −t ) n(εb ) dεb , (19.98)
which determines the selectivity of the detector to the frequency and polarization of the radiation.
The state of the ﬁeld enters through the correlation function
Eµ (−) (t )Eν (+) (t ). If the initial state of the ﬁeld is the pure state |ψi ,
as was assumed above, the correlation function is
Eµ (−) (t ) Eν (+) (t ) = ψi |Eµ (−) (t ) Eν (+) (t )|ψi  .

(19.99)

If the initial state of the ﬁeld is not a pure state, but is instead described by a

state operator of the form ρem = i wi |ψi  ψi |, then the correlation function
will be
Eµ (−) (t ) Eν (+) (t )  = Tr{ρem Eµ (−) (t ) Eν (+) (t )} .

(19.100)
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The general form (19.97) of the detection probability is valid regardless of
the nature of the state of the ﬁeld. Since Eν (+) (t ) contains only annihilation
operators, the ﬁeld correlation function will vanish identically in the vacuum
state. More generally, it will contain no contribution from the zero-point ﬂuctuations of any ﬁeld mode that is in its ground state. (This is not to say that
vacuum ﬁeld ﬂuctuations have no physical eﬀects, but only that they cannot
be detected by absorption of photons.)
It is apparent from (19.97) that the probability of absorbing a photon
at some instant t does not depend merely upon the ﬁeld at time t, but upon
the ﬁelds over some range of times that depends on the nature of the absorbing device. If the integrand of (19.98) was independent of frequency (or


energy) except for the explicit factor eiωba (t −t ) , then the sensitivity function
sνµ (t − t ) would be proportional to δ(t − t ), and the probability would
not involve the correlation of ﬁelds at two diﬀerent times. This ideal limit
is strictly impossible because, as was stated earlier, only positive frequencies
(ωba > 0) correspond to absorption of photons, and all frequencies from −∞
to +∞ would be needed to make up a delta function of time. However this
limitation of principle can often be practically overcome. Let us write the
sensitivity fucntion (19.98) as





sνµ (t − t ) = eiω(t −t ) sνµ (ω) dω ,
where sνµ (ω) is called the frequency response function of the detector. Then
the detection probability (19.97) can be written as
 t

 t



P (t) =
dt
dω sνµ (ω)
eiω(t −t ) Eµ (−) (t ) Eν(+) (t ) dt .
µ

ν

0

0

The integral furthest to the right in this expression will usually be appreciably
greater than zero only over some ﬁnite frequency range, which we call the
bandwidth of the radiation. Only the values of sνµ (ω) over this bandwidth will
inﬂuence the value of P (t). Therefore, if the frequency response of the detector
is nearly constant over the bandwidth of the radiation, we may replace sνµ (ω)
with that constant value, sνµ , and formally extend the range of integration
over ω from −∞ to +∞. It is apparent that this is equivalent to replacing the
sensitivity function sνµ (t − t ) by sνµ δ(t − t ). With this approximation, we
obtain a detection rate (probability per unit time) equal to
R(t) ≡

dP (t)
=
dt

sνµ Eµ (−) (t) Eν (+) (t) ,
µ

ν

(19.101)
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which depends only on the electric ﬁeld correlation function at one time. One
should remember that this expression, which will be used henceforth, is valid
only under the assumption that the bandwidth of the detector is greater than
the bandwidth of the radiation. The sensitivity function sνµ (t − t ) must be
nonvanishing for a time interval of order |t − t | ∼ τ , where τ is the reciprocal
of the bandwidth of the detector. The derivation of (19.101) will be valid
provided Eµ (−) (t + δt) Eν (+) (t) is approximately constant for |δt| < τ .
Detection of n photons
We can generalize the above analysis to treat the detection of n photons at
n diﬀerent space–time points. Without going into details, it should be clear
that this involves the positive frequency components of the electric ﬁeld at
the positions of the n diﬀerent atoms that will make up our idealized detector,
and the transition amplitude will involve ψf |E (+) (xn , tn ) · · · E (+) (x1 , t1 )|ψi .
(For simplicity we omit the polarization subscripts.) When this amplitude is
squared and summed over all ﬁnal states of the ﬁeld, it will yield
ψi |E (−) (x1 , t1 ) · · · E (−) (xn , tn )|ψf  ψf |E (+) (xn , tn ) · · · E (+) (x1 , t1 )|ψi 
f

= ψi |E (−) (x1 , t1 ) · · · E (−) (xn , tn ) E (+) (xn , tn ) · · · E (+) (x1 , t1 )|ψi  .
Thus the probability of detecting n photons in coincidence (or delayed coincidence) is directly related to a higher order correlation function of the electric
ﬁeld.
Semiclassical theory
We shall be seeking experiments that can distinguish quantum electrodynamics from the semiclassical theory, which treats quantum-mechanical matter
interacting with a classical EM ﬁeld. The response of a photoelectric detector
to a classical EM ﬁeld can be obtained by applying time-dependent perturbation theory to an atom perturbed by a classical electric ﬁeld. The essential
parts of this calculation were already carried out in Sec. 12.6, where we calculated the transition rate for absorption of energy by an atom. The separation
of the electric ﬁeld into positive and negative frequency components occurred
naturally in Sec. 12.5 when we distinguished the conditions for resonant
absorption and resonant emission.
The positive and negative frequency components of a real time-dependent
ﬁeld Eν (t) can be formally deﬁned through the Fourier integral
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Eν (t) eiωt dt .

Eν (ω) = (2π)

The Fourier transform must satisfy the reality condition Eν (−ω) = [Eν (ω)]∗ .
The positive and negative frequency components are deﬁned to be
 ∞
Eν (+) (t) =
Eν (ω) e−ωt dω ,
(19.102)
0


Eν (−) (t) =

0

−∞


=

∞

Eν (ω) e−iωt dω

[Eν (ω)]∗ eiωt dω .

(19.103)

0

If there were no noise, the electric ﬁeld correlation function Eµ (−) (t) Eν (+) (t)
for a classical ﬁeld would simply be equal to the product of the ﬁelds,
Eµ (−) (t) Eν (+) (t). The ensemble average brackets · · ·  now are interpreted
as an average over the probability distribution of the noise. With this deﬁnition, the formulas (19.97) and (19.101) remain valid.
19.7 Correlation Functions
We saw in the previous section that the probability of absorbing one or
more photons is determined by certain correlations of the EM ﬁeld. We shall
now deﬁne the ﬁeld correlation functions generally, and show how they are
useful in various optical experiments. It is convenient to adopt an abbreviated
notation, writing Eµ (xn , tn ) = E(xn ). The single label xn is now an alias for
the space, time, and polarization variables (xn , tn , µ). We deﬁne the correlation
function of degree n to be
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n )
= E (−) (x1 ) · · · E (−) (xn ) E (+) (xn+1 ) · · · E (+) (x2n ) . (19.104)
(Some authors call this correlation function G(2n) .) Notice that the operators
are in normal order, with all creation operators to the left of all annihilation
operators. The average is calculated from the state vector or the state operator
in the usual way. In the classical theory, the electric ﬁeld operators are replaced
by classical ﬁelds, and the average is over the appropriate ensemble to account
for noise ﬂuctuations.
It was shown in the previous section that the probability of detecting a
photon at each of the space–time points x1 , . . . , xn is proportional to the
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diagonal correlation function G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn , . . . , x1 ), with the factor of
proportionality depending on the sensitivity of the detector. If our only means
of measuring the EM ﬁeld is photon counting, then the diagonal correlation
functions are the only measurable quantities. However, if we can sample and
combine the ﬁelds from two or more space–time points, then interference
between them in eﬀect allows us to measure nondiagonal correlations. This
is illustrated in Fig. 19.3, where two signals are extracted from points x1
and x2 in the optical cavity and combined at a detector. The signal at the
detector will be Ed = E(x1 ) + E(x2 ), and so the photon detection rate at the
detector will be proportional to Ed (−) Ed (+)  = G(1) (x1 ; x1 ) + G(1) (x2 ; x2 ) +
G(1) (x1 ; x2 ) + G(1) (x2 ; x1 ). Thus the nondiagonal correlations can be determined. This interpretation assumes that signals can be extracted without
signiﬁcantly perturbing the original ﬁeld distribution. Strictly speaking, the
introduction of the mirrors to sample the ﬁeld introduces new boundary conditions and sets up new mode functions satisfying these new boundary conditions,
and strictly speaking, we really measure only the diagonal correlation function
at the position of the detector, G(1) (xd ; xd ). However, the two points of view
are practically equivalent in many cases.

Fig. 19.3

Extraction of signals from points x1 and x2 so as to measure G(1) (x1 ; x2 ).

Several mathematical properties of these correlation functions are easily
proven:
(a) G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n ) is invariant under permutation of the
variables {x1 , . . . , xn } among themselves, and of {xn+1 , . . . , x2n } among
themselves. This is so because all creation operators commute among
themselves, as do all annihilation operators.
(b)
G(n) (x , . . . , x
;x ,...,x )
2n

n+1

n

1

= [G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n )]∗ .

(19.105)
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Taking n = 1 as an example, this follows from the fact that E (−) (x2 )
E (+) (x1 ) = [E (−) (x1 ) E (+) (x2 )]† .
(c) The diagonal correlation function is nonnegative:
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn , . . . , x1 ) ≥ 0 .

(19.106)

This follows from the fact that Tr(ρA† A} ≥ 0 for any operator ρ. In
classical theory it follows from E (−) (x) E (+) (x) = |E (+) (x)|2 ≥ 0.
(d)

G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn , . . . , x1 ) G(n) (xn+1 , . . . , x2n ; x2n , . . . , xn+1 )
≥ |G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n )|2 .

(19.107)

The proof is similar to that for the Schwarz inequality.
First order correlations: Interference
The rate of detecting photons (of a certain polarization that is not explicitly
indicated in the notation) at the space–time point x = (x, t) is proportional to
G(1) (x; x) = E (−) (x, t) E (+) (x, t)
2π (ωn ωm )1/2 un (x) um (x) ei(ωn −ωm )t an † am  .

=
n

m

The spatial form of the interference pattern is given by the product of the mode
functions, un (x) um (x), and is the same as in classical electromagnetic theory.
However, the amplitude of the interference pattern reﬂects the quantum state
through the quantity an † am . Clearly at least two modes must be excited in
order for interference to occur.
A simple but very useful model consists of two plane wave modes. In this
model, the only modes excited above the ground state are eik1 ·x and eik2 ·x , with
|k1 | = |k2 | = ω/c. Since ﬁeld modes in their ground state do not contribute to
the photon detection probability; we need to consider only those terms of the
ﬁeld operators that correspond to excited modes. Thus we may substitute
E (+) (x, t) = C (a1 eik1 ·x + a2 eik2 ·x ) e−iωt ,
E (−) (x, t) = C (a1 † e−ik1 ·x + a2 † e−ik2 ·x ) eiωt ,

(19.108)

where several constants have been absorbed into the factor C. The photon
detection rate for this model will be proportional to
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G(1) (x, t; x, t) = C 2 { a1 † a1  + a2 † a2 
+ a1 † a2  e−i(k1 −k2 )·x + a2 † a1  ei(k1 −k2 )·x }
= C 2 { a1 † a1  + a2 † a2 
+ 2| a1 † a2 | cos[(k1 − k2 )·x − φ]} ,

(19.109)

where the phase φ comes from a1 † a2  = | a1 † a2 | eiφ .
Some experimental realizations of the two-plane-wave model are shown in
Fig. 19.4. In the top picture, double slit diﬀraction, the ﬁeld modes on the
right are really cylindrical waves, but far from the slits they may be locally
approximated by plane waves. In all three of the pictures, the model does not
apply throughout all space, but it is a good local approximation in the region

Fig. 19.4 Examples of the two-mode model: (a) double slit diﬀraction; (b) beam splitting
and recombination; (c) interference between two laser beams.
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of overlap between the two beams. According to Eq. (19.109), the photon
detection rate may vary periodically in space in the direction of k1 − k2 , which
is the vertical direction in the picture.
Example (i): One-photon state
Consider a state vector for the EM ﬁeld of the form
|Ψ1  = α|1, 0 + β|0, 1 ,

& 2
'
|α| + |β|2 = 1 ,

(19.110)

where the vector |1, 0 = a1 † |0 describes one photon in mode 1 and
|0, 1 = a2 † |0 describes one photon in mode 2. The vacuum state is
denoted as |0. The state vector |Ψ1  is an eigenvector of the total

photon number operator N = m am † am , even though the number
of photons in each mode is indeﬁnite. One can also write |Ψ1  = b† |0,
where the creation operator is b† = αa1 † +βa2 † . Evaluating (19.109) for
the state |Ψ1 , we obtain a photon detection probability proportional
to
G(1) (x, t; x, t) = C 2 {|α|2 + |β|2 + 2 Re[β ∗ α ei(k1 −k2 )·x ]} .

(19.111)

The interference pattern, identical in form to that of classical optics,
exists even for a one-photon state. Of course this interference pattern
cannot be observed by detecting a single photon. We must perform
an ensemble of measurements, preparing the state and detecting the
photon in each repetition, and the statistical distribution of the
detected photons will take the form of an interference pattern. The
method of preparing a one-photon state will be discussed in the next
section.
Example (ii): Two-photon state
Consider now the state vector
|Ψ2  = α|2, 0 + β|1, 1 + γ|0, 2 ,

& 2
'
|α| + |β|2 + |γ|2 = 1 , (19.112)

where the three component vectors describe two photons in mode 1,
one photon in each mode, and two photons in mode 2, respectively.
Evaluating (19.109) for this state vector, with the help of (6.16) and
(6.20), yields a photon detection probability proportional to
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/
G(1) (x, t; x, t) = C 2 |α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2
+ 2 Re

√
0
2 (β ∗ α + γ ∗ β) ei(k1 −k2 )·x
.
(19.113)

The interference pattern is generally similar to that in Example (i), but
two particular cases deserve special attention. For α = γ = 0, β = 1,
corresponding to exactly one photon in each mode, there is no
interference. For β = 0, α = 0, γ = 0 the interference pattern also
disappears. However we shall see that higher order correlations exist
in these states.
Example (iii): Independent laser beams
The EM ﬁeld produced by a single mode laser is described by a coherent
state vector |zm . The state of the ﬁeld produced by two intersecting
laser beams, shown in Fig. 19.4(c), is therefore described by the state
vector
|Ψ  = |z1  ⊗ |z2  .
(19.114)
This product form is appropriate because the lasers are independent,
and each laser excites one mode of the ﬁeld. Equation (19.109) can
easily be evaluated using (19.64), obtaining
G(1) (x, t; x, t) = C 2 {|z1 |2 + |z2 |2 + 2 Re[z2 ∗ z1 ei(k1 −k2 )·x ]} . (19.115)
This result is derived under the assumption that the frequencies of the
lasers are equal and state. If we consider the possibility that their
frequencies might diﬀer, then the space-dependent exponential should
be multiplied by the time-dependent factor e−i(ω1 −ω2 )t . Although we
may have ω1 − ω2 = 0 on the average, the two frequencies will be
subject to independent random ﬂuctuations, which will produce a random drift of the interference pattern. Thus the interference pattern
can be observed only if a suﬃcient number of photons can be collected
before the phase factor e−i(ω1 −ω2 )t drifts too much. The interference
between independent lasers has been observed, but it requires careful
experimental technique.
[[ On page 9 of his textbook, Dirac states, “Each photon then interferes only with itself. Interference between two diﬀerent photons
never occurs.” There is no evidence in the context that he intended
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that remark to be very deep or profound, much less controversial. It
seems intended only to indicate, rather loosely and metaphorically,
the direction in which quantum theory would proceed. Nevertheless, some people have treated it as an oracular pronouncement,
and have argued as to whether or not it is strictly true. In view of
the casual manner in which Dirac made the assertion, that degree
of scholastic scrutiny seems misplaced.
Let us examine Dirac’s statement in the light of the three
examples above. Interference in a one-photon state is clearly compatible with Dirac’s statement. The absence of interference in
the two-photon state |1, 1 is consistent with his statement that
interference between two diﬀerent photons does not occur. But
what about Example (iii), which seems to involve interference
between photons from two diﬀerent lasers? Some people were led by
Dirac’s statement to predict that such interference could not occur.
(Presumably they were unaware that their prediction would have
led them to contradict classical wave theory.) In this case Dirac’s
overworked metaphor ceases to be helpful. Strictly speaking, it is
not photons that interfere, neither with themselves nor with each
other, but rather the interference pattern is in the electromagnetic
ﬁeld. Recall that it is the electric and magnetic ﬁelds that are the
fundamental dynamical variables of the theory, and it is these (and
not positions and momenta of photons) that are represented by
quantum-mechanical operators. The photon enters the theory as a
secondary quantity, namely as an elementary excitation of the ﬁeld.
We have here an example in which the primary nature of the ﬁelds
is emphasized, and it is not helpful to regard the ﬁeld as merely a
stream of particles.]]
Second order correlations
If two detectors are placed at x1 and x2 , the probability of both
detecting a photon is proportional to the second order correlation function,
G(2) (x1 , x2 ; x2 , x1 ) = E (−) (x1 ) E (−) (x2 ) E (+) (x2 ) E (+) (x1 ) .

(19.116)

Adopting the two-plane-wave mode model, we substitute (19.108) for the ﬁeld
operators. The resulting expression for G(2) has 16 terms. If we specialize to
the state vector |1, 1 , which corresponds to one photon in each mode, only
four of them survive and we obtain
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1, 1|E (−) (x1 ) E (−) (x2 ) E (+) (x2 ) E (+) (x1 )|1, 1 
= C 4 a1 † a2 † a2 a1  2{1 + cos[(k1 − k2 )·(x1 − x2 )]}
= C 4 2{1 + cos[(k1 − k2 )·(x1 − x2 )]} .

(19.117)

We have already seen from (19.113) (for the case α = γ = 0) that G(1) (x; x) is
constant for this state. Therefore the photon detection probability for any one
detector will be independent of position, and no ordinary diﬀraction pattern
will be observed. Nevertheless we see from (19.117) that the two photons are
correlated and an interference-like pattern appears in the second order correlation function. Indeed there are values of the separations (x1 − x2 ) between
detectors for which the joint probability goes to zero. These correlations in a
two-photon state have been observed by Ghosh and Mandel (1987), who point
out that the correlations are stronger by a factor of 2 than those predicted by
classical optics.
Quantum beats
In Sec. 12.4 we discussed quantum beats as an interesting time-dependent
phenomenon that exhibits a striking departure from exponential decay. Since
we could give only a semiclassical treatment in Sec. 12.4, we now brieﬂy
reexamine the phenomenon with a quantum-mechanical treatment of the EM
ﬁeld. We are interested in ﬁrst order correlations, but as a function of time
rather than space.
Referring to Fig. 12.1, we have an atom with ground state |a  and two
closely spaced excited states |b  and |c . The energies of these atomic states
(neglecting the interaction with the EM ﬁeld) are εa , εb , and εc . For simplicity,
we shall consider only two modes of the ﬁeld: mode 1 having frequency ω1 =
(εb − εa )/, and mode 2 having frequency ω2 = (εc − εa )/.
Suppose that the initial state of the atom + ﬁeld system is |b  ⊗ |0, 0.
Because of the interaction between the atom and the ﬁeld, this is not a stationary state, and in the course of time it will evolve into the linear combination
β(t)|b  × |0, 0 + α1 (t)|a  ⊗ |1, 0, with |β|2 + |α1 |2 = 1. The coeﬃcients β(t)
and α1 (t) are smoothly varying functions of t, which could be calculated from
(19.89). (The interaction picture is used here.) The quantity |α1 (t)|2 represents
the probability that a photon of frequency ω1 has been emitted spontaneously.
Alternatively let us suppose that the initial state of the system is |c  ⊗ |0, 0.
This would evolve into the linear combination γ(t)|c ⊗|0, 0+α2 (t)|a ⊗|0, 1,
with |γ|2 + |α2 |2 = 1, and |α2 (t)|2 being the probability that a photon of
frequency ω2 has been emitted spontaneously.
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In the actual problem of interest, the initial state of the system is
|ΨI (0) = (B|b  + C|c ) ⊗ |0, 0

(19.118)

with |B|2 + |C|2 = 1. Since this is a linear combination of the two cases
considered above, the state of the system after a time t will be
|ΨI (t) = B β(t)|b  ⊗ |0, 0 + B α1 (t)|a  ⊗ |1, 0
+ C γ(t)|c  ⊗ |0, 0 + C α2 (t)|a  ⊗ |0, 1 .

(19.119)

(In reality, there will be many more terms corresponding to atomic decays
involving other ﬁeld modes that the two that we have considered, but these four
terms are suﬃcient to illustrate the phenomenon of interest.) The probability
of detecting a photon at the time t is proportional to G(1) (x, t; x, t), which we
shall now write as G(1) (t; t) since we keep the detector ﬁxed in space. Only
two modes need to be retained in the ﬁeld operators, so we may write
E (+) (t) ∝ a1 e−iω1 t + a2 e−iω2 t ,
E (−) (t) ∝ a1 † eiω1 t + a2 † eiω2 t .
In the state (19.119), the ﬁrst order correlation function is
G(1) (t; t) = ΨI (t)|E (−) (t) E (+) (t)|ΨI (t)
∝ |Bα1 (t)|2 + |Cα2 (t)|2 + 2 Re{BC ∗ α1 (t)[α2 (t)]∗ ei(ω1 −ω2 )t } .
(19.120)
Thus the photon detection probability will be modulated at the beat frequency
ω1 − ω2 , and hence the phenomenon is called quantum beats. Note that the
phase of the quantum beat depends on the relative phase of the constants
B and C which determine the initial state (19.118). Therefore, in order to
observe the beats, it is essential that one be able to prepare the initial state
of the atom with a well-deﬁned relative phase between the two components.
If the phase were to ﬂuctuate, this would in eﬀect average over the phase of
BC ∗ , and the beats would not be seen.
19.8 Coherence
The diﬀerence between coherent and incoherent radiation is, roughly speaking, due to the absence or presence of noise ﬂuctuations. But since no quantum
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state can be entirely free of ﬂuctuations, this informal notion of coherence is
not apparently applicable. A precise deﬁnition of coherence that is applicable
in both classical and quantum theories was given in a pair of papers by R. J.
Glauber (1963). According to this deﬁnition, coherence is not a single condition
but an inﬁnite sequence of conditions.
Let us recall the deﬁnition (19.104) of the nth order correlation function,
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n )
= E (−) (x1 ) · · · E (−) (xn )E (+) (xn+1 · · · E (+) (x2n ) .
Following Glauber, we say that the state of the ﬁeld has nth order coherence
if and only if there exists a function f (x) such that
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n ) =

n
%
j=1

f ∗ (xj )

2n
%

f (xk ) ,

(19.121)

k=n+1

and similar relations hold for all correlations of lower degree. If this condition
holds for all n, we say the state is fully coherent. A noiseless classical ﬁeld
is fully coherent, since then the average bracket · · ·  is redundant and f (x)
is simply equal to the positive frequency part of the classical ﬁeld. Since all
quantum states contain ﬂuctuations, it is not obvious that full coherence is
possible in quantum mechanics. However, a quantum-mechanical “coherent”
state |z1 , . . . , zm , . . .  (19.70) is also fully coherent according to this deﬁnition.
This is so because of the eigenvalue relation (19.62), am |zm  = zm |zm . Thus
(19.121) holds with f (x) = E (+) (x), where E (+) (x) is obtained by replacing the
annihilation operators {am } in the electric ﬁeld operator E (+) (x) with their
eigenvalues, the complex numbers {zm }.
A quantitative measure of the degree of coherence is provided by the normalized coherence functions,
g (n) (x1 , . . . , x2n ) =

G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n )
.
2n (
)1/2
6
G(1) (xk ; xk )

(19.122)

k=1

A fully coherent state satisﬁes the condition |g (n) (x1 , . . . , x2n | = 1 for all n
and all values of the variables {xk }. When this condition is satisﬁed only
approximately, or only over some limited region, we may speak of the state as
being approximately coherent, in some ﬁnite order, within some ﬁnite volume
of space–time. Having thus given the term “coherent” a precise meaning, we
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have deprived its opposite, “incoherent”, of its usefulness, since it makes much
more sense to speak of various degrees of partial coherence than to lump them
together under the label “incoherent”.
First order coherence
If (19.121) is satisﬁed for n = 1, we have ﬁrst order coherence,
G(1) (x1 ; x2 ) = f ∗ (x1 ) f (x2 ) .

(19.123)

From this, it obviously follows that the inequality (19.107) for n = 1 holds as
an equality,
G(1) (x1 ; x1 ) G(1) (x2 ; x2 ) = |G(1) (x1 ; x2 )|2 .
(19.124)
The converse is also true, i.e. (19.124) implies (19.123), although this is not
obvious. [For the proof of this result and the next, see Klauder and Sudarshan
(19.68), pp. 159–162]. First order coherence also implies that the higher order
correlation functions must have the form
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn+1 , . . . , x2n ) = gn

n
%

f ∗ (xj )

j=1

2n
%

f (xk ) ,

(19.125)

k=n+1

where gn is independent of the variables {xk } and gn ≥ 0. By deﬁnition, we
have g1 = 1 in a ﬁrst order coherent state, but for n > 1 the nonnegative
values of gn may be greater or less than 1. Substituting (19.125) into (19.122),
we see that the normalized coherence function for a ﬁrst order coherent state
is independent of {xk } : g (n) (x1 , . . . , x2n ) = gn . Thus if the state is known to
be coherent in the ﬁrst order, the nature of its higher order coherence depends
only upon the values of the constants g2 , g3 , etc.
If only one mode of the ﬁeld is excited, then the numerator and denominator
of (19.122) will contain identical space- and time-dependent factors, and hence
the normalized coherence function reduces to a constant,
g (n) (x1 , . . . , x2n ) = g (n) =

a† n an 
,
a† a n

(19.126)

where a† and a are the creation and annihilation operators for the relevant
ﬁeld mode. The constant g (n) is deﬁned for a ﬁeld with only one mode excited,
whereas gn in (19.125) is deﬁned for a ﬁrst order coherent state. However, it
is apparent from (19.126) that g (1) = 1, and so a single mode ﬁeld necessarily
has ﬁrst order coherence. A ﬁrst order coherent state need not correspond
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to a single excited normal mode. However, if we generalize the notion of a
mode function to an arbitrary linear combination of normal modes, of the form

−iωm t
f (x, t) =
, then it can be shown that any ﬁrst order
m cm um (x) e
coherent state corresponds to the excitation of a single generalized mode.
[Proof is given by Klauder and Sudarshan as part of their derivation of
(19.125).]
We now consider some examples of partially coherent states.
(a) Single mode m-photon state. The normalized coherence function for a
single mode ﬁeld (19.126) can be evaluated by means of the identity
(Problem 19.4)
a† n an = N (N − 1)(N − 2) · · · (N − n + 1) ,

(19.127)

where N = a† a is the number operator for the mode. Thus for the
m-photon state, N |m  = m|m , we obtain
g (n) =

m!
,
(m − n)! mn

= 0,

(n ≤ m) ,

(n > m) .

(19.128)

Some values of this function are listed in the following table:
g (1)

g (2)

g (3)

g (4)

m=1

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

m photons

3

1

4

1

1
2
2
3
3
4

2
9
3
8

0
3
32

A single mode state necessarily has g (1) = 1, so all these photon number
eigenstates for m > 0 have ﬁrst order coherence. For ﬁxed n, we have
g (n) → 1 in the limit as the number of photons, m, becomes inﬁnite.
However, no photon number eigenstate can be fully coherent.
(b) Filtered thermal radiation. The state operator for blackbody thermal
radiation is ρτ = e−Hem /kB T [Tr(e−Hem /kB T )]−1 . The frequency bandwidth of thermal radiation can be reduced by means of a narrow passband
ﬁlter. The ultimate limit of ﬁltering (not attainable in practice) would
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be a single ﬁeld mode. The resultant state operator for the mode would
be that of a harmonic oscillator in thermal equilibrium,

e−αm |m  m|
ρ = m
, (α = ω/kB T ) ,
(19.129)
−αm
m e
The normalized coherence function (constant because this is a single
mode ﬁeld) is
&
'
Tr ρa† n an
g (n) =
n
{Tr (ρa† a)}
(
) 
n−1
†n n
a |m  e−αm { m e−αm }
m m|a

=
. (19.130)
n
{ m m e−αm }
(The sums over m are from 0 to ∞.) This expression can be evaluated
with the help of the identity (19.127). Putting λ = e−α , the ﬁrst sum in
the numerator of (19.130) can be written as
∞

λm
m=n

m!
dn
= λn n
(m − n)!
dλ

∞

λm
m=0

n

= λn

n! λn
d
1
=
.
dλn 1 − λ
(1 − λ)n+1

The sum in the denominator of (19.130) is a special case of this result
with n = 1, and the second sum in the numerator is another special case
with n = 0. Therefore (19.130) simpliﬁes to
g (n) = n! .

(19.131)

We now have examples of states with g (n) = 1 (coherent states), g (n) < 1
(photon number eigenstates), and g (n) > 1 (thermal states). There are qualitative diﬀerences among these three types of states, and it clearly would make
no sense to lump together all states for which g (n) = 1 under the label
“incoherent”. All of these states are coherent in the ﬁrst order. Therefore
the diﬀerences between them cannot be detected by means of ordinary interferometry, which measures the intensity (or photon-counting rate) distribution,
since this depends only upon the ﬁrst order correlations. We shall see later
that these various radiation states can be distinguished in experiments that
measure second-order correlations.
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Coherence and monochromaticity
In practice, the improvement of the coherence of radiation sources is often
closely linked with narrowing the frequency bandwidth. Hence there is a danger of confusion between the concepts of coherent radiation and monochromatic
(monofrequency) radiation. A coherent state clearly need not be monochromatic. Coherence implies (in the ﬁrst order) that
G(1) (t1 , t2 ) = f ∗ (t1 ) f (t2 ) ,

(19.132)

with no restriction being imposed on the time dependence of f (t). (Since we
are concerned here with the time dependence, we shall omit space variables.)
Suppose, however, that we have a stationary state, which is one that is invariant under displacements in time. Then the correlation function must satisfy
G(1) (t1 + τ, t2 + τ ) = G(1) (t1 , t2 ), and hence
G(1) (t1 , t2 ) = G(1) (t1 − t2 ) .

(19.133)

A coherent stationary state must satisfy both of these conditions, and hence
it satisﬁes
(19.134)
G(1) (t1 − t2 ) = f ∗ (t1 ) f (t2 ) .
Let us write f (t) = exp[α(t)]. Then f ∗ (t1 ) f (t2 ) = exp[α∗ (t1 ) + α(t2 )]. This
will be a function of the diﬀerence t1 − t2 only if α(t) is a linear function of t
with the coeﬃcient of t being pure imaginary, i.e. of the form α(t) = a + iω,
with ω real. In this case f (t) has only one frequency. Thus we have shown
that a coherent stationary state must be monochromatic.
Coherent states versus Pure states
In addition to the distinction between coherent and incoherent (or, preferably, partially coherent) states of the EM ﬁeld, there is the broad distinction
between pure states and nonpure (or mixed) states. Both coherent states and
pure states diﬀer from their opposites by having smaller statistical ﬂuctuations.
(Recall the discussion in Sec. 8.4 of minimum uncertainty states, which were
shown to necessarily be pure states.) In spite of this superﬁcial similarity, the
classes of pure states and of coherent states are not identical. Pure states need
not be coherent, and coherent states need not be pure. Examples can be given
in each of the four logical categories.
(i) Coherent and pure. The coherent state, denoted by the vector |z  in
Sec. 19.4, is both pure and coherent. This is also true of the multimode
state |z1 , . . . , zm , . . . .
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(ii) Coherent but not pure. Write the complex amplitude z of a coherent state
in terms of its real magnitude and phase, z = r eiφ . Using a nonnegative
weight function w(φ) we now construct a (nonpure) state operator,

ρ=
w(φ)|r eiφ  r eiφ | dφ .
It is easily veriﬁed that the correlation functions for this nonpure state
are identical with those in the pure coherent state |z . Therefore ρ
describes a coherent nonpure state. (Note that the coherent state vectors

|r eiφ  and |r eiφ  are linearly independent if φ = φ . The physically
signiﬁcant phase of the ﬁeld mode amplitude z is not to be confused with
the physically insigniﬁcant phase of the vector |z . |r eiφ  = eiφ |r .)
A similar construction is possible for a multimode coherent state. The
nonpure state described by the operator

ρ=
w(φ) |eiφ z1 , . . . , eiφ zm , . . . eiφ z1 , . . . , eiφ zm , . . . | dφ
has the same ﬁeld correlation functions as does the pure coherent state
|z1 , . . . , zm , . . .. The essential point in this example is that only the
overall phase of the mode amplitudes has statistical dispersion, but the
relative phases of the modes are well deﬁned. The correlations depend
only upon relative phases.
(iii) Pure but not coherent . As was shown in Example (a) above, and especially by (19.128), the photon number eigenstates are not fully coherent.
The single mode states are coherent only in the ﬁrst order. The twomode state |1, 1, with one photon in each mode, is not coherent even in
the ﬁrst order. This can be veriﬁed by putting α = γ = 0 in (19.113).
(iv) Neither pure nor coherent . There are numerous examples of such states,
blackbody radiation being the most familiar example.
Classical theory
We have seen that quantum ﬁeld theory presents us with a rich variety
of states, whose qualitatively diﬀerent properties can be distinguished experimentally. It is of interest to determine whether classical ﬁeld theory could also
account for the same phenomena. Any experiment that uses only one detector, and so measures only the ﬁrst order correlation function, can in principle
be described by classical ﬁeld theory. We need only reinterpret the “photon
detection probability” as a measure of the intensity of the classical radiation
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ﬁeld. The discrete detection events (the clicks of the photoelectric counting
device) are accounted for by the quantum nature of matter, with its discrete
energy levels, and do not provide compelling evidence for quantization of the
EM ﬁeld. (Recall Secs. 12.1 and 12.6, which treated quantum-mechanical
spin systems and atoms in a classical external EM ﬁeld.) Only by considering
second and higher order correlations can we distinguish between the predictions
of classical and quantum ﬁeld theories.
We shall ﬁrst examine the normalized coherence function (19.122) for a
classical ﬁeld in the case where all the variables are equal: x1 = x2 = · · · =
x2n = x. This special case can be expressed in terms of the intensity of the
classical ﬁeld, X = E (−) (x) E (+) (x) = |E (+) (x)|2 , thus:
g (n) (x) ≡ g (n) (x, . . . , x) =

G(n) (x, . . . , x; x, . . . , x)
Xn 
(
)n
=
.
X n
G(1) (x; x)

(19.135)

[Note that g (1) (x) = 1 by deﬁnition, but this does not imply ﬁrst order coherence because it applies only to equal values of the arguments, x1 = · · · = x2n .]
The classical averages can be calculated from any arbitrary nonnegative probability density, w(x) ≥ 0:
 ∞
Xn  =
X n w(X) dX .
0

From these deﬁnitions, it follows that

 ∞
X
Xn
g (n+1) (x) − g (n) (x) =
−1
w(X) dX
X
X n
0

 ∞
X
Xn
w(X) dX
≥
−1
X
X n
0


 ∞
X
Xn
−
− 1 w(X) dX
−1
X
X n
0

 ∞
X
=
− 1 w(X) dX = 0 .
X
0
Therefore classical ﬁeld theory leads to a nondecreasing sequence,
1 = g (1) (x) ≤ g (2) (x) ≤ g (3) (x) · · ·

(19.136)

This contrasts with the photon number eigenstates, for which we have shown
that g (n) < 1 for n > 2. Thus any state containing only a ﬁnite number of
photons has properties that are incompatible with classical ﬁeld theory.
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Photon bunching and antibunching
The probability of n photons being detected by n separate detectors is
G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn , . . . , x1 ), apart from a factor that depends upon instrumental details. It follows from (19.121) that if a state is coherent, this probability will factor, G(n) (x1 , . . . , xn ; xn , . . . , x1 ) = G(1) (x1 ; x1 ) G(1) (x2 ; x2 ) · · ·
G(1) (xn ; xn ), indicating that the detections of the photons are statistically
independent and uncorrelated. This conclusion applies to the response of
detectors at diﬀerent points in space, and also to one detector at n diﬀerent times. The arrival times of photons in a coherent state of the ﬁeld are
uncorrelated events. This may seem counterintuitive, on the ﬁrst encounter.
After all, a coherent state with no ﬂuctuations in the mode amplitudes would
seem to be the most regular and least random state of the ﬁeld, and one
might expect the photons in such a regular ﬁeld to arrive at uniform intervals. This paradox is resolved by recognizing that the relation between the
amplitude of the ﬁeld and the detection of a photon is a probabilistic
relation. If the ﬁeld amplitude ﬂuctuates, one is likely to observe a burst
of photons when the amplitude is high (bunching), and few or no photons
when the amplitude is low. Therefore correlations among the photons is a
characteristic of incoherence, and statistical independence is a characteristic
of coherence. In fact, a periodic stream of photons would be an extreme case
of antibunching.
The correlations of photons in time are most conveniently described by
means of the following normalized correlation function [which is really a special
case of the normalized coherence function (19.122):
g (2) (t, t + τ ) =

G(2) (t, t + τ ; t + τ, t)
.
G(1) (t; t) G(1) (t + τ ; t + τ )

(19.137)

This function is a measure of the probability of detecting another photon at a
time τ later than the detection of the ﬁrst photon, but divided by the single
photon-counting rates so that its value is 1 for uncorrelated photons. For a
stationary state, both the numerator and the denominator are independent of
t, and we may write g (2) (t, t + τ ) = g (2) (τ ).
Three possible behaviors of the correlation function g (2) (τ ) are shown in
Fig. 19.5. If g (2) (τ ) > 1 for small τ , then the photons tend to arrive close
together: this is called bunching. If g (2) (τ ) < 1 for small τ , then the photons
tend to be separated; this is called antibunching. At suﬃciently long time
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Fig. 19.5 Photon pair correlation function [deﬁned in Eq. (19.137)], showing: bunching
(upper curve), no correlation (middle curve), and antibunching (lower curve).

separations, the photons will not be correlated, and so g (2) (τ ) → 1 as τ → ∞.
The shapes of the curves in the ﬁgure are only schematic, and it is possible for
the correlation function to oscillate before reaching its asymptotic limit. For
coherent radiation, the line is horizontal: g (2) (τ ) = 1.
The detailed time dependence of g (2) (τ ) depends on the detailed frequency
spectrum of the radiation. However the limit at τ = 0, g (2) (0), is just
the special case of the normalized coherence function g (2) (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ),
[Eq. (19.122)], in which all arguments are equal. This has already been evaluated for several states, being given by (19.126) if only one mode is excited.
Putting n = 2 in (19.128), we ﬁnd that for an m-photon state its value
is g (2) (0) = 1 − 1/m. For ﬁltered thermal radiation, Eq. (19.131) yields
g (2) (0) = 2.
In the classical theory, the function (19.137) becomes a correlation function
for the intensity:
g (2) (t, t + τ ) =

X(t) X(t + τ )
,
X(t) X(t + τ )

(19.138)

with X(t) = |E (+) (t)|2 being the intensity of the radiation. In the thermal state
the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld has a Gaussian distribution. This may be
understood from the fact that |E|2 is proportional to an energy density, and so
the canonical Boltzmann distribution function would yield exp(−β|E|2 ), with
β being inversely proportional to the temperature. Since thermal equilibrium
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is a steady state, g (2) (t, t + τ ) in (19.138) does not depend upon t. For τ = 0
it reduces to g (2) (0) = X 2 / X 2 . The averages in this expression are easily
calculated from the integral
 ∞
Sr =
X r e−βX dX ,
0

since it is apparent that X  = S1 /S0 and X 2  = S2 /S0 . The relevant values
of the integral Sr are S0 = β −1 , S1 = −∂S0 /∂β = β −2 , S2 = −∂S1 /∂β =
2β −3 . Therefore the classical theory yields g (2) (0) = 2 for thermal radiation,
in agreement with the quantum-theoretical value. Thus classical ﬁeld theory
is able to account for the phenomenon called photon bunching. But we have
already shown in (19.136) that classical theory can never yield a value for
g (2) (0) that is less than 1, and therefore classical theory cannot account for
antibunching.
Experimental evidence for the bunching of photons from a thermal light
source was ﬁrst found by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss in 1956, and has been
conﬁrmed in several more recent experiments. The demonstration of antibunching proved to be more diﬃcult, but Diedrich and Walther (1987) showed
that the ﬂuorescence radiation from a single atom exhibits a value for g (2) (0)
that is near zero. The reason for antibunching is easy to understand. After
an atom has just emitted a photon, it cannot emit another photon until it
has been re-excited. Thus it is unlikely that the time interval between the
emission of two photons will be less than the characteristic time for the atom
to be excited from its ground state. It is important to be able to observe the
radiation from a single atom, since if several atoms radiate at once it is possible
for two diﬀerent atoms to emit photons at an arbitrary time separation, thus
obscuring the antibunching in the radiation from a single atom.
We have already noted that the arrival times of photons in a coherent state
are statistically independent events. In a stationary coherent state, the photon
detection probability per unit time would be a constant (call it λ), and the
number of photons detected in a ﬁxed time interval would be governed by the
Poisson distribution (see Problem 1.17). The probability of ﬁnding n photons
in the ﬁeld at one instant of time is also governed by the Poisson distribution (19.75). Diﬀerent states of the ﬁeld have diﬀerent photon distributions,
which can be characterized, in part, by their mean n  and variance σ 2 =
(n − n )2  = n2  − n 2 . For a single excited mode, the τ = 0 limit of the
photon pair correlation function is given by (19.126):
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'
&
a† a a† − 1 a 
a† 2 a2 
=
a† a 2
a† a 2
& † '2
a a − a† a 
n2  − n 
=
=
†
2
a a
n 2

g (2) (0) =

=1+

σ2 − n 
.
n 2

(19.139)

For a coherent state (Poisson distribution), we have σ 2 = n  [see (19.76)
and (19.77)]. It is apparent that photon bunching [g (2) (0) > 1] is associated
with a larger photon number variance, and that antibunching [g (2) (0) < 1] is
associated with a reduced photon number variance, compared to the Poisson
distribution. This so-called sub-Poissonian photon statistics has also been
observed in the ﬂuorescence radiation of a single atom. The extreme case (not
yet realized in any experiment) of completely regular photon emission would
have zero variance, and hence g (2) (0) = 0.
The single-photon state
There is an obvious sense in which the one-photon state is the most distinctively quantum-mechanical, most anticlassical state of the EM ﬁeld. This
has long been recognized, and hence many experiments have been performed
to verify the persistence of interference at light intensities so low that n  < 1,
where n  is the average number of photons present in the system at one time.
Those experiments conﬁrm that the form of the interference pattern is independent of the intensity, thus ruling out the notion that diﬀraction might be
due to some cooperative interaction among photons. While we do not deny
the value of those experiments, it should be emphasized that the mere attenuation of light from a conventional source cannot yield an anticlassical state of
the ﬁeld . If we attenuate laser light, which is described by the coherent state
vector |z , we reduce the amplitude |z| and hence reduce the average photon
number, n  = |z|2 . But this does not change the coherence properties of the
state, and a fully coherent state is compatible with classical ﬁeld theory. If we
attenuate thermal radiation, we will reduce the mean square electric ﬁeld. But
this will not alter the Gaussian form of the electric ﬁeld distribution, which
leads to the prediction g (2) (0) = 2 and is compatible with the classical theory.
Even though the condition n  % 1 may be achieved by such means, it will
not produce a state of the ﬁeld whose coherence properties are incompatible
with classical ﬁeld theory.
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A clever method of producing a single photon state was devised by Grangier
et al. (1986). Certain atomic excited states cannot decay directly to the
ground state, but must decay via an intermediate state, emitting two photons
of frequencies ω1 and ω2 within a very short time of each other. (This will occur
if the excited state and the ground state both have angular momentum J = 0,
in which case the dipole selection rule prohibits a direct transition, but allows
a cascade through an intermediate state of J = 1.) Because the two photons
have diﬀerent frequencies, they can be separated into diﬀerent directions by
a diﬀraction grating. The detection of the ﬁrst photon (ω1 ) is then a signal
that the second photon (ω2 ) will be emitted a fraction of second later. The
ﬁrst photon can be used as a signal to turn on the detectors associated with an
interferometer. By this method, it has been possible to conﬁrm the existence
of an interference pattern such as (19.111) in a single photon state.
19.9 Optical Homodyne Tomography
Quantum State of the Field

Determining the

It is possible to determine the state of an ensemble of similarly prepared
systems by measuring a suﬃcient number of dynamical variables (Sec. 8.2),
although it may not be obvious what constitutes a suﬃcient number of
measurements for any particular system. Smithey, Beck, Raymer, and Faridani (1993) have used Wigner’s phase-space representation to devise a method
for determining the state of a ﬁeld mode.
The Wigner function ρw (q, p) [Eq. 15.4] is not a probability distribution,

and is not directly observable; nevertheless, its marginal integrals, ρw (q, p) dp
and ρw (q, p) dq, are measurable, being the position and momentum distributions, respectively. Similar relations hold if we deﬁne new position and
momentum variables by the linear canonical transformation
qφ = q cos φ + p sin φ ,

(19.140a)

pφ = −q sin φ + p cos φ .

(19.140b)

The probability distribution for the new position qφ is given by the integral of
the Wigner function over the conjugate momentum pφ :
 ∞
Pφ (qφ ) =
ρw (qφ cos φ − pφ sin φ , qφ sin φ + pφ cos φ) dpφ . (19.141)
−∞

This fact is not very useful unless qφ is a measurable quantity, which is usually
not the case for a mechanical particle. But is turns out that the analogous
variable for a ﬁeld mode is measurable.
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A normal mode of a ﬁeld is formally isomorphic to a harmonic oscillator,
and the raising and lowering operators for the oscillator, a† and a, are the photon creation and annihilation operators for the ﬁeld mode. Equations (19.22)
and (19.23) can be used to deﬁne canonical position momentum operators
for the ﬁeld mode, and hence the state of the ﬁeld mode can be described
by a Wigner function. For convenience, we choose units in which  and the
angular frequency ω are equal to 1. In these units, the position and momentum
operators for the mode are
&
'
i a† − a
a† + a
√
q= √ , p=
,
(19.142)
2
2
and the canonically transformed position operator (19.140a) is
qφ =

a† eiφ + a e−iφ
√
.
2

(19.143)

Applying (19.24) to a single mode with ω = 1, it is apparent that the electric
ﬁeld amplitude of the mode is proportional to q, and that qφ is proportional
to the amplitude of a rotated quadrature component of the electric ﬁeld.
A rotated quadrature component of the electric ﬁeld can be measured by
homodyne detection, shown schematically in Fig. 19.6. The signal ﬁeld is mixed
with a local oscillator ﬁeld by a 50–50 beam splitter, and the detectors D1 and
D2 count the photons in the two output beams. The useful result R is the
diﬀerence between the count rates of the two detectors.

Fig. 19.6 Homodyne detection. The signal ﬁeld a and the local oscillator ﬁeld b are mixed
by the beam splitter. The measurement result R is the diﬀerence between the photon count
rates of detectors D1 and D2.
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The output modes, c and d, are orthogonal linear combinations of the input
modes, a and b. Therefore (with a suitable choice of the phases of the mode
functions) the photon creation operators for the output modes will be related
to those of the input modes thus:
c† =

a† + b†
√
,
2

d† =

−a† + b†
√
.
2

(19.144)

The photon number operators for detectors D1 and D2 are N1 = c† c and
N2 = d† d. In terms of the input modes, these are
&
'
(19.145)
N1 = c† c = 12 a† a + b† b + a† b + b† a ,
&
'
N2 = d† d = 12 a† a + b† b − a† b − b† a .
(19.146)
The ﬁrst and second terms in the parentheses on the right are the photon
number operators for the signal and local oscillator, respectively, while the
third and fourth terms are interference terms. The diﬀerence between the
outputs of detectors D1 and D2 is represented by the operator
R = N1 − N2 = a† b + b† a .

(19.147)

The states of the signal and local oscillator are uncorrelated, and therefore we have a† b  = a†  b . If we choose the state of the local oscillator
to be a coherent state |z , with z = r eiφ , then we will have b  = r eiφ
and b†  = r e−iφ . If the amplitude r of the coherent state is large, the relative ﬂuctuations of the ﬁeld will be small, and the ﬁeld in the coherent state
will behave approximately as a classical electromagnetic ﬁeld. Then (19.147)
will become
R = r(a† eiφ + a e−iφ )
√
= 2 r qφ .

(19.148)

Thus the rotated quadrature component of the ﬁeld mode, qφ [Eq. (19.143)],
is measured by the homodyne detector. In the experiment, the signal consists
of a sequence of identically prepared pulses, which serve as an ensemble for
which the probability distribution of qφ , Pφ (qφ ), can be determined.
From (19.141) it is apparent that Pφ (qφ ) is a one-dimensional projection
of the two-dimensional Wigner function ρw (q, p) along the direction φ. The
Wigner function can be reconstructed from its projections Pφ (qφ ) along a large
number of directions φ by a technique known as tomography. In medical
science, tomography is used to construct a three-dimensional model of the
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interior of a patient’s body from a large number of x–ray images, each of
which is a two–dimensional projection of the tissue density. The mathematical
transformation from Pφ (qφ ) to ρw (q, p) is the inverse Radon transform (Vogel
and Risken, 1989), which is a one-to-one transformation. Thus the Wigner
representation of the quantum state of the ﬁeld mode is measurable. Any
other representation of the state can be calculated from the Wigner function.
Further reading for Chapter 19
The calculation of the Casimir force between two conducting plates
(Sec. 19.3) can be generalized to nonzero temperatures, and to the calculation of the forces between atoms. See Spruch (1986). The book by Knight
and Allen (1983) contains a concise introduction to the principles of quantum optics, as well as reprints of 17 important original papers. The nontrivial
nature of the quantum vacuum is investigated in detail by Milonni (1984, 1994).
Silverman (1995) describes many ingenious experiments involving two-photon
correlations and interference.
Problems
19.1 In the limit Ω → ∞, the normal modes of the EM ﬁeld approach a
continuum. Sum the expression (19.48) for the mean square zero-point
ﬁeld over the modes within a small but ﬁnite bandwidth ∆ω, and so
obtain the value of E 2  per unit bandwidth.
19.2 If the initial state vector of a harmonic oscillator is the coherent state,
|ψ(0) = |z , show that the state remains coherent, and the time
evolution of |ψ(t) corresponds to a classical orbit in (q0 , p0 ) space.
19.3 Generalize the theory of spontaneous emission in Sec. 19.5 to treat
stimulated emission and absorption. Do this by taking the initial
state of the ﬁeld to contain n photons, and calculating the transition
probability to states of n + 1 and n − 1 photons. (Compare your result
with that obtained in Sec. 12.6, where the ﬁeld was not quantized.)
19.4 Prove the identity (19.127), a† n an = N (N − 1)(N − 2) · · · (N − n + 1),
where N = a† a.
19.5 Use the quantum theory to calculate the zero-time limit of the photon
pair-correlation function, g (2) (0), for unﬁltered blackbody radiation.
19.6 We have shown that the state |Ψ  = α|2, 0 + γ|0, 2 of the two-planewave model exhibits no interference pattern in the (ﬁrst order) photon
detection probability G(2) (x1 ; x1 ). (The vector |2, 0 represents two
photons in mode # 1, and |0, 2 represents two photons in mode # 2).
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Determine whether there is an interference pattern in the spatial correlation of photons by evaluating the second order correlation function
G(2) (x1 , x2 ; x2 , x1 ).
The ﬁeld produced by two fully coherent single mode lasers is described
by the state vector |z1 , z2  = |z1  ⊗ |z2  or, equivalently, by the state
operator ρ = |z1 , z2  z1 , z2 |. Suppose that the two lasers are subject
to independent phase ﬂuctuations, described by the probability density
w(φ1 ) w(φ2 ), where z1 = |z1 | eiφ1 and z2 = |z2 | eiφ2 . Investigate the
eﬀect of this noise on the interference pattern.
Investigate the eﬀect of ﬂuctuations in the amplitudes |z1 | and |z2 |
on the interference pattern of the two lasers of the previous problem.
What is the diﬀerence, if any, between the eﬀects of phase ﬂuctuations
and amplitude ﬂuctuations?
Evaluate the average number of photons n  in a ﬁeld mode of angular
frequency ω in the thermal equilibrium state.
The operator D(z) = exp(z a† − z ∗ a), for a harmonic oscillator or a
single ﬁeld mode, is a displacement operator in phase space. This
is apparent from (19.56) and (19.57). Determine the composition
law for the product of two successive displacements in phase space,
D(z1 ) D(z2 ). Why is the result not simply equal to D(z1 + z2 )?
This problem and the next two involve the squeezing operator, S(ζ) =
exp[ 12 (ζ aa − ζ ∗ a† a† )], where ζ may be a complex number. Show that
if ζ is replaced by a real number r, the eﬀect of the unitary transformation S(r) is to rescale the position operator Q of the oscillator by
a constant factor, and to rescale the momentum operator P by the
reciprocal of that factor. (Hint: use the result of Problem 3.3.)
Consider the action of the squeezing operator on a coherent state vector, |z  = D(z)|0, for an oscillator or ﬁeld mode. Show that for any
real value of r, the vector |r, z  = S(r)|z  describes a state of minimum uncertainty [in the sense that the indeterminacy relation (8.33)
becomes an equality], but is not a coherent state. (It is known as a
squeezed state.)
For the ﬁeld mode (harmonic oscillator) Hamiltonian H = ω(a† a +
1
2 ), determine the time evolution of an initial state vector of the form
|ζ, 0 = S(ζ)|0, where ζ may be complex. For this nonstationary
state (known as a squeezed vacuum state), calculate the variance of the
electric ﬁeld of the mode as a function of time. How does it compare
the variance of the electric ﬁeld in the vacuum?

Chapter 20

Bell’s Theorem and Its Consequences

In this chapter we shall show that some simple results about correlations
turn out to have very profound and puzzling consequences about the nature
of the world, as it is described by quantum mechanics. Certain ideas that
seem natural, and indeed almost inevitable, from the point of view of special
relativity have consequences that are contradicted by quantum mechanics. The
starting point of the investigation was an argument by Einstein, Podolsky, and
Rosen in 1935, but it was not pursued until 30 years later, by J. S. Bell, who
obtained much more signiﬁcant results that had not been anticipated in any
previous work. Bell’s work has led to an interesting series of experiments,
which have conﬁrmed the numerical correctness of the predictions of QM, but
have not made the implications of the results seem any less strange.
20.1 The Argument of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen
In 1935 Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) posed the question “Can
quantum-mechanical description of reality be considered complete?” The
meaning of the term complete, in this context, is speciﬁed by their requirement that in a complete theory “every element of physical reality must have a
counterpart in the physical theory”. As a suﬃcient condition for recognizing an
element of physical reality, they proposed: “If, without in any way disturbing
a system, we can predict with certainty the value of a physical quantity, then
there exists an element of physical reality corresponding to this physical quantity.” Note that this is only a suﬃcient condition for recognizing the existence
of an element of physical reality, and it should not be construed as a necessary
condition or as a deﬁnition of an element of reality.
EPR then considered a system of two particles prepared in a state in which
the relative position, x1 − x2 , and the total momentum, p1 + p2 , have deﬁnite
values. (Since the operators for x1 − x2 and p1 + p2 commute, it follows that
such an eigenstate exists.) After the state preparation has been completed,
there is to be no interaction between the two particles. By measuring the
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position of particle # 1 we can predict with certainty the position of particle
#
2. Since the second particle is spatially separated from the ﬁrst and there
is no interaction between them, the measurement on particle # 1 does not disturb particle # 2. Therefore, according to the criterion above, the position of
particle # 2 must be an element of reality. Alternatively, we could measure the
momentum of particle # 1 and predict with certainty the value of the momentum of particle # 2. We therefore infer that the momentum of particle # 2 is
an element of reality. By hypothesis, there is no interaction between the two
particles, so any measurement on particle # 1 should have no physical eﬀect on
the condition of particle # 2. It would be most unreasonable for the reality of
the attributes of particle # 2 to depend on operations that do not disturb it in
any way. Therefore EPR concluded that, in this situation, the values of both
the position x2 and the momentum p2 of particle # 2 are elements of reality.
Since the corresponding operators have no common eigenvectors that could
describe sharp values for both of these elements of reality, it follows that the
description of reality that is provided by the quantum-mechanical state vector
is not complete, in the sense deﬁned above.
[[ The original version of the EPR argument made use of the notion
of reduction of the state vector during measurement, not because the
authors believed it to be true, but because their purpose was to criticize
the then current interpretation of QM, of which that notion was a component. Several arguments against that notion have been given in this book
(see Ch. 9 and Sec. 12.2). The version of the EPR argument given above
does not employ reduction of the state vector in order to make it clear that
the main thrust of their argument is still relevant even after the notion of
state reduction has been discarded. ]]
The EPR argument and its conclusion no longer seem so startling or
controversial as they did in 1935. Indeed, the question of completeness is
of only secondary interest. Bohm’s theory of the quantum potential and
associated quantal trajectories (discussed brieﬂy in Sec. 14.3) is an example
of a more complete description than the statistical state description of standard quantum theory. We are now accustomed to a hierarchy of theoretical
models, each of which provides a more detailed description of reality than
the one before: we may describe the atom as a point nucleus surrounded by
electrons; the idealization of a point nucleus is then replaced by a system of
protons and neutrons; the nucleons are then constructed out of quarks; the
quarks themselves are not elementary particles, but only transitory excitations
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of an underlying ﬁeld. There is no reason to believe that the latest stage of
theory building represents a complete ediﬁce.
The greater importance of the EPR argument is that it ﬁrst confronted
quantum mechanics with a principle of locality, which Einstein later expressed
in the words “The real factual situation of the system S2 is independent of
what is done with the system S1 , which is spatially separated from the former .”
This principle is motivated by special relativity, which prohibits instantaneous
action at a distance. Such a principle was implicitly invoked in the EPR
argument when it was asserted that a measurement on particle # 1 cannot
aﬀect the condition of the spatially separated particle # 2, since there is no
interaction between the particles.
The locality principle may seem so abstract and metaphysical that one may
be inclined to doubt that it can be experimentally tested, and it was not until
several decades after the EPR argument that its empirical consequences were
deduced.
20.2 Spin Correlations
The idealized experiment proposed by EPR is not a suitable model from
which to design a real experiment. It is not practical to prepare their initial
state (an eigenstate of relative position and total momentum), and even if it
could be prepared, it would have only a transitory existence, since an eigenstate
of relative position cannot be a stationary state. A more realistic experiment,
illustrating the same principles, was proposed by Bohm. He considered a
system of two atoms, each having spin s = 12 , prepared in a state of zero total
spin. (Certain diatomic molecules have unstable excited states with the desired
properties.) This singlet spin state vector for the two particles has the form
$
|Ψ0  = ( |+ ⊗ |− − |− ⊗ |+) 12 ,
(20.1)
where the single particle vectors |+ and |− denote “spin up” and “spin down”
with respect to some coordinate system. Even though the orbital state is not
stationary, the interactions do not involve spin and so the spin state will not
change. The particles are allowed to separate, and when they are well beyond
the range of interaction we can measure the z component of spin of particle
#
1. Because the total spin is zero, we can predict with certainty, and without
in any way disturbing the second particle, that the z component of spin of
particle # 2 must have the opposite value. Thus the value of σz (2) is an element
of reality, according to the EPR criterion. But the singlet state is invariant
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under rotation, and it has the same form (20.1) in terms of “spin up” and “spin
down” vectors if the directions “up” and “down” are referred to the x axis, or
y axis, or any other axis. Thus, following EPR, we may argue that the values
of σx (2) , σy (2) , and any number of other spin components are also elements
of reality, and hence that the quantum state description is not a complete
description of physical reality.
Except for this restatement of the EPR argument in terms of a practicable
experiment, no further progress was made until 1964, when it occurred to J. S.
Bell to consider the correlations not only between the components of spin in the
same spatial direction, such as σz (1) and σz (2) , but also between components
of spin in arbitrary directions. Let σa ≡ σ·â denote the component of the
Pauli spin operator in the direction of the unit vector â, and σb ≡ σ·b̂ denote
the component in the direction of the unit vector b̂. If we measure the spin of
particle # 1 along the direction â and the spin of particle # 2 along the direction
b̂, the results will be correlated, and for the singlet state the correlation is
Ψ0 |σa ⊗ σb |Ψ0  = − cos(θab ) ,

(20.2)

where θab is the angle between the directions â and b̂. This result can be calculated from the properties of the Pauli spin matrices by brute force.
Alternatively, we can invoke the rotational invariance of the singlet state, and
without loss of generality, choose â to be in the z direction. Then the two
terms of (20.1) each become eigenvectors of σa , and we obtain
Ψ0 |σa ⊗ σb |Ψ0  =

1
( −|σb |− − +|σb |+) = − cos(θab ) .
2

This innocuous expression for spin correlations was shown by Bell to conﬂict
with Einstein’s locality principle.
We shall examine Bell’s arguments in the next section, but ﬁrst we show
the existence of a conﬂict using a simple argument, similar to one introduced
by N. Herbert (1975). We idealize the source of the singlet state as a generator
of two correlated signals, and two spin-measuring devices are used as detectors
of those signals. Detector A measures the component of the spin of particle
#
1 in the direction â, and detector B measures the component of the spin of
particle # 2 in the direction b̂. The message recorded by detector A is the value
of −σa (1) , and the message recorded by detector B is the value of σb (2) . When
the two detectors are aligned in the same direction (θab = 0), the two messages
(strings of + 1 and −1) will be identical because of the correlation (20.2). If
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detector B is rotated by an angle θ, the two messages will no longer agree, and
the fractional rate of disagreement will be d(θ) = [1 − cos(θ)]/2.
We now introduce a form of the locality postulate, assuming that any change
in the message recorded by B is due only to the change in the orientation of B,
and does not depend upon the orientation of the spatially separated detector
A. Hence the rotation of B through the angle θ may be said to introduce an
error rate d(θ) in the message that it records. (The term “error” is only
ﬁgurative, since the whole setup is rotationally invariant, and there is no
“correct” direction.) If detector A is also rotated through the angle θ (so
that once again θab = 0), an error rate d(θ) is also introduced into message A,
but the errors in the A and B messages exactly cancel, and the two messages
agree. If detector B is rotated through a further angle θ, another set of errors
will be introduced into message B, so that the disagreement rate will again be
d(θ). Now consider the error rate in message B if the detector were originally
rotated through the angle 2θ, d(2θ). This must be equivalent to the cumulative
eﬀect of the errors introduced by two steps of θ. However, some of those errors
might cancel, so we have an inequality,
d(2θ) ≤ 2d(θ) .

(20.3)

This result has been deduced from the assumption that the error production
is only local.
Although this result applies for all θ, a comparison with quantum mechanics
is easiest at small angles. Suppose that d(θ) ∝ θα . Then the inequality yields
2α ≤ 2, or α ≤ 1. But for the singlet state, we have d(θ) = 12 [1− cos(θ)], which
for small θ becomes d(θ) ∝ θ2 . Thus the predictions of quantum mechanics for
this state are in conﬂict with the inequality that was derived from the locality
assumption.
20.3 Bell’s Inequality
The argument leading to Herbert’s inequality (20.3) has the merit of being
very brief. But since the conclusion — a conﬂict between quantum mechanics
and locality — is so surprising and potentially far-reaching, it is important to
seek more general arguments that can indicate more precisely the source of
the conﬂict. The original arguments by J. S. Bell are more eﬀective for this
purpose. Here we shall follow, approximately, his second (1971) argument.
Although inspired by the spin correlation model of Sec. 20.2, it is generalized
so as to apply to systems other than spins.
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We consider a two-component system and a pair of instruments that can
measure a two-valued variable on each of the components. The components
will for convenience be called particles, although no speciﬁc particle model is
assumed. The possible results of a measurement are taken to be ± 1. Each
instrument has a range of settings, corresponding to the possible orientations
of a spin-measuring apparatus such as a Stern–Gerlach magnet (described in
Sec. 9.1). These will be denoted as a for the ﬁrst instrument and b for the second instrument. The result of a measurement may depend on the controllable
parameters a and b, and on any number of uncontrolled parameters denoted
collectively as λ. The result A(= ± 1) of the measurement on the ﬁrst particle
may depend on the setting a of the ﬁrst instrument and on the uncontrolled
parameters λ. Therefore we assume that there is a function A(a, λ) = ± 1
which determines the result of the measurement on the ﬁrst particle. Similarly we assume that there is a function B(b, λ) = ± 1 which determines the
result of the measurement on the second particle. But, in accordance with
Einstein’s principle of locality (introduced in Sec. 20.1), we assume that the
result of a measurement on the ﬁrst particle does not depend on the setting
b of the second instrument, and that the result of a measurement on the second particle does not depend on the setting a of the ﬁrst instrument. Thus
we exclude functions of the form A(a, b, λ) and B(a, b, λ). Nothing need be
assumed about the uncontrollable parameters λ. They may be associated with
the particles, with the instruments, with the environment, or jointly with all
of these. It makes no diﬀerence to the argument.
It is possible, in principle, that the two measurements (including the setting
up of instruments) could be carried out in spatially separated regions of space–
time, so that no light signal could communicate the value of the setting of
the ﬁrst instrument to the region of the second instrument before the second
measurement was completed. Thus our assumption that the result B(b, λ)
of the measurement on the second particle is independent of the setting a
of the ﬁrst instrument seems well motivated by special relativity. The ﬁrst
surprise may be that any nontrivial physical conclusions can be drawn from
the assumption that the result of one measurement should not depend on the
setting of another distant instrument. It was Bell’s great accomplishment to
show not only that such a bland assumption has testable consequences, but
also that it conﬂicts with the predictions of quantum mechanics.
We wish to study the correlation between the results of the measurements
on the two particles. The uncontrollable parameters λ are subject to some
probability distribution ρ(λ), so for ﬁxed settings of the instruments, the
correlation function is of the form
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C(a, b) =

A(a, λ) B(b, λ) ρ(λ) dλ ,
(20.4)

where A(a, λ) = ± 1, B(b, λ) = ±1, ρ(λ) ≥ 0, and ρ(λ) dλ = 1. The problem
of determining the properties of C(a, b) is now reduced to a mathematical
exercise. In fact, we shall not use the restrictions A(a, λ) = ± 1 and B(b, λ) =
± 1, but only the weaker restrictions
|A(a, λ)| ≤ 1 ,

|B(b, λ)| ≤ 1 .

(20.5)

This will permit an important generalization of the result that we are about
to derive.
We consider two alternative settings, a and a , for the ﬁrst instrument, and
two settings, b and b , for the second instrument. Then

C(a, b) − C(a, b ) = [A(a, λ) B(b, λ) − A(a, λ) B(b , λ)] ρ(λ) dλ

=

[A(a, λ) B(b, λ) {1 ± A(a , λ) B(b , λ)}] ρ(λ) dλ


−

[A(a, λ) B(b , λ) {1 ± A(a , λ) B(b, λ)}] ρ(λ) dλ .

Using (20.5) we obtain
|C(a, b) − C(a, b )| ≤



[1 ± A(a , λ) B(b , λ)] ρ(λ) dλ


+

[1 ± A(a , λ) B(b, λ)] ρ(λ) dλ

= 2 ± [C(a , b ) + C(a , b)] ,
which can be written as
|C(a, b) − C(a, b )| + |C(a , b ) + C(a , b)| ≤ 2 .

(20.6)

This result is known as Bell’s inequality.
The derivation of Bell’s inequality made no use of quantum mechanics, but
only some much simpler postulates, among which Einstein’s locality principle
was the most prominent. Hence it is not obvious whether quantum mechanics
is consistent with the inequality. We shall compare (20.6) with the quantummechanical correlation in the singlet spin state (20.2). Since the state is
spherically symmetric, the correlation function depends only upon the relative
angle between the orientations of the spin-measuring instruments, C(a, b) =
C(θab ). We choose the four directions a, b, a , and b to be coplanar, with
relative directions as shown in Fig. 20.1.
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Spin directions chosen to test Bell’s inequality, Eq. (20.7).

Then Bell’s inequality (20.6) reduces to
|C(θ) − C(2θ)| + |C(θ) + C(0)| ≤ 2 .

(20.7)

If we were to substitute the quantum-mechanical value (20.2) for the spin
correlation function in the singlet state, C(θ) = − cos(θ), we would obtain
2 cos(θ) − cos(2θ) ≤ 1 .
But this inequality is violated for a wide range of θ. The maximum violation
occurs for θ = π/3, for which the expression on the left is equal to 3/2. Therefore quantum mechanics is in conﬂict with at least one of the assumptions that
were used in the derivation of Bell’s inequality. The proof that such a conﬂict
with quantum mechanics exists is known as Bell’s theorem.
Since Bell’s inequality is violated by a large amount in the singlet state, it
would seem that an experimental test would not be diﬃcult. No measurements
have yet been performed on a spontaneously dissociating molecule in the singlet
state, but an analogous two-photon state has been studied (see Sec. 20.5). The
most serious limitation of those experiments is the ineﬃciency of the detectors;
many particles go undetected. To show what eﬀect this has, we redeﬁne the
functions that describe the results of the measurements, A(a, λ) and B(b, λ),
to have three possible values: +1, −1, and 0. The instruments can record only
the values ± 1; the value A = 0 means that the ﬁrst particle was not detected,
and B = 0 means that the second particle was not detected. Bell’s inequality
(20.6) remains valid with this redeﬁnition because the only properties of the
functions A(a, λ) and B(b, λ) that were used in the derivation were |A| ≤ 1
and |B| ≤ 1.
The experimental value of the correlation is
Cexp (a, b) =

N++ + N−− − N+− − N−+
,
N

(20.8)
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where N++ is the number of events for which both instruments recorded
+1, N+− is the number of events for which the ﬁrst instrument recorded + 1
and the second instrument recorded −1, etc. The total number of pairs emitted
by the source is N = N++ + N−− + N+− + N−+ + N+0 + N−0 + N0+ + N0− +
N00 , where the subscript 0 means that the corresponding particle was not
detected. The number of events N00 for which neither particle was detected is
unknown, and so the true value Cexp (a, b) is unknown. If N00 is very large, the
magnitude of Cexp (a, b) will be so small that it will automatically satisfy
the inequality (20.6). But if we assume that the detected particles are a statistically representative sample of the whole, then we may compare the quantity

Cexp
(a, b) =

N++ + N−− − N+− − N−+
N++ + N−− + N+− + N−+

(20.9)

with the theoretical predictions, and this quantity (or its analog in photon
experiments) has usually been found to agree with quantum theory and to
disagree with Bell’s inequality.
It is possible to construct theoretical models for which the detected particles

are not representative of the whole, and for which Cexp
(a, b) would agree with
quantum theory but the true correlation function (20.8) would obey Bell’s
inequality. These models are somewhat artiﬁcial, but some theorists argue
that the strange features of their models are more plausible than would be the
consequences of rejecting Einstein’s locality principle. It appears more likely
that the question will be settled by designing better detectors than by further
theoretical arguments.
20.4 A Stronger Proof of Bell’s Theorem
As the theoretical signiﬁcance of Bell’s theorem became known, many other
derivations of it were given. Often the same theorem can be proven from different sets of assumptions. A proof is considered stronger or weaker according
as it invokes fewer or more assumptions. The proof of Bell’s theorem to be
given in this section is superior to that of the previous section in two respects.
On the theoretical side, it eliminates the assumption of determinism. On the
practical side, it leads to an inequality that refers only to detected results, and
does not involve the number of undetected particles, thereby making experimental tests more feasible. The ideas were ﬁrst published by Clauser, Horne,
Shimony, and Holt (1969), and by Clauser and Horne (1974).
In the previous section, it was assumed that for ﬁxed settings of the instruments, the results of the measurements A(a, λ) and B(b, λ) are determined by
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the uncontrollable parameters λ. (The simpler argument presented in Sec. 20.2
also implicitly contains such an assumption, but it is not so clearly formulated.)
The question of whether the statistical distributions of quantum mechanics
can be realized as averages over uncontrollable hidden variables was posed in
the early days of quantum mechanics. That question was usually dismissed
on the grounds that it is futile to speculate about things that are unobservable. Bell’s work shows that attitude to be mistaken, since the hypothetical
existence of hidden variables can have testable consequences, namely Bell’s
inequality. Strictly speaking, quantum mechanics is silent on the question of
determinism versus indeterminism: the absence of a prediction of determinism is not a prediction of indeterminism. But the fact that the predictions
of quantum mechanics are in the form of probabilities has led to a bias in favor
of indeterminism. Hence one might reasonably suspect that the source of the
conﬂict between Bell’s inequality and quantum mechanics is in the assumption
of a hidden determinism. That, however, is not the case.
The experimental arrangement envisaged by Clauser and Horne is shown
schematically in Fig. 20.2. A source emits correlated pairs of particles, each

Fig. 20.2 Schematic apparatus for testing the Clauser–Horne inequality. A source at the
origin emits a pair of correlated particles, each of which must pass through an analyzer
(a or b) before reaching one of the detectors (D1 or D2 ).

of which must pass through an analyzer before reaching a detector. In the
previously considered example of two spin 12 particles, the analyzers would
be Stern–Gerlach magnets. In the case of photons (to be treated in the next
section), they are polarization ﬁlters. The detectors merely record counts
(unlike those in Bell’s analysis which were to record two possible results, + 1
or −1).
We suppose that the probability of detector D1 recording a count may
depend on the setting of the analyzer a and on some uncontrollable parameters
λ. This probability is denoted as p1 (a, λ). Likewise the probability of detector
D2 recording a count is p2 (b, λ). The values of the functions p1 (a, λ) and
p2 (b, λ) are bounded between 0 and 1. Unlike the analysis in Sec. 20.3, we
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do not assume that the outcome (count or no count) at D1 is determined by
a and λ, but only that the probability of the outcome is determined by those
parameters. The hypothesis of a hidden determinism could be recovered if we
required the functions p1 (a, λ) and p2 (b, λ) to take on only the value 0 or 1,
but such a restriction will be avoided here. The probability of a coincidence,
i.e. of simultaneous detection by both D1 or D2 , is denoted as p12 (a, b, λ).
The uncontrolled parameters have some probability distribution ρ(λ).
Upon averaging over this distribution, we obtain the probability of detecting
a count at D1 to be

P1 (a) =

p1 (a, λ) ρ(λ) dλ .

(20.10)

Similarly the probability of detecting a count at D2 is

P2 (b) = p2 (b, λ) ρ(λ) dλ ,

(20.11)

and the probability of detecting a coincidence is

P12 (a, b) = p12 (a, b, λ) ρ(λ) dλ .

(20.12)

We now make use of Einstein’s locality principle. It has, of course, implicitly
been used through the assumption that p1 (a, λ) does not depend on b and
p2 (b, λ) does not depend on a. It is now invoked again, so that we may
assume that
p12 (a, b, λ) = p1 (a, λ) p2 (b, λ) .
(20.13)
This factorization of the coincidence probability expresses the idea that there
is no action at a distance between instrument # 1 (consisting of analyzer a and
detector D1 ) and instrument # 2 (analyzer b and detector D2 ). Therefore the
propensity of instrument # 1 to detect a count should be independent of
the setting of instrument # 2, and vice versa. It should be emphasized that the
assumption of (20.13) in no way denies the possibility that the result of one of
the measurements could give information about the other. The parameters λ
may contain information about both particles, and indeed the observable joint
probability for the two measurements (20.12) may show correlations and need
not factor.
To derive their principal result, Clauser and Horne ﬁrst prove a lemma. If
x, x , y, y  , X, Y are real numbers such that 0 ≤ x, x ≤ X and 0 ≤ y, y  ≤ Y ,
then the following inequality holds:
−XY ≤ xy − xy  + x y + x y  − Y x − Xy ≤ 0 .

(20.14)
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This awkward-looking inequality is established through examination of the
various special cases. To prove the upper bound, we rewrite the quantity to
be bounded as (x − X)y + (y − Y )x + (x − x)y  , which is clearly nonpositive
for x ≥ x . In the case of x < x we rewrite it as
x(y − y  ) + (x − X)y + x (y  − Y )
≤ x(y − y  ) + (x − X)y + x(y  − Y ) = (x − X)y − x(y − Y ) ≤ 0 .
Thus the upper bound of (20.14) is proven. The lower bound will not be
used in the experiment, so we omit the proof. This lemma is now applied by
substituting x = p1 (a, λ), x = p1 (a , λ), y = p2 (b, λ), y  = p2 (b , λ), X = Y =
1. Using (20.13), multiplying by ρ(λ) and integrating over λ, we then obtain
−1 ≤ P12 (a, b) − P12 (a, b ) + P12 (a , b) + P12 (a , b ) − P1 (a ) − P2 (b) ≤ 0 ,
(20.15)
which is known as the Clauser–Horne inequality (or CH inequality). It is
very closely related to Bell’s inequality, although the two are not precisely
equivalent. The relation between them is discussed in detail by Clauser and
Horne (1974).
The experimental data will consist of the number of counts by each
detector, N1 (a) and N2 (b), and the number of coincidences N12 (a, b), for
various settings a and b of the analyzers. The appropriate comparison
between theory and experiment is
N1 (a)
,
N
N2 (b)
P2 (b) ↔
,
N
N12 (a, b)
P12 (a, b) ↔
,
N
P1 (a) ↔

where N is the total number of pairs emitted by the source. Since the number
of undetected particles is unknown, it would appear that a rigorous test of the
CH inequality will encounter the same diﬃculty that was encountered with
Bell’s inequality in Sec. 20.3. But since the upper bound of (20.15) is zero, we
can write an inequality involving only the ratio
P12 (a, b) − P12 (a, b ) + P12 (a , b) + P12 (a , b )
≤ 1.
P1 (a ) + P2 (b)

(20.16)
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This may be compared with the experimental quantity
N12 (a, b) − N12 (a, b ) + N12 (a , b) + N12 (a , b )
,
N1 (a ) + N2 (b)

(20.17)

which is independent of the unknown number N . Thus an experimental test of
the CH inequality is more easily achieved than is a test of the Bell inequality.
Following the example of the previous section, it is easy to obtain a conﬂict
between the predictions of quantum mechanics for the singlet state and the CH
inequality. (This is one of the problems at the end of the chapter.) Since no use
was made of any form of determinism in the derivation of the CH inequality,
the possible sources of the conﬂict have been correspondingly narrowed, with
the locality postulate, as embodied in (20.13), appearing to be the most likely
source.
20.5 Polarization Correlations
Most of the experiments that have been performed to test the Bell and
CH inequalities are based on correlations between the polarizations of pairs
of photons. Suitably correlated photons can be produced in several diﬀerent
processes. A commonly used source involves systems that decay from an initial
state of angular momentum J = 0 to a ﬁnal state of J = 0 by emitting a pair
of photons. One example is positronium (an atom consisting of an electron
and a positron), which annihilates predominantly into two photons. (Energy
and momentum could not be conserved by annihilation into a single photon.)
Another example is an atom in an excited state of zero angular momentum
that decays by means of a J = 0 → J = 1 → J = 0 cascade, emitting two
photons in rapid succession. In both of these examples, the initial angular
momentum is zero, and so the ﬁnal state of the two-photon system must have
zero angular momentum; equivalently, it must be spherically symmetric.
The states of the electromagnetic ﬁeld can conveniently be described by
complex basis functions of the form ûeik·x , where the unit vector û represents
the polarization of the mode, and k is the propagation vector. A state with one
photon in this mode will be denoted as |û, k. The condition (19.6b) requires
that the polarization be transverse, û·k = 0, and so there are two linearly
independent polarizations corresponding to each value of k. The one-photon
state vector |û, k behaves as an ordinary three-vector in its dependence on
the polarization vector û (but not with respect to its dependence on k). That
is to say, for example, the one-photon state vector for a ﬁeld mode polarized
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in the direction û = cos θ û1 + sin θ û2 is |û, k = cos θ|û1 , k + sin θ|û2 , k.
Thus we may think of the state vector |û, k as being proportional to û.
The most general state vector describing one photon in each of two modes
is of the form
c(û1 , k1 ; û2 , k2 ) |û1 , k1  ⊗ |û2 , k2  ,
(20.18)
where the sum is over all values of the propagation vectors and polarizations of the two modes. For the state vector to be rotationally invariant
(i.e. to have zero total angular momentum), it is necessary for the coeﬃcient
c(û1 , k1 ; û2 , k2 ) to be a scalar function of its arguments. It must also be
linear in û1 and û2 , these factors arising from the polarization dependence
of |û1 , k1  ⊗ |û2 , k2 . The number of possibilities is considerably reduced if
we may work in the center-of-momentum frame, in which k1 = k, k2 = −k,
and the magnitude k = |k| is ﬁxed by conservation of energy. This is the
case for the decay of positronium from a state of zero total momentum (spin
singlet and orbital angular momentum B = 0). The only nontrivial scalars
that can be constructed under these conditions are k·(û1 × û2 ) and û1 ·û2 ,
since the transversality condition requires that k·û1 = k·û2 = 0. Under space
inversion, the ﬁrst of these functions has odd parity, and the second has even
parity. Both functions can be multiplied by an arbitrary function of k.
Positronium decay
The parity of a state of a particle–antiparticle system is opposite to that
of a similar state of a two-particle system. This follows from Dirac’s relativistic quantum theory, which treats both electron and positron states. [See
Gasiorowicz (1966), p. 46.] Thus the ground state of positronium has negative parity, whereas the similar ground state of hydrogen has positive parity.
Therefore the ground state of positronium decays into two photons in the odd
parity state,

|Ψ−  = C
k·(û1 × û2 ) |û1 , k ⊗ |û2 , −k dΩk ,
(20.19)
where C is a normalization factor, 2k is the relative momentum of the photons,
the integral is over the directions of k, and the sum is over the polarizations.
The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 20.2, selects those values of k that are
close to the z axis, so if we neglect the small spread in propagation directions,
we may write the relevant part of the state vector as
&
'$ 1
|Ψ−  = |x̂1 , k ⊗ |ŷ2 − k − |ŷ1 , k ⊗ |x̂2 , −k
(20.20)
2,
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where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors in the x and y directions, respectively, and it
is understood that k is in the z direction.
According to quantum theory, the probability that a photon in the state
|û, k will pass through an ideal polarization ﬁlter oriented in the direction
â is | cos(θau )|2 , where θau is the angle between the directions â and û. It
is apparent that the polarizations of the two photons in the state |Ψ−  are
correlated. If the ﬁrst photon passes through a ﬁlter oriented in the x direction,
then the second photon will pass through a ﬁlter oriented in the y direction
but will not pass a ﬁlter oriented in the x direction. But the state |Ψ−  is
invariant under rotations about the z axis, and so this correlation exists not
only for the x and y directions, but for any pair of orthogonal directions in
the xy plane. Let us next consider the ﬁrst ﬁlter oriented in the x direction
(â = x̂), and the second ﬁlter in some other direction b̂ in the xy plane. By
inspection of (20.20), we see that the probability of the ﬁrst photon passing
through the â ﬁlter is 12 , and the conditional probability of the second photon
passing through the b̂ ﬁlter is | sin(θab )|2 if the ﬁrst photon passes. Thus the
joint, or coincidence, probability is equal to 12 | sin(θab )|2 . But because of the
rotational invariance of the state, this result cannot depend upon the absolute
direction of â, but only upon the relative angle θab . Thus the coincidence
probability is equal to
[P12 (a, b)]qm = 12 | sin (θab )|2

(20.21)

for arbitrary directions of â and b̂. We shall see that, for certain angles, this
result violates the CH inequality (20.15).
J = 0 → 1 → 0 cascade
There are many atoms that have an excited state of angular momentum
J = 0, which decays to an intermediate state of J = 1 by emitting a photon
of angular frequency ω1 , and then reaches the J = 0 ground state by emitting
a second photon of angular frequency ω2 . There is no net change of angular
momentum or parity of the atom in this process. Let us adopt the frame of
reference in which the initial linear momentum of the atom is zero. If the recoil
of the atom could be neglected, it would follow that the ﬁnal state of the two
photons would have total linear and angular momentum equal to zero, and even
parity. The only state with these properties is similar in form to (20.19) but
with the even function û1 ·û2 replacing the odd function k·(û1 × û2 ). However,
the recoil of the atom may take up a signiﬁcant amount of momentum, and so
this simple argument is not valid.
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Because of the recoil momentum of the atom, the directions of the photon
momenta, k1 and k2 , are not strongly correlated. In order to emphasize
the transversality conditions, û1 ·k1 = 0 and û2 ·k2 = 0, we shall write the
polarization vectors as
û1 = û⊥ 1 ≡ û1 −

k1 (k1 ·û1 )
,
k1 2

û2 = û⊥ 2 ≡ û2 −

k2 (k2 ·û2 )
.
k2 2

Now, in addition to the even parity scalar function û⊥ 1 ·û⊥ 2 which we have
already identiﬁed, there is another possibility of the form (û⊥ 1 ·k2 )(û⊥ 2 ·k1 ).
An admixture of this second function in the state would diminish the correlation between the polarizations of the two photons. However, if we use the
experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 20.2 to select k1 in the z direction and
k2 in the −z direction, then this second function vanishes, and the relevant
part of the state vector becomes
|Ψ+  =

(û⊥ 1 ·û⊥ 2 ) |û1 , k1  ⊗ |û2 , k2 

&
'$ 1
= |x̂1 , k1  ⊗ |x̂2 , k2  + |ŷ1 , k1  ⊗ |ŷ2 , k2 
2 .

(20.22)

The sum in the ﬁrst line is over the independent directions of the polarization
vectors, and it is understood that k1 is in the z direction and k2 is in the −z
direction. It is apparent that the two photons in the state |Ψ+  have parallel
linear polarizations. The joint probability that the ﬁrst photon passes through
the ﬁlter oriented in the direction â and the second photon passes through the
ﬁlter oriented in the direction b̂ (both in the xy plane) depends only on
the relative angle θab , and is equal to
[P12 (a, b)]qm = 12 | cos(θab )|2 .

(20.23)

Experimental tests
In the experiment depicted in Fig. 20.2, the directions of the polarization
analyzers â and b̂ lie in the xy plane. Since the states that we shall consider are
invariant under rotations about the z axis, the CH inequality (20.16) may be
simpliﬁed for these cases. The single-count probabilities P1 and P2 will now be
independent of the orientation of the analyzers, and the coincidence detection
probability will depend only on the relative angle, P12 (a, b) = P12 (θab ). If
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we choose the alternative directions of the polarization analyzers as shown in
Fig. 20.3, the CH inequality (20.16) becomes
S(θ) ≡

Fig. 20.3

3 P12 (θ) − P12 (3θ)
≤ 1.
P1 + P2

(20.24)

Polarization directions chosen to test the Clauser–Horne inequality, Eq. (20.24).

If we substitute into (20.24) the ideal quantum-mechanical predictions for
the state (20.22), P1 = P2 = 12 , P12 (θ) = 12 | cos(θ)|2 , we obtain the result
shown in Fig. 20.4. The CH inequality is violated whenever S(θ) exceeds 1.
The maximum violation occurs at the angle θ = π/8. Similar results hold for
the state (20.20), with violations of the CH inequality occurring at a diﬀerent
range of angles.

Fig. 20.4 The ideal value of S(θ) (20.24), calculated from quantum theory, violates the
CH inequality whenever it exceeds 1.
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The values of S(θ) shown in Fig. 20.4 are ideal in the sense that they ignore
several essential features of an actual experiment. A more realistic analysis,
taking account of the limitations of the apparatus, yields predictions of the
forms
[P1 ]exp =

1
2

η1 f1 ε1 + ,

[P2 ]exp =

1
2

η2 f2 ε2 + ,

[P12 (θ)]exp =

1
4

+
η1 η2 f1 g12 {ε+
1 ε2

(20.25)
+

−
ε−
1 ε2 F

cos(2θ)} .

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two photons and the two halves of the
apparatus in Fig. 20.2. The eﬃciencies of the detectors are η1 and η2 . A
polarization ﬁlter is described by the parameters ε+ = εM + εm and ε− =
εM − εm , where εM is the transmission coeﬃcient for radiation polarized parallel to the axis of the ﬁlter, and εm is the transmission coeﬃcient for radiation
polarized perpendicular to the axis of the ﬁlter. f1 is the probability that a
photon of frequency ω1 emitted by the source will enter the analyzer–detector
instrument on the right, and f2 is the similar probability for a photon of frequency ω2 to enter the instrument on the left. These two parameters are
determined by the acceptance angles of the instruments. The directional correlation between the momenta of the two photons determines the parameter
g12 , which is the conditional probability that the second photon will enter the
left instrument, given that the ﬁrst photon enters the right instrument. Thus
the probability that both members of a photon pair enter the two instruments
is f1 g12 = f2 g21 . The parameter F is a measure of the degree of correlation between the polarizations of the photons in the initial state. If we put
η1 = η2 = ε1 + = ε2 + = ε1 − = ε2 − = F = f1 = f2 = g12 = 1, we would recover
the ideal quantum-mechanical result: P1 = P2 = 12 , P12 (θ) = [1 + cos(2θ)]/4 =
1
2
2 | cos(θ)| .
Let us assume, for simplicity, that the two instruments are identical, so that
the subscripts 1 and 2 can be omitted from the parameters. Then substituting
(20.25) into (20.24), we obtain
[S(θ)]expt =

ηg
{2(ε+ )2 + (ε− )2 F [3 cos(2θ) − cos(6θ)]} .
4ε+

(20.26)

Although the ideal quantum-mechanical value of S(θ) has a maximum value
that exceeds 1.2 (see Fig. 20.4), it is apparent from (20.26) that the experimental value may fail to violate the CH inequality, S(θ) ≤ 1, merely because
of the various instrumental parameters, and hence the experiment would not
distinguish between quantum mechanics and the class of theories that obey
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the locality hypothesis of Bell’s theorem. Each kind of experiment must be
examined separately.
Positronium decay looks like a favorable case because the relative directions
of the two photons are constrained by momentum conservation (hence g ≈
1), and the polarizations are strongly correlated as a consequence of angular
momentum and parity conservation (hence F ≈ 1). Unfortunately, eﬃcient
linear polarization ﬁlters do not exist for such high energy photons (hence
ε− % 1), and the polarization can only be inferred, indirectly and imprecisely,
through Compton scattering of electrons. Hence values of [S(θ)]expt greater
than 1 cannot be obtained in this experiment.
The optical photons emitted in an atomic cascade are of much lower
energies than those from positronium decay. Eﬃcient polarization ﬁlters are
readily available (ε− ≡ εM − εm > 0.95). However, there are several other
diﬃculties. Because of the variable recoil momentum of the atom, the directions of the two photons are not strongly correlated, and thus it is diﬃcult to
detect both members of a pair (hence g is small). If we increase the acceptance angles of the instruments so as to capture more pairs (increase g),
then the directions of k1 and k2 need not be opposite, and the state vector
will not be accurately given by (20.22). An admixture of the term proportional to (û⊥ 1 ·k2 )(û⊥ 2 ·k1 ) will be allowed, and the correlation between the
polarizations of the photons will be diminished (F will be reduced). Lastly, the
quantum eﬃciency of detectors of optical photons is not high enough. It has
been shown (Garg and Mermin, 1987) that for an unambiguous demonstration
of the violation of Bell’s inequalities by quantum theory, we need detectors
with eﬃciency η > 0.83. The highest reported eﬃciency is η = 0.76 (Kwiat
et al., 1993).
For these reasons, it is diﬃcult to perform an experiment that discriminates
strictly between quantum mechanics and the inequalities of Bell’s theorem,
and some supplementary assumptions have been invoked in order to draw
conclusions from the feasible experiments. Those supplementary assumptions
have been given in various forms, but in all cases their eﬀect is to justify the
conclusion that the photon pairs which are detected constitute a statistically
representative sample of the whole ensemble of photons emitted by the source.
[In Sec. 20.3 such an assumption allowed us to pass from (20.8) to (20.9).] If
such an assumption is granted, then there are many experiments that conﬁrm
the predictions of quantum mechanics, such as (20.23), to a high degree of
accuracy, and those predictions imply a violation of the Bell and CH inequalities. The need to invoke a supplementary assumption arises only because of
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technical limitations, not for any reason of principle, and there is every reason
to expect that these limitations will be overcome in new experiments.
It has been proposed (Lo and Shimony, 1981) that one should study the
spin correlations of an atomic pair that results from the dissociation of a
diatomic molecule in a metastable singlet state. The eﬃciency of counting
atoms approaches η = 1, but other technical diﬃculties make this a diﬃcult
experiment to realize.
Parametric down conversion of photons is an alternative source of correlated photon pairs. This is a nonlinear optical phenomenon in which a photon
of frequency ω and wave vector k is converted into a pair of photons whose
frequencies and wave vectors satisfy ω1 + ω2 = ω and k1 + k2 = k. This
method is superior to atomic cascade decay, in that the relative directions of
the photons in the pair are better correlated, and the emission times of the
photons are governed by the pumping of the nonlinear crystal, whereas the
emission time is random for cascade decays. Shin and Alley (1988) have used
this technique to demonstrate the violation of Bell’s inequalities (subject, of
course, to a supplementary assumption about the detection process).
It should be emphasized that, technical problems notwithstanding, there is
no doubt that the ideal results of quantum mechanics are incompatible with
the simple assumptions used to derive Bell’s theorem.
20.6 Bell’s Theorem Without Probabilities
In the preceding sections, Bell’s theorem has been obtained as inequalities
restricting correlations or probabilities, and the violation of these inequalities by quantum mechanics indicates that the set of assumptions (including
Einstein’s locality principle) used to derive the inequalities are not compatible
with quantum mechanics. It seems peculiar that such a deep and fundamental
conclusion should be accessible only through detailed quantitative calculations.
In Fig. 20.4, for example, Bell’s theorem follows from the fact that S(θ) exceeds
1 by a few percent over a rather small range of θ. In the simple, symmetric
conﬁgurations for which the correlations can be deduced by qualitative reasoning, such as θ equal to π or π/2, the quantum-mechanical predictions obey the
inequalities. The contradication can only be obtained through a fully quantitative calculation. Thus neither the theory nor the experiments provide any
qualitative understanding of why quantum mechanics violates the intuitively
reasonable principles that lead to Bell’s theorem.
An important step forward was made by Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger,
who were able to derive Bell’s theorem without using probabilities or
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inequalities. This new method also connects Bell’s theorem with another
theorem, also proved by Bell, but usually attributed to Kochen and Specker.
The derivation presented here closely follows that of Mermin (1993). A proof
of the Kochen–Specker (KS) theorem will be given ﬁrst, because it generalizes
directly into the new proof of Bell’s theorem.
The KS theorem
The KS theorem arises in the following context. It is well known that
quantum theory does not predict the result of an individual measurement of
a dynamical variable. An exception occurs if the state is an eigenstate of the
dynamical variable being measured, in which case the corresponding eigenvalue
is the uniquely predicted result. But, in general, only the probabilities of
the various possibilities are predicted. Now, in the general case (not an
eigenstate), may we think of the dynamical variable as having a deﬁnite (but
unknown) value before it is measured ? That is, given any quantum state
of a system with dynamical variables A, B, C, . . ., can we assign numerical
values v(A), v(B), v(C), . . . to these observables? (The next stage of this
program would be to construct a statistical ensemble of these hypothetical
values that agrees with the quantum-mechanical probabilities, but we shall
not be concerned with the probabilistic aspects here.)
The answer to the question in italics will be trivially aﬃrmative if no
conditions are imposed on the valuation function v(A). But there are some
conditions that clearly should be applied, the ﬁrst being:
(i) The value v(A) should be an eigenvalue of the operator A.
The second condition preserves some of the functional relations that hold
among dynamical variables:
(ii) If a set of mutually commuting observables satisﬁes a functional relation
of the form f (A, B, C, . . .) = 0, then the same relation should be satisﬁed
by the values, f (v(A), v(B), v(C), . . .) = 0.
It is important that this condition be imposed only on commuting observables,
otherwise trivial
$contradictions would arise. Consider, for example, the relation

σu = (σx +σy ) 12 , where σu is the component of spin along an axis at an angle
of 45◦ to the x and y axes. The eigenvalues of σx , σy , and σu are $
± 1, and so

cannot satisfy the inappropriate condition v(σu ) = [v(σx ) + v(σy )] 12 . But if
the operators are mutually commutative, then they possess a complete set of
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common eigenvectors, and their eigenvalues satisfy condition (ii). The content
of assumption (ii) is then to extend an identity among eigenvalues, which holds
for measured values in eigenstates, to the conjectured valuation functions in
arbitrary states. I shall not present the arguments for and against the physical
plausibility of this condition, since the KS theorem is being proved only as a
precursor for the new proof of Bell’s theorem.
The proof involves three independent spins of magnitude 12 , and makes use
of the elementary properties of the Pauli spin operators, Eqs. (7.46) and (7.47).
The ten observables that we need are shown in Fig. 20.5.

Fig. 20.5 These observables, lying on the sides of a pentagram, provide a proof of the KS
theorem. The four on each line are mutually commutative. The product of the four on a
line is 1, except for the horizontal line, where the product is −1.

The steps in the proof are as follows:
(a) The four operators on each of the ﬁve lines are mutually commutative.
This is obvious for all but the horizontal line, since the spin operators on
diﬀerent particles commute. For an interchange of any pair of the observables
on the horizontal line, it follows from the anticommutation of diﬀerent spin
components on the same particle, and the fact that the interchange will involve
an even number of such anticommutations.
(b) The product of the four operators on each line is 1, except for the
horizontal line, where it is −1. These facts are easily veriﬁed.
(c) Since the values assigned to mutually commuting observables must obey
the functional relations satisﬁed by the operators, it follows that the
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values assigned to the observables must obey (b). The product of the
four values on a line must be 1, except for the horizontal line, where it
must be −1.
(d) From (c) it follows that the product of the values over all ﬁve lines must
be −1.
(e) But each observable will appear exactly twice in this product, since each
lies on the intersection of two lines, and so the value of the product in
(d) must be +1, not −1.
This is a contradiction. Therefore the assumed valuation satisfying (i) and (ii)
must be impossible. This concludes the proof of the KS theorem.
The consequence of the KS theorem is often expressed by saying that the
values of quantum-mechanical observables are contextual . This means that, in
a given situation, the value of one of the observables will depend on what commuting set is being measured along with it. To have supposed, prior to the KS
theorem, that the values of quantum-mechanical observables were noncontextual, may have been plausible. But such a belief would have been based only
on a hope for simplicity, and not on any compelling argument. This situation
changes when we move on to Bell’s theorem.
Bell’s theorem

new proof

The KS theorem may be summarized by saying that the assumption of
noncontextual values for commutative quantum-mechanical observables leads
to a contradiction. In the new proof of Bell’s theorem, no such assumption is
made. Instead, Einstein’s locality principle is used to derive a limited degree
of noncontextuality.
We now interpret the three vector operators, σ i , whose components are
used in Fig. 20.5, as the spins of three distantly separated spin 12 particles. Let
us temporarily ignore the four observables on the horizontal line of Fig. 20.5.
Each of the remaining six is a local observable on one of the particles. They
belong to four sets (the nonhorizontal lines), each set consisting of one observable for each of the three particles. It can now be argued, invoking Einstein
locality, that a local measurement on one of the particles cannot aﬀect the
value of an observable on either of the other two distant particles. Now each of
these single particle observables belongs to two commutative sets (intersecting
nonhorizontal lines) that diﬀer in the choice of the observables belonging to
the two distant particles. The locality principle asserts that the value of the
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ﬁrst observable cannot depend on which spin component is or is not measured
on the other distant particles. Hence we conclude that these six single
particle observables should possess noncontextual values, this degree of noncontextuality being deduced from locality.
No such conclusion can be deduced for the four observables on the
horizontal line, since they are not local observables on any of the particles.
But since they are commutative, they possess a set of common eigenvectors.
We therefore consider a special state: one of the eigenstates of these four
operators. Each observable on the horizontal line now has a deﬁnite value,
namely its eigenvalue. We next pick one of the nonhorizontal lines, and
independently measure a local observable on each of the three particles, the
product of the three measured values necessarily being equal to the eigenvalue
of the nonlocal operator on that line. So far, we have done nothing but orthodox quantum theory. The next step is to invoke the locality argument given
above, which says that the value obtained in a single local measurement at
one particle cannot depend on which other distant particles are also measured.
We thus obtain a unique, noncontextual value for each of ten observables in
Fig. 20.5. These values will satisfy step (c) in the KS theorem: the product of
the values on a nonhorizontal line will be 1, and the product of the eigenvalues
on the horizontal line will be −1. We then proceed directly to steps (d) and
(e), and derive the contradiction.
However, in this case, the noncontextuality of the measurement values was
not assumed, but rather derived from locality. Therefore the contradiction
is between quantum mechanics and the locality principle. Since the locality
principle has strong physical motivation (unlike noncontextuality), the conclusion of Bell’s theorem is much more impressive and surprising than is the
conclusion of the KS theorem.
[[ The ﬁrst proof of Bell’s theorem without probabilities or inequalities
was presented at a conference by Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger, with
a full exposition being published by Greenberger, Horne, Shimony, and
Zeilinger (1990). It uses a four-particle system. The simpler proof given
here, involving only three particles, is due to Mermin (1993), who also
reviews the history of the problem. Hardy (1992, 1993) has devised a proof
that uses only two spin 12 particles. It is elaborated by Mermin (1994).
The KS theorem requires a state vector space of at least three
dimensions, a system of spin 1 being the smallest for which the concept
of contextuality can be formulated. (For spin 12 , there are no independent
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operators that commute with a spin operator, so the “context” of mutually
commuting operators is trivial.) The theorem was proved by Bell (1966),
who presented it as a version of a theorem by Gleason (who, however,
had not developed its physical signiﬁcance). Independently, Kochen
and Specker (1967) provided the most celebrated proof, involving spin
components in 117 distinct spatial directions. This tour de force reigned
for over two decades before simpler proofs were found. Peres (1991)
found an elegant proof using only 33 directions; J. Conway and S. Kochen
(unpublished) have achieved 31. The use of a larger system allows a
simpler proof. With a system of two spin 12 particles (four-dimensional state
vector space), Mermin (1993) gives an elegant proof using only nine
observables. ]]
20.7 Implications of Bell’s Theorem
If the results of the preceding sections are taken at face value, they seem
to imply that quantum mechanics is incompatible with Einstein’s principle of
locality: “The real factual situation of the system S2 is independent of what is
done with the system S1 , which is spatially separated from the former .” For
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 20.2, this principle is implemented by the
assumption that the result of a measurement performed with the instrument
on the left is not aﬀected by the setting of the instrument on the right, and vice
versa. This seems to be a very reasonable assumption, since the instruments
could be very far apart. The setting of the two instruments could, in principle,
be carried out at a spacelike separation, so that within the measurement time
it would be impossible for information about the setting of one instrument to
be transmitted to the other instrument at any speed not exceeding the speed
of light. So to deny the locality assumption would be a very extreme measure.
Yet that assumption leads to Bell’s inequality, which is violated by certain
predictions of quantum theory. Such a radical conclusion cannot be accepted
without the most rigorous scrutiny.
Is the contradiction due to some hypothesis other than locality?
Although we said above that Bell’s theorem follows from the locality
assumption, it is seldom the case that a theorem depends on only one hypothesis. So our conclusion should have been that at least one of the hypotheses
used in the derivation of Bell’s theorem is violated by quantum mechanics.
Many assumptions, other than locality, that seem to be implicit in Bell’s
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original argument have been identiﬁed, but in every case it has been possible to
deduce a contradiction of quantum mechanics without that assumption. Some
example are:
Determinism. In Sec. 20.3 it was assumed that the result of a measurement by one instrument was determined by the setting of that instrument and
some uncontrolled parameters (denoted as λ). In Sec. 20.4 that assumption of
a hidden determinism was relinquished, and we derived the theorem asasuming
only that the probability of the result, but not the result itself, was determined
by the setting of the instrument and the uncontrolled parameters λ. Therefore
determinism cannot be the cause of the contradiction.
Probability factorization. There has been some debate as to whether
the factorization of the probability in (20.13) is justiﬁed by locality alone, or
whether it requires some additional, stronger assumptions. If so, the contradiction might be blamed on those additional assumptions. The issue here is
subtle, but fortunately it is now irrelevant, since the new proof in Sec. 20.6
does not make use of probability.
Counterfactual deﬁniteness. This term (abbreviated to CFD) is used
to describe the character of statements about “what would have occurred” in
a measurement that we could have performed, but did not actually perform.
CFD occurs in the EPR argument when they assert that if we had measured
the position of particle # 1 we could have learned the position x2 of particle # 2,
and if we had measured the momentum of particle # 1 we could have learned
the momentum p2 of particle # 2. Although only one of these measurements
can actually be carried out in a single case, the conclusion that both of the
values x2 and p2 are well deﬁned in nature is an instance of CFD. EPR do not
assume CFD; rather, they deduce it from locality and some results taken from
quantum mechanics.
In the proof of Bell’s theorem in Sec. 20.6, CFD would imply that the
measured values of the various local observables are not contextual. But, here
also, no assumption of this form was needed, since the necessary degree of
noncontextuality was deduced from locality.
H. P. Stapp (1985, 1988) has devoted considerable eﬀort to reducing the
number of assumptions needed to derive Bell’s theorem. He dispenses entirely
with the hidden parameters λ of Secs. 20.3 and 20.4, and works only with
sequences of possible measurement results that are statistically compatible
with quantum mechanics. From this he argues that quantum mechanics contradicts the locality postulate alone, without any assumption of hidden variables.
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Are the experiments conclusive?
If we accept the theoretical arguments that quantum mechanics is incompatible with locality, the next question is whether the experiments are adequate
for ruling out locality. We have already seen that, strictly speaking, they are
not, because of ineﬃciencies of the detectors and other instrumental problems.
However, the fact that those photon pairs that are detected are correlated
in the manner predicted by quantum theory is certainly strong evidence for
the correctness of those predictions. Although it is possible to devise local
models that would obey Bell’s inequality for ideal detectors, but which agree
with quantum theory for the imperfect instruments presently available, such
models seem rather contrived. This is especially true in view of the fact that
the eﬀect of the various systematic errors that experimentalists have studied
is to reduce the coincidence detection rate. But quantum theory predicts a
coincidence rate that is greater than is permitted by Bell’s inequality.
Another concern is that most of the experiments were not carried out under
one of the conditions speciﬁed by the locality postulate: that the settings of
the two instruments be adjusted, and the two measurements carried out, in
spacelike separated regions of space–time, so that it would be impossible for any
light speed signal to “inform” one instrument about the setting of the other.
It is under such conditions that the assumptions used to derive Bell’s theorem
are most compelling. To answer this objection Aspect, Dalibard, and Roger
(1982) have carried out an experiment in which the instruments in Fig. 20.2
are rapidly switched between two polarizer orientations: a and a on the right,
and b and b on the left. The switchings on the two sides are performed
by two independent oscillators running at incommensurate frequenices, and
presumably with independent phase drifts. The lifetime of the intermediate
energy level in the cascade (5 × 10−9 sec) and the switching time between
polarizers (10 × 10−9 sec) were both smaller than the time for a light signal
to pass from one instrument to the other (40 × 10−9 sec). The polarization
correlations were found to be the same as in experiments with static settings
of the analyzers, and to agree with quantum theory.
Is quantum mechanics incompatible with relativity?
Einstein’s locality postulate, which is the key to Bell’s theorem, is strongly
motivated by special relativity. Thus the conﬂict between quantum mechanics
and locality suggests a deep incompatibility between quantum mechanics and
relativity. We are now entering an area of uncertainty, and hence of controversy.
It is not valid to object that we have based our analysis on nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In fact, only the properties of spin and polarization
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have been used, and these are essentially identical in both the relativistic and
nonrelativistic theories.
If quantum mechanics implies nonlocality, i.e. inﬂuences that are not
restricted by the speed of light between distant regions, can we make use of
them to send messages at superluminal speeds? No! Several people have shown
that quantum correlations cannot be used to transmit messages at superluminal speeds. This is so because the locality principle used in the derivation of
Bell’s inequality is stronger than the weaker locality principle that prevents
superluminal transmission of information, and quantum mechanics satisﬁes
the latter (Ballentine and Jarrett, 1987). However, it is not clear that the
requirements of special relativity are exhausted by excluding superluminal
signals. Nor is it clear how there can be superluminal “inﬂuences” (so as to
violate Bell’s inequality and satisfy quantum mechanics) that in principle
cannot be used as signals. [A hint is provided by Bohm’s quantum
potential , (discussed in Secs. 14.2 and 14.3), which depends on the entire
arrangement of the apparatus, and so would in principle depend on the settings
of both polarizers.] Whether or not there is a deeper incompatibility between
quantum mechanics and relativity is not certain, but it is clear that the
concepts that seem natural in one theory may not seem natural in the other.
It is truly remarkable that such deep questions should have arisen from the
simple sinusoidal correlations between spins and between polarizations!
Further reading for Chapter 20
All of J. S. Bell’s papers on this subject are reprinted in a single volume
(Bell, 1987). The review by Clauser and Shimony (1978) is an excellent account
of both theory and experiment up to that date. The ﬁrst experimental test of
the Bell inequality was by Freedman and Clauser (1972); more comprehensive
experiments are reported by Aspect et al. (1981, 1982). Rarity and Tapster
(1990) have tested a version of Bell’s theorem that does not involve spin or
polarization. The Resource Letter by Ballentine (1987) contains an annotated
bibliography of papers on this subject, some of which are contained in the
reprint book (Ballentine, 1989). Wheeler and Zurek (1983) also reprint some
of the early papers on this subject.
Problems
20.1 Show that Herbert’s inequality (20.3) is a special case of Bell’s inequality (20.6).
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20.2 For two s = 12 particles in a singlet state, evaluate the left hand side
of the CH inequality (20.16) for the conﬁguration shown in Fig. 20.1.
Evaluate it also for the conﬁguration shown in Fig. 20.3. For which conﬁguration does the greatest violation of the inequality occur? Can you
devise a conﬁguration for which the violation would be even greater?
20.3 Consider the two-photon state vector |x1 , k ⊗ |x2 , −k, which is
essentially the ﬁrst term of (20.22). Although this state lacks rotational invariance about the direction of k, the correlation of the polarizations in this state bears some similarity to the correlation in the
state (20.22). Evaluate the coincidence probability [P12 (a, b)]qm for this
state, and show that it obeys the CH inequality (20.16). Note that it
must
depend on the directions of both a and b, and not only on their relative
angle.) For what orientations of the analyzers would the coincidence
probability for this state be the same as that for the state (20.22)?
20.4 For a system of two particles with spin s = 12 , the vector | ↑ ↓ u ≡ | ↑ u ⊗
| ↓ u describes a state in which the component of spin in the direction
of the unit vector û is positive for the ﬁrst particle and negative for
the second particle. Thus the total spin in the direction û is zero.
This state is not rotationally invariant, but we can construct from it
a rotationally invariant state operator
(not a pure state) by averaging

over all directions, ρ = (4π)−1 | ↑ ↓ u ↑ ↓ |u dΩu . Calculate the spin
correlation function C(θab ) = Tr(ρ σa ⊗ σb ) for this state, and compare
with the corresponding function for the singlet state, (20.2). Verify that
for this state, unlike the singlet state, Bell’s inequality is obeyed.
20.5 A classical body whose total angular momentum is zero breaks up into
two fragments: fragment # 1 carries angular momentum J and fragment # 2 carries angular momentum −J. The direction of the classical
angular momentum vector J is not reproducible, and is described by
a probability distribution ρ(J). The two fragments separate. On the
ﬁrst we measure the sign of the component of its angular momentum in
the direction a, and on the second we measure the sign of its angular
momentum component in the direction b. The two results may be
denoted as σa = sgn(J·a) and σb = sgn(−J·b), and their possible
values are +1 and −1. Calculate the correlation function σa σb  as a
function of the angle between the directions of a and b if the probability
distribution ρ(J) is isotropic. Does it obey the Bell inequality?
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Appendix A

Schur’s Lemma

Schur’s lemma states that a self-adjoint set of operators is irreducible if and
only if any operator that commutes with all members of the set is a multiple of
the identity operator.
A self-adjoint set S is deﬁned by the condition that if the operator T is a
member of S then so is T †. To say that a set of operators is irreducible on
a vector space V means that no subspace of V is invariant under the action
of all operators in the set. If there is a subspace V1 (other than V itself) such
that if |φ ∈ V1 then also T |φ ∈ V1 for every operator T in S, we say that the
set S is reducible (and also that S reduces V ). Otherwise S is irreducible.
Let S be a self-adjoint set, and let S  be the set of operators that commute
with all members of S. Thus if R ∈ S  then [T, R] = 0 for all T ∈ S. Since S
is a self-adjoint set, it follows that R† is also a member of S  . Without loss of
generality, we may consider only those operators in S  that are Hermitian, since
an arbitrary member of S  is expressible as a linear combination of Hermitian
operators in S  : R = R1 + iR2 , with R1 = 12 (R + R† ) and R2 = (R − R† )/2i.
Hence we take R to be Hermitian.
Let {|φn } be a complete orthogonal set of eigenvectors of R, with R|φn  =
rn |φn . Deﬁne Vm to be the subspace spanned by those eigenvectors of R whose
eigenvalue is rm , and denote by Vm⊥ the complementary subspace of vectors
orthogonal to Vm . Since [T, R] = 0, we obtain 0 = φm |(T R − RT )|φn  =
(rn − rm ) φm |T |φn  for all T in the set S, where |φm  ∈ Vm and |φn  ∈ Vm⊥ .
Now if rn = rm we would have T |φn  orthogonal to |φm . This would hold for
all T in the set S and all of the eigenvectors |φn  that span Vm⊥ , and hence
the subspace Vm⊥ would be invariant. But that is impossible if the set S is
irreducible, so in this case we must have rn = rm for all m and n. If R has
only one distinct eigenvalue, then R is a multiple of the identity operator. Thus
any operator R that commutes with all members of the irreducible set S can
only be a multiple of the identity.
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Conversely, if the set S were to reduce the space V into nontrivial invariant
subspaces V1 and V ⊥ , we could choose two unequal numbers, r1 and r2 , and
deﬁne an operator R such that R|φm  = r1 |φm  for any |φm  ∈ V1 and R|φn  =
r2 |φn  for any |φn  ∈ V ⊥ . Now T |φm  ∈ V1 and T |φn  ∈ V ⊥ for every operator
T in S, and hence it follows from the deﬁnition of R that [T, R] = 0. Thus
we have an operator (not a multiple of the identity) that commutes with all
members of the set S if S is not irreducible. So the lemma is proven.

Appendix B

Irreducibility of Q and P

For a single particle without internal degrees of freedom, we may use the
coordinate representation (Ch. 4), in which the eﬀect of the position operator
Q is to multiply by the coordinate x, and the momentum operator P is the
diﬀerential operator −i∂/∂x. (For simplicity we consider only one spatial
dimension.) To prove that the set of operators {x, ∂/∂x} is irreducible in the
sense of Schur’s lemma, we shall show that any operator which commutes with
both x and ∂/∂x must be a multiple of the identity.
Let M be an operator that commutes with both x and ∂/∂x. Then
M xψ(x) = xM ψ(x) for all ψ(x) .

(B.1)

If M commutes with x, it must also commute with any function of x, f (x), and
hence M f (x)ψ(x) = f (x)M ψ(x). Choosing the particular function ψ(x) = 1,
we obtain
M f (x) = f (x)m(x) ,
(B.2)
where by deﬁnition m(x) = M 1 is the function that is produced by the operator
M when acting on the particular function ψ(x) = 1. By hypothesis, we also
have
∂
∂ψ
M ψ(x) = M
.
(B.3)
∂x
∂x
Now (B.2) holds for any function f (x), so it holds in particular for the functions
ψ(x) and ∂ψ/∂x. Thus (B.3) yields
∂
∂ψ
m(x)ψ(x) = m(x)
,
∂x
∂x
which is consistent only if ∂m/∂x = 0. Therefore m(x) is a constant, and the
eﬀect of the operator M is only to multiply by this constant. In other words,
any operator M that commutes with both x and ∂/∂x must be a multiple of
the identity, and so by Schur’s lemma the set {x, ∂/∂x} is irreducible.
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Proof of Wick’s Theorem

This theorem, discussed in Sec. 17.4, will ﬁrst be proved for generalized
fermion operators. Let each of the operators A1 , A2 , A3 , . . . , An be either a
creation operator (Cα † ) or an annihilation operator (Cα ). We assume that:
(a) There is a vector |0 such that Cα |0 = 0 for all α.
(b) The anticommutator of any two of the operators, [Aj , Ak ]+ ≡ Aj Ak +
Aj Ak , is a multiple of the identity.
Deﬁne the normal-ordered product, N (A1 , A2 , . . .), of a set of operators as
the product of those operators reordered so that all creation operators are to
the left of all annihilation operators, multiplied by a factor (−1) for each pair
interchange needed to produce the normal order. Deﬁne the contraction of two
operators as A1 A2  = 0|A1 A2 |0. Then the theorem states that any product
of these operators is equal to its normal product expansion, which has the form
A1 A2 A3 · · · An = N (A1 , A2 , A3 , . . . , An )
(−1)j+k−1 Aj Ak 

+
j<k

× N (A1 , . . . , Aj−1 , Aj+1 , . . . , Ak−1 , Ak+1 , . . . , An )
+

(−1)P (2 contracted pairs) × (N -product of n-4 operators)

+

(−1)P (3 contracted pairs) × (N -product of n-6 operators)

+ ···

(C.1)

Here P denotes the number of pair interchanges (modulo 2) needed to
remove the contracted terms from the product. We shall prove the theorem
by induction.
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We ﬁrst establish that
N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )An+1 = N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An , An+1 )
n

(−1)j+n Aj An+1 N (A1 , . . . , Aj−1 , Aj+1 , . . . , An ) .

+

(C.2)

j=1

If An+1 is an annihilation operator the product on the left is already in
normal order, and all of the contractions Aj An+1  are zero by virtue of
assumption (a), and so (C.2) is true in this case. If An+1 is a creation operator, then we have
N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )An+1 = (−1)n An+1 N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )
n

(−1)j+n [Aj , An+1 ]+ N (A1 , . . . , Aj−1 , Aj+1 , . . . , An ) .

+
j=1

But N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An , An+1 ) = (−1)n An+1 N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ), and from (a)
and (b) we have Aj An+1  = [Aj , An+1 ]+ , so (C.2) is true in this case too.
The eﬀect of multiplying (C.1) on the right by An+1 is to produce in every
term of (C.1) a product of the form N (A1 , A2 , . . .)An+1 . According to the
result (C.2), this is equal to
N (A1 , A2 , . . .)An+1 = N (A1 , A2 , . . . , An+1 )
+

(all terms containing a contraction involving An+1 ) .

Thus (C.1) remains true upon right multiplication by An+1 , provided it was
true for n operators. It was demonstrated in Sec. 17.4 that Wick’s theorem is
true for n = 2, so by induction the theorem is true for all n ≥ 2.
The proof of Wick’s theorem for boson operators follows the same
pattern, except that anticommutators must be replaced by commutators, and
the factors of (−1) for permutations do not appear.
[[ Wick’s theorem is often stated for a time-ordered product of operators,
rather than for a general product as we have done. This is because of
the context in which the theorem was ﬁrst applied. Actually the notions
of time dependence and time ordering are extraneous to the mathematics,
and there is no gain in simplicity in return for the loss of generality. To
apply the theorem to time-ordered products (not considered in this book),
we simply substitute that particular product in place of the general product
A1 A2 A3 · · · An in (C.1). ]]

Appendix D

Solutions to Selected Problems

1.10 Because of the inclusion relation Ω ⊂ H ⊂ Ω× , we need only identify
the smallest of the three spaces that contains the vector. (a) Ω× .
(b) H. (c) Ω× . (d) None of the three. To prove this, consider the
function φ(x) = e−c|x| , which clearly belongs to Ω provided
c > 0. For
∞
f (x) to belong to Ω× , it is necessary that (φ, f ) = −∞ φ∗ (x)f (x)dx
∞
be ﬁnite for all φ in Ω. But −∞ e−c|x| e−ax dx diverges if a > c, so
e−ax is not in Ω× . (e) H. For any ε > 0, there is a constant C such
that log(1 + |x|) < C|x|ε as |x| → ∞. Hence it is easy to show that
the function log(1 + |x|)/(1 + |x|) is square-integrable. (f) Ω. (g) Ω.
1.11 According to Theorem 1, Sec. 1.3, an operator H is Hermitian if
ψ|H|ψ − ψ|H|ψ∗ = 0 for all complex functions ψ. Therefore we
shall calculate the quantity

R = {ψ ∗ ∇2 ψ − ψ∇2 ψ ∗ }dτ
within some volume, and determine the conditions under which it will
vanish. Using the identity ∇·(ψ ∗ ∇ψ) = (∇ψ)∗ ·∇ψ + ψ ∗ ∇2 ψ, we
obtain

R = ∇·(ψ ∗ ∇ψ − ψ ∗ ∇ψ)dτ

=

(ψ ∗ ∇ψ − ψ ∗ ∇ψ)·dS ,

where the last integral is over the closed surface bounding the volume
of the ﬁrst integration. Therefore we will have R = 0 for all ψ, and
the operator ∇2 will be Hermitian, if ψ and all functions in the linear
space to which it belongs satisfy some boundary condition that ensures
the vanishing of the surface integral. Some satisfactory boundary conditions for a ﬁnite volume are: (a) ψ = 0 on the bounding surface;
(b) n̂·∇ψ = 0, where n̂ is normal to the surface; (c) periodic boundary
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conditions on a surface whose opposite sides are parallel. If the volume
is inﬁnite, then we must have: (d) the integrand of the surface integral
must go to zero more rapidly than r−2 in the limit as r → ∞, so that
the surface integral vanishes in the limit r → ∞.
1.13 (a) The probability of life in the vicinity of some arbitrarily selected
star is equal to pqr = 10−6 , assuming that the three conditions
are independent.
(b) The probability P that life exists in the vicinity of at least one
star is given by P = 1 − P0 , where P0 is the probability that no
stars have life about them. The probability of no life about some
arbitrarily selected star is 1 − pqr, so we have P0 = (1 − pqr)N .
Thus we have

log(P0 ) = N log(1 − pqr) ≈ N (−pqr) = −10−5 ,
P0 = e−pqrN = exp(−10−5 ) % 1 .

1.17

Hence P = 1 −e−pqrN , which is very close to 1. Even a very rare event
is almost certain to occur in a large enough sample.
Denote the probability that exactly n particles are emitted in the
time interval t as Pn (t). Since the average emission rate is λ particles
per second and each emission event is independent of all others, the
probability of an event must be the same in any short time interval of
duration h. It seems intuitively clear that this probability should be
equal to λh (neglecting corrections that vanish more rapidly than h),
and that the probability of more than one event occurring within the
interval h should be of higher order in h, and hence negligible in the
limit h → 0. (These simplifying assumptions will be conﬁrmed in the
ﬁnal solution.)
Suppose that there are n events (n > 0) during the interval t + h.
This could happen in two ways: there could have been n events in
the interval t and none in the following interval h, or there could have
been n − 1 events in the interval t and one in the interval h. Since the
occurrence of events in the intervals t and h are independent, we have
Pn (t + h) = Pn (t)(1 − λh) + Pn−1 (t)λh ,

(n > 0) .
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Dividing by h and taking the limit h → 0, we obtain
Pn  (t) = −λPn (t) + λPn−1 (t),

(n > 0) ,

where Pn  (t) is the derivative of Pn (t) with respect to t. For n = 0 we
have simply
P0  (t) = −λP0 (t) .
These diﬀerential equations can easily be solved successively, subject
to the boundary conditions P0 (0) = 1, Pn (0) = 0 for n > 0. The
solutions are P0 (t) = e−λt , P1 (t) = λte−λt , and in general
Pn (t) =

(λt)n e−λt
.
n!

This is known as the Poisson distribution. It is apparent that it is
correctly normalized: Σn Pn (t) = 1. The average number of events in
the time interval t may now be calculated to be
nPn (t) = e−λt

n =
n

n
n

d
= e−λt λt
d(λt)

n

(λt)n
n!

(λt)n
d λt
= e−λt λt
e
n!
d(λt)

= λt ,

2.5

3.3

which conﬁrms our initial hypothesis. The Poisson distribution plays
an important role in the study of photon statistics in Ch. 19.
(a) Not acceptable, has a negative eigenvalue; (b) pure state, with state
√
√
vector (3/5, 4/5); (c) pure state, with state vector (|u + 2|v)/ 3;
(d) not acceptable, has a negative eigenvalue; (e) acceptable, not a
pure state.
Let f (x) = exA Be−xA . We wish to expand this operator in powers of
the parameter x:


x2 d2 f 
df 
f (x) = f (0) + x 
+
+ ···
dx
2 dx2 
x=0

x=0

From the deﬁnition of f (x), we obtain
df (x)
= Af (x) − f (x)A = [A, f (x)] .
dx
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Diﬀerentiating again with respect to x, we obtain


d2 f (x)
df (x)
=
A,
= [A, [A, f (x)]] .
dx2
dx
Clearly this kind of result generalizes to any order of derivative.
Since f (0) = B, the power series is
exA Be−xA = B + [A, B]x +

[A, [A, B]]x2
[A, [A, [A, B]]]x3
+
+ ···
2
6

3.4 Consider the operator f (x) = exA exB , where x is a parameter. Then
df (x)/dx = AexA exB + exA BexB
= (A + exA Be−xA )f (x) .

Using the result of Problem 3.3, and assuming that [A, [A, B]] = 0, we
obtain
df (x)
= {A + B + [A, B]x}f (x) .
dx
We now assume also that [B, [A, B]] = 0, so that (A + B) and [A, B]
commute. The solution of the above diﬀerential equation then becomes


[A, B]x2
f (x) ≡ exA exB = exp (A + B)x +
.
2
Putting x = 1, we deduce that if [A, [A, B]] = 0 and [B, [A, B]] = 0
then
e(A+B) = eA eB e−[A,B]/2
= eB eA e[A,B]/2 ,

3.7

the last time being obtained by interchanging A and B.
The desired transformation, U (v, t) = exp(iv·Gt ), is a combination
of an instantaneous Galilei transformation, which aﬀects the velocity
operator but not the position operator, and a space displacement
through the distance vt. In view of the result of Problem 3.4, it seems
appropriate to try Gt = M Q − tP, which is the sum of the generators
of the two transformations.
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(We take  = 1 for convenience.) We can now use the result of Problem 3.3 to calculate the eﬀect of this transformation.
exp(iv·Gt )Qα exp(−iv·Gt ) = Qα + [iv·Gt , Qα ] + · · ·
The commutator has the value [iv·Gt , Qα ] = −[iv·Pt, Qα ] = −vα tI.
Since this is a multiple of the identity operator, all the higher order
commutator terms are zero, and hence
exp(iv·Gt )Qα exp(−iv·Gt ) = Qα − vα tI .
Similarly we have
exp(iv·Gt )Pα exp(−iv·Gt ) = Pα + [iv·Gt , Pα ] + · · ·
The commutator has the value [iv·Gt , Pα ] = [iM v·Q, Pα ] = −M vα I.
Again all higher order commutator terms are zero, and hence
exp(iv·Gt )Pα exp(−iv·Gt ) = Pα − M vα I .

4.5

Dividing this equation by M yields the correct transformation for
velocity operator Vα = Pα /M , so our choice of Gt = M Q − tP for the
generator has proved to be correct.
We note in passing that Gt is not equal to the Heisenberg timedependent operator obtained from the Schrödinger operator G =
M Q. According to (3.72), that operator is eiHt M Qe−iHt , with H =
P 2 /2M . Using Problem 3.3, we determine this Heisenberg operator
to be M Q + tP.
Let us choose units such that  = 2M = 1, and write the spherically
symmetric state function as ψ(r) = u(r)/r. Then the stationary state
Schrödinger equation, in spherical coordinates, becomes
u (r) + [E − W (r)]u(r) = 0 ,
where u (r) is the second derivative of u(r). For the potential W (r) =
C/rn with n > 2, this diﬀerential equation has an irregular singular
point at r = 0, and it is easily veriﬁed that u(r) cannot behave as any
power of r (positive, negative, or fractional) in the neighborhood of
r = 0. Instead we shall try u(r) = exp(−a/rγ )f (r), where f (r) is a
smooth function, and γ > 0. In the limit r → 0 the dominant contribution to u (r) is u (r) ≈ (a2 γ 2 /r2γ+2 )exp(−a/rγ )f (r). Collecting
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the coeﬃcients of the dominant singular terms in the diﬀerential equation, we obtain
C
a2 γ 2
− n = 0.
r2γ+2
r

4.6

4.10

Therefore we must have 2γ + 2 = n, and a2 γ 2 = C. Thus we have
γ = 12 n − 1. (Since γ > 0 is a condition for validity of our solution, it
is apparent that the case n > 2 is qualitatively diﬀerent from that of
n ≤ 2.)
For C > 0 (repulsive potential) we obtain a = C 1/2 /γ > 0. Thus
u(r) vanishes rapidly as r → 0, yielding a physically acceptable solution.
For C < 0 (attractive potential) the parameter a = i|a| is pure
imaginary. Thus the state function is of the form ψ(r) = A(r)e−S(r) ,
with amplitude A(r) = f (r)/r and phase S(r) = −i|a|/rγ . From
(4.22b), J = A2 ∇S, the radial probability ﬂux goes as Jr ∝ 1/rγ+3 .
The integrated ﬂux over a small sphere of radius r will be proportional
to 1/rγ+1 . For any γ > 0 this would correspond to a sink (or source)
at r = 0, and so it is physically unacceptable. In physical terms, for
n > 2 the attractive potential is so strong that any state would collapse
into the center.
In one spatial dimension, the condition div f = 0 reduces to ∂f /∂x =
0. Hence the continuity equation for the ﬂux J(x, t) is also satisﬁed if
we add to J(x, t) an arbitrary function f (t), provided only that f (t) is
independent of position. For any physically realizable state we must
have Ψ(x, t) → 0 and J(x, t) → 0 as |x| → ∞. Since f (t) does not
depend on x, this condition can be satisﬁed only if f (t) ≡ 0. Thus the
usual identiﬁcation of the probability ﬂux is unique in one dimension,
but this argument does not generalize to three dimensions.
The Lagrangian of a free particle is L = 12 mv 2 , where v = dx/dt.
Since the velocity is constant along the classical path, we have v =

(x2 −x1 )/(t2 −t1 ), and the action is S = Ldt = 12 m(x2 −x1 )2 /(t2 −t1 ).
The de Broglie wavelength is λ = mv/2π, and hence the Feynman
phase factor, eiS/ , is equal to eiπ(x2 −x1 )/λ .
Surprise? The quantity (x2 − x1 )/λ is equal to the number of
wavelengths in the path. But one would expect each wavelength to
contribute 2π to the phase, rather that only π as in the above answer.
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The paradox is resolved by noting that we are dealing
 with a path in
space–time, for which the action can be written as (pdx − Edt). The
ﬁrst (momentum) term contributes the expected 2π per wavelength,
and the second (energy) term cancels half of the ﬁrst term.
For convenience we shall adopt units such that  = 2M = 1. We shall
also use box normalization in a cube of side L, so that our (discrete)
momentum eigenvectors are orthonormal: k |k = δk ,k . In momentum representation the eigenvalue equation (H − E)|Ψ = 0 becomes
k|W |k  k |Ψ = 0 .

(k 2 − E) k|Ψ +
k

The lattice periodicity of the potential W is expressed by the equation
U (Rn )W U † (Rn ) = W ,
where U (Rn ) = exp(−iP·Rn ) and Rn is given by (5.16). The periodicity of the potential implies that its matrix in momentum representation must satisfy
k|W |k  = k|U (Rn ) W U † (Rn )|k
= exp [(k − k)·Rn ] k|W |k  .
This is possible only if exp[(k − k)·Rn ] = 1 for all lattice vectors Rn .
Therefore the matrix element k|W |k  must vanish unless k −k = G,
where G is some reciprocal lattice vector. Thus the energy eigenvalue
equation becomes
(k 2 − E) k|Ψ +

k|W |k + G k + G|Ψ = 0 ,
G

the sum being over all reciprocal lattice vectors. It is apparent that
those components k |Ψ for which k = k + G for any reciprocal
lattice vector are decoupled from the equation, and so are irrelevant.
Therefore we may conveniently set them equal to zero, in which case
the eigenvector will be of the form
|Ψ =

|k + G k + G|Ψ .
G

In coordinate representation, this becomes
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x|k + G k + G|Ψ
G

=

k + G|Ψ
G

5.6

exp [i(k + G)·x]
,
L3

which is equivalent to the representation (5.23) for a Bloch type function. Thus even if we did not know Bloch’s theorem, it would emerge
naturally in the momentum representation solution of a periodic
equation.
The stationary state Schrödinger equation in one dimension can be
written as (E − P 2 /2M )|Ψ = W |Ψ, where P is the momentum
operator. In momentum representation this becomes


 ∞
p2
E−
Ψ(p) =
p|W |p  Ψ(p ) dp ,
2M
−∞
where p is an eigenvalue of P , and Ψ(p) = p|Ψ. For a delta function
potential, W (x) = c δ(x), we have p|W |p  = c/2π, so the above
integral equation reduces to the simple form


p2
α
E−
Ψ(p) =
,
2M
2M
where we have introduced
α=

Mc
π



∞

Ψ(p) dp .
−∞

Anticipating that E will be negative for the ground state in an attractive potential (c < 0), we write E = −β 2 /2M . The equation for Ψ(p)
then becomes (p2 + β 2 )Ψ(p) = −α, which has the solution
Ψ(p) = −

p2

α
.
+ β2

Substituting this result into the deﬁnition of α above, we obtain α =
−(M c/β)α, which ﬁxes the value of β and so determines the energy
to be
M c2
E=− 2 .
2
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The parameter α remains arbitrary, since it is only a normalization
constant. The coordinate space state function Ψ(x) can be obtained
from Ψ(p) by means of a Fourier transformation. Appropriately normalized, it is

Ψ(x) =

7.2

M |c|
2

1/2



M |cx|
.
exp − 2


[This problem and solution are due to M. Lieber, Am. J. Phys. 43,
486–491 (1975).]
Question: Why was the solution for the state function unique, when
it is usual to have a whole family of energy eigenfunctions?
The angular momentum and linear momentum operators have the
forms J = x × (−i∇) + S and P = −i∇ + M, respectively. The
internal contributions, S and M, commute with the external terms,
and so they must satisfy the same commutation relations as the total
angular and linear moment operators:
[Mα , Mβ ] = 0 ,

[Sα , Sβ ] = iεαβγ Sγ ,

[Sα , Mβ ] = iεαβγ Mγ .

Because the components of M are commutative, we can choose a
basis that diagonalizes the three matrices Mx , My , Mz . In that basis,
we have (Mα )jk = (Mα )j δjk , (α = x, y, z). From the third commutation relation, we obtain (Sx )jk (My )k − (My )j (Sx )jk = i(Mz )j δjk .
Putting j = k yields (Mz )j = 0. Clearly a similar result holds for Mx
and My , and therefore we have shown that Mα ≡ 0. Thus there is no
such thing as “internal linear momentum”.
Since the external, or “orbital”, contributions to linear and
angular momentum satisfy the same commutation relations as do M
and S, one may ask why this argument cannot be extended to prove
that P ≡ 0. The crucial diﬀerence is that the internal momentum
operator M must be represented by a discrete matrix, since it was
assumed to operate in the same space as S. However the momentum
eigenvectors have inﬁnite norms, and form a continuous basis. In that
basis, the matrix element of the momentum operator is of the form
k |Pα |k = kα δ(k − k), and the matrix element of the position
operator is even more highly singular. The diagonal matrix element of
the commutator [Jx , Py ] involves the diﬀerence of two inﬁnite terms.
However, one cannot validly conclude that ∞ − ∞ = 0, so one escapes
the incorrect conclusion that Pα ≡ 0.
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7.16 The three-spin basis vectors, |m1  ⊗ |m2  ⊗ |m3 , where the m’s take
on the values ± 21 , are eigenvectors of Sz (1) , Sz (2) , and Sz (3) . We shall
abbreviate them to |±|±|±, with the position of the factor indicating which particle it refers to. The total angular momentum operator
is J = S(1) + S(2) + S(3) . We wish to form the eigenvectors of J·J
and Jz , whose eigenvalues (in units of  = 1) are J(J + 1) and M ,
respectively.
Let us begin with the state in which all three spins are in the positive
z direction, |+|+|+. This is an eigenvector of J·J and Jz , with both
J and M taking the maximum value, 3/2, as can easily be veriﬁed,
and so we shall write
| 32 , 32  = |+|+|+ .
Applying the lowering operator J− = S− (1) + S− (2) + S− (3) and using
(7.15), we obtain
(3−1/2 ) | 32 , 12  = |+|+|− + |+|−|+ + |−|+|+ .
Repeating this procedure twice more we obtain a set of four eigenvectors with j = 3/2.
To determine the remaining eigenvectors of J·J and Jz , we must
combine the spins two at time using the Clebsch–Gordan coeﬃcients,
as in (7.90). Combining ﬁrst spins of particles 2 and 3, we obtain
&1 1
'
|J23 , M23  =
2 , 2 , m2 , m3 |J23 , M23 |m2 |m3  .
m2 ,m3

The relevant CG coeﬃcients are given in (7.99), and so we have a
triplet with J23 = 1 and a singlet with J23 = 0. These can now be
combined with the spin of the ﬁrst particle, yielding the total angular
momentum eigenvectors for three spins,
&1
'
|J23 ; J, M  =
2 , J23 , m1 , M23 |J, M |m1 |J23 , M23  .
m1 ,M23

The necessary CG coeﬃcients can be obtained from (7.103). The J =
3/2 eigenvectors that were obtained above by a more direct method
correspond to J23 = 1. The three-spin eigenvectors are summarized in
the following table.
This example illustrates the fact that when three or more angular
momenta are combined, the total angular momentum quantum numbers
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3/2

M
3/2

J23
1

3−1/2 ( | + | + | − + | + | − | + + | − | + | + )

−1/2

3−1/2 ( | + | − | − + | − | + | − + | − | − | + )

1/2

|− |− |−
1

1/2
−1/2

8.2

6−1/2 (2 | − | + | + − | + | + | − − | + | − | + )
6−1/2 ( | − | + | − + | − | − | +

−1/2
1/2

|+ |+ |+

1/2
−3/2
1/2
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0

− 2|+ |− |− )

2−1/2 ( | + | + | − − | + | − | + )
2−1/2 ( | − | + | − − | − | − | + )

J and M are insuﬃcient to uniquely label the vectors, whereas they
are suﬃcient when only two angular momenta are combined.
For a system of spin s = 1, the state operator ρ can be represented as
a 3 × 3 matrix, which depends on eight independent real parameters
after the conditions Tr ρ = 1 and ρ† = ρ have been imposed. The three
data conditions, Sx  = 0, Sy  = 0, Sz  = a (in units  = 1), reduce
the number of real free parameters to ﬁve, and the most general matrix
satisfying all of these conditions can be written in the following form
[using the standard representation (7.52) in which Sz is diagonal]:


ρ12
ρ13
ρ11


ρ =  ρ12 ∗ 1 + a − 2ρ11
−ρ12  .
ρ13 ∗
−ρ12 ∗
ρ11 − a
The ﬁve parameters are ρ11 and the real and imaginary parts of ρ12
and ρ13 . This is not yet the solution to the problem, because the
nonnegativeness condition has not yet been imposed on ρ, and its
eﬀect is diﬀerent in the various special cases.
a = 1: Clearly we must have ρ11 = 1, since no diagonal element of
ρ may be negative. The nonnegativeness condition also implies that
Tr ρ2 ≤ 1 (see Problem 2.4), which in turn implies that ρ12 = ρ13 = 0.
This corresponds to the eigenvector of Sz with eigenvalue +1, and so
is a pure state. The solution is unique, and the appearance of ﬁve free
parameters was illusory.
a < 1: In this case the solution does depend on ﬁve parameters,
although their allowed ranges are restricted by several inequalities
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that are derivable from the nonnegativeness condition. The general
solution is given in terms of more physically signiﬁcant parameters in
Eq. (8.9).
Pure states: A separate enumeration of these can be done, using their
representation by state vectors. The most general three-dimensional
state vector depends on four real parameters, since the norm is ﬁxed
and the absolute phase is irrelevant. We may write that vector as


u eiθ


|ψ =  v eiφ 
w
with u2 + v 2 + w2 = 1. The data condition Sz  = a implies that
u2 − w2 = a. The conditions Sx  = Sy  = 0 imply that uv ei(θ−φ) =
−vw eiφ . This equation has two solutions: (i) v = 0; or (ii) u = w and
θ − φ = φ ± π. We must now examine the various special cases.
a = 0: If u2 −w2 = a = 0 then u = w, and so we must have v = 0. This
makes the phase φ irrelevant. The normalization condition becomes
u2 + w2 = 1, and we obtain u2 = 12 (1 + a), w2 = 12 (1 − a). Only the
parameter θ remains free, and so we have a one-parameter family of
pure states,
 $

eiθ 12 (1 + a)


.
|ψ = 
 $ 0

1
2 (1 − a)
a = 1: In this limit, only the ﬁrst element of the vector is nonzero,
and so the phase θ has no signiﬁcance. There is only one possible state
in this case, as was already proven above.
a = 0: Since u2 = w2 we can use solution (ii) with v = 0, φ =
(θ ± π)/2. Hence in this case we have a two-parameter family of pure
states,


eiθ u
√


|ψ =  ±i eiθ/2 1 − 2u2  .
u
8.9

If |ψ is a common eigenvector of the operators A and B, and if
[A, B] = iC, then it follows trivially that |ψ is an eigenvector of
C with eigenvalue zero, C|ψ = 0.
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(a) Hence if |ψ is a common eigenvector of the angular momentum
operators Lx and Ly it must be the case that Lz |ψ = 0. By an
extension of this argument, it follows that |ψ can be a common
eigenvector of Lx , Ly , and Lz only if Lx |ψ = Ly |ψ = Lz |ψ = 0.
Hence it must also satisfy the relation L2 |ψ = 0. Therefore the
only single particle eigenfunctions of Lx , Ly , and Lz must be of
0
the form
√ (in coordinate representation) ψ(r) = f (r) Y0 (θ, φ) =
f (r)/ 4π, with the radial function f (r) being arbitrary.
(b) From the commutation relations [Lx , Py ] = iPz , etc., it follows that any common eigenfunctions of L and P must satisfy
P|ψ = 0. The eigenfunctions of linear momentum have the form
(in coordinate representation) ceik·x , and therefore the unique
solution to our problem is the unnormalizable function ψ = c
(a constant). Looking at the problem from a geometrical point
of view, for ψ to be an eigenfunction of linear (angular) momentum with eigenvalue zero means that ψ must be invariant under
displacements (rotations). Only a constant function is both translationally and rotationally invariant.
8.10 As in the derivation of (8.30), we minimize Tr(ρT T †). But now we have
T = A0 + iωB0 and T † = A0 − iω ∗ B0 , and we must minimize with
respect to both the real and imaginary parts of ω. The ﬁnal result is
a stronger inequality,
∆A 2 ∆B 2 ≥

9.5

 
2  
2
ρC
ρ{A0 B0 + B0 A0 }
Tr
+ Tr
,
2
2

where A0 = A − A, B0 = B − B, and iC = AB − BA. The second
term on the right hand side of the inequality describes the correlation
between the dynamical variables A and B, which must be zero in order
to obtain a minimum uncertainty state.
Let the state vector for the detector be |u1  or |u2 , according to
whether the particle goes through the top hole or the bottom hole.
Then the state vector for the system consisting of the particle and
the detector will be |Ψ = |ψ1 (x) ⊗ |u1  + ψ2 (x) ⊗ |u2 . The partial
state operator for the particle (p) is ρ(p) = Tr(d) (|Ψ Ψ|), where the
trace is over the state vector space of the detector (d). The position
probability density is then given by the diagonal element of the density
matrix,
x|ρ(p) |x = |ψ1 (x)|2 + |ψ2 (x)|2 + 2 Re{[ψ1 (x)]∗ ψ2 (x) u1 |u2 } .
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If the detector is to discriminate unambiguously between the two holes,
then its two possible ﬁnal states must be orthogonal, u1 |u2  = 0, and
there will be no interference pattern. At the other extreme, if the
detector is totally insensitive, |u1  = |u2 , the interference pattern
will be unaﬀected. More interesting is the intermediate case of partial discrimination, | u1 |u2 | < 1. In this case the probability of correctly inferring which hole the particle passed through is 1 − ε2, where
ε = | u1 |u2 | is proportional to the strength of the interference pattern. If we demand an unambiguous determination of which hole each
particle passes through, then no interference pattern will be formed.
But if we are satisﬁed with 90% conﬁdence in determining which hole
a particle passes through, then the interference pattern will persist
with its strength reduced only by a factor of about 1/3.
If the input to the interferometer is a polarized spin-up state, the
amplitude reaching the screen (via the lower path) will be ψ1 (x)| ↑,
and the probability density will be |ψ1 (x)|2 . If the input to the interferometer is a polarized spin-down state, the amplitude reaching the
screen (via the upper path and the spin ﬂipper) will be ψ2 (x)| ↑, and
the probability density will be |ψ2 (x)|2 . The functions ψ1 (x) and ψ2 (x)
characterize the geometric distributions of the amplitudes in the two
paths. Suppose that the Stern–Gerlach magnet is oriented to measure
the z component of the spin of the particle on the left. The spins
of the two particles must be opposite in the singlet state. Hence we
deduce that the probability density on the screen, conditional on the
result σz = −1 on the left, is |ψ1 (x)|2 ; and the probability density on
the screen, conditional on the result σz = +1 on the left, is |ψ2 (x)|2 .
Since the two results σz = +1 and σz = −1 are equally probable,
the probability density on the screen for the whole ensemble will be
[|ψ1 (x)|2 + |ψ2 (x)|2 ]/2, which exhibits no interference.
Now let us rotate the Stern–Gerlach magnet so as to measure
the x component of spin of the particle on the left.
√ Recall that the
relevant eigenvectors
are
|σ
=
+1
=
(|
↑
+
|
↓)/
2 and |σx = −1 =
x
√
(| ↑ − | ↓)/ 2. For a singlet state the result σx = −1 on the left implies the value σx = +1 for the particle emerging to the right, so
it follows that the amplitude at the screen
(after spin ﬂip of the
√
upper beam) will be [ψ1 (x) + ψ2 (x)]| ↑/ 2, and the probability density, conditional on the result σx = −1 on the left, will be 12 |ψ1 (x) +
ψ2 (x)|2 .
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Similarly the probability density, conditional on the result σx = +1
on the left, will be 12 |ψ1 (x) − ψ2 (x)|2 . Since the two results are equally
probable, the probability density on the screen for the whole ensem,
-7
,
ble will be 12 |ψ1 (x) + ψ2 (x)|2 + 12 |ψ1 (x) − ψ2 (x)|2 2 = |ψ1 (x)|2 +
-7
|ψ2 (x)|2 2. This is the same result as was obtained for the z orientation of the Stern–Gerlach magnet. Thus there is no paradox, since the
pattern on the screen does not depend on a measurement that may or
may not be performed on the other particle on the left.
But instead of merely looking at the total density on the screen,
we could detect the pairs of particles in concidence. Then we would
ﬁnd those particles that were detected in coincidence with the result
σx = −1 on the left to be distributed over the screen in the form of
the interference pattern 12 |ψ1 (x) + ψ2 (x)|2 , and those particles that
were detected in coincidence with the result σx = +1 on the left to
be distributed over the screen in the form of the interference pattern
1
2
2 |ψ1 (x) − ψ2 (x)| . The modulations of these two patterns cancel out
when they are added together.
The coincidence measurement would detect no interference pattern
if σz was measured on the left.
In a bound state, which is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H =
P 2 /2M +W , the average of any dynamical variable will be independent
of time. In particular, we must have d x·P/dt = (i/) [H, x·P] = 0.
Using the result of Problem 4.1, we then obtain 2 T  − x·∇W  = 0.
If W is proportional to rn , we have x·∇W  = n W , and hence
2 T  = n W . This relation can be veriﬁed in the explicit solutions
for the harmonic oscillator (n = 2) and the hydrogen atom (n = −1).
1
We use cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z), where ρ = x2 + y 2 is the
perpendicular distance from the z axis, and φ is the angle of rotation
about the z axis. The cylindrical components of the vector potential
are Aρ = 0, Aφ = 12 Bρ, Az = 0. The energy eigenvalue equation then
becomes


−2 ∂ 2 Ψ 1 ∂Ψ
qB ∂Ψ q 2 B 2 2
1 ∂ 2 Ψ ∂ 2Ψ
+
+
+
+i
+
ρ Ψ = EΨ .
2
2
2
2
2M ∂ρ
ρ ∂ρ ρ ∂φ
∂z
2M c ∂ρ 8M c2
We substitute Ψ(ρ, φ, z) = R(ρ)eimφ eikz , and thereby reduce the
partial diﬀerential equation to an ordinary diﬀerential equation,
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q m
m2
ρ2
d2 R 1 dR
+
+
β
+
−
−
R = 0,
dρ2
ρ dρ
|q| am 2
ρ2
4am 4
where β = (2M E/2 ) − k 2 , and am = (c/|q|B)1/2 is the magnetic
length. The behavior of the solution in the limit ρ → 0 can be
determined by substituting R(ρ) ≈ ρα , which yields α = ±m. Since
R2 must be integrable, only the value α = |m| is acceptable. In the
limit ρ → ∞, it can easily be veriﬁed that the asymptotic behavior
of the solution is dominated by a factor exp[±(ρ/2am)2 ]. Only the
solution with the negative sign is acceptable, so our solution must be
of the form

2 !
ρ
|m|
R(ρ) = ρ
exp −
f (ρ) ,
2am
where f (ρ) is a regular analytic function, which can be expressed in a
power series:
∞

cn ρn , with c0 = 0 .

f (ρ) =
n=0

From the diﬀerential equation, we obtain the recurrence relation
[n2 + (2|m| + 4)n + 4|m| + 4] cn+2

 

q
+ β + am −2
m − |m| − n − 1
cn = 0 .
|q|
(That only even values n are relevant could have been anticipated from
the fact that the diﬀerential equation is invariant under the substitution ρ → −ρ.) If the series does not terminate, the asymptotic ratio as
n → ∞ is cn+2 /cn ∼ nam 2 , like the function exp(ρ2 /am 2 ). This unacceptable divergence at ρ → ∞ is avoided only if the series terminates.
This happens if the coeﬃcient of cn in the recurrence relation vanishes
for some (even) integer n = 2r:
 
q
2
βam +
m − |m| − 2r − 1 = 0 .
|q|
The energy eigenvalue can now be obtained from β:

  
2 k 2 1
q
E=
+ |ωc | 2r + 1 + |m| −
m ,
2M
2
|q|
where ωc = qB/M c is the cyclotron frequency, and the ranges of r
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and m are r = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .; m = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, . . .. Notice that for
ﬁxed E, the allowed range of the angular momentum eigenvalue m
is unbounded above (for q > 0), but is bounded below, in agreement
with Eq. (11.38).
11.7
This problem is treated by Peshkin (1981), to whom we refer for
details.
12.11 The perturbation is of the form
H1 (t) = ex·E =

r cos(θ)eAτ
,
t2 + τ 2

where the charge of the electron is −e. The ﬁrst order transition
amplitude is given by Eq. (12.51), modiﬁed to account for the fact
that the perturbation acts from −∞ to ∞, rather than from 0 to T .
Thus the probability of excitation is
 ∞
2


−2 
iωt
Pif = 
f |H1 (t)|i e dt .

−∞

The frequency ω is determined by the energy diﬀerence between the
initial and ﬁnal states, ω = (εf − εi )/. The initial state is |i =
|100. The ﬁrst excited state is degenerate, but the matrix element
is nonvanishing only for the ﬁnal state |f  = |210. The value of
the matrix element for this case, obtained by integrating the relevant
hydrogenic functions, is
 7.5 
2
a0 .
210|r cos(θ)|100 =
35
Hence the probability is


2

215 e2 A2 τ 2 a0  ∞ eiωt
Pif =
dt .

10
2
2
2
3 
−∞ t + τ

To evaluate the integral, we may close the contour by an inﬁnite semicircle in the upper half of the complex t plane. Its value is (π/τ ) e−ωτ .
Therefore the excitation probability is
215 e2 A2 τ 2 a0 −2ωτ
e
.
310 2
Notice that Pif becomes exceedingly small if ωτ  1, i.e. if the characteristic time of the perturbation τ is large. This is an example of
the adiabatic principle, according to which a perturbation that varies
smoothly and slowly in time leaves the state of the system unchanged.
Pif =
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13.4 Let A be an antilinear operator which satisﬁes φ = Aφ for all
|φ. Denote |u  = A|u and |v   = A|v. We shall consider the vectors
|φ = |u + |v and |φ  = A|φ = |u  + |v  .

φ2 = φ|φ = u|u + v|v + u|v + v|u
= u|u + v|v + 2 Re u|v .
By hypothesis this must be equal to

φ 2 = φ |φ  = u |u  + v  |v   + 2 Re u |v   ,

17.4

18.3

and hence it follows that Re u|v = Re u |v  .

We next consider the vectors |φ = |u
 +2 i|v and
  |φ2  = A|φ =


|u  − i|v . This time the condition φ = φ  leads us to
conclude that Im u|v = −Im u |v  , and so we have u |v   = u|v∗ .
A fermion pair state is created by the operator A† = Cβ † Cα † , and is
annihilated by the operator A = Cα Cβ . A simple calculation shows
their commutation relation to be AA† − A† A = 1 − Cα † Cα − Cβ † Cβ .
This is not equivalent to the correct boson commutation relation,
AA† − A† A = 1, except when operating on a state vector for which
both α and β orbitals are empty. Moreover A† A† = 0, indicating that
no more than one such bound pair can occupy the same state, contrary to the behavior of real bosons. R. Penney [J. Math. Phys. 6,
1031–1034 (1965)] has proved the more general result that one cannot construct boson creation and annihilation operators from a ﬁnite
number of fermion operators.

The number operator is N = α Cα † Cα , and it follows from (18.80)

2
2
that in the BCS state one has N  =
α vα . The average of N
can readily be evaluated by means of Wick’s theorem and Eqs. (18.76)
through (18.79).
BCS |Cα † Cα Cβ † Cβ | BCS

N 2 =
α

β

=
α

β

α

β

(

Cα † Cα  Cβ † Cβ  − Cα † Cβ †  Cα Cβ 

)
+ Cα † Cβ  Cα Cβ † 
( 2 2
)
=
vα vβ + (uα vα )2 δ−αβ + uα 2 vα 2 δαβ
2

=

vα
α

2

uα 2 vα 2 .

+2
α
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Thus (N − N )2  = N 2  − N 2 = 2 α uα 2 vα 2 . If we now use
(18.88) and (18.89) and convert this sum into an integral, we will
obtain an extensive quantity (a quantity of order N ). Therefore the
relative mean square ﬂuctuation, (N − N )2 / N 2 , will go to zero
as N  becomes inﬁnite.
The state operators that describe the noisy lasers in these two problems
are special cases of the state operator

ρ=

w(r1 , φ1 ) w(r1 , φ1 )|z1 , z2  z1 , z2 | dr1 dφ1 dr2 dφ2 .

Here z1 = r1 eiφ1 , z2 = r2 eiφ2 , and w(r, φ) is a nonnegative probability
density that describes the noise ﬂuctuations. Equation (19.115) gives
the interference pattern for the pure state operator |z1 , z2  z1 , z2 |. For
this problem, that result must be averaged over the noise ﬂuctuations.
Thus we obtain

G(1) (x, x) = C 2
w(r1 , φ1 ) w(r2 , φ2 )
(
)
× r1 2 + r2 2 + 2r1 r2 cos[(k1 − k2 )·x + φ1 − φ2 ]
× dr1 dφ1 dr2 dφ2 .
It is apparent that small ﬂuctuations in the phases φ1 and φ2 will
tend to wash out the interference pattern, and if the ﬂuctuations are
so great that the phase diﬀerence φ1 − φ2 is uniformly distributed
over a range of 2π, the interference pattern will be totally destroyed.
On the other hand, ﬂuctuations in the amplitudes r1 and r2 cannot
destroy the interference pattern, but can only alter the contrast or
visibility of the pattern. The usual measure of contrast is the ratio
(Imax − Imin )/(Imax + Imin ), where Imax and Imin are the maximum
and minimum intensities. In the absence of any ﬂuctuation in phase
or amplitude, this ratio is equal to 2r1 r2 /(r1 2 + r2 2 ). Amplitude ﬂuctuations cause this to be replaced by 2 r1 r2 /( r1 2  + r2 2 ).
20.5 For the ﬁrst fragment we measure σa , the sign of the projection of its
angular momentum in the direction a. For the second fragment we
measure σb , the sign of the projection of its angular momentum in the
direction b. If the angular momentum of the ﬁrst fragment is J and
that of the second fragment is −J, then σa will be positive if J points
in the hemisphere centered on a, and σb will be positive if J points in
the hemisphere opposite to b.
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Let the angle between a and b be θ. As can seen from the ﬁgure,
σa and σb will both be positive if J lies in the intersection of those
hemispheres. If the direction of J is uniformly distributed, then the
probability that σa and σb will both be positive is θ/2π. (Note that
the angle is deﬁned so that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π). Similarly the probability that
σa and σb will both be negative is also θ/2π. Thus the probability that
σa σb = +1 is θ/π, and the probability that σa σb = −1 is 1−θ/π. Hence
the correlation function is C(θ) = σa σb  = (2θ/π) − 1, (0 ≤ θ ≤ π).
The appropriate form of Bell’s inequality is Eq. (20.7). It is satisﬁed
as an equality, indicating that the correlation between the angular
momenta of the two fragments is as strong as is possible for a system
that obeys locality.
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